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AMBASSADOR FREDERICK NOLTINC'S ROLE IN AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC &
MILITARY POLICY TOWARD THE GOVERNMENT O F SOUTH VIETNAM

Reface:
The issues that are examined in this thesis, which occur, for the most part, at the
politicai/dipiomatic ievei of ünited States Govemment policy
salient strategic military concems!

cire:

uwiatrd witb the must

Accordingly. the foundations and methodology for this

study, concemed with Ambassador Frederick Nolting's role in the Vietnam conflict, s h m as
many similarities with those conceptual tools most ofien used in the discipline of military history
as they do with those used in the study of diplomatic history. This approach finds its direction in
the fact that Frederick Nolting's role was, indeed, concemed with overarching strategic concerns
as they applied to South Vietnam and for United States' govemment interests in the region.
Nolting recognixd, very early on in his mission to Saigon, that the role of the United
States Ambassador in Vietnam was unique in that the direction of US policy emanating from the
embassy would, ultimately, hold sway over al1 other considerations - including the counterinsurgency program. Hence, the link between American diplomatic and military policy in
Vietnam was profound. Fominately for the Kennedy Administration. Nolting had a very solid
military background and he had a keen sensitivity. almost a sixth sense, for the strategic
direction that would best serve US and South Vietnarnese interests. As such, later 'turf wars,'
which enipted between the Deparûnent of State md the Pentagon. did not ensnare the Nolting
mission as the ambassador was able to share the sarne soaiegic vision as the top American
Footnotes

1 For this is the level ai which the doctrine of counter-insugency was conceived established and

then, effectively, destroyed.
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soldiers, such as General Paul D. Harkins, who were stationed in ~ietnam.2Furthennore, and as
the reader will see, it was the soldiers, in the end, who defended Nolting's position in
Washington when the high-powered diplomats of the State Department urged President Kennedy
to opt for political violence, in the form of a coup, in South Vietnam.
This school of history. while oAen dismissed as "prescriptive" by the uninitiated. has a

very tough readenhip to which its scholars must pay heed.3 The theoretical core of this school
can be described in relatively concise terms as it is concerned with the utility of such study (Le.,
why study military history?) and the considerable chaos which, to a significant degree,
constitutes and accompanies the methods of violence and warfare.
The utility of studying human conflict lies at the heart of military history because it is

concemed with that most distressful of occurrences: the calculated destruction or killing of
human beings; likewise, it incorporates the means of doctrines, men and material that makes this
violence possible. In the blunt assessrnent of the discipline's most prolific writer and
unconventional thin ker, J.F.C.Fuller. the practical heart of military history

"...constitutes the

crucial problem in the art of war: 'how to kill without k i n g killed.' This problem is
fundamental, universal and etemal to war ...We, therefore, start with man, the author of al1 human
Footriotes

Although Roger Hilsman and Michael V. Fomstal argued in their report to President Kennedy
that there was no overarching vision or CO-ordinationbetween the diplornatic and military missions in
Vietnam. ln so doing, effectively, they were firing a full 'broaûside* at Ambassadot Nolting. As such,
through the body of this work, the reader will be made aware of why these hvo men engaged in such an
assault on the ambassadot. The full thmst of this HilsmadForrestal criticism of Nolting's mission can be
readiiy discemed when the reader peruses the Secret, Eyes Only Amex to their report, which cari be found
in Appendix A of this work.
The military historia has a substantial responsibility to his readers k a u s e they are urwlly
military officers who make decisions based upon what they have studieâ, and these decisions, ofien,
directly affect the lives of men under their command. Military history is the backbone of al1 military
science and this reality is duly acknowledged within al1 service academies. Even courses on logistics and
supply must ground themselves in the realities of military operations that have gone before and, thus, they
rcquire solid mi litary history.
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strife."4 On the other hand, it was hoped by military thinkers like Fuller and Basil Liddell-Hart
that something could be leamed h m the study of the history of warfare in order that lives could
be saved.5 The study of warlmilitary history had an extremely utilitarian and urgent basis for

Fuller and his military pers and he emphasised: "Unless history can teach us how to look at the
future the history of war is but a bloody romance.'* For the reader. who is unfamiliar with
military history, this writer will. again, draw on the authonty of I.F.C. Fuller to illustrate how
military history shouid be approached:

"To understand the pasi und to judge the present is tu foresee the firture. To
understand is to see through, to judge is fo value and dcciùe, thut is to think
logically before u decision is urrived al; consequently, in order to appreciate the
worth of o proposition. it is necessary to discover the fucts which underlie it und
to reduce these to ihe generul terms ~ f t h e o r y ; " ~
Professor Michael Howard supports Fuller's understanding of military history and
stresses that military history has a utility to it that is distinct h m the other genres of history.

4 J.F.C. Fuller. "The Foudations of the Science of War." ï h e A n v Quartrrlv Vol. l (Oct. 1920

-

Jan. 1921 ), pp. 91-92.
Where the "prescriptive" tendencies of military history find ready support would requin one to
look no further than the excellent exiunple that the Battle of the Somme provided. For during the opening
day of that battle, July 1, 1916, over 60,000 British officers and men had become casualties for the gain of
a mere 1,000 yards. When the battle finally ended on November 18 of that year, over 4 18,000 British
offices and men had k e n killed. 195,000 French officers and men fell and the Gennans lost
approximately 650,000 personnel. Naturally, the study of military history took on an urgency by the
historians, such as Fuller and Liddell-Hart, as they believed that some answers could be found that would
offer prescription for future conflict wherein the pitfalls of the past could be avoided. As such, the
wholesale murder and mayhem of this century has weldcd "prescription" to military history. After all, who
would want to repeat the carnage of the two great world wan of this century? George Bruce, The Paladin
Dictionary of Battles, (London: Paladin GrafZon Books, 1986), p. 274.
Hew Stnrchan, Eumwm Amies and the Conduct of Wsr, (London: Unwin Hyman, 1988). p. 1.
I.F.C. Fuller. "The Application of Reccnt Dcvclopments in Mechanics and m e r Scientific
Knowledge to Reparation and Training For Future War on Land;" GOLD MEDAL (MIL ITARY) PRIZE
ESSAY FOR 1919; in The Journal of the Royal United Service Institution (RUSI), Vol. LXV (May, 1%!O),
No. 438, p. 239.
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Consequently, the notion of utility cannot be easily dismissed as Howard's perspective, in ternis

of strategic studies and military history, is butttessed with an academic prestige that is second to
none; moreover, his general and, indeed, his spocialia knowledge has been attested to by
political and military leaders the world over. Accordingly, the reader can study the following
excerpt from Howard's writings on the utility of military history

- which constitutes much of

what rnilitary history is about and what this writer's thesis is about:
Given al1 these academic caveats, wur is none the less a distinct and repetitive
form of humon behaviour. Unlike politics, or administrution, or economic
activiîy, which are continuing und constantfy developing processes, war is
intermittent, cleurly dejiried, with distinct criteria of succm or fuilure. We
cunnot state dogrnaticully rhat Britain is better govemed now, or thaf her
economy is morejlourishing, than it waî.in 1761. We con disagree os to whether
certain historicuf events - the Reformalion, or the GIorious Revolution, or the
Great Reform Act - were triumphs or disasters. The hhtorian of peace can on&
ckmnicle and analyse 'change: But the miliruéy historien knows what i s
victory und what defeat, uhat b success and what faüurc When activities do
thus constant& recur, and their success can be asscssed by a sirnighrforward
standard, it does not seem over-optimistic to assume that we can m k e
judgements abou# them and draw conclusions which will have an abidlng
value [my rmphasis].

The following thesis is based upon the foundations and metbdology set forth. very
clearly, by both J.F.C. Fuller md Michael Howard. As a student and instructor of at least some
experience of the subject of low intensity conflict. this writer can assert. effectively, the
argument that as a strategy of low intensity conflict US counter-insurgency policy was destroyed
in the years 1961-1963. This destruction occurred because of a profound disagreement on
politicallstrategic views, which transpired in Washington amongst the Kennedy administration's
leadership. President Kennedy's mission leaders in the field, such as William Colby, Frederick
Nolting, and General Paul Harkins, wanted to stay the official Kennedy policy course with a
Footnotes

Michael Howard, The Causes of War, (Cambridge,
193.

w]:Hpr~ardUniversity Press, 1983), p.
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steady wd patient support of Ngo Dinh Diem's govemment. Powerful and prestigious men. such

as Averell Harriman, John Kenneth Galbraith, and Roger Hilsman. who had direct access to the
President, had grown impatient with the incumbent policy and they believed that a radical
change would best seive Amenca's interests. In pursuing and attaining their reorientation of
American policy toward South Vietnam during the years of 1961 through to 1963 inclusive.
Diem and his govemment were destmyed. Because the lynch-pin to any successful counterinsurgency campaign is the maintenance and numiring of a legitimate. indigenous govemment,
regardless of such a govemment's flaws and weaknesses, the American counter-insurgency
strategy, which existed in the period stretching from 1960 - 1963 approximately, was destroyed
also, along with Diem and his govemment.

Ambassador Frederick Nolting's acute d e , during this historically crucial period,
became that of fighting against the reorientation of official policy toward South Vietnam. In his
battle to Save American interests and sound counter-insurgency policy, as he accurately
perceived them linked to the support of Diem, Nolting faced increasing hostility from his home
department, Le.. the Department of State, and h m some of Kennedy's closest advisors. As the
reader shall see, President Kennedy was hesitant if not reluctant to accept the radical
reorientation of policy toward Diem's govemment that was king thrust upon him by Averell
Harriman and his group. As such, Kennedy wanted to hear h m Nolting, almost right up until
the coup in November of 1963. The President even went so far as to defend Nolting and his
criticism of the radical policy change from Haniman. This was no small matter for Kennedy as
Harriman was normally able to intimidate the President with his forcehl manner, acknowledged
diplomatic experiise, and his formidable prestige aquired from his family background. In the
end, Nolting loa his fight as Kennedy was overwhelmed by the advocates of the new policy and
aquiesced to their urgent request for such a change.
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Unfortunately, Nolting's loss became America's because with the removal and murder
of Diem, the United States Govmment found itself morally compelled to propup the hollow
political entity South Vietnam tumed into without a legitimate govemment. After the awkward
stability of Diem came the deluge of 'revolving-door' coups. The strategic harnlets program and
other related, critical counter-insurgency programs al1 fell prey to this chaotic political
instability, and American strategy, which had k e n cohesive and viable under Ngo Dinh Diem's
leadership. also succumbed to chaos and disarray. With the introduction of US trwps. in order to
stabilise the political void in South Vietnam. American strategic thought had reached its nadir as
Washington was sirnply reacting to continuai politicaVmiiitary crises in Vietnam.
One can affirm, without supponing the entirety of his arguments, that Colonel Hany
Summers Jr. was precise when he argued in his book, On Strateqy, that the debacle which the
American involvement in Vietnam becarne was founded on an inadequate view of what the
strategic objectives were in South Vietnam. Indeed, as one militiiry historian told this writer "the
Americans in Vietnam were not so much out-fought as they were out-thought by their
adversaries." This problem becomes manifest when one penises the documents. memoranda,
letters, telegnms, and notes that streamed back and f o h between the American mission in
South Vietnam and Washington. For there was no clear undentanding of what the fight was
about or what the strategic objectives should be, at lest at the level where policy was ultimately
decided. Thus. the Amencan effort foundered, first, on the politicaVdiplomatic plane before it
was destmyed at the operational level in Vietnam. Neverdieless, defeat is defeat and military

historians in this light must assess the policies that led to such an eventuality. For example. when
the Gennans, in the Second World War, chose to attack Russian cities rather than Soviet m i e s

they made a choice to abandon their strategic doctrine of Blitzkrieg. Yet, this was the doctrine
that their amies and overarching strategic plans had k e n founded on, and, thus, they plunged
into unplanned temtory and they invited defeat. Likewise, when the Americans abandoned the
Pttfocc & Inhodwbn
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long. arduous, pains-taking, and exasperating process of assisting the non-communist
Government of South Vietnam in its efforts to secure political legitirnacy, and when they opted
increasingly for the mere physical destruction of Communist guemllas. they too made a choice
that invited defeat. The strategic objectives of full-scale modern warfafe must include the
destruction o f the enemy's armies in order to secure a more perfkct F a c e on one's own terms.
But the strategic objectives of limited, low-intensity con flic; or counter-insurgency must include
the destruction of the insurgents' ability to gamer political legitimacy and support unto
themselves.9 In short, the fight is not over armies. terrain or even resources but, instead, over
who will govern with accepted legitirnacy.

In addition to the essential understanding just mentioned, this wnter has included a
discussion on the histonography of the Vietnam conflict in the introduction to this thesis. It is
hoped that the utility of this bibliographical discussion will be that the reader is given an
overview of just how complex and divergent the various approaches to the history of Amencan
involvement in Vietnam truly are. In conjunction with this discussion, full cognisance is given to
the fact that this work is concemed with the combined diplomatic and rnilitary history problem
of how American policy was tumed around in 1961-1963. Thus, this study is particularly
interested in the manner and mechanics of US government policy decisions that permined sound
countet-insurgency doctrine to be destroyed in Vietnam duting these crucial years. Within this
context, the main purpose of focusing on the Nolting arnbassadonhip is to examine the
testimony of an American diplomat who was in a position to discem the gulf which developed
between the US Govemment missions in South Vietnam and vacillating policy in Washington.
Footnotes

The tactics of this kind of conflict often necessitate the tuming of political eadm and may
warrant the killing of hard-core political idcologues, but killing the enemy's armed force is not the strategic
objective.
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It is documented fact, supported by the British Advisory Mission in South Vietnam and
the South Vietnamese themselves, that Ambassador Fredenck Nolting fought against the
destruction of realistic American counter-insurgency efforts. Accordingly, his subsequent
resignation fiom the State Department, based on his belief that the murder of President Diem
would lead America into an unnecessary war, warrants serious analysis

-

considering what

eventually occumd in Vietnam. Ambassador Nolting remained steadfast in his analysis kfore,
during, and after the coup thst removed Diem:
"During the next couple of weeks. I attended severol meetings on Viemam. At
the President S request, I expressed my own convictions, independenth of those
held by my superiors in the State Department. Ijelt too strongly to do othenuise.
The basic issue was whether the US. government should connive to overthrow
the Diem government. I argued that it should not. A coup would create u
political vactrum, encourage the Communists, and w@ out the nine years of
relatively successjtrl suppm we had given South Vietnam - without the use of
American combat forces. Furthermore, in supporting a coup, the uitited Stutes
would be doing exuctly what President Kennedy had promised Diem we would
not do, namely, interjering in South VietnamS intemal aflairs. ûur moral
cornmitment, the integrity of the United Stutes, wus ut stake. Finuh'y, I argued
that the generals would be ineflective leaders. They would not gain the support
of the South Vietnamesepeople und would naturuliy turn to the United Statesfor
more and more militury help, incluàing, probably, US. combat forces. I was
appaIIed that our government would encourage a coup of dissidint generals to
overthrow their elected governmeni. Ir war wrong in principle und would, even if
successfuly executed have disastrous long-range consequencesfor the United
States as well as for Vietnam. "Io
A substantial portion of this thesis is concemed with the Nolting dialogue with Pmident
Kennedy's Administration and with the State Department; indeed, the 'backbne' of this
dissertation is constnicted out of the cable trafic between Washington and Saigon. Yet, because
it cannot be forgotten that much of this study falls within the pwiew of military history it is
Footnotes

Io Frederick Nolting, From Trust To Traged~:The Political Memoirs of Fndmck Noltink
Kennedv's Ambassacior to Diem's Vietnam, (New York, [NYJ: Raeger Publishers, 1988), p. 125.
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designed, in the final analysis, as a contribution to that discipline as well as that of
politicaVdiplomatic history.
The real war, in fact, was fought not only in the perceptions of the South Vietnamese
people vis-à-vis the legitimacy of their govemment but, also, in the perceptions of the men who
directed American policy. it was fought in the perceptions of the American Press Corps and thus

it was fought in the forum of American public opinion with al1 the inherent ramifications this
held for American domestic politics. As the reader shall see, at one time President Kennedy hod
blurted out to a friend that he could not go into the 1964 elections if he becme known as the
President who 'Ion' Vietnam to the Communists. At another point the reader will also discem
ihis powerfbl domestic political force at work when Secretary of State Dean Rusk pleaded with
Nolting that the Kennedy Administration could not "stand a n p o r e bumings"

- with regard to

the bad public relations that the Buddhia Crisis engendered between Washington and Saigon.
The famous dictum of Cari Von Clausewitz was never more applicable than in this case
of insurgency warfare: "We see, therefore, that war is not merely an act of policy but a tnie

political instrument, a continuation of political intercourse, camed on with other means...The
political object is the goal.. .."l l The Vietnamese Communists understood this Clauswitzian
dictum very clearly indeed and they acted upon it with a disciplined steadfastness that was both
ruthless and, dialectically, flexible. M a y Arnericans were well aware of what the Communists
were up to as they too recognised this dictum of Clausewiiz's at work. Accordingly, they worked

with the South Vietnamese Govemment and people to stop the Communists fiom attaining their
goal but they were ultimately irnpeded, not so much by the Communists in the field, as by
perceptions in Washington, by the power of the American press and by domestic political
Footnotes

I1 Car1 Von Clausewitz, On War; edited and translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret;
(Rinceton WJ]: Princeton University Press, 1984), p. 87.
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concems. The choice became clearer and clearer for Kennedy and his administration: to make
the decisions that statesmen make or to make the decisions that politicians make; in the end, they
chose the latter course. The Vietnamese Cornmunist leadership called this choice "a great gift"
from the Amencans to them.
The reason why this study m u a likewise. be considered within the parameten of
rnilitary history is straightfonvard enough. For counter-insurgency, while not conducted as a
normal military campnign, nevertheless, has the same strategic objectives as al1 military
undertakings: the destruction of the enemy, in this case the Communist cadres, and
organisational abilities of the Viet Cong, in order to secure a more perfect peace. In convcntional
warfare, as previously noted, the war-making ability of the adversary is targeted

w a strategic

priority. In unconventional, counter-insurgent warfare, the insurrectionists' attempt to gain
political legitirnacy should be considered the most salient target. In this context it is worth
remembering that the Communists in Vietnam had clearly identified political legitimacy as their
strategic goal. With consummate intelligence and nithlessness they fashioned and used a
carefully designed program of "carrot and stick" to gain this political legitimacy from the
people. The "carrot" consisted of the promises of land-reform, lower taxes, more schools, etc.,
and the "stick" consisted of an unparalleled, in Vietnarnese tens, program of temr. Over
20,000 GVN local offciais murdered, 1959-1962, along with iheir families in the most horrifie

-

manner imaginable. Intimidation, extortion and coerceâ political lectudharangues ohenvise
known as "agit-prop" were also part of the Communists' "stick." nius, ii is within the discipline
of military history that the steadiest analysis can be brought to bear on what is, fundamentally, an
unconventional manifestation of war.
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Introduction to the HistoriogrqplCicalRoblem:

The literanire about American involvement in the Vietnam wars of the pst-1945 era is
vast

and wnfusing and, as such. requires establishment of an organised. scholarly foundation

upon which historiographical analysis can be made. Diplornatic historian Gay R Hess has
provided such a basis and, within the framework that he has carefully stnictured. I have pursued
my historical research into the evolution of American diplomatic and military policy in Vietnam
during the salient years 1962- 1963.'*

Gary Hess's St~ucture
for Vietnam War Literuîure:

According to Hess the early literature that examined the Vietnam War and American
involvement there was relatively simple. The United States, in much o f the early literature, was
driven by a "...mindless anti-communism" which, when coupled with a hubris that disregarded
Vietnarnese politics and culture, drew the US into a civil-war which it could not win.lJ

Hess

dexribed these early accounts as the bborthodox"interpretation. This view saw the United States
politicaVmilitary intervention in Southeast Asia as tragically misguided and arrogant in its
idealism and. conrquently, the titles clearly evoke this critical image. Ewnples o f the

Footnotes

I2 The structure that Hess has provided is made manifest in the following article: Gary R. Hess.
'Histonography: The Unending Debate: Historisns and The Vietnam War", in Didomatic Historv, Vol.
t 8, No. 2, (Spring, 1994).

-

l3 lbid..pp. 239 240.
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"orthodox" school would include David Halberstam's The Makinn of A ~uagmire,l4Theodore
Draper's The Abuse of Power, Chester Cooper's The Loa Crusade: America in Vietnam ,iland
Frances Fitzgerald's Fire In The ~ a k e . 1 ~

The "Otthodox"Schoal:
What prornised to be a mlatively concise, if not unduly simplified. "orthodox" rendenng
of the American involvement in the Vietnam War gradually took on a more complex character as

the literature on the subject evolved. The "orthodox" school has been increasingly challenged as
more de-classified documentation has corne to light.17 Trying to sort out this expansive body of
work - as it moved from the popular vein to that of ever-more critical and scholarly analysis became the work of diplomatic historian Gary Hess. His work has to be viewed within the
context of the ever-incr~asingrecognition that there is no longer an "accepted wisdom",
conceming Arnerican involvement in the Vietnam War.

l4 David Halberstam, The Makina of A Ouamire: America and Vietnam Durinn the Kennedy
Era; (New York, F Y ] : Alfred A, Knopf, Inc. 1988).

-

IS Chester L. Cooper. The Lost Crusade: America in Vietnam, (New York, [NY]:Dodd, Mead &
Company, 1970).
l6 Frances Fitzgerald Fire In The Lake: The Vietnamese and the Amencans in Vietnam, (New
York, WY]: Vintage Books, 1989).

I7 At a m e n t conference on the Vietnam War, this writer war introduced to recently smuggled
documents fiom Vietnam which dealt, specifically, with the role of the North Vietnamese in the Southem
insurrection and the intelligence figures for their own men iransferred down the Ho Chi Minh Trail. In
concise terms, the North Vietnamese themselves clairned to have been the tme force behind the
insurrection in the South and to have sent over a million men down the Ho Chi Minh Trail during the
1960's. This kind of documentation, quite cleariy, calls into question somc of the hndamental assumptions
of the "orthodox" school (the arguments concemed wiih these documents can be pcrused through the
proceedings of the conference, "Vietnam, A flet The Cold War," which will be publisheâ in the ncar fiinut.
Currently, they are available on the home page of the Center For The Study of nie Vietnam Conflict at
Texas Tech).
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What the disceming student of history needs to know about this school is that its
founders, David Halberstam, Neil Sheehan, Malcolm Browne et al., were openly hostile to the
original Kennedy Administration policy of support for the South Vietnamese President, Ngo

Dinh Diem. While their position was entirely unobjective, as they admitted at the time, not only
in words but in actions as well. Le., such as assisting the radical bonzes of the Xa Loi Pagoda in
publishing their anti-govemment material by lending them their mimeograph machine,
nevertheless, they were able to stake out the ground of 'orthodoxy' k a u s e they got there first.
As the editor of the Wall Street Journal explained:
The anti-Diem faction dominated the press through the cflorts of rhree
young men in Suigon - David Halberstam of the New York Times, Neil Sheehan
of UPl and Mulcolm Browne of A P. ...The significance of this is t h those who
championed the coup have written the popular history of ifs afiermath. Mr.
Halbersm S writings are best undersîud as un attempt to blame the outcome
in Vietnam on everything but the coup. Mr. Sheehan, by then with the Thes, wm
the recipient of the Penmgon Papers leak; in ifsoriginal newspaper publication,
his series started with the events of December 1963; the coup was the lasr
insralment. He used rhe papers, an enormous and ambiguous recordfiom which
nearîy any lesson codd be drawn, to h a n c e the preposterous notion thut we
had entered the wur by stealth, without anyone in the public or Congress
not icing.
niese writings etched a neurotic i/ widespread popular understanding of
the origins O/ the wur. la

Footnotes
The Editor, "Review & Outlook: The Fiat Lesson of Vietnam," in the Wall S(rcct Journal,
November 2, 1983. This artide can be found in "The Papen of Frederick E. Nolting, Jr." The University of
Virginia Library - Special Collections Department/Alderman Library, Charlottesviile, Virginia; Accession
Nurnber of Collection: R6Z ltlO2.92 1; BOXNumber: 23; Folder Dates and Headhg: Rofcssional Papers,
Newsclippings, 2 of 3.
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The "Revisionisr" Scltool:

The reason for the emergence of a "revisionist" school of Vietnam War historiography is
straighdenvard. Increasing quantities of documents became available, fiom many diflerent
sources and experiences of the Vietnam conflict, and revising of the "orthodox" position was
almost certain to occur. In tems cf the historiopphy, the "orthodox" historims had run with
their thesis too soon, well beforc: adequate documentation was available (David Halberstarn
wrote one of the defining works of the "orthodox" school, The Makinn of A Ouagrnire, which
first appeared in 1964).19 Nevertheless, the works of these joumalists established the highly
critical political tone of the "orthodox" school by the mid-1960s. By contrast, it was not until
1978 and 1979 when the first "revisionist" works were published: Le.. such as Lcslie H. Gelb's
and Richard K. Betts', The Ironv of Vietnam (1978) and Dave Richard Palmers, Summons of
The Trumpet (1978).According to the Hess analysis, the "revisionist" school consists of three
prominent su b-schools: the "C lausewitzians", the "hearts-and-minders" and the "leg itimac ists."

l9 Neil Sheehan, Iikewise, can k considered a CO-founderof the "onhodox" position as he and
Halberstarn were certainly cornrades in k i r journalistic effoits in Vietnam and they tended to espouse ihe
same arguments at the sarne t h e (in the early !96O's). Shechan was one of the editors who composcd The
New York Times version of The Pentanon Pabers (see Neil Sheehan, Hedrick Smith, E.W. Kenworthy and
Fox ButterfÏeld, eds., The Pentanon Pawrs, [Chicago, [ILL]:Quiadrangle Books, Inc., 19711). To his credit,
Sheehan recognised that John Paul Vann had used them to promote his personal ideas and policy for
counter-insurgency warfare and that they had bought, wholesafe, al1 of his ranting about the failure of
ARVN at the so-called battle of Ap Bac. Incredibly, though, Sheehan continucd to klieve much of what
Vann had told him as it corresponded to his own shallow and occidental view of govemment and politics in
Vietnam (see Neil Sheehan, A BriPht Shininn Lie: John Paui Vann and America in Vietnam, v e w York,
Vintage Books, l989]).

w]:
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The "Clausew&iàn" Revisionisîx:
The most notable exarnple of the "Clausewitzians" is Colonel Harry Summer's 01
~trateey20,which contrasts and compares the US conduct of the war. at a strategic level, with the
classic strategic doctrines articulated in Carl von Clausewitz's On ~ a r . 2The
~ essential
argument that Colonel Summers makes is that American politicai leaders were fundarnentally
responsible for a strategy that was deficient in every signiticant way. m e r serving officen
followed suit with accounts such as Bruce Palmer's The 25 Y e u War: America's Militam Role
In Vietnam, Shelby Stanton's The Rise And Fall of an Amcrican A m y : U.S.Ground Forces in
Vietnam. 1965- 1973, and Phillip B. Davidson's Vietnam ai War: The Historv. 1946-1975 , and
Secrets of The Vietnam war.12
The core undentanding of the "Clausewitzian" revisionists is that civilian leaden sent
the United States Armed Forces off to fight the wrong kind of war because they misunderstood
the Vietnam Conflict and, subsequently, developed incorrect political/military policies. The most

important error occurred in U.S. counter-insurgency doctrine. This school daims that the US.
Administration failed to realise that the primary cause of the Vietnam War was aggression
sponsored and fonnulated in the North and not insurgency that had grown out of the
complications of indigenous South Vietnamese society. The "Clausewitzians" believed that the
United States had the necessary military might which would have perrnitted them to obliterate
the North as any kind of threat whatmever in a short, sharp unleashing of Amencan firepower
Footnotes

Colonel Hamy G. Surnmen, Jr.. On Sûateev: A Cntical Analvsis o f the Vieinam War, (NovaCo,
[California]: Residio Press, 1982).

2' Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, edited and m s l a t e d by Michael Howard
(Rinceton WJI: Princeton University Press, 1984).
242.

and Peter Paret;

** Hess, *Historiography: The Unending Debate: Historiaas and The Vietnam W W ; ~pp. 241 -
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and techno1ogy.u Conversely, this war-winning capability, in their estimation, was severely
handicapped, if not completely undemined, in protracted war - which is what had led to apathy
and. ultimately, disillusionment amongst the populace in the United
The *'Heurts-and-Mi&''

tat tes.**

''Revisionists":

Those historians whose works Hess has classified as "hearts-and-minds" "revisionists"
argue that too much effort was wasted on conventional wsrfare which worked direftly against
the precepts of effective pacification. Thus, they differ from the "Clausewitzians", who blamed
civilian leaders for the loss of the war, and, instead, find the real fault in the army leadership for,
at first, resisting and ignoring counter-insurgency doctrine, and then, secondly, having accepted
such doctrine. misapplying it. The works of Colonel David Hackworth, Dr. Larry E. Cable and
Andrew Krepinevich are considered to be the best examples of the "hem-and-minds" school.
Hess uses Cable's works, Conflict of Mvths: The Develo~mentof American Counterinsurgencv Doctrine and the Vietnam War and Unholv Grail: The US and the Wars in Vietnam,
1965- 1968, to illustrate the most well defined and concise arguments that best define this school.
Lany Cable, as Hess notes, tums the Clausewitzian argument on its head by demonstrating that

the US military did, indeed, fight a conventional war, albeit

- a rather lame one, against the

Footnores

23~udging by the types and quantities of conventional tire-power alone, that the U.S. Air Force
had at its disposal, America's political and military leaders may well have been able to cripple North
Vietnam in less than a month had they pennitted their air assets to do so. For exarnple, the tire-stoming of
HanoilHaiphong and any large civilian or indusirial population centre whilst also destroying North
Vietnam's Red River flood control and dike system, which would have, effectively, flooded al1 of the
agricultural land that produced rice etc., would have reduced the North's war-making capacity
drarnaticaily, In a total wiu scenario, which fell just short of the use of nuclear weapons, North Vietnam
would have been physically destroyed; however, the political costs to the Washington Administration
would have exceeded any justification for such destruction.

Z41t is noteworthy to remember ihat on this point, amongst several oîher political/military
decisions, that the "Clausewiîzians" concurred with Ho Chi Minh's estimation of what would undo the
Americans in Vietnam.
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North. The Amy's strategic error, according to Dr. Cable, was in insisting that the Vietcong
insurgency exemplified partisan warfare in which a guemllr movement depended on extemal
support. This primary e m r , in Dr. Cable's analysis, permitted the attendant error wherein the

A m y viewed North Vietnam as the main enemy and fought a conventional war with
Clausewitzian emphasis on massive destruction.25 Lamy Cable continues this argument by
emphasising that only the ~arines.26with their considerable experience in the "Banana W m "
of the early twentieth century. had the doctrinal understanding to allow them to deal effectively

with the indigenous origins of i n s ~ r ~ e n c ~ . 2 ~ ~ r n emilitaq
r i c a n strategy, Cable contends, steadily
played into the hands of No&

Vietnam thereby giving it a greater influence in the South:

"...Rolling Thunder provided the impetus for increased infiltration of the South; and the mindless
ground war disnipted Southem sofiety and undennined the vietcong."** Larry Cable, with his

flare for sardonic humour, put it this way: "In an u#eqpt ta soive o pwbIem r h t did not a i s r ,
/the United States/ cteated O pmblem t h t couid not be s o k d [my ernphaFi~].'"*~

M a t is especially important to note, howevet, about Hess's demarcations for the various
factions within the "revisionist" school, is that some scholars, such as Larry Cable, are extremely
Footnotes
25 Hess, 'Historiography: The Unending Debate: Historians and The Vietnam Waf

p. 243.

26 "The U.S. Marine Corps had far more expcrience with counter-insurgrncy than any other
American armed service." Larry Cable, Conflict of Mvths: The Develo~mentof American Counterinsurnencv Doctrine and the Vietnam War, (New York, WY]:New York University Press, 1986), p. 96.
Lamy Cable clairns that he spenr some five years Ui South Vietnam, operating at the village level, as a
member of the USMC (United States Marine Cotps) and, thus, while his favouring the Marines may, at
fiist glance, appear somewhat subjective
the objective record, which denotes a remarkable
counterinsurgent flexibility on the part of the USMC tends to bear out his assertions. Dr. Cable is quick to
ad4 though, that the Marines had to re-leam much of this treasure of counterinsurgent doctrine in Vietnam.
CabIe, Conflict of Mvths, pp. 170-171.

-

-

2' Hess, uHirtoriography: The Unendhg Deùate: Historians and The Vietnam Wsr;" p. 243.

29 Cable, Conflict of Mv<hqp. 225.
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dificult to "pigeon-hole" with one hundreâ percent accuracy. Dr. Cable, for example, has placed
a considerable portion of the blame for the insuqency in the South at the feet of Ngo Dinh Diem
and Ngo Dinh Nhu and therefore is linked to the b60rthodox"school on sume important issues.m

On the other hand, formidable scholars such as Douglas Pike, who was attached to the United
States Embassy in Saigon from 1954 through to the mid-1960's. have consistently argued that
there was no way that the Ngo Dinh's were responsible for the insurrection in the South.
Drawing on an irrefutable practical expertise about the Vietnamese Communist insurgent
infrastructure, Professor Pike argues that the whole political structure, cell-structure and supply
logistics infrastructure could not have been created during the Diem administration

- as the

restrictions of time, alone, made this impossible. In fact, the çlearly demonsûated scope,
precision and professionalism of the NLF political presence betrayed the hand of Ho Chi Minh.
Thus Pike notes:

"Viemamese with whom the author [ P i w has talked ugree thut unrest was
widespread in the Viemamese counnyside in 1958. but d have insisted rhat the
Diem governrnent war by no rneans as well organised or as eflcient as would
have been necessary to have been as repressive as the Communists claimed...The
NLF [Nalionul L iberation Front] was a m e Communist-/ont organisation...The
Vie! Minh elements in South Vietnam during the struggle ugainst the French had
of course included muny non-communist elements. us,for exampie, the private
Cutholic armies thut operated south of Saigon. AJer 1954 many Vie! Minh
enteeed the ranh of the Diem government, and even o decade luter many of the
top military and civilian governmentul figures in Saigon were former Viet Minh.
Nevertheless the Viet Minh elements. made up chiejly but not entirely of
Cornmunisfs, conrinued to o#er resistance tu the Diem government...The
National Liberation Front was not siniply another indigenous covert group, or
even a coalition of such groups. Q was an organisational steamrol/er. nutionally
conceived and nationally organised. endowed with ample cadres and ficnds,
crashing out of the jungle to jrutten the G W . It war not an ordinary secret

m i s writer and Larry Cabie have haâ severai discussions on this very issue and, to date, have
been unable to be that persuasive, one to the other, in fuially agreeing on the effcct of the Ngo Dinh's on
the insurgency in South Vietnam. Nevertheless, this has aîways been a most usehl and tnendly d e k
wherein much has been leanied with regard to the acnial complexity of the whole issue.
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society of the kind that dotted the Vieniamesepoliticai landscapefor decades. It
projected a social construction program of such scope and ambition that of
necessity it m u t have been created in Hanoi and imported.. The creation of the
NLF was un accomplishment of such skill, precision, and rejnentent thut when
one thinks of who the master planner mwt have been, only one nume comes to
mind: Vietnam S organisational genius, Ho Chi Minh. "3

*

Sir Robert Thompson concurred with the Pike analysis emphasising that the infiastructure of the
insurgency in South Vietnam would have required at least a decade to put into place and, thus,
belonged to an earlier era: - that of the Viet ~ i n h . 3 2
All of this is to say, that while Hess's analysis of the historiography of the war is timely and
useful it can never completely solve the problem of making the study of this conflict
substantially less complicated. On the other hand, one should still consider Hess's schools and
factions in a positive and common sense light as they are, as previously noted, practical.

Footnotes

3' Douglas Pike, Viet Conn: The Ornanization and Techniaues of the National Likration Front
of South Vietnam, (Cambridge, [MA): The MIT Press, 1966), pp. 75,76 & 80.

32 William Colby, an efficient and consunmate professional intelligence officer, supported this
understanding and, inâeed, was at odds with Lany Cable over this point.
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The "Legitimist"Schook
"Legitimist" interpretation of the Vietnam War argues that the United States was headed
in the right direction in the late 1950s (with regard to its diplornatic/military policy for Southeast
Asia) and that it should have continued to support Pmident Ngo Dinh Diem. The "legitimist"

school brings CO bear a formidable amount of docurnentary evidence. The best accorint, which
demonstrates that Diem's overthrow not only led to the ensuing political instability in South
Vietnam but also to the necessity of U S military intervention, is R.B. Smith's multi-volume A
L
International History of nie Vietnam War. In addition, the wtitten memoirs of Edward Geary
Lansdale, William E. Colby, Rufùs C. Phillips III (Landale's assistant). Sir Roben Thompson al1 of whom had several years of practical experience in the field of countering Communist
insurgency support this view. Likewise, academics, such as Ellen J. Harnrner (whom the French
scholars acclairned as the oiie American who had actually developed an historical understanding

of some substance about the Vietnamese and South Vietnam), Wesley R. Fishel (of Michigan
State University), Dennis J. Duncanson, Roben Scigliano, and Denis Warner belonged to the
"legitimist" faction.
This thesis (which falls within the "legitimist" school desctibed by Gary Hess) examines

the role that Ambassador Fredetick Nolting had in South Vietnam during the critical years of
1962- 1963. The reason that 1 have focussed on this specific tirne is that it was during these two

years of Ambassador Nolting's tenure that relations seriously deteriorated between the
administration in Washington and Diem's government in Saigon. These were the yem when
American policy shif?ed h m support to an estrangeci disengagement with the Diem govemment.
As such. 1 have been particularly interested in tracing and analysing what Noiting's advice was
to both the Washington and Saigon govemments on American diplomatic/military policy and the
response of these govemments to that advice.
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According to his own memoirs, Nolting was sent as United States Ambassador to South
Vietnam in May of 196 1, at the speciai teqwst of Pmsident Kennedy, in oder to ameliorate the
growing tensions and difficulties between Diem and ~ a s h i n p o n g The Kennedy
Administration had k e n advised that a sound counter-insurgency policy could only be
developed upon the foundation of a civilian controlled and led South Vietnamese govemment.
which enjoyed a measure of popular political support. Ambassador Nolting, as well as General
Paul Harkins, had been originally sent to South Vietnam with the full understanding that this was
officia1 policy for assisting Diem and his govemment. However, by the summer of 1963.
Nolting's advice and efforts were largely i g n o ~ dby Kennedy's administration, which embarked
on policies that led in the opposite direction. lndeed he was recalled by the State Department

while on holiday in August of 1963. It is the intent of this writer to analyse the pmcess of this
policy shift and specifically to analyse the role played by Ambassador Nolting and the process
through which the State Depment and the White House rejected his recommendations and
gradually put in place a new policy.
UtiIity of This Stucr),:

From a diplomatic/military history perspective, this study holds the promise of solving a
longsutstanding problem: the crucial failing of relations between the United States and Ngo Dinh
Diem and the subseqwnt policies which followed. It is intended thai, in the general historiography

of the Vietnam Wars in the Twentieth Centwy, a crucial gap will be filied by this work. To a i s

33 Many of these tensions grew out of the direction that the American military advisory group
believed was fundamental to a successful counter-insurgency campaign as opposed to the direction that
President Diem had k n advised to take by the British Advisory p u p . The Amcricans wanted more
control of Diem, while the British advocated the need for even greater GVN (Govcment of Vietnam)

Footnote contjnued on nexl page: ...

date, this writer has been impressed by the singular lack of midy and analysis given to the Nolting
mission and the United States govenunent's diplomatic/milit. policy shif? that occurred during
his mission - contrary to his advice. When this writer has broached this topic at conferences with
the experts in the United States he has always found an agreement that such a study has not been
done and affirmative support for such an academic undertaking. This has been particularly true
within the contcxt of a military history study concerneâ with the failure of the counter-insurgency
program that the United States had put into place in the late 1950's and early 1960's in South
Vietnam. Typically, studies in this a r a have blamed counter-insurgency as a poor military option

(see Colonel Summer's argument) or they blame Ngo Dinh Diem as a compt or incompetent

Southeast Asian despot incapable of carrying out such a pmgm in a proper manner (sec the
arguments of the "orthodox" school). There has been a deepset historical reluctance on the part of
American historians to bring the necessary cool and detached analysis to the siturition and to study
the root of the pmblem, which was concemed with a deliberate and calculated policy-shifi.34 Even
at the time, the British advisory team in Vietnam had few qualms about telling the Amencans
where they were going 'off track'. For, as the wotld's leading expeirs in defeating Comrnunist
insurgencies, the British held serious misgivings about this Arnerican policy-shifi and beiieved it to
be destructive to sound wunter-insurgency praftice (specifically, see Sir Robert Thompson's
criticisms). In fact, Thompson's analysis of a particular scenario wherein the US suppoited a
potential coup proved prerient and uncannily accurate. Amcrican reporter Marguerite Higgins

...footnote conrimredfiom previous page:
control of COIN (Counter-lnsurgency)ops. Ambassador Nolting tried to mediate the differences between
these hvo positions - as the Pentagon Papen make manifest.

recalled this analysis h m a dinner meeting that she had with Thompson and John Richardson of

the CIA in August of 1963:
"ln a dinner on the seventh floor of the Hotel CaraveIIe the previous August l

had pressed Robert G.K Thompsun, chief of the British advisory mission, and
John Richardson, head of the CL4 (then iderrtified only as the first secretary of
the US.embassy),for an opinion about whar would happen ifthere were a coup
d ' m ~ ."fi WOUU
sei bmk lht! wur iwelve monihs - nrqbe forever," suW
Thompson, and Richardson nodded agreement. "But why? " Because, they
upeed, purges would be inevitable. At the very least, any new milirory junto
would have ro fire the forty-two province chiefi; toj w @ their coup they wuuld
huve to discredit those who served Diem. They would want to appoint men
personally beholden to them. The jiring of province chiefi would in itselfshuke
Vietnam's hard-won stability, the two oflcials said, b e c m e it had taken nine
long, hard years to fill the bureaucrutic vacuum lefi by the French und fo
develop rearonobly competent rural oflcids. Both men feared thut uny Mure
military dictutorship rnight also be rempted 10 junk good programs in their real
ro prove rhut d l that went before was bad. The Iogic of uny revohtion is t h if
m u t be quickly justified. "in revolutions ofthis kind. " said Thompson, "the rule
of lm is usually the f h t victim. "35
Ambassador Nolting's view of events falls within the parameters of the "legitimist" schml.

This writer would like to reiterate that the ternis "orthodox" and "rcvisionism" by no means depict

an established rhool in the process of king revised with arguablc evidence. On the con-,

the

fact remains that the works of Halberstam, Sheehan, et al., clearly, becarne established well before

there was adequate documentation to support their arguments. Indeed, documents that were
released much later (including Ambassador Nolting's own mernoirs) illustrate that the= was a

profound difference between what these authors cbimed and what actually occurreâ. For example,
...foornore continuedf i a m previous page:

34 Several Amencan historians. including George Herring, have told this writer that there is an
emotional inability on the part of Amencan historians to recognise the manifest mistakes of the Kennedy
Administration in this regard, and an even deeper reluctance to cnticise JFK in particular.

3s Marguerite Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, (New York, [NY]:Harper & Row, Publisbers,
1%5), pp. 234-235.
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David Halberstarn, when conhnted a e r the event with authoritative evidence which clearly
demonstrated that the Budâhist crisis was a manufaftured political coup, reversed his position and
stated: "1 always said it. nie Buddhist campaip was political ...1 thought 1 always emphasucd that

this was a political dispute under a religious banner."s Yet, in al1 of his dispatches sent back to the
New York Times, Halbersîam had used emotional and inflarnmatory languao which manifestly

depicted religious persecution occumng in Saigon and, by his intended implication, al1 of South

Vietnam. M e r American reporters followed this tack with an exuberant abandonment of any
attempt at impartial research into the problem. President Kennedy's press secretary, Pierre Salinger,
had duly noted this bias and declared:
"Whether they

inrended it or not their articles rejlected rheir bitter hatred for
the Diem government and their mowed purpose (shated to a number of reporters
in Saigon) to bring down the Diem government...Q b u deep question of
reportorid ethics whether the destrueiioti of a government is wilhin the
fegitimutefiamework ofjournu iistic enterprize. "3
As such, assumptions made about the rholarly objectivity or impartiality of the American Saigon
Press corps?8 which had a lot to do with the establishment of the so-called "orihodox" school,

36 Ibid., p. 83.
37 Pierre Salinger, With Kennedy, (Garden City. [NY]: Doubleday. 1966). p. 325.

38 Stanky Kamow's work, which has some merit in its b r d scop, neverîheless, has problems
in precision with crucial events such as the Buddhist crisis, which occurred durhg the summer of 1%3.
For example, Kamow miskads readers through his depiction of the Buddhist crisis more by what he chose
to leave out of his account than by what he includeâ. He noted the Buddhist protests yet some how
managed to miss the salient point, confmed to this writer by several sources including Gened Khanh
and William Colby, that, for the most part, the protest banncrs of the Buddhists werc al1 in English not in
Viemamese or French. Accordingly, there was little doubt that the Xa Loi Pagodists wcre targeting
American public opinion, through the Amencan jownalists, with an cfficacy which causcd the Ch,
arnongst many, to question the me s m e of the Xa Loi's political directives because therc was no doubt
that the Communist insmctionists benefited dircctly ûom their campaign. Kamow in his written work,
painstakingly avoided consideration of these likclihoods and, indttd, cncouraged the manufacnucd picturc
of Diem - the religious petsecutor (sec Stanley Kamow's Vietnam: A Histcnv, pp. 279,280, 290. & 285).
Fmnole continned on nextpage: ...
Preface & I~noductba

-

-

-
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warrant monsideration. By contrast, the later works of the so-calleû "revisionists" reiy,
substantially, on the most m e n t deases of de-classified documents and on testimony h m key
figures of that era who have long since r e t i d and have been able to publish memoia etc.
Consequently, it is within the discipline of this rhool that this writer has chosen to pursue the study
of Arnbassador Nolting's mission to Saigon (1 96 1- 1963) and, as previously noted this approach is
supported by substantial academic work already in place..'9

A Word on Mefhod & Sources:

The method or manner of approach that 1 have used is relatively straightfonvard: a
combination of interviews with primary and secondary source material (this includes official and
private documents). Mrs. Nolting warned this writer that many key lines of text have been
"pulled" fiom the official State Department papers and to remain sceptical about the possibility
of the whole story k i n g found within thern or any of the remaining official US Govemment
documents which have been declassified.1° Nevertheless the reader will be able to discem an
emphasis placed on material found in the official documents. ln other words, the State

...footmte

corilinuedfiam previous page:
--

Halbentam, Karnow, Sheehan, et al., paid no heed to the United Nations commission which came in to
investigate, at Diem's request, the possibility of religious persecution in South Vietnam and they ignored
the commission's findings that there was no evidence of Buddhists king systcmatically penecuted (sec
Marguerite Higgins', Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, pp. 90, 91, 97). General Nguyen Khanh. after laughing at
the seriousness with which the Amencan Press corps went after the whole issue (because he was convinced
that they had k e n mere dupes for Thich Tri Quang and the Xa Loi Pagdists), stated that most of Diem's
cabinet were Buddhist and that he, as one of Diem's most trusted officers, was also a Buddhist. The iist of
facts ignored or "nsrientated" by the "ortfiodox" school, on ihis issue, goes on for a considerable length
and, indeed, a whole study could be undertaken with regard to the problem of the Buddhist crisis and the
news-media's depiction of it.

-

-

s9 For prmf of the academic viability of this school one should consult Gary Has's article
previously mentioned.
44) This writer's previous experience witb the govemment documents in question confinns Mn.
Nolting's caveat, as the first issues of the Foreign Relations Papen of h c Department of Sme, actuatly had
the blanked out lines left in the documents, blacked through with the printer's ink of course and, thus,
illegible.
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Department papers form the backbone of this work. In addition to this, 1 have pursued a multiarchivat research of the letters and private papers of key US diplomats, for example, such as
Ambassador Nolting's, Ambassador Lodge's, Averell Harriman's, Roger HiIlman's, etc.48
Likewise, 1 should emphasise that 1 have used the written work of such contemporary
participants and observers as Sir Robert Thompson, since he and his fellow British advisors
consistently displayed a clear and steady view about the area of militarylpolitical policy that this
thesis is concerned with. For example, Thompson's work, which has been all-but ignored in the
historical analysis of this crucial penod in Vietnam, provided me witb a genuine and intelligible
starting place for my thesis direction. As a result of this, my work should add to and hopetülly
expand the mi litary historians' understanding of what happened in the Counter-lnsurgency
Operations that were implemented in South Vietnam.
This study also incorporates the perceptions and the advice given Nolting from the CIA's
station chief. William ~ o l b and
~ ,the~ Commanders of the Military advisory, Generals L ionel

C. McGarr and Paul D.Haikins. Professor Douglas Pike was a key witness in this context as he
was Ambassador Nolting's speechhier in Saigon and was privy to much of the background

discussions that took place between Ambassador Nolting, William Colby and Paul Harkins.

For references on these memoirs and papers please consult the bibliography at the end of this
work.
4 This writer h a had Iengthy discussions with Ambassaclor Colby a h t this topic and, as
always, Mr. Colby was most hclpfbl with both his timc and effort conccrncd with this particular era in the
Vietnam conflict. Indeed, he unequivocally endorsed this writer's understanding that the destruction of
Ngo Dinh Diem and his govemment was a strategic e m r of incalculable proportions. ln his ment addrcss
to many distinguished academics and United States Govemment offlcials - at the Vietnam Conflict Study
Centre at Texas Tech, he made it manifest to al1 that one of the key turning points of the entirety of
Amencan involvement in Southeast Asia was the Amencan encouraged coup which overthrew Diem's
govemment. Even though William Colby has passed away just rccently he, nevcrîhelcss, gave this writer
some very usetil interviews and has directed the writer toward sources and documents that he believed
would be helpful to this dissertation topic.

One final note would be that good fortune permitted me to interview William Colby,
briefly, less than a week before his untimely demise. Through this interview, combined with my
previous discussions with this gentleman, 1 have been able to piece together a relatively
substantial understanding of Colby's perceptions of the Nolting mission in South Vietnam.
Colby's perspective. as 1 believe 1 will demonstrate accurately within this work. was clearsighted and realistic from his early days in Vietnam 0nward.U
To date, this writer's personal study of the thesis area is not inconsiderable. 1 have
submitted three different papers (al1 of whicb have been published and used within the academies
of the United States Armeâ Services) at various conferences and lecture sections at the Centre for
the Study of the Vietnam Conflict and at the USAF Special Operations School. All of these works
weR concernai with the critical p e n d of 1961- 1963 during which US counter-insurgency policy
twk a disastrous tum. Likewise, as part of the MA requirements that 1 fulfilled at the University of
Victoria, 1 undertook a study of President Ngo Dinh Diem and produced a substantial research
paper on the subject This paper incorporateci many of the documents that had just been released by
the United States Government in 1992. This earlier work on Ngo Dinh Diem is now part of the

Vietnam Archive collectiotis at Texas Tech. Dr. James Reckner, the Director of the Vietnam
Center at Texas Tech, the leading center of such study in the United States, has supported and
advised this work h m its inception. Additionally, throughout the process of researching and
writing this work 1 received the suppon and comments of William Colby kfore he died. Pmfessor
Douglas Pike - now of Texas Tech's Vieinarn Center, similarly, has assisted and supported this
work. Of considerable value, at least to this writer, was a comment that William Colby made only

-

thrre days before he died, when he declared "1 think you are right the l o s of Diem was a fatal
Footnotes

43 Lamy Cablc infonned me that I was most cerîainly the Iast Canadian student to have the
opportunity to discuss this history with Ambassadot Colby.

blow to the counter-insurgent effon king made in South Vietnam." Upon completion of my MA
oral exams at the University of Victoria, in April of 1992, Rofessor Ted Wooley of the Department
of History confided: "You have causeâ me to revise my view of Ngo Dinh Diem." To anyone who
knew Professor Wooley and his position on the US involvement in the Vietnam conflict - this was a
substantial acknowledgement.
This writer's personal involvement in this field, as a ~ g u l a guest-lecturer
r
at the United

States Air-Force Speciai Operations School - at Hurlburt Field, Florida and as an assistant professor
for the American Military University at Manassas, virginiaU has made contact possible with some
of the military men and intelligence officers who were commanders in Vietnam during the priod
this thesis is concemed with.a Consequently. I have been able to conclude that the particular

approach bat 1 have taken and questions that 1 have deah with in this thesis offer a distinct
possibility for a sipificant contribution to the field of Amencan DiplomatidMilitary History. For

example, William Colby

- CIA

station chief in Vietnam and later Director of the CIA

-

has

informed me that my focus for this midy warrants support and endorsement because it atternpts to
corne to grips with the Amencan CON (Counter- Insurgency) effort by bringing to the field a
Footnotes

44 I have designeâ, consmcted and twght the graduate-kvel course LW 531AlC 509 for two
academic sessions at the AMU. The course is concemed with inswgency/counter-insurgency questions
and, as such, has brought me into close contact with many soldiers who have a keen interest in this area.
4S This would include General Theodore C. Mataxis. ntired commander of the 82nd. A u b w
who, quite apart h m his current vocation as a professor at the Amencan Military University, was a field
oficer in Vietnam.

perspective which uses British COIN (Counter-Insurgency) success as a foundation. This
perspective is unique, or so Professor Caesar Semeres

University of California at Irvine, has told me.

-

Social Sciences Department Head,
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SGN: series indicator for telegrams from the Military Assistance Advisory Group in
Vietnam
SNIE: - Special National Intelligence Estimate
SVN: South Vietnam
TF(VN): Task Force (on Vietnam)
To sec: Series indicator for telegrams to the Secretary of State or his pariy h m the
D e p m e n t of State
TS: - Top Secret
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USA: - United States Amy
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Source Note:
The Department of State's publications were used as the source for this material because
many of the noted abbreviations in this glossary are concemed with United States Government
documents and telegrams. For a full listing of dl pertinent abbreviations the reader should
consuh: John P. Glennon, editor in chief, "List of Abbreviations," in Foreign Relations of the
United States: Vietnam. Aunust-Decernber. 1963, Volume N,1961 - 1963; (Washington, [DC]:
United States Government Printing Offke, 1991), pages: X M I - XIX.

ABSTRACT

This work, entitled "Ambassador Frederick Nolting's Role in American Diplomatic and Military
Policy toward South Vietnam (1961-1%3)," is concemed with the most salient years of American
involvement in Vietnam.
As United States Ambassador, Frederick Nolting was sent over to South Vietnam, in May of 1961.
He had departed Washington with President Kemedy's instmctions to ameliorate the différences that had
grown between the American and Saigon governments and thereby enact a diplornatic rapprochement.
Relations had k e n badly strained between Diem and the previous American Ambassadot, Elbridge
Durbrow. This problem had arisen out of the fact that the Eisenhower Administration had discovereâ that
Ngo Dinh Diem was not cornpliant to American direction. Ambassador Durbrow fomd that it was nearly
impossible to carry out Washington's instructions in the presence of the Conhcian leadership of Diern, The
politicai expediency of the Occident had reached a Cundamental impasse in the enigrnatic 'mandate of
heaven' of the Orient. Attempting to discern the motivations of a leader not beholden to those political
concems considered normal in the West dmve the Americans to distraction. Owing to profound qualities of
character Ambassador Nolting was able to iwn American - Vietnamese relations in a more amicable
direction. In the process of this dificult underraking, his respect and admiration for Ngo Dinh Diem began
to grow, as he became more aware of the basic humility and decency of the Vietnamese leader. As with
Edward Geary Lansdale, and others who took the tirne to get to know Diem, Nolting became a fast friend as
surely as he became aware of the man's greatness.
Ambassador Nolting's rapprochement and American policy werc undone not by the vast
immutable forces of history but, instead, by the political will of powerful individuai Americans. W. Averell
Harriman was pre-eminent amongst these men of power and he drove al1 before his will, including
President Kennedy. This work carefully traces a docurnentary mil that makes manifest the fact that when
President Diem confronted Hamiman over the latter's plan for making Laos 'neutral' he eanied the
Arnerican's undying enmity. From that point forward, Harriman steadily undermined support for Diem. Ap
Bac, the Buddhist Crisis, problems with the Strategic Harniets Program, and the pwported North - South
Viemamese dialogue only aûded more fuel to the fire of Harrirnan's engine. Frederick Nolting stood in the
way of this Hamiman direction and he was replaced as Ambassador. Subsequently, Nolting resigned fiom
the State Department in 1964 in protest of what had taken place in South Vietnam.
Regardless of the warnings h m the British experts on counter-insurgency warfare, regardless of
the support for Diem coming h m other concerned Southeast Asian counuies such as Australia, the
Philippines, Thailand and India, regardless of late-coming official French support for the Viemamese
leader, and even regatdless of what their own experts in the field were telling them, the Kennedy
administration succumbed to the will of W. Averell Hamiman. A classical tragedy ensued: Ngo Dinh Diem
was murdered, aiong with his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu, when they were driven fiom office in a Kennedy
administration supported coup. As entirely predicted before the fact, by Ambassador Nolting and experts
such as Sir Robert Thompson and William E. Colby, the United States then found that no other politically
legitimate leadership existed in South Vietnam. The Kennedy administration had created a political
vacuum, and they were then morally beholden to somehow solve the very problem they had created. This
eventually resulted in Arnerican troops king sent to South Vietnam.
Truly, "in order to solve a problem that didn't exist the Kennedy Administration created a pmblcm
that couldn't be solved."

DedIcated to the Memry of iwo Amerkan NobIemrn:

PROLOGUE:Counterinsuinencv & Diolomacv In Soutb Vktnam Durian the Late 1950's
and 1960

-

Ngo Dinh Diem: the Enigmaîic Cu~fuccin

lrnmediately preceding Ambassador Frederick Nolting's mission to the Govemment o f
South Vietnam, the United States Govemment's concerns about how to best match their
diplomatic and military responses to the evidence o f growing strife in the former French colony,
were beginning to expand at a prodigious rate. While there had always k e n some concem over
what kind o f a man they had allied themselves with, in the prson o f Ngo Dinh Diem, there had

-

k e n little doubt about his leadership ability, at least in these early years. given the fact that out
o f near absolute political and civil chaos, which predominated the country in 1955, Diem had
produced. by 1957, a tenuous stability which was, quite rightly, n f e m d CO as a miracle in the

American news media publications o f the day.' Yet, there was a dissatisfaction amongst sorne
American statesmen with the actual character that Diem powssed, this was a man who seemed
aloof and impervious to American and French "deal-making".* Diem, in fact, scared many

1 It w u in this year that Eisenhower had praised Dirm as the 'miracle man' of Asia and had
pledged furthet Amencan suppon (John S. Bowman, general editor, The Vietnam War: An Almanac, [New
York, PY]:Random House, Inc., 19851, p. 45). Conternporary printed news-media articles, such as those
written in Foreign Affairs, Life, and Time, portrayed Diem in a veiy favourable light one of the most
ironic king William Henderson's in Foreim Affairs: "We cannot claim credit for selecting Diem or
having pushed him into office, but we have since been his most ardent and efféctive champion." (William
Henderson, "South Vietnam Finds Itself," in Forcim Affairs: An Amcrican Ouarictlv Rcview, v.35, nos. 14, October 1956-July 1957, (New Yorlc, WY]: Foreign AfTairs, 1957), p. 286.

2 In order to placate factions that had k e n supporthg the French against the Communists in the
South pressure had been brought to bear on Diem for him CO acccpt a working relationship with certain
unsavoury sects or gangs. "Collins and Ely repeatedly urged Diem to seek the btoadest possible support

Footnote cowimed on next page:...
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Westemen as he was a man dedicated to a finn religious and philosophical belief that seemed to
give him a quality similar to that of leaden fiom medieval times. Ngo Dinh Diem was not a

modem and. compounding this pmblem, he was most assuredly not "Western" in his outlook. He
could not be bribed, he could not be forced to sumnder on principles, he could not be appealod

to in terms of practical politics and he could not be coerced.) He was dangerous because he had

...footno~eccontinuedfiom previous page:
among al1 Viemarnese factions in the South." David L. Anderson, 'J. Lawton Collins. John Foster Dulles.
and the Eisenhower Administration's "Point of No R e m " in Vietnam,' in Didomatic Histow, vol, 12,
110.2, (Spring, 19881, p. 132. On this issue aione, a fiindamental misunderstanding about Diern's character
was evideni. for both Collins and Ely expected Diem, the devout Roman Catholic-Confician known for his
incorruptible and rigidly pious nature, to accept members of the Binh Xuycn into his goventment. The
Binh Xuyen, it should be noted. "was a Mafia-like gang that controlled the vice establishments brothels,
casinos. opium dens in Saigon and its suburb, Cholon." Anderson, "Point of No Return In Vietnam," p.
132. Collins' mind becarne set against Diem as he noted in his memoirs: "1 had wrestled with this decision
for weeks, tom between out cornmitment to Diem along with my personal agreement with his objectives and my growing conviction that despite Diem's many admirable attributes he did not have the leadership
and political know-how to unite the divisive forces of Vietnam in the face of the unity and tough eficiency
of the communists under Ho Chi Minh ..A had corne to admire Diem's spiritual qualities, his personal
incomptibility, dogged patriotism, and tenacity, but these very qualities, linked with his stubbom reliance
on the venal ambitions of his brothers, his jack of political sense, his inability to compromise, and his
disüust of anyone who disagreed with him, convinced me he would never make the gnde as leader of his
country." General J. Lawton Collins, Linhtnina Jot: An Autobiomhv, (Baton Rougc, [Louisiana]:
Louisiana State University Press, 1979), p. 404.

-

-

-

On Apnl 25, 1961, Bngadier-General Lansdale sent a memorandum to Deputy Secretary of
Defense Roswell L. Gilpatric. This memorandum was concerned with the subject of Ngo Dinh Diem's
chamter - a factor that had k e n cauîing a great deal of consternation in Amencan planners' minds and,
indeed, seerned to be undoing what Americans thought was the best direction for the Govemment of South
Vietnam to follow. Yet, in Lansdale's singularly perceptive assessmcnt of Diem and his character
American impatience and irnmaturity is brought to light as it contrasts so sharply with Ngo Dinh Diem's
steadfasmess. Accordingly, while the excerpt h m the memorandum is Iengîhy, it is essential reading as it
is the very best rendering ever given of the man Ngo Dinh Diem was by a Westemer and an American no
Iess. This cxcerpt can be read in Appendix B. Congrers, House, Conmittee on A m d Services, BrigadierGeneml Edward Geary Lansdale, "Memorandum For Deputy Sccrettary Gilpatric Subject: Ngo Dinh
Diem," (25 Apnl 1%1), V.B.4. U.S. involvement in nie War Intemal Documents, nie Kennedy
Administration: Januarv 1%1 November 1963, in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945 -1%7,8ook 1
within Book I I of 12, Study Prepared by the Department of üefense, Leslie H. Gelb, Chainnan OSD Task
Force, 92" Cong., 1' sess., (Washington, [Ml:United States Govenunent Rinting Onice, 1971), pp. 36

-

-

-

-

-

-
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al1 the hallmarks of a dedicated martyr made so manifest in his unrelenting pursuit of Confucian
order in the face of both revolutionary Marxism and Western democracy and capital. Devout

Roman Catholics, such as Francis Cardinal ~pellman) were drawn to the man's otherworldly
spirituality while the practical soldiers, such as General J. Lawton ~ollins,Swere concemed
about his inflexibility.6 What the like o f Spellman and Collins had difficulty in understanding
was the fact tbat Diem's character and leadership style had proved efficient, practical, and moral,
at lest for the local Vietnamese, as he had been very successfùl as a village and province chief
in his early twenties.' Thus, the American concems about his ability to govem, such as those

Spellman was not the only one drawn to support Diern along Roman Catholic lines and his firm
anti-Comrnunist commitments as this group included some very powerful allies such as Senator John F.
Kennedy, Senator Mike Mansfield, Kenneth Young of the State Department, Edward Lansdale of the CIA,
Allen Dulles - Director of the CIA, and John Foster Dulles, Secretary of State. Robert Scheer, 'The Genesis
of United States Support for Ngo Dinh Diem,' in Vietnam: Historv, Documents and Opinions on a Maior
World Crisis, Marvin E. Gettleman, editor, (New York, WY]: Fawcett Publications Inc., 1965). pp, 251252.
General J. Lawton Collins was a very cornpetent soldier. provcn wder Eisenhower's direct
cornmand in Europe, and highly trusted by the United States President. Accordingly, Eisenhower had given
Collins a special mission to South Viemam, essentially to reconnoitre the situation with Diem and report
back with recommendations of what to do, in this capacity of special envoy, Collins temporarily replaced
United States Arnbassador Donald Heath in Saigon. Collins had Eisenhower's express authority to oversee
the implementation of the entire United States Govemment aid program in Vietnam. General J. Lawton
Collins, Lintitnin~Jw: An Autobioara~hy,pp. 381-382.
Ellen Hammer had noted chat Collins was "...unprepared for this Confùcian Catholic patriot who
accepted help h m Washington, yet resisted American advice when it ran counter to his own strong
convictions." Ellen J. Hammer, A Death In November: America in Vietnam. 1963, (New York, WY]: E.P.
Dutton, 1987), p. 7 1.
At the age of twenty (in the year 1921) Diem was given the charge of 225 villages wherein he
immediately displayed genuine leadership qualities as he devetoped an efficient counter-strategy to Ho Chi
Minh's fledgling Comrnunist Party and its agents. Bernard Fall, n i e Two Vietnam, p. 239; The editon,
"South Vietnam: The Beleaguered Man,"in Time, v. LXV,no. 14, (April4, 1955). page 24.
In 1929 the French rewarded Diem for his efticicnt work by appointhg him (at age twenty-eight)
governor of Phan Thiet Province. During the next four years, Diem becarne well known for honcst and
Fmnote conrinued on next page:...
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expressed by General Collins, were not founded upon Vietnamese experience but upon American
preconceptions of what good govemment, universally, should be. The American Roman
Catholics made their own error in judgement when they assumed that Diem's Catholicism would
necessarily weld him to their view and, thus, make him more amenable to Arnerican direction.
Diem was a Roman Catholic Confucianist who was most decidedly non-Occidental in his
outlook on the spiritual realrn.&Indeed, he had even warned French scholars who inteiviewed

him that his sympathies were not with French Catholicism but more closely linked to the middle-

eastem mix that was to be found in spainB9Never<heIess, it is fairly easy to discem how

Americans dealing with Diem would expect certain responses and how they became flummoxed
and annoyed when the man responded in what, to hem, could only be seen as a bizarre or

quixotic fashion.

.../ooinore continuedjkom prtlvious page:
competent administration and formidable opposition to violent revolutionaries. Bernard Fall, The Two
Vietnam: A Political and Militarv Analvsis, second edition, (New York, PY]: Praeger Publishers, 1%7),
p. 239. Significantly, Diem depended on following the rule of law in order to maintain order and coercion
or oppression were completely rejected - al1 of which would irnpress the Vietnamese with regard to his
Confùcian mandate. Denis Warner, The Last Confician: Vietnam. South-East Asia and the West, (New
York, [NYj: The Macmillan Company, 1964), p. 89. These crucial legislative feanires gave Diem a
legitimacy that was never doubted by the nual Viemamese and they were tied very ctosely to whût the
British understood to be the most salient issue of comtering Communist insurgency.

*

Faher Piero Ghcddo identified another aspect of the pmblem for modem Westerners ro
undentand the faith of Victnamese like Diem: "We [Le., Westerners) now live in a secularised world,
wfiile they [i.e., the Roman Catholic Vietnamese] aiz still in a sacral period, like our Middle Ages." Piero
Gheddo, The Cmss and The BeTree: Catholics & Buddhists in Vietnam, tmslated by Charles Underhill
Quim, (New York, WY]:Sheed & Ward, lnc., 1970), p. 72.
kmard FaII, thus, noted: "Ngo Dinh Diem's ...faith was made less of the kinâness of the
apostles than of the ruthless militancy of the Grand lnquisitor ...To a French interiocutor who wanted to
emphasise Diem's bonds with French culture by stressing 'our common faith,' Diem was rcported to have
answered cahly: 'You know, 1 considet myself rather as a Spanish Catholic,' i.e., a spiritual son of a
fiercely aggressive and militant faith rather than of the easygoing and tokrant approach to Gallican
Catholicism." Fall, The Two Viemams, Second Edition, p. 236.
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The C o m u ~ i s hvoke
~s
Sttategic Padysis thmugh the Iqiementation of a 7'error
Campuign: 'The Destruction of the Oppression"

-

Regardless of the concerns expresscd about the enigma of Diem's character, he had
managed to produce order out of chaos and in a relatively short p e n d of time. Diem's

Communist advcrsarics were redists and by 1958 they understood th3t they had

3

problem on

their hands as South Vietnam was not disintegrating into the kind o f chaos which would have
made a reintegration with the North a foregone conclusion.1° They also understood that then
were many grievances which they could exploit and organise in the f o m of an indigenous

political movement in the South - no emerging nation, at least in Southeast Asia, was immune

frorn such pmblems.11 But political action with a duly subordinated militaryltemr carnpaign
Footnotes

IoWilliam Colby phrased the issue this way: '"nie communists basically had gone into a holding
pattern in 1954, believing that Diem was going to collapse. So did most of the rest of the world. The
communists had withdrawn some fi@ thousand of their people back to the north. They had put their
networks into a state of stay-khind-suspension-and there really wasn't much problem." William Colby,
"William E. Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted Gittinger, June 2, 1981, p. 1..
Lyndon Baines Johnson Librw, Oral History Program; (Transcript copies available fiom the LBJ Library
Oral History Program, University of Texas at Austin).

l l Sir Roben Thornpson giver a competent overvicw of these problems in the following excerpt
h m his work. "The Second World War, then, and its afiennath, gave the Communist Parties in both
countries [Malaya and Vietnam] the opportunity to build up strength based on the resistance movements to
the Japanese and to collect an initial stock of weapons with which to a m their guerrilla units.... Evety
insurgency, particularly a communist revoiutionary one, requires a cause. Resistmce to the Japanese was
no longer valid, but it had given an a u of respectability to the Communist Party, which was a valuable
heritage not to be lightly discarded. For this reason every eflort was ma& to adopt causes which appeared
legitimate, progressive and desirable. The basic cause was &y at hand: anti-colonialism..A did not quitc
fit the situation prevailing in Vietnam afier 1954, but by twisthg the cause ro anti-irnperialism it couid be
made to apply to the United States' presmce in South Vietnam at the invitation and in support of the Ngo
Dinh Diem government.

Given a basic cause, many other issues can be tacked ont0 it, such as land for the landless,
exploitation of labour on estates and mines, regional autonomy for e h i c minoritics and political quality
Footnote coririnued on next page:

...
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was what was required to

break the bonds k i n g fortned between the Diem govemrnent and the

people.
Afier penenoiing the village, the Dang Loo Dong set about to desttoy the
"social adhesive" that had ~uditionullyintegmted the villager into his society
and provided him with a sense of identity....the South Vietnamese Government
enjoyed ut the outset... an "inertial relationship" between itself and the village.
Simply put. the village was to respond tu the demands of the Govemment. no
matter how weak the presence. becawe there were no other outhoritarian
demonds fiom other directions. This relationship. undisturbed. integrated the
Government und the villages into a single social structure....The Party 's
intensijied campaign ro break those bon& began on a nation-wide scafe in mid1957. By March 1958. Bernard FaIl noted that the Par@ had ussassinated more
than JO0 village oflcials. In Dinh Tuong Province. the Jrst mention of
systematic destruction of Government presence appeared in eady 1959. when
the Party embarked on the assmsination of schoulteachers. This campaign.
which w u cckentrated in the key Mehng Delta provinces of Long An. Kien
Hoa. and Dinh Tuong, contributed to the subsequent Iack of schooiingfor nearly
30,000 children children who, tu the iadvuntage of the Party, were no langer in
contact with the Government of South Viet-Nam.

-

The Jrst wme O/ Pariy terror wm culled the Desîruction of the
Oppression and marked the partial emergence of the Dang Lao Dongfiom ifs
...footnote continuedfi.omprevious page:

for immigrant races with the indigenous races. At the same time, al1 local seeds of conflict within a
community can be exploited, as between young and old, between progressive and traditional, ktween
different religions and races, and even between local capitalists and foreign capitalists. There is always
some issue that has an appeal to each section of the community, and, even if dormant, an hspired incident
may easily revive it in an acute fonn. This particularly applies during the course of the insurgency itself,
when new causes can be developed from events, and, if necessary, old ones be forgotten. For example, the
dominant cause in Vietnam in the summer of 1965 is to drive the American forces out. The fact that, but
for the hsurgency, they would not have been there can be conveniently ignored. It is simple enough to
confuse cause and effect ....Al1 governments are vulnenble to criticism, and every fievance, shortcoming
or abuse will be exploited....Above al1 the communist appeal is directed to youth. For the intellectual there
is the ideological appal of communism; for the uneducated the= is the appeal of change. The rural youth
in Asia was no longer ptepared to accept the humdnun existence of village rural life, where the most he
could expect was to succced his father on a small plot of land. The d e s k to escape h m this nit was
closely allied with a desire for further education, so that hc could take his place in a modem progressive
community. Stated in one phrase, communism appeared to offer the cheapcst and quickcst passport to
modemity." Sir Robert Thompson, Defeatinn Cornmunist Insumencv: Exmiences h m Malava and
Vietnam, (London: Chatto & W indus, 1%6), pp. 2 1 23.

-
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organisational phase. Most knowledgeable sources ugree t h the Destruction of
the Oppression moved into fil1 swing in Iate 1959 or eurly 1960 in Ding
Tuong,

The Communists intentions, through the means of terrorism, were not merely "selective"
but overarching, as they were designed for the purpose of fkightening the people away fiom
helping and supporting the govemment; indeed, as they testitied themselves:

"Our purpose was not only to eliminate thuse who could be harmful tu the
movement but also with a view toward making the people afuid and to preve~it
!hemfrom co-operoting with the govemment. " I
Or, as Alexander Dallin and George W. Breslauer noted in their nudy on Political Tenor In
Communist Svstems: "Even a mistaken assumption or vague rumour in the population that
arbitrary repression is about to occur may be as productive of terror as its purposive use."ld
Thus, the Communist assessment was correct and precise in exactly who had to be targeted in
order that the 'Diem miracle' be brought to an end and. indeed. the political legitimacy of his

Footnates

l2 William R. Anârews. The Villane War Vietnamese Communist Revoiutionani Activities in
Dinh Tuong Province. 1960 - 19M, (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1973), pp. 51,54 & 55.
Andrews* contentions are supponed by Rand Corporation and Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam J-2, Studies of the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, (Saigon: Mimeographed); DT-86,
p. 2; DT-99, p. 2; DT-84, p. 2; DT-88, p. 1.

13 Viemiun J-2, Studies of the National Libemtion Front of South Vietnam, (Saigon: the Rand
Corporation. Mimeographed), DT-99,p. 2. Found in the notes of Andrews, The Village War, pp. 5 1, 54 &
55.

I4 Alexander Dallin and George W. Breslauer, Politicai Temr in Commwiist Svstemr, (Stanford,
[Calif.]: Stanford University Press, 1970), p. 5. The authors go on to note why Communist systems are sa
dependent on the use of tenor. "Most instances of massive plitical temr under Comrnunisrn appear to
have served the functions of destroying or inhibiting al1 rival authorities, and of insulating the population
h m al1 incongruent value systems. The net effect is to eliminate al1 organised political opposition and io
facilitate socialisation by exposing the population to a single, unchallenged system of values." p. 7.
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govemment challenged to the point where it would become not viable. Specitically, the
Communists were targeting Diem's leadership, which had a thorough and unique legitimacy in
Vietnamese culture. IS

There was a French scholar, Paul Mus, who was well-acquainted with both Ho Chi Minh
and Ngo Dinh Diem and he had acquired an insight into what constinited Viemamese leadership
legitimacy: these were moral quolities that both men had and both knew it. "Only one man could
ever hope to challenge Ho Chi Minh for leadership - Ngo Dinh Diem. Because he alone has the
sarne reputation for virtue and austerity as Ho. Vietnamese will only follow a man who i s known
to be vinuous and who leads an austere life."16 Paul Mus gave Ellen Hammer this revelation
when she interviewed him in Paris; he was an individual who had gtown up in Vietnam and had
acted as an official French emissary to Ho Chi Minh early in the war. He was well acquainted
with the Vietnamese and his expertise was held in the highest regard by the French Govemment.
Mus' expert observations on Diem had been related to the Americans back in 1948, and, as such,
they conaitute praise for the man and leader that Diem was, while, at the same time, warning the
Americans that Diem could not be used as 'their man.'''

IS Hammer. A k a t h In November, p. 47.
l6 General Nguyen Khanh told this writer vinually the same thing in an interview. When asked
what lay at the core of Diem's greatness Khanh answered without hesitation: "The number one thing was
the example of the way of his life; how he lived his life. He sacrificed himself! He didn't even have a good
bed to sleep on - he slept on an army cot!" General Nguyen Khanh, "Interview with General Khanh."
Recorded interview by Geofky DT Shaw. Iune 16, 1994 (LJSAF Special Operations School, Hurlburi
Field, Florida), p. 61. Transcript available through the Vietnam Center at Texas Tech or USAFSOS.
l7 Hammer, A Death In Novemkr, p. 47.
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The 'Destruction of the Oppression ' The "Destruction o f the Oppression," as the temr campaign was called, spanned the

gamut between (and including) few to no killings to ouaight massacre and slaughter which, even
the Americans at their undisciplined worst,18 would have been hard-pressed to match:

At other times, in d~flerenfcircutnstunces. the terror of the Destruction
of the Oppression, which opologists for the Party have oftn exmed on the
grounds thof it was "selective." could take on the appearance of o charnel
h o w . In a Cui Lay village rhai had chonged hands between the Front and the
South Vieinurnese Govemment faur times in as many years, twenty persons,
including wornen, were accused of being Governmmt spies: "They off had their
heads cut ofland their bodies were thrown in the Street. Oh them were pinned
the charges written on u piece of puper. Govenmenr cadres were terrorised...
and d ow[ed] down their activities. "l
The scene of another purticularly bestial execution was visited &y Malcome
Browne. The hamlet chief in this instance W been tied to a stake in the middle
of the market place in jull view of the assembled villagers. The mon was slowly
disembowelled, hi's chiklren decupituted, and his pregnunt wi/e then tied to the
some stake und simiIarIy disembowelIed. "*O

The Communists clearly undemood that terror worked best when it paralysed the
greatest amount of people and thus it was most effective when it would seem to be only partially

Evm what went on at My Lai 4, many years Iater, pded in cornparison to what the
Communists demonstmted they were capable o f during their campaign o f the "Destruction o f the
Oppression."

l9 W.P.Davison, Some Observations on Viet Conn Ooerations in the Villages, (Santa Monica,
[California): The Rand Corporation, 1967). p. 25.

**

Malcome Bmwne, The New Face o f War, (New York,
1%5), p. 103.

M:Bobbr-MerriIl Company, Inc.,
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selective to the villagers much like lightning, wherein no-one could predict who would get hit
next.

The Par@ at times accwed und then executed or humiliated certain persons for
their pro-Government activities when even a cursory exoninution would how
reveuled the charges to be baseless. Had the Par@ been consistently
discriminutory, eliminating only those persons wideiy known to be class
enemies, then the rerror would have beconte highly predictabIe and incapable of
creating the desired levef of amie@response among the villagers.*l

In his studies, tours, and interviews within South Vietnam, author William R. Andrews,
detemincd that the killings of village oficials, schoolteachers, public-health workers, and other
civil servants reached its peak in the year 1963 with a definite decline noticed in 1964.22
Andrews has argued that the sharp drop in killings of Govemment civil workers in 1964 was
owing to a combination of factors such as: in the first place, by 1964. the Destruction of the
Oppression had been effective in eliminating Govemment workm from areas that had k e n
penetrated by the Party earlier on;*3 secondly, he argues, that the South Vietnamese oficials in

the mral areas, by this time. were no longer exposing themselves to the Party cadre and, thus,
were avoiding death; in this avoidance, Andrews States that the oficials were no longer exposing

-

*l Andrews, The Villape War, pp. 57 58.
22 Ibid..p. 60.

Urnid.
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the population of the rural villages to the ~overnment.2~
Here are the figures which Andrews

has drawn attention to and, indeed, which are relevant to the arguments k i n g made?

1 Year

1 Assassinations

1

(These figures of Andrews are supported by the studies of Douglas Pike and warrant carefùl
consideration in light of the thesis at hand.Z6)

There is, however, a third explanation which has overarching strategic implications and
is linked directly to the central thesis of this study and, of rational necessity, is irrefutably linked
to the central tenets of insurgency warfare; and that explanation is that by 1964, it was no longer
necessary to kill civil workers and discredit the GVN to the same extent because the
Govemment 's most powerful and substantial pillar of political legitimacy had been removed,
i.e., Ngo Dinh Diem; and, accordingly, even with military power attempting (in hitility) to fiIl
the political vacuum lefi behind by the dernise of Diem it was just a matter of time before the
whole structure collapsed. Communist though they were, the insurrectionists were also
Vietnamese and they knew that soldien could never take the place of a moral, ascetic-scholar,
Confuciania leader like Diem in the hearts and the minds of the average Vietnamese. The

24 Ibid., p. 6 1 .

IS Ibid., p. 60.
26 Douglas Pikc, Vict Cong, (Cambridge, [MA]: MIT Press. 1966). p. 102.
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importance of the strategic political victory gained in the murder of Ngo Dinh Diem cannot be
minimised as the reader shall discem upon reading this study.
Probably not even in their wildest dreams could the Communists have imagined that it
would be the Americans who woutd help them the most in undermining Ngo Dinh Diem and
bringing his govemment down in niins. Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap both knew the
quality of their advenary in Ngo Dinh Diem; they knew that the moral example set by this
scholarly gentleman cut across al1 levels of Vietnamese society, including the newest and
shallowest imposed through contact with modernity (i.e., during the World War and during their
increasing contact with things Western brought in by the French), and that his example as a true
Confucian leader, who had the mandate of heaven, was the most formidable obstacle they would
face in reintegrating al1 of Vietnam under their revolutionary govemment.f7 They both had
tried.28 Giap on a number of occasions and Ho on one important attempt, to win Diem over to

z7 Ho and Giap knew exactly where Diem was placed in terms of Vietnarnese custom and respect:
"The Confucian ethic and the Taoist concept of universal hannony and universal order totally disregard
material wealth. ln the Vietnamese hierarchy of values, a rich man is a troc phu (tilthy rich), and a poor
scholar is thanh ban (immaculate poor). The traâitional Vietnamese social order followed this scale: first,
the si (scholars, men of letters); second, the nong (peasants, farrners); thitd, the cong (workers); fourih, the
thuong (businessmen, merchants); and fifth, and lut, the binh (soldiers)." Tran Van Dinh, "Why Every
American Should Rcad Kim Van Kieu," in We The Vietnamese: Voices From Vietnam, Francois Sully,
ed., (New York, P Y ] : Praegcr Publishers, inc., 1971). pp. 236 237. If anything, the upstaits against
Vietnamese tradition were more mly found in these two Communist revolutionaries who certainly
managed to maintain the Confucian veneer - which they realised was so necessary in order to assure
political legitimacy in the eyes of the Vietnamese people. But in Dicm, Ho and Giap were up against the
genuine article, Diem's farnily and background placed the mantle of Conhcian authority on him and his
character confirmed what Vietnamese wisdom and tradition had anointed by birth.

-

28 During the Unmediate pic-Second World War years (and duMg the war itself) Diern used to
meet with Viemamese nationalists h m across the political spectnjm at secret meetings in Saigon. Their
talk was of tevolution, but no concrcte plans emerged In fact, the only significant event that occurred at
these meetings in terms of Diem's political development was his oppomuiity to meet, assess and influence
Vo Nguyen Giap, the later successtUl commander of the Vict-Minh. Resisting Diem's non-socialist
Foornote coitrinued on nexi page:. ..
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their cause and they had failed.29 But they also xnsed that the Americans were Diem's Achillesheel and that through them a successful assault on Diem's legitimacy was their best h o p .
At this point, the reader might wish to refer back to the discussion in the bibliogmphical
section of the introduction which was concemed with just who was responsible for the
insurrection in the South, Le., incompetent administration or a carefully planned Communist
stay-behind or "sleeper" organisation.m This writer believes that Professor Pike has the most

and the best supporting evidence in his argument (duly noted in the introduction) that confimis
the fact that al1 evidence pointed toward a superb Communist insurgent organisational
infrastructure k i n g in place even before Diem had truly taken up the reigns of power.31

...foornore conrinuedfrom previous page:
approach. Giap, in retum attempted to convert Diem. Neither was successful, although they did eam each
other's mutual respect and admiration. Robert Shaplen, ''A Reponer In Vietnam: Diem," in The New
Yorker, (Sept. 22, 1%2), p. 108.
29 In September, 1945, the Vietminh had murâered Diem's brnher, Khoi,, and, having k e n
captured himsetf, Diem was brought before Ho Chi Minh. Ho tried to convince Diem to worlc with him and
the Vietminh. Diem refused, bluntly stating that he could never work with the murderers of his brother and
that he had nothing in common with the destroyers of his country. Deeply impressed with Diem's raw
courage, ail the while protesting that he knew nothing of Khoi's murder, Ho amazingly informcd Diem that
he was fke to go. Stanley Kamow, Vietnam: A Histor~,(New York, WY]: Viking RessPenguin Books,
1984), pp. 2 16 - 2 17. Karnow was able to have this story confirmed in early 1981 by the propaganda chief
of the Viemamese Comrnunist Party, Hoang Tung. Mr. Tung indicated to Kamow that Ho's leniency
toward Diem had been a mistake.

30 The "sieepet' or stay-khind argument, as noted earlier, is stmngly endorsed by William

Colby.
31 Rofessor Pike also rnakes it abwdantntly clear that, even kfote thete was a Ngo Dinh Diern
govemment, the Communists had iui ovemrching strategy which was based upon the reunification of al1
Vietnam under the Party: "The goal of unification, one Vietnam under the Patty's banner, becarne an
objective as soon as it became a pmblem at the 1954 Geneva Conference. Not liberation of the South, nor a
revolution in the society there, but unification alone was the Party's undeviating purpose until it was
achieved nearly twenty years later. nie Party never hid this fact, as even a casual inspection of its
pronouncements and leader's speeches through the years clearly demonstrates....The question of how to
deal with the South had long plagued the Party. Failure to assign priority to the region in the early 1950s
resulted in the Party's inability to seize the opportunity oRercd by the French withdrawal. Latcr in the

Fmtnote continued on next page: ...
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Certainly, as the reader will be able to peruse in the final chapters of this work, the
Communists in the North made no attempt to hide the fact that they conbolleci the insurrection in

the South. This was made manifest in their clandestine pmposals to Ngo Dinh Nhu in 1963 when
they put out 'feelers' to the beleaguered Diem govemment for a cease-tire in exchange for the
beginning of an American withdrawal from Vietnam. Indeed, author Seymour M. Hersh
predicated his understanding, that the Kennedy Administration engineered and supponed the
coup which removed Diem fmm power in November of 1963. on the argument that Kennedy and
his offcials becarne alarmed at the evidence that the Ngo Dinhs were, in fact, going to corne to

such tenns with the ~orth.32Hersh, of course, made this point very clear and quite compelling in
his book. The Dark Side of Camelot, quoting fiom Mieczyslaw Maneli, a Polish diplornat, who

...footnote conrinuedfiom previous page:

decade, uncertainty as to how to proceed continue4 although the picture painted by some historians - the
Party passively waiting for the South to collapse is inaccurate. The Party had a clear objective,
unification, and a strategy that was dynamic even if unsuccesstiil....The sense of the 1954 Sixth Plenum
contained the hop, as opposed to the expectation, that the French and other participants in the conference
would 'implement' the agreement and bring about unification. Meantirne, political sbuggle pressure would
be applied in the South to help topple the shaky Ngo Dinh Diem government....The second pend was the
revolutionary guemlla war phase, from 1959 until late 1964, when unification was sought by mcans of a
mix of anned stniggle, in the fom of revolutionary guemlla war, and political sûuggle, through the
instrument of the National Liberation Front. The expectation was that the two prongs could create
sufficient social pathology, anarchy, and simple chaos to ôring d o m the Diem govemment and lead
eventually to a govenunent amenable to unification. The strategy did indeed tear up the South Viemamese
society. It also was militarily effective. By 1964 the Party controlled two-thirâs of the country's 2,500
villages." Douglas Pike, Histow of Viemamese Cornmunism. 1925 - 1976, (Stanford, [Calit]: Hoover
institution Press Stanford University, 1978), pp. 1 15 1 18.

-

-

-

32 "Allen Whiting, a China schoiar who was a State Department intelligence oficer in 1963, told
me that he and mon of his colleagues 'al1 thought that rhis Nhu-Diem tie with the North was a very live
possibility.' The talks posed nsks to the senior officiais making policy, he adâed: 'You don't want Diem
and Nhu to cut a deal with the North and tell us to get thc hell out."' Seymour M. Hcrsh, The Dark Sidc of
Camelot, (Boston, [MA]: Little, Brown and Company, 1997), p. 423.
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sounded out Hanoi and Saigon govemment leaders for the purposes of bringing about a
negotiated neutrality :

How does it huppen that the National Liberation Front is ...less active now than
during the period before the [present Buddhist] crisis in the Diem regime? At
the present time, the Diem-Nhu regime is so weak that a larger partisan
ofensive cauld end up in the liquidation of the South Viemamese administmtion.
leaving oniy American wiis on the battle-fied. Hanoi musf be m e of this. as
are many outside observers. lf the government in Hanoi does not undertuke an
oflemive designed to remove Diem und M u 9 o m Saigon, this is certainly
becuuse it wishes them to survive for a time yet - long enough fo corne to an
agreement with them behind the Americans ' bucks.33

In his studies concemed with the late 1950's in South Vietnam, scholar Dennis
Duncanson, confirmed the Douglas Pike argument - as he had observeci that the Communists had
not ken idle during and since President Diem's initial triumphs over the sects (Binh Xuyen, Cao

Dai. and Hoa ~ a o ) . According
3~
to Duncanson they had lefi a 'sleeper' or a hidden party base in

J4 ïhe xcts. the Cao Dai. the Hoa Hao, and the criminal Binh Xuyen, had k e n a challenge to
Diem's political legitimacy right fkom the beginning of his government. Fall, The Two Vietnams, second
edition, p. 239. For these sects not only had access to a bounty of arms and soldiers willing to fight in their
hire, but also, at least in the case of the Binh Xuyen, they had purchased officiais and police in Saigon.
Dennis J. Duncanson, Govemment and Revolution In Vietnam, (London: Oxford University Press, [Issued
under the Auspices of the Royal Institute of latemational AfFairs], 1%8), pp. 220 - 221. "Diem's status
with the sects was not that of a national leader but that of an imtating and, unless checked, potentialty
dangerous rival. Le Van Vien (alias Bay Vien) knew that moralist Diem was unlikely to be tempted to
accept a share of the profits h m the activities of the 1,200 young ladies who offered their services at the
Hall of Mirrors. General Soai and his followers and the Cao Dai also undetstood that the chance to dip their
hands into the French cornucopia was rapidly coming to an end and that they would need to move fast to
establish other claims." Warner, The Lut Confician, p. 98.

Diem's victory over the sects was, by no means imaginable, a foregone conclusion. For, by March
of 1955, with the loyalty of the anny still in question (the flcdgling ARVN), Bao Dai turned against Diem
and sought to have Bay Vien replace him. Hammcr, A k a t h In Novcmber, p. 71. Despite threats of a
violent coup (Edward Geary Lansdalc, In The Midst of Wars: An American's Mission to Southeast Asia,
p e w York, [M7: Harper & Row, 19721, p. 258), Diem resisted those ambitions and even decidcd to
challenge the Binh Xuyen's control over the police. He knew that "as a matîer of both governmcnt integrity

Footnote continued on neni page:...
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most villages?s and threats, coercion and selective assassinations kept peasants in a perpetual
state of

terrer?

The excuse of not holding the Geneva Accord's designated re-unification

...footnote conrinuedfiom previous page:
and his own survival, the police mut be under his control." Anderson, "Point of No R e m In Vietnam," p.
132.

Meanwhile. with the Cao Dai controllinp the coun- West of Saigon, the Hoa Hao holding the
southem delta, and the Binh Xuyen in charge of Saigon, the Viet Minh commanded large areas of South
Vietnam where "Diern had nothing with which to enforce his authority." Warner, The Last Confucian, p.
99.
3S Duncanson. Govemment and Revolution In Vietnam, p. 252.
36 Understanding temr and how it can be used efkctively is to comprehend, perhaps, the most
salient foundation Stone of Communist insurrection. Mao was right when he noted that power came fiom
out of the barre1 of a gun, but he neglected to refine this philosophy any M e r to the fact that Communist
politicai legitimacy was founded on terror. Terror has several facets and can be manifested in a variety of
ways but politicaVmilitary terror has a specific purpose in its application. The pre-eminent military
historia and thinker, JFC Fuller, first duly noted this purpose. In formulating the foundations of what
becarne known as 'Blitzkrieg' Fuller had described the precise military benefits of terrot in what he
described as 'strategic paralysis.' Cwefùlly selected targets, attacked and destroyed, transmitted the
psychological phenomenon of paralysing terror wherein large groups of people, soldiers or civilians, are
rendered incapable of organising resistance, at least, in the short tem. Thus, for a very low expenditure in
resources and wastage of human life, a great number of potential adversaries could be knocked-out without
destroying them. To facilitate this aansmission of paralysis, Fuller advocated chat armies must attempt to
destroy their opponents command and conml centres (what he called a blow to the brains of the body)
while leaving the actual communication links between units untouched in order to spread the terror of
rumours, false orders, etc., al1 the fater. All that the Cornmunists di4 when dom-sizing this kind of direct
military strategic paralysis for civilian insurrectionist use, was to target key-govemment ernployees in the
villages and harnlets and make sure that their homfic demise was transmitted to al1 the surroundhg areas
so that everyone got the message and was, thus, rendered helpless in supporting the government (it also
helped if this terror seemed to have no method so as to appcar as if a sîrike by lightning - so that n w n e
could feel safe in a pattern of non-ccimmitment). This was an intdligent, cost-effective, and cold-blooded
way of destroying the bonds between the incumbent govemment and the people in the tield, it was also
completely beyond the pale of moral testraint as it moved outside the areas ptescribed by international laws
in dealing with non-combatants in a tirne of wu. This Communist insurrectionist strategy drew noncombatants into the line of fire in more ways than one, not least of these being the simple fact that
govemment troops would eventually grow tired and angry at the constant sullen responses they got when
intenogating civilians in the villages and harnlets about the presence of insurgents (remembering that these
villagers were k i n g sullen and quiet bccause they had just witnesscd the disernbowelling of a village chief
or even a relative and they did not relish the same fate for themselves). Government troop reprisais against
civilians would eventually occur which would then allow the Communist insurgents to take on the new
found role of protector of the oppressed peasant. The civilian was clearly marked as the cannon fdder for
this kind of deliberate action-reaction temr campaign provdred by the Communists.
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elections was a convenient propaganda tool for the Cornmunists as they increased the pressure on
the Diem government in the form of ever-escalating terror:
There was no period when seleetive assassination of village outhorifies,
incautious about concealing their antipolhy fo the DRV, ceased to occur
frequently: but aJer Ngo Dinh Diem repudiated demands for ail-Vieelections. the rate ut which murders were conmitted (hordly ever humanely)
seems to have increased faster; alfhough the GovernmentS lirnifed
administrorive control obscured much of whaf was going on, it is now generally
thought that during the nine years that Diem was in power close on 20,000
people lost their lives in this way - the equivalent of an annual murder in every
administrative ~ i l l a ~ e . 3

Sir Robert Thompson noted that the published figures for murders and abductions, that were part
of the Communist insurgents' terror carnpaign, exceeded 12,000 civilians and govemment
workers for the one year period between 1960 and 1961.38 But what had really prompted the
terror campaign was the fact that Diem's govemment had been so successful in bringing about a
relative sense of peace and stability in rural South Vietnam during the three-year period afler
1955. Another British counter-insurgency expert, P.J. Honey, who was attached to Robert

Thompxrn's advisory mission to President Diern. had made a precise note of this:
The country has enjoyeci rhree years of relative peace and calm in which if h m
bren able to curry on rhe very necessary work of national recons~cfion.The
most destructive fêature in the national life of Vieinam throughout recent years
hm been the lack of security in the countryside, which obliged furmers und
peasants to abandon the ricejelds and tojlee fo the large cities for safity. Today
it is possible to travel u!I over South Vieinam without any risk The army and

Footnotes
37 Duncanson, Govemment and Revolution in Vietnam, p. 252.

38 Thompsw. Defeatinn Cornrnunist Insur~mcv,p. 27.
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secun@ forces have rnopped up most of the armed bands ofpolitical opponents
of the Govenment. ofCommunists and of common bandits.J9
The purpose of the terror, then, was not to seek retribution for the failed elections as, in

fact, the Communists in the North were in no position to hold such elections.~but, instead. its

39 Congress, House. Comrnittee on Anned Services, Rebellion Aaainst Mv-Diem. Evolution of
the War Oriains of the Insurgencv. 1954 1960 in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945-1967 , IV.A.,
5. Tab 2.- Book 2 of 12, Study Prepared by the Department of Defense, Leslie H. Gelb, Chairman OSD
Task Force, 92d Cong., 1" sess., (Washington, [DC]:United States Govemment Printing Office, 1971), p.

-

-

46.
JO Edward Geary Lansdale had predicted just prior to when the plebisciie for the 1956 elections
was to be held that the North, itself, would probably find a convenient way around the process and blarne
the South for ruining the agreement because they had serious political problems, of their own making, in
North Vietnam. In a concise manner, Lansdale inforrned John Foster Dulles that the Hanoi oficials had
destroyed much good-will and positive public opinion in the North through their brutal and incpt anempts
at land-reform: "The Communist land reforrn prohad been carried out in too radical a fashion, too
abruptly, with even small family farms taken away h m the owners and handed over not to the poor, but to
the village never-do-wells, beggars, and the indolent. Apparently the thought was that when they failed at
farming, the fanns then could be impounded by the state as idle land and be made into collectivised state
farrns. Rural sections of North Vietnam were in revolt. especially in Ho Chi Minh's home province of
Hghe An were uoops were called in to re-establish governrnental control." Landale, In The Midst of
Wars, p. 346.

-

Perhaps, the most thorough-going examination of the land-reform bungling which lead to open
revolt in the North was rendered by Professor Pike in his book on The Historv of Vietnarnese
Cornmunism. 1925-1976, pp. 1O8 1 13.

-

In addition to land-reform excesses and bmtalities, the Ho Chi Minh regime was hardly in a
position to be accusing Diem's govenunent of Geneva Accords violations as, indeed, the Communists had
been involved in several serious violations not least of which included the fact that they had k e n building
up the offensive capabilities of their m i e s : "The United Kingdom had cited in 1956 an increase in the
DRV armed forces from 7 to 20 divisions and evoked the 1958 denunciation of the French Minister of
Foreign Affairs for the DRV's increasing its military strength from a 1954 total of 200,000 to 550,000. The
White Paper castigated Hanoi for 'introducing 600 to 700 Chinese instnicton* and noted that 'the number
of Russian and Chinese advisors amowits to several thousand in al1 echelons of the Army." Congress,
House, Cornmittee on Armed Services, Failure of the Geneva Settlement. Evolution of the War Orinins of
the Insumencv. 1954 1960, in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945-1%7, IV. A. 5. Tab 1. Book 2 of
12, Smdy Pnpared by the ûepamnent of Dcfense. Leslie H. Gelb, C h a h a n OSD Task Force, 9Zd Cong.,
1" s e s , (Washington, [DC]: United States Govenunent Rinting Office, 1971), pp. 29 - 30.

-

-
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purpose was to break the growing bonds between the people and the Govemment of South
~ietnam.4' This terror, in mm, would bring about strategic paralysis in the goveming of South
Vietnam as the Communists hoped that the people would be paralysed. through fear, h m taking
action in support of the GVN. In essence. it was the beginning of an al1 out effort to destroy the
legitimacy of Ngo Dinh Diem and his govemment.4* While this attack on the political and moral
legitirnacy of the Diem governrnent was already undenvay at the tactical, village level in South
~ i e t n a r n , ain May of 1959. at the fifieenth plenum of the Communist Central Committee, the

leaders of North Vietnam made the formal decision to strategically direct the entire insurgency
carnpaign in the South. The North Vietnamese Comrnunist leadership had a number of options ta
consider in undertaking this action. as author William R. Andrews noted:

By 1956, the strength of President Ngo Dinh Diem 's political buse and the
apparent economic progress in South Viet-Nam made the likelihood of the
fledgling Govemmentfolding upon itself remote. Afler 1956. it seened that only
force couid unite the two halves of Viei-Nam.
A conventional attuck by Ho Chi Minh E People S Army of Viet-Nam
patterned afier the invasion of South Korea probably would huve succeeded
because the Army of the Republic of Vief-Nam was weak and fiugmented, but
two factors mitigated ugainst such a move: worid opinion und rhe alternative
meuns possessed by the Luo Dong to destroy the South Vieînumese
Foornoies

Andrews, The Villaire War, p. 20.
42 "Disorientation is the objective par excellence of the terrorist removing the underpinningr of
the order in which his targets live out their daily lives. The primary responsibility of any incumbent group
is to guarantee order to its population, and the terrorist wiH anempt to disorient the population by
dern~nstratin~
that the incumknt's structure cannot give adequate support." Thomas Peny Thorton,
"Terror As A Weapon of Political Agitation," in lntemal War Problems and A~vroaches,Harry Eckstein,
ed., (New York, F(Y]: The Free Press, 1%8), p. 83.

43 This argument is also supported by R A M I studies; x e Stephen T. Hosmer's, Vi* Conp
Repression and Its lrn~iicationsFor The Future, R-475/1-ARPA A Report prepared for the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, (Santa Mmica, [Calif.): The Rand Corporation, 1WO), p. 7 8.

-

-
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Government...The alternative means possessed by the Dong Lao Dong bypassed
the d@culries of conventional mifitary action; thut means was revolufionory
guerriIIa wurfare. Conditions in South Viet-Nam,no niatter how impmved, were
oùvanrageousfor such an undertaking44

William Colby's observations on the pmgress that Diem hud made support the argument
that the Communists had linle choice but to aaack with

political terror and violence if they were

not to lose the South but, potentially, the North as well. Colby noted that the Communists were
well aware of the fact that their carnpaign to win the people over was going nowhere in the face
of the GVN's programs to rebuild the basic rural infmtnicture of the South. He called what the
Diem govemment was managing to do, between the years of IiS6 to 1959, ". ..the total social
and economic regeneration of South Vietnam." Villages that had k e n abandoned during the Viet
Minh war were re-populated and new schools were king built in rapid order. For exarnple,
Colby noted that in one particular province that he visited, at the end of the Viet Minh war, there
had only been two or three schools, al1 in the province capital. however, by the s p h g of 1959
there were approximately forty new schools spread throughout the province.*s As such, these

*( Anârews,

The Villoae W u , pp. 20 - 2 1.

JS "...he (Diem) consolidated his position by about 1956 and was engaged in a very vigorous
economic and social development program at that point, which was proving quite successfit (page #: 1)
....certainly the communists weren't going anywhere. They may have gone up to the North and said, "If
you don't do something, we are dead." Because what was really happening was the total social and
economic regeneration of South Viemam. That's what happened between 1956 and 1959. 1 went to littlc
schools out in the country k i n g dedicated down in the swarnps of Ca Mau. This one. 1 maemkr doing it,
it was way out along the canal and they were dedicating this new schml...But the intcresting thing about it
was 1 asked abut this linle village wherc the school was. Well, the village had k e n evacuated duMg the
period of the war and in about 1952 or 1953 had been just evacuated and everybody gone. About 1957 or
1958 they had re-established the village and people haâ moved back to it. Thcn with the govanment
pmgram of assistance to schwls and training of teachers, they were re-establishingthis school in this little
village. It was way out, ten miles. tifteen miks something, far h m the provincial capitai. 1 went to the
Footnute conrinued on next page: ...
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were practical and, thus powerful indicaton to the ordinary Vietnamese peasant that Diem had
their best interests at the forehnt of his focus on rebuilding the country. They were also
powerful indicaton to the Communists that their campaign was finished unless they some how

could break the people h m the GVN.& He had corne to believe that the Communists were left
without a hope of assuming political leadership and authority in South Vietnam unless they
tumed, yet again, to violence and insurgency. In this context. then, Colby told his interviewer
that he had personally verified this regeneration that was so devastating to the Communists:

Ted Gittinger (LM Library): Did you v e r f i that?
Colby: "Yes. There's no question about if, thoi that Lad happened In other
words, there vas a revival of the econornic lue [my emphasisJ You saw it in the
rice production, for instance. totals. the increose of rice being soid und so forth.
A variety of things of that nature were going on. The land refirm that's been
criticised, the iond reform did take rhe land muay from the French owners, and
very substantiel quantifies of ir. The program of industriuiisation. building up a
littie industriol zone uround Saigon....the country had an enormous amount of
momentum....And of coursc the communid conclusion ouf of this was, HO
chance. No chance of plcrying a d e , and we'n k i n g crusked by the
...footnote continued from previous page:

provincial capital, to the office of education there, after having been there and looked at their map. You
know, they had a comparative map of the number of schools they had in 1954, which was about two or
thme, al1 in the capital or the district capitals, and the number of schools they Iiad in 1959 - this was in the
spring of 1959 - which was in the order of thirty or forty in the province. Now, that had happened."
William Colby, "William E. Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted Gittinger, (June
2, 1981), pp. 1, 7 & 8, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral History Program, University of Texas at
Austin.
16 Edward Geary Lanrdale's observations about what faeed the Communists correspond,
precisely, to the Colby analysis. "Paraûoxically, the Communist carnpaign of terrorism staried just as life in
the countryside was beginning to show great promise for the people on the land. It wasn't only that the
m i e s had depaned fiom the former battlegrounds in the ricc paddies, lethg fmlands be tilled in peace;
there were, as well, a multitude of new efforts king made to irnprove the whole agrarian economy of
Vietnam. Each time that I visited President Diem in his oftice, 1 would fmd him deep in the study of some
new program, oflen of vast dimensions.. ." Lansdale, In The Midst of Wars, p. 354.
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monwntum of the goverttnunt, by thh psirive rnomentum ufthe economic und
~ them to
social dèvelopment th& was in the proccss. And I think that i(. w h a Ied
the decision, we've got to go back to the war. Chhewise we 've lost it, and ue'w
not on& lost it in South Vietnam, we mriy luse it in North Vietnam as welf [my

emphasis]. Because it war going through its terrible problems of land reform
and not getting onywhere and stagnation and al1 the resf of it. I think thut's
really - now, some people s i y they were compelled to underiokz the fight. Well,
they were compelled ifthey wanted io take South Vieînam, and that they had nu
hope cf taking South Vieînam i/they let the nafural prucess go. ''4'

The time for substantial Northem assistance for the stay-behind cadres in the South was
at hand and it became manifest to most observers that by 1960 the Viet Minh were embarking
upon another major war, the political target k i n g Ngo Dinh Diem who was more assailable
through the Americans chan the ~ i e t n a m e s e . ~

Footnotes

4' William Colby. "William E. Colby on Vietnam, interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gitiinger, June 2, 198 1, pp. 1J,8 & 9,Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral History Program, University
of Texas at Austin.

Wamer, The Last Confucian, p. 146.
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The Educated, Urban Elife of Saigon: The CamvelIistes

-

The educated and articulate classes of South Vietnam, the urban elite, were painfully
they were aware
aware that a renewed stmggle would mean more years of ~acrifice,4~and
through past experience that any struggle with the Viet Minh would be decidedly violent, bitter.

and unmlenting. Furthemore, the new urban elite (nourished, indeed, established by American
moneySO) resented much of what Diem and his family represented, as the Ngo Dinhs were upper
class or mandarin, French speaking and Catholic, and not aswciated with 'trade money.'sl A
representative of this new urban elite, Dr. Phan Quang Dan. told Life Magazine reporter, John
Osborne, that they feared Diem was building " a Ngo ~~nasty."s*
These new social elites put forward their own manifesto of grievances, which they first
enunciated at the Caravelle Hotel in Saigon, and thus they becarne known as the ~aravellistes.a
In the "Manifesto of the Eighteen", %hich

they gave to the international press, they claimed

that Diem and his brother, Nhu, were playing into the hands of the Communists with their 'state-

Footnores

49

Duncanson. Govemment and Revolution In Vietnom, p. 266.

9) John Osborne, "The Tough Miracle Man of Viemam: Diem, Amerka's newly d v e d visitor,
has roused his country and routed the Reds," in Life. No.42, (May 13, 19571, p. 175.
1966,

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Bitter Heritane: Vietnam and Amencm Democracv. 1941
(Boston, [MA]: Houghton Mimin Company, 1%7), p. 16.

-

s2 Osborne, "The Tough Miracle Man of Vietnam." in Life. No. 42, (May 13. 1957). p. 168.
S3 Duncanron, Govemment and Revolution In Vietnam, p. 267.
S4 Congrcss, House, Cornmittee on Anned Services, Rebellion Aeaina MY-Diem. Evolution of
the War Orinins of the Insurnencv. 1954 - 1960 in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945- 1967 , IV. A .,
5. Tab 2., Book 2 of 12, p. 34.
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of-emergency' methods of govemment.5s Furthemore, they argued that Diem was k i n g
insulated fmm the truth by members of the govemment's executive branch and that he needed to
act upon Caravellist advice if the country was to be spared From complete destruction at the
hands of a rebellious populace.#
Arnerican m ilitary intelligence reports indicated that the large majonty of the Caravellist
'Eighteen' were suspect in terms of their objectivity (i.e., their position in Saigon's everfestering partisan politics) and that none of them had a proven 'track-record* for cornmitment to
anything other than their own careen.s7
President Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu - who served in an advisory capacity to
the President were not easily swayed by the arguments of the Caravellistes, so weakly claiming
to be for the benefit of the average poor Vietnamese and, assuming that such remonstration was
unwarranted during a time of crisis, took it as a sign that the govemrnent was not tough
e n o ~ ~Mr.
h . Colby
~
paraphrased, in succinct Western terms, the Diem/Nhu argument on rhis
issue, for Mr. Ted Gittinger:

Footnores

55 Duncanson. Govemment and Revolution In Vietnam, p. 267.
S6 Congress. Houx, Committee on Amed Services, Rekllion Anainst MY-Diem.Evolution of

-

-

the War Orieins o f the lnsurnencv. 1954 t 960 in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945- 1967, IV. A .,
5. Tab 2., Book 2 of 12, p. 39.
57 Congress, Houx, Committee on Amed Services, Brigadier-General Edward Geary Lansdale,
"Memorandurn For The Secremy of Defense, Deputy Secmtary of DefenseW,(January17, 1961), U J
Perce~tionsof the Insurnencv. 1954 1960. Evolution of the War - Orinins of the Insurnency. 1954 1%O ,
in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945 - 1967, IV. A. 5. Tab 4. Book 2 of 12, pp. 67,69, & 73.

-

-

-

Douglas Pike has told this writer that, for a supposed tyrant, Diem was loathe to act Iike one
even when, perhaps, it would have been bctter for al1 concemcd if he had b n a good deal tougher (see
Pike's wotk on Diem in Friendlv Tvrants).
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This put him [Ambassador Durbrow] into conjlict fieq uently with Diem 's
concept that you Le got to hold a strong fine of uuthority here, or your whole
thing will come apart. And yes, [Diem 's argument here] we 're building a new
structure und base for our government, but we 're not going lo do it next week
und we 're not going to do if by giving if iawcay to sorne of these liberal opposition
groups [i.e., the Carmeliistes] in the Saigon a m who have no base in the
countryside, none, und who are just a pain in the neck and have no real politicul
force and really don? understand what we Ire trying to do in thb country in
terms of building if and strengthening it. They Te tdking about Ioosening when it
needs to be tightened und aimed toward a very signijcant objective.S9
Thus spurred into action, Diem and Nhu set about intensifying the very measures that had been
subjected to severe criticism.a Meanwhile, although the Caravellistes were unable to come up
with any practical method for dealing w i h the Communists, American advisors continued to

urge Diem to irnplement democracy in order to gain the confidence and support of the people.61
But the net "...effect of the [Caravellistes') petition was ta start a political war within Saigon to

go along with and complicate the guemlla war in the countqside.'** It should also be noted that

.

. .foornote conrinuedjhm previous page:

William Colby summed up the effect of the Caravellistes on Diem and Nhu in the following
excerpt fiom his memoirs: "Diem and Nhu contemptuousiy rejected the petition, remarking on the plush
sunoundings of the Caravelle Hotel in which this group of Saigon politicians had gathered, and on thtir
lack of contact with the mral areas where the real battle against both the Cornrnunists and
underdevelopment were undenvay." William Colby (and Peter Forbath), Honourable Men: MY Life in the
CIJ, (New York, VY]: Simon & Schuster, 1978). p. 159.
William Colby, "William E. Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gittinger, June 2, 1981. The Lyndon Baines Johnson Library ûral History Program (Transcript copies
avaiiable h m the LBJ Library Oral History Program, University of Texas at Austin); p. 1 1.
These rneasum induded, inter alia, the following: press censorship, detention without trial,
implementation of the agrovilles and Can Lao Party suzerainty over the anny. Duncanson, Govemment
and Revolution in Vietnam, p. 267.
61 Shapkn, "A Reporter In Vietnam: Diem, " in The New Yorker, (Sept.. 22, 1%2), p. 125.

62 Colby, Honorable Men, p. 159.
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this was a 'war' that simmered in the back-rooms and coffee-houses of Saigon, percolating with
inîrigue, upon rumour, upon more intrigue, until it boiled-over under the guise of religious
persecution, in tandem with the Buddhist Crisis, in the summer of 1963.
Diem and Land Reform

American criticism, at this time, seemed to be concemed with Diem's land-refonn
problems as well as his apparent intransigence with regard to democratic govemment practices.
Historian George C. Herring in this regard espoused a classic orthodox view of Diem's failure.
Having buttressed his argument fiom known orthodox r h o o l critics of Diem, such as Bemard B.
Fall and Frances FitzGerald Herring proceeded to claim that Dicm's land reform program was
implemented half-heartedly and really did nothing to meet the rising expectations for land in
South ~ i e t n a m . ~In3Hemng's estimation, as in the orthodox interpretations that he relied on, no
understanding of what Diem was up against and what he was ûuly trying to accomplish was ever
given. Indeed, Diem was derided as k i n g callous toward the peasants and not caring with regard
to their political and land expectations.*
William Colby gave a completely different perspective than that of the orthodox
historias on the problems of land reform in South Vietnam. First of all, Colby gives full
Footnotes

63 George C. Herrhg. America's Longest War: The United States and Vietnam. 1950-1976
Second Edition, (New York, PY]:Alfnd A. Knopf', 1986),p. 65.

64 The standud ami-Diem position is best related in the following excerpt h m Heming's work:
"The Diem govemment might have survived its authoritarianism had it pursued enlightened policies, but its
inattention to the needs of the people and its ruthless suppression of dissent stirred a rishg discontent
which eventually bmught its downfall. Diem's policies toward the villages - traditionally the backbone of
Vietnamese society - demonstrated a singular lack of concem and near-callous irresponsibiiity." Ibid., pp.
64 -65.
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recognition to Diem's eamest struggles to effect national land refonn. Secondly. Colby had the
imagination necessary to pick-up on what Diem was really telling the Americans who were
disappointed with the slow Pace and mistakes of his land refonn directions; for the Diern
message was, in effect, 'be patient, we have to work with an awkward system and the political
reality that there will be some remaining landlordism in this interim period.' Colby explains as
much in an interview with Ted Gittinger of the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library:
Ted Gittinger: "We 've discwsed Diem S reforme progress-minded uctivities.
How gouù were our estimates on such reforrns as land refonn, the agrovilles and
so on? "

William Colby: " Well, the land reform worked according to the way most of the
successfi<lland reform program had worked in the pasî -- the one in Japan, the
one in Taiwan, various others - in which the government took the landfiom the
larger landowners, and purticularly the French, and then loaned the pearunt the
money, which he then repuid over the nextjew years. Now the communists very
intelligentiy focused on that as jusi a way of insisting on jürther payment of
taxes. Because during the intervening years, the yeurs of the wur, there were no
tares collected becaure the b~ckcounfrywar in a turmoil and in un uproar, and
so the peacants weren 't paying any tmes. So that the interpretation successfuy
put jonvard by the communists, which was in a sense accurate, was that this
legd numbo jumbo meant that the peasants would be required to puy tmes
today that they hadn 't been required to pay before. '"

-

-

Ted Gittingec Weren 't there churges perhaps not at the tirne but luter thut
the land reform was really too much of a facade? Thor landlordism was still very
prevulent? "
"

William Colby: "The point there is t h whorever the maximum sire of holding
w u set al -. I don 't know, let 's say a hundred hectares or something liùe that, I
think thai 's what it was, which Is two hundred andfifi acres, which b quite a lot
r w large. And we went to Diem ut one point sayi~tg," Well,you know, you 've
got to cut thh down and make it smailer, because there were still fandlords and
you stiîi hod landlordha." His response wrrp very inieresting, as again, the
politics is the art of the possible. He saià, 'You don't understond, I cannot
eliminate my middle ciass. ' When p u think O/ his position ut thut particulm
rime, what he was saying was the same decision he made in 195J to 1956: I 'm
going to use the apparatw of social order that exists in order to conduct this

--
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longer-term transition. And I'rn not going to dispense with il and try to creute a
new one in o hurry. "65

Diem's Usurping of the Communist PoIirical Infrastrucfure in the VUtages of South
Vietnam

-

The orthodox claims, vis-à-vis land reform and, particularly, Diem's interference in
village democracy, were nothing much more than pat explanations that simply were not
cornmensunte with the reality of who Ngo Dinh Diem was and the depth of his near-obsession

with land-refom.66 Anyone who knew anything about the background of Ngo Dinh Diem. as a
village and later province chief, knew that he was rnost at home attending to the small details of

Footnotes

65 William Colby, "William E. Colby Oral History, lnterview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gininger, June 2, 198 1, pp. 13 & 14, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral History Program, University of
Texas at Austin.
66 "One of the actualities was the development of the trans-Bassac region, the land between the
Bassac branch of the Mekong River and the Gulf of Thailand. The first phase called t'or settling over a
hundred thousand people in new mode1 fann communities in the Cai Sab area and draining the low-lying
land by constructing 125 miles of navigable canais, Mode1 villages and canals were constmcted mostly by
hand labor.. ..The settlements were planned to sandwich a community of refùgees korn the North between
similar communities of fanners h m the South, alternating northemers and souiherners throughout the
region in a cultural melting pot that hopefully would give each equal opportunity.

Diem also was full of enthusiasrn for new crops. Under his guidance, floating rice was grown in
huge expetimental plots along the Vaico River where seasonal flooding turned the low-lands into vast
bogs, and comrnunities of northem refugees located in foothills of the Vietnam corâillera were urged to
g o w kenaf, whose fiber could be woven into bagi for sugar.. ..Wolf Ladejinsky, the Arnerican land rcfom
expert, had letl his position with the U.S. goverment at the time, and Diem immediately employed him.
The two men became close fnen& in 1956, and Ladejinsky was given a house next to the presidential
palace and joined Diem at breakfast nearly every moming. Thus Diem's daily routine began with these
breakfast sessions, discussing the implementation of the land reforrn measures drafied by Ladejinsky and
issued as decrees by Diem, as well as the myriad problems of the whole range of agricultutal projects afoot.
Boîh men shared the dream of making an Eden of Vietnam, with bounty for al1 its inhabitants and with
ample foods for oîher nations in the Pacific basin." Lansdale, In The Mi&t of Wars, pp. 354 -356.
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peasant and village life. His reputation as a Vietnamese nationalist was built upon this
understanding. Relatedly, the criticism levelled at him, by scholars and journalists like Bemard

B. Fall- that he had foolishly destroyed the natural democracy of the village elections, becomes
preposterous in the face of the facts. Thex facts, which constituted political reality in South
Vietnam, dictated that prior to Diem's attempts to effeci Govemment controi in the villages, the
Communist stay-behind cadres had already been hard at work thus necessitating the GVN's
interference.07
Here, then,

is the standard explanation of Diem's alleged anti-democratic

maladministration as put forward by the orthodox school's Bemard B. Fall, but also adhered to
by a few non-orthodox historians including such authors as Lany

able:^^

"And in June, 1956, the South Vietnamese government made perhaps ils most
fatefil decision. In d e j ~ n c eof one of the most hallowed Vietnamese traditions,
uccording ro which the power of the central authorities stops ut the bambao
hedge of the village. the Saigon administration abolished by a stroke of the prn
elected village chie> and village councils and replaced them by appointive
members. " 69
What Fall and Cable neglected to mention was the fact that Diem was q i n g to short-circuit the
Communist influence in the villages. This was an influence which, of course, made elections at

67 Bernard B. Fall, Last Reflections On A War Bernard B. Fall's Last Comrnents on Vietnam,
(Garden City, WY]: Doubleday & Company, lnc., 1967). pp. 198 - 199.

"Unfomuiately. Lansdale and the Americans did not prevent their new protegd h m
committing a massive and egregious emr in 1956, when he prohibited the aaditional and deeply cherished
village elections and instead appointed as village chiefs fellow Catholic refugees from the North. This was
a blunder which even the French and the lapanese had not cornmitted during thcir terms as occupiers of
Vietnam. It was a cause of massive discontent among the rural population of South Vietnam." Lany E.
Cable, Conflict o f Mvths: The ~ v e l o ~ m e of
n t American Counterinsurnencv Doctrine and the Vietnam
War. (New York, WY]: New York University Press, 1986), p. 185.
69 Fall. Last Reflections On A War, pp. 198 - 199.
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the best, irrelevant and, at the worst, usehl Communist propaganda. Fall tried to daim that even
the Communists in the North had not been so stupid as to attempt to interfere with the villages.
Yef this explanation studiously ignores the fact that there had been massive rebellions against
Ho Chi Minh's 'land-reform' (i.e., Stalinist collectivisation) in the villages in Northem Vietnam
during 1956. Indeed. the Northern rebellion was so out of control that Ho sent in the anny with
the rerult h a t approximately 10,000 Vietnamese peasants iost their lives.'O Lansdale stated that
the Communist officiais who were adept at ninning guemlla war provcd to be terrible bunglen

in running the Hanoi govemment.7( In fact, Lansdale claims that the Northern Comrnunists were
so unpopular at this time that they would have been soundly defeated by Diem had the 1956

plebiscite/reunification elections been held

- as prescnbed by the original

1954 agreements in

Geneva. Here, in his own words, is the Lansdale argument:

The Communist oflcials who hud waged u successful war against the French
were terrible bunglers at running a govemment. Their stock with the public in
North Vietnam was so abysmully low that they wouldn 'r dure put it to a vote, let
alone chance o cuntest against Diem, whose popularity was ut a peuk (DiemS
lmdslide victory over Bao Dai ut the poils wasn 't iost on Hanoi S leaders.) I felt
certain that the Commwist leaders, while declaitning Ioudly about holding a
plebiscitel would do everything they could to postpone it. ...ûn top of earning d l
this resentment in the rural oreas, the Hanoi regime had also munaged to be
maladroit with ifs most prired asset, the youth. Revoit war stirring ut the
University of Hanoi, where students were demanding reliefpom the heavy input
of political indoctrinution in ail their lectures. SSIudents complained that their
instructors skimped even highly technical subjects in favor of long dissertations
on didectical materialism. Much of the same thing wns happening in the high
schoois of North Vienam. ...For these reasons ifèlt that the Communist leaders
in Hanoi would discreetly itljorn the Soviets (co-sponsorsof the 1954 Geneva

Footnotes

'O Luisdale, In The Midst of Wars, p. 346.

lbid., p. 345.
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accorda to go slow on pressing for a plebiscite in any meeting with the British
(the other Geneva CO-sponsor).'2

Furtfier to al1 of these claims by Lansdale, which the orthodox school delibetately
ignores or makes light of, Bernard Fall admits that there had been a substantial stay-behind
Communist organisation in the South but then he fails to ascribe any thorough going
r~volutionarycapabilities to therne7J In short, there is no explanation given in the orthodox
interpretation vis-à-vis the threat that these Communists posed to Diem's GVN nor is there any
consideration given to how he was supposed to deal with such a threat.

The fact was that Diem's interference at the village level w u necessary and it eventually
translated into the Strategic Hamlets Ptogram wherein village or hamlet elections were
encouraged by the GVN because the protected peasant communities were no longer subject to

the intimidation of the Comrnunists. In effect, the orthodox historians set Diem up in order to
knock him down while studiously ignoring al1 the facts that were pertinent to the context of
Communist insurgency in the villages.74

72 Ibid..pp. 345 - 347.

'3 Fall, L a t Reflections On A War, p. 198.
Robert Thompson, however, did not ignore what Diem aid or did in this context and he
supported the Vietnamese President in his ancmpts to purge Communist control h m the villages.
Thompson, Defeatinn Communist Insunencv, pp. 78 - 79.
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The Sîtuggle between the Department of Stute and the Depanment of Dqfense over How to
Best Fight the Commwnist Insurgents

-

The Caravellistes Manifestolpetition and the rural problems assoçiated with land reform
and who would have Iegitimate authority in the villages also marked the beginning of a serious
schism, of strategic proportions, that began to develop in Amencan policy toward the
Govemment in South Vietnam and the burgeoning guerrilla threat. The CIA was caught in the
middle of what would tum out to be a long and bitter fight over "turf" between the Department
of Defense and the Department of State. Accordingly, the eyewitness testimony of William
Colby, again, becomes very valuable and worth considering as he was in a unique position to
observe what the qumel was concemed with. Colby noted that the offcials from the Department

of State and the Department of Defense, both in Saigon and Washington, fell into a serious
difference of opinion over what to do to meet the Communist challenge rising in the villages of
South ~ietnam.'s
According to the Colby recollection, the Department of Defense took a predictable stand
by viewing the rising Viet Cong insurgency as the outbreak of war. As such, general officers in
the US military, like General Sam Williams. argued that the South Vietnamese army needed to
be shaped up and reorganised in order to meet the possibility of an invasion from North Vietnam.

Consequently, the American militiuy advisoty in Vietnam reorganised the command structure of
Footnotes

7S "...the official United States commwiity, both in Washington and in Saigon, fell to quarrelling
bitterly about what to do to meet the challenge, starting the long, bioody and tragic debate over the
American role in Vietnam." Colby, Honorable Men, p. 159.
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the ARVN in 1959 and called for an increase in men hom 150,000 to 170,000 s0ldiers.~6It
should be noted, at this point, that regardless of the varying views on the design of the force
necessary to meet and defeat the Communists. i.e., more soldien venus more policemen, etc.,"
Diem and his oficials had quite good relations with the Amencan rnilitary for the most part.
The problems that arose between Diem and Washington found their source in the
Amcrican political!diplornatic arcna. Colby recalled that the Amcrican Embusy and State

Depanment objected to the direction that the Diem and US military were taking. They saw the
problem as finding its solution only in Diem making his regime more democratic and less
authoritarian. Thus, the State Department viewed the military build-up. and comsponding US
military aid that would make such a build-up feasible, as a lever that should be applied to Diem
in order to secure the reforms the American diplomats thought he should be making.78 Quite

76 "The United States military took a predictable stand. It viewed the escalation of the Viet Cong
insurgency as the outbreak of a war, with Genetal "Hanging Sam" Williams arguing for measures to shore
up South Vietnam's ability CO defend, in efTect, against an invasion h m the North. To this end, MAAG
stepped up its efforts to te-form the South Vietnamese Army in line with the American madel and in 1959
secured the reorganisation of the Vietnamese Army into seven divisions under three corps headquarters and
a general headquarters, so that co-ordination with an American force would be facilitated if the war
escalated to a real invasion. The military also urged the increase of size of the Vietnarnese Army fiom
150,000 to 170,000 men, with the enthusiastic suppofl of Diem, and secured Washington's approval for an
increase in the American MAAG from 327 to 685 in strength." I N pp. 159 - 160.

77 Thex debates. coneerned with which force was best suited to counter-insurgency warfue, are
addressed later on in this dissertation.

'*

"But the Embassy objected. The State üepament ofticers in Saigon looked at the problem as
orle of building political confidence in the Diem regime among the Viemamese people, and they believed
that this could be done only by forcing Diem to make his govemment less authoritarian and more
democratic and so enlist popular support for the fight against the Communists. Thus, the increase in the
A m y was he1d up in hope of pressuring Diem to underiake the reforms the Embassy thought needed,
which included exiling Nhu as an Ambassador far from Saigon, disbandhg his Can Lao party, appointhg
one or nvo ministen to the cabinet h m among the political opposition, and stimulating the National
Assembly to conduct legislative investigations of the govement. The contradiction between these ideas

Footnote continued on nexr page: ...
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naturally, the American military advison were infuriated with the State Department's oficers
presuming to know which was the best way or means for deploying m e d forces in South
Vietnam:

Thur. the "countryteom" meetings or the Embassy becanre barely civil,
us "Hanging Sam" vented his fury ut A D S Gardiner und Stute S Mendenhall
for presuming to interfère in such military mutters as determining the proper
force levels wirh which to dejnd the country, whife Gardiner und Mendenhall
orguedfor reforms, especialfy the removuî O/ Nhu.
Observing the fight between the Departments of Defense and State, Colby - who had an
excellent grasp of what was going on at the village level in South Vietnam

- fonned his own

conclusions on counter-insurgency which did not agree with the DOD or DOS. It is important to
note that Colby admitted to k i n g heavily influenced, with regard to countering Communist
insurgents, by the British successes and the French failum.
The Communist strategy, Colby surmised, wss anything but a traditionel war-fighting
direction. The CIA Saigon station-chief intuited that what they were really looking at was the
ùeginning o f "people's war" in 1960. Cenainly, he recognised al1 the telltale indicators of the
tint stage of "people's war" as the mobilisation and organisation of insurgent Communist forces
was clearly under way.80 With the reality of this development kept in plain view, Colby argued
...footnote conrinuedfîorn previous page:
-

-

and the reality of the Diem regime did not discourage the Foreign Service officers. They even went so fat
as to recommend that the United States might have to consider alternatives to Diem and Nhu in order to
achieve our objectives,,.." Colby, Honorable Men, pp. 159 - 160.

-

' 9 Ibid.

80 "ln the fim place. it seemed obvious to me that the Communist strategy was anything but a
traditional war. Vo Nguyen Giap, Hanoi's militiuy genius, had written of how he had fought the "people's
war" in North Vietnam and although its culmination was in the set-piece battle of Dien-bienphu, it had
begun just as it was begiming now in South Vietnam in 1960. Cieariy, this was the first stage of the
"people's war," the mobilization and organitation of the forces with which to fight." b
IApp. 161 - 170.
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that, because the challenge was a political and subversive one, it could not be easily addressed by
the sorts of standard military doctrines that the American military advisors were advocating. He
was quick to add to this realisation, however, that the calls for a more democratic or honest or

just govemment in Saigon, were for the most part, irrelevant to the task at hand?l This writer
talked to Wiliam Colby about this very issue which he, quite humorously and quite accurately
translated as something akin to: "...it's difficult to talk about draining the swarnp when your up
to your --in alligators." This was a crucial point which was evidently lost on the "best and the
brightest" in Washington.
The real battle ground, that Colby noted, was the same one that Sir Robert Thompson
had drawn attention to in his now famous statement that it was a struggle for "the hearts and the
minds of the people;" and, again, niompson made this hindamentai understanding plain when he
stated that "An insurgent movement is a war for the peopk."82 Indeed, the similarities between
how both Colby and Thornpson viewed the nature of the struggle were remarkable. Accordingly,
the following excerpt fiom Colby's writing on this issue would find immediate recognition and
support (and vice versa) in Thompson's seminal work on the subject, entitled: Defeatinq
Communist Insurgencv: Exwriences From Malava and Vietnam. Any way one chooses to peruse

the following, while written by Colby it could have as easily been the work of Thompson:
Foot~otes

81 "And clearly at this point the challenge was a political and subversive one, and not something
for divisions and corps headquartcrs to contend with. On the d e r hand, though, the political challenge
was not one that could be met by a well-meaning, intellectual elite with no political base issuing manifestos
h m the Caravelle Hotel, calling for an "honest and just govcmment," "a valiant army animated by a
single spirit," and an economy which will "flourishWpmvided that the govemment changes it ways. And
thus, in my view, the embassy prescriptions of appointing oppositionists to the govemment and advocating
American-style Congressional investigations seemed largely inelevant." @
&

niompson, Defeatine Cornmunirt Inrunzenw, p. 5 1.
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The real contest, it seemed to me. was in the villages, where the issues
were more findamental. Did associution with the Saigon govemment ofer a
better Mure, 60th economic and political, for the villager? Or did the national
and revolutionary appeal of the Communist organiser, reinforced by the
authority of guewilla squacis, convince the villuger or leave him no alternative
but tojoin the revolt? M y travels in the countryside had shown how wide was the
gap beîwen the French-infuenced urbun clav and the traditional Vietnamese
villager. But it haà also shown the latter's enthusiastic acceptunce ofeconontic
und social development and his wilhgness to work hard toward if. In the long
term, villagers would certainly insist on more of a voice in their national afluirs,
even dong the lines advocated by the oppositionliri in Saigon, but in the near
term, they were fur more interested in the practicul improvements that could be
made in their lives and in the ive-und-death issue of protection /rom the armed
bands circuluting in rheir regions. Thus, the real way to contest the Communists,
it seemed to me, would be to mobilize, organize and involve the villagers in the
economic and social inrprovements thut the govemment was providing and to
strengthen them so thut rhey could hefp defind themselves against Communist
pressures. The question was which side they would join, und whether they would
be fiee to join the government 's vthey wanted to. The answer, I wm convinced,
would be found only in the villuges, not in the political circles in Saigon or in
General staf ~ead~uarters.df
With reference to Colby's analysis, Thompson made a specific effort in pointing out that

the government could win over the people without king a Western-styleâ democracy. He
believed, and with a considerable wealth of experience to intelligently support such belief, that

an authoritarian govemrnent which applied the rule of law equally to al1 while. at the same time.
engaging in constructive and progressive national policies, very rnuch like what Diem had done,
could win the people over. What was required of the govemment was that it finnly establish in
the peoples' minds that legality plus construction plus results are what flowed h m the

Footnotes

* Colby,

Honorable Men, pp. 16 1- 1'10.
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govemment while, conversely, illegality plus destruction plus promises equalleâ what the
Communist insurgency could be summed up as.81

The very fact that a Communist insurgency had begun to spread through niral South
Vietnam in the late 1950's caused many Arnericans to take a cniical view of Diem. By 1960.
American experience with Ngo Dinh Diem and the GVN had created much controversy in
Washington and this was a controversy that would not go away. To many American liberal
democrats Diem was an enigma and one that they suspected was unsympathetic to their secular
liberal-humanist worldview. The disceming reader will be able to detect between the lines of
what men like Averell Haniman and John Galbraith said and m t e about Diem and his brother,
Ngo Dinh Nhu. a subtle but definite partisan or political-philosophical distaste. This distaste
blossomed without restraint into a very definite hatred of Ngo Dinh Diem and his bmther; yet,
irrational though it was this hatred was couched in the finest politicaliy correct reserve and
wording that Kennedy's %est and brightest' could very adroitly bring to bear. These critics. as
the reader shall see. were not as straightfowward or as blunt as the early American critics of the
South Vietriamex president, such as General Collins wcre. In so many words, 'tbeir tracks were
covered' with intellectual sophistry, intrigue and manipulation which proved, in the end. far
more destructive than the Collins' or Durbrow's approach. Ambassadot Frederick Nolting
explained many years afier the fact that he could never, entirely, plumb the depths of this malice
but he intuited that it was this imtional force that spelled Diem's death and, similady, it
undermined sound and patient US policy in the region.

Footnotes

8d Thompson. Dcfeatinn Communist Insurnmcv, p. 68.
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Cha~terOne: Backnround and I m ~ c n t i v ala South Vietnam to Noltia&
Ambasmdorshi~

think you con have a meeting of the min& with Diem ... [but] I tell you it k
impossible. To a Westerner, Diem does not jusi corne /rom another culture and
another hemisphere. He cornes/rom another planet.
"You

"*

Frederick Nolting's predecessor, Elbndge Durbrow, was posted to South Vietnam as
American Ambassador in 1957. Durbrow, who had been educated as a lawyer, joined the Foreign
Service in 1930 and served in the Eastern European capitals of Warsaw and Bucharest before
king assigned to Moscow for three years, a pcsting that began in 1934.2 Indeed, durîng the

1930's and 1940's Durbrow had been on what became known as the 'East European shuttle'? a
State Department exercise which ensured a diplomat was exposed to al1 of the capitals and,
therefore, govemments of the region. As a result of his rxperience with the Soviets under Stalin,
Durbrow developed a very shrewd and realistic understanding of just what kind of ruthless

political machine America was dealing with in Morow. It was this understanding* of course,
which placed him at odds with the party direction emanating from Roosevelt's White House
'New Dealers.'
Durbrow, /or instance, considered [Benjamin] Cohen a suspect member
of "the [Soviet] accommodutionist schwl. " He recalled one conversation:
"Now iisten, Durby, they [the Soviets] can 't be thaf bad. "
Footnotes

I Warner, The Last Confician, p. 92.
2 Martin Weil. A Rem Good Club: The Foundinp Fathers of the U.S. Foreinn Service, (New
York, (NY]: W. W. Norton & Company, fnc., 1WB), pp. 53 & 268.
Md., p. 53.
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"1lm soriy?Mr. Cohen. but that 's the way they operate. "

"But they signed the Declaration on Liberated Europe. ..[they] will /ive up to it
soon. "
"But I w k what they me doing todoy.

lg4

In fact, a real 'knock-down' fight had developed under Franklin D. Roosevelt between
his 'New Deal' proponents and the professional diplomats within the State Department. In
concise terrns, the 'New Dealers' wished to believe the best about Stalinist Russia and enact
policy based upon those beliefs while the diplomats were infbriated by the naivete of the New
Deal administration in their dealings with the Soviets. lndeed, Roosevelt had prepared the ground
for this on-going quaml with the Department of State via his methods of bying to "divide and
conquer" what he perceived to be an unnily department of 'stuffed shirtd5 This antagonism

canied on into the Tmman administration, through no design of Truman's but, instead, as a
'hang-over' fmm Roosevelt's appointments. The following excerpt from Martin Weil's text.
while lengthy, is well worth digeaing as it makes plain what was going on between the White
House and the State Department during the 1940's and it also illustrates the tenacious character
that Durbrow possessed:

When another wartirne bureaucrat, Donald Nelson, head of rhe War Production
Board, embarked on the OWI [ W c e of War Information] puth, Durbrow iashed
out agairi. Nelson came bac&fiom a meeting with Stafin uglow with lhe promise
of vartly expunded postwar Soviet-Americm irade. "It was a Jne ideu,"
Durbrow recalled, "but it was obvious it couldn 't work They didn't have
onything ro exchange with m. I wrote a memo ..$ne ideu but unrealistic...no
busis fiom our end.?' He recommended " m e m e caution ...ta avoid false
impressions being created regardhg the parsibilities of postwar Rade with the
Soviet Union." The distance between the EE [ h t e r n European Bureau within
rhe State Department] und the New Deal ugencies ii quite evident in this episode.

5 Smith Simpson* Anatomv of nie State Dc~armient,@oston,
75, 138, & 142.

W]:
Beacon Press,

19681, pp.
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Henry Morgenthau S economists later recommended a $10 billion credit to
Russio. Durbrow set a ceiling of $200 million.
Nothing disturbed him [Durbrow] more than the dissolution of the
Cominten. Roosevelt und Hopkins might be satisjied by this apparent evidence
of their success in wooing Stalin, but Durbrow filt on& trepidation. The bosses
were fooling themselves. Russian objectives had not changed. Their meth& had
jusi become hurder to detect. ...ln a long memo in February 1944, Durbrow
expanded on the rheme h i rhc Grand Alliance it*m o grand dcccption.
...Durbrow ...began with a careful understatement: The Russians "upparently are
not fil& convinced that thb policy [of cooperation] will succeed. " and urged hb
superiors to note renewed Cominten activiîy throughout Europe. "which unless
it is studied and corrclated might not othenvke be apparent. " In Eastern Europe
and the Balkans Communist "efements" were allying with the strongest
nationafist groups in a bid for post-war domination. By the fime the victims
discovered the peneiration if would be tao lute. "The ponte organitarions are
connolled by u smail perccntuge of Communbt Pary workers. while a forge
majoriîy of the members oJen do not realize thut they are members of a
Communist-dominated group. " Correcting another misconceprion, Dwbrow
emphasized the fanatic discipline and devotion required by the Party. ûne
Communist wac equivalent IO many denocrats in political weight. Do not be
misled by "the o#en mistaken idea that ihe Comaunists cannot represent any
realfy important force since there are sojew of rhem. " He anticipored 'more or
less compleie Soviet hegemony " in ihe Balkans, Greece, und Eastern Europe if
nothing were clone to halt these "back-door " methods.
Bohlen [Charles] joined hands with Durbrow in the department to
employ the EE cable-writing and mento-drafiing power to stipe White House
initiatives to compromise impending conficts with ~ussiu.

Evidently, Elbridge Durbrow was a formidable opponent of potential Amencan policies
that did not confront the reality of Soviet expansionism. Furthermore, along with George F.
Kennan and Charles Bohlen, he outlived Resident Roosevelt and outlasted the policies of the
New Dealers7 It is wonh noting that Durbrow's prestige and impact within the Department of

State was very much alive when he received his posting to Saigon as nearly al1 cable tmflïc
directed to him was addressed with his well-known EE nick-name 'Durby.' His credentials, as an
Footnotes

fi Weil. A Prettv Good Club, pp. 161 - 162.

ibid., p. 267.
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old Soviet expert, were second to none within the State Depaitment and since Soviet expansion
tmly was perceived as k i n g behind the Viet Minh effort in Southeast Asia, his appointment as
Ambassador to South Vietnam, in 1957, was logical. The problem, though, was that Indo-China
was not Eastern Europe.

The Vietnamese, bath in the North and the South, had an entirely different approach to
politics where even the leader of the Communists, Ho Chi Minh, had to pay certain homage to the
Confucian understanding of what a hue leader of the people should be. This proved to be a
substantial stumbling block for Elbridge Durbrow and another powerful and well-versed Soviet
expert, Avenil Harriman. If Ho Chi Minh at least paid lip service to Confucian ideals and in his

personal life and aciual appearance aaempted to emulate such a leadership role, then, Ngo Dinh
Diem was the consummate confucim8 The French had, indeed, warned the Arnericans about

t h i ~ but
; ~ Durbrow in 1960 and Hamman, a year later, paid this caveat little heed. Perhaps, with
their long experience with Russian Communist perfidy these men were too focussed on Soviet
machinations in the region.

8 Diem was the corporeal entity of al1 that Conhician philosophy demanded of a leader. Ellen J.
Harnmer was aware of this and noted this fact, thoroughly, in her excellent book, A Death In November.
The French were irritatingly aware of this fact as well but, pcrhaps. the most ovewhelming documentcd

evidence of Diem's strict Confician approach to the world exists in a massive unpublished biography
entitkd And One For The People: The ~ i f e - ~ t oofwPresident Nao Dinh Diem. This work was wriien by
Anne Miller and is drrted Saigon, July 30, 1955. Rofessor Douglas Pike, now of the Vietnam Centre at
Texas Tech, very kindly sen; this h t e r a copy of the two volume. 620 page work. Having read this
biography in some dctail, this writer was stmck by the fact that Ngo Dinh Diem's upbringing, indeed, his
entire life and outfook, were unerly foreign to Western perceptions. Of course, this point is made several
times throughout this work but it simply cannot be süessed enough as it pmved to harbour so much trouble
for the Americans in Vietnam. Owing to his strict Confucian training (which began when he was old
enough to talk) the man could have as easily lived two thousand years ago as in die twentieth centuy. His
beliefs, values and perceptions were ünked tfirough a continuity of CoiifuciarilVieînamese customs,
traditions and history that seemed to flow back and forth b c t w m the past and the present age. This was the
source of Diem's inctcdibte, almost, unworldly, integrity and it was also the source of the near complete
bafflement that most Westcrners expcrienced whcn dealing with thc man. To intelligent but impatient
Americans, Iike Durbrow and Harriman, Diem mua have been outright imtating.
This waming h m the French about Diem had actually corne as early as 1948, accoding to
Ellen Harnmer's research. Hammer, A Death In November, p. 47.

Ekpandding Commun& Insutgency in 1960 and Us e

-

m on US GYN Relaîions-

By early 1960 the reports concerned with expanding Viet Cong strength, and the boldness

and increasing size of their attacks, that were reaching Ambasador Durbrow were not at al1
encouraging. Indeed, the growing lack of patience k i n g displayed by the Americans toward
Diem and his govemment, on the suriace at least, would appear to be justified. Accordingly, in a
despatch (Desp. No. 278) sent to Washington via Diplornatic Pouch, Am bassador Durbrow noted
the following salient points that were disturbing the Americans:
1.) VC groups were now operating in larger strength. and that their tactics had changed from

attacking individuals to more frequent and daring attacks on the GVN's security forces.10
2.) A recent intelligence report indicated that the VC intended to press a more general guemlla
warfiue in South Vietnam during 1960 and that the VC felt confident that they could mount a
successful coup d'etat later in the same year. In support of this President Diem had infomed
Durbrow that he had captured VC documents which clearly indicated their intentions for
stepping up massive military attacks throughout the depth and breadth of South ~ietnam.11

3.) While guerrilla activity and potcntial was increasing wcaknesses within the GVN's ARVN
were becoming more apparent. In this context, the need for more counter-insurgent training

"VC groups now operate in larger strength, and their tactics have changed h m attacks on
individuals to rather muent and daring attacks on GVN security forces." Congress, House, Cornmittee on
Amed Services, Elbridge Durbrow, "Speciai Report on Current Intemal Security Situation," 1956 French
Withdrawal 1960, in United States Vietnam. 1945 - 1 %7,d. Volume IV, Ba& 10 of 12, pp. 1255 1256.

-

1' "A recent CAS report has indicated a VC intention to press geneml guemlla warFM in South
Viet-Nam in 1960, and indicates the VC are convinced they can mount a coup d'etat this year. Resident
Diem also told me in late February about the capture of a VC document indicating their intention to step up
aggressive atîacks al1 over the country, including Saigon, begi~ingin the second quarter." b
IA
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was being called for by the leaders of the

GVN and, likewise,

so was the need for a

competent Civil ~uard.12
4.) The South Vietnamese people in the rural areas were showing signs of apaihy and even

considerable dissatisfaction. The pnmary cause of this dissatisfaction and apathy toward the

GVN was the sustained Viet Cong terror carnpaign. The GVN was seen as not protecting the
peasants well enough tiom this terror and this, in itselC was building considerable cesentment
arnongst the people. Combined with this resentment was the anger against local officiais who,
in their frustration at attempting to overcome the inroads made by VC terror, were,
themselves, abrogating benign persuasion for rough coercion in implementing programs
decided upon in saigon.13 Durbrow finally noted that:

Diem cannot be completely absolved of blme for this unsatisfactoory
situation in the rural areas. Considerable evidence has existed that he has not in
the past kept himseifproperfy infornted of whaï is going on. Oflcials have tended
to tell him whor he wants to heur, lmgely because o f h r of removul i j they
indicate thar mistakes have been made or repfy that projects he is pushing should
not be curried out as rapidfy as he desires.14

Footnotes
12 "...At the sarne time that the DRV guemlla potential has increased in the South, weaknesses
have become more apparent in the GVN security forces. GVN leaders have in ment weeks stressed the
need for more anti-guemlla training of ARVN. The desirability of centralized command in insecure areas
and a centralized intelligence service has also become more evident. The need for a capable, well-equippeâ,
well-mineci, centrally controlled Civil Guard is even more keenly felt than previously." ibid.

l3 "Likewise, at the sarne time, signs of geneni apathy and considerable dissatisfaction which the
VC can play upon have become more evident arnong the people in ml arcas. Fear among the peasants
engendered by sustained VC terrorist activisrn against which the GVN has not succeeded in protecting
them is combined with resentment of the GVN because of the methods which are al1 tm ofken employed by
local oficials. Coercion rather than suasion are often used by these officiais in carrying out the program
decided upon in Saigon. There is a tendency to disregard the desires and feelings of the peasantry by, for
instance, taking them away fnwn their hawests to perfonn community work. 'Che new agroville program
requiring large numbers of "volunteer" iaborers has accentuated this trend. improper actions by local
oficials such as torture, extortion and corruption, many of which have been report4 in the press, have also
contributed to peasant dissatisfaction. Favouritism and feu of officiais and membcrs of the scmi-covcrt
Can Lao Party have likewise contributed to this situation." &

Ibid.
-
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Doctrinal Divergence: AR W, Police and Counte~
Insurgency Warfure

-

Beneath the surface of this report of ~urbrow's,lSconcemed with what appeared to be
large-scale incornpetence of the South Vietnamese Govemment, was the more complex reality
which dictated that much of what the Americans were complaining about was owing to their own
fauli. DKin was burdrned *ith an arma thai did no1 have the slightest idea of hou. to conduct a

counter-insurgency carnpaign. For the ARVN had been designed by the Americans to be a
conventional amed force for the purpose of "dove-tailing" into their command structure and
forces should a large =ale invasion be embarked upon by the North Vietnamese and their
Communist supporters. much like what had happened in Korean. The Americans were loath to let
Diem develop the kind of power needed to break an insurgency via the rneans of a large, wellequipped Special-Constable and police force.16 Yet. it was precisely this kind of police force that
could live in the rural communities and thus secure an intimate working understanding and,
therefore, ûn effective intelligence of the local population wherein they would additionally secure
the locals' trust through effectively protecting hem from terrona activity. The British had
demonstrated, very clearly, that the strategic use of local policing was crucial in effective counter-

I5Ambassador Elbridge Duibrow had k e n appointed to Saigon as United States Ambassador
under the Eisenhower administration which had been relatively supportive of Ngo Dinh Diem.
Nevertheless, by late 1960 questions were king raised about Diem within the State Department and
American frustration with thc slow pace of Southeast Asian progrcss was made manifest. As always,
regardless of who supponed Diem, in the United States or elsewhere, American lack of patience wuuld
prove to be the single most unifying heme of dissatisfaction with Ngo Dinh Diem.

l6 Indeed, early Pentagon analyst reports indicated quite clearly that the use of Police forces was
most effective in curbing Communist insurgent activity, even though they had not been developcd
anywhere near the numôers and capabilities of the Malayan counter-insurgent police: "The police services,
which include the 7,500-man Vietnamese Bureau of Investigation, and 10,50eman police force stationed
in the main cities, have had considerable success in tracking down subversives and terrorists and arc
developing into eficient organizations "Major Trends in South Vietnam," Book 10 of 12; d. Volume IV:
1956 Fmch Withdrawal - 1960, in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945 1%7 ,"p. 1 193.

-
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insurgency warfare as they had made this exact type of police program the foundation for their
success against the Communist guemllas in Malaya.
To the Arnericans these measures, quite apart from placing the main ihmn of counterinsurgency in Diem's hands, seemed to be militarily unacceptable, as they appeared to be passive
and not offensive onented enough. This is a significant point of some substance that cannot be
shrugged aside by the schoiar of Amenca's involvement in Vietnam. It was this attitude of the
American military that helped to make sure that eventually their anny would be engaged in a war
that it was not designed for. For those military historians v e n d in the American doctrinal
teaching that the offensive had to be taken aggressively against the guemlla through
overwhelming firepower (amongst other things),17 the United States A m y Cornmanden'
reluctance to hlly endorse what seemed to be a passive approach had a consistent logic. In
conjunction with this, it is also known arnongst military historians that the American military
maintains a myth that the British are not offensively minded enough when it cornes to taking the
fight to the enemy. This myth is blatantly false and cannot be reconciled with the basic facts of
military history which do dictate that the British experience at war has a depth and a breaâth that
the United States would be hard-pressed to equal even in a century's date fiom this writing.
Neverthelers, through popular American history this false myth has been steadily maintained and,
while reaching its apex in recalling the events of DDay and thereafler during the Second World
war.18 it never really died out. It can be argued with some justification, then. that the American
Footnotes

I7 Russell F. Weigley. Histow of The United States A n v , (New York, [NY]: ihe Macmillan
Company, 1967)' p. 545.

Most popular American histones maintain that it was Field Moithal Lord Montgomery's lack
of aggressiveness in the Caen sector which led to the D-Day breakout in Nmandy behg a vey near thing.
Of course this understanding does not at al1 coincide with the British, Canadian and German histories
which comply with each other, for the most part, by demonstrating that the real big fight took place around
Caen for the following reasons: 1.) Montgomery knew that his W p s could act as the 'anvil' which could
take a pounding h m the best Gennan troops an the Western Front; 2.) The Gennans identitied the British
and Canadian forces as the most serious k a t and cornspondingly matchcd that threat with thcir best
Fooîmîe coiuimed on nenr page: ...
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rnilitary advisors in Vietnam would have k n prejudiced against British ideas for countering
insurgents in a more circumspect approach.19 Indeed. this was to become an area of real
quarrelling with the Bntish advisory tearn and the Amencan MAAG (Military Assistance
Advisory Group). It also cannot be forgotten that MAAG was under instructions fiom
Washington to not let Diem have total control of the CIP (Counter-lnsurgency Program).
American Ideaihm versus PoIitkaI Reufity

-

As for compt officiais at the local level, Diem was forced to opt for less and less quality

of capability in his civil-servant selection process as the best had k e n , quite simply, murdered off
by the Viet Cong. Moreover, American demands and advice that he not choose his civil servants
fiom the Roman Catholic community defied Viebiamese reality. In Vietnam, the k s t educated,
and there were precious few of these, were invariably the product of the Roman Catholic
...foornore cantinuedfrom previous page:

forces; 3.) Montgomery had hoped that the Americans would break out of their sector earlier than they did
and thus act as a 'harnmer* to pound the remaining Geman forces with. In other words, because of their
reputation as very tough m p s , a reputation bestowed by the Gerrnans on to the Bntish, Montgomery
could count on the Gennans piling most of their resources into the Caen area and it was his plan/hope that
the Americans would ihen have the casier task, or so it was hoped, of fianking the Gerrnans while al1
attention was on Caen. Hem is how one of the finest tactical rnilitary historians alive, lan Hogg, described
the D-Day plan: "The overall plan for expanding the Iodgement area was, as already stated, a simple one,
The British would attack in the area of Caen with the object of drawing as much of the Gennan moured
strength as possible, while the Americans would execute a 'right hook* and break out through the less
defended area to the West and the south." lan Hogg, Great Land Battles of World War 11, (Garden City,
WY]:Doubleday & Company, Inc,, 1987), pp. 141 - 142.
As events unfolded the D-Day timetable went off schedule because the Americans were unable to
break-out on time and because the British and Canadian forces got into such a homfic fight with the Finest
t m p s the Wehrmacht and Waffen SS could hast. This slogging match, which had developed in the Caen
sector, rendered the British unable to assist the Americans in their breakout. More than any other
consideration, the one thing that led to both the Amencan and British difticulties was the fighting
capabilities of the Gennan soldier: "...one of the unpalatable lessons which eventually - many years later,
so far as the general public were concerned - emerged was the simple fact that the individual Allied soldier
was usually inferior to his Gennan counterpart. Whether the reason was training, discipline, indoctrination,
ideology, fanaticism - whatever it was, the Gennan had just that little bit more to pull out when the going
gut really tough." W., p. 136.

l9
At several conferences in the United States this writcr has hevd this prejudice. fimhsnd, h m
senior Arnerican General Staff members.
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Church's schools. Buddhism had no sirnilar infromucture, or discipline, wherein it could supply
the Vietnamese with a modern education - so desperately needeû in the running of an emerging
modem nation-state and its govenunent.20 Fuirhermore, the Roman Catholics were one hundred
per cent loyal to the anti-Communist cause as nearly one million of them had fled South as a
result of the severe and brutal persecution that they had received at the hands of Ho's Communist
cadres. They needed no ideological coaxing or propaganda to convince them how serious their

fight was against the Communist ~ietnamese.21In short, they made up an ideal recmiting base
for Diem's govemment and counter-insurgency efforts.22 Yet. Amencan fears over what
constituted democracy were keeping Diem from hlly engaging biis dynamic, nation-building
potential of the Catholic cornmunity. This restraint on using the educated Catholic potential
created an Amencan induced, Vietnarnese-styled 'affimative action.' It was this policy that
ensured that most of Diem's own cabinet and General Staff were made up of Buddhists.
Nevenheless, these were Buddhists who, like most Buddhists in Vietnam, were that in name only
and were committed to nothing much more than ?hemselves.*

2o "With education left in a lamentable state by the French, it is truc that the Catholics, king
better organised than other faiths, tended to be better educated." Marguerite Higgins, Our Vietnam
Ni~htmare,(New York, (NY]: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 43.
21 "It is also mie that the Catholics are pmbably the most militant anti-Cornmunisu, although the
Hoa Hao sect is not to be slighted in this respect." M.
22 "1 mean - Diem of coune had no hesitation in arming a Catholic community because he had
confidence that they would fight, and they did. There's no question about it." William Colby, "William E.
Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted Gittinger, June 2, 1981. The Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library Oral Wistory Program (Transcript copies available h m the LBJ Library Oral History
Program, University of Texas at Austin); p. 34.
23 "But in Diern's irnrnediate entourage - his cabinet - there were only six Catholics out of
seventeen men. The Vice-President of Vietnam, Nguyen Ngoc Tho, was a Buddhist and was in charge of
the efforts to achieve a tmce with the Buddhist extremists.

In the military sphere most generals were Confiicianists, Buddtiists, and Cao Dai. Out of seventeen
gcnerals on active duty, t h e were Catholic and the rcst non-Catholic." Higgins, Our Vietnam Niehtmate,
pp. 43 - 34.
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Americans, specifically "The Best and The Brightest," however, were not likely to look
to theu own flowed perceptions when Diem's seemed so obvious.24 As such, their concern had
increased to the extent that, in 1960, Ambassador Durbrow was even contemplating the removal
of the President o f South Vietnam h m ofice. Diem k i n g an intelligent and sensitive man, was
aware o f the increasing ambivalence of the Americans toward his govemment,%s

expressed in

the following excerpt from Durbrow's telegram to the State Department, September 16, 1960:

We believe US should ut this rime support Diem as best available
Viemumese leader, but should recognise t h t overriding US objective is sîrongly
anri-Communist Vientamese govemment which can commund loyal and
enthusiastic support of widest possible segments of Viemamese people, and is
able to cany on eflective Jghr aguinst guerrillcrs. lf Diem S position in country
continues deteriorute as resuftfailure to udopt proper pUliitica1, psychological,
rconomic and secirriv memures, it muy becorne nrcessaryfor US Govemment to
begin consideration alternative courses of action and leaders in order achieve
our objective.
Of course, the whole problem o f political legitimacy was coming to the fore here. Given
Durbrow's considerable experience with Soviet duplicity and expansionin policies. it would be
reasonable to believe that he would be impatient with Diem's peculiar methods of govemment;
specifically, if he believed that Diem was getting in the way of stopping Communist expansion.

24 Everett Bumgardner, associated with the Michigan State University program in South Vietnam.
held that Diem was subject to the view that the Americans did not know what they were involved in: "I
think he looked upon ils as great big children - well intention4 powerfùl, with a lot of technical knowhow, but not very sophisticated in dealing with him or his race, or his country's problems." Everctt
Bumgardner interviewed for "Vietnam: Amerka's Mandarin (1954 - 1%3), A Television History." This is
a 13-part documentary film series produced for public television by WGBH Boston. The transcript is
available through the University of Virgnia's Nolting Papen collection, page nwnber of transcript: 8.
Compiled by Philip J. Di Benedetto for the Special Collections Department' Alderman Library - University
of Virginia Library. Accession Number of Collection: R62 l/lO2,921; BOXNumber: 28; Folder Dates and
Heading: Professional Papen - Historical Background Records, The Nolting Papen.
2S In any case. Diern would have had at his immeâiate disposal the intelligence npom garneied
by Nhu. As a result of his far-reaching intelligence gathering apparatus and capabilitics, Nhu was usually
able to keep his brother and hirnself one step ahead of various prospective plotters at any given time.

-

26 Ambassador Elbndge Duhrow, FRUS: Vietnam, 1958 IW,
Vol. 1; John P. Glennon, eâitor
in chief, (Washington, [DC]:The United States Govemment Printing Office, 1988), p. 579.
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nius, in his conçem to find the most expedient avenue to bolster American interests against
Communist encroachment in Southeast Asia, Durbrow rnay have dismissed consideration that
there were other more salient reasons for the Government of South Vietnam to exist than to
b c t i o n as an agency for American objectives. Yet, in faimess to Ambassador Durbrow, he had
to t
q and stand by policy that was made in Washington and he had to work within the confines of
his role:
The ambassador S role was to react to the pressures he got fiom Wwhington to
try to generaie more liberul governmenral procedures. The press began to tulk
about the corruption und abures and so forth, and the ambassador 's role would
have to be to try to move the government towardr better intagery in rhor
respect.27

Nevenheless the Ambassador's role was not supposed to be one of unthinking and immediate
implementation of Washington fomulated policy as, obviously, unforeseen circumstances existed
that were likely to have a mitigaiing effect on officia1 policy, once ûanslated, in the fie1d.2~
lndeed, there was no hard and fast understanding that the Ambassador was supposed to be a mere
field-manager of policy and, certainly, the direction had been toward more prestige, power and
autonomy in the Ambassadorial p s t . This was a direction that Dean Rusk, Kennedy's Secretary

27 William Colby. "William E. Colby on Vietnam. interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gittinger, Iune 2, 1981, p. 1 1, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral History Program, Austin, Tx.

z8 "Except for the pose in the Communist bloc and a few small posts where our responsibilitier
are limite& the number of agencies and operating programs in each Ametican mission demands on the spot
co-ordination and central supervision, lest interagency pulling and hauling dissipate Amencan influence.
To meet this need Washington has tumed to the Ambassador, whose authority is reinforced by his
Presidential appointment and diplornatic preccdence. Gradually, if untvenly, since World Wat II, the
T m a n , Eisenhower, and especiaily the Kennedy Administrations have tried to build the Ambassador's
role into our tradition and get it accepted in the day-to-day operations of government agencies.. ..ln theory,
the Ambassador is now more than primus inter parcs. He is the active leader and director of American
policies and prograrns. But practice often falIs short, not least because Washington fmluently undcrcuts the
leadership and direction it asks him to provide." Senator Henry M. Jackson - editor, The Secretarv of State
and the Ambassador, Jackson Subcommitke Papen on the Conduct of American Foreign Policy,
Contributors: Dean Rusk, Avtrell Harriman, Ellis O. Briggs, Samuel D. Berger, Edmund A. Gullion,
Richard E. Neustadt, (New York, WY]:Freâerick A. Raeger, Publishers, 1966 [niird Printing]), pp. 64

- 65.

-
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of State, would later espouse: "If the Deparmient of State is to take p n m q responsibility for
foreign policy in Washington, it follows that the Ambassador is expected to take charge
overseas."~9
Notwithstanding al1 the above new implications concemed with the pst-Second World
War US Ambasador's role, Washington still used the ambassador as a messenger service to
foreign leaders. in this particular case, happiiy for Durbrow, much of what he was to
communicate to Diem incorporated his own suggestions which he had previously cabled to
Washington in September of that same year (1960) and some of which had already been
presented to Diem in October (1960).mIn this regard. evidently. the pressures emanating fiom
Washington were growing in their persistence and audacity for, on December 23, 1960,
Ambassador Durbrow delivered another memotandum to the South Vietnamese President which
seerningly maintained a surface cordial and advisory tome. But this memorandum was nothing
less than Washington telling Diem how he should be running his govemment. Durbrow was
instnicted to drive home the following five points:
1.) To instruct the Diem that Washington wanted him to make the inrricate workings of his

cabinet and his ministers budgets, which were debated in the Vietnamese Assembly, more
accessible to the press.

2.) Washington wanted the South Vietnamese President to permit the elected asxmbly to
conduct investigations into any branch of the govemment.

3.) Washington wanted Diem. his govemment, and the Assembly to develop a more liberal Ress
code thereby allowing far more fkedom of information to the press.

Footnotes

*9 lbid., p. 77.

34) The September suggestions to Washington and the ûctober &man& placed before Diem are
covered later in this chapter in more dctail.
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4.) Durbrow had to make sure that Diem realised the importance of developing more favourable

relations with the foreign press.
5.) Washington wanted Diem to develop an even broader credit program for the rural peasants

and, incredibly, with total disregard for the culture and even the kind of war he was fighting,

they asked him to develop a process of "fire-side" chats with the peasants. In short, they
wanted Diem to be more American in his political approach with the South Vietnamese. 31

Footnoies

"ln an effort to be as helpful as we can to assist you in p u r efforts to bmaden the base of your
government [an American idea king forced on Diem], the Department of State has instnicted me to discuss
with you some of the suggestions which we have aiready made and which the Department of Statc believes
would have beneficial affects if adopted now in connection with the other measwes you are planning. Apart
from organizational changes proposed in the govemrnental and military structure and those liberalizing
schemes you have told me about -- such as elections of youths to village councils and other progressive
matters of this nature - we believe it would be helptùi if you could also adopt the mesures outlined below.
We, of comc, recognize that security considerations impose certain limitations on liberalization, but we
believe that the political situation requires certain calculated risks in order that the public and world opinion
[should read -US, voters', public opinion] wiil become convinced of the sincerity of the sieps you are
taking to evoke broad participation in your efforts to improve securîcy and develop the economy and
institutions of Viet-Nam. It is our belief that the liberilzation schemes should be clear-cut, ef'fective, and of
a broad nature so that the impact of theu announcement will have the desired beneficial effect on the public
here and abroad and will enhance the public support for your regime. With this thought in mind, we
suggest:
1, In connection with the excellent new method of having Ministets defend their budgets before
Assembly Cornminees, it would be advantageous fiom a political and press point of view either to
publicize these hearings in tiill or at lest to give fairly fiil! minutes of these meetings to the press. [What
use this would have to the ordinary Vietnamese was not thought through - as the average Vietnamese
pesant was illiteratel.

2. As has already k e n suggested, it wouid be politically worthwhile to authorize the Assembly to
conduct investigations of any Department or Agency, of the Government. While public hearings would be
politically more, usefùl, closed hearings could be held providing the results of the investigation are made
public in considerabte detail.

3. While it is realized that it is not a simple maner to work out an effective press code, we believe
it would be most beneficial to a better understanding of the fmitttl efforts king made by your govenunent

on behalf of the people and a better appreciation of the many problerns yw and your colleagues have to
face, if the Assembly could adopt in the near funin a fauly liberal press code. If this cannot be
accomplished shonly, the press should be encounged to set up machinery to police itself. Under such a
system the Govemment should only intervene if ariicles are flagrantly dishoriest, inaccurate, or favorable to
the Cornmunisis. In case of a brcach of the press code it might k better to require the paper to publish a
full rctraction rather than confiscate the particular edition or suspend the newspaper.
4. 1 have already discussed with you our suggestions on ways and mcans to have more favorable
foreign press coverage. In this co~ection,the Deparmient of State believes that it is almost as important
for your Govemment to havc favorable foreign press relations as it is to havc diplornatic recognition fiom
Fmnote continueci on mxt p g e : ...
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While the preceding footnoted document is lengthy it, nevertheless, reveals the subtlety of the
process wherein friendly Amencan advice could easily be seen as condescending and demeaning
to the leader of a sovereign govemment. This was especially the case when one considen that
Dirm had. on many occasions, already proven his ability to govem equitably and consistently at
the local, provincial and ministerial levels. Indeed, those who knew the South Viemamese
President understood that such a communication to the man could have only had a negative effect

and increased his suspicion about the Americans and whaî they wanted. Predictably, Diem's
reaction to the Durbrow' prompting was blunt, as duly noted by the Ambassador in a telegram to

the Statc: Department.
Diem told Durbrow that refonn was a wonderful thing but there was no point in

implementing anything rurally if people and places could not be protected from temrist assault.
As such, he stressed the need for at Ieast 20,000 more trained soldiers. The situation in Laos had

...foornare continuedfrom previous page:
--

-

-

-

friendly countries. The Depariment suggesis that you continue to have periodic press conferences as those
recently conducted by Mr. Thuan, that effective use be made of the weekly press conferences of the
Directorate General of Infornation by channeiling items of substantive information through ihat agency for
release, that foreign correspondents be pemitted to make trips in the counûy to leam for themselves the
nature of the Viet Cong threat, and that Ministers of the Goverment be availablc to have open and fiank
talks with correspondents about the accomplishments and problems of the various Ministries. It is believed
that this might be helpful in improving the tone of foreign press articles.
5. We rw pleased to leam that steps are king taken to increase and stabilise the price of paddy to
the peasants. We also suggest that further efforts be made to gant broader credit facilities to the peasants.
It is the belief of the Department of State that if measures such as those suggested above, in
addition to other liberalizing steps regardhg elections of youth representatives to village councils, sending
better administrators into the countryside, perioâic "fireside chats", etc., are adopted in the near tùture, it
would be worthwhile to withhold the announcement of individual rneasures, so that a meaningfiil official
announcement could be made, prefembly by you, of al1 the liberalizing measures you are putting into
immediate eRéct. If the individual measures were not discloscd in advance, such across-the-boiud
announcement of genuine liberalizing measures would, we believe, have a most bcneficial effect on the
people of Viet-Nam and on world opinion. It is certain that such an announcement would do a great deal to
correct any erroneous impressions that have k e n given to world opinion in Ment months and encourage
the world press and govenunent spokesmen to support you in your tireless efforr to elirninate the Viet Cong
threat and continue the fine progress attained in Viet-Nam in such a short period of time."

Congress, House, Comrnittee on Amed Services, Ambassador Elbridge Durbrow, "Memorandum
Handed to President Diem by Ambassador Dutbrow on December 23, 1%0," 1956 Fmich Withdrawal
]%O, in United States Vietnam Relations. 19454967, d. Volume IV, Bodc 10 of 12, pp. 1353 1355.

-

-

-
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the Vietnamese leader extremely concemed. When Durbrow suggested that the 64,000 Civil
Guards should be able to handle the new security threats Diem reminded the American
Ambassador that the Civil Guard were barely trained and would need the backing of at least
another 20,000 well-trained reservist soldien. As fat as press relations were concemeâ, Diem
reiterated that the onus was on the foreip press to try and be more objective as they only sought
out those stories which were sensational and inflammatory while they ignored many favourable
success stories associated with GVN undertakings. Finally, he shut the Americans down on their
anempts to make his government executive more answerabie to the elected assembly. He

conveyed his worries about liberalising his govemment while trying to fight a war with a
subversive enemy - an enemy who would use his own govemrnent against him and the people if

they could. 32
Foomores

32 "While Diem was pleasant during hour and three qumers of discussion, he was basically
negative. Diem did not reply to my remarks immediately but insisted essential have additional 20,000
aoops since would do no good to put in refonns, build factories, rads and bridges, etc., uniess these things
and people could be protected. He referred several times to the need for 20,000 men stressing need because
of deteriorating Lao situation. 1 then remarked we had just learned that he had increiised force level of Civil
Guard to 64,000 and asked if this increase would not fiIl security force ne&. Diem replied civil guard not
trained so needs bnng back 20,000 reservists. He asked that 1 urge Dept to give favorable consideration
force level request and 1 reiterated maner under careful study in Washington.
Refemng to my remarks he again attacked the viciousness of foreign correspondents, parficularly
the French, who only seek sensational news. He then reviewed in some detail economic and social progress
made in Viet-Nam in the past six years which have raised standard of living here above most SEA
countries and asked why correspondents didn't report this instead of picking up Radio Hanoi reports spread
by disgruntled Vietnamese intellectuals. As 1 had done in my remarks, I reiterated if he and other rninisters
had periodic press conferences and if Ministers would have fiank talks with correspondents they would
write more objective stories,
Refemng our suggestion allow Assembly to cany on investigations, Diem pointedly stated that
since under the constitution the Executive and legislaturc are completely separate, and it would not be right
for the Assembly to investigate Executive DepartmenB....Before leaving I again expressed hope that he
would accept out suggestion that he announce al1 liberalizing prograrns at one tirne in order to make best
impact. Diem teplied that he would think about this but made no comment...l also reccivcd impression he
very reluctant to adopt refonns and is still basically thinking in ternis of force to Save the day, hence his
insistence several times that we approve force level hcrease and his action raising Civil Guard ceiling by
10,000. While 1 still believe it absolutely essential he adopt more liberal prognuns, it is not certain fiom his
attitude and remarks that he will take effective action in these matten, although 1 learned later he has
agreed to engage the services of a public relations expert suggested by CAS to make a survey of GVN
Foreign Public Relations needs.
Foutnote coniinued on nem page:. ..
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One of the most significant points that needs to be underscored, again, is tbat, quitt apart
from the fact that Diem did not tike king told what to do by the Americans, there was a
divergence in counter-insurgency strategy that was substantial even at this relatively early date.
This divergence is clearly displayed in the preceding foomoted telegram from Durbrow to the
State Department. In effect, Diem had subscribed to the British understanding of counterinsurgency warfare. This understanding began with the premise best expressed in a saying fiom
ihe souhem United States (also,

an expression liked by William Colby): that "it is hard

CO talk

about draining the swarnp when your up to your ...in alligators." Which, in British counterinsurgency doctrine translates as: there is no point in talking about the mechanics of a liberal
democracy when the people's very lives are under threat. To implement village elections and
open pl itical debates etc., was pointless and counter-productive if such gatherings merely made
better targets for guemlla terrorist action. Robert Thompson was unmistakably clear on this point
and that emergency law and government must, out of rational necessity, be a far cry from
American-style l i beral democracy ;
Some very tough Iaws were enacted in Malaya. One enabled the government to
se& and depori al1 Chinesefound in a declared bad area. Another ullowed the
government to impose a collectivefine on d the inhabitants of an area where the
people were unco-operative...laws imposing strict curfews, a mundaioory death
penalty for carrying urms, lije imprisonment for providing supplies or other
support to rerrorhts, restricted residence or detention for supected terrorist
supporters and so on were intrcniuced and used effectivdy. ThP main point about
them was thut they were seen by the popdation to be efective and were applied
equaîîy to ~11.33

...fi0otnote cortrinued/iam previous page:

Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, Elbridge Durbrow, "Telegram Sent To The
Department of State - From Saigon on December 24, 1960 No. 1216," 1956 French Withdrawal - 1%O, in
United States Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967, D. Volume IV, Book 10 of 12, pp. i 348 135 1,

-

-

-

33 Thompson, Defeatin~Cornmunisr Inrwnencv, p. 53.
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In this context, the significance that news media manipulated negative political imagery played in
destroying the relations between Ngo Dinh Diem and the Kennedy Administration should not be
underestimated. William Colby believed thot this was the area wherein Diem made his fatal error,
indeed, an error that superseded al1 others:
Ted Gittinger: "With benejii of hindsight, would you say that one of the problems
thut Diem creuted for himself in this context was the failure for some kind of
Ioyd opposdion lo uchir w vicrbilily, to sort ufde&e Jivscnr?
HrilIium Colby: "Nor really. I think the real problem was that he allowed the
negative images to grow without cadequately presenting whar his philosophical
eflort wac and what he WUF uctuully accomplishing in the country. Becaue a
more vigorour program of telling the world, telling lots of the world. what thut
ww about, he didrt 't do vrry well, fiankly ...Therefore he let the issue grow as to
whether Vietnam was dernocrutic enough, rather thun the issue grow ai^ ta
whether Vietnam was progressing. Because if the latter had become the main
issue, thrn I rhink he wodd have had support. But there wrrs rio way, no way in
the wotld in which he couîd =tain the necessaty authoriry and go thrrrugh the
liôeralizatioon technique [the bold Italics is my emphasis].d4

34 William Colby, "William E. Colby on Vietnam. interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gittinger, June 2, 1981, p. 1 1, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, ûral History Rogram, Austin, Tx.
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The Americans placed Diem in ta 'Trop' between I ~ l e m e n t i n gAnterican-sîyied
Demcracy and Winnittg a War against Conununikt insurgen&v

-

Unwittingly, perhaps, the message made clear to Diem and Nhu, via the Durbrow
communications, was that they, and their government, were expendable to America's foreign
policy goals and its metliods of atîaining them?s Diem was, in effect, tmpped between the
increasing demands for American style democracy and winning a guerrilla war. For, it was plain
to Diem that he had to achieve a viable sense of security in South Vietnam if siability, confidence
and, indeed. the political legitimacy of his govemment were to grow.
Under the increasing pressure of burgeoning guemlla warfare. which had tmly begun to
expand exponentially in 1959, maintaining security had become an increasingly dif'ficult task.36
Moteover, it was a task that was practically impossible if such Western democratic finciples,
like freedom of movement or search warrants for the invasion of private dwellings, were
implemented. The Communists were well-aware of this dilemma of Diem's and they realised that
the tensions growing between Diem and the Americans could be exploited to their own
sipificant advantage if they increased the pressure in the villages and invited even fuither
undemocratic responses h m Diem.

The simple and profound mith, which must be underscored and held in constant
consideration when measuring the qualities of democracy and violent revolution, was that these

35 'Theh [American]support was based on the klief that Diem shared their own ideals: but when
it became increasingly clear that he did not, a loud debate began in American circles as to whether they
should continue their support or not. Relations between Saigon and Washington were strained by the
knowledge that this debate was going on, and Diem seerns nevet to have wholly tnisted his allies despite
his initial dependence on them. in the end his doubts proved justifie4 when the Kennedy administration
fuially decided to abandon its former ptotdgd to the wolves." Ralph Smith, Viet-Nam and The West,
(Ithaca, m e w York]: Comell University Press, 197l), p. 176.

36 Congress, House, Cornmittee on Anned Services, Rekllion Aeainrt Mv-Diem. Evolution of
the Wat - Otiains of the Insurnencv. 1954 - 1960 in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945- 1967 . IV. A., 5.
Tab 2., Book 2 of 12, p. 46.
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two contradictory demands could no<be reconciled within the context of the political reality that
existed in South Vieinam at that time. Nonetheless this was the tmth that perennially evaded the
educated men of power in Washington and the emotional responses of the Amencan press in
~ i e t n a r n ?Diem's
~
former vice-president, Tho, several years later recalled that Diem had been
caught in a terrible dilemma owing to the "crushing and contradictory demands of the Americans
that he win the war and at the sarne turn South Vietnam into an American-style derno~rac~."3~
Prior to the December memorandurn to Diem, Durbrow had bcen working on some ideas
to make Diem's government more 'democratic.' These preparations reveal a common pattern in
the relations of Ngo Dinh Diem and the Americans, which had consistently reappeared d o m
through the years of US involvement with Ngo Dinh Diem. When problems arose, in this case the
increase in guemlla activity in the rural areas and Diem's refisal to follow American direction,
then, the Americans lost confidence and considered withdrawing support fiom him. Indeed, this
ambivalence in American faith toward the Govemment of South Vietnam was made manifest in a
telegram that Ambassador Durbrow sent to Washington in September of 1960. Durbrow, as he
had indicated to William Colby, wanted to administer a "shock" to the Communists and nonCommunists alike and his measures to achieve this included, arnongst other things:
"...muking Vice President Nguyen Hgoc Tho, a Southemer totally subservient to
Diem, Minirter of the Interior: Dien, giving up the Minisîry of w n s e and
oppointing a full-tirne Minister; sending Nhu to a foreign embarsy together with
his henchman Tuyen; und naming one or two members of the opposition to the
Cabinet. niese moves were to be suppiemented by an announcement of the
disbanding 4Nhu 's C m Lao Party and publication of its membership; l@ng of
controis on the press and publicutions: stimuiuting of National AssembS
investigations, on the American mode/, into comption und mismanagement, and

Foornotes

37 Harnmer, A Death In November, p. 38.
30 Ibid..pp. 37-38.
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a series of economic measures swh as subsidies to farmers for their rice
production. "39
Colby, who was privy to the motivation and details of these recornmendations before they
were even sent Washington or 'moderated' for ptesentation to Diem, believed that Durbmw was
making a significant mistake. The Colby analysis was that Durbrow's suggestions would change
the locus of power in Vietnam while not giving any clear or definitive picture of what the results
would be on the war in the rural areas. Colby understood that Durbrow believed that South
Vietnam should be democratic but his suggested methods and timetable were not relevant to the
nature of the Vietnamese situation and were, specificaily, hostile toward Diem. In fact, Colby
believed that the 'psychological shock' that Durbrow wished to administer io Diem would lead to
nothing but confrontation with no requisite gain for the United States. 4

The confrontation, which Colby noted and disapproved oc becarne manifest in a
memorandum handed to President Diem by Ambassador Durbrow in Oçtober of 1960 wherein
Footnotes

39 William E. Colby (with James McCargar), Lost Victorv: A Finthand Account of America's
Sixteen-Year Involvement in Vietnam, (Chicago, [Ill]: Contempotary Books, Inc., 1989), pp. 74-75.
40 "But 1 strongly disagreed with him and his Ernbassy subordinates when they advocated
American political practices that would change the locus of power in Vietnam with no clear perception of
what the results on the war in the countryside would be. Howevet desirable the political structure and
procedures they prescribed might have been in a developed nation, it was plain that they were essentially
irrelevant to the nature of the Vietnarnese situation and socicty, aside from king msparently hostile to
Diem and his Mandarin mission.

What Durbrow's Septembet 1960 message was suggesting was the adoption by a Southeast Asian
developing nation of the system of legislative controls and checks and balances that characterize the United
States Govenunent. What is more, it was king suggested in the confident belief that this would
simultaneously be enthusiastically welcomed as an alternative to the national and social rcvolution
propagated by the Communists in the countryside, and ovcrcome the criticisms of the sophisticated urban
intellectuals unhappy with Diem's Mandarin regime.... in othet words, we defmed the necessary
"psychological shock" in tems totally counter to Diem's personality and the realities of the Vietniunese
power s t n i c w and socicty (and, in ntmspcct, of dubious value in themselvcs in any case National
Assembly investigating cornmittees?). Then followed the suggestion that we might have to look for "other
leaders" if Diem did n a take out advice as to what was "proptf' for him to do. nie confrontation with
Diem had begun." i
b
J
&

-
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several of the ambassador's far-ranging suggestions were made for the improvement of the
Government of ~ietnarn.)' It should be noted that the contents of this memorandum were,
essentially, the same as those recommendations that Durbrow had sent, in September, to
Washington (for obvious reasons there was no mention of seeking a replacement for Diem).
Again, these were similar to the demands of the memorandum Durbrow delivered to Diem later in
ûecember of the sarne year which was made mention of earlier in this chapter. Many of the
suggestions were concemed with circumventing comption of lower level petty o~icials?* for
Ambassador Durbrow believed that some of the govemment's problems could also be traced to
administrative deficiencies in the villages. But he was also specific about the need to remove
certain cabinet oficials 'and to send Diem's brother, Nhu, on an extended vacation out of the
c ~ u n t r yDiem's
.~
reaction was to defend his brother, and he implored Arnbassador Durbrow to
consider that many of the rumoua k i n g spread about Nhu were coming fkom the Communists.
He also stated that the ongoing guerrilla campaign made it diftïcult to implement refonn in the

When I had finished reading, [the] Presidenr sruted rhar most of the
suggestions I had made conjormed to hi3 basic idem, but added [rhut] as much
as he would iike to put these inro eflect, stepped-up activities of fhe Viet Cong
mode if most Jtflculf. He added rhor rnany people had been int~midufedby the
Viet Cong and some had been won over sa t h t if would be d~flculttu curry out
some sreps regmding co~rttryside.4~

Footnotes

4 Ambassador Duibrow. "English Text of Memanindm Handed to President Diem," FRUS:
Vietnam, 1958-1960, Vol. I., John P. Giemon, editor in chief (Washington, [DC):United States

Governent Printing Oflice, l986), pp. 598-602.
42 Ibid., p. 60 1.

Ambassador Duibrow, "Telegram F m The Ambassador in Vietnam (Durbrow) to The
Depanment of Stace," FRUS: Vietnam. 1958- !%O, Vol. l., p. 5%.
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Essentially, Diem was asking the Americans for patience and tirne. He could not react to the
various problems merely as an Amencan puppet: the solutions had to be his, and they had to be
V ietnamese.
Mvriny in Saigon, 1960, and Ametican reactîons

-

Cornmunist attacks increased during 1960, and, as the South Vietnamese A m y command
became impatient with the deteriorathg security situation in the countryside, Colonel Nguyen
Chanh Thi. commander of the aiibome brigade aîtempted a coup on November 11.45 The
mutineen had blamed Diem for al1 the security failings in the South and hoped that his ouster
would allow the military and the country's other non-communist politicians to crush the
insurrection.& But they also acted because of their assessrnent of the American political
situation, which would have included the facts that the Amencans had taken a 'wait-and-see'
approach befote, when Diem had been under attack in 1954. and that in 1960 the Durbrow
mission had grown ctitical of Diem. George Carver, a CIA operative in Saigon made specific
reference to this:

The military coup pkunners were u bit h q on the jher points of US.
constitutional procedure and more familiur wirh Europeon parliamentury
pracrice in which one gorwnment 3 "jâll" wat prumptly foflowed by the
opposition S ucquisition cf power. They wanted to give President Kennedy S
incoming administration u fiesh Vietnmese hond to play. ney also wanted to
pre-empt any risk that a new Cuthokic American president mighr throw the full
weiglu of American supporî irrevocabIy behind the Catholic Ngo Dinh ~iem.4'

46 Congress, Houx, Comrnitiee on A n e d Services, Rebellion Aminst Mv-Diem. Evolution of

the Wat - Oriains of the Insurnencv. 1954 - 1960 in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945-1967. IV. A., 5.
Tab 2., Book 2 of 12, p. 44,
d7 George A. Carver JI., An Unheeded Firckll: The November 1960 COUDAttemm, (unpublished
contract monopph for US News Bodrs) in William J. Rust's, Kennedv In Viemam, (New York,
Chartes Scnbner's Sons, 1985), p. 2.
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Diem was able to weather the coup attempt and remain in office, but he never forgave the
army's senior oficers, such as Major General Duong Van Minh ('Big Minh') for sitting calmly
on the sidelines and waiting to join which ever party prevailed.48 Furthemore, the Vietnarnese
President believed that he now had additional reasons to doubt the reliability of his Amencan
sponsors.
Brigadier-General Lansâale. who personally knew Diem very well, knew exactly how the
Vietnarnese President would interpret the American m p o n r to the coup attempt. Accordingly.
on November 15. 1960, he sent a rnemorandum to Deputy Secretary Douglas (Department of
Defenr) on the subjeçt which had several detailed critical observations about Amencan
treatment o f Diem. Lansdale drew the Secretary's attention to the fact that Diem would be
making comparisons between the 1954 coup attempt and this current one and. specifically, how
the Americans reacted. For example, the Americans had persuaded Diem not to jail the coup
leaders of 1954 who then, within a few weeks o f that earlier coup, started instigating revolt
against Diem by stimng up the religious sects which led to much violence and bloodshed. During

both coup atternpts the coup leaders. who were m i l i w men, had links to and support fiom the
deposed emperor Bao Dai. Similarly, the coup leaders appealed to vague ideals o f 'democracy'
which coincided with what the Americans wanted to heu. Lansdale was even concemed that
Diem would see a linkage between the coup and Durbrow's ment attempts to pressure
democratic reforrns from the GVN. Durbrow had been urging Diem to acquiesce to the rebel's
demends while the coup was still on and had tried to get other diplomats to urge Diem to
compromise with the rebels. As such, Landale was womed that the most charitable view Diem
could hold o f Durbrow was that he was badly misinformed. Lansdale pointed out, however, that
regardless of how much leniency Diem was prepared to allow for Durbmw's lack of support for
Footnotes
-.--

--

-

.

-

Rust, Kennedv In Vieinam, p. 7.
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his govemment at a critical moment, combined with the State D e p m e n t ' s lack of positive
direction over this issue, Ambassador Durbrow's mission would only be regarâed with ever
deepening suspicion on Diem's part. In short, Lansdale was questioning the viability of the US
mission as it stood in South Vietnam during November of 1960 after the coup attempt. He told
the Secretary, bluntly. that the US position and policy in Southeast Asia had been weakened as a
result of this. 49
President Diem did not fail to perceive that the Arnericans had employed a 'wait-and-see'
policy during the critical moments of the coup. As William Colby. the CIA

- Saigon Station

Foutnotes
49 Here is the Lansdale estimation: "ln detemining U.S. policy towards Vietnam in the
immediate füture, you might find the following penonal observations to help: President Ngo Dinh Diem
will have the 1954 coup attempt of General Minh in mind as he deals with the leaders of the I96û coup
attempt and receives U.S. advice about punishment. In 1954, Diem was persuaded to let Minh and his key
oficers leave the country unpunished. A few weeks later, they were instigating a revolt by the sect forces
against Diem which led to considerable bloodshed in March and April 1955. President Diem always felt
that a little more firmness with a few individuals would have cooled mûny of the hot-heads who later
listened to Minh.

The 1954 and 1960 events have enough sirnilarities to make the 1954 lesson fiesh in his mind.
Both coup attempts were in November. The military leader of each claimed inspiration h m Nasser of
Egypt and had rather close ties with former chief of state Bao Dai. Both had imprecise programs of political
aims, stated as generalized ideals which sounded as phoney as a $3-bill to the people they hoped would
rally to their cause, but which coincided with a French analysis of the desires of the U.S. Ambassador and
his political staff. Both were certain that Army units wouldn't act against hem; both wooed the sect
organizations and the same political parties; both seern to share the same fiends and acquaintances in
France and Cambodia.
The actions of the U.S. Ambassador undoubtedly have deepened Prpsident Diem's suspicions of
his motivations. Diem cannot help but wonder at U.S. objectives as voiced by such a spokesrnan. At the
most critical moment of the coup attempt, the US. Ambassador urged Diem to give in to rebel dcmands to
avoid bloodshed. Earlier, he had urged others to urge Diem to compromise with the rebels. The most
charitable view that Diem could take would be that the Ambassador is a badly-infomed man, but he would
aiso then believe that the Ambassador has bcen far too pmnc to listen to the wrong pcoplc in Vietnam,
people who are Diem's enemies.
Actually, Arnbassador Durbrow is not entifely to blame for these blunders. nie invitation to
engage in this badly-timed and demoralizing meddling Vietnam's affairs was givm the Ambassador by
the Southeast Asia desk staff in State message 775. This action, on top of rnany others which sccm to have
weakened both the U.S. position and the cause of fieedom in Southeast Asia in the immediate past, should
make us note that advice and actions of this staff cany defmite hazards to the security of the U.S. ..."
Congress, House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, Brigadier-General Edward Gcary Lansdale,
"Memorandum For Deputy Secretary Douglas," 1956 French Withdrawal - 1960, in United States
Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967. d. Volume IV, Book 10 of 12, pp. 1330- 1331.
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Chief, noted: "1 think President interpreted U.S. even-handedness as disloyalty to him ...1 think he
felt we should have been much more supportive, much more positive.''%olby

was being

circumspect though with Rusk as he told this writer in the spring of 1993 that the American
also
treatment of Diem during these crucial times was a mistake of strategic proportions.S~~olby
told Gittinger that the revolt of 1960, while expressed in violent terms by a few excited soldiers,
was really the work of the spoild Saigon elites:

Wefl,the army eventuully tunted on them [i.e.. it turned on Diem and NhuJ but
thut's another m u r e . / mem, we caused thut, let S face it. No, I think the
weakness was that Diem ftrst started thinking in terms ofcreating a new trained
elire out of the Nutionuf Institute of Administration and mjhrth, ~Vhufater m e d
to this new idea 01a new popufur elite coming out of the villages. There 's a
contradiction between the two obviowly. Tlie beneficiaries of Diem S. efort were
the elites in the cifies who were able to still be fhere and not be eliminated as
they were in the North. They certuinly tumed on Diem, as they rurned on him
because of an ideafisticjëeling that he hadn 't made things gooù enough and that
certainly he had changed the old systems to their deniment, and yet had not
sofved the problems by his changes. Then they got intoxicated, some of them. &y
the idea thut if we jwt have more iiemocracy everyhing will be alf right. I just
don 't think that wodd have been the
Owing not only to his official position as CIA sîation-chief but also to the fact that his
residence was located across the street h m the Palace, William Colby could give first-hand, eyewitness testimony to the attack of the parachutists coup.s3 Accordingly, he was able to sumise
(having witnessed the violence of the coup attack and the ambivalent American response) that
Diem had drawn the conclusion that Amencan support for his government was less than
Footnates

Rust, Kennedy In Vietnam, p. 19.
These discussions todr place at the first conference on Vietnam (entitled: Paris & 20, April,
1993) given by the Centre For The Study of The Vietnam Conflict at Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas. This writer had the opportwiity to discuss American-Diem relations with William Colby in the
context of the argument put fonvard in this thesis wherein Ambassador Colby affirmed the validity of this
argument.
s2 William Colby. "William E. Colby on Vietnam. Interview 1." Recordcd interview by Ted
Gittinger, lune 2, 1981, pp. 19& 20, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, h l History Rogram.

9 ~ o ~ ôLOS<
y , V i e t a pp. 77-79.
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complete.~~mbassadorDurbmw was also aware that Diem was suspicious of American
intentions and recommended that something be done to stop tùrther erosion of effective
relations.~~
A Breach baveen Wahington and Saigon (1960): The Covp and the Nhus

There is little doubt that 1960 heralded the beginning of a severe breach between Diem
and Washington. Dieni could not forget the coup, and he especially resented American requests to
get rid of his brother Nhu and sister-in-law. Madame ~ h uThis
. ~had to be one of the most
unnecessary elements of the developing tragedy in Viemarnese-American relations. for the
Americans completely failed to take into account Diem's p s t and how he would react to attacks
on farnily members. Somehow it escaped the Amencans' attention that Diem had been prepared
to sacrifice both his political career and even himself over the death of his brother, ~ h o i . 5
Being
~

a man of consistent. integrated character, he would not hesitate to do the same for his brother
Nhu.
Nhu was disliked within Vietnam because of the negative effects of his Movement for
National Revolution and the secretive Can Lao Party (Can Lao Nhan Vi) which was accused by
its detracton of k i n g the Vietnamese equivalent of Hitler's S.S. A more objective analysis of

Nhu's Can Lao was rendered by Michael Field:
Footnotes
51 Ibid., p. 78.
5S Congms, Houe. Cornmittee on Amed Sewices, U.S. Perce~tionsof The Insurnencv. 19451%O, in United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945-1967. IV., A., S., Tab 4., Book 2 of 12, p. 65.

S6 On October 14, 1960, Ambassador hubrow handed Diern a note suggesting irnprovements for
tiis govemment. incredibly, he actually gave Diem a written document Chat seriously suggested that Diem
uansfer his brother and his wife out of Vietnam to an Ambassadorial position abroad. Clearly, al1 Durbrow
accomplished with this request was the furthet alienation of the Ngo-DUihs h m the Amencan govenunent.
FRUS: Vietnam. 1958-1960, Vol. I., John P. Glennon, editor in chief, (Washington,
United States
Govemment h t i n g Ofice, 1986), p. 603.
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s7 Shapkn, "A Reponn in Vietnam: Diem," The New Yorker, (Septemkr 22,1962). p. 1 10.
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It wus no ordinary party and con best be described ar a sort of ginger gruup
within the regime, orgunised and acting like a secret society which reported on
the attinrdes and actions of politiciims, oflcials and the population. Closely
assuciared wirh the Con Lao was a secret political intelligence service which
reported direct to Nhu himselJS8
A Pentagon analyst was even more thorough in his assessment of Can Lao and he

-

indicated that Nhu's purpose was truly sirnilar to the Communists in that he wanted to create a
party that could bring politicai discipline to the peopk en masse. nie anaiyst noted the Can Lao's
increasing effectiveness in bringing govemment control over affairs in South Vietnam.
Accordingly, the Pentagon analyst found the Can Lao to be organised very much like the
Kuomintang of China or a Communist party as it was b m d on a system of cadres and cells. This
smicturc permitted the Can Lao to be active at every level of Vietnamese life. In addition to this
the analyst found that to advance in South Vietnamese professional circles one had to have Can
Lao connections or credentials - again emulating the Communist parties of China and Russia.
The Can Lao could boast that at least one third of the GVN cabinet were members and up one
half of the elected asxrnbly were as well. The Can Lao, similady, controlled the govemment's
offcial political party, the National Revolutionary Movement. Them was one notable area where
the Can Lao had no jurisdiction and that was in Ngo Dinh Can's administrative tegion around
Hue. For Ngo Dinh Can's control of this area was almost medieval in its absoluteness and nearStalinist in its intelligence gathering capabilities on any and al1 dissidents operating in the area. s9

Michael Field, The Revailine Wind: Witncss In Indo-China, (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd.,
1%5), p. 3 14.
59 "12. An increasingly important and effective mechanism employed by the Diem mgirne to
maintain conmi over the affairs of South Vietnam is the Can Lao, a semicovert political apparanis. Its
smctute, like that o f the Kuomintang or a Communist party, is b a s 4 on the cell and cadre system. The
Can Lao is organized on a regional basis. The southem region is run by Nhu, an articulate, pragmatic
activist. It is loosely organized and adrninistered. Rie n d e m region is ruled with an iron hand by Can, a
withdrawn ecceneic feared by most Vietnamese, who seldom ventures h m his headquarters in Hue.
Although there is considerable rivalry and tension between the two bmthcrs, th= is no evidence that either
is less than completely loyal to Diem. Diem apparently h d s it advantageous to continue the division of
authority as a means of controlling ihe ambitions of Nhu and Cm.
Foolnote continued on nexi page:. ..
C h q t e Ow:
~
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In faimess to Nhu, it should be noted that the United States Foreign Service had endorsed
the Can Lao where the ideas for its inception had first been fomulated. Indeed, Lansdale had
warned his fellow Americans, pmicularly Ambassador Durbrow, that the creation of the party
could cause significant problems:

Ambassador Durbrow seemed genuinely surprked when I told him t h t
the Can Lao Party in Viemam was originully promoted by the US. State
Department und iws large!y the brain-chM of a highly rcspectcà, senior L!S.
Foreign Service professional. Several weeh afler this action was dertaken
originally, I learned of it und worned thut the benejirs were exnemely short-term
and t h great lasting k m could result by afcrvoured purty forcing older parties
to go underground However, the decision had been made, the Can Lao Party
hud been srarted. and we had to sturt workingfiom t h reulity.60
In addition to fears, unwarranted as they may have k e n , about Nhu's political
machinery, his intellectual capabilities played a significant role in building apprehension and
resentment amongst the govemment's opponents. By mon diligent accounts, he was a brilliant
man alrnost impossible to defeat in an intellectual debate. Furthemore, Nhu h d an uncanny eye
for detail and a true believer's attitude with regard to the correctness of the direction toward
which Diem 's govemment was e n ~ b a r k e d : ~ ~

...fiutnote continuedfrom previous page:
I3.CanLao members are active at virtually every level of Viemarnese political life. Membership is
becoming increasingly important for professional advancement. One-third of the cabinet members and over
one-half of the National Assembly deputies are probably Can Lao men; the actual figure rnay be higher.
The Can Lao controls the regime's mass political party, the National Revolutionary Movement. It
apparently has its hand in most important business transactions in South Vietnam and is engaged in dubious
business practices. Recently the Can Lao has stepped up its campaign to recruit key ofiïcers in the GVN
military establishment, probably to establish a conml mechanism within the only organization in South
Vietnam strong enough to challenge the Diem reghe." Congtess, House, Committee on Anned Services,
"Major Trends in South Vietnam," 1956 French Withârawal - 1960,in United States - Vietnam Relations,
1945 - 1967. d. Volume IV, Book 10 of 12, p. 1 192.
60 Congrew, House, Committee on Anned Services, Brigadier-Generai Ehvard Geary Lansdale.
"Memorandwn For nie Sccrctary of Dcfense, Dcputy Sccretary of Dcfcnsc", (Janwy 17, 1%1), U J
Perce~tionsof the Insurnencv, 1954 - 1960, Evolution of the War Origins of the Insurnencv. 1954 1
W,
in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967. IV. A. 5. Tab 4. Book 2 of 12, p. 74.

-

-

John Osborne. "The Tough M h l e Man of Vietnam: Diern. America's newly Arrived Visitor,
has Roused his Country and Routcd the Re&," Lifc. No.42,(May 13, 1957), p. 166.
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For Nhu, though a bookworm, who busied himself for years iri libraries and
graduated ut the Ecole des Chartes in Paris. war equally al home omong the
cards andfiles of the surete. He was a philosopher with a tartefur criminulogy, a
palaeographer with a hankering jior the Inquisition. To listen to M u discussing
the politicai e m r s und deviations of his countynen was l i k listening to a Jesuit
discuursing on heresy....M u S persuasiveness was considerable. In the space of
an hour 's conversation he almost broke down the most sceptical resistance to his
beliefS. which he held with quietlyfanatical conviction.62

Ngo Dinh Nhu, in many ways was indispensable to Diern's government as he was not merely an
appointment by nepotism but, instead, much more to Diem, in practical political terms, than any
of the Kennedy brothers were to the American president:
His (Diem 's) most important mset however was one which the Americans did not
reuli'y appreciate until much later: rhe younger brother whom he made his
Counsellor, and who was undoubtedly one of the most astute Vietnmese
poliricians of his generation. Ir was probably Ngo Dinh Nhu who creuted the
situation in 1951 in which his elder brother was the most obvious candidate for
the premiership. and it was probabiy he who workd out the tactics by which the
Caodaists and the Hoa-ho were out-manoeuvred in Cochinchina during the
folio wing year.a

Indeed, Ngo Dinh Nhu had already assumed the role of advisor to Diem whilst the Geneva
conferences of 1954 were undeway and this was duly noted by the Department of

tat te.^^ Nhu

was with Diem evey step of the way in planning the necessary rnoves to offset the myriad

political intrigues and plots hatched by the noveau-riche discontented politicians and generals in
Saigon. Political genius and intellectual rigour made Ngo Dinh Nhu an exceptionally dangerous
man for the opponents of Diem's govemment to cross, and thus he was feared and hated.
Before Frederick Nolting had been officially appointed as United States Ambassador to
South Vietnam (as a replacement for Ambassador Elbridge Durbrow), he became quite wcllFootnotes
62 Field, The Prevailinn W i n 4 p. 3 14.

Ralph Smith, Viemm and the West, (London:Heinemann Educational Books Ltd, 1%8), p.
t 52.
G4 John P. Cilennon, ditor-in-chief; FRUS: 1952-1954: Indochina, Vol. 13, R2, Department of
State; (Washington, [DC]:United States Govenunent Printing Oflice, 1982). pp. 1762-1763.
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acquainted with Ngo Dinh Nhu in a varie@ of social and informal setting~.~S~olting,
as the
reader will see, was a perceptive and thoughâul individual who was not given to either humed
analysis or extreme views. Accordingly, his testimony about Ngo Dinh Nhu is worth examining
given the bearing this understanding had on American - Vietnamese relations, in the context of
counter-insurgency warfare:
.Vgo Dinh .Yhu wm a complicated person, in my jlrdgemenl. -4 rchoior by
preference.. .. [and] he W(IS a strung anti-Communist paîriot .... With me, he never
put himserjforwurd as u spokesmanfor the government. Unlike Attorney General
Robert Kennedy. he held no oflcial position. But like Bobby Kennedy. he was
considered to be (rightly, I think) his President S closest
advisor.... "Personalisd [the philosophy thut Nhu wanted to imbue the
Vietnamesepeople with] wm not a doctrine directed toward oligarchy or fanily
rule, as wasfrequently implied in the press. On the contrary, it was a doctrine of
individuai development, sel/.real&ion (rogether with selfiFcrrifice), and
Confucan sociai cornpursion. Qwting Aristotle, I said to Nhu, " You mean that
the essence ofman is to strive to be human. " Withsome elaboration he agreed.M

As Nolting took over the reigns of the American Embassy in Saigon, and as he came into
increasing contact with Diem and Nhu. he came to understand that much of what the American
advisors had been blarning on Nhu, such as intransigent tesistance to new policies, actually was
the result of stubbom opposition fiom Diem. Diem simply retùsed to be cajoled by the Arnencans
in what he declared were intemal Vietnarnese affairs. 67

Footnotes
6s Frederick Nohing, From Trust To Tra~edv:The Political Memoirs of Frederick Noltinn,
Kennedy's Ambassador to Diern's Vietnam, (New York, [NY]:Praeger Publishers, l988), p. 101.
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67 Ibid., pp. 103 104.
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Lansdak Eucoumges Ambassador Durbmw's Tronfer ouut of South Viètnarn -

Landale made it clear, in his reports to Washington, that the complexities of Vietnam
had exhausted Durbrow and that his actions, whether he liked it or not, were held suspect by the
Diem govemment; he also made a number of suggestions for what kind of Ambassador was
needed to replace Durbrow:
e. Ambassador Durbrow should be trunsjerrd in the immediute mure.
He hm been in the "Jorat of tigers " which is Vietnamfor nearlyfour years now
und I doubi that he himsel/reulizes how tired he h a become or how close he is
tu individual treeu in this big woods. Correctly or not, the recognised government
of Vietnam does not look u p n him as a piend, believing thut he sympathued
strongly with the coup leaders of 1l November.

J The new Ambassador should arrive as many w e e b as possible before
rhe April elections. for which the Communists are now actively preporing with
their "poIiticulstruggle " tactics almost unhindered. The new A mbassador should
be a person with marked leadership rulents who con make the Counw Team
jhction harmoniously und spirituallly. who con infience Asims through
unrlerstunding them symputheiically. and who is alert to the power of the Mao
Tse Tung tuctics now being employed to capture Vietnam and who is dedicuted to
femible and practicul democratic means ro defeat these CommuniFt t ~ c t i c s . ~
Landale was right, of course, Ambassador Durbrow had been in "the forest of tigers" too
long which had led to a deterioration in relations between Saigon and Washington and, certainly,

as Lansdale pointed out, Durbrow was no longer seen as a fiiend by the Diem govmment. As

such, Nolting's appointment was timely and, regardless of the change in administrations in the
United States, this change of Ambassadors in Vie~iiam,it could be iugued, should have already
taken place. For Nolting had to spend a great deal of time and effort overcoming the diplornatic
obstacles that Durbrow's 'mernos' to Diem and Washington had created. There was no way of
Footnotes

Congresr, House. Cornmittee on Amed Services. Bngadier-Geneml Edward Geary Lansdalc,
"Memorandum For Secretary of Defense - Deputy Secretary of Dcfcnse," U.S. Involvement in The War
Intemal Documents: The Kennedv Administration: January 1961 November 1963 - Book 1, in United
States Viemam Retatims. 1945 -1967. V.B.4, Book 1 1 of 12, pp. 3 - 4.
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getting amund the fact that Diem was now more suspicious of Washington's motives than he had
ever ken. AAer all, and as pointed out in detail previously in this chapter, during the coup
attempt of 1960 he had experienced the sarne unnerving phenornenon as he had back in 1954: the
Americans waited to see which way the coup was going to go and they even had suggested that

he give into the rebels demands. In conjunction with this less than loyal affinnation by the
Amencans, Diem had also endured attacks on his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu. These were not the

actions of true fiiends and Diem knew it. Because of this basic understanding of Diem's, that had
predisposed hirn to counter any Arnerican suggestion. Amencan policy in South Vietnam was, for
al1 practical considerations, in disarray when Frederick Nolting took over the post of United
States Am bassador in 196 1 ,

Chqtet One: Bac&gondand Inilpc~advvsIn South Utînam To Nodrimg's AmkwadorsICip

Chanter Two: Ambamador Frederick Noltinn's Misaioh & Introduction to Soutb Vietnam

Edward G. Lansdale had a shrewd and accurate assessment of what was required h m

the United States Govemment in order to undo the disarray that Ambassador Durbrow's mission
had left American - Vietnamese relations in. As such, he told his superiors that the new Kennedy
Administration haâ the dificult task of restoring Ngo Dinh Diem's faith in what the Americans
were about in Southeast Asia. In conjunction with this, Lansdale stated that the weight of this

responsibility for restoration would rest on Fredenck Nolting's shoulders, as he was Kennedy's
new Ambassador to South Vietnam. Lansdale noted that success or failure depended on Nolting's
ability ". ..to get on the same wave-length with Diem."
What of Ambassador Frederick Nolting and what was his background that he could
converse with Ngo Dinh Nhu on matters of philosophy or overcome the cultural bamiers that
existed between Western and Confucian philosophy/ worid-view in order to establish meaningful
communication between his mission and President Ngo Dinh Diem? The answers to thex salient
questions will reveal that this gentleman was, amongst other things, superbly ûained for the role
of diplornatic amelionitor.

1 "lncreasing the confidence of President Diem and his govemment in the United States must k
the stariing point of our new approach to Vietnam. Fommately a number of circumstances are favourable; a
new administration in the United States, a new ambassacior going to Vietnam, and the fact that Resident
Dicm has received a new mandate. Nevertheless, the going will not be easy. Given Diem's personality and
character and the abrasive natw of our ment mlationships, succcss or failure in this regard will dcpend
very heavily on Ambassador Nolting's ability to get on the same wave-length with Diem." Congress,
House, Cornmittee on Anned Services, Brigadier-General Edward Geary Lansdale, "Annexes to a Rogram
of Action for South Vietnam - Amex 3 Political," U.S. Involvement in The War Internai ~ocumtnts,
The Kennedy Administration: Januan, 1% 1 - November 1963, in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945
-1%7. V.B.4., Book 1 within Book I I of 12, p. 102.
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Biogmphicd Sktîch of Frederick (Fria Ernes! No&ing, Ir.

-

A brief biographical sketch of Frederick (Fritz) Emest Nolting, Jr. would have to include

the following: he was bom on August 24, 191 1 in Richmond. Virginia to Frederick Emest
Nolting. Sr. and Mary Buford ~ o l t i n ~His
2 family background was deep-set in Virginia, going
back to the Revolutionary War, and the fmily was well respected? He spent his early childhmd

and student years in Richmond attending the St. Christopher's School and later, as an
undergraduate, he attended the University of Virginia in Charlottesville and in 1933, d e r only
three years of study, he had earned himself a four-year BA degree in history.4 The Depression

intervened powerfully into his life as it h d devastated the Nolting family business and, as such,
his skills and education were required to help out.5 Accordingly, upon graduation frorn College,
Nolting went to work for five years as an investment banker within the family business in

~ichmond.~
In 1939, Frederick Nolting retumed to his studies ai the University of Virginia where he
eamed himsetf an MA ( 1940) and, in rapid order, a Ph.D. ( 1942) in philosophy which permitted
Footnotes

2 Jeanne C. Pardee, editor. bbBiographicalSketch." p. 1. in rg-211102.921, The Papers of Frederick
Emest Nolting, Jr., compiled by Philip J. Benedetto, (Charlottesville, [Virginia]: Special Collections of the
University of Virginia Library - The Aldeman Library, 1993).

3 Nolting's grandfather (on his facher's side) had emigrated h m Genany in 1839 and immersed
himself in the tobacco business in Virginia. His father, before the Depression, had been involved in the
business of investment banking in Richmond, Virginia. Nolting's mother could trace her American heritage
back to the Revolutionay War in Virginia. This biographical material was related to this writer in a
telephone interview with Mn. Lindsay Nolthg; the interview was conducted on Febniary 3, 1999 h m
Winnipeg, Manitoba (betwecn 430 p.m. and 5:ûû p.m.).
4 Telephone interview conductd by this miter with Mrs. Lindsay Noking; the interview was
conducted on Thursday, February 4, 1999 h m Winnipg, Manitoba (between 4:20 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.).
Also see Pardee, ed., "Biographical Sketch," p. 1, in rg-2 11102.921, The Nolting Papers.

Telephone interview conducted by this miter with Mn.Lindsay Nolting on February 4, 1999.
6 Pardce, cd., "Biographicai Sketch," p. 1, in rg-211lO2.921, The Nolting Pspas.
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him to serve as a lecturing fellow in that field. Owing to his extraordinary capabilities, he was
able to win a fellowship to attend Harvard for graduate studies in 1940. One of his professon at

that prestigious institution was none other than Lord Bertrand Russell and, regardless of his
philosophical disagreements with Russell, Nolting was able to earn top marks.' By 1941 he had
earned himself another MA in philosophy at ~arvard.8Between the years 1939 and 1942,
Fredetick Nolting had k e n an extremely busy graduate student but he had also found time, in
1940, to marry Olivia Lindsay Crwnpler who remained his life-long partner and friend? Having

just completed his graduate education and having jua m d e d , the war intmded very abruptly
into his life. Mrs. Nolting recalled that he had been extremely fonunate in completing his
university education before signing up with the United States Navy d e r Pearl Harbour had been
bom bed in Decem ber of 194 1 .Io
Noliing was promoted through the ranks of the USN during the Second World War where
he attained the rank of Lieutenant Commander. His naval service w u not without peril as he
served on a munitions ship in the very active Meditemean theatre. which, of course, had him
involved with military operations in North Afnca and 1taly.11AAer serving in the USN overseas
during the wsr,12 Nolting then entered the service of the U.S. Department of State in 1946 and

MIS.Nolting still has one of his paprs upon which Bertrand Russell wmte: "If you had agreed
with my book - 1 would have given you an A plus." As it stocxî, he had been given an A minus on this
paper. Telephone interview conducted by this writer with Mrs. Lindsay Nolting; the interview was
conducted on February 4, 1999.
8 Pardee, ed., "Biographical Sketch."p. 1, in rg-2 11 102.921, The Nohing Papers.

Io Telephone interview conducted by mis writer with Mts. Lindsay Nolting on Feb~ary3. 1999
h m Winnipeg, Manitoba (between 430 p.m. and 5:ûû pm.).

12 Pardce. ed.. "Biogrophical Sketch,'' p. 1, in rg-2 11102.921. The Nolting P a p .
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served in a varîety of postings in Washington and overseas.lJ To this service he brought a very
capable mind and the ordered discipline of the military iraining he had received in the United
States hiavy.l4 As in his academic and war-time achievements, Nolting brought his considerabk
talents to bear in his Foreign Service career for the next eighteen yean.15 Because he had held a
post as Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Mutual Security Affairs he was also heavily
involved with NAT O.^^ The posts he held with NATO were that of Alternate U.S. Representative
to the North Atlantic Council and deputy chief of the U.S.Mission to NATO in paris,17 positions

that he had held since 1955.18

In his memoirs, Nolting admits, candidly, that most of his experience in Washington and
elsewhere had k e n concerned with European countries. Yet, as a student he had spent several
months in Japan and North China and, as an assistant to Secretary John Foster Dulles, he had
heard Premier Pierre Mendes-France's last desperate pleo for U.S. naval and air support in
Footnotes

I3 Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. I 1.

Mrs. Nolting told this writer that her husband had no special contacts within the Department of
State that would have guaranteed him a career in that bureaucracy. Nevertheiess, with his war service
record, his considerable academic achievements and his interest in foreign policy, which had k e n
enhanced with his service during the war, he was able to enter into the Foreign Service. Telephone
interview conducted by this writer with Mrs. Lindsay Nolting on Febniary 3, 1999.
l4 During his studies at univenity, Nolting had also underiaken a geat deal of research within the
field of religion. He combined this with his studies in philosophy and this combination of intellectual
disciplines put him in a rather unique position to bc able to converse with Ngo Dinh Diem. Diem and his
brother, Ngo Dinh M u , were educated in the best French tradition that schools could offer in Vietnam.
Ngo Dinh Nhu also had the advantage of having pursued academic studies in France. Nolting, From Trust
To Tranedy, p. 23.

IS Pardee, ed., "Biographical Sketch,', p. 1, in 4 - 2 I/lO2.%?1, The Nolting P a p a .
l6 Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. 1 1.

-

1' '-1 was serving as the second man in the U.S. delegation to NATO as Alternative U.S.
Representative to the North Atlantic Council whm 1 was asked to go to Saigon as U.S. Ambassador."
Frederick E. Nolting, Recorded Interview by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), p. 1, John
F, Kennedy Library, Oral History Program, Boston, Ma.

-

I8Nohing, Fmm Twst To T m e & p. 1 1.
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France's war with the Viet Minh. Fmm ihat point on Nolting began to develop a special interest
in developments in Indo-China; however, when Secretary of State Christian Herter h d asked him
to go as Ambassacior to Laos, Nolting's chief, Ambassador Randolph Burgess, had urged that he
remain at NAT O.^^
Concurrent with Nolting's growing interest in Southeast Asia, the Pentagon Papers'
analyst/hisiorian noted that there was a growing realisation within Washington that a cnsis was
developing in South Vietnam:
When Kennedy took o@ce, the prospect of un evenrual crisis in Vietnam
hud been widely recognised in the government, ulthough nothing had yet been
done about it. Our Ambassador in Saigon [Durbrow] had k e n srnding worried
cables for a year, and twice in recrnt months (in Seprember 2960 and again in
Decentber} had ended un <ippraisulof the situation by cautiowly raking the
question of whether the US.would no1 sooner or luter h m 10 move to replace
Diern.2O

Footnotes

*O Congress, Houe, Cornmittee on Armed Seivices, B. Counter-insureencv: The Kennedv
Comrnitments. 1961 1963; 1 .The Ke~edvProetam and Commitments. 1961, in Unitcd States Vietnam
Relations. 194591967. Book 2 of 12, p. i.

-

-
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Early 1961 Wilnessesthe Kennedy AdminrSrrallon's atemlpr ro r e - b ~ r e s sa Poîky of
Supporîfor Ngo Dinh Diem und the GYN -

At the time of Nolting's appointment, in April of 1961, as United States Arnbassador to
Saigon, US policy was under review. A tesk force, headed by Roswell L. Gilpatric, was reshaping
this policy d u h g the late winter and the early spring of 1961.21 The new US President, John F.
Kennedy, and his administraiion were concerned over the pronounceil deterionitioii in relations
between Washington and Saigon. As noted previously, this deterioration had occurred during the
mission of Ambassador Elbndge Durbrow and, thus, a new initiative was seen as necessary. The
purpose of this task force was to extend and put new-life into the, then, current policy toward

South ~ietnam.22

In an interview given by Nolting in 1966 to Joseph O'Connor of the JFK Library, the
former Ambassador to South Vietnam recalled that there was continuity in policy between the
Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations. Fundamentally, policy remained the same in that it
was designed to assist the GVN in strengthening itself and, similady, this policy was intended to
help South Vietnam defend itxlf fiom

subversion.^ Nolting also recalled. however, that the new

Kennedy program for South Vietnam was markedly different from Eisenhower's in that it
substantially increased materiel aid and training to the ARVN. This aid was deliveml to the
various departments and rnilitary personnel through the GVN. According to Nolting's
recollections, the Kennedy Administration believed that this increase in aid was necessary in
order to offset the increasing pressures king forced on the GVN by the Viet Cong who were, in
Foornotes

21 Frederick E. Nolting, Recorded Interview by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris,
France), p. 2, John F. Kennedy Library h l History Program.

23 "The policy remaineci esmtially the rame as under the Eisenhower Aâministmion. namely, to
assist South Vietnam to strengthen itself and to defend itself against subversion." ibid., p. 3.
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tum, receiving substantial increases in aid and support fiom ~ a n o i . 2In~ addition to this. Vice
Presidsnt Lyndon Baines Johnson, his wife and members of the Kennedy family were sent out to
Saigon only two days afier Nolting had arrived in order to show President Kennedy's
cornmitment to Ngo Dinh Diem and his govemment.2s
Defençe Department papen support much of what Nolting declareci was the purpose of
the new initiative headed up by Gilpatric. As Deputy Secretary of ûefense, Gilpatric had k e n
asked by the President to appraise the situation and recomrnend a series of actions?
Nevertheless, the Deputy Secretary had other problems to contend with in addressing a proposed

24 "nie pmgram was different, involving more materiel aid and training to South Vietnam,
through its elected govemment, in view of the additional pressures that the South Vietnamese were under
because of the Viet Cong activity and Hanoi's increased support of them." Ibid.

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., supports the accuracy of Nolting's recollections concemed with why
President Kennedy believed it was necessary to increase aid to South Vietnam: "At first the comrnunists
hung back, but, as the success of Diem's economic policies convinced Ho Chi Minh that he couid not wait
passively for the Diem regime to collapse, he sent word to his cornrades in the south to join the
guemllas ....By this time Ho Chi Minh was supplying the Viet Cong with training, equipment, strategic
advice and even men - perhaps 2000 a year by 1960." Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr,, A Thousand Davs: John
F. Kennedy in the White House, (Boston, [MA]: The Houghton Mifflin Company, 1965). pp. 538 - 539.
2S "...weqd k e n there only two days when Vice President Johnson and his wife and entourage
arrived...This was to give emphasis to the new determination of the Kennedy Administration to back up the
efforts of South Vietnam to remain fiee. And, 1 must Say, the Vice President was very strong in speaking
out on this. He was very forthright; he was very energetic; he was extremely cordial to President Diem and
the members of his fmily and his govemment, both publicly and privately. There was a strong joint
communiqué issued at the end of that visit which, in effect, underlined the determination of both
govenunents to maintain the independence of South Vietnam." Frederick E. Nolting, Recorded Iriterview
by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), p. 3, John F. Kennedy Library Oral History
pwram
Ellen Hammer's research concurs with Nolting's assessrnent with regard to why the Vice
President and Kennedy farnily members were sent to Vietnam: "in May 1961, Vice-President Lyndon B.
Johnson arrived in Saigon to demonstrate support for the Southern regime. The Americans had decided to
increase theu aid to the Vietnamese, to pay the expcnses of another 20,000 men in the anny whù would bc
trained in guemlla warfare, and to add 100 American advisers to the 685 men in the US. Military
Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG)."Hammer, A Death ln Novernber, p. 34.

26 Congms, House, Cmminee on Anned Services, B. Counter-insurnencv: The Kenneâv
Commitments, 1961- l%3; 1.The Kennedy Romam and Commitments. 1961: The Sprinn Decisions -1.
Chamer III, in United States Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967. Book 2 of 12, p. 19.

-
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new initiative for Ngo Dinh Diem's South Vietnam. Not least of these problems to be considered
by Gilpatric was the crisis in Laos.
Introduction to the Laotiun Ptobkm

-

Laos was a strategic nightmare for the United States policy planners because, as the
soldierly instincts of Eisenhower had discerned, it was the lynch-pin to, on the one hand, securing
the Southeast Asian theatre or, on the other, opening it up to assault. Elemental geography
dictated that the Laotian border not only ran the entire length of North Vietnam and much of
South Vietnam but it also had substantial borders with Communist China, Burma, Thailand and
South Vietnam's other neighbour Carnbodia as wel1.2~Kennedy, however, wes not the soldier
Eisenhower was but he was a fonnidable politician, and he recognised that attempting to defend
Laos had the makings of political disaster - quite apart fiom the military concems which would
only be cornpounded aAer his 'Bay of Pigs' experience.Z8 Accordingly. in the Kennedy
estimation Laos would have to be declared 'neutral' but this presented substantial problems al1 of
its own. As the Pentagon Papen analyst noted, neutmlity would be extremely embarrassing and,
perhaps, costly for the United States in Southeast Asia as it would involve abandoning a non-

communist leader. This Laoiian leader, Phourni Nosavan, had corne into power because of the
Footnotes
27 "Before leaving the White House Eisenhower had wamd Kennedy he might have to go to war
in Laos, and he wouid have to fight alone if AmeBca's allies in the Southeast Asia Treaty Otganization
(SEATO) refused to help: the royal governrnent had to be defended against the Pathet Lao.
The outgoing president had decided Laos was 'the key to the entire area' because American
planners assumed that if North Vietnam, China, or both launchcd an attack, they would movc through the
Mekong River valley h m Laos into Thailand and perhaps Buma." Hammer, A Death In November, p. 28.
28 "Kennedy would have had Eisenhower's personal support if he decided to fight in Laos. But
the young president was chastened by one disaster - the rout of the invasion he had authorised against Fidel
Castro at the Bay of Pigs - and did not want to risk another. When Kennedy put hard questions to the chiefs
of staff, he found them ready to go to war in Laos but unable to promise an easy victory, or any victory at
all, without the right to use nuclear weapons." fbid., pp. 28 - 29.
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full suppon and assistance given him by the United States ~ovemment*)Now to abandon
Phoumi for a 'neutralist' governrnent, one that the United States had helped Phoumi ovenhrow.
would place the Kennedy Administration in a very hypocntical stance in relation to its former
policy in the region. This hypocrisy. and ia accompanying ernbarrassment, was never hlly
compensated for by Washington's attempts to assuage other Southeast Asian govemment's fears
about king similarly abandoned. Indeed, Washington's 'banging-on-thetable' in order to
convince Diem to make his government more democratic hardly decreased his suspicions of just
what the Americans meant by 'more democratic' when coupled with what they had been doing in
~aos.30
Evidently, Ngo Dinh Diem was wise in harbouring his suspicions about the integrity of
U.S. support which involved their questionable tenacity and staying-power and, above all. the
U.S. Administration's apparent iack of that most trusted of Oriental vinues: the virtue of patience.

Back as early as 1957. in meetings with Amencan officiais, Diem had pointed out that Laos was
going to prove critical to the security of South Vietnam and that the Laotian question had to be
addressed with finnness and resolve by the Americans. The Amencan oFlicials who attended

Footnotes

2) Schlesinger maintains that there was some disagreement betwcen the Depment of State and
the CIA over where US support should go in Laos, In the end, the Department of Defense and the C1A won
out in their support of Phoumi because he dominated non-communist Laos. Schlesinger, A Thousand Dam,

pp. 325 - 326.

3û "Atter all, the hem of the Laos ernbarrassment was that the US. was (with some face-saving
cover) dmpping an anti-Communist leader who had come into power with the indispensable assistance of
the U.S. This dropping of Phoumi in Laos in favour of support for the neutralist governrnent Phoumi had
overthrown with U.S. encouragement and assistance remained an essential part of whatever outcome
developed in Laos. In the wake of this embanassrnent, the U.S. was now ûying to reassure other
govcmments
in Southeast Asia. Was it possible to cany out this massurance whilk threatening Diem
[essentially what Durûrow had k m doin& unkss hc refmned himself accorâing to U.S. prescription'?"
Congress, House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, B. Counter-insunzencv: The Kennedy Commitments,
1% 1- 1943: 1 .The Kennedy R o m and Commitments, 1961, in United States Vietnam Relations, 19451967. Book 2 of 12, pp. 33-5 1.

-

-
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these early meetings included Ambassador Elbndge Durbmw and Kenneth Young of the State
Department - along with representatives of the ~ e n t a ~ o n . 3 1

Depu@Secretary of Defence, Roswell Gilpatdc and the Residentiol Tosk Force on South
Vietnam

-

Kennedy's governinent was well-aware of their growing lack of credibility arnongst their
Southeast Asian allies and gave Deputy Sectetary of Defence, Gilpaeic, a near carte-blanche in
order

CO

assis1 him in designing a poiicy that would restore trust, especially with Presideni

~ i e r n . 3 2Thus, Gilpatric was concemed, in his proposais, with the following salient factors,

which weighed heavily on US policy:
/. The securiy situation in Vietnam.

2. The Administrut ion 's speciai interest in counter-insurgency.

3. The apparent fictility and divisiveness of the Dwbrow lprrssurti,j tactics for
deaihg with Diem.

Footnotes

-

31 Congress, House. Cornmittee on Anned Services, R.A. Robbins, Jr., Captain. USN Regional
Duector, Far East, "Meeting Behveen Resident Diem and Deputy Secretary Quarles,"(IO May 1957, 1040
to 1210 Room 3E924, The Pentagon), 1956 French Withdrawal - 1960, in United States-Vietnam
Relations. 1945-1967.d. Volume IV, Book 10 of 12, pp. 1 1O3 1 107.

-

-

-

32 '"Therc is no mistaking the deep and long Iasting impact of tecent develapments in
Laos.. .Country to counay, the degree differs but Laos has cteated doubt and concem about intentions of
the United States rhroughout Souiheast Asia. No amount of success at Geneva can, of itself, erase this. The
independent Asians do not wish to have theit own status tesolvcd in like manner in Gcneva.
Leaders such as Diem, Chiang, Sarit and Ayub more or less accept thar we are making ''the best of
a bad bwain" at Geneva. Their ch& extends no M e t . " congre&, H o w , ~otnmin&on h e d
Services, B. Counter-insurnencv: The ~ - m e d vCommitments. 1%1-1%3: 1.Kennedv Romam and
Commitments. 1961. The Swing Decisions 1. Chmter III, in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967 .
Book 2 of 12, p. 53.

-
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4. Eventualiy ntost important, and substantially narrowing the range of options

mlistically open to the Adminis!ru!ion, the weakness of USpolicy in Laos, und
the consequent strongiyfelt needfor a signal of#rm policy in ~ i e t n a m . ~ ~

It is impomnt to note that Frederick Nolting did not go to South Vietnam with any
preconceived notions that Diem was someone whom the United States Govemment must support
one hundred per cent. To the contrary, he had heard a number of negative reports on Diem; he

-

had never met the man and was neutral - if not sceptical about what it was Ngo Dinh Diem was
ûying to accomplish in Southeast ~ s i a . ~ before
~ ~ u being
a
assigned to South Vietnam, Nolting
had held in-depth discussions with various European oficials and Vietnarnese exiles in Paris,
most of who were sûidently against Diem and, thus, Nolting's own initial scepticism was
increased. He was concemcd about how negative the repoiis on Diem were and he was equally
concemed that Presideni Kennedy's special Task Force on South Vietnam was headed-up by
Roswell Gilpaùic - a man who, by his own admission, knew nothing about South ~ i e t n a r n . ~ ~
Based on these concerns, the new Ambassador had developed a sense of forbidding about his
mission before he had even arrived in saigon.J6~olting's concems about Roswell Gilpaûic and
the expenise of most of the Presidential Task Force were based on an, almost, prescient

34 Nolting. From Trust To Tmzedv, p. 12.

35 Membership of the Presidential Task Force on South Viemam consisted oi: Gilpatric; Lansdale
(Operations); Colonel Edwin F. Black, Military Assistant to the Deputy Secretary of ûefense (Executive
Secretary and Defense-Department Representative); WaIt Rostow (White House Representative); Major
General Charles H. Bonesteel III, Secretary of the General Staff,United States A m y (Joint Chiefs of Staff
Representative);Thomas C. Sorenson, Deputy Director, USIA; U. Alexis Johnson, Dcputy Under Secrctary
of State; and for the CU, Desmond Fitzgerald. John P. Giemon, editor-in-chief, "31.Creation of nie
Presidential Task Force on Vietnam and Drafting of A Program of Action on Vietnam, April-May," in
FRUS:Vol. 1, 1961 - 1963; Department of State Publication %25, (Washington, (DC]:
United States Govenunent Rinting Office, 1988)' p. 74.

56 NoLing Fmm Trust To Tnpedy, p. 12.
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discemment; for in their second rncetingJ7 wherein they were draAing recommendations for
Nolting's mission, Lansdale had to make them reconsider what they were doing. Essentially,
Lansdale wanted them to avoid the kind of condescension that had plagued the Durbrow p e n d of
relations with Diem. He did not want Nolting to go and meet Diem witb introductory letten that
insisted that Diem '%e a good boy" or comply with various other US conditions as this would
only work against what he understoad to be Asian psychology. 38
According to Nolting's memoirs, which consistently reflect his decisions and actions in
South Vietnam, the most knowledgeable member of the Presidential Task Force was, without
question, Colonel Edward Geary

ansd da le? For, in the Ambassador's

estimation, Lansdale had

such an obvious afinity for this area and work that Prrsident Kennedy had even considerd

3' Nolting had other concems about the emphasis on defence (Gilpatic) over diplomatic and
civil, which he elaborated on in an interview: "No, it was a puzzlc to me fimm the beginning why, in this
situation which was more political and economic and social than it was military at that time it was a
puzzle to me why the Task Force was chaired by the Deputy secretary of Defence rather than by, let's Say,
the under-secretsry of State. It was a puzzle to me why the State Depanment, throughout my tour of duty
out there, abdicated as much as it did to the Department of Defense. Bob McNamara was in Vietnam or met
with us in Honolulu every month for two years. Dean Rusk never set foot in the place or in Honolulu to talk
about this.

--

Whcn l wanted to talk to the State Depairment a b u t it, aside fiom telegrams, which were daily, I
came back to Washington, and then sometimes had some difficulty in getting the attention of the Secretary
of State. who at the time seemed altogether concemed [elsewhere]. I'm sure this is not quite accurate, but to
me, it appeared that his major focus of interest was East-West relations, namely U.S. - Russian affairs, and
this was quite a side issue. So, it is [nie that the Defense Department steppcd into the breach, even though 1
think it's fair to say that McNamara realized, himself, that it was not principally a military situation -- it
was principally a political, psychological, social, economic struggle. Frederick Noiting, interviewed by
Dcnnis O'Brien, "Second ûral History Interview With Frederick Nolting," May 6, 1970, New York, pp. 36
- 37, John F. Kennedy Library, ûral History Program.
38 "General Lansdsle stated hot if it was hplied that the letter hom Pmident Kennedy to Diem
should contain an insistence on Diem's "being a good boy" and ohenvise insisting on various conditions
this would be exactly contrary to Asian psychology and would place Ambassador Nolting in ''the same trap
as Ambassador Durbrow found himself in." "43. DraR Mcmorandum of the Conversation of the Second
Meeting of the Presidential Task Force on Vietnam, the Pentagon, May 4, 1961," in FRUS: Vietnam. 1% 1,
V0l.1, 1961 - 1963, p. 121.
39 Lansdale later became a Brigadier-General onicer and h a the distinction of king honoured by
the USAF Special Operations School, at Hurlburt Field in Florida, as a leading American thinker on
revolutionq warfare and counter-insurgency.
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making him Ambassador to South vietnarn.M Lansdale expressed a very solid faith in Ngo Dinh
Diem and his capabilities and he had been persuasive in his arguments to the Presidential Task
Force in favour of increased U.S. support for Diem's govemment. "He did acknowledge that
'there are a lot of criticisms that can be levelled against this govemment in South Vietnam, but

compared to othen in Southeast Asia, it's a b e a ~ t . " ~Yet,
I
quite apart h m Lansdale's
expertise,12 there were salient problems manifest within the fwus that the Task Force was taking,
and these were duly noted by the new Ambassador. Nolting was particularly concerned with the
fact that the Task Force was focussing almost entirely on Vietnam while not including Laos and
Cambodia in an overarching theatre view. He knew this was a mistake at the time and only time
would show just how erroneous it was for the American planners to tty and deal with Indo-China
on a piecemeal basis rather than as a strategic whole.0

William Colby had substantial first-hand experience about what was going on in
Vietnam, as he was involved with CIA directions and operations in Souhem Asia. Accordingly,

Nolting, Fmm Tmst To Traeedv, p. 13.
lbid.
)* Lmsdale's effectiveness and understanding of Southeast Asia quite conaary to the insults
hutled his way in Graham Greene's The Ouiet American, was profound and was verified as such by the like
of Sir Robert Thompson and General Nguyen Khanh. In this writer's interviews with Khanh, when the
subject of American experiise in Southeast Asia was broached the fomer Prime Minister of South
Vietnam always seemed to accord Lansâale a mantle of greatness. This was a respect that was clearly
lacking in the general's estimations of nearly every other American advisor that he had anything to do with
(with the notable exceptions of William Colby and Frtderick Nolting).

According to Arthur Schlesinger, Ir., Lansdale was known for his expertise in Southeast Asia visà-vis his assistance given to Magsaysay in his struggle against the Cornmunists in the Philippines.
Schlesinger, A Thousand Davs, p. 320.
"nie Task Forcc devotcd its attention almost exclusively to Vietnam. The closely reiated
problems of the test of Indo-China in particular Laos and Cambodia were not extensively treated. In
retrospect, this must be considered an error of great consequence, for it becarne apparent mon enough that
the interlocking problems of IndeChina could not successtiilly be dealt with separately. In Washington, the
planning for the indo-China area in 1%1 was piccemeal, while our Communist adversaries, I soon found
out, regaded the Indo-lhina peninsula as one strategic area and did their planning accordingly." Nolting,
From Tmst To Twedv, p. 14.

-

-
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he described the inertia-mechanics of the burgeoning U.S.bureaucracy of foreign aid and military
assistance officers as, arguably, the most substantial element in diverging U.S. policy fiom
Diem's direction and, thus, why U.S. policy was k i n g reshaped for South Vietnam. Evidently.
the everyday functioning of this bureaucracy was creating most of the fiction behueen Diem and
the Americans. These agencies were supposed to be in Vietnam to help the Vietnamese, yet,
ended up developing policy directions that were more in keeping with their own purposes of
career-advancement and agency review ratings.a
Essentially, Colby had corne to understand that during the early years of the Diem
govemment, while the Communists were growing in power, an entirely diffennt 'banlefront' was
k i n g forged. This other arena of conflict was based on the ever-increasing hostility that grew
between Americans and Diem's GVN. Colby believed thai Diem was fùlly aware of this conflict
and deplored it. yet. was unable to do anything about it because Arnerican attitudes were shaped
by so many factors that he simply had no control over.lS For example, amongst the many

American aid workers and bureaucrats in Saigon there were very few that had any experience of
the earlier French regime, neither had they witnesxd Diem's heroic svuggle of forging an
orderly, legitimate govemrnent out of a region rife with violent chaos and gwg warfare. The
Footnotes

44 "The representatives, even the chiefs, of the various Ameriean agencies in Saigon were career
officers whose hopes and futures lay in their agencies. An oficer's success or failwe - that is, his
subsequent assignments and professional progress would be determined by his fiilfilment of the agenda of
his own agency. In these estimations of penorrnance, there was a possible escape hatch: shortfalls
attributable to the failings of the local govemment could be exempted from the ofticer's personal
responsibility. Physical problems h m the weather or geography could be engineered atound; human
weaknesses could be attributed to the Diem Government and its officiab. Hard-driving Americans
hstrated by cultural differences or by a maddening lack of cornpliance with theù formulae for the solution
of Vietnamese problerns; thus f m d the answer in Governmcntal fault w fecklessncss rather than in the
possible fallibility of theù own prescriptions." Colby, Lost Victorv, pp. 104 - 105.

-

45 "During the years of growth of Communist power and Diem's and the American's developing
responses to it, anothet batttefront was taking shape. This was the hostility growing between the Americans
and the Diem regime. As the conflict emerged, Diem, who was aware of it and deplored it, was
nevertheless severely handicapped in manoeuvring in and around it. Arnerican attitudes were influenced by
many factors about which he could do little or nothing." Cbid., p. 104.
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tranquil, quieter years that followed in Saigon were a direct result of Diem's epic battle to bring
into k i n g the Republic of South Vietnam fkom 1954 to 1956. Most Americans working in Saigon

in their air-conditioned offices, linening to the political gossip and intrigue in the cafes, had no
clue, whatsaever, of what Diem had accompli shed.^
Colby atgued that there were other factors that compounded the cultural and political
ignorance so maniiest amongst the Americans. The sheer abundance of American agencies and
aid worken, who spent so many long hours in coordination meetings. tended to encourage a
prevailing attitude which could ben be derribed as 'them against Diem.' Ironically, in their zeal
to combat Diem's GVN the Viet Cong hardly counted at al1 in tems of whom had to be
confionted:
The multiplicity of American agencies, and the consequent tenïiency to
spend rnany hotus in CO-ordinationmeetings among ihrmelves, encouraged the
Americans to think of the Diem Government in confiontational terms, the
shadowy Viet Cong hardly counting in the balance sheet. Like the blind men
riround the elephnt, the Foreign Sewice OBcers of the State Department, the
Agency for International Development, the United States Information Service, the
CLA,und the compuratively large contingent of the American mifitary - Army,
Navy. Air Force. und Morines - gathered about the Diem Govemment. euch
dealing with dlflerent piecrs und sections of ifs problems and dejning the animal
accordingly.
Kennedy's Administration recognised that the atmosphere of Americadvietnamese
relations was king poisoned and there was, similady, a recognition that the Durbrow tactics of
pressuring Diem had, if anything, been counterproductive and had stiffened resistance to U S
Footnotes

"Among the American civilians in Saigon, there were few who had expericnccd eithcr the
French regime or Diem's early days at the helm when, agakt al1 odds, he faught off the variaus tendencies
to anarchy to form the Republic and extend it writ. The quieter years that followed - which he had in fact
created were also reflected in a more tranquil life for the Americans, the vast majority of them resident in
Saigon and working in their air-conditioncd offices on economic assistance programs and other
developments of interest to Washington." @&

-

4' Ibid., p. 105.
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d i r e ~ t i o nAs
. ~ such. a new United States Ambassador to Saigon was needed who could smooth
over the rift that Durbrow had created and Frederick Nohing filled the role of ameliomtor in the
judgement of senior oflïcials at the State Department. Indeed, in a memorandum h m the
President's Deputy Special Assistant for National Security Affairs (Walt Rostow) to the
President, Nolting was given a substantial endorsement even over Lansdale:
7. On Lansdale as rirnbc~ssador,he may have been go&. i believe so, but Diem
never had to deul with him when he bore the full burden of un Ambassador, with
d l the uwkward inevitabie probiems of negotiution. I ihink wc, musr go with

Nolting, whom I know weil personully. You will Jnd him a man of rare strengrh
and character. But I am sure we m u t find a way to send Lansdale for a visit tu
Viet-Nam soon in a way that will sirengthen Noiting 's hund - not weaken if. m i s
is whoily possible.49
Nolting was tnily seen as the best diplomat for te-establishing good îàith and good relations with
Ngo Dinh Diem and his govemment, so much so, that his appointment was expedited through the
normal bureaucratie and diplomatic process.w

The final drafi of Roswell Gilpatric's proposais, which were delivered to President
Kennedy, made it clear chat Nolting's role as ameliorator had strategic implications for United
States policy in South Vietnam. Gilpatric warned President Kennedy that there were no
alternatives to Diem and that Diem had lost confidence in the United States. In specific ternis, the
American vacillation vis-à-vis the Novernber 11, 1960, coup attempt had only made matters

a Congrcss, House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, B. Counter-insurnencv: The Kennedv
Commitments. 19614963: I.The Kennedv Pro~f8mand Commitments. 1961. The Sbrine ûecisions 1.
Cha~tetIII, in United States Vietnam Relations. 19454967. Book 2 of 12, p. 21.

-

49 Walt W. Rostow, 30. "Memorandurn Fmm the President's Deputy Special Assistant for
National Security Aflairs (Rostow) to the Ptesident," (Washington, April 15, 1%1), [Source: Kennedy
Library, National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series. Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam: 1961, Volume 1,
1961-1963, pp. 72-73.

Elbridge Duhrow hsd k e n in Vieinam for an over-lengthy mission term of four years and,
when it was realised that Nolting would be the perfèct man for the job in replacing Durbmw, he did not
have to appear before the Senate or any other investigativc body. Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. 1 1.
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worse. As a result of his understanding that American relations with Diem were moving toward a
disaster, the Deputy Secretary stated that it was essential that the United States re-acquire Diem's
full confidence as rapidly as possible. Gilpatric then repeated Lansdale's waming, almost
verbatim, that Amencan success or failure depended heavily on Nohing's ability to "...get on the
same wavelength with Diem."
Nolting, himself, was given the official mission bnef, which was fwussed on the special
understanding that gooâ relations had to be restored with Ngo Dinh Diem. and that American
support would continue to be improved and that promises would be honoured. In an interview
with Dennis O'Brien of the John F. Kennedy Libraty, Frederick Nolting revealed the exact details
of the understanding:

There had been in the pusi considerable doubt und suspicion in the
Saigon govemment about US.motives and vice versa; there h d been a certain
srandoflshness; there had been issues of various sorts, although US. aid had
continued throughout that seven year perid. The new element in my insmctions
wus IO gel this thing on uajm footing, IO get a rapport between the two partners,
to creute confdence in euch other 's motives. and ro use that conjdence to build
reul aduances in social, political und economic matters. as well us in the more
militury part of the anri-subversion campuign. because it wm cornplerely
recogni-ed that this whole eflort wus of a piece, thut you couldn 't put down the
Vier Cong or pac %y the country wiihout a very broad and deep pmgram of
winning the people.

51 **...
we mut continue to work through the present Viemamese govemrnent despite its
acknowledged weakness. No other remoteiy feasible alternative exists at this point in time which does not
involve an unacceptable degree of risk,.. Diem is rot now fully conlidcnt of United States support [my
emphasis]. This confidence has been undennined by out vigorous efforts to gct him to mend his ways, and
partly by the equivocal attitude he is convinced we took at the time of the Novemôer 11, 1960, attempted
coup. I t is essentiril (bat Pmidcnt Dkm's full conMcnce in and communicrtion witb the United
States be ratorcd ptomptly [my emphasis] Given Diem's pcmnality and character and the abrasive
nature of oui. recent relationships, succesr or friluir in tbb regard will depend very htrvily on
Ambusador Nolting's ability to get on tbe mrnc wrvekngtb witb Dkm... [my emphasis]." Congress,
House, Cornmittee on Armed Services, B. Counter-insutecncv: The Kennedv Commitments. 1%1 1963;
1.The Kennedy Program and Commitments. 1961: The Swing Decisions -1. Cha~terIII,in United States
Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967. Book 2 of 12, pp. 47-48.

...

-

-

s2 Frederick E. Noking, Recaded Interview by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris,
France), p. 4, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral Histocy Program.
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ln order to underscore the fact that the new govemment in Washington wanted to secure

and maintain good relations with President Ngo Dinh Diern. President Kennedy sent Diem a
letter, dated, Washington, April26, 1961, in which he outlined the following critical points:
Dear hi".President: I wish on the occasion of your second inauguration to offer
to you and to the Vieinurnese people my personal congratuIations and those of
the American people. We have wutched with sympathy your courageou
leadership durinp vour c0unttf.s struggle to p e r w ifs independence und ifs
e w s 10 create a better fijefor its people. me United Siares stunds flrmly with
you in this struggle and in these e f l ~ r t s . ~ ~
The new United States Ambassador to Vietnam, Fredenck Nolting, exem pl ified

Kennedy's atternpü to start with a k s h date and a new, more positive direction in relations.
According to Colby, the US President could not have picked a better man for the task at hand as
Nolting had al1 the necessary personal qualities tor establishing an on-going rapprochement with
President Ngo Dinh Diem. The CIA Director noted that though Nolting had no real Asian
experience, his quiet but tough approach had proved invaluable in smoothing relations with allies
in Europe right afler the trauma of World War II. Colby was quick to add to this list of Nolting's
abilities by drawing attention to the Ambassador's ready grasp of the cmplex nature of the
American relationship with Diem's Vietnam. It was Colby's understanding that Nolting practised
the diplomat's art of influencing Diem as a fnend and not by pressuring him as if he were a Foe.
Moreover, Nolting stood by the view that the United States had to support the constituted and
legitimate government that Diem represented.H Thus, Nolting had no hesitation in following
Footnotes

53 John F. Kenneây. 34. "Letter Fmm President Kennedy to President Diem," (Washington, Apnl
26, 1961), [Source: Washington National Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 66 A 878,
350 GVN Elections.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1%1, Volume 1, 1961-1963, pp. 8 1.
54 The second significant indication of the new appmaeh war Fredenck Nolthg's appointment as
Ambassador in the place o f Durbrow. Sofi-spoken but tough when necessary, Nolting came to Vietnam
with no experience of Asia. But his work in pst-war Europe, smoothing relations with sensitive allies just
beginning to teassert themselves aAer the trauma of the Second World War, s t d him in good stead. He
was quick to grasp the greater complexity of the relationship with Vietnam. Nolting exerted his influence
Fooînoie continued on nart page:. ..
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Washington's instructions that he should convince Diem that the Americans would be reliable in
their support of him and the GVN. Similarly, Nolting did not hesitate to tell Diem that
Washington understood the special problems that both he, as President, and South Vietnam faced;
and that their two governments, in concert, would be able to devise a strategy and campaign that
would defecit the Communist offensive. 55

Vice-hesident Lyndon Baines Johnson Visirs Sovlk Vhtnam in or&
Kennedy's Currrrm'rment to Diem -

to Undencore

Even though Nolting's appointment to the United States Embassy in Saigon was
officially listed as beginning in April it was not until May 9. 1961, that he arrived in Vietnam
with his family. The new Amencan Ambassador presented his diplornatic credentials to President

Diem and his cabinet in a short ceremony the very next day. Nolting then had to prepare for the

arriva1 of Vice-President Johnson and his wife on May 11, within two days of his landing in
~ai~0n.S
The purpose behind the official visit of Lyndon Baincs Johnson to South Vietnam was

many 1a~ered.37While on one level it was an excellent photo opportunity in the Western news...foornore conrinuedfFom previous page:
by persuasion as a friend, not by pressure as an adversary. He adhered to the view that the United States
should support the constituted authority that Diem reprcsented." Colby, Lost Victory, pp. 109 - 1 10.

-

55 "The new Arnbassador took upon himself the charge - which originated in the White House of
convincing Diem that the Americans would be reliable support, of understanding the special pmblem Diem
and Vietnam faced, and of creating a relationship of confidence on which, Nolting hoped the two
govemments together could forge a strategy and effort that wouId stop the Communist offensive." Colby
went on to indicate that: ''The approach owed a great deal to Lansdale (even if he did not become its
instrument) and the May 1961 visit of Lyndon Johnson exptessed it firmly (and, incidcntally, convinced
Johnson that the United States should support South Vietnam, specifically including Diem as its leader).
Colby, Lost Victorv, p. 110.
56 Nolting, From Trust To Tmeedv, p. 19.

s7 It should be noted that this visit was part of a Southeast Asian tour that the Vice-President had
undenaken, at Kennedy's request which had an ovcrarching diplmatic-strategic goal: "...bis primary
purpose was to reassure Chiang Kai-shek in Taiwan, Dicm in South Vietnam and Sarit in Thailand that the
new Amencan policy toward Laos did not signify a general intention to withâraw h m the area....Our
mission arrested the decline in confidence," he [Johnson]teportcd to Kennedy on his rcturn. "It did not in

-

Footnole conrinad on next page:. ..
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media to show US support for Diem's stniggle against Communism, as noted earlier, Johnson's
visit held a deeper purpose, according to Nolting, and this subtler purpose was not lost on Ngo
Dinh ~iern.58For, President Kennedy had sent members fiom his own family along, Jean
Kennedy and Stephen Smith, to accompany Vice President Johnson in Diem's presence. This
presence was to assure Diem that "...the Kennedy administration appreciated stmng family ties.
and, unlike its predecessor, did not want to divorce Diem tiom his family [i.e., Ngo Dinh
N ~ U ] . ' ~al1~ accounts.
B ~
Vice-President Johnson's visit to South Vietnam was a significant

diplornatic success that ended with a very powerful joint communiqué issued to the press just

before Johnson lefl in which Diem was highly praised by the Vice-President and promised an
increase in American moral and material support. As Nolting recalled, the forma1 dinner and
speeches coupled with the strength of the communiqué the following day, could not be
misconstrued by anyone as anything less than the strongest Arnerican support for Diem. 60
There have been rumours, maintained primady by those young Arnerican joumalists
who did not like Diem or what he represented. that Vice-President Johnson only waxed eloquent
and praiseworthy about Diem because he was "...the only boy we've got out there." But the fact
remains that Johnson did admire Diem and consistently advised against any moves to remove
...footnote conrinuedfjom previou page:

- restore any confidence already lost.... If these men I saw at your request were bankers, 1
would know - without bothering to ask that there would be no tiiher extension on rny note." Schlesinger,
A Thousand Davs, pp. 54 1 542.

my judgement

-

-

Nolting, Fmm Tnia To Tm~edv,p. 20.

"At Le fuewell dinner given fw him on a very hot evening just before the monsoon rains
began, Vice President Johnson responded to President Diem's toast in unfwgettable ternis. He spdre of
President Kennedy's wisti to establish finn and understanding relations between out two countries and
govemments. That, he said, was why he was sent by Presidcnt Kennedy to Vietnam. He praised Diem for
his strong and unwavering resolve to protect his hard-pressed country hm Communist domination and
promised increased American moral and material support to the govenunent and people of South
Vieaiam...The same enttiusiasm was nflected in the joint communiqué issued to ihe press at the end of
Vice Rpsidcnt Johnson's visit. Usually these statements are rather flat documents that very politely Say
nothing. But this one strongly declared U.S. support for Sauth Vietnam and implieâ that America would
increase this support if necessary." @& p. 2 1.
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Diem h m office; this support of Johnson's was made manifest in his memoirs: The V a n m e
Furthemore, in his written report, which
Point: Perswctives on the Presidenc~1963-1969.~~
summed up his visit to Southeast Asia and which included a number of recommendations,
Johnson placed the sensationalism of the journalists in its proper perspective while supponing
Ngo Dinh Diem. In other words, Johnson reported that South Vietnam was a lot more stable than
what the newspapers were suggesting to Amencans simply because the joumalists were colouring
their reports in order to sensationalise events which, in tum, would seIl more n e w ~ ~ a ~ e r s The
.62
Vice President went on to note that because there was an obsession with security amongst many
of the American mission personnel in Vietnam this, in tum, was creating a distorted view about
South Vietnam, a distortion that was indicating that the country was about to disintegrate. In
addition to this, Johnson noted that American officiais nlied too much on disgruntled Viemarnese
intellectuals for opinions about the GVN. These were people who opposed Diem's govemment

and were constantly plotting against it in their café groups and grandstanding interviews given to
American reporters. Thus Johnson appealed to Washington to not panic, as that would only make
manen worse in ~iemarn.6J He went on to elaborate that Diem would either have to be
Footnotes

61 Lyndon Baines Johnson. The VanmePoint: Perspectives of The Presidency. 1%3
(New Yorli, WY]: Popular Librnry, 197 1 ), pp. 54 62.

-

-

1969,

62 "The situation in Viet Nam is more stable han is indicated by newspaper and other reports
reaching Washington in recent weeks.,.The picture we receive at home has ùeen colored by jourmalistic
sensationalism." tyndon Baines Johnson, 60. "Report by the Vice President: Viet Nam, A. General
Observations," (Washington, undated (May 1961J), in FRUS: Viemam. 1%1, Volume 1, 1%1 1963, pp.

-

-

153 154.

*

"1. An obsessive concem with security on the pan of many of our mission people and a
tendency to incorporate this concem into interptttations of the general situation. After all, occasionai
murders in Rock Creek Park, deplorable as thcy may be, do not mean that the United States is about to fall
apart...3. An excessive reliancc by out mission on the evaluations of the situation by Viemamese
govemment oficials, often checked only against other govemmental sources of discontented Vietnarnese
intellectuals who are in opposition to the present govemmcnt....To say that conditions in Viet Nam are not
as they appear to be in Washington is not to Say lhat they are not serious. There are certainly Viet Minh
termrists in the jungles and ricc-paddies. Viemamese govemment oficials are k i n g assassinatcd in
significant numbers. There is anti-govemrnent, non-communist plotting going an in the city of Saigon. Yet,
we must keep our perspective. We must not react in panic and in conscquence, perhaps, do precisely that
Fooînofe co~imredon nexr puge: ...
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assassinated by the Communists or thrown out of power by a palace-rnilitary coup in order to
bring about the destabilisation South Vietnam in depth.u Johnson concluded his repoit by
stating, as had Roswell Gilpatric, that there was no other reaiistic non-communist leadership
alternative to Diem and that the= was no question of Diem's will and capability to resia the
Communist insurgents in South Vietnam. 65
Diem truly liked and was impressed by the U.S. Vice President and he was positively
influenced by the warm and fnendly manner displayed by Johnson dunng his visit. Nevertheless,
the South Vietnamese leader warned Ambassador Nolting during a discussion on American
politicians' practices, just after Johnson had left Vietnam, that: "There are profound di fferences
between the Vietnamese and Amencan people, in customs, outlook, political training, and

-

philosophy. I hope we can find a bridge between Eastern and Western cultures.'% Nolting on
his part, afler becoming acquainted with Diem, his outlook and direction, and while being
singularly impressed with the Vietnamese leader, did not want to jump to conclusions t w
quickly. Nolting declared himself obligated to scrutinise the South Vietnamese situation and to

...fiotnote continuedjtom previous page:
-

-

-

which will worsen the situation." Lyndon Baines Johnson, 60. "Report. by the Vice President: Viet Nam, A.
General Observations," (Washington, un&ted [May 1%1 ]), ibid.
64 "The perspective which seems closest to reality is that the existing political-military structure
based largely on Ngo Dinh Diem and a palace bureaucracy in Saigon is not in danger of imminent collapse.
The structure is not likely to be suddenty upset except by one or more of the following contingencies:
1. The removal of Diem through assassination by communist or non-communist opponents.
2. The removal of Diem by a palace-military coup - not an impossibility but an irnprobability for
the present...." Lyndon Baines Johnson, 60. "Repon by the Vice Resident: Viet Nam, A. General
Observations," (Washington, undated w a y 1961 1). I&&

6s "B. Principal Conclusions: 1. The existing gwemment in Saigon is the only realistic alternative
to Viet Minh control in South Viet Nam. At this the, there is no other non-communist leadership which, in
alf realism, may be expected to replace the pnsent military-political-butewmtic structure that has been
developed in Saigon. 2. There is no question of the will of the Diem govemment and its military fmes to
resist the Viet Minh communists;..." m.

Nolting, Fmm Trust To Tnnedv, p. 22.
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determine for hirnself if Arnerican support for Diem was in fact in the United States' ben

Ndting 's Amb~~sadorcol
Mission Inauguraics the Kenne*'

Policy Directive -

Proceeding fiom his sense of a diplomat's responsibility and caution. thmughout the
early tenure of his mission Nolting diligently investigated what had been going on between the
Americans and the Vietnamese in Saigon. As such. he conducted numemus interviews and
meetings with his diplomatic colleagws and the rrpresentatives of the numerous U.S. govemment
agencies who had anything to do with foteign affairs.a As a consequence of these investigations
within the bureaucracy of the various U.S. Government agencies and f o r e i p service
representatives Nolting detemined that the mission was, indeed. divided on the issue of support
for Ngo Dinh Diem's r ~ ~ i r n e . 6He
9 noted that the division seemed to be worse amongst the
Department of State's representatives. Joseph Mendenhall, the Embassy's Counsellor for Political
Footnotes

67 "Even though the vny s m g joint communique had been issued and the United States, through
Vice President Johnson, had gone al1 out in support of the govemment and its stand against the Viet Cong, 1
felt an obligation to take another look at the situatioc in Vietnam and to detemine for myself whether
support for the Diem govemrnent was in the United States' best interests." b
I& pp. 23 24.

-

69 ln describing his understanding of his mission. nght âom its outset, Nolting dcclared: 'The
principal thing was whether or not the independencc of South Vietnam was supporiable through the Ngo
Dinh Diem Govemment, which was, as you know, the duly electcd constitutional govement that we had
k e n supponing since 1954.

There had k e n a lot of questions raised about this in previous administrations. There was a certain
lack of undentanding, I think, between the American mission and the govemment of South Vieaiam h m
the kgiming. There'd always been this division of opinion on the American side as to whether Fresidcnt
Diem and his way of running the government was going to be ultimately successtùl. and therefore, whether
we should try to support the counûy through that govement. There h d been attacks on him in our press
before. There had been attacks on his brothers, particularfy Ngo Dinh Nhu and his wife, Madame Nhu.
And the question was, really, is this a viable thing and should the United States continue to
support South Vietnam through the only availeble vehick, which was the govemrnent of South Vietnam.
Fndenck Nolting, interviewed by Demis O'Brien, YSecond Oral History Interview With Frederick
Nolting," pp. 32 - 33, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Program.
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Affairs, led other Amencan diplomats into a position of expressing critical doubt about the
abilities of Diem and his govemment to bnng peace to South Vietnam or to help its people.70
John Anspacher, Counsellor for Public Affairs and Arthur Gardiner, Counsetlor for Economic
Affairs, were two diplomats who followed the Mendenhall lead. In fat, upon retuming to the
United States, Mendenhall wasted no time in gathering his thoughts for a written critique of Diem
and the GVN. He wrote a thesis at the National War College, which recommended that a military
regime would serve South Vietnam best and, while not recommending a coup, "...the govemment
he envisioned was like the one that succeeded the Diem govemment after the 1963 ovenhr~w."~i
Nolting assessed Gardiner as k i n g disillusioned and disheanened as a result of his lengthy stay

in South Vietnam.
Some of Nolting's fellow diplomats remained negaiive about the whole U.S.

- Diem

relationship. The Ambasrador, however, did not fail to note that those Amencans who were
actively gathering intelligence in the field about the success and failure of various govemment
efforts against the Viet Cong were actually quite positive about the whole endeavour. Not least to
be considered amongst these individuals was the calm and competent William Colby, a man who

gained and held Diem's and Nolting's trust and admiration:

William Colby was another old Vietnam hund. Listed oflcially as Firsr
Secretary in the Embassy Political Section, he was really CIA Station ChiejI head
of CU operutions in Vieînum. Colby became not only a jriend, but one of my
most trusted &visors. h e of the ablest members of our Task Force in
Warhington. Despite the do&& of some of his p e r s and some tnentbers of the
Vietnamesem e d forces, Bill Colby had conjdence in our policy and programs.
He conferred ofin with Ngo Din Nhu, President Dietn 's brother and poliricul
Footnotes

-

'O Nolting, Fmm Trust To Tranedy, pp. 24 25.

'1 "Gardiner was the Counsellor for Economic Afiirs and thur head of the large, active U S .
Operations Mission (USOM). He had ken in the country since February 1958. Arthur was an old fiend,
and I suspect that, rathet than king anti-Diem, he was disillusioned and disheariened. He had woijred very
hard and ably and felt that the Viemamese econorny should have rcspondeâ bcttcr to the infiisions of
money it was receiving, as well as to his and the USOM's efforts in training and advice." Nolting, F m

Trust To Tmedv, pp. 24 - 25.
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counsellor, ubouf specijic CL4 operoiions and the need for them. President Diem
tnïsted and udniired Colby, as did 1.72
The US. Military Assistance Advisory Gmup. headed by Lieutenant Lionel McGm, was

independent fiom, yet, requind to work closely with the Embassy. Nolting ~ c a l l e dthat McGarr
had a dificult and demanding soldier-diplomat role and, as such. he was obviously under
instructions from Washington to keep Diem fmm interfenng in military operations while. at the
sarne time, not annoying the Vietnamese president.73 Regardless of their occasional clash over
the military issue there was a mutual respect that existed between Diem and McGarr.
Ambassador Nolting's keen perception was such that he recopised, almost, corn the

very beginning of his posting to Saigon that the way to better relations with Ngo Dinh Diem was
to allow him to be independent of American direction. Perfiaps, more importantly - at least in the
context of Vietnamese nationalist credentials - it was crucial that Diem be permitted to appear to
be independent. Once he became acquainted with his new posting and having thus relinquished

his previous foreboding, Nolting came to üuly believe in the Kennedy directives for his mission,
which had been endorsed by the Presidential Task Force on Vietnam. The position that Nolting
had arrived at was not simple nor was it lock-step with US policy merely for the sake of king
'with the program.' Instead, Nolting's full-fledged support for Diem had corne about as a result of
the Vietnamese leader's undeniable qualities and abilities, not least of which included a real
integrity and dedication. The American ambassatîor was not blind to the fact that Diem was inept
when it came to public relations, especially with the American press, but the man's whole-hearted

attempts to bridge the a p between American and Vietnamese culture were as genuine and

sincere as his steadfast fight against the Communists. Thus. the new ambasSador saw in the

-

72 Ibid.
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Kennedy directives the potential for displaying a diplornatic maturity that would give full-latitude
to the indigenous govemment:

I went to Saigon with a completcfy open mind on thh subject. The conclusions of
the Tark Force were a very dejnite yes. that this was a vioble situation and we
should continue to support South Vieinam tbough its elected constitutional
government; naniefy, the Diem government. But, as is the case with anybody new,
one wants to find out by getting to know a person and getting to know his
phiiosophy and hic way of doing things. his character. and that of hiF principal
assistants. And, so / spent a lot of time when Ijirst got out there on this.
And I came out with what Ifelt wrrs a fiesh conclusion: t h this was an
extremely abk and dedicated man, working in a very diflcult situation, subject to
a great deal of unjrrst criticism, having weaknesses, of course, as ail of us do. But
[he WU] a person of real integrity, whose philosophy 1 couid agree with and
would agree with, [he w d doing his best, working his head ofl inrpr in the
handling of public relutions and particularly A rnerican public relations. but
tewibfy concerned to try to bridge the gap between the mores und customs and
traditions of his own people and those of the West, Qing to put together the best
parfi of both and drop oflthu other parts. and very much concemed with the
deeper, philosophicol problem of govemment as well us with the question of
survival agcainst the Viet Cong and the attach thut they were mounting on him.

-

So, / would say, in unswer to your question I've gone a littIe fur afdd on this
the s&tc,-Jour dollar question: iF this a viable, susfainable thing through this

government? And my conclusion to it was completei'y in accord with the T a k
Force -- which constituted pretty much my briefing, which was very short,
indeed, but ruther intensive. M y conclusion was yes.

In the interview with Dennis O'Brien Nolting was not trying to suggest that he was aware
of al1 the dificulties that his particular mission would entail right frorn the outset. Indeed, the
former ambassador adrnitted that the= were whole areas, such as the Ametican news media and
their influence on the politics of the situation. hat he had no<considered in his initial enthusiasm

for his ameliorator role. He was quite blunt in his selfcriticism especially with regard to how he
Footnotes
74 Frederick Nolting, hterviewed by b i s O'Brien "Second (ka1 Histay Interview With
Frederick Nolthg,"pp. 34 - 35, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Program.
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had overestimated ". ..the understanding, faimess. and wisdom of the Arnerican press.'q5 Nolting
believed that the United States Govemment's effort in South Vietnam would add substantial
credibility to other American assistance programs for beleagueml countnes elsewhere amund the
globe. This credibility, however, would only be legitimised if the Amencans working in South
Vietnam made manifest their restraint, wisdom and consideration when approaching Ngo Dinh
Diem and his govemment with advice and aid. While recalling that he had the greatest hopes for
the American effort he also remembered his concern that the United States mission had a very
tough course to f o l ~ o w . ~ ~
Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, were highly sensitive to the charges. made by the
Communists in rural South Vietnam, that they were mere lackeys of the neo-colonialist
Americans. The Vict Cong charge that the South Vietnamese govemment was "My-Diem"
(American-Diemist) was particularly galling to the nationalist sensitivities of President Diem.
Nolting understood that a great deal of patience would have to be dispensed by the Americans
toward the Vietnamese as many unilateral actions which came ri@ h m Diem's govemment,
before consultation with h e various U.S. aid missions, would run counter to what Americans
might klieve was bea. The American arnbassador understood that this was an absolutely
necessary cost of suppodng an independent govemment. Indeed, such disagreements that might
surface would at lest be a good indicator that Diem's govemment was not a Puppet of the United
Footnotes

7S "No, 1 was eager about this job. 1 thought it was a great thing to do, and 1 am convinced it was
succeeding. 1 was, perhaps, a little naive in not recognizing how dificult it would be to work in this way
with the Diem govemment and have it understd by the American public. Here 1 overestimated the
undentanding, faimess, and wisdom of the Amcrican press." Frederick E. Nolting, Recorded hterview by
Joseph E. O'Connor, pp. 10 - 1 1, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Progtam.
76 "But, m. I was very keen on the job. 1 felt if we could get this sort of thing dme in a newly
emerging country where the pressures and the divisions and the cross currents were enonnous, it would be
great not only for Vietnam, but as an example of what the United States could do by helping with restraint
and wisdom and consideration. This would, 1 thought, have a profound effect, not only in Southeast Asia
but arwnd the world where other cmmunist inspired subversive movements were aiready underway. I had
the greatest hopes for this program, but 1 must say 1 rccognised that it was a narrow path we had to waik; it

wasn't an easy thing." @&
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States. This was a most crucial consideration, which had strategic implications, given that much
of the contest between Ho Chi Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem was based on who had the best
nationalist credentials for governing Vietnam. The Communists played this political, nationalist
contest propaganda consistently and with great fervour. For example, they linked (John Foster)
Dulles and Diem together whenever the subject came up and wherever they could; indeed, the
Australian sympathiser with the Communist cause, W ilfred G. Burchett, noted and endorsed this
linkage in much of his written work on the subje~t.~?
Ambassador Nolting was not unaware of the Communist design and capabilities to cause

doubt, with regard to Diem and his government, and to make the govemment appear to be far
more inept or compt than it iictually was while manufacturing and seizing the moral highground. Sir Robert Thompson, whom Nolting liked and admired. white not subscribing without
resewation to al1 of his counter-insurgency prescriptions. described these instruments of
Communist insurrection best:

Every insurgency, particularly a communist revolutionary one, requires a cause.
Resistance to the Japanese was no longer valid, but it had given an air of
respecrabiliîy to the Communisr Party, which was a valuable heritage not to be
lightly discarded, For this reuson mes) eflorf was made to adopt causes which
appeared legitimute, progressive und desirable. The basic cawe was ready ut
hand: cmti-colonialim. It was on this that the Emergency was based and also the
war against the French in Indo-China. 1did not quite f l the situation prevailing
i f 1 South Vietnam afrer 1954. but by twisting the cause to unti-imperialism it
could be made tu apply to the United States' presence in South Vietnam ut the
invitation of and in support of the Ngo Dinh Diem govemment.
Given o basic cause, ntony other issues cm be tacked onto if, such us
land for the Iandless, exploitation of labour on e8tutes and mines, regional
auronomy for ethnic minorifies and poliiicol equaiity for immigrant races with
the indigenow races. At the same time, off local seedr of conjïict within a
communiîy cm be exploited, ar between young and old, between pmgtessive and
truditiond, between dlferent religions mid races, und men between local
Footnotes

W i l h d G. Burchett, Vicmam: lnside Stow o f The Gumilla War, (New York,

[NY]:

International Publishers, 1%8), p. 177.
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capitaiists and foreign capitaiists. T k r e is ulways some issue which h m an
appeai to each section of the communiîy, and, even if dormant, an inspired
incident may easily revive it in acuteform [i.e., such as the 1963 Buddhist Crisis
in South Vietnam]. This particularly applies during the course of the insurgency
ilsel/:when new couses con be developedjiom events, and. ifnecessuty, old ones
be forgotten.. .. Al1 govemments are vulnerdle to criticism, and every grievance,
shortconing or abuse will be exploited Wa~lein govemrnent expenditure,failure
tofiljil promises and the incidence of taution arejwt as lively issues in the East
us in the West, and even more so in remote rural communities, where the tux
coilector and the policeman me the central government's more prominent
represmrutives. (H'hen rhe insurgents goin controf o w such meas, fhey are
careful [O reduce taxes on land and crops well below the government level or
even to remit themfor a period. This they con oflord to do, having no overheads,
and still not lack for money.) Corruption is ulways another credible charge and
rardyfails to stick. "'8

In essence, the Communists had a much easier task than did Ngo Dinh Diem and his
govemment for, as author Weldon A. Brown noted: "We built; the Vietcong d e s t r ~ ~ e d . " ~ ~
Evidently, Elbridge Durbrow. Nolting's predecessor, had lost sight of this elemental reality and

-

had, as a consequence, lost patience with Diem a point not misspent on Ambassador Nolting - as
witnessed in the fùndarnental direction of his mission right fiom the beginning. In accordance
with this understanding, after king in Saigon for approximately three months, Nolting sent a

telegram to the State Department which expressed his views, based on several meetings that he
had held with Ngo Dinh Diem and other members of the Govemment of South Vietnam. First of
all, Nolting drew Washington's attention to the fact that Diem was no dictator who relished
power for its own sake. In fact the reality about Diem ran in the opposite direction as Noking
described him as a man who harboured sound and good philosophies and objectives for his

-

'8 Thompson, ûefeatin~Communist Insunzencv, pp. 2 1 22.
79 Brown elaborated on this truth with some substance: "By very costly and careful effom we
sought to influence the villages to support Saigon thmugh appeals to their hops; whik by temn and
murder the Vietcong tried to win power through popular fears. only as long as American or Saigon tmps
stayed in the village to protect it was security possible. With their departure the encmy rctumcâ and
reswned his destruction. Rural turbulence maâe life a nightmare for millions." Weldon A. Brown, Relude
To Disaster: The American Role in Vietnam. 1940- 1963, (Port Washington, F(Y): Kennikat Press Corp.,
1975), p. 160.
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country. He noted that Diem seemed almost monk-like in his dedication to high principles for his
people and himself and, in this sense, he was not a politician; for Diem did not enjoy the
trappings of powet or the exercise of it. Moreover, according to the Ambasador's report, Diem
was certain and confident of his carefully p m e d Confbcian skills which would permit him to

govem South Vietnam better and more equitably than any other leader around. Nolting concuned
with Diem's confident self-assessment but feared that because the man was such an exemplary
leader, and quite irreplaceable, it would prove to be a weakness for South Vietnam and the United
States involvement there. This was because, quite simply, his stature made him a very vulnerable
target for both his Communist and non-communist enemies a ~ i k e . ~
Nolting's assessment of Diern's 'Personalist' philosophy was that it was sound, good and
entirely compatible with U.S. interests but perhaps too 10%

for the average Viemamese to

understand. Accordingly, he told Washington that there was nothing on moral grounds that
should prrvent the Kennedy Administration from ". ..backing Diem to the hilt.''*l ln this regard,
Footnotes
ûû "Saigon, July 14, 1961 (70. Deptel 35) - Regarding (a), 1 think Resident Diem's philosophy of
govemment, and his objectives for his country, are sound and good. Afler many hours of fundamental
discussions, 1 am convinced that he is no dictator, in the sense of relishing power for its own sake. On the
contrary, he seerns to me to be a man dedicated to high principals by himself and his people; a man who
would prefer to be a monk rather than a political leader, a man who does not fbndarnentally enjoy pwer or
the exercise of it. He is, neverrfieless, an egoist in the sense that he believes (in my judgement, with some
justification) that he cm govem in South Vietnam, in general and in detail, better than anyone else now
available; and he knows more about the Communist movement in this area and how to combat it than
anyone else. His own strong convictions, energy, and his faith in himself are both a strength and a
weakness - a strength in providing a counter-dynarnic to cornmunism, a weakness in causing overconcentration of govemmental power and authority, consequent lack of govemmental efficicncy, and in
offering a vulnerable political target." Nolting, From Trust To Tragedv, p. 146.
Nolting is quoting from his own cable sent to Washington and duly noted as Document # 92;
"Telegnun From The Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State", Saigon, July 14, 1961 - 7 p.m.,
[Source: Department of State, Central Files, 75 1K.OO/7- 1461. Secret; Riotity; Lim it Distribut ion.] in
FRUS: Vietnam. 1961, VoIume 1, 1% 1-1963, pp. 217 - 218.

"His philosophy of "personalism" (which does not mean paronal dictatorship but rather the
requirement for individual dcvelopment much in the Aristotclian sense) is pcrhaps too lofty for popular
understanding, but is ceriainiy in my judgement sound and right, and compatible with US interests. (Plcase
note July 7 expression of this philosophy sent Task Force Washington). Thus, 1 think the United States
should have no hesitation on moral growids in backing Diem to the hilt." Nolting, From Trust To Trancdv,
F m o i e coniinued on mexi page: ...
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Nolting also told Washington that where b e y thought Diem was wrong they could gradually
bring about changes and improvements. He added the caveat that these 'arneliorations' could be
made only in ". ..proportion to the confidence which he [Diem] has in us and his ability to make
concessions without slipping."a Of course this seemingly innocuous waming proved to contain
the stumbling block upon which American hubris would dash effective United States' policy for
South Vietnam to pieces - as the reader shali see.
In a section of his report to Washington that was classified Nolting addressed the
problems of Diem's confidence in the United States and his popularîty in South Vietnam.
Esxntially. the ambassador reported that there was no question that Diem and the GVN had
experienced a strengthening in confidence in the United States in the moa m e n t months and this
was despite the negative developments in Laos. Actions of substance were backing up American
positive expressions about the Diem government and this was starting to win over political
'fence-sitten' to the GVN side. Consequently. Nolting was able to tell Washington that the first
commitment of the Presidential Task Force - to build confidence - was, in his judgement k i n g

carried out effectively and k i n g reciprocated by Diem and the G V N . ~ ~
...footnote continueclfiom previous page:
-- - .

.-..

..-

--

.
..

p. 146. Document # 92. "Telegram From The Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State", Saigon,
July 14, 1961 - 7 p.m. [Source: Department of State, Central Files. 75 l K.O0/7- 146 1. Secret; Priority; Limit
Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam, 1% 1, Volume 1, 1961-1963, p. 2 18.

82 Nolting, Fmrn Tnist To Twedu, p. 146. Document # 92, "Telegram Fmm The Embassy in
Vietnam to the Depamnent of State", Saigon, July 14, 1961 - 7 p.m., [Source: Department of State, Central
Files, 7SL K.00/7- 1461. Secret; Priority; Limit Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 196 1, Volume 1, 1% 1
1963, p. 2 18.

-

85 "Re (B), my (Limit Distribution -[classified]) assessment is less clear-eut. There is no question
that Diem and his government have felt an incrcasing, upsurge of confidence in the US over the past 6
months, despite developments in Laos. High US expmsions of suppori, backed by concrcte and continuing
actions, have had real effect. First commiûnent of the Task Farce report to build confidence was, in my
judgement saundly conceived, is king canied out, and is king reciprocated. Strong and evident US
support has brought to the govemment side a certain number of fence-sitters, and has pmbably
considcrably reduced the likelihood of a military coup d etat." Nolting, From Tmst To Tranedv, p. 146.
Document # 92, "Telegram F m The Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Department of State", Saigon, July 14,
1% 1 - 7 p.rn., [Source: Deparmient of State, Central Files, 75 1K.00/7-146 1. Sccrct; Priority; Limit
Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1%1, Volume 1, 1% 1 1963, pp. 2 18 - 2 19.

-

-
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In the Nolting estimation there was, however, a tricky and negative aspect to these
improved relations of trust and reciprocity. Simply put, the Communists were able to exploit the
'My-Diem' propaganda which, in turn, caused Diem to stress that the victory over the
insurrectionists had to be one that the Vietnamese people gained. If it were to be believed that the

GVN stood or fell because of American and Free World protection and not because of
Vietnamese sacrifices then Diem's politicai iegitimacy wouid be increasingiy chaiienged by the
~ o m m u n i s t sIn
. ~other words, Nolting was warning Washington that there had to be a subtlety
of execution in their support of Diem and that, regadless of the Communist hypocrisy on this
issue*S they had to find a way of not feeding the propaganda mills of their enemy.
Another salient pmblem that Nolting had mentioned in Iiis report to Washington was that
Diern's popularity amongst the Vietnamese had not risen that much regardless of what he had
accomplished. He noted that there was a popular distonion about the leader that suggested he had
little interest in the welfare of the common people and was detached or aloof fiom their reality.
Nolting pointed out that this misinterpretation was completely at odds with the man, his interests
Foorno~es
BJ "It has at the same time made Diem an even more wlnerable target of Communist anack,
which has, I fear, carried some people, into the enemy's camp. Diem himself realizes this and that is why
he is so eager to get across the thought that victory of the Vietnamese people over Communist subversion
has [to bel gained through Vietnamese sacrifices and not dùectly through American or Free World
protection." Nolting, From Trust To Tragedv, p. 146. Document # 92, "Telegram From The Embassy in
Vietnam to the Deparnent of State", Saigon, July 14, 1961 - 7 p.m., [Source: Department of State, Central
Files, 75 1K.ûû/7-1461. Secret; Priority; Limit Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam. t 96 1, Volume t, 1% 11963, p. 2 1 8.
8s That the North Viemamese Communists. who were clearly supporting the insuirectionists in
the South, were receiving al1 manner of support h m their allies in China and Russia never seemed to
bother the critics of the GVN. The debate will probably continue for some time as to whethcr or not the
North Viemarnese could have survived on their own but the obvious fact that foreign material and training
personnel support grew fot them exponentially, on an annual basis, canna be denied. Stephen Young, a
scholar of North Vieniamese documents, displayed some of his most recent acquisitions at the last
conference on Vietnam hosted by the Center for the Study of The Vietnam Conflict at Lubbock, Texas. The
figures which he translated from the original North Vietnarnese records show that they had sent 1,759
cadres south in 1961. This figure conthued to expand so that by 1964 thcir own records declare that thcy
had sent at least 39,341 mined milimy personnel into South Viemam for the purpose of supporthg the
insurrection there. Mr. Young's conference presentation is on file at the Vietnam Centet in Lubbock and
h
t presented these figures on April 18, 1996.
can be attained via the htemet. He f
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and his actions. For Nolting had accompanied Diem on his many trips into rural Vietnam where
the Vietnamese leader seemed to be most at ease. Indeed, his interest and expertise in matters

concerned with f m i n g , fishing, and al1 manner of practical things was so manifest that the
picture of him as an aloof disinterested m a n d ~ nwas utterly fdse. Yet, it was this false picture,
which had been manufactured by his enemies, that was king promulgated effectively in the news
media and, as Nolting surmiseâ, it was hurting Diem and his administration. This was so much
the case that Nolting indicated that Diem could not afford to allow this problem to drag on
indefinitely or he would suffer fiom another coup attempt or worse. It was Nolting's belief that
Diem had to make a public relations 'breakthrough' in this regard. 86
The ever-watchful William Coiby kept a steady eye on how Nolting conducted himself
and how he went about directing his diplornatic mission. He noted that L e US Ambassador,
unlike his predecessor Duhrow, becamc close to the leadership of the Government of South
Vietnam. Likewise, Colby observed that the ambassador got to know the opposition; furthermore,
Nolting spent a considerable arnount of time and effort attempting to get to know the ordinary
Vietnamese in Saigon and even more so in mral Vietnam. Colby discemed that the U S
Ambassador was not naive about the cruel realities of Vietnam and that he certainly did not view
the Southem regime as a perfect mode1 for democratic institutions. Nolting recognised the

"Nevenhekss, I do not think it is mie that US support has given President Diem's governrnent
as yet a net increase in popularity ammg the Vietnamese people. Oââly enough, Diem's own keen personal
interest in knowledge of [practical] things of life, such as fming, fishing, disease, teaching methods,
constniction rneihods and techniques, are misinterprcted distoned by many Vietnamese into the picturc of a
remote and aloof man who has little interrst in the welfare of the commcm man. This is due in part, I think,
to his manner and in part to Cornmunist propaganda. It is definitely a false picture,judging fiom many trips
and much discussion. In any case, it seems to me dear that in sorne way the Diem govemment must make a
"break-through to regain popular support. If the situation dtags on in an incondusive manner for many
more mmths, either a military coup, or ;ui open proclamation of a Cornmunist Government and
underground civil war, is likely." Nolting, From Trust To Traped~p. 146. Document # 92, "Telegram
Fmm The Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State", Saigon, July 14, 1961 - 7 p.m., [Source:
Department of State, Central Files, 751K.OOf7-1461. Secret; Riority; Lhit Distribution.] in FRUS:
Viemam. 1961, Volume 1, 1961-1963, pp. 218-219.
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political reality that necessitated Diern's mandarinate regime during this period of unparalkled
modernisation in Vietnam. Concurrent to this, the CIA Station Chief also made note of the fact
that Nolting, wisely, rec~gnisedthat Diem had a purpose and direction for South Vietnam.
Conversely, the civilian opposition, made up of vocifemus coffee-swilling intellectuals in Saigon
bars, was of no particular significance and, in fact, represented the ancien regime (the old French
colonial system of perks and education etc..). Meanwhile the true opposition was to be found in
the Communist cadres whose methods of opposition included, amongst other things, the gun, the
bom b, and political tenor.
The fonner CIA -Station Chief of the US Mission ta Saigon went on to praise
Ambassador Nolting for k i n g one of the very few Americans who avoided the popular mental
image of the struggle king like Korea and as a conventional soldier's war. Nolting seeming to
discem, perhaps intuitively, from his earliest days that the real war was in the villages and that it
was not a war of big guns and area bombardment but. instead, a fight wherein the approach had to

be political. The important key to winning this fight for the " h e m and minds" (this phrase was

originally coined by Sir R o b Thompson) of the Vietnamese villagen was not the democratic
appeals of Diem as, indeed, Western-styled democniçy was an alien concept in Southeast Asia,
but, instead, his nationalist credentials. And, thus, Nolting understood that: "They could not do
our will, as Americans are wont to expect foreigners to do in every possible circumstance; they
had to assert their nationalism if they were to contest the nationalia appeal that the enemy w u
offenng to the population."a

Footnotes
8' William Colby's speech to the Miller Center at the University of Virginia, in DiplomacvL
Administration and Policv: nie Ideas and Carecrs of Frederick E. Noltinn. Jr.. Frederick C. Mosher. and
Paul T. Davida ed. Kenneth W.Thompson (Lanharn, (Maryland]: University Press of America, Inc., Copublished by arrangement with the Miller Center of Public Affairs, Univctsity of Virginia, 1995), p. 8.

-

lbid., pp. 8 9.
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Nolting's inûoduction to Vietnam bolstered within him the soundness o f applying, in hll,
the Kennedy Administration's official rapprochement policy with Ngo Dinh Diem and his
government. This firm belief of Nolting's had come about as a result of having become
acquainted with the realities of politics in South Vietnam and with the Confucian leadership that

Diem so superbly emantited and displayed - in ail facets o f his thomughly integrated life. Diem,
in the carefully considered Nolting estimation was weii-wonh the Amencan invesmients of time

and patience - any other possibility dictated chaos and the destruction of political legitimacy
which. in Nm, would dissolve any effective counter-insurgency program. The only dangerous

-

"tiger" that the Americans had to ride out was, not Ngo Dinh Diem as the Young, inexperienced
Amencan joumalists were wont to believe and writeVB but, instead, their own inherent and
intemal political impatience. The unpredictable element in Amencan

- Vietnamese relations.

truly, was to be found in Washington and, indeed, was made manifest at the close of Nolting's
mission as it was this unstable element which compelled the Ambassador to resign fiom the State
Department. in protest against the Kennedy Administration's faithlessness.

Footnotes

a9 Diem's charactet, by al1 infonned accountr was intepteci, steadfat and predictable - he w u ,
in essence, an honest man and his goals were straightforward; notwithstanding the inscnitablcness of his
Confucian approach IOWestern modes of thinking, there were no surprises to be found in the man.
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n To South Mcrnant

Cbmter Tbree: The Coatinuibn Lootian Ouution rad IQ I m ~ a con
t South Vietaam

The word "Indochina"is used here odvisedly;for, as evenfs tend fo show more
and more, it is impossible IO coîxeive o coherent policy for, suy, Cumbodia or
South Vief-Namthor does not afect Laos or North Viet-Namar we1l.l
Bernard Fall was absolutely comct in linking "Indochina" together as a soatcgic whole.

This was a concept that had not passed by Dwight Eisenhower unnoticed, and, hus, he had
focussed much attention on the strategic lynchpin to the theatre: Laos. Yet,it was recognition of
this very strategic reality. one dictated by geography, which continued to evade John F.
Kennedy's administration, to the peril of the United States and its allies in the region. As such,
the Kennedy administration's miscalculations over Laos caused substantial strains for the
Amencan ambassadors tfiroughout Southeast Asia and, particularly, in Saigon.
In faimess to Nolting's predecessor, Elbridge Durbrow. the question of how to deal with
the burgeoning Communist infiltration in Laos was aggrovating relations between the United
States and Ngo Dinh Diem's govemment. This cteated a probkm that would bring a powerfùl

faction within the State Department into direct conflict with the GVN. As things worked out, it
was Ambassador Durbrow who had to abwrb the initial shock of Diem's displeasure over Laos.

Owing to its natural terrain and geography, the strategic salient that Laos formed within

the context of an entire Southeast Asian theatre had not been missed by the keen soldier's eye of
President Eisenhower. In late 1960, intelligence reports indicrting sizeable movements of North
Vietnarnese troops into Laos, in support of the Pathet Lao resistance, caused real concem in

Footnotes
1 FaII. Las! Refletions On A War, p. 1 18.
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Washington and especially in the President's office.* With a flood of intelligence information
streaming into the White House it appeased, very much, that the Pathet Lao, supported and
supplied through Dien Bien Phu in North Vietnam, had managed to secure the entire Province of
Phong soly.3 In fact, the Pathet Lao, the 'Free Laos* government-in-exik under Viemarnese
suzerainty, was established many years before by Vo Nguyen Giap's Viet Minh. Biographer
John Colvin noted that cautious Americans, such as President Eisenhower, were beginning to
~ that Laos was subject to
discover thai, indeed Giap's "reach was as long as his p s ~ , "and

both.
While Eisenhower emphasiscd that he needed more information before he couid react
with US troops, nevertheless, he argued to his National Security Council that the US could not
afford to stand by and wait for Laos CO fall into the hands of the Communists. Accordingly, he
stated that the time was drawing close for the deployment of the Seventh Fleet with its

Footnotes
2 "Memorandum of a Conference With the President, White House, Washington. Decembcr 3 1.
1960, 1 1 :30 a.m.," (Department of State, Central Files, 61 1.5 1 J/12-3160), FRUS: East Asia Pacific
Rcaion; Cambodia; Laos. 1958 1960, Vol. XVI, p. 1025.

-

-

Prcvious to this, CIA Director, Allen Dulles, ha& given his own report which confmcd the
deterioration and Communist interference in Laos: "Mr Dulles belicved the situation in Laos ha& not
changed much since last week. nie thrcc Bloc partncn Moscow, Peiping, and Hanoi wett stilt
supprting Kong Le and the ami-governrncnt forces. The extent of the Communist build-up was, howcver,
difficult to determine. He bclieved that considerable supplies had tcached Sam Neua and Dicnbicnphu. nie
Soviets had expanded the total Commwist airlift capacity in the ana by bringing in AN- 12's. Khnishchev
on ûccember 26 had indicated to the UK Ambasador that Moscow regards curnnt activity in Laos as a
long-term opetation which might last fw sevcn years without a major wat rcsulting." John P. G l e ~ o n ,
p. 1021.
editor in chicf, Editorial Note #496,

-

-

"Memorandum of a Conferencc With the Rcsidcnt, White How, Washington. Deceniber 31.
1%O, 1 1:30 am.," (Department of State, Central Files, 6 1 1.5 I J/ 12-3l6O), IM.p. 1025.
John Colvin, Giao: Volcano Undcr The Snow, (New York, m:Soho Rcss Inc., 1996). pp.
116- 117.
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contingent force of marines? In a mcmorandum concemed with a confemce held in the White
House on ûecember 31, 1960, it was noted that President Eisenhower made a nurnber of
recommendations about Laos. First of all, he stressed the need for CO-ordinated action that was
decisive. He emphasised that the Siate Department would be in charge of overall planning, as the

US was not at war yet with anyone in Laos. Eisenhower stressed that the most important thing
was to get the non-communist Laotian leader (at that time - Boun Oum) legitimised and to make

sure America's allies were in agreement over what had to be done in the land-locked Southeast
Asian country. Nevertheless, Eisenhower was detennined to act in Laos if war becarne necessary

and he smssed that the United States would take unilateral action on its own as he believed that
the US could not stand by and watch a strategically vital area fall to the ~ o m m u n i s t s . ~
The American President men proceeded to enurnerate specific points for a US
Government plan of action in Laos: 1.) They would persuade the current Prime Minister, Prince
Souvanna Phouma to r e s i p and to leave the country for retirement in r rance;' 2.) They would
Footnotes

"Memorandurn of a Conferencc With the Resident, White House, Washington, Deccmkr 3 1,
1 %O, 1 1 :30 a.m.," (Depanment of State, Central Files, 61 1.51J / l N l6O), FRUS: East Asia Pacific
Region: Carnbodia: Laos, 1958 1 %O, Vol. XVI, p. 1025.

-

-

The President thcn smssed the need for cwrdinatcd and decisive action. At this state of the
game, since we arc not in war, the Statc ücpartmcnt should chair our overall planning. Most important is to
lcgitimatise Boun Oum and solidify our allies on our side. We should sec thcn if we arc faced with going
into war. If war is neccssary, we will do so with our allies or unilaterally, since we cannot sit by and sec
Laos go d o m without a fight...." Ibid..pp. 1028 -1029.
Since 1956 the Amcricans had k e n kecping a watchfbl and concemed eye on Prince Souvanna
Phouma. Prince Phouma was stcn as neutralist, at kst, as hc had come to political terms with the
Communist Pathet Lao in the pst. "Dy earfy August 1956 Souvanna had w h c d agreements in principle
with a Pathet Lao deltgation headed by his half-brothcr, Rince Souphanouvong, on the n a d for a ceasefvlc in the disputed anas, a foreign policy of ntutrality, and the political rights of the Pathet Lao. The
Rime Ministcr thcn rcactivatcd Washington's conccm by making a two-wtck trip to Pcking and Hanoi.

mis trip w u the twning point for many p p l e in Washington - proof that Souvanna would
knuckle under to the Asian Cornmunist leaders. Amcrican officials oicd hard to prevent the trip by
rcpcatcd wamings of the dangers of gating too close to the Communists. Corning so soon after the
agreement with Souphanouvong, the joumey was symbolic confmation that Souvanna rneant to work
Fcnmfnole continued on mrt page:. ..

motivate Prince Boun Oum to permit his govemment to be legitimised by the Laotian
~ s s e m b l ~3.)
; 8 The United States Government would take immediate steps to consolidate their
positions with both the British and the French; 4.) The Eisenhower Administration would alen
the SEATO Council about the serious issues k i n g contested in Laos without calling for
immediate military action; 5.) nie United States would make the necessary changes and
redeployments of its own military assets so as to bring maximum force to bear on the North
Vietnamese should an attack become essentiaLg
President Eisenhower then authorised Ambassador Llewellyn Thompson to convey a
very serious warning directly to the Russian Premier, IChrushchev.lO Thompson was told to
infom the Soviet leader that the United States viewed the deteriorathg Laotian "...situation with
grave concem, that we are moving the positions of Our forces to assure, if necessary, that the
legitimate govemment will no< be destroyed, and that in the event of major war we will not be

...footnote

conrinuedfiom previour page:

with the devil." Chartes A. Stevenson, n i e End of Nowhcre: Amcrican Policv Toward Laos Since 1954,
(Boston, [MA]: Beacon Press, 1972), pp. JO - 4 1.
Although P ~ c Born
e
Oum of Champwak became politically associated with General Phoumi.
a military man with whom he never truly got along with, he also had a legitimacy of his own, which was
respectcd in Laos. Rince Oum's ngirne was oficially ncognised by the US Government in midDccember of 1960. Ibid..pp. 87 & 100.

The Rnident dieo summarised the actions we should takc at this the. They arc (1) inducc
Souvanna Phouma io rtsign as Prime Minister and possibly induce him to depart for France; (2) indure
B o u Oum to allow his govenunent to be lcgitirnatcd by the Asscmbly; (3) consolidate our positions with
the British and the French; (4) alert the SEATO Council to the dangers which cxist whilc not rquesting
spccific overt action at this tirne; (5) make such changes and rcdeploymcnts of our own forces as to
maximite their usefiilncss in the event thcy must intcrvenc against the North Viet-Namcse....
"Memorandurn of a Conference With the Ptesident, White Housc, Washington, Dccernbcr 3 1, 1960, 11:30
a.m.," (Department of State, Central Filcs, 6 1 1.5 1N12-3 160), FRUS: East Asia Pacific Renion;
Cambodia: Laos. 1958 1960, Vol. XVI, pp. 1028 -1029.

-

-

l0 Llewellyn Thampson w u the United States Ambassadot to the Soviet Union at this t h .
Patrick Anderson, The Raident's Men: White H w Assistants of Franklin D. Roosevelt. H m S.
Truman. Dwinht D. Eisenhower. John F. Kcnncdv and Lvndon B. Johnson, (Garden City, [NY):
Doubleday & Company,Inc., 1%9): p. 285.
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caught napping."ll Thea were very strong words indeed as Eisenhower was telling the
Russians, straight-out, that the United States viewed a non-communist Laos as strategically vital
and was prtpared to go to war to protect that status.
Of mal significance, with regard to the future problems that would occur between

Washington and Saigon, both the Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, and the President were
very concerned as to how Diem would view the Communist assault in Laos and the American
reaction to it thus fm. Accordingly, President Eisenhower reiterated to his NSC that they should
inform the press that they would not allow Laos to fall to the Communists, even if such
prevention meant that the U.S. had to act with or without allies.12
D u h g early 1961, when President Eisenhower was handing over the reins of power to
President-elect Kennedy, the security o f Laos became an issue, which the former President
believed was crucial for Kennedy to corne to grips with in terms of Southeast Asian policy in
genetal.13 Clearly, Eisenhower wanted to establish a continuity and htegrity of foreip policy
Footnotes
*'Mernomndum of r Conference With the Prcsident, White House, Washington. Dccember 3 1.
1960, IL30 a,m,," (Department of State, Central Files, 61 1.StJ/12-3160), FRUS: East Asia Pacific
Repion: Cam bodia: Laos. 1958 1 %O, Vol. XVI, pp. 1028 1029.

-

-

Ibid.,
l3 The following chmnologically-ordercd list of evenu should give the mder an approximate
idea of what was occuming in Laos in the early 1960's and what Rsidcnt Kennedy's ncw Administration
was faced with: 1.) May 28-31, 1959: A major offensive was initiatcd by the Pathet Lao against the Royal
Laotian Govcrnment; this offensive was carried out mainly by North Victnamesc uniis against the Royal
Laotian Goverment's fionticr posts. 2.) During July of 1959 the Royal Lao Government protestcd to the
United Nations about the North Viemamese invasion in support of the Pathet Lao. 3.) In Autumn of 1959
the United Nations sent an investigating tcam CONorrheast Laos. 4.) During the elcctions of April 24, 1960,
the Pathet Lao npnscntativts are eliminatcd h m the National Asxm5ly. 5.) On August 9, 1960,
unwilling CO abide by the elections Kong Le of the so-callcd "Ncutralists" unleeshes a succcssful coup
attcmpt which is endorscd by the Pathet Lao. 6.) Because Kong Le, a pamtrooper, ncogniscd his own
political limitations hc made sun that "Neutralist" Rince Souvanna Phwma was returncd to power as
the confusion hot had followed the
Prime Minister on Augwt 31 of 1960. The Communists benefited
Kong Le coup and continucd to makc territorial gains. The Unitcd States Govcnuncnt, undcr the
ncutrality of Kong Le and Rince
Rcsidcncy of Dwight Eisenhower, was highly swpicious of the su@
Souvanna Phouma, and not cncowagcd by the official opcning of Diplmatic relations with the USSR,
Foutnole conrinued on next page: ...
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with regard to the Laotian problem, not least of all, because of the need to assure allies, such as

Diem, that the United States would not abandon them. There was a memorandum made of this

conference, which occurred on January 19, 1961, between Eisenhower and Kennedy and

it

is

-

worth noting given what would occur under Kennedy's administration with regard to Laos:

President Eisenhower opened the discussion on Laos by stating t h t the
United States wap determined to preserw the independence of h s . It woc his
opinion that if Laos should full to the Communists, then it would be just a
question of rime until South Vietnam. Cambodia, %iland and Burma would
coliupse. Hejeft t h the Communists haà designi on al1 of Southeast Asia. and
that it would be a nageày &Opermit Laos tofafl.
President Eisenhower guve a brief review of the vmious rnoves and
coups that hiaà taken place in Laos involving the Pathet Lao. Souvanno Phouma
Boun Oum, und Kong Le. He said t h the evidence wa< cfear thut Conmunist
China and North Vietnam were determined to desnoy the independence of Laos.
He also added that the Rursians were sending in substantial supplies in support
ofthe Pathet Lao in an eflort to overmm the government.
President Eisenhower said ir would be fatal for us to permit Communists
ro insert themselves in the Lootian govemment. He recaffedthut our experience
hod clearly demonstrated t h t under such circumstances the Cornmunisu ulways
ended up in control. He cited China as un ilIustrution.... President Eisenhower
said with considerable emotion t h t Laos was the Aey 10 the entire areu of
Southeast Asia. He said that if we permitted Laos to fall. then we would have to
write of d f the area. He smed that we must not permit a Commwist takemer.... Commenting upon President Eisenhower 's statement that we would have

...footnote

conrinuedfi.omprevious page:

cut off its aid to the Royal Lao Govenunent. 7,) The Thais alarrned at the Laotian slidc toward the
Comrnunists put into place an economic blockade of Laos in Septembcr ûctober of 1960. 8.) The Lao
Govenunent moved closcr with the Pathct Lao and the Soviet Union during Octobet of 1960 and the Soviet
Union mponded by sending its first Ambatsado1 to Laos. ln addition to chis diplomatic support, me Soviet
Union bcgan an airlifk of anns h m Hanoi to Kong Le's forces. 9.) During Septcmbcr of 1960 the leaders
of the conscrvative forces in Laos, Boun Oum and Phoumi Nosavan, rctook Vientiane which forccd
Souvanna Phouma and Kong Le COflec. 10.) The Soviet Union kgan to airlift amis dinclly to Pathet Lao
forces in lanuary and Fcbniary of 1% 1. 1 1.) In the Spring of 1961 the Comrnunists scirtd Tchepone and
Muong Phinc; the North Vietnamese and the Pathet Lao pushcd the Royal Laotian Government's forces
back to Hien Heup hm nonh of Vang Vimg on ou te 13 and the right wing wap almm cmpletely
defcatcd as they had lost effective administrative control of nearly al1 upland Laos. 12.) In April of 1%1
the US and the USSR agrecd on a cease-fue in Laos which culrninated in the signing of the Geneva
Agreements on Laos, which included a Dtclaration of Laotian Neutrality on July 23, 1962. Paul F. Langer
and Joseph J. Zasloff, North Vietnam and the Pathet tao: Partncrs in the Sm&e for Laos, (Cambridge,
[MA]: Harvard University R a s , 1970), pp. 202 205.

-

-
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to go to the suppori of Laos dune if we could not persuade others to proçeed
with us, Presidentslect Kenne* ashd the question as to how long it would take
to put an American division into ~ a 0 s . l ~

Yet, when it came to action, Kennedy was loath to place the sarne emphasis on
defending Laos as Eisenhower had. The new President was conhnted with crises nearly
everywhere and simply responded to early questioning about Vietnam as swond~ryto ~ a o s . 1 ~
This position, however, quickly changed once he was abk to digest how setiow the Vietnarnese

situation had become. Indeed, it was reported that in this early period of the new administration
Kennedy shouted: "[Pmsident] Eisenhower briefed me about everything - but ~ietnam."l6
Kennedy did not stop with just blaming Eisenhower as he rapidly began to doubt the
eficiency and professionalism of the State Department. He believed that they stumbled through
one muddle ailei another and he was even quoted as saying: "Damn it, Bundy and 1 get more
donc in one day in the White House than they do in six months in the State Ekpartment."l7 The
young President did not let his dismay with the Dcpartrnent of State's obhiscation stop diere as
Footnotes
lJCongresr. House, Comminee on Anncd Services. "Memorandwn o f Confcmice on January
19, 1961 benveen President Eisenhower and Rcsidcnt-clect Kennedy on the Subject of Laos,"
(Mcmorandum sent h m Clark Clifford to Rcsidcnt Kennedy, [September 29, 19671). D. 1956 French
Withdrawal - 1960: the Situation in Laos in United States-Vietnam Relations. 19454967, Volume IV,
Book 10 o f 12, pp. 1360 1363.

-

'5 "Given its high-kvei panoply. the V i e m m war never had the knefit, ideally at least, of
intensive participation tiom the start and fiom rhe ground up by the rcsponsiblc Far East Bureau...This
h t c r ncalls taking to Theodore Sorenscn, Spccial Counsel to Pnsident Kennedy, within the first two
weeks aAer the inauguration in 1961. Asked what wen the administration's forcign policy priorities,
Sorenscn said flatly, 'Laos.' In reply to the question, 'What about Viet Nam?' h t npeated 'Laos."' John P.
Leacacos, Fiscs I n The In-Basket: The ABC'S of the Statc ûc~artment, (Clcvetand (Ohio]: The World
Publishing Company, 1%8), p. 89.

Smith Simpson, Anatomv o f the State DtDlvtment, (Boston.
228.

FU]:Beacon h e u . 1%8), p.
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he was alro quoted as saying: "They never have any ideas over them...never corne up with
anything new.. .The State Department is a bowl of jelly.. .."18 Strong words no doubt but a b

words coming from a man who was afmid of what he saw in Southeast ~ s i a . l )
To be sure, it was part of the natural process of changing administrations that the new
Pmident would want to comct what he pcrceived were e m n in the fomier chief executive's
policies and Kennedy certainly wanted to embaik on Mme new initiatives of his own.20 Initially.
and on the surface, Kennedy's Laos Task Force would appear to be pro-intewentionist with U.S.
forces deployed, on the ground, as their potential solution. Neverthelas, Kennedy's own
instincts ran in the opposite direction as he prefemd a diplornatic solution as opposed to a
military one and in the end it was these instincts that won the day.**
The membership of the Kennedy' Laos Task Force included Assistant Secretary Panons,
his Deputy John Steeves Paul Nitze, men from CIA. and the Joint Staff? Walt Rostow,
reprexnting the White House, and some lower echelon State D e p m e n t officials.22 According
to historien Charles A. Stevenson these individuals were the type to most likely take a hard-line
approach to the Communist intervention in Laos. Parsons and Steeves had detailed knowledge of
Footnotes

ibid.
l 9 "If the Rcsident werc inclined to favor a military solution to the pmblems in Laos, he was
soon disenchantcd with the prospects. His [Kennedy's] military aide has written that he showcd 'stunncd
amazement' on leaming that if only 10,000 men were sent to Southeast Asia, then would be pmtically no
strategic ttserve Ieft for any other contingencies. Nor could those tmops bc deployed with the spced
ncccssary to counter ant large-scak intervention by the Chinese." Stevenson, The End of Nowhere, p. 135.

20 iôid.?pp. 130 -131.

It should be notcâ, howcver, that the Kennedy policy on Laos was mort the "brainchilâ" of
Chester Bowles than hsidtnt Kennedy hirnself and, as the rc&r shall set, the Chester Bowlcs' notions of
how to solve the Laotian problcm, notions that wcrc suppoilcd and carricd out by Avcrell Haniman,
proved to be nihous to a fm foudation for US policy in the ngion.
21 Stevenson, The End of Nowherc, p. 133.

-

22 ibid., pp. 132 133.
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what was going on in Laos and they also brought a distrust of Souvanna to the task force. They
were indeed willing to support military intervention if it becarne necessary and they did not

perceive of that as king a problem with a President who spoke so much in favour of taking
action, whatever that really rneant.a As has already been noted, Kennedy liked to talk action but
there was something about Laos that made him a h i d and the Task Force had not discemed this
fact.
As things worked out, befon the task force could complete their review of policy and

submit credible recommendations, Kennedy found himself king assailed with questions about

Laos by the news media and his caution won the day. His on the spot reaction was to move away
from arguing for intervention with force to a diplomatic solutionbZ4A good example of this can
k found in his first news conference, on lanuary 25, 196 1, where he stated that the United States

was seeking to establish an "independent, peaceful. uncommitted country" in ~aos.25Kennedy
reiterated this hoped-for solution to the Laos question at a news conference on March 23, 1961:

First, we srongly and unreservedly suppwr the goal of o neunal und
independent Laos, ried to no outside po wer or group of po wers. threatening no
one, anàfiee fiom cmy domination.... We me earnestly infmour uf constructive
negotiation among the nations concemed and among the leaders of Laos which
cm help Laos back ro the puthway of independence and genuine neutrafity.... We
me alwuys conrciouc of the obligation, which rests upon al1 members of the
United Nations to seek peacew solutions to problems O/ this sort.. .. I want ro
make it clem to the American people and fo 011 the world t h d l we want in
Laos is peace. not wm: a m&neutrul govemment, not o cold warpawn; a

Footnotes
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settlement concluded ut the conference table and not on the battle.field... We will
not be provoked, trapped, or &awn into this or ony other situation..?

These were. of course, early signals given by the new U.S. Prcsident, indicating that a neuml
Laos would be preferred and that the United States Government wanted to achieve this
preference by negotiation and not by armed force. Nevertheless, Kennedy had to couch this
preference with what he hoped would be a credible threat of the use of force if the Communists
thwarced a deai toward Laotian neutrality.
Histonan Martin E. Goldstein summarised the harnmering-out of the Kennedy position
best, in his book, American Policv Toward Laos. Accordingly, Goldstein focussed on Roger

Hilsman's interpreîation that sustained that most of the discussion concemed with military
intervention was held against the backdrop of the Korean War.

-

l6 Idui F. Kennedy, 1192 [Il 'The Residents News Confemcc of March 23. 1961," in Public
P a m of the R s i d m t s of Tho Uniteci S m : lohn F. Kenneâv. 1961. (Washington.
Unitrd Stues
Governent Rinting Onicc, 1%2), p. 2 14

ml:
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Roget HUsmn, the 'InteIlec~ual'Guemiïla Fighter:
Roger Hilsman, by al1 accounts a brilliant and often annoying man, fancied himxlf an
expert on martial thought as it pertained to guemlla warfare. He hetd his views supported with
some temarkable field and study experience. During the Second World War he had led a
commando of native m p s behind Japanese lines in unn na.*^ These operations were conducted
under the auspices of Ray Peer's OSS detachment that was based out of 'Fort Hertz' on the
Buma-China border.28 Hilsman had, in fact, become the lcading Kennedy Administration

". ..proponent of what he described as a 'political approach' that emphasized 'political. economic
and social action into which very carefûlly calibrated military measures were interwoven.*"*9

His ideas on fighting Communist guerrillas approxirnated Sir Robefi Thompson's, a thinking
soMier whom Hilsman respected and adm ired.Jo As such, this Amcrican intellechial soldier
noted: "'...pmtect the people, don? chase the Viet Cong, just use the troops to protect the
people. Then behind the scmn you have social and political reform

- education, everything.'

And the sea of people in which Mao said the guerrillas swim like tish would dry up."31 Robert

McNamara had referred to Hilsman as a ". ..smart, abrasive, talkative West Point graduate who
had been involved in guemlla combat in World War Il and had subsequently become an
academic."32 Hilsman had indeed been a professor of international politics at Princeton dunng
Footnotes

27 Schlcsinger, A Thousand [kvs, p. 2 12.

28 Cabk. Conflict of Mvthr, p. 197.
29 Hammer, A Dcoth In Novernkr, p. 39.

3û Cable, Conflict of Mvchr, p. 197.

Hammer. A k a t h in Novcmbe~p. 39.
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the 1950's and he had entered service with the Kennedy Administration as the

State

Department's director of mearch and inte1li~ence.33On April 25, 1963, Hilsman became

Hamman's successor as head of the Far Eastern Bureau of the State ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . ~ *
Hilsman, as a pwty to the debate on whether or not the US shouM use force in Laos,
noted that many of the leading military plannen in the US considered the Kotcan War a
humiliation. For these soldiers and thinkers had come to see restrictions placed on bombing north
of the Yalu River, and other constraints on the use of force, as circumventing the possibility of
military victory35
The Joint Chiefs of Staff came to position that was more like a tenet: that the United
States should never again fight a restricted or limited ground war in Asia. The corollary to this
tenet was that if the United States were to engage in land warfare in Asia again then such an
engagement of h e r i c a n military assets had to be unlimited which, of course, included the use
of nuclear weapms.36 As a result, discussions on whether or not to use military force in Laos

...fmtnote

continuedj'iom previous page:

32 Robert S. McNarnara (with Brian VanDeMark), In Rcms~ea:The Tra~cdvand Lessons of
Vietnam, (New York, WY]:Times BookslRandom HOUK,inc., 1995). p. 52.
33 John S. Bowman, gencral editor, The Vietnam Wu: An Almanac, (New York, WYI: Bison
Books, 1985)' p. 484.
34 JduiP. Gknnon, editor in chicf, "List of Pmons," in FRUS: Vietnam. Jmuw - Aumst 1963,
Vol. Ill, (Washington, [DC]: United States Govcrnmcnt Printing Office, 1991)' p. XXII.

3) "Roger Hilsman, who was a party Io the debate, meals chat the discussion sunoundhg
military intervention took place in a contcxt that derivcd h m the Korcan War. Many hi%-ranking military
personnel consiciend the Korcan War a humiliation. Restrictions placcd on the use of force espcially
limitations on bombing north of the Yalu River prcventd the military h m winning an outrîght victory,
or so many in the military bclieved." Mariin E. Goldstein, Amencan Policv Toward Laos, (Cranbury, [NJ]:
Associatcd University Presses, hc., 1973), p. 234.

-

-

36 "By 1961 the Joint Chiefs of Staff (hercailcr: JCS) haâ corne to feel that ihe United S e s
should nevcr tight a limited ground war in Asia The majority sentiment within the JCS was thrt if the
United States were to use force again in Asia, such force must k unlimitcd, includhg tht use of nuclear
wcapons," @&
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were subject to this tenet. The reasoning went like this: if Laos fell under the sway of the

Communists then they would have access to a nonh south invasion route that sliced through the
very hem of Southeast Asia. In tum, this strategic route would allow the Communists to mount
pressure on South Vietnam, Cambodia and ihoiland thiough the Mekong 1owlands.3~
Serious as the above noted consideration was, military reality dictated diat if American
trwps were introduced into such a scenario in a limited amount then a Korean-style war would

probably ensue. Conversely, an unrestricted deplopent of American anned force could possibly
esfalate into World War III. Neither one of thex potential renarios appealed to Pmident
Kennedy nor did the political cost of king the 'President to lose Southeast ~sia.'s*Thus he
came to believe that he was restrained to the use of a plitical solution instead of one that called
for the use of American troops in Laos. The President held on to the vain h o p that a negotiated
compromise would remove the need for the use of military force. According to Goldstein,

Kennedy's reasoning w u self-deceptive as he clung to the notion that if negotiations proved
fruitless then the US could still use the threat of f0rce.3~This was a bluff and al1 that was

3' "The debate on whether to use force in Laos was conceived within rhis M e of reasoning. If
the communists gained control of Laos, it was thought, thcy would have access to the north-south route
h u g h Southeast Asia which lay along the Mekong lowlands, from which they could mount pressure on
South Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand." Ibid.

38 "On the othcr han4 a limited cornmitment of American troops might nsult in another Kowan
type war, a lengthy and indccisivc conflict. An uucsûicted application of American force could escalate to
E
World War III. None of these rnilitary alternatives lodked espccially inviting to the new President." I

39 "President K c ~ c d yhopd to find a political solution instcaâ of a militacy solution to the
Laotian siîuation. in othcr words, hc hopcd that a ncgotiated compmise would obviatc the nccd for
military action. If a political solution proved unattainablc, the United States still rctaincd the option of a
milituy mponsc.... ï h c answer sccmed to lie in the thrcat of American intervention. In ordcr to e f f i t a
political solution, as m i d e n t Kemcdy deshd, the United States needed to persuade its adversuies in
Laos that Washington would htcrucnc, if nccessary, to prcvent the neutralists Patha Lao h m gaining
more gtound"@&

-
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requircd to undo Kennedy's Laotian 'deal' was for the Communists to perceive it as such and, as
events unfolded, that is precixly what they did.
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Chester Bo wlex
It ne& to be noted at this point that the notion of a negotiated xttlement that would
lead to Laotien neutrality had not automatically or spontaneously blossomed forth out of the

President's fears. Instead, al1 indications, which cari bc corroborated with documents, seem to
suggest that the policy was 'whispered into his ear' by the mephostophekan Chester Bowks.
President Kennedy proclaimed Chester Bowles to the Amencan news media. during his election
campaign (Febniary, 1960), as his designated chief adviser on foreign plicy.*

With his

background as a citic on foreign affairs in the Congress, Bowles was also every-inch a "newFrontiersman" and revealed as rnuch in his own testimony about himself:

The only realistic approach. i believed, war to buy whatever fime we could by
maintaining o nilitary power balunce. but with no iliusions about its fiagile
nature. We couuld only hope rhat within this period the necessary peacekeeping
apparatus could somehow be created within a strengthened United Nations.
which ultimately would becorne the bais for o system of wwid order.... As rhe
leader of the kind of world-wide liberal movement which I envisioned, a new
American President wouid be faced with the opposition of many powerfl vested
inrerests committed to the stutus quo. But on his side would be all the hwian
forces forjieedom, procluimed in our own Revolution, which had been graàually
evolving and were now inspiring young leaders in every corner of the world.4l
Armed with this idealism. and having k e n made the senior Under-Secretary of State in
the new Kennedy ~dministration,~
Chester Bowles, was soon conhnted with the Laotian
question. Feeling no particulsr restraint on his ideas and how they might affect mal people in the
real world, Bowles never wavered in his advice to Kennedy on Laos, and it was this advice that
eventually won the day:
Footnotes

40 Chester Bowles. Promises to K e e ~ MY
: Years In Public Smicr 1941-1969, (New Yorl<. [NYI:
Harper & Row, 1971), p. 285.
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h several occasions before his election, I had discussrd with Kenne&
the potenrial dangers of the situation in L w s in relation to rhc whole Southetut
Asia region. "The program on which the Eisenhower Administration embcuùed
in Laos," I wrote in a memorandum to him, "Strikes me as one of the most
appolling, naive. misguided and bady odininistered eflrts that has corne to my
attention in the lastfew pars, und we have seen some bad ones. " I believed t h t
some f o m of netmaliralion was the only pructical answer, and Kennedy
agreed.l3

*

Ibid., p. 334.
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Vo Nguycn Giap, Cleur and Un/mcecd SfnttegIc Thooghikc

Regardless of whatever Bowles and Kennedy thought or hoped would woik to stabilise
Laos, Vo Nguyen Giap knew exactly what had to be done in Laos in order to secure his assault
on the salients of South Vietnam. For Giap was a brilliant yet sober-minded and practical man
who undestmû the capabilhies and the use of m e d rnight in place of rnere rhetoric.

Vo Nguyen Giap was bom on the hrenty eighl day of August 1911, in the village of An
Xa situated in the Province of Quang Binfi. Thus, like Ngo Dinh Diem and Ho Chi Minh, Giap
was h m ceniral Vietnam or, more traditionally, Annam. There can be no denying the fact that

he was an extraordinary individual, from his youth on he had demonstmted remarkable
intelligence and unique powers of leadership and organisation. Politically involved since his

teens. he joined the Communists in the early 1930's. He acquired a de-

in law and political

economics h m the University of Hanoi in July of 1 9 3 7 .He
~ worked as a journalist for
revolutionary newspapers for a couple of yean and, by 1940, was teaching history at a private
school near ~anoi.45On December 22. 1944, Giap ovenaw the inception of the first
military/propaganda unit of what would becorne the People's Liberation A m y of ~ietnam.M
Starting out with thirty-four soldien he ended up by commanding a million more during his war
with the Americans and, while he made several disastrous mistakes during his campaigns against

the French and the Americans, he remained, ultimately, undefeateâ in the end?'
Footnotes

44 Peter Macdonald G i a ~The
: Victor in Vietnam. (New York. [NY]: W. W. Norton & Company,

t 993), pp. 16 - 17 and 22.

William J. Duikcr, The Communist Road to Powa in Vicaum, second cdition, (Boulder,
[Colorado]:Wcstvicw Rcss, 1W6),p. 69.
46 Ibid., p. 83.
47 Macdonald, Gia~,p. 17.
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Giap was a great admirer of Napoleon Bonaparte and could mite the French
commander's campaigns and battles, in detail. in rapid-fire lectures accompanied by precix
maps drawn on a blackboard. Though he also studied Lenin, Marx, Engels, and Mao religiously,
in ordet to understand the nature of revolutionary wdare, he, nevertheltss, admitted to the

French General, Raoul Salan, that it was h m an English soldier's work that he had discovered
the secrets to successhil guerrilla warfare. TE Lawrence, better known as Lawrence of Ambis,
had written a xminal w o k The Seven Pillm of Wisdom, which gave Giap

". ..practical

examples of how to apply minimum military force to maximum tactical and strategic effect."a
Accordingly, Giap bmught two invaluable understandings to the creation of his m y : a sound
grasp of Viemamese history and a natural genius in the discipline of the history of warfare.
Vo Nguyen Giap's firm grasp on the practical realities of conducting unconventional
warfare in Indochina had made him consider Laos as his strategic Iynchpin h m very early on.

Cornmunist though he was, Giap also manifested many of the intellechial predilections of a
traditional Conhician thinker. He had a love and respect for Sun TSU'Sm a ~ i a lthought, he had
the incredible patience of a true Confucian philosopher/ leader and he had the ability to look at

Thus, to Giap's far-sighted strategic vision. Laos was part
strategy in the long view of de~ades.4~
of an integrated seamless whole in the planning and conduct of war in vietnarn.S0 In this
context, his biographec gave a poignant history of how Giap had always viewed Laos and,
indeed, how he had urd it against the French:

"Giap had set his face Rom the beginning ogainst the kind ojconfiontution
inherent in the Korean Wm,still more againir the positional battles a t h e First
Foornotes

a Ibid. D. 23
49 Ibid., pp. 4 1 - 42.
9) John Colvin. GUo: V o l c m Under The Snow, (New York.

113.

[NY]:Soho Press inc..

1996). p.
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World Wm. with their eniphasii on mars fire-power and enforced absence of
mobility.... A&r the Black River campaign of 1952, Giap witMrew to regroup,
replace losses of men and equipnenr. and to plan the arsaulr on Laos. French
forces were sri11 weaker in t h t country and more accessible to Viet Minh attack
than in Cambodia or the Bmsac. Laos, becuwe it was politicalfy 'fimourable ' to
France, could not be neglected by the high comwtanà, stilf less afler the Matigon
Treaty or Mùtuaf Defence in 1953. The oppurtunities for dividing the forces of
the French Union once again and concentrating the Viet Minh against a
weakened and dispersed enemy in the Red River M a , Laos, Tonkin or the
Cenaal Highlands, were strategically evident to Giop. In Aprif 1953 his troops
aùvanced in multidivisionafstrength into Laos... "51

The importance of Laos remained constant in Giap's sûategy for final victory in Indochina.
There is no evidence to remotely suggest that he ever viewed Laos as not integral to this victory
even when the French had gone and the Americans had taken over with their support of the
Govemment of South Vietnam.
Kennedy's ultimate decision to engage in a political-diplornatic solution, involving the
talents of his roving Ambassacior, Averell Harriman, seemed to many observers to overlook how
the North Vietnamesc perceived the whole Laotian question. Eisenhower's concem was founded
on a more clear-sighted understanding than ~ennedy's,~2
in as rnuch as the former President
recopised the depth of the problem in Laos as it related to Nonh Vietnam and their strategic
Footnotes

s2 This is not to Say that Kmnedy had not k m wamed by his own advisors. such as Thcodore C.
Sorcnson, on the nality of what was going on in Laos and its direct e f f ' on South Vietnam. ïndccd, in
late April of 1961, Sorcnson delivend a memo to the new Rcsident which warncd him about this sctious
situation: "Mr.Bundy, Mt.Bell and 1 urge approval at Sanuday9sNSC meeting of only the basic concept
of an all-out intemal security eff' to Save Vietnam, indicating that the Task Force Repn is only a fvst
draft to bc rcviewed, reshapcd and then canied pcrsonally by the Vice-Resident on his trip.
1. We nccd a more nalistic approach.

To the extent that this plan depends on the communists king tied d o m in Laos or lacking further
forces, on our blocking land corndon through which communist suppon flows, or on o v obtaining
effective anti-ifiltration action against Laos, Carnbodia and the Laotian ncgotiations, the outcorne is
highly douffil." nicodon C. Sonnson, "37. Mcmorandum From nie Rcsident's Spccial Coun~l
(Sorcnson) to nie Resident," (Washington, April 28, 1%1), [Washington National Records Ccnm, RG
330, OSD Files: FRC 65 A 3078, Vietnam]. in FRUS: Vieinam. 1961, Vol. 1. 1961 - 1963, pp. 84 85.
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designs. Kennedy's own Pmidential Task Force for South Vietnam suppocied the wary

Eisenhower position on Laos. This Task Force assertion was made manifest in a Icngthy
document amchcd to a Memorandum h m Deputy Secretuy of Defense, Roswell Gilpatric.
Indced, they made the connection between the Pathet Lao and "neutralist" forces and North
Vietnam's designs on destroying Diem and his govemrnent in South Vietnam:

Afier a meeting in h o i on l3 ~ t f1959,
i
tlae
Central Committee of the North-Vietnamese Communist Party publicly
announced ifs intention "to smash" the govemment of President Diem.
Following this decision the Viet Cong have signiftcantly increased rheir program
of infiltration, subversion, sabotage and assassination designed to achieve this
end.

Amraisa/ o f the situation:

At the North Vietnamese Cornmmisî Pmty Congress in September I M O ,
the e d i e r declmation of unde~groundwar by the Pmty's C o n ~ oComrnittee
l
was re-a$krned l%haction by the pmty Congress took place only a month afier
Kong Le S coup in Laos. Scarcely hvo month later there was a military uprising
in Saigon. The turmoil created throughout the mea by thk rapid succession of
events provides on ideal environmentfor the Cornmunikt "masterplan" to take
over all of Souiheasf sia a. s3

In other words, things were looking grim in Southeast Asia and the CO-odinationbetween
d e c l a d Comrnunist intentions and actual violent events was fat too close to suggest anything
other than a very well-organised campaip master-minded out of Hanoi. Accordingly, it had not
escaped the expert judgement of Kennedy's Task Force members that the Laos talks and

-

upcoming Accords played right into the Communists' hands as they duly noted:

The efect of rhese negotiutions on the sirmion in Vietnam will be threefold:
First, the very fact thor the Fourteen Powers arc meeting under essentialt'y the
same ground rules as the 1951 Genevu Acconlr. including the concept of an ICC
mechcmism in Loos, Vietnam und Cambodia, ccould have a plitically inhibiting
Footnotes

Roswell Gilpairic. "42. Memonndm Fmm The Dcputy Scereîary of Defenw (Gilpaîric) to die
Presidcnt: [Anachment] A Pmgram of Action To prcvmt Communist Domination of South Vietnam,"
(Washington, May 3, 1% l), [Deparanent of Siate, Central Files, 61 1.5 1W-361. Top Secret] in FRUS:
Vietnam. 1%4 Vol. 1, p. 93.
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eflect on any signijcant memures which the US.might undertake to prevent a
Communist take-over in South Viet-IVam.
Second. as has been their p m i c e in the pst, the Communists can be expected
IO use the cover of an international negotiation IO expanrd their subversive
activities. In th& case. close co-ordination of their efforts in Southern Laos,
Cambodia and Viet-Nam c m be expected îïte 2Sû-mile border beîween South
Viet-Nam and Laos. while never eflectiveiy seuled in the pl,will now be
depriwed of even the semblance o/protection which the fiiendiy, pro-western
Laos oflers.s4
Thini, the three principal passes through the Annamite Mounîains - the Nape
Pass, Mugia Gap. and the puss thal controls the ruad fiom Quang Tri to
Savannakhet lie in Sowhem Loos. ïnese passes control three key military
avenues of d a n c e fion North Viet-Nam through Laos into the open Mekong
v d e y M i n g IO Thailand md South Viet-Nam. A Lao pliticul settIement t b t
would agord the Communists an opporhuiity IO maintuin any sort of control,
coverti'y or otherwise, of these mowtain passes would muke them gaie keepers to
the primary inlmd invasion route leuding îo Saigon and flanùing the rnost
important de/nsive terrain in the northern area of South ~ i e t - ~ u m . J ~

-

According to these documents it is made plain that Kennedy had b e n warned: Laos was
no place to surrender in to the Communists by permitting unenforceabk neutrality to be part of a

Laotian agreement in Geneva. Such surrender would not even buy time and could only
strategically threaten South Vietnam.The feer of al1 military commanders is to be out-flanked in
their defensive positions and trails through Laos pemiitted the North Vietnamese to do that.,
precisely, in relation to South Vietnam.

There were other things to be considered about Laos as well which had to include more
traditional Viemarnese designs and the history of the region. Thus, scholars familior widi the
Footnores

54 This w u pncixly the point that had Ngo Dinh Diem so upsct and it was his stubbom
objection to this that causcd Harriman to dislikc him, as Dicm s t d foursquare in the way of the Amtrican
plan. This critical understanding will k illumînatcd in Cul later in this work as the rcdcr will disccm.

ss Roswell Gilpüic. "42. Mernofandm Fmm The Deputy Scemciuy of ûefcnse (Gilpaoic) to the
Presidtnt: [Attachment] A Program of Action To prevent Communist Domination of South Viemam,"
[Depamnent of Steic, Central Files, 6 1 1.5 1K/5-361. Top S m t t ] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1% 1, Vol. 1, pp. 94
95,

-

-
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Laotian problem and how it conmcted to Viemam asserted that "The Lao War, thereforc,
contains several elements: Vietnam's traditional attempts to assert hegcmony over at teast parts
of what the French in the last century designated as Laos; an extension of the North Vietnamese

....'* Regardless of Averell Harriman's good diplomatic
muggle to take over South ~ietnarn
intentions and Kennedy's hopes that neutrality could be achieved and maintained in Laos
through the Geneva Accords (1962), the North Vietnamese had a much more aggressive agenda
to follow.

Southcast Asian scholars Paul F. Langer and Joseph I. Zaslov notd that in cornpliance
with the Geneva agreements on Laos, American and Filipino amed personnel were withdrawn

from the country. The N o f i Vietnamese, evidently, felt no sirnilar need to comply with Geneva
and lefi an estimated 10,000 men in Laos. This force lormed up the backbone of the Pathet Lao's
rnilitary strength.s7 The thinly veiled Vietnamese d e behind the Pathet Lao was made possible
because of the built-in ineffectiveness of the International Control Commission. For the [CC's
Communist memôer, representing Poland, was able to veto or obstruct any investigative action
that would uncover the North Vietnamese forces inside ~ a 0 s . M
It should have b e n obvious to the Kennedy Administration what was going to happen

in

Laos as the North Viemarnese and the Pathet Lao had openly displayed a negative attitude about
international inspection and enforcement right fiom the beginning of the Geneva Conference.
Foutnotes

Sé Langer and Zasloff, Nonh Vietnam and the Pathet Lao, p. 1.

**Incornpliancc wirh the Geneva Accords. US and Filipino personnel who had km tighting on
the sidc of the Royal Lao Govcrnrncnt wcm witfidrawn h m the country. The same could not bc said of the
North Vietnamese forces (estimated at 10,000 men) who had k n the ôackbone of Pathet Lao rnilitary
mcngth. nie North Victnarnesc never a hitted the prescnce of their fighting units,..." l
u p. 79.
Sû "This concealment of the Vietnamese mk in Laos w u possible only becaux the Intemational
Cmml Commission nmaincd inefféctive; in addition its Commwiist mcmbct (Poland) was able to veto or
obsmict any investigative action that might rcvcal the continued Vietnamesc prcscnce in Laos or othcrwise

embarras the Communist side."

Ibid.
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For the North Vietnamese dekgation had insisted that "...the neutrality of Laos should be
mainly safeguarded by the Laotians thernselves."s9 The Pathet Lao attempted to 'wrap
themselves-in-the-flag' by insisting on the recognition of Laos' sovereignty and neutrality which
they would sornehow uphold; and thus they threatened: "We should Iike to add that we will not
tolerate guarantee or control by an international body, however constituted, of Our country's
sovereignty and neutrality."W Of course, what this did guarantee was that No&

Vietnamese

trmps were hee to cross into the Communist controlled zone of Laos whenever it suited them.
As a result, by the time the Geneva Accords were hamrned-out in 1962, the North Viemarner

along with the Pathet Lao controlled approxirnately the sarne amount of temtory as the Viet
Minh had been able to at the end of the war with France, July 1954. In reality this rneant that the
largest portion of the Laotian highlands approximately half the temtory of Laos, was under
Communist conmlP1 Kennedy's policy, then, had only deluded the Arnencans as the
Comrnunists had achieved a net gain out of the whole Laotian f l a i r and the negotiated
'neutrality' senlement only xrved to cernent this gain in writing.

The evidence is snong, therefore, that the Communist m i l i t q success at
the end of the 1961-1962 ofensive in Laos was due primarily to the ~ o o p
cornmitment fiom North Vietnam. From their own point of view, the North
Viemumese had made substantial gains: Nor only war the mea of the Ho Chi
Footnores

59 b%c negative attitude of the North Viemamese and of the Pathet Lao with regard to
international inspection and enforcement of the ncuaalization of Laos was clcariy stated by their
rcprcsentatives at the Gcneva Conference. The DRV dclcgation insisted thst "the ncuaality of Laos should
bc rnainly safeguarded by the Laotians thcmsclvcs;" Ibid., pp. 79 80.

-

60 "... the Pathet Lao expressed their view in these bnitally hPnk tcrms: "We should like to acid
that we will not toleratc guarantce or control by an international body, however constituted, of ow
country's sovercignty and neuuality." Ibid., p. 80.
61 "North Vietnamese f o m thus maincd fm to cross ovct into the Communist zone of Laos at
wiH....By the timc the Geneva Accords of 1%2, the territory which the DRV and PL forces controllcd was
roughly the samc as the t e m t ~ ythe Viet Minh had held a the close of the war against the Fnnch in July
1954. mis memt the buk of the highianâs of Laos, or abwt half the ttnitory, although the population in
these mrr was only 20 to 30 percent of the counuy's total.'' l u
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Minh Trail now securely in Cowtmunist hands, but the northem provinces
bordering on Vietnam were also clearly within Communist control, thereby
providing a bufler between Vietnam and a potenrial enerny. In the ficture, this
bufer zone could serve as a staging mea for fvrher advances infoother parts of
the country. Laos was now divided, and ir seemd unlikely that peacefif
reunifcution could be achieved without North Viemamese consent. "62
Considering the fact that the fortifications in the Dien Bien Phu valley had k e n placed

there by the French in order to deny the Viet Minh strategic access to ~ a o s , athe mident of
military history and strategy cm only rcasonably assume that Kennedy's leading advocates for a
new policy toward Laos had strayed into serious enor. Chester Bowles and Averell Harriman

had either very short mernories or were so exceedingly arrogant that they believed their ideas of
a negotiated neutrality would succeeâ where amis and the very best efforts o f the more
experienced French had been unsucce~shil.~
The proof that Kennedy's men failed at what they
set out to do in Laos became blatantly manifest years later when the Arnericans were heavily

engaged with their own forces in South Vieinam. as Professor Douglas Pike duly noted:

Loos h a great relevmrcyfor Vietnam. Muny oofthe more astute obsemers of the
Southeast Asia scene have long insisted t h any setrlement of the Vieinam war
m w t also involve a settlement in Laos, thiat stability is not possible in eirher
place unless if exists in both As of late 1968, at least 40,000 P.4 YN truops were
in Laos and the DRY-Pathet Lao apparat conrolled about haifthe country. The
Pathet Lao orgonizution is permeated with DRY "ohtisers," both militury and
Foumotes

-

62 &d
i &,pp. 79 80.
63 The commander-in-chicf s (Navane) vicw of îhc coefulncss o f Dien Bien Phu was as an airsupplicd 'hedgchog' h m which the encmy could bc attacked on a scale sufficicnt to cause him
substantially to disperse his forces, and thus delay if not halt the drive fw Laos...The ovcrriding argument
for Navam lay in his k l i e f that the location and annament of the base would pmvent Giap fmm scizing
his main targets h Laos bcfore the monwon and the inevitable Viet Minh withdrawal during the rainy
scason." Colvin, Giap, p. 12 1.
64 SV Rokn Thompson told the Amcricans. in very blunt ternis, that ihey haâ ignore&the French
expcrience to thcù own cost: "...the French cxpcricncc in Indochina was almost totally wriaen off and
disrcgatded." Thomas C. Thaycr, "Rnmu of the French and Amencan Expricncc in Vietnam." in '
!)A
Lessons of Vietnam, W. Scott ïhompsm & Donilâson D. Friacll, editors; (New York, [NYI: Crane,
Russak & Company, Inc., 1977). pp. 3 5 - 36.
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civilian; and they, rather t h the Laotian Comniunist carfres, muke the
decisions, initiate actions, defne doctrine, and in general h e p the movemeni on
the track and moving.... At any rute, it seems clem thal a settlement of the
Vietnam conjlct muir also involve the matter of DR V octivities in Laos.

Looking on in dismay at the Kennedy Administration's policy toward Laos, the
President of South Vietnam, had his own serious doubts about the Amencans reinforccd; this
kcarne an area of substantial tension between Diem and the Department of State which ~ q u i r e d

Ambassador Nolting's best efforts to ameiiorate. Even then, this 'amelioration' was obstnicted
because, while Diem controlled his criticism, Harriman and his faction within the Statc
Department became ever more venomous in their denigration of the Vietnamese President with

the clear goal of having him mnoved k m power. Yet, as the Amencans were to fuid out, they
could acquiesce to the mnoval from power and murder of Diem, but they could not destroy the
reality that existed in Laos. This reality included the ever-incrcasing use of Laos by the North

Vietnamese. For the mountain c o u n q had becorne the logistical support supply-line for theu
campaip in South Vietnam.

65 Douglas Püce, War. Pcacc. and the Vict Cong, (Cmôridge, N
I
:
Massachusetts instiaite of
Technology Frcss, 1%9), p. 44.

Averefl Harrimun, 'The C.ocoâüe':

At this juncture it really becomes necessary to take a closer look at W. Avcnll

Hamiman. This was the man whose character and force of will steered American poiicy in Laos.
Harriman also had a direct efftct on Ambassador Noliing and his mission to Ngo Dinh Diem's
South Vietnam. Thus, Avetell Harriman, as an American State Department official who was
well-established and well-known in elite Arnerican society.66 wielded considcrabk domestb
political power.6' As Kennedy's Special Roving Ambassador and then Assistant Secretary of
State for Southeast Asian ~ f f a i n . a ~ v e r e directly
ll
affècted the outcome of Amencan afFairs

and negotiations in Laos during this time pcriod.

Harriman came from a wealthy family, originally from London. England, which had
emigrated to New Haven, Connecticut, in 1795.69 Averell's father, Edward Henry Harriman
expanded the Hamiman fortune considerably in America becoming the lest "...and arguably, the
mightiest of al1 the railroad barons, d e r of the far-flung Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
Footnotes
66 George Ball, in his memoin, indicated that Averell Haniman was viewed as king quitc b r u n
with his political cfout which apparently spillcd-over d u h g the 1956 Residcntial campaign. For examplc,
"Adalai [Stevenson] was iriccd by what he rcgarded as Haniman's lack of gracc and subtlety in pushing
himsclf forward..." George Ball, The Past Has Anothcr Pattern: Memoin, (New York, WY]:W.W.Norton
& Company, 1982), p. 134.

This power of Hanhan's was made mention of by Rcsident K e ~ e d ywhen he decland: "I'm
also grateful to Govemor Harriman for koming,aAcr holding probably as many important jobs as any
Amcrican in out history, with the possible exception of John Quincy Adams, for now taking on the job of
Assistant Secretary for the Far East." John F. Kennedy, #488- [9] "The Prcsidents News Confcnncc of
Novcmbcr 29, 1961," in Public Paners of the Rcsidcnts of ïhc United States: John F. Kcnncdv. 1961d
(Washington, [DC]:Unitcd States Govemment Printing Office, 1%2), p. 760.
Hanhan had rcreivcd this posting at the siunc time that Pmi&nt Kennedy appointcd George
Ball to the office of Under Secrttary of Statc. Ball, ne Past Has Anothcr Pattern, p. 172.

fi9 Ruby Abriunson, S m n i i u The C e n w : The Life of W. Avcrell Harrimm. 189 1- 1986, (New
York NI: William M m w & Company, Inc., 1992), p. 2 1.
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systems, a power behind the Illinois Central, and a moving force in boardmoms of other
railroads from coast to c o a ~ t . "It~is~imporiant to note that Avenll shared with his father many
of the character traits which would lead him and U.S.policy into conflict with the realitics in
Laos and, subsequently. with Frederick Nolting and Ngo Dinh Diem in Vietnam. Edward
Hamiman wu: "Secretive, nithkss, manipulative, nlentless. He was also too pmud to explain

himself, too stubbom to change....*"l Having built and sold fieighters (steamships) to the United
States Govemment during the First World War and on into the 1920's,'12 and as Chaiman of the
,~3
indeed, developed the
Board of the Union Pacific Railmad during the ~ e ~ r e s s i o n Averell,

same ferocious reputation as his father.
Harriman had a long association with the Soviets that went back to the days of World
War II when he had acted as President Roosevelt's chief expediter of the lend-lease program of

war materiel to Stalin's USSR.') ln his early dealings with the Soviets, Harriman developed a
Footnotes

-

Avetcll's father, in many ways, cpitomised in action and in character, the giants of commerce
and industry who had such a ptofound impact on both Canada and the United States toward the end of the
last ctnhiry. Indtcd, Edward Harriman compcted with the likt of J.P. Morgan and James Jerome Hill, o h
besting them in theù titanic fuiancial duels. "E.H. was a force of nature, a prodigy who arrivcd on Wall
Street a scrawny, nearsightcd fourteen-year-old with the c u ~ i n gof a wolf and enough energy to light the
stock exchange. Whcn it counted, he could and did while still a young man outmanoeuvre and outwit
even J. Pierpont Morgan, thc corpulent captain of Amcrican high finance, admUiistMng thc only dcféats
that the imperious Morgan could bring himself to acknowlcdgc.

-

-

As a r a i M e r , Haniman had no quai, unlcss it was his Morgan-financcd northern rival, James J.
Hill, who built the only raihoad to the Pacific coast without benefit of govertunent land-gnuitts and who
was as arnbitious as Harriman to extcnd his domain ail the way to the Onent." l u p. 22,

lbid.
-

-

'2 Ibid., pp. 112 138.

Ibid., p. 209.
'4 Walter Isaacson and Evan Thomas. m e Wise Men: Six Frimdr and the World
-m
Acheson. Bohlen. Hamiman. K e ~ a nLovett.
.
McClov, (New York, (NY]: Simon & Schustcr Inc., 1986), p.

214.
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very good s e n s of how they negotiated and, generally, was able to i n t e t p ~
their intentions with

a reasonable d c g m of a c c ~ r a c ~It. ~was
5 this experience, negotiating with the Soviets, which
convinced Hamman that hc was interprcting their desirt for a ncgotiatcd settlement in Laos
comctly and that the Soviets could bnng the necessary pressure to bear on the Pathet Lao and
their direct sponsors, the North Vietnamese. As Ambassador Nolting explained:
Qursrion: @y Denis O'Brien of the J.F.K Librmy Oral Hlrioty Program) Weil,
how does Harriman jwtrjL the Laotian Geneva Accords to you when you have

these conversations with him?
Nolting: There were several rather vivid exchunges that took pluce that I
renteniber. He jwiified it, in the @al analysis, on the basis thaf he had a
'pngertips feeling" -- that's in quotes -- {hot the Rupsians would police the
Communist signatories and make them live up to this. And I remember replying
rhaf he 'd huà experience in Rwsia and that I hod not, but thnr rny 'Yngertips"
toid n e j u ~ the
r reverse. 76
Haniman had gamereâ signifiant and substantial diplomatic accolades during the

Second World War, as he had been United States' Ambassador to both Great Britain and the
Soviet union."

In addition to this he had become Secretary of Commerce, yet his real

aspirations for attaining an important secretarial role, within Defenx or State, continued to
remain unfulfilled. Hamiman believed that he would be the President's next choice for Secretary
of State when Marshall was forced to retire owing to ili health. He held this belief because he

had worked with the men whose job it had been to organise, set-up and implement the Marshall

Plan in post-war Europe. Likewix, he had suppotted Pmident Truman consistently in his
policies. Regardless of Haniman's kliefs and hopcs, President Truman announced in January of
Footnotes

'5 W. Avemll Hwiman, America and Rusia In A Channing World: A Half Centuw o f Penonal
Observation, (Garden City, NI:Doublcday & Company, hc., 1971), pp. 28,29,3 1,33,34.

Fmkrick Nolting, "Third h l Hinory Interview with Fredcnck Nolting." Reeonkd interview
by Demis O'Brien, May 7, 1970, pp. 89 90, John F. Kmnedy Librery, h l History Rogram.
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-

Abramson. Swnninn The Centuw, pp. 4 13 4 14.
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1949 that the new S e c m would be Dean Acheson. Yet again, Averell had been disappointed

in attaining the most coveted diplomatic p o ~ t . ~ *

In these early pst-war years Hamiman had been appointed as Special Assistant to the
President, a role in which he was

CO work

very closely with Truman and Dean Acheson as the

Korean War unfolded.'g nien, during the Eisenhower Presidency, Harriman had entered state
politics and becarne the Govemor of New YOQO

a title he liked to k referred by in the future

(Le., "Govemor"). Nevertheless, Averell's love for a top posting in the diplomatic field, still,
continued to haunt him in its elusiveness and with the elcction of a Democratic President, John

F. Kennedy, Harriman sensed that the time was nght to re-assert his diplomat's credentials.
Harriman had contributed over $30,000 US to Kennedy's campaign and, out of his own
pocket had toured Africa and reportd bock to Kennedy on the situation in the Congo, which had

e ~ p t e din xcessionist civil-war in 1960. Even though the Kennedy's were clearly ninning with
the whole youth rnovement in theu campaign thcy could not i p o n the contributions and

prestige of Harriman.Arthur Schlesinger and John Kenneth Galbrail drove this point home to
the new President who, upon election, had paid al1 his political debts except to Averell. They told
Kennedy that a Democratic administration without Haniman was unthinkable. President
Kennedy. subsequently, allowed Averell Harriman to basically design his own job within the
State Department and, accordingly. Harriman was swom in as Kennedy's Ambassador-at-large
on December 30, 1 9 6 0 . ~The
~ mle was ideal for HurUnan, as it had an hinoric prccedent with

Benjamin Franklin, and it allowed him to chart a rclatively independent course
Footnotes
78 ibid., p. 435.
79 fbid., p. 440.

lbid., p. 5 1S.

pp. 578 -582.
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Department supervision. With a fair d e g m of accuracy, authon Isaacson and Thomas descrik
Harriman's new cirtumstances and the importance o f Laos to Averell's resumcted political

While Acheson (Dean) was " k i n g out, " Harriman was nying to scramble
back in. Laos was his ticket; he und Kenneùy were "JW&'yin the same mood, " he
later recalled, about the need to moid an amed conlfontation over the tortured
IittIe country.... Harriman finally succeeded in ge tting w k t he c d e d "a good
bad deal. " ABer fourteen month and millions of words, the major powers and
bordering counnies signed on accord in July 1962 gucuanteeing Laos's
neutrality. The North Viemamese ignored the pact and continued to support the
Pathet ~ a o . . ! ~
In fact, the whole Laos negotiation manoeuvre had allowed Averell to 'serarnble back in'

as he becarne Kennedy's busiest international problem solver. During this process he built
himseif a formidable reputation for lulling his intended 'victims' during discussions with the
appearance of docility and then, at the appropriate moment, he would suddenly switch to the
attack. Indeed, thanks to the efforts of McGeorge Bundy. Harriman became known as the old
'crocodile' m u n d Washington.
His epLrodes o j impatient snapping in the genteei atmosphere of the
White Howe c m e d McGeorge Bundy to liùen him to an old crocodile mouiing
j h m a feigned dore with Jashing jaws ... With the help of Joe Alsop, who had
Jrsthand experience with the crocodile phenomenoa Bundy S label stuck
Harriman wac. Aisop disclaimed, "quiescent looking, even somnolent seeming,
until the dictates of commun sense or the great interests ofthe United States me
attackod. Wherereupon the greut jaws open and another fool finds t h he is
Jguratively missing a leg. "
Haniman loved the image becouce it eniiumced a reptation for
toughness which he hod valued und long cultivated by sprinkling cables and
memoranda with references IO how "blunt" or "brutal" or "tough" he had been
with one foreign oficial or another. So, when he was showered with crocodiles
of bras, crystal, silver, and &th, he put them on display in his ogce and hir
Footnotes

-

82 Isaacson and Thomas, The Wise Men, pp. 616 618.
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various residences, and sometimes used Ctocodile as hh c d e narne in secret
cablesfiom abroud.83

While the Laos negotiations had seen the emergence of the CrocodUe and had enhsnced
his reputation as a diplomat who got things done, in fact, the whole affair was much worse than
"the best of a bad deal." Laotian neutrality was a catastrophe for Southeast Asia. Hiuriman,
himself', explained that Kennedy was in hl1 agreement with a negotiated settlemcnt and,
Iaconically, broke down the failure of the Laos agreement in the following excerpt from his book
America and Russia in a Channing World:
rk~ughoutthe period President Kennedj f position was unchanging. He Blly
supported the negotiations for a political settlement. In fuct a f i r one meeting
with his aùvisers in lute Augtrst, which I attended, he telephoned me personally
ro maàe sure I undcrstod clemly hh position. He said "The alternative tu an
understanding with Sorrvannu is not one that I would like to contemplute. ':..
However, due ro Pathei Lao intrtmsigence und the North Viemamese violutions
of the agreement, o de facto partition of the counny hac resulted.... in violation
of the specipc terms of the agreement, the North Vieinurnese huve conrinued to
use the Ho Chi Minh Truii und have suppored the Pathet Lao in order ro
achieve this objective.84

What Hamiman had failed to mention about the final settlement, which he engineered,
was the critical issue of how to ensure compliance. Because it was concemed with facts on the

ground in Laos, this was an issue that overwhelmed, in importance, just about every other aspect
of the Laos Accords. Through the force of his remarkabk will and skills Harriman had managed
to forge an agmment on Laotian neutrality that had otficial support from al1 ppities concerned,
including the North Vietnamese. Regardless of this 'Icgal' triumph, in his haste to prove himself
to Kennedy, Harriman had overlooked the fact that signatures on a piece of paper were one thing
while the nality that the force of anns diclaied on the gmund in Laos, was quite another.

Abnmson, Smninn The Cenhtrv, p. 603.

-

Hanhan, Amrrica and Russia in A Channing Worlâ, pp. 1 12 1 13.
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The Soviets, of course, werc more than wilting to go along with Harriman's agreement

as it gave hem substantial prestige in the region at a relatively cheap cost. Thus. b e y agmd to
ensure that al1 the Communist states would comply with the neutrality declaration. Furthemore,
they accepted the agreement's language that stipulated that Laotian temtory could not be uscd in
the affairs of a neighbounng state. Specifically. this meant that the North Vietriamese could not
use Laos as a logistics supply route to South Vietnam for theit support of the insurgency

therein.85
The State Depurment, however, proved to be tougher customers than the Russians and
this was so much the case that Harrirnan actually found it easier to agree with the Soviet
negotiator, Pushkin. than with Washington. In fact Hamiman collided, headsn, with leading
State D e p m e n t oficials who insisted that the [CC (International Control Commission) had to
have the authority to travel Laos at will in order to report on any violations of the accord. Dean
Rusk charnpioned this tight and went straight to the Plesident with the issue. Rusk told Kennedy
that the ICC's fieedom of movement in Laos was absolutely critical ". ..especially on the routes
for present Worth Vietnamese] infiltration into South ~ietnarn."a Harriman. though, had
already made his plans to secure the President's approval for his 'neutralisede Laotian accord.
According to his wife, Pamela Churchill Hamman. and her biographers, Averell had calculated

an h

l 'end-nin' on both Dean Rusk and George Ball as he had befriended Robert Kennedy.

''The Soviets ngrced to take nsponsibility for al1 the Communist sutes' cornpliance with the
ncutrality declaration and accepted the language declaring that Laotian temtory would not be uscd in the
affairs of neighburing states meanhg the No& Vietnamesc could not use the mils through Laos to
support the insurgency in South Vietnam." Abramson, S m i n n The Ccntur~,pp. 586 - 587.

-

û
5i "At t i m a it was casier for Huriman to a g m with Ruhkin than with Washington. When the
conference tumcd to arrangements for an International Conml Commission to monitor violations of the
accorâ, he coilidcd with State Department officiais, who insistcdthat the commission k givcn autharity to
travel the country at will. Fmdom to movc about the country, Rusk told the Residcnt, was critical
'espccially on the routes for pnsent [North Vietnamcse] infiltration into South Vietnam."' Ibid.
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This fiiendship with the President's bmther, in

hun.

bmught Haniman and his policy on Laos

directly to President ICennedy.*' Dean Rusk. however, was not a man to be got amund easily and
thus he and George Ball arranged their administration of the State Deparmient so that neither one
of them was out of the country at the same time. Pamela Churchill Harriman claimed that the
express purpose for this BalCRusk 'tag tearn' wes to pnvent Avenll fran ever becoming the

Acting Secretary of

tat te.^

Confident of his White House connections, Haniman was uruelenting in his quarrcl with

the State Department and continued to insist that the ICC (International Control Commission)
authority was an ana where the United States would have to compromise. On this salient point,
not only did Dean Rusk d i s a p e with Haniman but also so did neutralist advocate Chester

-

Bowles as well as Deputy Under-Secreâaq U. Alexis johnmn, and Walter McConaughy. the
assistant secretary for Far Eastern ~ f f a i r s . ~
When the matter went before Kennedy, incredibly, he sided against his own Secretary of
State and gave Averell official sanction for endorsing the restrictions on the ICC. Evidently. the
political efficiency of Hamman's Machiavel lian move to befnend the President's brother.
Robert, and gain direct access to John F. Kennedy, had been confirmed. One other important
point that should be associated with this success of Haniman's would be the fact that, with the
President's endorsement, Harrirnan had proved that he was a locus of power within the Kennedy
Administration and a force to be reckoned with. In the iùture, rather than quarrel with Harriman.

Footnotes

87 Sally Bedcll Smith, Reflected Glorv: The Life of Pamclr Churchill Hiuriman, (New York,,
WY): Simon & Schustct, 1997), p. 257.

89 Abrammron, Smnninn The Ccnnw, p. 587.
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leading officers in the State Depariment would tend to either 'get on board' with his policy
initiatives or 'look the other way* while Hamiman proceeded with his course of action?
Frederick Nolting, however, remained critical of Averell's policy toward Laos, as did

rnany others outside of State as well. Thus, Harriman's critics within the Kennedy
Administration pronounced the grand opening of the 'Averell Haniman Memorial Highway'
which, of course, also became known as the 'Ho Chi Minh Trail.'

With t h t concession, neutrality would amount to a partition of the
country beneath the sophisîry of coulition government. Harriman 's critics, even
those who argued purtition wos the solution, would always point to the
concession as o fatal mistake thut opened the w q for Norih Vietnum to w e the
s
Laos for its invasion of the South the Averell Horriman
jungle ~ u i l through
Highway, some would cal1 if. At the Stute Department, John Steeves acerbically
suggesred that the next cable Rom Hamiman S Geneva mission would probably
be signed ~ushkin.91

-

Footnotes

90 "He [Averell] had a political and social constihmcy that spmed decades and strctched
around the wotld. When it çuited him, hc could ignore bunaucratic protocol and use his personal channels
into fw-flung govenunents, not to mention the White House and the inner circles of Kennedy's adviscrs.
Before it was widely notice4 he had acquircd his own coterie of carter ofkcrs and K e ~ c d yappointees to
whom hc was leader and mentor. ffe looked out for hem, and they looked out for h h .

Mike Forresta1 and Car1 Kaysen pmvided an avenue to the Oval Oflice through the National
Security Council staff. Arthur Schlcsinger, a longtime fiend with vaguely dcfined nsponsibilities and
constant access to the Presidcnt, kept Harriman's views on politics, the Soviet Union, the condition of the
State Department, and anything else that occurrcd to him bcfore the President... His alliance with Robert
Kennedy, solidified as the attorney gencral movcd into the forcign policy and nationabsecurity picturc,
bccame as cfktivc as his tnendship with Harry Hopkins haâ been in the Roosevelt administration. Unlikc
Rusk, who personally and pmfessionally rcscnted the attmey general, Hartiman courtcd the Raident's
brother, sewing as a contact, adviser, and sounding board. Though the collaboration was at the start
calculated and self-servirtg on the part of both, they were natural allies, impatient, intolerant, sornetimes
mthless, and consummatcly loyal to the President... The home base of the Hanhan-Bob Kennedy team
was cventually cstablished in a high-powetcd National Sccwity Council cornmittee crcated to coordinatc
the United States' mponse to Communist-backed wars of liktation."' l u p. 601.
Fredcrick Nolting, " Kennedy, NATO,and Southeast Asia," in Dirilomacv. Administration. and
Policv: The ldeas and Carters of Fredcrick E. Noltinn. Jr.. Frcderick C. Mosher. and Paul T. David,
Kenneth W. Thompson, editor, (Lanham, waryland]: University h s s of America for the Miller Centcr University of Virginia, 1993, pp. 34 - 35.
91 AbRmson, S~anninizThe C c n w , p. 587.
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The effects of Hamiman's concessions on the ICC's ability to patrol and report on
Neutrality Accords' violations had an irnmediate impact in Saigon. From the United States

Embassy on through to the Govemment of South Vietnam, a wave of substantial protest bcgan in
earnest; Ambassador Nolting recalled these serious events in his own words:

Well, before Mr. Hariman became Assistant Secretaryfor FwEastem Afairs,
he wac (às you kmw) negotiating the Laotim agreement. Thut war during the
y e u 1961,and I ~hinkil wc<sfinaliy signecl by d l parties in early '62, $1 r e c d
the dates. During that period, we were màed flom tirne to tirne in Saigon for
views about the way the Laotim
was being shaped up. More and more, it
became apparent that the sofguards with which we horl s t d negotiating that
heu@, sufeguurds... arsuring the territorial integrity, neuîrality of Laos against
possible violations by the Commwiist signutories, or rhose that were negofiufing
on the Communist side. And l became somewh concerned by this because ifthe
treuv as originally envisaged making a real neutraf out of Laos didn 't corne ofl
that way, then iî exposed the /lank of South Vietnam and made our job much
more dlflcult. And so, I would comment in thh vein f M m tirne ro rime, and the
South Vietnamere govemment likewise become more and more concemed. They
had a representative ut Geneva and they were parties to the negotiation.
.And when iffinally shaped up so that practically al1 o j the safipurch
were removed, President Diem and his govemment had grove misgivings as to
whether they should sign the agreement. By and loge. I ugreed with that point
of view because /jelr thar wititout the safiguards, the ReUty wouid be violated
The Ho Chi Minh Trail would be, in eflect, opened up complefeiy to the North
Viemamesefor infimaring South Vietnam. And th& would m k e ir very diflcdt
fo maintah, to cany out, the polky of the Kennedy Adminimolion, v b u - v i s

-

South Vùtnam, wllich wtas to support trbcir independence Su, at th& point,
di~culfiesdid begin to develop benueen Our mission and AvereII Harrimn

[my emphasisj.9*
Ambassador Nolting was quick to point out that his mission in Saigon was not the only
one in Southeast Asia to be placed in a veq dificult position with their host government and
Averell Harriman as similar problems arose in ~hailand?3The response of the Secretary of

Footnotes
92 Fndekk Nolthg, "Thud Oml History intmiew with Frcderick Nolting." Rccorded intewiew
by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970, pp. 84 - 86, John F. Kennedy Libmy, Oral History Program.
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State was that the Amencan ambassadors, in Thailand and Vietnam. should stick to their specific
programs with ttiek respective host govemments and not to worry about the Laotian

agreement^.^^ Nevertheless. Laos became a spectre that haunted all of Southeast Asia and the
unsatisfactory effêcts of the way the Accords were taking shape continued to reverberate
throughout the Southeast Asian Iheatre. RegPrdless of thex t a k s which were gcneratcd as a
resuh of the cease-fire agreement of early 196 1 ,95 the North Vietnarnese continued their efforts

to use their bases in nonhem Laos and move into South Vietnam through southern Laos. nius,
Nolting inforrned the State Department, via telegram. in August of 1961, that Diem wps strrssing
the need to clean up the salient areas in southem Laos and that Sarit of Thailand could probably
be convinced to help out in this effort:
S. Diem gravely concerned over deterioration southem Laos in recent month
and would of course Iike to see action tuken to dean up t h area... Bangkok
and Vientiane much better qualified than me to comment on li&eiihotxiSarit and
Phoumi CO-operationin cleanup southern LUOS. From Saigon if would appem
thut Phoumi couid be persuoded without much trouble as we believe here is
inclination on his port al limes to throw in towel re northem Laos, withàrm his
forces to south and attempt set up sepmate govemment there. Phoumi would
probubly regard co-ope~iveeflort in southen Laos as ut l e m giving him
greuter assurance of being able to hold out there if ho Lr obliged to give up
north....We would assume if enough outside support thrown in (e.g.. Pakistani
troops) to ccnduct both operations, Sarit would willingly co-operate on southern
Laos operution as well.96

Ofiicially, the State û e p m e n t continued to ignore the realities of southern Laos and
Nolting's assessment, which was really Diem, Phoumi and Sarit's' assessment, of the serious

9s R» hasis of the Geneva talh w u establishcd with the cc=-fue arrangements agrced too and
sponsorcd by the Soviet Union and the United States in April of 1% 1.
% Ambusador Nolting, "120. Telegram F m the Emôassy in Vietnam to the DcpMneat of
State." &cd: Saigon. Augwt 14, 1%1 7p.m.; [Depumient of State. Central Files, 75 1K.00/8- 1561. Top
Sccnt; Priority) in FRUS: Vietnam. 1961, Volume 1,1Ç61 - 1963, pp. 280 28 1.
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situation there. Flux and variance began to take over in U.S. policy and the Laos question
became the demarcation line for this inconsistency. Ambassador Nolting rememkred this point

of depanure, h m previous poiicy, quite clearly and he noted that it emanated from Avercll
Harriman and his powerful faction within the State Department. He noted that the policy had,
indeed. become inconsistent as a result of a genuine effort to make Laos a t ~ l neutral
y
buffer
zone tiee the of insurgency warfare which plagued South ~ietnarn.~'
Nolting, however, stressed
that this inconsistency was made manifest as the negotiations pmeeded at Geneva. It became

clear to the American negotiaton that Laos was not going to be frce of the North Vieinamer and
chat they were bcing rather badly duped. Nolting conhnted Harriman with this recognition:

But us ihings shuped up. and us negotiations proceeded in Geneva, if became
clearer and clearer, I think that it wasn't going to turn out that way, that we
were being had in negotiutions. And I remernber having it out rather hot und
heavy with Mr. Hawimm on this score on severol occasions: once at a meeting
in Bangkok and unother titne or a meeting in M i i f a...98
Eventually, the HarrirnadNolting debaie on Laos spilled over into the public domain as cari be
duly noted in the following editorial report gleaned hThe Richmond News Leader (Saturday,
June 9, 1962):

Columnist Robert S. Allen reported recently on a cfosed door row between
roving Ambossador Averell Harriman and Richmond's own Fredprick E.
Nolting, Jr.. aomb~ssadorto South Vietnam. Mr.Nolting was urguing vigon>urly
against the administration's spnsorship of a Cammunist coalition government
in Loos. He said thoi "ingood conscience" he could not support the plan.
Footnotes
97 "No, it reemed to me inconsistent [Stste Department policy] Ihst way.... I cm understand why
the original attempt was made to make a na1 neutrai buffet statc out of Laos, to remove it and al1 of the
territory of Laos h m the subversive warfan of the rcst of the pcninsula; namely, Vicrnam." FnQrick
Nolting, "Thid Oral History Interview with Fndcrick Nolting." Recordcd interview by Demis O'Brien,
May 7,1970, pp. 87 - 88, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Rogrsm.
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"You'n not workhg for God, " [my emphasis] Allen srrys Hamhan
snapped back "You'n worklng for the Kenne@ administration [my

empharis1."99

William Colby, h m his perspective of CIA Saigon Station Chief added to Nolting's appraisal
with his own overall and typically wry assessment:

Presidont Kennedy and M. Khrushchev decided thar they didn 't w m to have a
crisis in Laos, they huù too many other m e a and that wcun 't a very convenient
place, and thor if we coufâ make a deal that we JW WOU[& 'f have a problem
there. We made the Genevu agreement and we al1 [witMiewJ The Soviet air
force wihirew and we witMrew Our white star teams and the speciul forces mid
d l that. The on& ones tkat didii't compiy were the North Hetnamac T h q
raumed ihe pmctss of suppmslng Northern Laos [my empharis]. lm
It should be noted that, just prior to this time when the Accords were finally signed and
the withdrawal of American and Soviet assistance was implemented, Averell Harriman was still

not Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affain. Clearly the roving ambassador had such
a posting in mind as he maintained a singular determination to please President Kennedy with a
signed neutrality accord for Laos?almost regardless of the cost.l0l Roving ambassadorship had
Foornotes
99 The editors. The Richmond News Leader, (Sanirâay. June 9. 1962) Editorial P. **WeekVs
End".
p. 10. Article is also available through "The Paptrs of Frcderick (Fritz) Ernest Nolting, Jr.." - Accession
No. of Collection: R621/102.92, Box nurnbet: 23, Foldcr Date and Heading: Professional Papen
NewscIippings 1 of 2; (Charlottesvilk, [Virginia]: Spccial Collections of the University of VVQinia Library

-

- The Aldeman Library).

loOTed Gittinget, "William E. Colby on Viemam. Interview 1." Recordcd interview by Ted
Giainger, June 2, 1981, p. 35, Lyndon Baincs Johnson Library, 1History Program, Austin, Tx.
lot One of the mort lucid descriptions of Harriman's new-found prth to diplomatic ascenâancy
within the Kennedy Administration was forcefùlly notcd by a scholar who scrved with the Research Staff
of the Council on Foeign Relations, Ellen J. Hammcr. As such she notcd the following about Harriman's
diplornatic succcss: "For Harriman, oncc Franklin Roosevelt's ambassador and now Kemedy's, the
conference [on Laos at Gcneva] was a pcnonal triumph. He had wishcd to give Keiuitdy an alternative to
military intervention in Laos and had succtcded. An old hand at ncgotiating with the Russians, he workcd
out an agreement with the Soviet dcputy forcign ministcr G.M.Pushkin whcreby the Russians accepted
rcsponsibiiity for assuring the compliancc of ihcù Cornmunist allies with the accord that neutralised Laos:
thc No& Vietnamesc would remove theu m
p
s and n h i n from using Laotian tcmtory for military or
subversive action against the South. (Hanimm would b v c Iüscd to anange a pcaccful scttlcrnent in
Vietnam too, and had approachcd the deltgation from Hanoi about that and k e n rcbuffcd. He did not
Fodnde continued on norr page:...

been a polite nod fiom the Kennedys but a man of Haniman's stature and ambition was not
likely to be satisfied with m e n courresy for long. This detemination of Hamiman's over-rode
his earlier public statcments wherein he claimed that "ln the view of my Govemment,"

[Harriman said,] 'ive cannot have an effective ce=-fire

agreement without the widesprcad

investigation by the ICC and co-operaiion horn the parties in ~ a o...."lo2
s

In the end, Harriman

moved aside al1 pretences at diplomacy with America's allies in the region and came out to

Vietnam and proceeded to 'lay down the law' with President Ngo Dinh Diem:

He [Harrimw flnully came out a#er the heu@ had been shped up to a point
thor we were willing to sign: the British, French, und the Chinese und the North
Viehamese and the Russians; and fhe South Vietnamese and the Thais were
unwilling to s i p . M.Hmiman came out fo Vietnam, to Saigon, and had O long
taîk with President Diem and rather forcefih'y told him thai he 'd bener sign it
despite President Diem S well-founded rnisgivings. And this was a rather mgged
interview between the two of them.... Well. we h e w what we were doing. and we
were his powerfvl alIy and there/oe, he 'd better sign if. Aferwards, I recall
tufking to President Diem. who was rarher offended by this irigh-hded
fieument fiom Mr. Harriman. i said to him t h I thought he really was in a
siîuaiion where he h<rd to choose, because it was clear that President Kenneây
wanted a negotiated settlernent in Loos. t h t these negotiutio~tswhich hh
goverment had been cl party to hod been going on fur a year, th<uthis seemed
to be the best heay that was possible even though it was, in my opinion, or well
as hk, inodequate and unprotected and probublj unen/oceuble. Nevertheless, I
felt thar, in order to maintain the firll support of the Kennedy Administration for
the effort in South Vietnam, it would be berter for him to sign if,and he dià. lo3
Ellen Hammer, the one American scholar whom h a peen fiom France praised as
actually having a solid insight into Vietnamese histoiy and politics, uncovered the ugly reality of

...footnore conrimedfiom previolrr page:
consult the South Victnarnesc, who had strict instructions to rejcct any and al1 proposais for htcrnational
negotiations on Vietnam, something many other delegates expcctcd to follow the conference on Laos.)
Hammcr, A Death In Novcmkr, pp. 29 - 30.
102 Golâstein, Amwicm Policv Toward Laos, p. 249. Gol&teh extractcd thcse scaicmmts made
by H a h a n fiom statcments ma& at Gcneva on May 3 1, 1% 1, in U.S. Dtpartmcnt of State, Amcrican
Foreim Poliqy, (Washington, [DC]:United States Governmcnt Printing Oficc, 1% 1) p. 1013.

a* Fndcrick Nolting, "niird Chal Histay Interview with Fndmck Nolting:' RecMded
interview by Demis O'Brien, May 7, 1970, pp. 88 - 89, John F. Kennedy Library, h l History Program.
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what lay at the heart of the growing antagonisrn between Diem and Kennedy's Administration.
For she intewiewed South Vietnamese Govenunent officiais about the Harriman

-

Diem

exchange over Laos and their nply about what took place did no< bode well for Amencan

-

Vietnarnese relations: "'They twk a violent dislike to each other fiom their first meeting in
1961,' Secretary Thuan said yean later. 'It was very unfortunate. Diem did not understand

Harriman's role in the ûemocratic Party and Harriman did not understand ~iern."*lU

-

Laos continued to haunt United States Vietnam relations as the solution hammered out
by Hamiman and the State Department was perceived by the South Vietnarnex Government as

k i n g worse than no solution at all.loS Nolting's more recent recollections on this critical issue
were consistent with the telegrams that he sent back to Washington in 1961. The veracity and the
integrity of Nolting's position becomes manifest as one permes these telegrams and compares
them with the oral history interviews that the John F. Kennedy Library Oral History Program

Footnotes

Harnrner placed the Rasons for Diem's alam at Harriman's diplornatic triumph in the historical
context of the Viet Minh's use of Laos: "Diem was not Unpresscd with Harriman's triumph. He had sent a
delegation to Gencva to oblige the Amcricans, but he was at a loss io understand how the Amcricans could
tak about the neutrality of Laos while pursuhg the oppositc policy in South Vietnam. Hanoi, for one,
rcgarded the nvo countnes as part of the same strategic ma,as had othet Victnamcse ovtr the centuries, at
Ieast in wartimc. At the start of the war against France, Viet Minh m p s had k e n ordercd out of Hue
westward into the mountains and jungles of Laos, far h m the unprotccted Vietnamcsc coast that was
vulncrable to au and sca attack. m e r Vict Minh forces, the fierce Ba To gucmllas, had preccdcd them.
These troops sought out the pathways necded by the Ho Chi Minh govenunent to maintain its lifcline with
the safc Laotian hinterland and with the Vicmamesc south. It was the beginnhg of the nenvork of mils and
toads that would cnable the Communists to supply and minforce thc Viet Cong and corne to be known as
the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Ibid., p. 30.

lw "In 1%1, Diem might have acceptcd a panitioncd Laos if h a w m the only way to cut the
Ho Chi Minh Trail, cvcn (he said) a hostile Laos whcrc he would have k e n fict to harass Communist
bases and communication lines. But not this "neutrality" prcachcd by Huriman that would stigmatise
South Vicmamcse fmcs as aggnssott if they entend Laos, while lcaving the North Victnarnese fiec to use
Laotian territory as they chose kcause the mty lackcd any enforceable safcgwds." t
b
d
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undertook with the fonner U.S.arnbassador. Accordingly, in a telegram dated: Saigon, Octokr

-

16, 1961 1 p.m., Nolting infonned the State Department of the following:
As previovsiy repo*red, a major factor cmrring G W anxiety and leaàing to
substmtial aiditional requests of US by GYN in laît week is situation in Laos

and G YN view t h t approaching solution there is going to transfer communbt
pressure and force jkom that counny tu Sm.Not oofy G YN. but also AR YN (at
l e m its leaders) strongly hold this view. To w h t extent it is a factor in public
morale is not yet cleor. Th& mission has aire@ /Embtel 373 md others)
submitted its reeommendations on this subject as it aflects SYN. Al1 indications.
however, point fo a negotiated solution in Laos, eventuating in a neunol govt
under Souvanna Phouma. The m i n fww O/ US attention and diplomatie
endeuvour seewts now to be on how to Qssute strict neutrality, including the
prevention of the use of Laotian territory for Cornmunisr aggressiw p u r p e s
against Laos' neighbours, by means of o proper composition of a Laotian Govt
and an intemafionoftreaty. i should point out in this conneetion thut the GYN
cunnot be brou& to believe (at least, l cannot bring them to believe) thol puper
guarantees on this score, plus any ICC meclianism compising Poland, hdia,
and Canada, will in fact protect S YN 's western border. i%ey have had similm
guarantees in their own country, and rhese have not workd. .Al! evidence t h t
we have here points to conclusion t h t . Vthe Communut strutegisis are willing
to settle for a neutral Laos ut this tirne, it is jor the purpose of concentrating
their attack upon SVN. utilising o neunal Laos for rhe purpose io whatever
extent proves necessary.... They [the South Viehiantese Government] have made
up their minds t h t the presently envisioned settlement [in] Laos is going tu
muke things harùer for them. and they m now trying to build hedges ugdnst
thut.106

106 Fredcrick Nolting, "1 71. Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the D c p m e n t of
Statc," (Saigon, October 16, 1961 - 1 p.m.), [Dcparbncnt of State, Centrai Files, 75 1 K.5 MSP/10 1661.
Secret] in FRUS: Vicmam. 1961, Volume 1, 1 9 6 1 - 1963, pp. 383 384.

-

-

-

A scconàary but important point, which Nolting stresses in this telegram, is that it is the problcm
of "neutrality" in Laos which is compclling Diem to go against his pnvious judgemcnt that the fight must
bc fought with South Vietnamese and to actually request US tnmp assistance. As Nolting indicates: "This
is thc major rcason for theu nquest for US ninforccmcnts, involving Diem's breaking away, in part at
least, h m his Long held bclicf that victory over communism hem, if it is to bc enduring, must k achieved
by Vietnamese sacrifice and manpower alone. In nquesting US reinforcements (and thinking about
inviting Chinese), ~IC has adopted an expcdient which runs against his own convictions, uid hc is
appa&~tl~
willing e acccpt the attendant diminution of hic own stature as an independent and self-reliant
national leader. Fnderick Nolting, "171. Telegram F m the Emôassy in Vietnam to the Dtpartment of
Statc," [Department of Statc, Central Files, 75 1 K.5 MSPf 10 1661. Sccnt] in FRUS: Vieaiam, 1% 1,
Volume 1,1961 - 1963, p. 384-

-

-
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In cornparison. the interviews that Nolting gave over twenty-five years later were remaikably
consistent with the views he had cabled to Washington in 196 1 :
Our cause would be disadvanioged because of the long history and the
probability: the long history of the CommunLrr signatories for not living up to
this kind ofagreement, and the probability that they wouldh 't do so in thLI case.
And it was the enforceobility of it that looked tu me very doub@l....But as you
reniember, immediutefy afer the signing, we withùrew ohticorsfiom the Laotian
people who were on our side, fiom the Meo [Hnongl nibesmen. We stopped
supporting them, and the Communists, the North Vietnamese and the Chinese,
did not do unything to live up to the provision to t a k out al1 supporting forces.
So we were lefi ut a great disadvantage. And the govemment of Souvanna
Phouma, which was supposed to huvejurhdiciion over the whole of Laos, never,
I beliew. got a single one of ifs agenfs government people, govemment
oflcials, into the temitory of the Pathet Lao. So the h e ~ r ywas a demi letter so
fur as the Commun&& were concerned T'hg dldn? lhe up to U, no! for oue

-

minute And th& w a u~ucti)what thb govetnmen! of South Vietnam and the
governmcnt of Thauand ami I, myseri; feared would happen, a d U did
hqpen. As a consequence, the defense of South Vièmam was maâe rnuch
more d&Jîculr[my emphari~].'"*~

William Colby also corroborated this consistent testimony of Ambassador Nolting's
when he noted in his usual laconic style:
"The reportsfiom the two CL4 observers @efi in Laos] became more and more
ominous. The North Viemamese were not content simpfy to remain in Laos in
violation of the Accords. They began to move aggr~ssivelyru expmd the a m
conrolled &ytheir Puppet Pathet tao, using regdur North Vietnamese troops ro
do so. "108
Overall though, Nolting espoused the best surnrnation of what went on in Laos at this time and
the impact of Averell Hamiman's determination to carve out a new diplomatic niche for himseîf

many years later during a conference at the University of Virginia:

Fredcrick Nolting, "Third ûral History Interview with Frederick Nolting." Recorded
interview by Dcmis O'Brien, May 7, 1970, pp. 90, 91, 92, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History
pwram-

lû8 Colby, Lost Victorv, p. 195.
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Sorensen [one of Kennedy's biopphers] also said thut the Laotian settlement
of 1962 was a great diplornotic triumph. Well, if that wwar a triwcph of
diplomacy, I don 'r h o w the rneaning of the word Averell Hmrirnan was the
negotiator. He fold me that he was under instructionsfiom President Kennedy to
get a settlement of the Laotian question at any cost. In the early drrys of the
Kennedy Administration, President Kenneây went on television and said we were
going to take u stafid in Laos. Those of you who krow the inaccessibility of Laos
con understand how horrijied the Joint Chiefi of S M were tu hear that the
President had decided tu muke a stand in Luos. There wmn 't my way fo get in
there except by air and that di& 't make much sense. So the President backd-of
of t h idea and decidod Vietnam was the place to m a b the stand But then, as if
in order to open up theflonk of Vietnam. he ordered the Luotian settfernent. This
heaty defniteiy weakened, both physicaliy andfiom the point of view of morale,
the c h c e s of the successjil defense of South ~ i e m u r n . 1 ~

What proved to be one of the most damaging and ultirnately, fatal ramifications of the
whole Laotian question,l10 et least for Ngo Dinh Diem. his btother Ngo Dinh Mu. md his
govemment, was the ill-will it gave rise to. For an ever-widening gulf was fixed between Averell

Hamiman and his faction within the State Department on the one side and Diem,Nolting, and
their DOS and DOD supporters on the other. The fabricaton of the Kennedy Laos "solution" had
caused this gulf to be fonned between thex factions and this breach grcw in intensity to the
point where Kennedy's original promise to Diem's govemment of non-interference was
completely compromised. nie foundation for the dynamics of the long-lasting tragedy of
American involvement in Vietnam cm, effectively, be attrîbuted to this divorce created by the
Laotian question. Nolting recalled this new direction and how it began, almost, without rnuch

Footnotes

1* Nolting, "Kennedy. NATO,and Soudiwt Asia,"
Thompson, cd., p. 20.

in Didomacv. Ahinistratian. and Policv:

"The Saigon governent under pressure nwi the Arneric~snluctantly signed the trcpy
neuttalishg Laos in July 1962. nie Hanoi govenunent also signe4 under prcssurc f h n the Soviet Union.
Fonigncrs could decide wbat they lilred as Gcneva; Diem knew as well as the Northem leaders thcmsclves
that ttic hein of the Vict Minh werc not going to sutmider kir hard-won positions in Laos." Hammcr, 4
Dcath in Novemkt, p. 30.
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noticeable effect and then how it burgeoned into an about face in Kennedy Administration policy
toward the govemment o f South Vietnam:

O'Brien: "1s there ony shif) that you con see now when H'iman does become
influential in attituàes toward Vietnam, relations between the Embassy and the
Deportment with the White Home in Washington, are there any changes that
take place when Harriman cornes in as assistant secretary "?
Nolting: "Noi immedidefy thut I recafl, but little by little there were. And so
much so thoc*a
ILefurgotten how long - but inaybe si-Y month or o year,
on one occasion hming received some instructions direrent /rom my original
instructions, I asked Mr. Hmiman (I believe it was he) whether he had read the
original inmctions under which we were supposed to be operating. And his
reply, as I recafl, war roughïy thut no, he hadn % but he knew what he wac
doing. But it seemed to me, ut any rate. fiom out there. that there was never a
formal review given tu changing any instructions. It just hppened little &y little,
sending me O telegram to do something which wpc guite c o n ~ a r yto what the
original basic instructions had been. including. for exaniple. instructions to
culrivate the opposition to President Diem, to get doser to the opposition*...But
if you meani by cultivoting theni, to give my outwurd sign thai we were
interested in their becoming an alremutive government ro the government that
we were supposed tu be supporting, fhat this hîad enormous consequences
intemally in Vietnam, thrit it was interfering in the intemal politics of Vietnam
which President Kennedy had promised not ro do. m d through me had made it
very cfear that we were not going tu use our Ieverage of increased aid tu
interjre in the internal politics of South Vietnam meaning who was going to
rule the place. This war O very serious change of insmcerions. and I questioned if
very srrong!v. " i l l

--

-

Thur, while the negotiated solution to the Laotian question began its insidious effects on
American policy in Vietnam other questions started to corne to the fore. These questions resulted
directly h m the increasing Cornmunist insurgency that was k i n g supplied via the Ho Chi Minh

Trail which, of course, only increased in its usage of communications lines through ~aos.112The
Footnotes
111 Frederick Nolting. "Third Oral History Interview with Fndenck Nolting." Recorded
interview by Demis O'Brien, May 7, 1970. John F. Kemcdy Library, Oral History Program, pp. 92, 93,
94.

112Wall Srnet lawyer and Vietnamex document spccialist, Steven Young, revukd (in his latm
collection of topsecnt documents purchascd and then smuggled out h m Hanoi) that the Ho Chi Minh
Foomote coririnuedon next page:. ..
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question, which began to take on the most importance, in the perceptions of Amencan policy

makers, was how to counter the Communin insurgent. and their political infrsstnicture in South
Vietnam. Accordingly, aAer much debate and quesiioning, the Department of State and the
Pentagon came to an uneasy and temporary truce which permittecl the C.I.P.(Counter lnsurgency

Plan) for South Vietnam to develop, albeit, in a very awkward and ofien self-defeating manner. It
is important to note that this awkwardness and, indeed, the uneasy tmce between DOS and DOD
found their source in the fundamental divergence of the military's ideas on how to counter
insurgents and the Department of State's. Further still, even within their respective d e p m e n t s ,

the militiuy and the diplomats were divided over how to defeat the Communists in South
Vietnam, as the reader shall see.

..$O

otnote continuedfiom previour page:

Trail was active from the very bcginning o f the insurgency in the South. The North Vietnamcse, as is
widely known, wen (and, apparcntly, still arc) mcticulous record keepcrs and they documentcd every
piccc of matcrial and cvcry man that evcr went down the mil, through Laos, into South Vietnam. One of
the most startling figures in Young's reccntly acquired top secnt NV documents was the fact that fiom,
approximatcly, 1959 hough to 1975, a million men wetc tnnsportcd into South Vietnam thmugh this
systcm of trails. Mr. Young's prcscntation at thc 1996 Symposium on Vietnam (hostcd by the Ccntet For
The Smdy of thc Vimarn Conflict) and bis figures are d l y available ûom Texas Tech's Vietnam
Conflict Study Center and should bc accessible via the Interna.
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There was no gainsaying the fact that Kennedy's govemment had stumbled badly over
the whole Laotian deal and now Amencan plans to assist the GVN in countering the insurgents
in the South would have to be conducted within the context of this blunt reality. Sir Robert

Thompson's cluity of thought on this issue is worth considering because it drives home the point
ofjust how badly the Kennedy Administration had handicapped i w l f and its ally, the GVN, by
giving up so much in the Laos Accords.
Probably the most notuble ochievernent of the North Viehi~mesethroughout the war
was the manner in which they were able to defend their rem base by negotiation
and dipfomacy. Consider the Laos Agreement of 1962.1.gaw thernfree run down
through Laos und Cumôodiu, and if k q î the United States out of Loos [my
emphaFisj. True.you used vurious means of going bock into Laos. but t k r e wcis
tliieoreticaliy a tut4 testriction on Anrrican action in Lao: That was the whde
purpose of the Agreement. The wur in the South could not huve k e n pursvcd as il
was Vthe Notth Vietnamesehad not had afree run down the Laotian punhundlc
[my emphasis~
I

Thus, and as we have stated, the legacy of the Laotian question was reffected directly on
how Kennedy's Administration approached the problem of countenng the Communist
insurgency in South Vietnam. Indeed, this correlation can be easily discemed in many of the
State Department documents of late 1961 when the die was cast for the way things would go in
Laos. For the insurgency was truly becoming a serious concem in the South and one of the best

examples of this is clearly illustrated in a mernorandum from Walt Rostow to Plesident Kennedy
Footnotes

1 Sir Rokn Thompson, "Rear Bases and Sanctuaries," in The Lessons of Vietnam, W. Scott
Thompson & Donalâson D. Frizzell, editors, (New York, NI:Crane, Russak & Company, Inc., 1977), p.
101.
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(Washington. November 14. 1961).~
In this document Rostow tells Kennedy that everyone in his
administration is in agreement with the objectives of inducing the Communists to cease
infiltration into South Vietnam. Similarly, it is recognised that the Communists have to be
'encouraged' into cornpliance with Geneva Accords. At the wune time, Rostow mentions that
assistance has to be given to South Vietnam to hetp the GVN bring about o reduction in the
guenilla force operating against them. Thus. Rostow states that such a p r o g m of action will
require extensive talks with the Communist Bloc counüies which will. in tum. lead to formal
negotiations3
Rostow went on to infom Kennedy that the Vietnamese security situation was
deteriorating very much like it had in Laos. Thus he noted that there were two potential
bargaining chips which the United States had at its disposal: I .) Withdrawal of US forces that
were above the MAAG ceiling as an offer to the North Vietnamese to induce them to cal1 off

*

Walt W. Rostow was Deputy Special Assistant to the President for National Security Anairs
until December 4, 1%). After that date he becarne Counseflor of the Ocpartment of Statc and Chahan of
the Policy Planning Couricil; and Member of the Presidential Task Force on Vietnam, April-May 196 1.
This brief career sumrnary of Rostow's can be found in the 'List of Persons' in FRUS: Vietnam, 1961, Vol.
1, p. XXI.

3 "SUBJECT:Negotiation about Viet-Nam
It is universally agreed that the objective of the proposed exercise in Viet-Nam is to induce the
Communists to cease infiltration, r e m to the Geneva Accon$ while assisting South Viet-Nam in reducing
the force of some 16,000 guerrillas now operating in the country. This track unquestionably will require
extensive taUc with the Bloc countries and, at some stage, pmbably formal negotiatioW...." Walt Rostow,
25 1. "Mernorandun From the Resident's Deputy Special Assistant for National Security Affairs (Rostow)
to the President," (Washington, November 14, 1%1 ), p e ~ e d yLibrary, National Security Files, Vietnam
Country Series. lnitialled by Rostow] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1%1, Vol. 1, p. 60 1.
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their infiltration of the South through Laos; 2.) Quite possibly, the United Sates would have to
develop a credible threat that could be imposed on North ~ietnam.4
Thete was a severe caveat that Rostow attached to the United States postponing action in

Vietnam in order to talk with the Communists and that was that a major crisis of nerve would
occur throughout Southean Asia. This cnsis of nerve would be founded on the American allies'
belief that the United States was unwilling to confront Communism. Rostow told Kennedy, quite
bluntly, that based on the Laos performance, the unwillingness of the US to stand up to the
Comrnunists would be confirmed and real panic and disamiy would result in the region.
Certainly, Diem was worried about American tenacity in the face of the steady newes and
pressure they were facing in their common enemies in ~ a n o i In
. ~this light, Rostow warned
Kennedy to consider the fact that his actions, in the wake of the General Maxwell Taylor
Mission to South Vietnam, would be scrutinised with great care on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
First impressions of the Kennedy Administration's intentions and determination would be
difficult to undo especially if the US negotiated with the Communists while infiltration of the

Footnotes

4 "A. As in Laos 1st Spring, we face a deteriorathg situation. If we postpone action to talk, the
Communists will do two th@: they will extend that talk while continuing to dismantle South Viet-Nam;
and (as the British and Desai have indicated) will focus the negotiation on elections. Only de facto
stabilization plus the bargaining position which the potential withdrawal of U.S. forces above the MAAG
ceiling would offer appears to rnake conceivable the notion that they would cal1 off the infiltration guided
h m Hanoi. It may even require a credible threat to impose military action against North Viet-Nam." Walt
Rostow, 25 1. ibid., p. 602.
5 "B. If we postpone action in Viet-Nam in order to engage in taik with the Cornmunisis we CM
count surely on a major crisis of nerve in Viet-Nam and lhroughout Southeast Asia. The image of U.S.
unwillingness to conhnt Communism induced by the Laos performance will be regardcd as
defmitively confimed. There will be real panic and disarray."b
IA

-

-
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South continued unabated. If this happened, Rostow warned, the US would be seen as weaker
than it had been in Laos where at least they had insisted on a cease-fire before negotiations.6
The Rostow memorandum went on to ask the President some tough questions such as

".. .does a show of U.S.strength and determination on Our side of the post-war truce lines tend to
induce ~ a f ? "He~ quickly suggested an answer to his own question by infoming the President
that: "The Korean War arose fiom the withdrawal of U.S. force fmm South Korea and the
opening it appeared to offer the ~ o m m u n i s t s . " The
~ Deputy Special Assistant went on to
complete the picture he had sketched out for Kennedy by drawing on the examples of Northem

Iran, Greece, the Berlin Blockade, Lebanon-Jordan and Quemoy-Matsu. In short, where the US.
had acted tough things had worked out and, as such, Vietnam and Laos were not the places io
start going soA as the repercussions would overwhelm American policy in the entire t h e a t ~ . ~

With considenble, perhaps unintended. prescience Walt Rostow spelled-out for
Kennedy what the heart of the matter was in Vietnam. He wamed Kennedy not to focus on
whether or not Diem was a good leader as die man had already effectively displayed that fact.
Instead, he told Kennedy that the real 'gut-issue' was concemed with whether or not the United
States was going to take decisive action and s t a ~ ~up
d to the Communists and their obvious
infiltration of South Vietnam. Diem needed American help immediately as the number of
Foornotes

6 "4. In the wake of the Taylor Mission, the moves we now make will k examined on both sides
of the lron Cumin with the greatest care as a measure of this Administration's intentions and
detenination. It will be very dificult to undo first impressions. If we negotiate now - while infiltration
continues we shall in fact be judged weaker than in Laos; for in that case we at lest first insisted on a
cease-fire." ibid.

-

Ibid.
-
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infiltrators coming into South Vietnam had grown fiom 2,000 to 16,000 within two years.
Excessive fears on the American side, leading to indecision, would m a t e excessive hopes on the
insurgents' side possibly leading to an American over-reaction and, then, war.
The Vietnamese were also concerned about the repercussions of Laos on countering the
insurgents in South Vietnam. In October of 1961, Ngo Dinh Nhu invited the United States
Secretary of Defends Deputy Assistant for Special Operations, Edward Geary Lansdale, to a
meeting concemed with the Laotian impact on politics and countering Communist-insurgency in
Southeast Asia. In bis meeting Nhu infonned Lansdale that govemrnents h m Thailand through
to the Philippines were in a state of psychological shock, as were the people of Southeast Asia as
well, owing to the nature of the Laotian solution.12 Lmsdale went on to Say that the Communists
were utilising the Laotian Accords, in their propaganda in the villages of South Vietnam, as a
portent of further successes in Vietnam with the clear implication that the villagers had better get

Foarnotes

l0 These figures are a linle in excess of Hanoi's own records but not by much for. as the reader
will have perused earlier in this work, according to the Young translations Hanoi sent approximately
14,573 infiltrators to the South in this period.

*'7.In Viet-Nam the gut issue is not whether Diem is or is not a good d e r . That is i m p o ~int
a variety of ways; but he was doing fuie fiom 1956 to 1959, by the standards we apply to other underdeveloped couniries. The gut issue is whether we shall continue to accept the systemic infiltration of men
h m outside and the operation h m outside of a guemlla war against him, which has built up h m 2,000
to 16,000 effectives in two years. The whole world is asking a simple question: what will the US. do about
it? If our policy and action is focused sharply on this question, 1 believe there is a fair chance of avoiding a
war. If we act indecisively now, 1 fear we shall produce excessive fears on our side and excessive hopes on
the other side; and then we shall have to over-react to comct a disintegrating situation worse than the
present. In those circurnstances there would, indeeâ, bc a danger of war." I i pp. 602 - 603.

I2 Edword Lansdale, 182. "Mernomdini Fmm the Secretary of ûefense's Deputy Assistant for
Special Forces (Lansâalc) to the Resident's Military Representative (Taylor) Saigon, October 2 1, 1961,"
[Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 66 A 878, Vietnam - Taylor. Nolting's copy]; in FRUS: Vietnam, 1961,
Vol.1, p. 41 1.

-
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on the winning team (i.e., the Communist insurgent team).l3~ansdale contrasted the
Communist's ability to mm Laos into a meaningful political victory, at the village level in rural
Vietnam, whib the West, particularly the United States, failed to appreciate the impact of these
events and, further still. failed to do anything to counter insurgent propaganda

e~ectively.l4~hus,Communist propaganda surrounding the Lzotian seîtfement had also
managed to figure prominently in the subversion and coercion king carried out by the
Communist insurgents in South Vietnam.
With their supply and communications lines secured in Laos. as a result of the Geneva
agreements negotiated from 1961 through to 1962, the Vietnarnese Communists could now focus
on destroying their most formidable obstacle: the political legitimacy of Ngo Dinh ~iem.15This
kind of attack, on the political legitimacy of the incumbent leader or govemment,16 has always

l3 lbid., p. 412.

-

IJIbid., pp. 412 413.

Is The DOD analysis concemed with Hanoi's involvement with the inwgency in South Vietnam
duly noted the strategic necessity of the supply and communication lines through Laos to the North's
overall assault on Ngo Dinh Diem's government. Their report, which was based u p n interviews conducted
with Southemers who had gone North at the tirne of partition (1954 Geneva Agreements) and had k e n
placed and irained within the NVA (North Vietnamese Amy), clearly illustrated, amongst other things, the
following relevant points:
"-- The DRV quite deliberately otganized, and trained an infiltration force of Southemers.

-

-

The infrastructure for ddng so the training centers and the infiltration routes south
extensive preparations for the process bcfore it was started in eamcst in 1960.

-- indicate

- The DRV had specific political, as well as militiuy, objectives in retuming the Southemen,
including the o v e m i n g of Diem, and eventually, =unification ..." Congress, House, Committec on
Armed Services, "Origins of the Insurgency: Hanoi and The insutgency in South Vietnam," in United
States - Viemani Relations (194549671; Book 2 of 12, pp. 33 -34.
l6 Sec Cable's Conflict of Mvths, p. 283.
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been the focus of Communist insurgencies and the travail of South Vietnam was to prove no
exception to this precept.
Owing to the increase in terrorist and insurgent activity in South Vietnam, the Americans

began to search for ideas and military doctrine that would allow them to successfully combat the
growing insurgency. The pst-WorM War II years had not been kind to the American Armeci
Forces. Their budgets had k e n slashed along with their demobilised manpower and, more

-

importantly, there had k e n no real new thinking in doctrine other than the hangover-effect of
massive retaliation with nuclear weaponry should the Soviets decide a Third World War was
necessary. The Korean War, at bea a stalemate, had exposed many of the flaws in the Amencan
anned forces, which had been obscured by Allied assistance during the Second World war.17
Consequently, when the Kennedy Administration was confronted with guetrilla warfare and
insurgency in South Vietnam it had no conceptual way to approach the problem based on ment

l7 Two former US military oficers, Gabriel and Savage published one of the most illuminating
study's about the crisis in the American army under the title of Crisis in Command. In their indicnent of
the American military they make a powerful case. They show that the business ethic of personal selP
rnaximization (instead of leadership by self-sacrifice which was the standard fiue for the German and
British m i e s ) had so inundated the US arrny that it had become everytfiing an anny should not be. This
indictment becarne especially m e even as World War il ciune to a successful close for the Allies. Colonel
Trevor Dupuy, one of the most respected scholars in the field of American military history, conducted
exhaustive studies, which tend to support Gabriel and Savage. Based on combat reports h m both sides of
the war in Europe, Dupuy conclusively proved that German unitlcohesion and oficer leadership in the
field was more effective than American, by a significant margin, right up until the final collapse of the
Third Reich. Specifically, the facts and figures he gamercd togethcr through exhaustive study clearly
displayed the fact that the average German soldier, right up until the end of the war, was over nvice as
effective as the average Amencan soldier in combat. Pmblems in leadership and gcneral doctrine plagued
the US Amy al1 the way from the Second World War h u g h to US involvement in Indo-China
inclusive. See Colonel T.N. Dupuy's "Myihos or Verity? The Quantified Judgcment Model and German
Combat Effectiveness," in Militarv Affairs, (Octobcr 1986). pp. 204 - 210. Lkewisc, sec Colonel T.N.
Dupuy's "A Response to 'The Wehrmacht Mytbos Revisitcâ,"' in Militarv Affain, (Octobcr 1987)' pp.
1% - 197. See Colonel T.N. Dupuy's Numbers. Wictims. and War, Second Edition, (Fairfax,
[Virginia]: Hem Books, 1985).

-

-

experience or new developments in maitial thought within the United States Service
~cademies.18In fact, Kennedy's advisors were so bereft of any new ideas that they reached back
into some of the concepts that had been pieced together by the previous administration of
Eisenhower's and, lg thus, they came upon the CI P (Counter-I nsurgency Plan).
General S.L.A. Marshall argued that al1 the Kennedy Administration was doing was
'wamiing-over' the old Korean War model of limited warfare. This was a model that General
Marshall believed had been proven b a n h p t :

la Noted American authority on Inswgency/Counter-lnswgency Warfwe, David Galula,
perceived that in the United States, at least, there was no rigorous analysis or theoretical doctrine of any
substance in place even as late as 1964. In his own words: "What, then, are the rules of
counterrevolutionary wwfare? Here we can observe another curious fact. Although anaiyses of
revolutionary wars fiorn the revolutionq's point of view are numemus today, there is a vacuum of studies
from the other side, pariicularly when it cornes to suggesting concrete courses of action for the
countenevolutionary. Very little is offered beyond formulas - which are sound enough as far as they go
such as, 'Intelligence is the key to the problem,' or 'The support of the population must be won.' How to
mm the key, how to win the support, this is when hstrations usually begin, as anyone can testify who, in
a humble or in an exalted position, has been involved in a revolutionary war on the wrong Le., the
arduous - side. The junior officer in the field who, afier weeks and months of endless tracking, has at last
destroyed the dozen guemllas opposing him, only to see !hem replaced by a fiesh d o m ; the civil servant
who pleaded in vain for a five-cent refonn and is now ordeted to implement at once a hundred-dollar
program when he no longer controls the situation in his district; the general who has 'clearcd* Sector A but
screms because 'they' want to take away two battalions for Sector B; the of'fïcial in charge of the press
who cannot satisfactorily explain why, after so many decisive victones, the rebels are still vigorous and
expanding; the congressman who cannot understand why the governrnent should get more money when it
has so little to show for the huge appropriations previously granted; the chief of state, harassed fiom al1
sides, who wonders how long he will last these are typical illustrations of the plight of the
counterrevolutionary,**David Galula, Counter-lnsumcncv Warfare: Theorv and Ractice, (New York,
[NYI: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers [Published Under the Auspices of the Ccnter For International
Affairs, Harvard University], 1964).p. xii.

-

-

-

l9 Congmss, How, Committee on A n e d Services, "Mernorandun for the Secretary of Defmse

- Subject: Recommendations on South Vietnam," (signed by L.L. Lemnitzer, Chainnan, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, [April I 1, 1%1]) - JCSM-22841,U.S. Involvement in the War

- Intemal

Documents

- The

Kcnncdvin United States - Vietnam Relations ( 19451967). Book 1 of V.B.4.5 Book 1 1 of 12,pp. 19 - 21.
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The new h e o was
~ called "limited war. " Sume of the Joint Chiefs, in particular
General Maxwell 13. Taylor, amiocated if. Among irs m m vocal exponents was
Defnse Secrerary Robert S. McNumura. Promoted osrensibly m a so/guurd
againsr rhe possibiliîy of a small war geiting beyond containment und mushrooming
into an atomic eclipse. if postuIated t h a great power could conduct Jghting

operations with a siringent economy offorce and could, in eflect. buy success ut the
lowest possible price. I could not believe one word of if.

**

Indeed, General Marshall was suspicious of the whole background of the CIP as he had corne to
believe that McNarnara was too enthralled to the concept of war 'on the cheap' via the means of
counter insurgency. The mere beefing-up of the ARVN and Special Forces dong with some
helicopters thrown into the rnix was not going to be the secret to defeating Communist guerrillas
in Vietnam

-

in Marshall's professional estimation.*l Critics like Marshall, however, had

nothing else to offer Kennedy or Diem other than for America to cut clean and withdraw or
move in with massive force. To the politically astute Kennedy, neither option was particularly
savoury and, thus, the President authorised the CIP to go ahead as planned.
Dean Rusk, upon receiving authorisation from President Kennedy, cabled the heart of

the CIP to the American Embassy in Saigon. Essentially, the State Department and the Pentagon
had agreed that the Vietnarnese Amy, Navy and Airforce should be fûnded for an increase
allowing another 20,000 men into the services' respective ranks. In addition to this, DOS and

W D had approved an expansion of 32,000 Civil Guardsmen to bolster the GVN's presence and
to pmvide ~e&ty fmm terrorist attack in the hamlets and villages of South Vietnam. In order to

Footnotes

z0 General S.L.A. Manhall. "Thoughts on Vietnam." in The Lessons of Vietnam, Thompson &
Frizzell, editon, p. 47.
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piovide the training and equiprnent for expanding the regular South Vietnamese forces.
Washington had approved the expenditure of $28.4 million US dollars for that fiscal year atone.
Another $12.7 million American dollars was set aside for the Civil Guard with a bonus of
$660.000 US dollars to support psy-ops (psychological oprations) and for the purchase of
communications equipment. 22 In 196111962 US funds. this was a substantial cornmitment on
the part of the Kennedy Administration and the President himself had personally approved of
this pledge.23
Rusk noted that the immediate purpose of the CIP was to help the GVN defeat the
insurgents via the means of the extra force levels it funded. however. he added that the plan also
required that Diem move to liberalise his govemrnent and gain CO-operation from the

Viemamese in ~ a i ~ o n There
. ~ * was an explicit threat to the GVN in this stipulation as Rusk was
Footnott!~

22 "Joint Statc - Defense Message (2761); - Counter-inrurgency Plan, including 20.00 men
increase VN m e d forces/(NVNAF) and provision training and equipment 32,000 Civil Guard, approved
on basis following FY 61 funding: $28.4 million MAP for expanded NVNAF and $12.7 million MAP for
Civil Guard. $ 6 6 0 . 0 as proposed for psychological operations and communications equipment also
approved." Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, Secretary of State - Dean Rusk, "Joint State üefense - ISA Message: Conter-inswgency Plan," [2761] Telegram to AMEMBASSY SAIGON,
(Febniaty 3, 1961). U.S. Involvement in ihe War - lntcmal Documents - The Kennedy Administration:
January 196 1 - November 1963 in United States Vietnam Relations (1945-1967LBook 1 of V.B.4. Book
1 1 of 12, p. 14.

-

23 "Mernorandum For: The Secremy of Stuc,nic Secretiuy of Defense

You should know that as a resuit of our meeting on Saturday moming, January 28, 1 authorize an
increase of expenditure of $28.4 million to expand the Viet-Nam force level by 20,000; and an increase of
S 12.7 million for a program to improve the quality of the Viet-Nam civil guard.
Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, "Memorandwn For: The Stcretary of State, The
Secretary of Defense, (Initialled/J.F.K.)," The White House - Washington, (January 30, 1961). U A
Involvement in the War - lnternal Documents - The Kennedv Administration: Januarv 1% 1 - November
1963 in United States Vietnam Relations (1945- 1%7L Book I of V.B.4. Book 1 1 o f 12, p. 13,

-

-

24 "Highly cmmand Ambasador. Country Team and staffs. Recognize Plan allows consi&rabb
latitude for changes and refmements as implementation worked out with GVN and as situation requins.
Footnote conrinued on mt page: ...
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quite blunt in his instructions to the ambassador that if the GVN did not CO-operatein addressing
the issues of con001 over hnding for the CIP and liberalising itxlf then the U S might suspend
its contributions. 2S
Other key aspects of the CIP included attempts to specify and limit the roles and
nlationships within Diem's government as they pertained to the counter-insurgency program.z6
In addition to this, the Arnericans also wanted, under the auspices of the CIP, to convince Diem
of the necessity of abandoning his bilinear chain of command "...in favor of a single comrnand
line with integrated effort at al1 levels within the govemment, and to creûte the govemmental

...foornore continuedfiom previous page:
However, U.S. would, as Plan provides, expect GVN absorb local currency costs these increases aid does
not contemplate turther US dollar grants to generate additional local currency for this purpose. mext
sentence is security censored]...In prëxnting plan to Diem recommend you emphasize implementation will
require extraordin&y effon US-GVN co-opration. but that if implemented promptly and vigomusly, we
believe it will give GVN rneans turn tide agûinst VC and at sarne time improve GVN capacity resist overt
aggession. lmmediate purpose Plan is to enable GVN defeat insurgency, but Plan also envisages that GVN
k s t move on political h n t towards liberalization to retain necessary popular CO-operation;thai various
econornic steps be taken; and that there be adequate co-uperation with RKG on fioniier control. It
considered US view that success requues implementation entire plan." Congress, House, Cornmittee on
Anned Senrices, Secretary of State - Dean Rusk, "Joint State - Defense ISA Message: Counterinsurgency Plan." [2761] Telegram to AMEMBASSY SAIGON, (February 3, 1%1), U.S. Involvement in
the War - Intemal Documents - The Kennedy Administration: Januarv 1961 - November 1963 in United
States - Vietnam Relations ( 1945- 19673 Book 1 of V.B.4. Book I 1 of 12, pp. 14 - 15.

-

2s "Should makc clear out pnsent cornmitment to r u p v Counter-insurgency Plan is only for
FY 61 part of program. F u m funding will require congressional approval. Views Congress likely be
influenced by developments in political as well as security situation. FY 6 1 component represents large

increase in US support Viet-Nam, If GVN willing to accept obligations involved in its implementation, the
US is ready give full and immediate suppori in carrying it out. Suggest proposing to Diem chat members
U S Mission ready confer with GVN opposite nurnbers work out agreed version Plan within, Say, two
weeks time lirnit. Urge changes be kept minimal to avoid necessity referred CCNPAC and Washington .... if
Ambassador considers GVN does not provide necessiu-y cwperation, he should infonn Washington with
recommendations, which may include suspension US contribution.... - RUSK." I&& pp. 15 - 16.

-

l6 Congress, Houe, Committce on Amed Services, Evolution of the War. l'he Sûatenic Hamlet
Program. 1961 - 1963: An A~praisai- II. The Formulation of the Stratenic Hamlet R o m : C. U.S.
Prowsed National Plans in United States-Vietnam Relations. 19454967, IV. B. 2. Book 3 of 12, p. 7.
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machinery for CO-ordinatednational planning."*7~secondary, but important, aspect of the CIP
was that it acted as a clear indictment of Diem and his govemment's inability to organise and
produce an effective. c ~ r d i n a t e dnational plan to defeat the Communist insurgents or, at leas&
this was the Amencan perception.28
The one area where a glimmer of light shone through in the tleshing-out of the ClY was
contained in a telegram sent fiom the Department of State to the ambassador in Saigon on March
1, 1961. Apparently it had occurred to the department that the British had considerable and

successful experience in countenng insurgency and that if they were approached they might be
convinced to help in the training of the ARVN and the Civil Guard. Thus, there was some
recognition that the Malaya experience might be helphil especially if British and Malay training
personnel could be incorporated into a ". ..wel l detined part [of the] ARVN or [the] Civil Guard
training program."*29Also, the State Depanment advised the ambassador that he should appmve
further counter-guerrilla training of ARVN Rangers and the further expansion of actual Ranger
companies. According to DOS, this approval by the ambassador should occur immediately
without waiting for the GVN's acceptance of the CI P.^
Footnotes
2' Ibid., p. 7.
28 Ibid., p. 8.
29 "16. Telegram From The Department of State to the Embacsy in Vietnam," (Washington,
March 1, 1961 - 850 pm.) drafted by Chalrners B. Wood on February 24, 1%1; deared with Daniel V.
Anderson (Director of the Onice of Southeast Asian A ffairs, DOS), Robert G. Cleveland (Special Assistant
in the Office of Southeast Asian AfTairs, DOS), John M. Steeves (Acting Assistant Secretiuy of State for
Far Eastern Affairs, DOS), Edward E. Rice (Member of the Policy Planning Staff, DOS), Admiral Luther
C. Heinz (Director for Far Eastern Affairs, International Security Affairs, DOD), [Source: Department of
State, Central Files, 75 1 k.5-MSP/ 1-256 1. Secret; Priority; Lirnit Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam 1 %1,
Vol. 1, pp. 40 -41.

10 Ibid., p. 4 1
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Before examining the conceptual flaws in this general outline of the CIP it is vitally
important that the reader recognises the implicit threat to the GVN's sovereignty within Dean
Rusk's telegram. Indeed, the last sentence of the telegram is tell-tale of the direction that
relations would take: when Diem would not comply or CO-operateto the extent that the State
Department thought appropriate then threats would follow. Not once, until Landale sent a
rnemorandum to the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DOD) telling hem that
Washington's treatment of Diem was hardly conducive to gaining his support and trust,31 did
anyone in the Capital question the obvious arrogance of such an approach.
At least in part, the Kennedy Administration's response to Lansdale's admonishments
was to replace Ambassador Durbrow with Ambassador Nolting in the spring of 1961.
Nevertheless, even after Nolting had taken over the US mission to Saigon the influential
individuals within the State Department, such as Averell Harriman, continued to insist that the
way to deal with Diem was to lay down the law with him. Indeed, during Durbrow's tenure as
Ambassador, a State Department official, lohn Steves, had drawn up a security-sensitive (i.e.,

top secret) plm for replacing the Vietnamese President. Nolting was made aware of this plan as
it was sent to him by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affain, Walter

Footnotes

31 Congress, House. Committee on Anned Services, Brigadier-General Edward Geary Lansdale,
"Mcmorandum For Secretary of Defense, Depity SeereQuyof Defense; Subject: Vietnam," (Memoradum
written and sent by Brigadier Genetal Edward Geary Lansdale USAF [no date given on document other
than the memorandum is written up based on Lansdale's January 1961 officia1 visit to South Vietnam]),
Evolution of the War. Oniins of the Insur~encv.1954 - 1960. U.S.Perce~tionsof the Insurpmev. 1954
1960 in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945 1967, Tab. 4, IV. A. 5. Book 2 of 12, p. 69 & 73.

-

-

-

32 lohn P. Glennon, editor in chief, I8l."Memorandum Rcpared in the Department of State:
Suggested Contingency Plan," (Washington, ûctober 20, I%l), [Top Secret; Lirnit Distribution] in FRUS:
Vietnam. 1%1, Vol. 1, pp. 408 4 1 1.

-
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Retuming to the problems associated wiih the CIP a bnef pnisal of how the Americans
viewed the ARVN at the beginning of the 1960's would be of some utility to this study. The
Department of Defense analysts indicated (Septernber 1960) that the A m y of The Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) had the capability and the flexibility to fight either extemal aggressors (i.e.,
the North Vietnamese Army

- [NVAJ) or intemal guemllas (i.e., the Viet ~ o n ~ ) . S S ~ hwas,
ere

however, an acknowledgement that: "Militia type home guards and civil g u d s should be trained

and equipped. Accelerated efforts should be undertaken to develop the paramilitary and police
forces."34 lndeed. there was even the suggestion made that, as the British had done in Malaya,
"For the duration of ihe emergency campaign [a phrase bomwed from the British], operational
control of al1 security activities should be under centralized ddirection."~sWe have also noted,
previously, the State Department's interest in utilising British and Malay experts in counterinsurgency warfwe. Yet, and regardless of these memoranda between DOD and CWPAC, the
focus of countering the insurgents remained conventional and controlled by MAAG through

ARVN in the field? As such, when it becarne apparent that ARVN was unable to contain and

... footnote continuedjiom previous page:
For al1 the details of the Contingency Plan please read Appendix C.

Congress. H o w , Comminee on Amed Services. Confrastin~DOD and Stace A~vrcciation's
(ûefense 982994 to CiNCPAC, 1621562 Sep 60), Evolution of the War. Otieins of the Insurnencv. 1954 1%O. US. Perceptions of the lnsuraencv. 1954 - 1960 in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945 - 1967 ,
Tab. 4 IV. A. S. Book 2 of 12, p. 62.

3s Ibid.
34 Ibid.

President Diem ôalked at a11 perceived controlr of his govemnmit through the CïP or MAAG's
direction of ARVN and this tesistance had started just ôefore Nolting had taken over h m Durbrow in
1961: "Ambassadot Durbrow, General McGarr, and others urged acceptance of the CiP upon Resident
Diem, but with only partial success. Dicm stoutly resisted the adoption of a single, integrated chah of
operational command, showed no cnthusiam fot detaileâ prior planning, continued his practice of
centralized decision-making (sometimes tantamount to decision pigeortholing), and continued to play off
Footnote continued on next page: ...
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destroy the source for the insurgency, and thus the insurgents themselves. the solution appeared
to be in the fonn of the CIP which, as previously indicated, called for substantial South
Vietnamese m e d forces increases.
Another major influence upon the design of the CIP was the fact that American advisors
were reaching, almost, a fever pitch of criticism against South Vietnamese officialdom and
general bureaucratic and military incptitude. Again, the only significant official Americans
advocating the need to tone-down this negativity were Lansdale and Nolting as they saw it as
counter-productive to anything useful at all. Subtly yet clearly, Lansdale put the onus on the
Americans to rectiQ these relations with the South Vietnarnese. He was especially concemed
that Arnerican political and military policy planners seize hold of a better understanding with
regard to unconventional warf' and counter-insurgency.
In one of his many officia1 memos to Maxwell Taylor, Kennedy's military representative
engaged in a fact-finding mission to South Vietnam, Landale emphasised where the impetus had
to corne from. He asked Taylor to seriously consider precisely what kind of unconventional
warf'are techniques could be used to cope with the Viet Cong insurgency. Landale noted that
there were al1 kinds of men and material k i n g supplied to the South Vietnarnese which,
inevitabiy, seemed to get bogged down in futility owing to the govemment mechanisms used to
...foornote conrinuedfrorn previous page:

the province chiefs against the generals. Some aspects of the CIP were acceptecl, but the basic
organizational issues mnained unnsolved and the strategic approach unresolved by defiiult.
The unsuccessfùi W.S. attempts to secure organizational nforms within the Diem govemment had
assumed psychological primacy by the time of General Taylor's Octokr 1961 mission to Saigon. The
American position was essentially that no operational plan could succeed unless GVN was reorganizcd to
permit effective implcmentation." Congress, House, Committcc on Amed Services, Evolution of the War,
Stratcnic Harnlet Proeram: 1%1 - 1963: An Ab~taisai Il.Thc Formulation of The Stratcnic Hamlct
Pro~ram:D. Initial Vietnarnese Reactions in United States-Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967. IV. B. 2. Book
3 of 12, pp. 9-10,

-
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deploy this valuable aid. Lansdale attributed much of this red tape to poor relations between the
Americans and the Vietnamese at the govemmental leveL3' He suggested that the way to
remove the bad feelings would be to get the right Amencan advisors into the GVN offices where

they could truly assist with their expertise. These American advisors. Lansdale noted, would
have to be chosen by the Vietnamese thernselves, as it would be counter-productive to force

individuals on the GVN. He also noted that the pool of US advisors that the Vietnamese oflïcials
were to choose fiom would have to consist of individuals who had a genuine compassion and
empathy for the Vietnamese and display an obvious talent for the job. This type of personnel

planning, Lansdale argued, would streamline any course for unconventional warfare that the

GVN and Washington might decide upon?

37 "SUBJECT:Unconventional Warfare

[Saigon, ûctokr 23. 1% 11

1. What unconventional warfare techniques should be considered in coping with VC insurgency?

Perhaps the mest thing that could ôe said about the situation in Vietnam today is that the
accomplishments do not match the efforts that are king made. In reviewing programs and plans, 1 was
srnick by the wealth of ideas, abilities, and equipment which the U.S. has put into Vietnam. Yet, the
Vietnarnese govemmental machinery seems to be bogged down, and somehow things simply don't get
done effectively enough. This migfit well remain truc despite our sending in more people, ncw types of
weapons, or changing organizational stnictures. Thus, just adding more of many things, as we are doing at
present, doesn't appear to pmvide the answer that we are seeking." Edward Geary Lansdale, 185.
"Memorandum From the Secretary of Defense's Deputy Assistant for Special Operations (Lansdale) to the
President's Military Representative (Taylor): SUBJECT:Unconventional Warfare," (Saigon, October 23,
1961). [RG 330, OSD Files: FRC 63 A 1803, Vietnam Taylor Gmup. Top Secret] in FRUS: Vietnam,
1961, Vol. 1, pp. 418 - 419.

-

J8 T h e spark could well k to place the right Americans into the right srus of the Viemamese
government to provide operational guidance. These Americans should be collaborators, who quictly advise
some key Vietnarnese leaders on how to get things moving effectively, and are physically close enough to
them to permit the guidance to be constant. Such work will require Americans of talent and compassion,
who will engage in the task with considerable empathy. Pchaps the wisest method of selecting them would
be to let each Vietnarnese name the American he would like as an advisor; then the U.S. should go to work
to make those people available." Cbid.
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The Lansdale emphasis was clear: it was the Americans, themselves, that were causing
the Vietnamese to react in the lethargic manner that they had bcen. For many of the advisors
simply treated the Vietnamese with fnistration and/or contempt which. in tum. only engendered
more disûust and slowness of action fiom the G W ' s officiais. In stressing the great damage that
this was causing in the attempt to defeat the Viet Cong. Lansdalc warned Washington that the
future of South Vietnam hung in the balance. For he believed the Vietnamese were going to lose
unless the Americans could help hem in a far more positive manner. 39
Lansdale wrote several other rnemoranda in this series of communications to Taylor and
the remarkable and insightful direction of his writing illustrated that it was the Americans who

had to correct the way that things had becn going with the Vietnamese. It was US policy that
was, for al1 practical purposes and considerations, 'bogging-down' the Vietnamese as well as the

~ r n e n c a n s This
. ~ was a theme that remained consistent throughout the tenure of Lansdale's
advice to Kennedy's administration. Indeed, it is worth noting that as events progressed, even
within the year of 1961, Lansdale became convinced that many of Kennedy's advisors were
steering U.S. policy toward a dangerous course. This was especially ûue with regard to their
continued harangues against Diem; thus, he wrote a fairly tough letter to General Samuel T.
Williams seeking support in holding the line against the growing strength of the anti-Diem group
Footnotes

39 "1 suspect that too many people we arr counting upon to get things done are mistrated by red
tape or by lack of real understanding of the problerns conhnting hem, with the result that they simply go
through the motions of their work like puppets. Mistrust, jealousy, and self-seeking compound the error.
Yet, the Viemamese are an able and energetic people. Thcy don't seem to be themselves t d y . 2 e y are
going to lose their country if some spark doesn't makc hem catch fire to go to work to win this war. i h b
PQ. 4 18-4 19.

4û The memoranâa in this series of communications wen primarily concemed with assisting the
Taylor Mission to South Vietnam.
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in Washington. n i e reader should peruse this letter with considerable care because it lays bare
the depth o f the problem with regard to those powerhil Americans who wanted to achieve a

'quick-fix' in Vietnam by getting rid of Diem. Lansdale was nobody's fool and he knew what he
was up against in Washington

- as he notes: "...

folks of Durbrow's ilk - but much subtler."

General Wiilims was known to be a 'tough customcr' who had influence rit the Pentagon and

within DOD and Lansdale knew he needed some powefil men on his side when he went up
against the like o f Averell Harriman.

Washirigton, November 28, 1961.
Mon Generul - Warm thanbfor your letfer.
Upon rerum here. the boss had another crush projecf for me io work on, so I've
been quite upurt fion most of the folow-through of the Tuyforpoup S reports and
uctivities.... One of the conclusions drawn in town, and Loth Taylor & Rosrow say it
isn't one of theirs lalthough lm surpicious) is fhat we cannot help the YN win
agoinst the VC as long as a dictator (Diem) holds power.41 So, one of the thoughts
being ginned up is thut I go over as his personal odvisor a d , presumabîy, dobber
him pom up close. I pointed out fhat this was o duty without honor and I 'd be
damned ifi'd do t h . . . . Diem has been getting worn out by all fite vicious utfach on
him. The first evening I wus there, he louked reully down in the dmps - so I fold
him to go to bed instead of tufking IO me. During the next several days. I wenf IO
work to keep him up, and he starred becoming thefigher we knew of yore. ffowever,

Averell Harriman figwed pmminently in this anti-Diem opinion group as best noted in his own
words: "3. The htemal Situation in South Viet-Nam: The best any international settlement can do is to buy
tirne. If the Government of South VietNarn continues a repressive, dictatorial and unpopular regime, the
counay will not long reiain its independence. Nor can the United States afford to stake its prestige there.
We mut make it clear to Diem that we mean business about intemal refonn. This will require a strong
ambassadot who can conml al1 U.S. activities (political, military, economic, etc.) and who is known by
Diem to have the personal intimacy and confidence of the President and the Sccretary." Averell Harriman,
239. "Letter From The Ambassacior at Large (Haniman) to the President," [Washington, Novemkr 12,
1%1, Kennedy Library, National Secwity Files, Vietnam Country Series. Persmal. Hand-written by
Harriman.] in FRUS: Vietnam, 1%1, Vol. 1, pp. 580 582.

-
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these latesr attach on him - seemingly stemmingfrom the Twlor group - apparently
really got hirn d o m . Also, the wording of some of rhe US. proposais made it look
as though the US.was going tu acf the same wuy the French h m . I jumped bock
into the act long enough ILFI night to snaighten out this aspect.... Incidentally,
Diem, T h m . und the others think highly of Friîz Nolting. Too bad you didn 't have
someone like him as ambassador while you were there.... We probably will be
boosting our help &y o lot more men, money & material. However, what S really
lacking is soneihing of the spirit, something of kudership quulifirs: on our purt,
which would give meaning to Our aid. It S pure hell to be on the sidelines and seeing
su conventional and unimuginutive an opproclch being tried...Ruther than end this
on a gloomy downbeat, let 's nooàle out how to lick the crowd. One of the main
problems is here ut home, with Washington being only one phuse. Do youjeel up to
ilk - but much subtler?4*
entering thelray again - againstfolh of Durbrow @s

Regardless of al1 Lansdalr's suggestions in his numerous memos and letten concemed
wiih the treatment of Ngo Dinh Diem and counter-insurgency warfare he had little effect on
policy. The CIP as envisioned in Washington, kgan to take on a form and substance that was
contrary to the proven and sound principles of countering Cornrnunist insurgents as manifested
by the British in Malaya.

The CIP that was envisioned by the Americans had several important reasons for coming
into k i n g and for k i n g adopted the way it was. The British counter-insurgency advice and
President Diern's preference for it over that offered by the Americans were not least of these
salient reasons.

Footnotes
Edwarâ Geary Lansdale, 293. "Letter Fmm the Secretary of DefeweysAssistant for Special
Operations (Lansdale) to General Samuel T. Williams," [Hoover Institution Archives, W il1iarns Papers,
1% 1, Letters. Wand-written by Lansdale.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1% 1, Vol. 1, pp. 687 689.

-
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ChdIen~e
and CounterThe British ConceM of What Constirutcd the Insument
Insurmencv Doctrine:

Prior to any serious American involvement in South Vietnam, the British had brought a
long and thorough counter-insurgency campaign to a successful close in the Southeast Asian
country of Malaya. What had made this campaign such a success, albeit one that was twelve
years in the making, was the fact that they had understood from the beginning tha military force
must not and could not replace proper civilian suthority. They had undentood, perhaps out of the
raw necessity that their impecunious position had placed them in the aftennath of World War II.
that bombs and bulleü could not replace the order of law, applied equally to all. For the
insurgent challenge in Malaya was the same as it was in Vietnam: the insurgents were contesting
the incumbent regime's legitimacy and right to govern; offering, instead, themselves as the
legitimate voice of the people.a

The fundamental difierence between the British campaign in Malaya and the American
sponsored endeavour in Vietnam was that the British never lost sight of the paramount necessity
of mainiaining political legitimacy and, by their very actions. in the hurly-burly of 1963, the
Americans did! No amount of pointing out Ngo Dinh Diem's shortcomings.~and he had
Footnotes

Thompson, Defeatina Cornmunist Insurpcncv, p. 20.
44 Sir Robert Thompson kept a rteady and critical eye on the American's ability to k swayed by
the Communist agenda in the insurrection in South Vietnam. Thus, he noted: "Once the organisation for
People's Revolutionary War has b e n established and its techniques are in operation, the cause becomes
less and less relevant. The threatened governrnent is not going to be overthtown through the cause which
the insurgents are promoting, but through the contradictions within the country and society which kcome
more exploitable as the war continues. It is only necessary to look at the chah of events in South Vietnam
since 1963, from the time of the Buddhist conaoversy which led to the fall of President Diem, to realise
that, if the Vietcong had had a good cause within South Vietnam, the whole country would have collapscd
long ago. This does not mean that there may not have been a good cause at some time in the past before the
present conflict, bccause that was essential to establish the basic organisation for People's Rcvolutionary
Wat in the first place .... The original organisation was built up during the Japanese War and then forged
during the Vietminh War against the French colonial power. This organisation could not have bcen cmted
Footnote continued on nerrt page: ...
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several, can ever rationalise the complicity, in illegitimacy, with dissident Vietnamese generals,
that the Kennedy Administration mired American effort in. For the President of South Vietnam
was murdered and, thus, removed from power by the ARVN generals and it was these very

Generals who had been supported by Washington in this, essentially, criminal undertaking.
Having outlined the problem in broad ternis. it kcomes imperative that the reader is
made aware of just what the British Counter-lnsurgency advice was and why the Americans in
the end, ignored it. This is of particular devance, considering the g d rapport that was
established between Ambassador Nolting, the CIA Saigon Station Chief William Colby. and the
head of the British Advisory Team, Robert Thompson.

...foolno~econtinuedfjom previous page:
h m scratch in Soutb Vietnam, on the basis of the cause which the Vietcong were promoting at the
beginning of the present war in the shon time available between 1954 and 1959. If that had been the case
President Diem would have had iinle dificulty in dealing with it as he dealt with the Binh Xuyen bandits
in Saigon irnmcdiately aftet he came to power. The Vietcong's basic organisation was already in existence
and was inherited from the Vietminh. Tbc sbortcomiags of the Dkm regimt and the contradictions
within Vietnimesc socitty were tbe excuse n t b t r thrn tbe m r o n for the insurgency and, with the
organisation m d y to ôe nrctivrteà, thcy made ib promotion a pncticrl proposition [my ernphasis]."
Sir Robert Thompson, No Exit From Vietnam, updatcd edition 1970, (New York,
David McKay
Company, lm,, 1970), pp. 30-3 1.

w]:
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The British Counter-lnsumencv Advice for South Viernam:
Sir Robert Thompson, one of the leading British advisors to the Americans and the
Vietnamese in South Vietnam, stated:'The th=

indispensable qualities in countet-insurgency

are patience, detemination and an offensive spirit, but the last should be tempered with
discretion and should never be used to justiQ operations which are merely reckless or just plain
stupid."4s Accordingly, the British advice incorporated al1 of this widom for a program of
counter-insurgency adapted to Vietnamese political, military and geographical realities.
Thompson also had observed that the most serious liability in the American counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam was to be found in the American approach itseif: for Americans
were impatient and they expected quick results to flow from their obvious wealth and power. It
was precixly these impatient expectations that Hanoi could count upon in hstrating American

goals by. simply, denying thern a quick or easy victory in South Vietnam. Thus, in Thompson's
expert analysis, the Communists had carefùlly considered four main avenues to victory and they
were as follows: 1 .) A failure of American resolution; 2.) A failure of Vietnamese resolution; 3.)
A failure of the Americans and the Vietnamese to adopt the correct counter-strategy; 4.) A
failure of the South Vietnamese to build, even with American aid, a stable and viable state and
govemment.a If even one of diese channels was left open. thcn, Hanoi stood a good chance of
winning and achieving its minimum war aim: reunification. The Communist's maximum war

Footnotes

4S Thompson, Defeatinn Comrnunist Insurnencv, p. 1 7 1.
46 "If victory could not k won by a decisive military carnpaip or battle, what then were Hanoi's
possible channels to victory? There were four: a failwe of Amencan tesoiution; a failure of Vietnamese
resolution; a failure of the Arnericans and South Vietnamese to adopt the correct counter-strategy;and a
failwe of the South Viemamese to builâ, with American help, a stable and viable state and government."
Thompson, No Exit From Vietnam, pp. 63-64.
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aim, in addition to reunification, was, of course, to visit a humiliating defeat on the United States
and this maximum airn was always possible if one or more of these channels remained open.J7

The key to Hanoi's sttategic planing, then, was American impatience as al1 four channels to
Communist victory incorporated varying degrces of this crucial lack in American vinue.
Vo Nguyen Giap was a student of history and military history in particular. Given Giap's
intellectual predilections and his obvious talent for tighting protracted campaigns one could be
certain that he was well versed in how America fought its wars. Thompson recognised this and
he also knew that Giap would be considering the fact that the Americans had never fought a long
and bloody war, with the exception of their Civil War,and that the prospect of fighting a fi@year carnpaign would frighten them while not daunting the Vietnamese significantly.a Further
to this, it was Thompson's estimation that the Comrnunists would be depending on pressures
within Amencan domestic public opinion to mount over time owing to the necessities of
countering a lengthy insurgency. necessities that would most likely offend the Amencan
collective conscience. Dissent, a perceived sense of futility, and a failure of the Amencan public
to understand the nature of this kind of warfiue would create a growing antagonism to the war.
Accordingly, ïhornpson estimated that Hanoi would make the wat a test

47 "lf one or more of these channels remained open then, in the end, Hanoi would win and would
achieve its minimum aim of reunification if not its maximum aim of intlicting a humiliating defeat on the
United States. The channels were, of course, al1 interrelated and could be combined to achieve victory...."
Ibid.

-

18 "Amaricans are by nature an impatient people, eager for quick mults and, with wealth and
power available, expectant of them. A protracted war could therefore be counted on to by American
patience particulady when, afier an enormous outlay. thcre was still no light at the end of the nuinel.
Americans have never fought a long war and seldom a bloody and bitter one except in their own Civil War.
Hanoi rnight not k hiphkned bv the ~rosuectof a fi& vears' war. but Wsshinnton certainlv would be
[my emphasis]." Ibid.
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of wills not a test of strength and, in such a test. the Communists believed the Americans,
regardless of their manifest power, would prove as faltering as the French had.
Robert Thompson arrived in Saigon in the fall of 1961 and, as head of the British
Advisory Mission to South Vietnam, his prirnary task was to advise on the implementation of the

Strategic Harnlet program.* Thompwn advised the Vietnamese govemment to select an area
that could be adequately cleared and held by the m y and then made safe through protected
Footnotes
49 "ln addition to this, because the war would be total and biner, there would be many aspects that
could be expected to offend the American conscience. Futility and dissent would therefore combine to
create growing antagonism to the war within the United States. A failure to understand the nature of the
war would also add to the confùsion. While, therefore, the Americans might have greater wealth, power
and stamina than the French, they could, if greater presswes were applied, be expected to react in much the
same way. If Hanoi could apply this greater pressure by keeping the costs high then, with or without a Dien
Bien Phu, American resolution might faltet. The war had to be made a test of will rather thm a trial of
strenath [rny emphasis]." Ibid.

50 Robert B. Osprey, War in the Shadows: The Guerrilla In Historv, Revixd and Updated, (New
York, WY]: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1994), pp. 739-740.

Ambassador Nolting recalled the following about Robert Thompson in his memoirs: "At about
this time, the idea of bringing in the British counter-insurgency expcrt Sir Robert G.K. Thompson arose.
Thompson had k e n the British Permanent Secretary of Defense in Malaya and had great success in
helping the Malayans defend themselves, during a ten-year period in the 1950's, against the insurgents
there, most of whom were Chinese in origin. 1 welcomed the British initiative. The Malaya experience was
something of a counterpart to Viemam, and we could learn from it. 1 felt this evcn more smngly aftcr the
British Advisory Mission, Viemarn, was established and we kgan working wih Bob Thompson. Although
Thompson consulted with Hany Hohler, the British Ambassador in Saigon, and probably used British
Embassy communications to report back to Britain, he worked very closely with our mission. The British
Foreign Oflice was not keen to get involved in the nitty-gritty of counter-insurgency in South Vietnam, so
Thompson and his people worked rather independently as advisors.
Thornpson had only about half a dozen people working for hirn, al1 of whom, I think, had seived
under Su Gerald Templar in Malaya. They did not have much more than their individual experience to
work with, but they were effective. They worked closely with the South Vieblamese and with us, advising
on pacification and anti-infiltration mehads. niompson hirnsclf was very persuasive and had considcnible
influence with President Diem. We would sometirnes go together to present a proposal to Presidcnt Diem,
who could see that Thompson knew what he was taking about and tnisted him. In this he may have been
influenced by the Tunku (Resident of Malaya), a close fiicnd of Resident Diem, who spoke highly of Bob
Thompson." Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. 37.
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hamlets within the village enclaves; it was these harnlets that formed up the foundations of the
"Strategic Hamlet ~ r o ~ r a."SI
m
It should be remembereà that in Thompson's ideas and plans for counter-insurgency,
Ngo Dinh Diern found relief: relief from the impending American control of his govemment via
the means of an undiluted U.S. formulated CIP. The= were Americans who recognised that,
potentially, Robert Thompson was offering Diem a way out of having to submit to US.
govemment rrutiny and, accordingly, labelled Thompson's ideas as "advice without
responsibility."52 Thompson's rival plan to that of the American's would. amongst other things,
rescue Diem from appearing to be an American puppet:

Thompson provided Diem his initial "appreciution" (or, in (I.S. terminoIogy,
"estimate of the situation') in October 1961. J5/ His assessrnent wus well received
by the President [Diemj, who asked him to follow it up with a speaecifc plan.
Thompson s response. an outline plan for the pacification of the Delta area. w m
given to the President on 13 November. Thus. T'hompson was in the process O/
articuluting one potentially compreherisive strutegic approach ut the same rime that
the L!S. was deeply involved in ferhioning a major new phme in US. - GVN
relations in which major new U.S.aid would be tied to Diem's acceptunce of
specified reforms und infirentiah'y, to his willingness to pursue some agreed. coordinated strategy. Thompson S plan war. in short, a potentid rival to the
American-ahronced plans represented by the CiP and the geographically phased
M G plan of Srprember 1961.53

51 Cable, Conflict of MMhs, pp. 196-197.

52 Congress, House, Cornmittee on Armed Services, Evolurion of the War, Strate~icHamler
II. The Formulation of The Süatenic Harnlei Pro-:
E.
Thom~son'sCountemm~osalsin United States-Vietnam Relations. 1945- 1967. IV. B. 2. Book 3 of 12, p.
Ptoeram. 1961 - 1963: An Amfaisai

-
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There was much more, however, to Thompson's plan than just the possibility of saving
Diem fiom further US controls. Simply put. it was a plan based on recent Southeast Asian
experience and it had a common-sense logic to it that the ever-practical Diem was mily attracted
to. According to the Pentagon analysts, niompson's ideas. as put fonuard to Diem. shared a
common understanding with Maxwell Taylor's in that both saw the Viet Cong attempting to
force a political outcome in their favour. The Communist tools for such an objective were
combined military and political actions as opposed to a straight-out attempt to take over the
country by brute force?

Likew ise, Thompson's ideas found similar expression in McGarr's

understanding that the Viet Cong would attempt to control the unpopulated m a s in order to use
them as a secure area fiom which to threaten the capital - Saigon (such an area existed Northcast
of Saigon and was know-n as War Zone 9')
Furihermore,
.
both men realised that such a base

would be used by the Viet Cong to project an image of political control and legitimacy to the
people of South ~ietnarn.~S

The Americans' and Thompson's similarities in views on what the Communists were
about were limited as Thompson believed that the real thnist of the Viet Cong was the political
stability of the populated mral areas. In other words, while recognising the Communist
secondary threat to assail Saigon was valid, Thompson believed the real war, the contest for
political legitimacy. would be fought in the small hamlets and villages of the heavily populated
Footnotes

54 "Like Taylor (with whom he taiked and to whom he gave a copy of his initial "appnciation"at
the latter's request), Thornpson saw the VC objective to be one of political denouement by combined
military and political action rather than a military take-over of the entire nation." Ibid,. p. 1 1 .

5s "Like McGan and the other U.S. military aàvisors, he recognised the pmbability and danger of
VC attempts to control the unpopulated areas and to use thcm both as a base h m which to project an
image of political strength and as secure areas h m which (in the case of War Zone D, NoRheasî of
Saigon) to threaten the capital." ibid.
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agricultural areas of South Vietnam. Amencan planners, like Lionel McGarr and Maxwell
Taylor, were still thinking in terms of classic rnilitnry assault albeit via the means of guerrilla
action. Thus, their plans were based on the klief that the Communists' political and military
objectives could be smashed if the Viet Cong forces were destroyed. In this planning, Thompson
believed that the Americans were not foçussing on the correct target.56 Thus. Thompson argued
that the main GVN and American targct should not be to merely destroy the Viet Cong's field
forces but, rather, to offer the people of South Vietnam an attractive, constructive and positive
option in place of the Communists' appeals. The fwus, then, for the GVN and the Americans
would have to be national reconstmction and physical infrastmciure development in the
populated rural areas.S7
The program envisioned by Thompson would require thomughgoing and very tight
sccurity rneasures but these were pmcedures that could be successfully underiaken by police as
opposed to soldiea. His experience dictated that policemen could establish a cluse rapport with
the people because they would live and go to work in the very communities they were protecting,

in short, they would be 'cheek-by-jowl' with the people. Amy units could not do this as they
were constantly needed in other areas where fighting required their resources. Indeed. if an A m y
unit spent too long in a given area daily life for the average Viemarnese would take on the
regimen of military occupancy. Obviously it was not even practical to force the anny to establish
Footnotes

"But unlike the U.S. military advison, Thompwn viewed the primaw threat to k to the
political stability of the populated ml areas. 361 Consequently, he regardeci McGart's propopcd initial
operation in War Zone D to be a step in the m n g direction." b
I&
57 "The main govemment target, Thompson argue& should not be simply the destruction of VC
forces. Rather, it should be to offer an attractive and constructive alternative to comrnunist appeals. This
could only be donc by empharizing national rcconsauction and devclopmcnt in the populated rural arcas."

Ibid.
-
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a rapport with the people as it simply would not work. Therefore. in the Thompson
understanding, the Amy's purpose was to keep main Viet Cong units off-balance in order to
prevent them from k i n g able to cany out insurgent atîacks in the very areas that the GVN was
trying to stabilise with reconstruction and police programs.u)
Thompson's ideas were more fblly developed in a draft plan he penned for the
pacification of the heavily populated rural Delta area. He presented this plan to President Diem
on November 11, 1961, and he told the Vietnamese leader that the whote purpose was to win
loyalties rather than to kill Viet Cong. Because of the importance of 'winning heart and minds'
over killing Communists, Thompson had made sure that the trial area he selected in the Delta
had seen little Viet Cong main force activity. He argued that the GVN needed to 'clear and hold'
this area and that such a direction had to replace the counter-productive ARVN 'search and
destroy' sweeps. He acknowledged that the ARVN could be used to protect the villages,
temporarily, while the villagers were organising in order that they might protect thernselves.
Thompson recognised that the ARVN could be used to come to the aid of a village that needed
reinforcement but the big 'sweeps' through an area and then. subsequently, leaving it had to be
abandoned by the amy. AH ihese 'sweeps' had done was to destabilise the villagers and their

way of life when what they really needed fiom their govemment was the assurance of physical

Footnotes

"To do so would require extensive and saingent security measures, to be sure, but these
measws required primarily police rather than military forces. The police could escablish a close rappoit
with the populace; the arrny could not. The amy should have the mission to keep the VC off balance by
mobile action in order to prevent insurgent attacks on the limited areas in which GVN would concentrate
its initial pacification efforts. 37/" lbid.
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secunty so that the econornic and social improvements k i n g atternpted, could proceed without
violent and destabilising
At this point in his plan, Thompson introduced the concept of 'strategic hamlets' which
was a strategic and tactical means thmugh which the villagers could defend themselves. The
normal 'strategic hamlet' would be a lightly guarded village because it would exist in a relatively
low risk area. 'Defended hamlets' would be more heavily defended and would involve more
relocation of people because of the influence o f Viet Cong in that area. 'Defended hamlets,' for
example. would be particularly useful in areas closer to the Carnbodian border where Viet Cong
were constantly moving through.

Of course, Thompson's ideas and his aliemate plan for countering Communist
insurgency caused real and immediate problems for the Americans, as Diem seemed prepared to

act upon hem to the exclusion of the Americans. Ambassador Nolting was well-aware of these
Thompson-inspired problems and immediately cabled Washington about this issue which was
critical CO American policy in South Vietnam. As can clearly be discemed in the telegram, which
Ambassador Nolting sent back to the State Depattment, Thompson's plan, if Diem decided to act
Footnotes

" T h i s line of argument was more Fully deveioped in Thompson's ciraft plan for the pacification
of the Delta area, given to President Diem on 1 I Novernber. 381 The objective of the plan was to win
loyalties tather than to kill insurgents. For that reason Thompson selected a populous area with relatively
little VC main force activity. The thnist of his proposal was that "clear and hold" operations should replace
"search and destmy" sweeps. ARVN mi@ be used to protect the viliages while the villages were
organizing to protect themsetves and mobile ARVN forces mut be available to reinforce local &fense
units, but the process should be abandoned of "sweeping" through an area and then leaving it. The
peasants must be given the assurance of physical security so that economic and social improvemcnts, the
real object of the plan, could proceed without interruption," l
u

-

60 T h e means by which the villagers would k protected was the "strategic hmlet," a lightly
guarâed village because it was by defuiition in a relativcly low nsk area. more heavily defcnded
centers, called "defended hamlets" and involving more relocation, would be employed in areas under m o n
VC influence, particularly along the Carnbodian bordtr."b
&
'
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upon it, would allow an almost complete circumvention of American influence upon the
direction that the GVN took with counter-insurgency. Nolting freely admits that the detailed
written paper that Thompson submitted was first-rate and something that the United States could
readily agree with. Nolting observed that American support would be far more likely if the
Thompson plan was submitted thmugh the proper procedure wherein the Americans, who were
paying the cos&, could have the real say in just how it came into effect and how it was
implemented.6i
This telegram needs to be observed fiom several perspectives as it challenges the
orthodox school's presumptions that Nolting was in 'lock-step' sympathy with Diem to the
exclusion of United States policy directives.62 Clearly, that presumption 'falls down' in the face
of this evidence as Nolting was. in fact, attempting to make sure that Diem could not circumvent
Washington's policy for counter-insurgency warfare. Moreover, the teiegram expressed some
annoyance at the British for having assisted Diem in such circumvention as their actions made
the Americans' job that much more dificult. This annoyance with British intederence in
Washington's policy was strong enough to compel Nolting to hold a meeting wirh the British
Ambassador, Henry Arthur Frederick Hohler, Robert Thompson, Lionel McGarr and William
Trueheart whercin he bluntly expressed Washington's disapproval over what the British had

-

61 Frederick Nolting, 299."Tekgram From Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State
Saigon, November 30, 1961 8 p.m.," [Deparmient of State, Central Files, 751K.00/11-3061. Secret; L h i t
Distribution,]in FRUS: Vietnam 1% 1, Vol. 1, pp. 698 700.

-

6z The entire document CM

-

k found in Appendix D.
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done.63 In short, this is not the sort of document that a diplomat suffering h m 'localitis' would
Pen. Another perspective, which is revealed in this telegram, is chat Nolting supported Lionel
McGarr and MAAG over the issue of where to move fint as the American soldiers want to go
after the Viet Cong infested area of War Zone D north of ~ a i ~ 0 nThis.
. a of course, was the area
that Thompson was not interested in wresting immediately h m the Communists as he saw the
Delta as more crucial to the purpose of counter-insurgent rural pacification.
Nolting finished off his telegram by informing Washington that he told the British that
the US govemment would have to openly disagree with the command structures Thompson had
It should not be
proposed to Diem if Diem raised the issue with the American ~mbass~.6S

forgotten that it was these "command arrangements", that Thompson had proposed, which held
the potential for Diem to go around the field cornmand of ARVN and, thus, MAAG. The

Vietnarnese President could then direct operations straight from the palace - sornething that the
Americans were already trying to eliminate, in al1 areas of the GVN, in order to facilitate
delegation of authority.
Nolting was caught in a dilernma of some substance over this wholc issue concemed
with British advice and Ngo Dinh Diem's suspicions about American attempts to require
delegation of authority from him. The American ambassador genuinely likeû both Diem and
Thompson and could see the value of the very praciical, non-rnilitary approach that Thompson
Footnotes

63 Nolting, 299. "Telegram Fmm Embassy in Viemam to the Department of State - Saigon,
8 p.ni.," [Department of State, Central Files, 75 1K.0011l-3061. Secret; Limit
Distribution.] in FRUS: Viemam 1961, Vol. 1, pp. 698 700.

November 30, 1961
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was advocating. Yet, and at the same time, it was his duty, as U.S. mission chief in South

Vietnam, to adhere to his instructions fiom Washington and to implement Ametican policy.
Nolting also had to placate the fistrations of MAAG chief Lionel McGarr and somehow

reconcile the diffe~ncesof Diem, McGarr and Thompson. Nevertheless, there was one aspect of
Thompson's advice that had, clearly, won everyone over and, indeed. as can be seen in the
following quotation, tmly frightened the Communists with its long terni strategic implications as
it sûuck at the salient of the Communist effort. For Thompson had stresseci that the real contest
was for the hearts and rninds of the peasants in rural South Vietnam.
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Anrovilles & Stratmic Hamlets

"ln Hanoi, in Juiy 1963, the Communist general Nguyen Chi Thanh colled the
idea of establishing snutegic hamie~sin order to isolate the Viet Cong "a relutively

cleurheaded conclusion...Unfortunafely for them [the Americans], they are
of ilid pl<i,,.'66
beginning to bu arsciiled &y serivus misgivings ubuur the cc)~rt?c»ic?l.s

There was a Vietnamese predecessor to the British inspired Strategic Hamlets program

that was known as Agroville pacification. The main purpose of this earlier concept was to
strenghen the govemment's ties with the rural population.67~nsidentDiem initiated L e
agroville program in 1959 and, like the later Strategic Hamlet program. agrovilles involved
moving the rural peasants into stronger rural settlements where they could be physically
protected from guerrilla coercion. propaganda and terror. The agrovilles were to have facilities

such as schools, medical centres, electricity, and other basic social services plus education and
training in new agricultural techniques. In addition to this, it was Diem's hope that the agrovilles
would "...stabilize the govemment's authority in the face of increasing incidents of assassination
and kidnapping of rural oficials.'*

While the United States government supplied nearly 60

percent of the funding for the agmvilles, through non-defence budgetary expenditures,

Footnates

66 Hammer, A Death in November, p. 4 1.

67 Richard A. Hunt, Pacification: n i e American SniggIc for Vietnam's Hem and Min&,
(Boulder, [Colorado]: Westview Press, 1995), p. 20.
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it had hardly any control of the program.69 This fact, alone, would weigh substantially in fbture
Amencan involvement with counter-insurgency in South Vietnam, as they would demand more
control o f program direction and expenditures. For their part, the Viet Cong recognised a
potential ihreat in the agrovilles and thus they "...mounted some small raids on the new
senlements but most often employed terrorism and threats against govemment oficials to
intimidate people and impede ~ o r k . ' * ~The
* agroville program failed but the Rasons why it
failed are more complex than allowed by the standard version of their history, which allots the
failure to poor planning and rni~rnana~ement.~l
As such. William Colby best illuminated this
dificult issue in a detailed explanation he gave to Mr. Ted Gittinger of the Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library.
Colby noted that the agroville program had lots of theoretical potential but developed
ptoblems in how it came to be in the real wotld. Colby's recollection was that Diem had

observed how people were stretchcd out along the canals in the Delta area in such a manner that
there could be no central arnenities for them to share as a homogenous c o m r n ~ n i t y His
. ~ ~plan to
change this began in 1959 and it incorporated the concept of moving people closer together so
that schools and hospitals, which he had been building, could be accessed by many. This was one
Footnores

-

69 Ibid.

-

70 Ibid.

ln this context the reader should penise Stanley Kmow's work for arguments against the
agrovilles. Karnow, Vietnam, p. 23 1.
72 According to Dennis Duncanson, an acknowledged authority on the political history of South
Vietnam, the agrovilles, or Khu Tm Mat - 'Closer Settlement Areas,' were not initially directed for
bringing al1 rural South Viemamese closer together. instead, Duncanson argues, they werp to bnng
'unreliable farnilies' together in orâer to divorce them h m the sway of the Viet Cong. Duncanson points
out that these farnilies were never secure h m the Communists' pressures and actions. Duncanson,
Govemment and Revolution in Vietnam, pp. 261 - 262.
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of his main thrusts in modemising and organising mral South Vietnam. He wanted al1
Vietnamese to be aware of and have access to better schools and medical facilities and, thus,
encourage in them a modem sense of community which, up until that point, simply had not
e~isted.'~
As the farnilies were drawn closer together in the agrovilles they became distanced fiom
their rice-fields but by no great distance as Colby observed. The real problem occurred with
defending the space where the families actually lived. For Diem had to allow the agrovilles to
incorporate a plot of land with each family dwelling for growing vegetables and rnaintaining
family livestock. These plots of land extended the distance between dwellings to the point that,
on average, there were ten family dwellings per square kilometre. This was still closer than they
had k e n when they were stretched out along the canals and it certainly pennitted tbem to access
new schools and hospitals. Had ihere been no insurgency going on the agrovilles probably would

have worked but violent reality dictated otherwise and, as such. the agrovilles could not be
defended owing to the large areas that the guerrillas could freely move through. Setting up a

Footnotes

73 "The agroville program was one of hese theontical prograrns. which might have worked, in a
different circumstonce. It came about because of the nature of South Viemam and the Delta area, which is a
whole series of canals and the people live sort of one-by-one along the canals and stretch out for miles. In
1958 and 1959 when Diem was in this program of developing schools, aid and marketplaces, just the
general social and economic structure for the country, it was obvious that this was really a tough thing to
handle. How do you handle a school, and particularly a high school, if people are scattered al1 over the
place? So he had a thought rhat if he could move people closer together to make thcm into agrovilles, still
agriculturally based but in a kind of a city rather than a village or hamlet sbucnue, that that would give
population base for a hospitai, a decent administration, a school system, not only primary but high school
system and so forth. And this lodted fme. Move the people together and then give them thesc arnenities,
these steps toward mdmization and organizing and so forth." William Colby, "William Colby on
Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted Gittinger, June 2, 1981 (at Mr. Colby's office in
Washington, [KI),pp. 15 - 16, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral History Rograrn.
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defended penmeter around several families spread out over a few square kilometres was beyond
the resources of the G V N . ~ ~

The agroville program was launched in mid-1959, which

was

approximately the same

time that the Communists in Hanoi had made the decision to resume a policy of violent
insurrection in the South. With no defensible centre or perimeter, Viet Cong patroîs were able to
walk right through the agrovilles. In other words, the agrovilles were wide-open to terronst

penetration, intimidation, and Communist propagando tcams. In this regard, Colby addressed the
issue of moving ancestral graves (a point often blown out of proportion by Diern's c r i t i ~ s ) as
~ sa
minor problem compared to the real difficulty of Viet Cong penetrati~n.'~In other words, the
Footnotes

"Now of course you couldn't separate -- they depended mainly on their nce growing for their
livelihood. That they could go out to, no great problem. It's only a couple of miles, no great conctm. But
they needed somcthing as a plot for vegetables, things local, a pig or something like that, something they
could have for their family development, aside h m the main cash crop out hcre. So, the consequent design
was I've forgotten how much, but let's say a hundred square meten or something like that, which the
house was this much and the rest was this garden patch that they could use. Well, that meant, in other
words, that [there were] ten families a kilometre square. lt spreads kind of far. There is still accumulated
enough so that they can support these various economic things. And in a world in which no opposition had
occurred, this wouid have worked, at least it might have worked. Let's give it a half and half. It's worrh the
expriment and certainly might have btought about these things." l u

-

7S Stanley Kamow made the classic complaint with regard to the agroville program: "For one
thing, peasants assigned to the agroville had been uprooted frorn theit native villages and ancestral graves,
and their traditional social pattern disrupted, for reasons they could not fathom." Karnow, Vietnam, p. 23 1.

Gabriel Kolko was one of these critics who, neverthelcss, remained suficiently vague in his
criticism of the agroville program. He merely tells the reader that it was detested by the South Vietnamese
and that they did not cwperate with the program but he gives no details or facts. Gabriel Kolko, Anatomv
of a War Vietnam, the United States. and the Modem Historical Ex~ericnce,(New York, WY]: Pantheon
Books, 1985), pp. 96,1O3 & 131.
76 *'The problem was that this launched in about mid-1959, just about the time the cornmunisu
were deciding it was time to resume the rebellim. Well, when you spread this ten families per kilometre
you obviously don? have a defensible center and so an enemy patroi can walk right through the whole
thing and there's no way to put up a perimeter that will defend the entire area. This was the Achilles heel of
the pro-,
that it came in, would have got going about 1960 at exactly the tirne h t the insurgency was
arising and making it miitless. AI1 this stuffabout rnoving gnives and all the rest of it, sure, that's a part of
Footnote cortrinued on next page: ...
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agroville program failed because the Comrnunists for the purposes of political and physical
disrupiion specifically targeted them and, subsequently, they were effectively destabilised by the
actions of Viet Cong operatives.
With the foundering of the agrovilles, Diem began to Men to what Thompson had to say
about the necessity of protecting the South Vietnamese rural population from a Communist
orchestrated campaign of coercion, intimidation and outright terror. Both Diem and his brother.
Ngo Dinh Nhu, recognised the political potential of what it was that Thompson was expounding
ruid, indeed, other Vietnamese leaders testified to this potential:

The strategic hamlet remained a judiciow national poficy, a m e unridote to
Communist subversive und total warjre. Its chie/ merit l
q in the fact thut it had
been comprehensively designed to improw the people 3 living standards through
socio-economic developments at the rice-rom levei. It w u a sound sîrotegic
~ neutralize and counter balunce the e#ixts of a war
concept whose objective w a to
without front fines by transforrning the countryside in^^ a systen of mutudysupporting for@cutions. It sought to build and consolidate the spirit of self
assurance, self-reliance, and voluntary participarion which would sustain the
nation 's eflorts in a protracted wur of attrition.
Oddly enough, Roger Hilsman, who was no fan of Diem's, agreed with the Vieuiamese

President over what Thompson was advocating. Hilsman, according to historian Lany Cable,
saw great merit in Thompson's "Delta Pacification Plan." He wished to see a reduction on the

...footnote

conrinuedfiom previous page:

the problem, but if it had developed some economic momentum, 1 suspect it would have overcome that.
But what it couldn't overcome was the deliberate effort to destroy it by the enemy and the inability to
defend it," William Colby, "William Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gittinger, June 2, 1981 (at Mr. Colby's ofice in Washington, [DC]), pp. 15 - 16, Lyndon Baines Johnson

Library, Oral History Program.

General Cao Van Vien and Lt. General Dong Van Khuyen. Retlections on the Vietnam War
(Washington, [DC]:United States A m y Centet
For Milihuy History, 1980)' p. 9.
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emphasis for traditional military answers in favour of more political pacification prograrns. "To
Hilsman, Thompson's notion offered not simply a tool with which one fought insurgents, but a
'stmtegic concept based upon a tnie understanding of the nature of intemal ~ a r . " ' ~ *
William Colby, who was in Vietnam at the time of the inauguration of the strategic
hamiet prograrn and who had a great deal of contact with Ngo Dinh Nhu with regard to this
effo* clairned that, indeed, strategic harnlets worked. Colby's assenions on this were not based
upon a false or unrealistic undentanding of some of the failures and diffculties associated with
the prograrn but, in fact, upon the recognition of the weaknesses and the program's abundant
strengths even when these flaws were fully accounted for. He recalled that both he and Diem
knew about the stories of hamlets k i n g put together with fake reports of barbed wire being in
place when there was none. In fact, Diem had on-going intemal reports coming to him, which
indicated that there was mal-administration and corruption in the creation of some strategic
hamlets. Diem had sent out inspectors whose p u p s e it was to uncover these very sorts of
problems and then report them back to him. Even when his oflïcials were not forthcornhg with
such evidence he had other channels that relayed what was really going on. Diem's attitude was
that these pmblems were bound to corne up during the implementation of such a massive
program and that they could be dealt with and fixed along die wûy. Both Colby and Diem
understood that the program was a war-winning one and that it would have to be comcted
during and d e r full implementation.79
Foo&notes
Cable, Conflict of MMhs p. 197.

"...it9smy contention that the strategic hamlct program basically worked the fust tirne. And 1
know I'm a liaie contentious about this, and 1 know the stories about the fake bahcd wirt and al1 that sort
of thing, and sure, so did Diem. We had some internai reports given to him by some inspectors that he sent
out, which were reporting to him the fact that some provinces were cheating on the figures and that there
Foutnole continued on m t page: ...
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Colby went on to relate how Ngo Dinh Nhu perceived m e t h i n g much more positive in
the strategic harnlets than even effective protection of the Vietnamese people. Nhu discemed that
the strategic hamlets were much more than merely wrapping barbed wire around people, for they
engendered a sense of community. They became practical politics in action and thus gave the
people a sense of accomplishment and pride in what they were doing. This greater sense of
cornmunity, then, was new to the people of South Vietnam and it was absolutely necessary if the
people were to withstand the onslaught of monolithic Communist politics. 80
The concept of the strategic hamlet in South Vietnam was not as intrusive as some of its
detractors have tried to suggest. For French and Vietnamese scholars, most familiar with the
history of Vietnamese settlement in Cochin China, argued that the settlement patterns that were
in place at the time of the introduction of the strategic hamlets were. in fact, of recent
Further to this, it was noted that "As the Vietnamese advanced into the southem areas, in the

...foornore conrinuedjkom previous page:
was abuse of the peasantry and al1 the rest of it. This wasn't a surprise to him, that his rnachinery was
keeping secrets tiom him, because he had those reports, we know of it. Those are the problems you have
when you take on a major program and try to make it work. In sorne places it doesn't work and you go out
and tinker with it and fix it. That's the purpose of having that kind of independent inspection and reporting
and so forth about the vulnerabilitics and the abuses and the wrong things that happeneâ, so that you can
correct them. That's the whole idea of the thing. And the fact that you get these reports doesn't mean that
the program is no good. If you just let it go, yes, then the program is no good. But if you then fix it, and
fin somebody or change the program in some area to match the problem or whatever, which he was
gradually doing...." William Colby, ''William Colby on Vietnam, lntcrview 1." Recordcd interview by Ted
Gittinger, lune 2, 1981 (at Mr. Cotby's o f k e in Washington, [DC]), pp. 17 - 18, Lyndon Baines Johnson
Library, Oral History Program.

wu]

ûû "Because he
was stressing that what you were interested in here was a political
movement, a political action to generate a sense of cornmunity on the part of these people, not ro wmp
barbed wire mund them, but to get h e m to take a role and a pride in what they're doing and in
participating. I think he
was right, and it was essentially that philosophy that we retumed to later,
there's no question about it." Cbid.

muJ

8' Miiton E. Osborne, Stratenic Hamlets in South Vietnam: A Survey and a Commison, Data
Paper: Number 55, Southeast Asia Rogram Department of Asian Studies, (Ithaca, mew York]: Corne11
University Southeast Asia Program, 1965 Second Rinting 1%8), p. 20.
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they made use of settlement techniques which sound an

echo of fortified hamlets of more ment years."a*Again, there seems to be some evidence to
suggest that the strategic hamlets were not as alien and intrusive io Vietnamex culture as some
American critics have tried to c1airn.a
Strategic hamlets. as envisioned by both Diem and Nhu, held out the promise of
overcoming an historical political flaw in South Vietnam's rural political culture. as Milton
Osborne explains:

But whiie it seem likeiy that in the early period of Vietnumese settlement the
colonists grouped rogether in rhe traditional close pattern of settlemenf,thk did nor
remain the norm. Villoges in the Mekong Delta areu of Virt-Numspreod ouf along
the rivers, cunals [-rcs noted euriier in this discussion on agrovilles by William
Colby] and paths in a long, extended fahion with each former living close to his
lond. Hickey in his sfi~dy[G.C. Hickey, "Problems of Social Change in Viet-Nam,"
in Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Indochinoises, n. ser., Tome XXXlII, No. 4,
1958, p. 4131 of southern villages maintoins that the rekatively recent establishment
of these villuges hm lessened the attachment to old Confician ideals and forms of
behaviour. One tnay necd rherefire, ro qualify the comments made by Paul MW [a
leading French scholur on the his~oryof IndochimJ on the Viemaniese village as a
close-&nit entity when one considers the south, since there is sone suggesrion thol
the sense o j cohesiveness was not so greut.. .. Mus ' picîure of the peasunt within the
village us isolotedfiom the cenîral authoriiy of his country seems m e Br the south,
ar do his comtments on the peusanu ' view of the 'mandate 01heuven (see Paul Mus.
Viet-Nam, Sociolonie d'une m m e , [Paris, 19521, pp. 23-32). ' k the case of rhis
concept, it seem ciear that the peasants ' estimaiion of the Government 's authority
und desirability would hinge on the eflectiveness of the

ibid.
This wrîter has participated in this dcbate amongrt historians in the United States and calls
upon the authority of both William Colby and Sir Robert Thompn fw supporting the strategic hamlet
concept. To be fair, it should be noted that there are other notable authorities, such as Dr.Larry Cable, who
doe not concur with the findïngs of the pdkUnltt argument and daim that the straîcgic hamlcts wen,
indeed, alien, intrusive, and countet-praâuctive.
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odministratiun. Ijthe Government proved unable to protect him and his famiiy, then
it w u . presumably, no longer blessed by the handate :bl

Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, undersiood perfectly well the Conhician
concept of the 'mandate of heaven' as they had been raised with such principles by their father.
who had been a traditional Conhician mandarin to the Emperor's Couri in the city of Hue. The
Ngo Dinh brothers accepted the fact that before the Western academic construçts of
"democracy" could be even looked at it was paramount that protection be granted the rural
Vietnarnese if they wanted their support. Thus, strategic hamlets fit like hand in glove to the
necessity of Diem's political legitimacy in South Vieinam. lndeed and as previously noted, there
was even an historic precedent for the strategic harnlets in South Vietnam and. yet, for the most

part, this Vietnamese imperative seemed to escape the analysis of most Americans. Excluding
Colby, Nolting, et al.. Washington would continue to 'pound-the-table' about enacting
democratic f ~ e d o m while
s
Diem would continue to implore that such luxuries could only corne
later afier he had been shown to have the 'mandate of heaven.' To the Vietnamese way of
thinking, and this was certainly the way that Diem thought, the peasants had to be protected first,
then given a sense of community and the strategic hamlet pmgram offered the GVN just this.
While the North had an actual tradition of fortifying villages the fÏm modem effon
under the Diem govemment actually tcmk place in 1960 directed by the province chief of Ninh
ïhuan. Colonel Khanh.m Khanh had gained experience assisting the French in fortifjhg
Footnotes
81 Osborne. Stratenic Hamlets in SMnh Vietnam. p. 20.

8s William A. Nighswonger, Rural Paçiftcatim in Vietnam, [Raeger Specisl Studies in
International Politics and Public Affairs] (New York, F(Y]: Fdcrick A. Racger, Publishers, 1966), p. 54.
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villages in North Vietnam's Red River Delta and was able to m s f e r this knowledge to the
South wherein he had several villages set-up with volunter militia and fences.lM~notherearly
experimental defended village took place in Darlac province, in the village of Trung Hoa under
the direction of a Catholic priest "...the Catholic priest had led in the consûuction of defences
and had asked in May, 1961, for thirty shotguns to help defend the village from Viet-Cong
incur~ions."8~It was Ngo Dinh Nhu who managed to weld d l the fomier Vietnarnex
experiences with defended villages or hamlets together with the British advice and thus he
"...created the conceptual fhmework for the plan and set its pace for completion."* The best
overview and summary available in the documents, chat are concemed with strategic hamlets and
Ngo Din Nhu's attempts to bond hem into an ideologicaV strategic whole, is found in William
Colby's recollections on the subject. For Colby, quite correctly, placed the concept of strategic
hamlets in the context of a variety of counter insurgency ideas that were being reviewed, not
only by the Amencan mission in Vietnam but, also, by the British in concert with Ngo Dinh
Diem and Ngo Dinh Nhu.
As Colby pointed out, the initial American response to the escalating insurgent effort

was entirely predictable and formed up the backbone of the Taylor report and recommendations.
This was, in effect, a ruse that Taylor had thought up to get an American combat unit deployed
into the Delta region of South Vietnam's Mekong River under the pretence that it would be
engaged in "flood rplief."89 Colby noted that the Pentagon alro wanted to counter the proposals
Footnotes
Ibid.
Ibid.
88 ~bid..
p. 55.
89 Colby, Lost Victow, p. 98.
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of the British Advisory Mission by stressing that the real focus for fighting the insurgents had to

be a military one and not the police approach which Thompson had spoken to Diem about.
General Lyman Lemnitzer, Chaiman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was particularly adamant on
this issue and would not countenance the idea of police replacing the military even for local
force work.90 The Amencan rnilitary were. clearly, not happy with the British ideas and they

resented Diem's gravitation toward the non-militaiy police approach advocated by Thompson.91
Ngo Dinh Nhu. however, was far ahead of everyone else in thinking of counter insurgency and
political legitimacy as they pertained to the particular nuances of South Vietnam, as Colby
recal led.
Ngo Dinh Nhu met on a weekly basis with William Colby when the two men would
discuss the saengths and organisation of the Communist insurgents and, then, attempt to corne
up with viable alternatives for rural South Vietnam. Clearly, Nhu was impressed with the
Communists' ability to recruit and organise the rural population fiom small g u e d a uni&
through to main force battalions. Nhu admitted to Colby that it was obvious that the ARVN
could not stop the organisational juggemaut that the Communists had put into action. He also
realised that infinite detailed planning in Saigon, in the various Ministries, translated into liitle

Footnotes

-

Ibid., pp. 98 99.
91 'The JCS was far hom happy with the shifi toward the Malaya-inspired Strategic Hamlet
system. The Chiefs had not embraced the notion joyously, but had accepted it as a necessary expedient.
The fear was that the Hamlet approach was not only essentially one of a defensive nature, but one more
suitable for a police than a military force. In the esthate of many, the situation in Vietriam had
degenerated to a level which police mechanisms could not deal with efféctively." Cablc, Conflict of MMhs,
p. 191.
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out in the countryside and that the political depths of his own Can Lao Party was insubsiantial
compared to the Comrnunists' political apparatus.92
With the recognition that the GVN was failing to motivate the rural peasants in a
cohesive manner Colby and Nhu began to explore the vatious means through which such
inspiration could corne. They realised that the mral communities had to be stimulated into
defending themselves from the noctumal infiltration and raids that the Viet Cong were so
masterfully carrying out. Even a few m e d villagers would be able to prevent the Communist
agit-prop teams €rom assembling villagers for night-time political harangues and recmiting.
Most important of all, these armed villagers would be able to prevent the collection of taxes by
the Viet cong.93

92 "But one Viemamese did begin to rethink the strategy of the war - Ngo Dinh Nhu. In my
weekly meetings with him, we laboriously thought our way through the Communist strategy, and success
in organising the rural population and building a "people's anny" from local defense forces to guemlla
units to local and main force battalions. It was clear that the Vietnamese A m y , however well equipped
with helicopters, artillery, and bombers, was not going to arrest this process. Nhu was also convinced that
the Ministerial bureaucracies, with the development prograrns they planned in infinite detail in Saigon
offices and then sent to the provinces for irnplernentation, would not be able to stem the flow either. Nhu
also began to realize that his Can Lao Party apparatus had no roots in the rural communities where the
contest with the Comrnunists was taking place." Colby, Lost Victow, pp. 98 -100,

93 "We thus began to discuss how a cornmunity could be inspircd and stimulated to organise itself
under its own local leaders and set up at least rudimentaty defenses that would be effective against the
infiltration of recmiting and proselytising schools. A dctenined military or guemlla attack would, of
course, nquire help fiom the nearby territorial forces. I had stressed to M u the obvious point that a very
few m e d Communists could not only enter but totally dominate a village whose local security unit had
buttoned itself into its fort for the night. Even a few anned villagers who gave the alam and fircd a few
shots at them, however, would make it impossible for thcm to carry out their program of assembling the
villagers for speeches, recruiting and a vital item - collection of taxes." bid.

-
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Nhu, according to Colby, was looking beyond static defence in the strategic hamlets as
he began to envision them as a strategic political weapon of the offensive. 94 He recopised that
they held a more realistic potential for nation-building than had the ill-fated agrovilles. More
than this, however, he believed that the strategic harnlets could constitute the foundation for a
new and unprecedented social and political order. This new polity, then, would find its mots in
mral South Vietnam and it would replace the spoiled decadent elite in Saigon that had become a
spectre of French Colonial days. Nevertheless, Nhu had some concems that if the Americans had
too large a hand in the strategic hamlets that they would undo the necessary desire within the
South Vietnamese for self-reliance. Douglas Pike recalled, in 1966, that Nhu was very strident
about this point.Y5He was womed that the sheer bounty and wealth of American economic aid
prograrns would spoil the nation-building spirit that he had come to observe in the strategic
hamlet prograrn. For his part, Colby was not as concemed about the 'spoiling' effects of

Footnotes
94 Colby was not the only one to realise what Nhu had envisioned in the strategic hamkt prograrn
as Dennis J. Duncanson had also drawn attention to this revelation of Nhu's: "... Nhu soon came to the
conclusion that the regime would have to forge itself a new weapon if it was to survive. It took him a
whole year to work out what the weapon would be - it was in fact the 'strategic hamlet' -," Dunciuison,
Govemment and Revolution in Vietnam, p. 27 1.
95 Douglas Pike nui head-long into Nhu's adamant stance on the Viemamese becoming too
dependent on aid: "The author attended a dedication of a strategic hamlet at which Ngo Dinh Nhu spoke.
AAenvards a delegation of village elders approached Nhu with a request for aid in building a school. He
replied 'The goverment's means are sbetched now to their limit. Do not rely on outside aid. First build a
revolution within yourself. Then build the school with your own hands.' AAer the delegation Ieft,
Arnericans present pointed out to him that he was in a barier-economy village, that obviously the people
did not have the money to build a schwl, equip it with books and supplies, and hire a teacher. He brushed
aside their comrnents with 'You do not understand these villagers. Satisfy one demand aiid they would
r e m with ten mon."' Douglas Pike, Viet Conn: The Or~anizatimand Techniaues of the National
Liberation Front of South Vietnam, (Cambridge,
The Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology Press,
1%7), pp. 66 - 67.
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American largesse as he was excited over the fact that Nhu had grasped a plan that held the
necessary political elements for defeating the ~ o m m u n i s t s . ~
Colby was able to convince Nhu that he should get out into the rural areas of South
Vietnam and witness the inception of strategic hamlets. Nhu listened to Colby and became
convinced that it was, indeed, the right approach

CO defeating

the Communists while building a

nation. With his combined theoretical knowledge and subsequent practical understanding of
strategic hamlets Nhu was able to convince Diem to make the prograrn a major national
undenaking. 97 Diem's past practical experience as an exemplary village and district chief would
have predisposed him to the pragmatic benefits of the strategic hamlet prograrn as he was deeply
concerned with how to irnprove the lives of the people at the 'rice-paddy' level. 98

% "As 1 described developments at Buon Enao and some of the other experiments we were
conducting, Nhu looked beyond their potential contribution to defense against the Communists to how they
could constitue the basis for a new Vietnamese social and political community, built up h m the rural
areas to replace the elites left over from French Colonial times. He was concemed that too great an
American role in such a program could compt this process, tempting the peasants to become dependent on
American economic aid programs and other tangibles, instead of developing self-diance. Al1 of this was
long on theory and shon on practicalities, but it was exciting to watch Nhu's mind work and gradually
formulate elements of what I thought could be a basic sûategy for the government to follow to build a real
political foundation of new and locally based ml leaders. From them could develop the leadership of a
fkee and authentic Vietnam, neither Communist nor Western in culture or character." Colby ,Lost Victoty,
pp. 98 - 100.

97 "Eventually I was able to persuade Nhu to leave the Palace to see on the ground some of our
experiments and confimi the positive reports he and Diem were receiving from those involved in them. By
the end of 1961, Nhu was suflïciently convinced of the validity of the approach and his own concepts had
matured enough - that he was able to convince Diem to make a major national program of the technique,
under the name of "strategic hamlets." Ibid.

-

98 Anne Miller, And One For The Peo~le:The Life Stow of Rsident NPO Dinh Diem; Volume
Il; Unpublished Manuscript, dated July 30, 1955. (Professor Douglas Pike gave this copy to the writer in
19%); pp. 337 - 346.

Copies of this manuscript will be available thtough the lndochina Archive at the Vietnam Center,
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
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For his part, throughout the pmess of negotiating a counter insurgency plan with the
GVN, Ambassador Nolting had followed Washington's instructions. With regard tu Sir Robert

Thompson's alternate counter insurgency proposais to Ngo Dinh Diem, Nolting had been
absolutely scrupulous, above-board, and cordially blunt. The American ambassadot had liked
much of what he had heard in the British ideas but he had also openly and h k l y objected to the
procedural and substantive problems with these ideas which permitted the Vietnamese to
circumvent American controls on their own Counter-lnsurgency Plan. In other words, throughout
the process of forrnulating the CIP for South Vietnam Nolting had k e n faithful to the United
States Govemment's directions. There is simply nothing in the historical record that could even
remotely validate the daims of Nolting's detractors with regard to him king not objective in his
ambassadorial role and under the sway of the Ngo ~ i n h s . 9

99 These detractors would have to include the subtle Kamow, Vietnam, pp. 262 - 263. The
reader can also count on the not so subtle Fitzgerald, Fire In The Lake, p. 169. With regard to studying the
works of those writers who acted upon the belief that there is no such thing as objectivity, one can peruse
the not subtle at al1 Halbentarn, The Makina of a Ouamire, pp. 208 - 209.
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Ngo Dinh Niku's Perspective on the Thorrilpson Coun!er-Imsurgcrcy Advice:
William Colby gave full-acknowledgement to Robert Thompson's impact on the
discussion of designing a strategic hamla program.l

Nhu had obviously taken to heart

Thompson's argument that the direction MAAG and the GVN had taken was wrong. For
Thompson had told the Americans that the real tight was between the Communists and South
Vietnam's citizens not between Diem and the Viet c o n g 2 Thus, Colby claimed, Nhu acted upon
Thompson's advice and went even fuither with his own contributions to the British counter
insurgency advice.
There was. in fact, a subtle but substantial differ~ncebetween the two men's concepts of
how a strategic hamlet should be initially conceived. It was Thompson's experience that dictated
that there had to be an administrative action that surrounded the fledgling strategic hamlet
community with security3 The purpose of this initial police/military action whs to control md
protect the hamlet inhabitants and. thus. sever their links with the guemllas outside. Nhu and
Colby, however, had worked out the direction that argued for the security beginning from within

Colonel Howard L. Bunis. "136. Mernorandun From the Vice President's Military Aide
(Bumis) to Vice President Johnson," Washington, March 30, 1962, [Source: Johnson Library, Vice
Presidential Security Files, Memos h m Colonel Burris, Jan. 1961 - June 1%2. Secret.) in FRUS: Vietnam
1962, Volume II, 1961 - 1963; John P. Glennon, editor in chief, (Washington, [DC]:United States
Govenunent Printing Office, 199û), pp. 284 - 285.
3 "While al1 this is king cnated during the hold phase of opemtions, the close âefence of the
hamlet must be provided by the paramilitary forces, with the army holding the ring to prevent attacks by
major insurgent units. 60th the pararnilitary forces and the anny should be so deployed at this stage that
they can rescue harnlets if attacked by more than local village guemlla squads, which the hamlet militia
should be capabie of keeping at bay." Thompson, Defeatinn Commwiist Insurntncy, p. 124.
Chapter Five: Policemen VerswsSd&cs, the &&te
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the hamlet itself. The necessary security, they believed, would emanate out from a strong political
COR

in the strategic ham~et.~
Ngo Dinh Nhu took over the formal leadership and public responsibility for the strategic

hamlet program and acknowledged as much in a memorandum sent to Harriman in April of
1962.5 In order to inaugurate the program, Nhu put together cornmittees that held lectures and

discussions with specid cadres whose purpose it was

to

organise the strategic hamletd Nhu

established three salient goals for the program: first of all, the governent would link the
peasants in the strategic harnlets into a communications network, while also providing hem with
local defence units who could fight off insurgent raids.' In addition to this, it was planned that the
local defence units could establish an emergency reserve that could rapidly deploy to meet
immediate security n e e d ~ . ~ ~ e c o nitdwas
l ~ , planned that the pmgram should be able to motivate
the people to unite and get involved in governmental affain and overcome the traditional apathy

"Robert Thompson of the British Advisory Mission (whatever General Lemnitzer's view back in
Washington of the adaptability of Thompson's successful technique in Malaya to an American supported
Vietnam) certainly influenced the process, but Nhu stressed that the secutity of the hamtet should begin
within it and gradually build the necessary defences around that essentially political COR. Thompson's
Malayan expefience suggested essentially an administrative action, surrounding the community with
security so that its inhabitants could be controlled and their links to the guemllas outside severed. I sbarc
Nhds view, of course, having argucd its advrntages with Mm, so this diibrence bctwtcn Thompson
and myself penistcd for years. We so closely agred on the neccssity of a village-bascd approrch,
howevcr, ovcr the military one that we remrineâ tbc closest of friends and coYrbonton [my
emphasis]." Colby, Lost Victorv, p. 100.

5 Nhu's executive conml of the strategic hamkt program was noted in a memorandum sent by the
Director of the Vietnam Task Force, Sterling J. Coitrell, to Averell Harriman on April 6, 1962. Sterling J.
Cottrell, "149. Memorandum From the Director of the Vietnam Task Force (Cottrell) to the Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Harriman)," Washington, April 6, 1%2, [Source: Department of
State, Viemam Woricing Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, Pol. 7. Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam 1%2, Vol. II, p. 3 1 1.
6 Osborne. Strate~icHamlets in South Vietnam, p. 26.

Hunt, Pacification, p. 21.
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to politics in the peasants' lives. Thirdly, and most important to the practical-minded Ngo Dinh
Diem, the program was supposed to improve the living standards of the nual ~ i e t n a m e s e . ~
With above noted goals in mind. and as intimated in the previous chapter. Nhu was
attempting to come up with a comprehensive political and practical alternative to the Communist
attempts to seize political legitimacy in the countryside. To his reasoning, it was essential that the
people have something that was tangible and that they couM iake pride in as their o w n . l b h u

went into some detail to explain the mechanism for achieving these goals and the reason for their
l l operative subordinate to
existence in the first place in a conversation with Rufus ~ h i l l i ~ s ,CIA
William Colby and Special Consultant for Counter-insurgency, United States Operation Mission.
What is particularly i m p o m t for the reader to note is the fact that, ûue to what Colby had
claimed about Nhu, he was out in the field trying to determine just how his theories were
impacting on real people. Conüary to the bias of the New York Times reporters,lZ Nhu was not

merely a disernbodied intellect brooding in his study in Saigon. Rufus Phillips recalled that Nhu
had told him he had been uncertain about strategic harnlets until he was able to get out into the

Ibid.
Io William Colby. "William Colby on Vietnam, Interview 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gininger, June 2, 1981 (at Mr. Colby's office in Washington, [DC)). Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, Oral
History Program (the University of Texas at Austin); p. 18.
I I Rufus Phillips, 227. "Memorandwn F m the Special Consultant for Counter-insurgency.
United States ûperation Mission (Phillips), to the acting Director of the Mission (Fippin)," (Saigon, June
25, 1962), (Washington National Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 67 A 677, 350.
Counter-insurgency Plan. Secret.], in FRUS: Vietnam 1962, Vol. II, pp. 470 47 1.
This writer has had the opportunity to meet with Rutts Phillips at a conference given by the LBJ
Library (Ted Giitinger, et al.) in the fall of 1993. Phillips touched upon the strategic hamlet issue at that
time, arnongst other topics. His recollections seem to have becn consistent with the memoranâurns that he
was writing back in 1962.

-

12 A classic example of thir 'New York Times' miter's b i s cm k gleaned straight h m David
Halberstam's own writhg: " M u made no attempt to conceal his lack of interest in the needs of the
Vietnamese people; he was an intellectual and an aristocrat, and they were not." David Halberstam,
Making of a Ouamire, (New Yok, NI:Random House, 1%5), p. 5 1.
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rural areas, visit the harnlets, and hold meetings with strategic hamlet teams, hamlet chiefs,
district chiefs and their respective committees. These trips convinced Nhu that the theory was
starting to work itself out in reality, in the field.13
Nhu related to Phillips his view that the strategic hamlets could defeat the Cornmunists
while the program could al=, simultaneously, assist the Vieinmese people in their drive to
overcome problems of underdevelopment in the mral areas. He envisioned the concept of 'grassroots' democracy blossoming out of the strategic hamlrts because they incorporated democratic
principles at a practical level that the people couM understand. Nhu saw this as much more
desirable than attempting to impose democracy fiom Saigon. For the Saigon imposed model had
only brought anarchy and the need for more dictatorial powers to be exercised by the central
authority in order to combat the anarchy.lJ Relatedly, Nhu stated that it was his belief that in
war-tom Vietnam it was possible to win the war against the Communists by expanding the 'grassroots' democracy at the hamlct level, Thus he argued, this was the strategy to win the war: ". ..we

l3 '* 1. Mr. Nhu raid that although he had originated the soaiegic harnlet program. it was only an
ide* a "pipe-drearn", to hirn until the last four months. Since that time he has been making constant trips to
the provinces, particularly to the south. During his more recent trips, al1 ceremonies were eliminated and he
insisted on only single course meals. Most of his time was consumed by visits to hamlets and meetings with
strategic hamlet teams, harnlet chiefs, province chiefs, district chiefs and committees. These discussions
often lasted as long as five hours. He f m d the trips very tiring but at the same time exhilarating because
he had been able to test out his theories about strategic hamlets through actual experience." Rufus Phillips,
227. "Mernorandum From the Special Consultant for Counter-insurgency, United States ûperation Mission
(Phillips), to the acting Director of the Mission (Fippin)," (Saigon, June 25, 1%2), [Washington National
Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 67 A 677, 350. Counter-insurgency Plan. Secret.], in
FRUS: Vietnam 1962, Vol. II, pp. 470 47 1.

-

l4 "2. He viewed the strategic hamlets as a means to defeat commwiism while, at the m e t h e ,
overcoming the problcms of an underdeveloped country. These problems, in addition to communisrn, were
separatism among various groups of the population and inherited systems of privileges. He said the
imposition of democracy at the top in a underdeveloped country brought anarchy, which rcsulted in
dictatorship. Democracy must be instituted at a level where the people can understand it and where it can
be a revolution to eliminate the existing system of privileges and the defeatism and separatism which exists
in the min& of the people," b!J&
Chqpter Fhe: Pdkemen Vernus SddYm, the Debrite LCOdjng to M G O b w b n s &
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shall use war against communism as a means to introduce democracy and we shall use democracy
to win the war."15

Ngo Dinh Nhu was absolutely consistent and damant on the issue that democracy must
flow from out of the strategic hamlets. He perceived that fkee election of the hamlet chiefs and
hamlet councils was a central pillar to the successfiil structure of the entue program. HP was so
concemed that this point was undemood by the people in the harnlets b a t when he visited them
he conducted investigations into how their local elections were held. For e m p l e , Nhu would tell
hamlet councils and district committees that elections held by a show of hands were not goad
enough. Harnlet govemments elected by these means could only be considered provisional and
they would have to be reploced or they had to be endorsed by elections with secret ballot voting.
Nhu was adamant in his instructions to the GVN cadres working in the strategic hamlets that they
could not tell the people whom they should vote for.16
Nhu was also very clear about his belief that the Viet Cong should be allowed to
surrender and rejoin the GVN side as they becarne demoralised by the successes of the strategic
hamlet program. His ideas on this issue were in keeping with the British expenence in Malaya

Footnotes

15 "3. In tirne of war people think you must suppress democracy to win. To the conûary. he said,
we shall use war against communism as a means to inaoduce democracy and we shall use democracy to
win the war. This is the strategic concept." Ibid.
16 "4. Free elections of the hamlet chief and hamkt council are the key to success of the strategic
hamlets. The fmt thing Nhu asks when he visits a harnlet and talks to hamlet council is how were the
elections conducted. He tells the district committees (for strategic hiuniets) that hamlet govenunents elected
by a show of hands are only provisional. If they are not sure of a hamlet, thcy may have an initial
provisional election thrwgh a show of hands. However, they must have an election by secret ballot before
the strategic hamlet (civic action) team gws on to another harnlct and before the harnlet can rcceive a
charter (which M i u describes as a social contract bctween the province and the hamlct). He tells the cadres
working in the hamlets that they must not tell the people who to vote for, othemise the election defeats its
own purpose. if the c a k want a particular person to be elecied, that p o n must prove himself to the
people woking harder than the others. If he dcserves to be eiected, he will be elected." l u
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where the guertillas had been encouraged to switch sides. The idea was not to kill Viet Cong but
to win them over and this concept later became known as the 'open amis' program.17
For his part, William Colby discemed that Nhu had ernbarked on a program that had real
potential for stopping and reveaing Communist political advances in the counûyside. As such,
Colby directed that al1 CIA special projects shouid be incorporated and, in some cases,

subordinatcd to Nhu's rcvolutionay p r o g i n :

Those local oflcials who had a CLP-sponsored project in their areta (and by 1962
there were some 30.000 armed members of such projecîs througho~tthe country)
had un arfvantuge of course. as they could - and did simply fold their projects into
the strategic hamlets program giving them an instant accompfishment to report.
And despite sonie grumbling, jrom the Station about the loss of our direct influence
over the experimental communities we hud armed, f saw their incorporation into the
strategic hamlets program as a means by which the approach they represented could
become the much-neededfundamentaf strategy of the Diem Governnent tofight the
people 's war il faced. I thus welcomed this as o step tuking us beyond the limited
capabiliries of the CL4 to a notionul e#ort. l8

-

According to Colby's account, he was not the only influential American to swing fullsupport behind Nhu 's rapidly expanding program as Ambassador Nolting directed the entire

United States mission in South Vietnam to assist the South Vietnarnese:

The Americans were somewhat bewildered &y the suiiden appearunce of a major
uctivity that had not been processed through their cornplex CO-ordinatingstafls.
Under the leadership of Ambassudor Nolring, however, they subordinated their
injured pride und swung into support of whai appeared to be a genuinefy
Vietnamese initiative.1
Footnotes

l7 "5. In answer to a question whether he did not think Le Govemment should attract the Viet
Cong to surrender, he said that this was very necessary. He said he had indications that the strategic harnlets
were demoralising the Viet Cong. He felt that the Govemment should urge thern to surrender and rejoin
their families. Special fonified or combat harnlets might be established with these farnilies as volunteers to
fight the Viet Cong."

What also shouid be noted here is the fact that Roger Hilsman tried to c l a h credit for the Strategic
Hamlet program when, in kt,his ideas were, esseniially, borrowed h m Thompson and, if any American

Footnote conîinued on next page: ...
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Ambassador Nolting was not silent on the issue of his support for the counter-insurgency
direction that the stmtegic hamlets program was going in and, indeed, he defended it on a number
of occasions, such as in his telegrams to the D e p m e n t of State. For exarnple, he argued that the
American Task Force on Counter Insurgency did have the means of carrying out US Govemment
policy in the allocation of resources and funding for the strategic hamkts and, regardless of the
GVNiThompson direction preferencesg this was happening.= a
Nolting infomed Washington that it was absolutely clear that the GVN was committed to
canying out the strategic hamlet program on a nation-wide basis. He emphasised that, while their
were obvious risks for local failures in such a massive program, the experts in Vietnam held that

there was no substantial risk that the program would prove fatal to the G W . Contrary to the
negative position that Averell Harriman took on this issue>2 the impression arnongst the counter
...footnote continuedj5wm previous page:
did have a direct influence on the actual conceptualisation of Mu's program, it would have k e n William
Colby. Nevertheless, Hilsman would go on record as king one of the major critics of the way M u
implemented the prograrn. Roger Hilsman interviews with Graduate Student Kent M. Streeb of Reston,
Virginia (November 26, 1994): [this paperlinterview is available through Douglas Pike and the Indochina
Archive]. Hilsman's criticisms, for what they are worth, cm be seen in his memoirs To Move A Nation,
(Garden City, WY]: Doubleday Publishers, 1%7), p. 464.
20 The Arnerican Task Force concemed with Counter-insurgency Planning had drawn up lheir
geographically phased approach in January of 1962. This Outline Plan placed the emphasis on defending
the environs of Saigon - War Zone D, etc. before defending the Mekong RiverfDeIta Zone outlined by
Thompson. This Task Force document can be perused by the reader in Appendix E.

21 "84. For Viet Nam Working Group. Deptel 6 1. Although Task Force Saigon hilly appreciates
importance establishment geographical priorities for Strategic Hamlet program, we favor somewhat
different approach fiam that suggested reftel. As Dept aware, Task Force some tirne ago agreed on
geographically phased counter-insurgency prograrn including priorities (Emb despatch 429). This program
has served as bais US advice to GVN on Strategic Hamlet Program and in deciding allocation of US
resources to specific clear and hold operations. Believe we now have more effective means of applying
these priorities de facto to ongoing Sûategic Hamlet Program...." Frrderick Nolting, " 245. Telegram From
the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, July 20, 1962 -7 p.m., [Department of Statc,
Central Files, 75 1k.5/7-2062. Confi&ntial; Priority.], in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 539 540.

-

22 "Hanhan doubted the upbcat military npom and dismissed General Hailtins's assessrnent
ihat defeat of the guerrillas was in sight. He was dubious about what he heard fiom the American embassy
because he considered Ambassador Frcderick Nolting too close to Diem. ... What troubled him.. .was the
mess made of the strategic hamlet program. The enclaves had not ôeen located in a manner to create an
expanding secure zone. Instead, they had becn set up at b h e c k speed across the country, many of them
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moving ahead.25 Nolting, however, was pressed hard by the like of Averell Harriman over the
effectiveness of the strategic harnlets and other GVN counter-insurgency tactics.26 Similarly, the
news media, particularly the New York Times reporter. David Halberstam, and AP repoiter, Neil

Sheehan, had been pressing their own attacks against Diem's govemment and Nolting's support
of the counter-insurgency c a ~ n ~ a i ~ n . * ~
Thompson and the British Advisory viewed the strategic hamlets as a means whereby
they could 'gut' the Communists of any political legitimacy. The British recognised that m i e s
tended. by their very nature, to lend a cemin amount of political legitimacy to their opponents.
On the other hand, proper police forces maintained an air of law and order and, accordingly, by
their nature, cast a mantle of criminality upon their opponents. After all, policemen arrest and jail
Footnotes

25 "We are in regular touch with Thompson and klieve above is in accord with his own
thinking.... In discussion with Pres Diem July 19, he raised question priorities in Strategic Harnlet Program,
saying he understood our desire to gear our aid prograrns to the Strategic Harniet Rogram, and need for
priorities. He said that general priorities are: (a) in white areas extending into blue and eventually red; (b) in
the richest and most heavily populated parts of the Delta, roughly the ten provinces of the Delta Plan: (c) in
areas, especially coastal plains of central provinces, where Viet Cong pressure greatest and danger of
cutting the country greatest." Ibid.

Z6 In a letter from Hamman, addressed to "Dear Fritz," îhe Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern
Affairs masterfully raises questions that, in effect, amount to criticisms of the whole counter-insurgency
effon and Diem's govemment. For example: "1 would like your views on whether we are doing everything
possible to put in administrative support in villages which have k e n recently liberated..,While I realize that
progress is king made in improving the GVN's image, for example President Diem's speech at the
opening of the National Assembly, I am still concemed that the Viet Cong propaganda machine is more
effective. In general 1 think that the question will be solvd through concrete steps taken to heIp the
villagers, while unfounded public claims by the GVN will only hurt their cause.... in general 1 feel that we
are doing better militarily but that more must be donc to help the villagers thernselves, not only by arming
them more rapidly but also socially and economically." Averell Hamiman, 300. "Lctter from the Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Haniman) to the Arnbassador in Vietnam (Nolting)."
Washington, Octoôer 12, 1%2, [Department of State, Vietnam Wodcing Gmup Files: Lot 66 D 307,
Vietnam Correspondence. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 693 6%.

-

2' Halbentam, for one, seemed alrnost blind in his cynicism vis-&-vis the strategic hamlet
program. His descriptions of the preceding agmville program and his lack of detailed histo&al de@
kiaged to create a cornpletely false pichue of where the concept had corne h m ,who thought it up, ihd
how it was irnplemented. He atîacked it with such emotion that he overlookcd nearly al1 its justifiably
worchwhile points and, indeai, positive accomplishments. Halberstam, The Makina of a Ouamire, pp. 184

- 187.
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criminals - they don't necessady want to slay them as enemies on a battlefield or put thcm in
prisoner of war camps. It was this fundamental principle which seemed to be missed, almost
continually, by the Arnericans in their search for greater efficacy in counter-insurgency (which
always translated into haste). Thompson, however, was quite clear about this on a number of
occasions, as he duly noted in his plan, which was presented to President Ngo Dinh Diem. for
pacification for the Mekong Delta. Amongst other things, Thompson. in fact, had to overcome
some of Diem's toughest fears that such a program would be too disniptive to the Vietnamese
farmer at that tirne.
"...It should lead by stages to a reorganisation of the government machinery for
directing and co-ordir~atingail action aguinst the communists and to the production
of an overail stmtegic operational plan for the country as o whole [my e m p h w
defining responsibilities. tasks und priorities. At the sanie time it will lead to the
establishment of a slatic security jhmework which can be developed eventually into
a national poiice force [my emphasis] into which cun be incorporated a single
s e c u r i ~ intelligence organisation for the direction and co-ordination of all
intelligence activities againsf the communisrs. I agree with Your Excellency thut it
would be too disruprive ai the present moment io try to achieve these imediately
and t h they should be developed gradually. Using a medical malogy. the remedy
should be clinicul rather than surgical.

In addition to this first enclosure of his despatch to Diem, Thompson had a second
enclosure that, with considerable detail, took pains to outline a very specific Counter-Insurgency
plan that would be suited to South Vietnam's particular political and military dilemmas?) In his
Footnotes

20 Congress, House, Committee on Arrned Services, Evolution of the W u . Saa<cgic Hamlet
P r o m . 1961 - 1963: An Amraisal - I1.The Formulation of The Stmteaic Hamlet Progm: E.
Thompson's Countemomsals in United States-Vietnam Relations. 1945-1%7, IV. B. 2. Book 3 of 12, p.
12.
29 Congrcss, House, Committee on Armed Setvices, "Mernorandum for His excellency, Ngo Dinh
Diem, The President of the Republic of Vietnam: Counter lnsurgency Plan," Robert Thornpson (British
Advisory Mission), (Enclosure No. 1 - a two page letter to President Diem, is dated November 1 1, 1% 1;
the accornpanying Enclosure No. 2, Despatch No. 205 From Saigon, which explains Thompson's Counter
lnsurgency Plan, is dated November 13, 1% 1) U.S. lnvolvement in the War - Interna1 Documents - The
Kennedy Administration: Januarv 1961 - November 1963 in United States Vietnam Reiations. 1945 1%7,Book1ofV.B.4. Book 11 of 12,pp.347-358.

-
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overall aims for the plan. Thompson emphasised that the point was to win over the people not just
to kill Communists. Thus he noted: "If the main emphasis is placed merely on killing temrists
there is a grave risk that more Communists will be created than are killed. Winning the people
m u s therefore, be kept in the forefront of the minds of every single person, whether militacy or
civilian, who is engaged in anti-terrorist operations."~ïhompson stated that these goals were
consistent with the rneans of his pian and that this wouid be seen in the foilowing tangible results:
(a) Extended protection of the population in the rural areas;
(b) Increased mobility for the security forces and, in particularly, for the ARVN;

(c) There would be a greater flexibility in the use of forces where required within the whole area
where insurgents were operating;
(d) As a result of increased mobility, flexibility and better communications, there would be an
improvement in the economy of force;

(e) Al1 of these results would instil a grcater sense of confidence in the population and. similady,
the morale of the security forces would be improved;
(f)

This new found confidence of the people's toward their govemment and its security forces
would lead to better intelligence about the Communist insurgents and their organisation;

(g) Better intelligence would lead to more kills of the hard-line Communia cadres.

According to Thompson's argument, if these results were achieved then protection. confidence

and kills should become an ever-expanding circuit which would end with the effective destruction
of the Communist insurgent infrastructure and its ability to wage any kind of warY
Foo~notes

"34. The main results of establishing a bmeworl as pmposed should k:

(a) protection for the population; (b) increased mobility for the security forces particularly the Amy; (c)
greater flexibility in the use of forces where required at any given time in the whole area; (d) with mobility
and flexibility and impmved communications there should be greater economy of force; (e) al1 this will
instil greater confidence both in the population and in the security forces; (f) this, in tum. will lead to betîer
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In order to show Diem that these results were tinked to realistic stepby-step
achievements in his plan to rid South Vietnam of Communist terrorists, Thompson specified the
following expected achievements:
(a) A corridor cleared of all Viet Cong dong the line of the Mekong River would be the first
achievement;
(b) 'White' m a s could then be declared in the provinces where such an achievement had

occurred and this, in tum, would raise morale throughout the whole country;
(c) The rice crop would be saféguarded;
(d) ARVN troops could be rcleased fiom the 'white' areas in the Delta in order to used against

the Communists in operations no& of Saigon (i.e., War Zone 'D');
(e) A solid secunty framework could be achieved which would then be relatively easy to keep in
place;

(f) This mode! of achievement and results emmating from out of the Delta area could be
transferred to the remaining areas of the country resulting in the Communists king steadily
defeated as their source of power was destroyed. J2
President Diem had requested Thompson's presence in South Vietnam. For Diem desired
experienced third country nationals such as Robert Thompwn in Saigon as he wanted some
balance to the advice and pressure he was receiving from the Amencans. Thus,Thompson, who

...footnote continuedfiom previous page:
-

-

intelligence; and (g) better intelligence will result in more kills, Protection, confidence, intelligence and
kills should become a constantly expanding circuit." Ibid., pp. 357 - 358.
32 "Summary of Expected Achievement
37. (a) The fvst achievement should be a cteared corridor along the line of the Mekong followed
by (b) the declaration of 'white' areas in the provinces concemed which will taise the morale of the whole
country; (c) the safeguarding of the tice crop; (d) the rielease of troops h m the Delta area for more specific
rnilitary operations North of Saigon and in the Highlands; (e) the establishment of a solid security
framework which will be comparatively easy to maintain, and (f) a mode1 for operations in the remaining
parts of the country, particularly, in the area immediateiy North and East of Saigon and dong the coastal
plain." Ibid.
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had been the Permanent Secretary for Defence in Malaya, found himself in South Vietnam
advising Diem on civic action programs which would counter the Communists efforts in the
villages. ln October of 1961 Thompson put his preliminary plan for pacification before President
Diem and his comprehensive version was submitted to Diem a month later, in November. This
plan indicated just how the GVN could paciS, the turbulent Delta m a and Diem liked the
Thompson approach$ Indeed. given his own background as a village chief, Diem w m e d to the
British proposais that placed the emphasis on protecting the people before worrying about an
American-styled democmcy king established? While the military ceriainly had an effective
role to play, Diem also liked Thornpson's ideas for utilising non-military means for defeating the
Cornmunist influence at the villagehamlet level.

The main government rmget, Thompson argued, rhould not be simply the destruction
of VC forces. Rather, it should be to ofer an uttractive und constructive ulternative
io communist oppeals. This cuuld only be done by emphasising national
reconstruction and development in the populuted rural areas. To do so would
require extensive and spingent securiry measures. to be sure, but these memures
required primarily police ruther than regular military forces. The police could
establish a close rapport with the populace: the a m y could not. The army should
have the mission to keep ihe VC off balance by mobile action in order to prevent
insurgent urtach on the limired areas in which GYN wodd concentrate its initial
pacifcatjon efors.35

33 Congress. HOUK. Cornmittee on Anned Services, Evolution of the War. Strate~icHarnlet
Proaram. 1961 - 1963: An Amraisal - II. The Fomulation of The Sûateaic Hamlet Program: E.
Thompson's Countemrowsals in United States-Vietnam Relations. 19454967, IV. B. 2. Book 3 of 12,p.
1 o.
On this issue alone, there was a real divergence between the American and British advice, as
the British experience had pmven that during a Cornmunist insurgency, it was vastly more important for the
people to feel pmtected h m terrorist cwrcion than to be overly concemed with wide-open dernocratic
rights. Indeed, the British Emergency measures and laws in Malaya were far tougher and more
undemocratic than anything the Amcricans were prepated to countenance in Vietnam. Yet, tecognising the
political teality within an insurgency context seemed to have come much easier to Diem than to the Io@minded men in Washington.
35 The Senator Gravel Edition, "me Strategic Hamlet Rognm, 1961-1963," in The Pentanon
Pa~ers:The Defense D e m e n t Histotv o f United States Decisionmakinn on Vietnam, volume II,
(Boston, [Ma.]: Beacon Press, 197l),pp. 139 140.
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The instigation of this most notable debate, as its outcome greatly affected American
policy, centred on how the Viet Cong insurgency was to be destroyed. T)re reader should note
that there were many other types of civic action pmgrams k i n g canied out in South Vietnam by
various U.S. Government agencies, simultaneously to and in conjunction with the CiP.
Nevertheless, the most salient point, where contact came, occurred between the govemment and
the insurgents, was always concemed with violence and, thus, the GVN and American concems
about how to best protect the civilian populace and, indeed, al1 the various civilian agencies at
work throughout South Vietnam. In this regard even the most democratically minded Americans
realised that one could not even set up a polling station if it could not be protected h m insurgent
assau 1t.
With these considerations held in mind, the U.S. military advisots and the ARVN

believed that the Viet Cong was a force that had to be separated fiorn the people, via the rneans of

the wtegic hamlet progrm. They could then be forced to give banle on temiin where they
would be destroyed by the superior firepower that MAAG had been training ARVN with.J6
MAAG had heavily ingrained ARVN with the doctrine that its prirnary purpose would be to repel

a formal attack fiom the NVA (North Viemarnese A m y ) very much as the U.S. and allies had
done in Korea. There was little doubt, amongst the like of Lionel McGarr, that programs such as
the strategic harnlets were secondary in importance to making the ARVN more aggressive and

36 In a classic military understanding there was nothing wmng with this conventional concept as,
indeed, it was endorsed by such great soldiers as Envin Rommel. In his 1937 publication, infanterie Greift
an: Erlebnisse und Erfahnin~en,Rommel had summed up his considerable experience of war by stating the
equivalent of: "He who fves k t , wins." Erwin Rommel, lnfanhv Attacks, First translated by The Infmtry
Journal, Washington, DC, in 1944, (London: Lionel Leventhal, 1990). p. 30. There is no doubt about it, if
you can subject an enemy to superior firepower you will win the battle. The problem for the Americans
became what to do when the enemy didn't accept defeat after losing the conventional battles. indeed,
recognising that the real battlefield in Vietnam didn't necessarily inclde rnilitary means but, instead,
political means would prove difficult for any soldiet. The American commanûers and MAAG advisors,
capable though they were, found this reality almost unacceptable.
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efficient. In short, rnilitary means and stnitegy was to predominate over other considerations that
translateci in the field to: kill more Viet Cong, more ef?iciently.3"lhe protection of civilians
within rtrategic hamlets or defended villages was al1 well and good to MAAG but it was second.
at best, to the necessity of utilising rnilitary means to destroy the insurgents.
At the opposite pole to MAAG and their advice. Thompson, and the British Advisory
Mission were advocating a stmtegic concept that was foreign to the miiitary thought popuiar
amongst MAAG oficers. The British wanted to deny the Communists the battleground, upon
which the latter wanted to fight, which was the battleground of political legitimacy. As previously
emphasised. the British did not want to give the Communists the politifal legitimacy that the use
of a govemment army would give to their opponents.
It is worth re-emphasising that police forces. on the one hand. tend to deny the
psychological initiative to their opponents as they impute an air of criminality upon them. For it is
the job of policemen to arrest md, through due process, jail convicted criminals. On the other

hand. when an arrny captures prisoners as a nsub of banle, it is obligcd, under international law.
to accord such prisoners of war a non-cnminal statusJ8
lt was vital to the British counter-insurgency concept that the public understood the process
wherein policemen were seen doing their justifiable duty confened upon hem by the lawful
authority of the state. Thus it was crucial that justice not only had to be done as it had to be seen
Footnotes

37 Li. General Lionel McGarr, "Letter F r m Chief of MAAG Lt. General Lionel C. McGarr to
Admiral Heinz", Progress of ClP Plan, Jan-Feb-Mar-Apr., 1%1, Spector Files, RG 3 19, Box I 1, SEA-RS798, pp. 1-6; & Kent M. Streeb, "A Fragmented Effort: Ngo Dinh Diem, the United States Milihuy and
State Department and the Strategic Hamlct Program of 1961-1963." (George Mason University Dccember
10, 1994) (available through Rofessor Douglas Pike at the Center For the Study of The Vietnam Conflict at
Texas Tech] p. 15.

-

J8 lndeed, POW status involves a whole m e s s of legitimating international conventions and
laws which can only serve to protect the guemlla or insurgent fiom civil and criminal law. This has becn a
very cornplex issue since 1945 as the United Nations has had to grapple with the problcm of lcgal
cornbatant statu for insurgencies.
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by the people to be done as well. This foundation of civil legal authority superseding armed might
was never entirely accepted in Arnerican thinking on the subject. Nevertheless, Thompson had
made it very clear that it was essential to subordinate the militvy to civiVpolice directives.

Indeed, in the formulation of his Delta Plan, Thompson maintained a steady eye on the strategic
goals of winning the people over and maintaining their support, which could only be achieved, in

his estimation and experience, if strong civil authority had tlll reign over the means of protecting
the populace. Of course, this did not mean that the military was eliminated from the process, far

fiom it, instead the rnilitary's role was one of working in concen with the police in isolating and

eliminating the Viet cong.J9
The aim of this Policy Directive is to outline the Plan measures to be takenfor the
clearance of the Vietcongjiom the whole Delta area Vung Chien Thurt 3J.. The aims
of the Plan are: (a) to conrol, protect and win the population with particular
ernphasis on the rural areav; (b) to obtain the intelligence necessur), to break the
Vietcong organisation within the populolion; (cl to isolate the armed Vietcongjiorn
the population and then to eliminate them; (d) to establish and ntointain "white"
areas which have been cleared of Vietcong.
General Concept: 4. This is a battle for the control of the villages and the protection
of the population. Usecurity and Government connol are restored. then. with the
assistonce of the people themselves, the elimination of the Vietcong will
autornutically~ollow.The Vietcong cannot ex& unless they cun intirnidare and gain
the support of elements in the population. They depend on these elements for
supplies,food, intelligence and recruits. This is a continuai trafic und represents the
weakest lin&in the Vietcong organisation.40
Footnores

39 AAer all, the British had used mme very fmidable military units in Malaya to engage the
Communist guemllas. For example, the SAS and the Gurkhas were used to take ovet from the police at the
jungle's edge in what Americans mi@ cal1 a 'tag-tearn' effort. Noel Barber, War of the Runninn Dons:
Malava 1948 - 1960, (London: Amw Books, 1989),p. 184.

See also Anthony Kemp's The SAS, Savane Wars of Peace: The Full Account of the SAS'S
Colonial Ciunmians and Counter-Temrist Activitics. 1947 to the Plesent, (London:PenpidSignet Books,
1995), p. 22.

Roben Thompson, "5 1. D M Paper by the Head of the British Advisory Mission in Vietnam
(Thompson): National Secwity Council, Policy Directive No+.. Delta Plan," Saigon, undatcd, (Sent to
Hilsman under an undated mcmorandurn for J.B. Dcnson of the British Ernbassy in Washington. At the top
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Thompson spelled out the roles of the civil guards and the army, precisely. This was in order to
emphasise that the main work of defence in the villages and hamlets was to be conducted by civil
guards (what the British called special constables in both Kenya and Malaya) and that the military
was to assist and support them:
7. The fiumework will depend for close defence moinly on the SeljiDefence Corps
supported by the Republican youth us part- rime members of the Self-Defense Corps.
Immediate close support in o mobile role wif! be provided by the Civif Guard. Where
defended hamlets are established in areas which havr been heuvily penetruted by the
Vietcong it muy be necessary to employ Civil Guard in their close defence until such
time as reliuble se^-Dejënce Corps units con be culled. During the establishment of
the ji.amework it will be the iask of the Army lo keep regular mirs of the Vietcong
harassed und of balance so thaf the security fiamework con be consolidated4l

It would not be far-fetched to suggest that Thompson, having been made aware of Lionel
McGarr's objection to the prîmary role of policemen over soldiers, had 'sofiened' the term
'police' wiih the use of paramilitary descriptions such as 'Self-Defence Corps and 'Civil Guard.'
Nevertheless, Thompson spelled out exactly what he was getting at with these terms, and why the

police or special-constabulary forces were so important, not more than four years later in the
seminal work on counter-insurgenty warfare, Defeatinn Communist I nsur~encv:Exwriences
From Malava and Vietnam,
In Malaya, Thompson noted, there were basically two government forces: the police and
the amed forces. The strength of the police force was deliberately maintained at more than twice

that of the m y , and this remained the case even when Commonwealth battalions were factored
into this equation. The Home Guard, arguably a third force, operated under the direction of the
police force even though it was recruited and administered separately. When the Emergency in
Malaya first broke out the police had a strength of 1 1,285 men in al1 ranks. Dunng the course of

...footnote continuedfiom previow page:
of Denson's transmittal memorandum is written in pcncil: "For 6 p.m. appt 2/7/62."), [Kennedy Library,
Hilsman Papers, Vietnam, 1162-262. Secret.), in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 102 101.

-

-

pp. 103 104.
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the insurgency this force was rapidly built up to incorporate 30,000 regular policemen and
another 30,000 special constables. The special constables were assigned the tasks of defending
villages, estates and mines. The Malaya Police also put into place a field force that was made up
of platoons and companies which were equivalent to light i n f w . AH of these forces were
carefully controlled and co-ordinated in such a manner as to allow the police to cany on with
their normal hnctions while, at the same time, provide protection against insurgent attacks and
undeiiake counter-insurgency operations that required uni& of company strength. The armed
forces acted as a buttress to this civil power. This dominance of the policemen, Thompson
pointed out, enhance political stability while making certain that there was a continuance of
legitimate goveming by law throughout the length of the insurgency. 42
Thompson's description o f the balance of forces in Malaya compared with that of
Vietnam's in the early 1960's. warranted more serious consideration than it was given by the like
of MAAG chief McGarr et al. Thompson pointed out that there was a serious problem as at least
eight security organisations existed in South Vietnam during this period. In Thornpson's
approximate estimations of parallels he could drew between South Vietnam and Malaya he noted
that the Civil Guards crudely equalled Malaya's police field force. The South Vietnamex

Republican Youth and Harnlet Militia were roughly equivalent to Malaya's Home Guard. The
Footnotes

42 "Balance of Forces

In Malaya here were basically two government forces: the amed forces and the police. Their
approximate strengths have already been mentioned, and it should be noted that the strcngth of the police
force was more than nvice that of the armed forces, including the Commonwealth battalions. Thetc was a
third organisation, the Home Guarâ, which operatcd undcr police control although it was separately
recruited and administered. The original police strength ai the outbrtak of the Emergcncy was 11,285 al1
ranks. This was built up to nearly 30,000 regulars plus over 30,000 special constables. The latter were used
mainly in a defensive role in villages and on estates and mines. As part of the police force there was also
established a tield force composed of platoons and companies equivalcnt to very light infantry. The police
were therefore able to carry out their normal fùnctions, to provide protection and to wâertake semi-military
operations requiring units up to company strcngh. The armed forces a c t d in support of the civil powet,
and this, coupled with the dominance of the police force, rcsulted in political stability and the continuance
of the rule of law rhroughout the insurgency." Thompson, bfeatinn Communist Insurncncv, p. 103.
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smail force of 1,200 South Vietnarnese Gendarmerie really had no counter insurgency equivalent
in Malaya, as they were more like trafic police. These approximations, however, did not work
out in reality as Thompson noted that they led to over-lap and confusion of d e s and duties in the
implernentation of security measures in South Vietnam. Thompson noted that just CO-ordinating
their etTorts proved to be problematic for the GVN. In Thompson's opinion many of these forces
should have been malgamated and their roles clcarly detined. As things remained, the very size
of the army, in addition to al1 of South Vietnam's paramilitary organisations, tended to enhance
political instability and endorse the rule of force over the nile of law. 43
Unfortunately for al1 concemed. there were political problems with the British advice as
the Americans perceived such advice to be in direct cornpetition with their new phase in U.S.

-

GVN relations. Most important of all, at least in American considerations, this new phase of

relations tied the release of substantial sums of new aid to Diem with the GVN president's
acceptace of United States specified refonns and willingness to coordinate counter-insurgency
strategy with the experts from the United states.lJ In other words. Thompson's advice was

Footnotes

*'ln Vietnam chen! were approximately eight organisations: the amed forces, the Civil Guard,
the Self-Defence Corps, the Gendarmerie, the National Police, the special forces, the Republican Youth and
the Hamlet Militia, not to mention Madame Nhu's Women's Solidarity Movement. lt is not easy to
compare their roles with the equivalent forces in Malaya, but, excluding the anned forces and the police,
they approximated roughly as follows: the Civil Guard were equivalent to the police field force, the SelfDefence Corps to the special cmstabulary, and the Republican Youth and Hamlet Militia to the Home
Guard. The main fùnction of the Gendarmerie (a smatl force of 1,200) was to anest the military for civil
offences, nonnally trafic accidents. Obviously, such a collection of forces was bound to lead to confiision
over roles and tasks, and the ceordination of their effort alone was an insuperable problern. There would
have been much greater prospects of success if many of these fwces had k e n arnalgarnated and their roles
rationalised, As it was, the size and ubiquity of the anny, coupled with this conglomeration of para-military
forces, led to a state of political instability and a situation in which the rule of force rather than the nile of
law prevailed." Ibid., pp. 103 104.

-

44 Congress, Houe, Cornmittee on Anned Services, Evolution of the War. Stratepic Hamlet
Proaram. 1961 - 1963: An A~praisai- II. The Formulation of The Sbateaic Warnlet Prooram: E.
Thom~son'sCountemormsals in United States-Vietnam Relations. 19454967, IV. B. 2. Book 3 of 12, p.

IO.
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viewed as a rival to "...the Amencan-advanced plans represented by the CIP and the
geographically phased MAAG plan of September 1961.'J5
In addition to the problem of contesting GVN "turf' with the American CIP, Thompson's
British Advisory Mission, in its assessrnent of what the Vietnamese Communists strategy
entailed, appeared to criticise MAAG's identification of just what the primary threat was. For,

"...unlike the U.S. military advisors, Thompson viewed the primary ihreat to be to the political
stability of the populated rural areas. Consequently, and as noted previously, he regarded Lionel
McGan's proposed initial operation in War Zone D to be a step in the wrong direction."*~~ain
and again Thompson. and his mission, would make the same advice manifest and, again and
again it failed to mily stnke home in Ametican perceptions. The British advisors continued to
stress that what should help assure the peasants of their physical security would be the "strategic
hamlets,' which Thompson envisioned would consist of a lightly guarded village situated in Iow
security risk areas. "Defended Hamlcts." as previously noted. would rquire more substantial

weapons and defences, as they would be placed in areas more subject to VC infl~ence.~'

45 lbid., p. 10.
4

6 p . i l .~

-

47 Ibid.
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Lieutenant-General Lionel C. ~ c ~ a r rwas
, a incensed by the British advice to Diem and
his initial reaction made that unmistakably clear:
"Following Mr. Thompson 's medical analogy...we have the case of o doctor [Robert
Thompson] culled in for consultation on a clinical case. actually perjorming un
amputation wirhout consuiting the resident physician (Lionel McGarr & M G ]
and wiihout being required io assume the overall responsibility/or the patient [the
Government of South Vietnam & South Vietnam, itseu. "49

-

It is paramount that the student of counter-insurgency doctrine understands that General

McGarr's concems about niornpson's advice and plans were not motivated out of professional
jealousy, or any other pettiness, instead, they were basecl on a profoundly different philosophical
approach to the art of fighting an insurgency. The MAAG chief had several objections to the
British plan, which were stated by McGarr as the following:
First, Thompson 's recomrnended commund arrangements, if dopied. wouid
demolish the prospect of a uniîay chain of conmund within AR YN. un objective
taward which he [McGarr] had been working for over a year. Additionully, the
Thompson proposais would leme Diem as the ulfimate manuger of an operation
deuling with onlv a portion (the Delta) of RW. The eliminufionof pructices such as
thir had been an explicit objective of the entire U.S. oàvimy egortfor a long

According to Vietnam War scholar Kent M. Streeb's research, MAAG chief McGarr had been
hoping that the utterly confusing web of the ARVN's command structure would be streamlined
Footnotes
General McGarr became chief of M M G on September 1 , 1960 and maintained this position
into 1962. Congress, House, Committee on Amed Services, Leslie H. Gelb, editor, "Evolution of the War
US Training- of the Vietnarnese National Amy. 1954 -1959," in United States-Vietnam Relations. 19451967, Book 2 of 12, p. 6.

-

49 Congms, House. Committee on Amed Services, "DI. Developing a Con~nsusAmong the
Advisors," "A. Initial Reaction of U.S, Military Advisors," Evolution of the War: Smtenic Hamlet
Proeram. 1%1-1963, in United States -Vietnam Relations 1945-1967, Sook 3 of 12, p. 12.

Ibid.
-
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by strict adherence to Washington's C I P . The
~ ~ Americans recognised that Diem had kept this

ineicate interweaving and overlapping ARVN command stmcture in place in order to reduce the
possibility of coup attempts through such a "divide and conquer" technique. M G , however,
came to view Diem's command structure strategy as a hindrance to the ptoper functioning of the
ARVN. Thus, they ignored the fact that for Diem "to accede to the American military's chain-of-

command requea would afford his forces the opponunity to CO-ordinateand coalesce into

In effect, American advisors. such as McGarr, wete reluctant to grant the Vietnamese
president any more control over the counter-insurgency program than he already had as, indeed, it
was Diem's inabilities that were presumed to be partially responsible for the need of greater
American control. Thompson's plan was turning this approach on its head! The new National
Police branch would incorporate, amongst other things, the direction and CO-ordinationof al1
.~~
intelligence activities - al1 of which would k.ultimately, under President Diem's c o n t r ~ lYet,
once again, the real substance of what Thompson was proposing was king bst, although. he
spelt it out very clearly at the time and in his leter, written publications on the subject:
'Let's go out and kill some Vier Cong, then we con worry about intelligence. ' This
remmk by a newiy arrived General fends weight to the old gag thar there are only
two types of generals in counter-insurgency - thosz who hmen'f yet lemnr it and
rhose who never will!. ... fl subversion is the main threat, starting as it does well
before an open insurgency and contiming fhrough it and even afienuards, iffollows
rhat within the government the intelligence organisation is of paramount
importance. In facr I would go sofur as to say t h .no government cm hope to dejéar
Footnotes

51 Kent M. Sûeeb, "A Fragmented EfTort: Ngo Dinh Diem, the United States MiMary and State
Department and the Strategic Hamlet Program of 1961 - 1963," (George Mason University, December 10,
1994), p. 8. [Available through Ptofessor Douglas Pike at the Center For the Study of The Vietnam

Conflict at Texas Tech].
Ibid.
S3 Congress. House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, "II. The Formulation of 'lhc SaDtegic
Hamlet Program: E. Thompson's Counterproposals," Evolution of the War: Stratenic Hamlet R o ~ r a m ,
1 %1- 1963, in United States -Vietnam Relations 1945,1967, Book 3 of 12, pp. 1 1 - 12.
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a communist insurgent movement unless it gives top priority /O, und is successful in,
building up such an organisation...ldeally there should be one single organisation
responsible for al1 security intelligence within the counfv. Fthere is more than one,
it is almost impossible to deme the respective responsibilities of eoch organisation
or to devise uny means of CO-ordinatingtheir activities. Ail sorts of things will start
to go wrong. For exomple, agents, especiaily the less reliable, will get themselves
anto the payroll of several organisations and feed them the same unreliable
information. Such information seemingly confirmed from d~flerenfsources will be
accepied us aurheniic. The d~ferenrorganisarions will withhold informotion fion
one another in order to exploit if and obtain credit for themelves. A promising line
of intelligence promoted by one organisation may well be cut inadvertently, or men
intentionally, by another organisation. Mutual suspicion und jealousies will d e ,
quite iikely with the result thai the seporate organisations merely end up spying on
each othur. The intelligence. on which govemmeftt plans should be based, will be
both patchy and unreliable.
The best organisation to be responsiblefor al1 intemal security intelligence ir the
special branch of the police force rather than a completely separate organisation. It
is a grrat adwrntage if intelligence oflcers have police powers and ore able to cal1
when nvcvssary on the other branches of the police force for support and assistance
in developing their intelligence network The police force is u stutic organisution
reaching out into every corner of the country und will have had long experience of
close conruc~with the population. v i t c m possibly be avoided, rhe army should not
be responsible for intemal securiiy intelligence. the army will have had little
concem with subversion before the open insurgency breaks out; if wifl have had very
iimited experience of contacting the people, particulwly rural communities, which
are inherently suvpicious ojtroops; und its units are always liable to be re-deployed
throughow the country in occordance with the situation. Any intelligence lines wl~ich
rhese wits may have estriblished ore the immediatdy uprooted. "s4
McGarr's whole martial approach, much like that of Colonel Harry Summers Jr., balked
at the very idea of conducting a war fiom a static security framew~rk$~
Le., defended harnlets

and strategic hamletss To American military thinkers, like General McGarr, civic action in

-

Thompscn, DefeatinnCmmunint Innurnencv, pp. 84 86.

55 The Senator Grave1 Edition, "The Sirategic Hamlet Program, 1961-1963," in The Pentamn
Papen, Vol. 11, p. 141.
56 'Letter h m Chief o f MAAG Lt. General Lionel C. McGarr to Admiral Heinz,' February 27,
1 %1 , "Rogress of CIP Plan, Jan-Feb.-Mar-Apr., 1% 1 ," Spector Files, RG 3 19, Box 1 1, SEA-RS-798, pp.

1- 6.
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static positions smacked of too much reliance on the defensive; in fact, it constituted a switching
over to the strategic defensive.S7 Yet, the British Advisory tearn had a completely different idea
of what constituted going on the offensive in counter-insurgency wdare as, in fact, in their
planning "Strategic Hamlets" were a key element in seizing the offensive as they were intended
to be "...on the perimeter of the advuice foming the fiont line against the Viet cong."S
Thompson's insistence that the role of the conventional military should be downgraded and that
police forces brought to the fore would only have served to compound the mistrust of the British
advice in the military minds of men like Lieutenant-General Lionel McGarr.

Even Thompson's

stress that the whole "strategic hamlet" program be implemented very slowly, in order to allow a
new GVN organisation (i.e., the national police & hamlet administration) to grow organically
fiom the effort, was seen as too slow. Accordingly, the Pentagon analyst noted the following:
...footnote conlinuedfiom previous page:

Kent M. Streeb, "A Fragmented Effort: Ngo Dinh Diem, the United States Miliuuy and State
Deparmient and the Strategic Hamlet Program of 1% 1 - 1963." (George Mason University. December 10,
1994), p. 9. [Available through Professor Douglas Pike at the Center For the Study of The Vietnam
Conflict at Texas Tech].
57 Thompson addressed such criticism direcily: "At this point I should mention one criticism
fkquently levelled at the stmtegic-hamtet concept by military officers - that it is defensive. This shows a
lack of comprehension. Certainly the first object of the programme is the protection of the population, and
each hamlet must therefore be capable of defending itself. But the concept as a whole is ctesigned to secure
a finn base and then to expand fiom that into dispute4 and fmally enemy-conmlled, temtory. If the
programme is strategically directed, and suppotted by the armed forces, it becornes an offensive advance
which will wrest the military initiative fiom the insurgent. This is far more aggessive, because it is
effective, than launching thousands of operations with hundreds of troops in each, al1 wading through the
paddy fields with their rifles cocked to no purpose." Thompson, Defeatina Communist Insurrzencv, p. t 26.
S8 Ibid., p. 14 1.

s9 These problems, concemed with military thought, weE alluded to quite often in the Pentagon
Papers; for example: "'The 'static security framework' in the villages to which Thompson refcrrcd struck
General McGarr as an unwarrantecl downgrading of the necd for a sizeable conventional military force CO
play an important role in pacification. Thompson's statcd desire to emphasise police forces in lieu of
regular military forces was regarded by the U.S. military advisory chief as unrcalistic a transferral of
Malayan experience to a locale in which the existing tools of policy were very different." Congress, House,
Committte on Armed Services, "III. Dcveloping A Consensus Among the Advisors," "A. Initial R e d o n
of U.S.Military Advison," Evolution of the War: Stratenic Hamlet Romam. 1961- 1963, in United States
Vietnam Relations 194501967, Book 3 of 12, p. 13.

-

-
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"The US.military aùvisory chief ulso wanted fo go slowly - but not t&slowly. Not
onlv would the Viet Cong not wail, it was simply unsound policy not to use the tools
at hand. It would not do to reduce the ARVN und increasepolice forces while the VC
continued their successes. It was necessary, in sum, to act in a limited mea but to act
quicùly. I?tompson 3 recommendatiom did not look to quick action. empharised the
wrong area. were designed to emphasises the wrong operational agency. and
proposed unacceptabh commund lines. "@

Nolting 's Assessmnt of Robert Thompson's Brirish Adidsory Mission:
As the reader will have discemed fiorn reading Nolting's initial cable about the Thompson

advisory mission in the previous chapter. the American ambassador's immediate concerns were
that United States Govemment policy was not circumvented in an end-run amund the

U.S.

diplomatic and military machinery in South Vietnam. Once those concems were addressd to the
satisfaction of al1 concerned (the Americans, British and Vietnarnese), however, Nolting
developed a sincere appreciation of what it was that Thompson was advocating and he w m e d to
the man on a personal level:

Yes. Bob Thompson was very g o d . He hod u very small mission - six men. I think
al! of them had sewed ut one point or another in Maluya under Sir Gerald Templar.
Bob Thompson was the head of the British mission. He got there, I believe, shortly
afrr I M. 1 Iiked him, worked closely with hini. lemned a lot /ron him. He war
quite persuasive. vis-à-vis President Diem. who could see that he h e w what he wm
talking about becaure of his exprience in Malaya. We quiie @en went tvgether to
put up a proposal. Yes, they did a lot of good work They did not have much to work
with other than their experiences as individuals. They didn 'i have any supplies....but
10 annver your question as well as I cun, I had a high respect for Bob Thompson. I

Footnotes
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think his knowledge and ability w m very good and I think he was quite influential
with the ~resident.l
Wmhington's InilUJ Response to the Brirish Aâvice:

Ambassador Nolting had sensed that a shifi was coming in Washington's attitudes toward
what was the moçt effective way to defeat the Communist insurgency in South Vietnam. Pressure
for an American 'quick-iix' was manifea within the Taylor-Rostow report that President
Kennedy had requested. Nolting recalled that he had expressed concem to Washington about the
Taylor-Rostow report because it recommended the introduction of US combat engineen into the
Mekong Delta m a . Ostensibly, the purpose for this introduction of US troops was to help the

GVN with the terrible flooding that had occumd in the Delta. This unit of 5,000 men had full
military capability, which meant that it could defend itself if it were engaged in combat and cut

off from the ARVN. Nolting told Washington that he was not in agreement with this part of the
Taylor-Rostow report. The American ambassador was concemed rhat the introduction of US
combat trmps set a precedent that would, in his estimation, lead to the eventual redistribution of
defence responsibility from the ARVN to the American boops, the latter k i n g in a better state to
handle such responsibi lity .62 Nolting realised that there was mounting pressure in Washington for
a quick military fix but he also realised that such an answer was wrong for Vietnam.
Foutnotes
61 Frederick Nolting, "Second h l History Interview w ith Frederick Nolting." Recorded
interview by Dennis O'Brien, May 6, 1970, ([NY): New York), pp. 55 - 56, John F. Kennedy Library, ûral
History Program.

62 "One item on the Taylor-Rostow report with whkh 1 did not agree was the recommenâation to
introâuce a contingent of U.S. combat engineers into the Mekong Delta. nie area had been badly flooded,
and the report envisioncd sending American combat engineers under the cover of flood relief. This would
be a self-contained unit of some 5,000 men, able to defend itself in combat if cut off from South
Viemarnese military suppon. Taylor and Rostow had addcd this idea during a layover in Baguio, where
they actually wote their report to the President, after their depamire fiom Saigon. When I cabled my
comments to Washington, 1 noted that 1 was in thorough accord with the ideas that had been discussed in
Viemam, but not with this new addition. My opposition stemmed fiom the conviction that the inboduction
of Arnerican combat forces would set a precedent and eventually lead IO a shuffling of responsibility h m
Foutnote cotuinueà on next page: ...
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Pressures /or a quick military soZution were not uncornmon in Washington. They
reminded me of a story about the couniry doctor who uîeJ to give al1 of his patients,
no matter whar diseuse they had, a dose designed to rhrow them into "fd' because,
he was "hell on firs. " In Vietnam there were niany things thar needed cwing. IfeZt
that if WPF better to Reat each problem as best we could rather than rend in
A merican combat troops because we knew how tofight wars of a dgerent type.63

-

Thus, Nolting was aware that there was a 'specid relation* between Washington and those who
advocated an American military solution, even if Kennedy did not initiate such a move
seaightaway,u and Thornpson's advice was always going to be competing with this deepseated
Amencan beliet:
By early 1962, the British advice had managed to g m e r considerable interest in
Washington at the highest levels. General Maxwell Taylor and Roger Hilsman liked much of
what Thompson had to say and Hilsman actually drafted much of the Thompson advice into his

plan entitled "A Stmtegic Concept For South Vietnam. [My emphasis]" In hm, Taylor
presented this plan before President Kennedy who exprcssed that he was in favour of such a
plan.6s Nevenheless, there was still a fundamental misapprehension on the part of both the
Vieaüvnese and the Arnencans as to the salient core of what the "strategic hiunlet" program was,
ultimately. designed to d 0 . ~ 6Thompson argued that one of the primary goals of the strategic
...foolnote conlinuedRom previous page:

the Vietnamese A m y onto the stronger, better equipped Americans." Nolting, From Trust To Tranedv, p.
36.

6, Nolting stressed that, while Kennedy appmveâ the Taylor Repon and recommendations, the
President did not act upm the proposal for sending in U.S. Amy combat engineers. i i i p. 37.

6s Congress, House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, "III. Developing A C m m s w Among the
Advisors," "B. Reactions in Washington," Evolution of the War: Stratenic Hamlet R o m . 1961-1963, in
United States -Vietnam Relations 1945-1967, Book 3 of 12, p. 14.
66 "Basically, the Viemamese seemed unable to understand that the establishment of simtegic
hamlets would accomplish nothing unless the othet necessary measurcs were taken to achieve theu thrce
objects: of protection, of uniting and involving the people, and of development, with the ultimate aim of
isolating the guerrilla units h m the population. Not only with regard to strategic hamlets but in 0th- fields
Footnde continued on m t page: ...
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hamlets. properly implemented, was to make the civilian populace secure enough that they would
have a legitimate choice in deciding who was to be their govemment. He noted, though, that the
next step after security was established was to improve the lot of the civilian so that they would
place their choice with the govemmento

The Rejection of the Brirish Advice:

First of all,

it should be noted that not al1 senior Amencan military men wanted to reject,

whoksale, the British advice given to Diem's govemment and, accordingly. General L.L.
Lemnitzer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, should lx considered in this context. Lemnitzer,
nevertheless, was concemed about a number o f things that made him cautious o f accepting the
British advice in its entirety. First and foremost, he tended to defend MAAGTstraining of the
ARVN, he also believed that the insurgency in South Vietnam had gone well beyond the police's

abilities to rontain

it.

The general brought up the issue that it tod< the British twelve years to

defeat an insurgency which was, in his estimation, not as strong as the one the Americans and
Diem were facing in South Vietnam, and he was even concemed about long-terni British
intentions in Southeast Asia. Thus, in October of 1961, Lemnitzer sent a memorandum to General
Taylor that was concemed with the counter-insurgency question and the British advice; in this
merno, the general made the following pertinent observations:

I . You will recafl thot I recently had occosion to look into allegations thut the
United States is over-training the Vieniamese Army for a Korea-rype war with
litrfe or nothing done to meet the terrorist probiern in Vietnam. Mj inquiries
have highlighed the fol10 wing main points:
...footnote continuedfiam previous page:
.

...

. -.- -

as well, the Viemamese tended to confise the means with the end. It took over three years to establish 500
defended Chinese villages in Malaya. in under two years in Vietnam over 8,000 strategic hamlets were
createâ, the majonty of them in the first nine months of 1963. No attention was paid to their purpose; their
creation became the purpose in itself."Thompson, Dcfeatinn Communist lnsumencv, p. 14 1.
67 Ibid., pp. 152- 143.
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2. a.) The success of the counter-teworist police organisation in Malaya has had
considerable impact.
6.) The concept of using local police force to combat local insurgency is polit ically
and diplornafically attractive.

3. Ijùli'y ugree that we should make maximum use of these aspects of the British
counter-insurgency experience in Malaya wltich are pertinent to the situation in
Viemum.... c. Finally, i? look the Brirish nemb 12 )vars ?O defiof an instcrgency
which war less strong thon the one in South Viemam.
4. Closely assueiuted with the allegation that the M

G is "over-fruining" the
Vietnamese Army is the concern fiequently expressed over the length of time
required to train military oflcers and NCO S' . No one ùnows better than you do thut
well-trained ofleers and NCO S are not pruduced in b i e f training progrums, I am
sure you will wont to disaus th& in detail with Gerieral McGarr when you vkit
Saigon. It is most important to note that the heaviest casualties in the Vieinam
insurgency have been sufered by the Civil Gumd previousty ~ a i n e das po/ice.
Almost without exception, the Viet Cong have attacked the untrained Civil Guord
rather thut the better trained Army units. This har resulted in a heavy loss of
weapons und equipntent to the Viet Cong. Untrained Civil Guard unifs have. infact,
been an important source of weapons and supplies /or the Viet Cong, and their
known vulnerubility has been un invifutionfor the Viet Cong to attc~çk.Generd
McGarr believes thut reversion of the Civil Guard to police control would set back
the counter-insurgencyoperation in Vietnam by ut least a year.

5. With respect to training the VietnameseArmy for the "wrong warl " if seems clear
thut in recent months the insurgency in South Viemum h a developedjar beyond the
capucity of police controt. Al! of the Vietnumese Army successes this pasî summer
have met Viet Cong opposition in organised battution snength....6. In thLF regard.
there is some concern that the Thompson Mission may try to sel/ the Malayan
concept of police control without making a suflciently carejul evaluation of
conditions in South Vietnam. Additionally, there are some indications thut the
British. for political reasons, wish to increare rheir influence in this area and m e
using the Thompson mission as a vehicle.... Despite repeuted urging, the
Government of South Viemm has not yet written an over-all national plan for
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counter-insurgency. n e question of police or military urganization for cornbaîing
Viet Cong insurgency should be laid to rest in t h

In many ways the rejection of the British advice was not at al1 obvious to the outside
observer and, in fact, a surface examination might lead the observer to conclude that the
Americans whole-heartedly agreed witb the implementation of such advice. Yet, in order to
preserve good relations between the MAAG crew, Diem's govemment, and the British Advisory
tearn, subtle but profound changes in the Thompson plan occuned on the gmund in Vietnam.

Unfortunately for the Republic of South Vietnam, the MAAG chief. McGarr, had a salient
influence in this regard:
Thornpson S busic idem were goining wide dissemination ut the highest level within
the US.government in early 1962. Whot of his relations with the US.M G in
Saigon? These had been signifcanîly improved as the result of a meeting berween
Thompson, Am bassador Nolting, and British A mbassador Hohltr. Thoqson
agreed to revise Lis paper su as to n m v e the objection tu his pmposed conunand
urrungementsJmy emphasis] Ambassudor Nolting reported thaî Thompson was now
working "closely und umicribly " with M A G . This took cure of one of McGurr 's
objections. Thompson had qpurentiy decided, too, to d o w the issue to drop for
the tirm being of plice primûcy in paci/ccmfon vviEOvir AR MV.[my emphusi.@9

Truly. as noted above, some of the moa important ''teeth" of Thompson's plan of attack
had been pulled and there can be little doubt chat the counter-insurgency program in South

Vietnam had suffered 3 serious blow as a resuh. Nevenheless, these blows were not mortal, at
least at this juncture; what was required to make this so was the destruction of Ngo Dinh Diem's
govemment. There were many American advisors (such as Douglas Pike, Edward Geary
Lansdale, Ambassador Noiting, William Colby, et al.) who had a relatively clear vision of what
Footnotes

68 Congress, House, Committee on Anned Services, General L.L Lemnitzer - Chairman, JCS,
"Memorandum for General Taylor Subject: Counter-insurgency Operations in South Vietnam," 18
October, 1 %1, in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945- 1967: nie Kennedv Administration (Book 1 t
Book 1 1 of 12, pp. 324 326.
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69 Congress, House, Committee on Anned Services. "III. Developing a Consensus Among the
Advisors," "C. The Advisors Reach Agreement," Evolution of the War: Strateaic Hamlet Propram. 19611963, in United States -Vietnam Relations 1945- 1967, Book 3 of 12, p. 14.
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Diem was trying to do and the eficacy of the British advice. In faimess to these advisors, their
response is worth mentioning, and it is best summed up by Professor Pike's analysis:
"...jar Diem fir neither the classical nor the contemporary Antericon stereotype of a
tyrant. He was not brutal, mean, or arrogant. He w a educated, cosmopolitan, and
Jar more liberalïy minded thon the emperor Buo Dai who proceeded him. Mosr
important, he did not dispose of very much authority. And it d~reredin degree, /or
the central US. problem MIUS not simply that a client S undemocratic behaviour
engendered bad press ut home and righteous umbrage in Congress. Most GYN
policies rrsulfed Jirrcîlyfiom /ht! uirrnul ~hIIetrgrcomivrd by Hyrroi. Prki,ig,
and Mosco W. Ho wever pofiticaily misguided Saigon S undernocrutic practices muy
have been. they were chiejy a military respunse to th& extemal challenge. By that
measure they were neither excessive nor unreasonable..,Diem made the first moves
toward constitutional government, even writing and promulgating a Iiberal
constitution...by the sober view that South Vietnam wm un ordinary East Asian
society, except for a serious plague of imported dtf/icdties. h wos no more divided
than such counnies as Mafaysia, but was subjected to much p a t e r sîrains. In the
face of un ubiquitous armed enemy, if could hardi'y mord some authoritarianism. In
tmth, too, South Vietnamese were widely and oflen deeply anti-Communist,
especiully the 15 percent who were Catholics. The notion that the people did not
cure who won dqfies contmon sense. Al1 evidence clearly indicases t h most people
wunted a good non-cummunist government in Saigon that could proteci h e m @m
intimidution and extoniorr. Few wanted an outrighr communist victory (which is why
today Norrh Vietnam S army in the South remains on gawison duty, und why an
extenstve resisrance movementflghrs on).

Ail of this H*US fairly clear jiom the vantage point of the US.Embossy in Saigon
(where I worked.. .).

Douglas Pike, et al.. recopixd both the predicaments of the South Vietnamese and their
first president, Ngo Dinh Diem. and concluded that the GVN was kgkirnate and viable.
Evidently, Pike was aware of the rame realities that Thompson and Diem had been facing
squarely. Amongst these men of good wiil and common sense it was tacitly understd that it
would "...takemany years, perhaps a generation, to build up the desired administrative structure,
and efficient professionai and administrative services to staff it. [And that] This was one of the
Footnotes

Douglas Pike, *Brief History of the Governent of Viemam (GVN) During the Vietnam War,"
or "South Vietnam: Autopsy of a Compound Crisis," in Friendl~Tvrants: An American Dilemma, edited
by Daniel Pipes & Adam Garfinklc, (New York, NI:St. Martin's Press, 1991), pp. 38,47,52 & 53.
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chief problems facing President ~ i e ..."71
m But the powers that held sway within the Department
of State, in Washington, had grown weary and suspicious of Diem, his brothet Ngo Dinh Nhu
(who headed up the Strategic Harnlet program for the GVN) and their motives. It was no secret
that the eminently powerful Averell Hamiman had taken a severe dislike to President Diem,
owing in no small part to Diem's condemnation of the Laos neutrality accords. Even Harriman's
biographer, Rudy Abrarnson, acknowledged that this was the source of Harriman's dislike for
Ngo Dinh ~iem.72 Hamiman had engineered these accords for the purpose of establishing

himself as the leading senior diplomat in the United States. In order to protect these hard-won and
coveteâ credentials, he had garnered substantial support amongst other powerfùl senior members

of Kennedy's administration for the purpose of having Diem replaced.'3
Ambassadot Frederick Nolting, as has been shown, was in a tough position with regard to

the British counter-insurgency advice. His instructions, vis-à-vis the Kennedy C IP, were quite
clear: Diem and the GVN had to subordinate their expendinire of US aid to Amencan wishes and
design in this crucial area. The issues of command sinicture and the use of the military over the
police had been swayed in Washington's favour. One is left with the sense that Nolting was not
entirely pleased with this outcome, as he certainly liked Thompson's concepts as they stood on

Thompson, Defeatinr Communist Insumencv, p. 79.
'2 "He was hardly more patient with Washington's ally in Saigon.. .When he [Hamiman] h t
went to Saigon in the spring of 1961, he found President Diem rigidly opposed to Souvanna Phouma and to
the Kennedy administration's support for a neutral Laos. Diem not only backed General Phouma, he
wanted the United States and its allies in the Southeast Asia Treaty ûrganisation to occupy Vientiane and
toms along the Mekong River in southem Laos to stop infiltration fiom the north. That was not an
unreasonable position considering Diem's situation, ... On at least one occasion, Averell dozed while
Iistening to Diem hold forth, and an Amencan embassy official took it as calculated nideness to
demonstrate his disdain for him." Abrarnson, Smnine The Centun, p. 606.

73 Henry Cabot Lodge, George Ball. Roger Hilsman, and Michael Fonestal were pait of this
powerful group who orchestrated Diem's downfall. Patrick Lloyd Hatcher, The Suicide of an Elitc:
Amencan Intemationalists and Vietnam, (Stanford, [California]: Stanford University Press, 1990). pp. 144145.
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their own, but as the United States' Arnbassador to Saigon it was his professional duty to ensure
that Amencan policy was implemented and safeguarded.
Objectively, Amencan insistence on a counter-insurgency comrnand structure that did not
answer to the palace alone may or may not have ben a detriment to ensuring viciory over the
Communists. What was an impediment, however, was the fact that the psychology of the military
taking precedence over the police managed to achieve a fairly rigorous foundation at this time.
Unfortunately for both the Americans and the Vietnamese this was to prove very costly - for al1
the reasons that Robert Thompson explained.

Chanter Six: The Foundationsof Washington's A bcopation of Noltinn's h ~ ~ m h e m e a t
with NQODinh Diem

In Febniary of 1962 a seemingly innocuous letter was sent from the Assistant Secretary
of State, Averell Harriman, to the Ambassador in Vietnam, Frederick Nolting; the letter read as
follows:
Washington, Fcbruary 27, 1962

Dear Fritz: In the light of today k attack on the palace I have reviewed
Walter McConaughy 's letter to you of October 20, 1961 and the "Suggested
Contingency Plan" of the same date which was enclosed with thaf letter.
lt seems to me that the "Suggested Contingency Plan" is still vulid. i
regret that we did not have tirne to discurs it during your hurried visit to
Washington.
ifyou have a- comments to make on it in view of the present situation I
would be glud to read them. Knowing that you are vety bwy I will assume that if
I ùo not heurfrorn you this plan remtains satisfactory to you. We are very plvosed
with your hatidling of the reporîing on toàuy S attack on the palace.
With best personal ~egurds,Yours very Sincerely,

The reality of the tme thrust of this inquiry, however, was anything but harmless; for, Harriman
was doing nothing less tlian 'sounding-out'just where Nolting stood with regard to the removal

Averell Harriman. 89. "Letter From the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
(Harriman) to the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nolting)," Washington, Febniary 27, 1962, [Washington
National Recoids Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 68 A 5 159, New Command Arrangements,
1962. Top Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. 11, pp. 182 183.

-
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of Ngo Dinh Diem from power, because that was the precise nature and content of
McConaughy's "Suggested Contingency ~lan."*
The critical question h e n is, primady, concemed with what was motivating Averell
Harriman to inaugurate a process that would Nrn U.S. policy toward the Govemment of Vietnam

(GVN)in an about-face? Haniman's early telegnims to Nolting, while giving some hint of his
personal doubts about Diem, indicated that there was a body of authorities who concurred with
his negative assessment. For example, Hamiman sent Nolting a telegram from Geneva, on
October 13, 1961, at 6 p.m. in which he proceeded to tell Nolting that during his travels over the
last six months he had heard nothing but concern over Diem's "...dictatorial regime, Palace
Guard, farnily and corruption.J Having hit Nolting with such a negative overall picture o f Diem,
Hamiman went on to assure the US ambassador that his sources for these comrnents were

fiiendly to the United States. The picture that Harriman suggested had been given him was one
that depicted Diem as having been good in the fint years of his presidency but his later alleged
isolation had k e n encouraging coups and speculation about the competency of his
administration. Even the British, according to Harriman, were hoping that the Americans could
pressure Diem to undercake major reforms across the board which would have to include

Footnotes
2 For the exact details on this "Suggested Contingency Plan" of Walter McConaughy 's please
pcnise al1 of Appendix C.
"369. From Haniman. 1 am much gratified to leam of Taylor's and ROS~OW'S
visit to Saigon. I
tnist that in addition to military appraisal, some analysis of political situation can ôe made. In my travels
during past six months as weil as here in Geneva, 1 find everywhere concern over Diem's dictatorial
regime, Palace Guard, farnily and corruption." Forwarded by Averell Harriman, 164. "Telegram From The
Consulate General in Switzerland to the Department of Statc (Martin)," Gcneva, ûctober 13, 1961 - 6 Pm.,
(Fonivarded by Averell Harriman to President Kennedy at Hyannis Port on October 13, 1%1), [Department
of State, Central Files, 75 1K.00/ 10- 136 1. Secret; Riority.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1%1, Vol. 1, pp. 363 364.

-

". ..elimination of undesirable farnily influence.'J Hamiman ended this curious and provoking
cable by telling Nolting that he had no 'recommendations' and then he proceeded to suggest that

even though they were "sitting on a powder keg that could blow up" this would not be a disaster
*'...if it was touched off by constnictive forces."S The implications were clear enough and
Nolting was not a stupid man: Harriman was suggesting that the United States might want to get
behind a coup. He buttressed this inciternent by telling Nolting that no arnount of aid could
overcome the political failing of the Diem government: "1 only want to add my voice to those
who believe more recognition must be given to political situation which no amount of military
assistance or participation can cure."6
Masterfully, Harriman was marshalling forces and, at the same time, once again
sounding out how Nolting was feeling about the possibility of shifiing policy away from his
original instructions of supponing Diem to looking for an alternative. Nolting's response was
measured and sent straight to the State Department on October 16, 1961, three days afler the
Harriman contact. In this telegram he noted that there were some steps which needed to be taken

in order to strengthen Diem and to preserve a free Vietnam. Nolting's cable suggested that
Footnotes

"These cornments come from fkiendly sources. both highest and lower levels, exprcssing view
that after good early record Diem has becorne increasingly isolated, particularly shce attempted coup last
year. Various accounts indicate lack of confidence among military, provincial govemment offlcials,
intellectuals, business, professional and university groups. There is general pmphesy that another coup is
apt to happen, in which case insurgents will not be as considerate of Diem as last year. The British come
closer to recognising Our difficulties, since they see no alternative to Diem, but even they hope that
incteased pressures will be brought for major reforms, not alone in social and economic, but in political
field, p~icularlyelimination of undesirable farnily influence suid broadening base of Diem Government."
Ibid.

-

"1 recognise exûeme dificultics of the situation and have no recommendations to make h m
this distance, but btlieve we may well be sitting on powdcr keg that could blow up, conceivably not
disastrous if it was touched off by constructive forces. 1 recognise that these are matters with which
everyone in Washington is fmiliar." @&
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Diem's critics wcre aiming at some kind of opaque ideal situation that was not attainable in the
real world. Having intimated this, he went on to explicitly praise Diem's strengths and that any
problems with the Vietnamese leader had nothing to do with the quality of his characier?

Thus, Nolting was sending his own early waming to the State Department and it was
very clear: Dicm wasn't perfect but he did have substantial qualities. In dealing with him and his
govemrnent Washington needed to realise that diplomacy, like politics, had to be concerned with
the ari of the possible and the ideal had to be checked by this. Essentially, Nolting was trying to
apply a bnking action to those powers within the State Deparmient, like Averell Harriman, who
believed that "Diem's continuance a i the helm" should be questioned and. pehaps, bmught to an
end.

"A. Goa organisation at both national and local Ievels. B. Mass suppori measum. C. Gaining
broader support. 0. Educational class. E. Tax refom. F, Financial refonn.

None of these areas are new, and many have b e n pteviously trie4 with some, but not rapid
enough, results. A very careful balance has to be sûuck between the ideal and the possible, asswning
Diem's continuance at the helm and given his extraordinary blend of quality, fortinide, deep conviction,
detemination, lack of political instinct, lack of organising and administrative ability and many others."
Frederick Nolting, 171. " Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon,
Octobcr 16, 1% 1 1 pm., [Department of Statc, Central Files, 75 1K.5-MSP/Iû- 1661. Secret; Niact.;], in
FRUS: Vietnam. 196 1, Vol. 1, pp. 383 386.

-
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John Kennefh GaIbrai~h:

There is little doubt that Averell Harriman had taken a strong dislike to Ngo Dinh Diem.
Nevertheless, Harriman was not alone in this position. There was another extremely influential
individual who was a member of the Kennedy administration, John Kenneth Galbraith, and he
had direct access to President Kennedy.
John Kenneth Galbraith was born in Canada in 1908. From an early age he was
inculcated in Liberal ideology, as his father was an active participant in Liberai Party politics in
~ n t a r i oHe
. ~ did his undergraduate studies at the Ontario Agncultural College, which was then a

part of the University of Toronto (later, the College became the University of Guelph). He
moved on to the University of California at Berkeley where he completed his Ph.D. studies in
1934. Berkeley had a profound influence on Galbraith's own lefikt tendencies. as it was well

known for its lefi-wing radicalism in the 1930's. From Berkeley he moved out to the East Coast
and began his long, and often intempted, tenure at Harvard as a professor of economics. It was
at Harvard where he penned his seminal work The Amuent Societv and where he began to
sericusly involve himself in American LiberalLefi politics and c a u ~ e s .In~ 1947, the man
becarne one of the liberal founders of the Americans for Democnitic Action and fiom this time
on his politics and academic career seemed to merge as one:

Footnotes

lames Ronald Stanfield John Kenneth Galbraith, (New York.

PYI: St.

Mlitin's Press, 1996),

p. 1.

9 mpp. 2 - 3 .
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Galbraith 's ardent purtisanship is quite unusuaL To be sure, political
activity is not uncornmon among economists. There are highly visible advisers to
candidates and administrutions and fiequent testimony to congressional
cornmittees. There ore populur essuys that convey the aurhor S political slunt.
Econornists at l e m tend to b o w each other as inclined to one political
persuasion or another. But GalbraithS uninhibifed purtisanship coupled witit
his rejùsal fo neatfy separate his politics fiorn hLr economics sets him well aport
jiom his more conventional co1leugues.l~
Given this activist background of Galbraith's, it becomes easier to understand why he would be
attracted to the dynamism of the 'New Frontier' preached, so exquisitely, by John F. Kennedy.
Galbraith's endorsement of Kennedy, as a liberal nominee for president, found its roots
back in 1957. Kennedy eagerly sought Galbraith's support, as the latter was, by this time. a wellknown and well-published Harvard economics pmfessor.ll By 1960 Galbraith was par< of an
elite group of influential libeials who were organiseâ by John L. Saltonstall, JI.. and brought
together for the purpose of endoning Kennedy's presidential bid.12 For his support and loyalty
throughout the presidential carnpaign Galbraith received the appuiniment as Amencan

Galbraith, for al1 his Hamard pedigree, had also become known as an activist radical,
decidedly on the lefi of the Democrats' liberal ideology and, as such, he had taken a negaiive
view of the South Vietnamese president. In fact, the fint üuly anti-Diem telegram, which was

sent back to Washington fiom a United States Embassy, appears to have emanated fiom
Galbraith's mission in India. This telegram of Galbraith's betnyeâ an attitude that has always
Footnores

Ibid., p. 4.
I l Schlesinger, Jr., A ïhousand Davs, pp. 1 1 - 15.
l2[bid., p. 28.

l3

p. 152.
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had some support in certain Arnerican interpretations of the history of insurgency in South
Vietnam. For he was telling President Kennedy that Diem was r~sponsiblefor the ongoing
insurgency. In support of this damning contention, Galbraith stated that even a government that
was moderately effective coupled with the relative military power would be able to take care of
the Communist insurgents. When these statements of Galbraith's are taken in consideration with
the fact that he told the President that there was hardly the slightest chance that Diem would
refom his government then an astounding arrogance becomes manifest. For at the very least,

Galbraith is showing a near absolute contempt for Diem and what he had accomplished in South
Vietnam and a fatal underestimation of just how tough the Communist insurgents were. l4

IJ"For Thc President From Ambassador Galbraith.

1 have just completed three intensive days in Saigon which, with CNCPAC t;ilks, gives me a
much bener feeling for this tangled situation. Tomomw night 1 am sending you a full and, 1 trust rather
close analysis which 1 pray you read at average speed. That concerns our longer course but meanwhile 1
must register conclusions on two or three matters on which action may be pending and [ add a general
thought or two.

(1) There is scarcely the slightest practical chance that the administrative and political reforms
now k i n g pressed upon Diem will result in real change. They reckon without deeper politicai realities and
insecurities of his position and the nature of politicians of this age. He will promise but he will not perfonn
because it is most unlikely that he can perfonn. Accordingly, it is important that in exchangc of letters
which 1 suppose now to be inevitable that Our proposed aid be geared to demonstrated action not promises.
This may slightly increase the effect. But mostly it will keep us h m what othewise will be a purely onesided cornmimient to Diem. In the absence of fùndarnental reform, the help we are now proposing will not
save the situation.... (6) As 1 will argue, there is no solution that does not involve a change of govenunent.
To uy thert is no alternative b nonsense for tbere never bas secmai to bc wberc one man bis
dominrted tbc scena So wbik we must plry out tbe ineffective and hopelus course on wbicb we in
launchcd for a littîe wbik, we must look rherd vcry mon to r new govcrnmcnt [my emphasis]. On this
more later. Civcn an even modentely ellcctive government and putting tbe relative militrry power
into pnpective, I crn't htlp tbinking tbrt tbe iiiiurgcncy might saon bc settld [my emphasis]."
Congress, House, Committee on Anned Services, John Kenneth Galbraith, "To Director, CIA, From
Bangkok, 20 November 1961, For The President From Ambassador Galbraith," in U.S. lnvolvement in the
Wat - Intemal Documents. The Kennedv Administration in United States Vietnam Relations. 1945 1967, (Book 1) V.l3.4., Book 1 1 of 12, pp. 406 408.

-

-
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In his cable to President Kennedy not only was Galbraith suggesting that Diem needed to
removed fiom power but he was also making it very clear that the position taken by Nolting, and
Diern's defenders, was "nonsense." Of course, the attack on Nolting's position was nothing new
for Galbraith, like Haniman, was not the kind of man who countenanced resistance to his ideas.

Accordingly, he personally attacked Nolting's position as United States Ambassador to Vietnam
at an earlier date, in a paper he called "A Plan for South Vietnam."
1 would recommend:

1. Replacement of Ambassudor Nolting by un ambassudor of the charucter and
. ~ ~need someone who con hold his own
prominence of Governor H ~ r r i r n a n We

wirh both Diem and the United Slaies milirary, who will in& once and for ail
on government reform, and who will understand the United States politicol
implications of developments rhere. If Hurrimun himsey is unmailable, I would
suggest David Lilienthal or George ~ c ~ h e e .
Evidently, Galbraith was unaware that Nolting's selection and rushed-thmugh appointment as
United States Ambassador to South Vietnam had Kennedy's personal endorsement.17 President
Footnotes

IS This is a very odd suggestion of Galbraith's as it is not in keeping with what he w t e to
President Kennedy some hventy-five days later. On November 28, 1961, he wrote: "The Ambassador
there [Fritz Nolting], a decent man who is trying to obey orders, has k e n treated abominably by the State
Department. He first heard of Max's mission [the Taylor Mission] on the radio. He had no chance to
comment on the orders resulting therefiom. I would reluctantly tell you who is responsible for this
management were steps taken to overcome my natural grace and charity." John Kenneth Galbraith,
Arnbassador's Journal: A Petsonal Account of the Kennedy Years, (Boston, [Ma.]: The Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1%9), pp. 267 - 268. Not only is he, demonstrably, inconsistent about what he has to Say about
Nolting, although there is certainly a hint in this letter that Nolting, poor fellow, is not quite up to the task,
but he is also quite clearly nuriuring a grudge against Dean Rusk. For he certainly does manage to
overcome his "natural grace and charity" via the method of innuendo,

l6 John Kenneth Galbraith, 209. "Paper Repucd by the Ambassador to lndia (Galbraith): A Plan
For South Viemarn," Washington, November 3, 1961, [Kennedy Library, President's Ofice File, Vietnam
Country Senes, Security 1% 1. Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1% 1, Vol. 1, p. 475.
l7 According to his own memoirs, Nohing macle it clear that his appointment as United States
Ambassador to South Vietnam was given the "express" treatment through the regular procedure. This was
so much so, that he was not even required to submit to cross-examination by the Senate Foreign Relations
Conunittee at the t h e of his appointment. Further to this, Rcsidcnt Kennedy, himself, had personally

Fournote continued on next page:...
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Kennedy had made it personally clear to Nolting that United States policy toward Diem and his
govemment would proceed based on the new Ambassador's assessment of what kind of man
Diem was.18 Thus, the President had placed real weight on Nolting's capabilities and there is no

indication that he ever, entirely, relinquished this v iew. l9 Galbraith, nevertheless, persisted in his
assaults on Diem and his govemment and, no doubt, found ample support in this with Averell

Harriman; these were not men who were easily dissuaded once they perceived what the tnie
course of action should be. Thus, on November 26, 1961, Galbraith sent a telegram to the State
Department stating, innocuously, that

"Unlessthere is penetrating and non-routine r e m n tu cuntraty, I Jink I might
see Hunoi representative if and when he cones to New Delhi, and with
appropriate discretion hear w h t he hm to say and indicure thar while US und
GYh' are not menacing and do not inrend menace DRY we are serious in
determination maintain independence SYN. Indians doubtless willing put
f î î a r d idea of meeting as iheir suggestion. "2u

...footriote continuedfiom previous page:
instructed Nolting to open up real dialogue with President Diem and to find out what kind of man he was
and, thus, advise Washington about the soundness of the American policy of commitment to Diem.
Nolting, From Trust To Traeedb pp. 1 I & 16.
Ibid, p. 16.

l9 Hamiman's biographer noted that even up until the time of Diem's death, Rcsident Kennedy
liked to hear what Nolting had to say even when Haniman and Hilsman objected to Nolting giving any
advice at all. "The tense White House meetings over five days produced the angriest exchanges heard in
the Oval Oftice during al1 of Kennedy's administration. Hilsman defended the cable's content with as
much determination as Hanimm fended off the cntics of their haste. Averell stonned at Kmlak and
accused Taylor of k i n g wrong on everything since World War II. He sailed into Nolting for k i n g too
cozy wiih Diem. And when the fomer arnbassador tried to defend himself, Harriman snapped that he
should keep his mouth shut kcause no one cared what he thought. With that, Kennedy cunly intempted.
He was fond of Nolting, and he told Harriman that the Resident, for one, was interested in hearing what
Nolting had to say." Abramson, Svanninn the Centurv, p. 622.
20 John K c ~ e t hGalbraith, 282. "Telegram Fmrn the Embossy in India to the Department of
State," New Dehi, November 26, 1961 - 5 Pm., [Deparcment of State, Central Files, 75 lK.00/11-2661.
Secret; Riority; Lirnit Distribution. Repeated to Saigon and to Geneva for Haniman.] in FRUS: Vietnam.
1961, Vol. I,p. 671.
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The subtly of how Galbraith was re-routing his attack on Diem's credibility and, indecd by
implication, that Diem was the problem which needed to be out-manoeuvred, was not lost on
Secretary of State Rusk. As such, the Secretary of State promptly drew Galbraith *up short" in a
telegram sent in reply on November 28, 1% I :

Depr believes any meeting between you und Hanoi envoy would have
bad eflect Saigon. Diem und many injuential Vieniamese seriowly concerned
GS muy srrk nrgotiuîe Virt-Xunr sefllrrnrnf wlrich would rrsulf ulîirwtr
Communist control SYN. Since it is our policy give full support to G YN we must
avoid m y move that might appear, or which DR V propagantla could cause (O
appear, as prelude to US reduction ifs commitmen~sto viet-~arn.Zl
Rusk made sure that this message also got through to Harriman in Geneva and that a copy was
sent to re-assure Nolting, tirst of all, in ~ a i ~ o n . 2One
2 of the most remarkable points about
Galbraith's attempt to open negotiations with the North Vietnamese was that it would be done at
the expense of good relations with Diem and his govemment. Galbraith wems io have counted as
naught the deep fears that the Geneva Accords on Laos were engrndering in Southeast Asia and.
particularly, in Saigon; and this was something that Rusk discemed straightway.
Notwithstanding the "slap" that Rusk had administereâ to him, with regard to the
concept of negotiating with the DRV direcily, Galbraith was winning converts to the idea of an
alternative to Diem if the South Vietnamese leader failed to perfonn the way the U.S.
Foornotes

21 Dean Rusk, 290. "Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in India,"
Washington, November 28, 1961 8:4 1 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, 75 lK.ûû/Il 286 1.
Secret; Priority. Repeated to Saigon, Geneva for FECON and USUN.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1961, Vol. 1, p.
681.

-

22 Galbraith had made an enemy of Rusk but this did not seem to bother him as he believed that
his own personal good relations with the President would ward off any evil Rusk could do. Thus he noted
in his memoirs: "During the day, I also got a rather sharp letter from McGeorge Bundy cornplainhg that 1
have been insufkiently pleasant to some of the more pompous people in Washington. He says that both
Rusk and Alexis Johnson have corne to suspect that 1 do not have a very high regard for them. This does
credit to their perceptions." Galbraith, Ambassador's Journal, p. 294.
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Govemment wished him to. One of these converts was no less a person than Walt Rostow,
Kennedy's Deputy Special Assistant for National Security Affain, who mentioned. in a
memorandum to the President, that he had no objection to Galbraith's 'Plan for Vieinam.'
Rostow seemed to have warmed to the idea of replacing Diem if he did not do what Washington
wanted. As he put it, his only problem with the Galbraith plan was: "The management of that
crisis will take great ski11 to avoid exploitation by the Cotiirricinists; but 1 think it not
impossible."*3 Rostow also indicated that there would be no problem if "Contingency planning
might quietly begin.'**4
Galbraith continued to report to Kennedy, and to try to influence him, about what he
perceived was the problem in South ~ietnam.25In one of the lette= that he sent to President

Kennedy, he did not shy away from using derogatory illustrations of Diem's style of leadership,
and, concurrently, he assaulted the South Vietnamese leader's character. Yet, these attacks

simply did not correspond with any of the depictions given of Diem by those who knew him,
friend or foe alike. Essentially, Galbraith intimated to Kennedy that Diem was so unpopular a
leader that he had to be nished through the streets of Saigon in a heavily policed motorcade
Footnotes

23 Walter Rostow, 274. "Mernorandum Fmm the President's Deputy Special Assistant for
National Secwity Affairs (Rostow) to the Ptesident," Washington, November 24, 1961, [Kennedy Library,
National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series. Top Secret.,,. Under cover of a bief letter of November
25, Rostow sent to Galbraith a copy of his memorandum to the President...] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1% 1, Vol.
1, p. 661.

2S According to Arthur M. Schlainger, Ir.. Galbraith rnaintained a stridently anti-Diem
perspective throughout the entirety of the Kennedy Administration's dealings with South Vietnam and its
govemment. This was so much the case that Schlesinger quoted Galbraith, in a statement to Kennedy about
Diem: "There was not 'the slightest practical chance,' Galbraith said, that the administrative and political
refoms now k i n g pressed upon Diem would rcsult in perfomiance." Galbraith wcnt on to tell Kennedy
about the negotive prospects of staying the course with Diem: "While no one can promise a safe transition,
we are now married ta failure." Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand Dws, pp. 547 - 548.
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whenever he wanted to get to the airport, for example. He also went on to imply that Diem was
caught up in Confucian protocol which debilitated the rninisters in his cabinet as they werr
forwd to comply. Perhaps the mon darnaging thing he told Kennedy about Diem was that the

South Viemarnese leader's alleged need to protect himalf fiom a coup even went to the extent
that fighting the Viet Cong had become a secondary consideration. Galbraith flippant1y
dismissed Diem's actions as simply those of another politician trying to hold on to office at al1
costs.
Evidently and quite a p m fiom the deliberate damage he was doing to Nolting's efforts
with Diem, Galbraith also found it necessary to make another stab at Dean Rusk in his reference
Footnotes
26 .'Dear Mr. President.

You will already have had sundry more official communications from me on South Vietnam. This
is by way of giving you something of the infonnal flavour and colour of the local scene.
It is certainly a can of snakes. I am reasonably accustomed to oriental govemrnent and politics, but
1 wiis not quite prepared for Diem. As you will doubtless be wamed, whenever anyone teaches an

inconvenient conclusion about this country, he has been duped. My view is derived neither fiom the
lndians nor the Saigon intellectuals but my personal capacity for enor. One of the proposais which 1 am
told was made to Max Taylor provides an interesting due to our man. It was that a helicopter be provided
to pluck him out of his palace and take him directly to the airport. This is because his surface travel through
Saigon requires the taking in of al1 laundry along the route. the closing of al1 windows, an order to the
populace to keep their heads in, the clearing of al1 the streets, and a vast bevy of motorcycle outriders to
protect him on his dash. Every mp to the airport requires such arrangements and it is felt that a chopper
would make him seem more democratic. Incidentally, if Dicm leaves town for a &y, al1 members of his
cabinet are required to see him off and welcome him back although this involves less darnage to eficiency
than might be supposed.
The political reality is the total stasis which arises h m his greater necd to protect himself fiom a
coup than to protect the country fiom the Vietcong. I am quite clear that the absence of intelligence, the
centralisation of A m y control, the incredible dual role of the provincial governors as A m y generals and
political administrators,the subservient incornpetence of the latter. are al1 related to his fear of king given
the heave.
The desire CO prolong one's day in office has a certain consistency the world around and someday
sornebody should explain this to the State Department with pictutes. 1 would love to have corne up with the
conclusion that our man would be reformed and made into an effective military and political force. It
would have given me similar hopes for...[some people near home]." Galbraith, Ambassador's Journal, pp.
266 267.

-
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to "It would have given me similar hopes for...[some people near home]."*7 All of this is not to
suggest that Galbraith, alone, was responsible for inaugurating the anti-Diem faction in the State
Department. Insted, the purpose here is to argue that there was definite disarray within the
department.2*

27 Master of both the subtle and not-so-subtle put-down, the best that Galbraith ever managed to
Say about the Secretary of State was in a lener to President Kennedy in May of 1962, "1 am writing from
Bombay whrre 1 have just spent an hour or two with your Secretary of State. We had a usefbl and
agreeabk session, While 1 do not find him the easy, confident, forthcoming, eclectic and commanding
figure with which in my imagination 1 associatc the diplomacy of the New Frontier, we get along much
better than hitherto." Ibid., p. 372.
*8 Ambassador Nolting pointed out that Walter McConaughy had k e n the Assistant Secretary for

Far Eastern Affairs when he was first sent out as Ambassador to South Vietnam and that McConaughy was
in hl1 accord with the instructions that he (Nolting) had received from the President and Dean Rusk.
Nolting stated as much in his own words: "Yes, 1 thought so. I'd known Walt McConaughy for quite a
nmber of years, and 1 think he was closely in agreement with the instructions which 1 went out there with,
having helped to draw hem up, 1 believe." Frederick Nolting, "Third Oral History Interview With
Frederick Nolting." Recorded interview by Demis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DCI),pp. 83 - 84,
John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Program.
Quite apart Born McConaughy's agreement with the instructions given to the ncw Ambassador to
South Vietnam, Nolting, nevertheless, discerned a distinct lack of wanting to get too closely involved with
the whole issue of Vietnam on Dean Rusk's part. For example, Nolting had seen this right at the beginning
of his mission when the Kennedy Task Force had k e n forrned up to deal with the whole issue of Vietnam
and Laos. "lt secmed to me, even then, more of a political than a military problem a problem to be
treated h m the beginning in a foreign policy context, with military participation and advice, but under the
continuous leadership of the Department of State. Placing the ûeputy Secretary of Defense in charge of the
Task Force put too much military emphasis on Viemam.

-

1 commented on this to Secretary Rusk, who responded to the effect that he had had such a rough
tirne on Laos that he would just as soon let the Pentagon taùe the lead on Vietnam." Nolting, Frorn Trust
To Traaectu, p. 12.

ibid', p. 129,
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Secretury of State, Dean Rusk:

Dean Rusk came fiom humble beginnings, born into a small Southern farmer's family in
Cherokee County, Georgia, on Febniary 9, 1909.a Unable to keep the fann economicdly viable,
the Rusk's were forced to seIl off their propeq and move to Atlanta where they lived in relative
poverty and where, as a boy, Dean was subjected to ail the humiliations of being poor.a
Nevertheless, Dean Rusk did well at school and, with a combination of intelligence, guts and
determination, he won a Rhodes scholarship to Oxford in October of 1931.3' Al1 the while, and
despite the cynicism Oxford. the man was able to maintain a quiet, steady and devout Christian
faith.32 When war came to the Pacific, Rusk actually ended up king in the same theatre of

operation as Roger Hilsman because he was wigned as Deputy Chief of Staff to General
Stilwell and Colonel Frank Merrill (Merriil's Marauders) in the China-Burma-India area
(1942)33 When he was demobilised from the A m y in 1945 the State Department intervened and

offered him a job that he did not refuse. Rusk bmught his steady beliefs, which included a
profound respect for international law based on the Anglo-saxon tradition, to the Department of
State:
His faith in the Anglo-Saron tradition of faw und liberty us u beucon for the
entire human race led Rusk ro be, parudoxically, a convinced unticolonialist. He
accurarely predicted the sw@ and inevituble dissohtion cf colonial empires

I9
Thomas J. Schoenbaurn, W a ~ i nP a~c e and Wv: Dean Kusk in the Truman. Kennedy. and
Johnson Years, (New York, (NY]:Simon & Schuster, Inc., 198%).p. 29.

Ibid., p. 32.
31 Ibid., pp. 43 - 5 1.

32 Ibid., p. 53.
33 ibid., pp. 84 - 92.
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afrer the war, and thought that the United States und Britain should assisr this
process. Nevertheless, he wos enough of a realist to leaven these views with a
dose of pragmatism. He did not believe in universal American intervention to set
the world right, but in the limited use of American power based on what was
possible in any given sit ~ a t i o n . ~ ~
By March of 1947 Rusk was sewing, effectively, as an Assistant Secretary of State in his

~ ways Rusk had 'arrived' but, in
officia1 role as Director of Special Political ~ f f a i n In. ~some
many more subtle understandings, he never would. Afler all. he had invaded the heart of the Ivy

League but this dite would never mily accept a Southemer of such humble origins:

h w u a very exclusive group in which everyone was on a jirst name bais, and
not without a certain haughtiness, a feeling of being anointed fo decide
questions of war and pucice for the rest of the nation. Presidents might corne
from obscure origins in places like Independence. Missouri. but not the foreign
policy establishnient.36
President Kennedy appointed Dean Rusk as Secretary of State in early 1961.J7 Rusk,
however, was not given the opporninity to design the Kennedy Administration's State
Department leadership to his liking as the Kennedy staff made ail key appointrnents. Indeed,
Kennedy interference in the DOS plagued Rusk From the outset of his tenure as Secreiary of

State during the Kennedy ~drninistration.~~

Ibid..pp. 142 - 143.
37 Robert H. Ferrell, American Di~lomacv:A Hirion: Third edition, (New York, WY]: W.W.
Norton & Company, 1979, p. 853.
38 Schoenbaum. Waninn Peace and War, pp. 267 - 269.
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There was a lack of acceptance of Dean Rusk as Secretary, and even Nolting had stated
that Rusk had not shown much interest in the Far Eastern Bureau. Specifically, Rusk had told
Nolting that he had had such a rough time over Laos that he would be happy if thc Pentagon took
the lead in Vietnam. Nolting's recollection of this key issue was quite clear and certain and it is
well wonh considering as it sheds some mal light on the mechanics of just how Averell
Hmiman was able to take over the State Department's direction in Southeast Asia.

Rusk w u not personally anragonistic, but he certainly remuined aloof dwing
this period, both ut rhe State Department and ut rhe White Houe meetings. This
disuppointed me. As a career M e e r who hod worked with him, I wos delightrd
when President Kennedy named Dean Rwk Secretary of State. But during my
tenure ar Ambassudor, he never set foot in Vietnam, nor did he attend uny of the
Honolulu conferences. I could nvver gel him to focw on our problems while I
was in Vietnam. Poiicy /ell by default Jrst to Bob McNamara in Lkfense und
rhen io Averell Harrimcrn. As late as .4ugust 1963, when I went to as& Rmk to
talk oboui Vietnam, he told me, "Averell 's handling titis.

'"'

Rusk's apparent lack of enthusiasm extended so far as to allow the Far Eastern Bureau to
be subsumed under Harriman's sway even before he had been officially appointed as Assistant

Secretary for that region."

In short, the State Department was a house divided against itself.

This fact was never made more manifest than when the related issues of fighting the burgeoning
Communist insurgency in South Vietnam and impatience with Ngo Dinh Diem's administration
began to be pushed into the foreground.

Foornotes

39 Nolting, From Trust TO T r a ~ e dp.
~ , 129.

See the previous fmote.

"Dean Rusk, as Secretiuy of State, failed, in my view, to supply the oversight required in
American policy toward Southeast Asia in the early 1%09s,when the probiems there were more political
than military. Tme, he was preoccupied with larger issues, in particular the tense confrontation with the
Soviet Union over Berlin and Cuba." Ibid..Reface pp. xiii xiv.

-
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Galbraith's drive to distance the Kennedy Administration from supponing Diem
continued on relentlessly as can be seen in the following memorandum he sent to Kennedy in
April of 1962:
4. [t must be recognised thut Our long-run position cunnot involve an

unconditional commiiment to Diem. Our support is to non-communist and
progressively dernocrutic government not to individuals. We cannot ourselves
replace Diem. But we should be clear in our mind that almost any noncommunist change would probably be beneficd and this should be the guiding
rule for out-diplomatie representation in the ~ r e a . ~ ~

Galbraith shared a common faith with Averell Harriman and Chester Bowles that held
serious ramifications for United States' policy, particularly, as it pertained to Southeast Asia.
This faith was based upon the dearly held belief that the pen was mightier than the sword and
that negotiation had power ail on its own. Their comrnon faith had a critical impact on al1 of
Southeast Asia because regardles of the "facts on the ground" with regard to the military force
of their adversary, they clung to the belief that negotiation could succeed whete guns had not or
had not been used. Diametrically opposed to this intellectuals' faith was the British practical
experience with the Communists in Malaya. For the British had steeled themselves to the harsh
truth that what really worked with the Comrnunists was a combination of "shoot then talk.''4* In
Footnotes

John Kenneth Galbraith, 14 1. "Mernoranduni Fmm the Ambassador to India (Galbraith) to the
Prcsident," Washington, April 4, 1962, [Washington National Records Center, RG 330, OSD Files: FRC
77- 13 1, Republic of Vietnam, 1961-1962. Secret.], in FRUS: Vieinam. 1962, Vol. II, p. 298.
42 As Robert Thompson pointed out: lhere was no point in talking to the Communists until it was
made abundantly clear to them that they were militiuily defeated and that theu access to political means
and political legitimacy had equally been curiailed. "As already stated, ihe main impact of govenunent
measures occuned during the period when Sir Gerald Templer was High Commissioner, h m 1952 to
1954, and it was during this p e n d that the communists' organisation and military strength were bmken, so
Footnote conrinued on next page:...
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other words. the one thing the Communists respected was bmte force intelligently and ruthlessly
applied. The sentiments of Amencan democratic, liberal-humanists did not rest easy with this
tough British understanding. Indeed, many of the ideologues within the ranks of the %est and the
brightest" in Kennedy's Administration found such a nide reality unpalatable. For example, they
were convinced that the Nruû-ality Accords for Laos held promise for al1 of Southeast Asia.
Caught up in logic that defied reality Bowles eiaborated, in a letter to Dean Rusk, the belief that

the effort had to be made ".. .to m s f e r the debate from the military to the political arena. ..."a
What possessed intelligent and powerful Americans, like Chester Bowles, to even entertain such

filly when it was very obvious that the Communists. quite soberly and r e a l i s t i c a i ~ viewed
~,~

...foornore conrinuedfiom previous page:
.-

that by the end of 1954 their eventual rnilitary defeat becarne apparent. Their strength was declining
rapidly; they were losing amis at a higher rate than the govenunent, and their subversive political
organisation was king upmted. Politically, this enabled the British to set the date for independence in
1957 and to inaugurate countrywide elections for a Malayan government, which was established in 1955
with Tunku Abdul Rahman as Chief Minister.
When facing defeat both militarily and politically, there is only one garnbit for a Communist Party
to play, and that is to take the famous 'one step backward,' except that in this case it had to be considerably
more than one step. With a new Malayan government in the saddle, piedged in its election platform to offer
an arnnesty to end war, the Communist Parîy accordingly put out peace feelcrs. The military pressure was
temporarily taken off, and arrangements were made for peace talks to be held at Baling near the MalayanThai fiontier." Thompson, Defeatina Communist Insureencv, p. 45.
43 Chester Bowles, Promises to Keep: Mv Years in Public Life 194 1-1969, (New York, [NY]:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), pp. 407,408 & 409.

Evidently, the Communists had read their Clausewitz and the like of Chester Bowles had not!
thus an acr of force ro compel our enemy fo do our will [editor S irulics] .... War, thetefore, is an
act of poiicy.. .If we keep in mind that war springs from some political purpose, it is natural that the prime
cause of its existence will remain the supreme consideration in conducting it; yet the political airn remains
the first consideration. Policy, then, will permeate al1 military opemtions, and, in so far as theu violent
nature will admit, it will have a continuous influence on them.
" Wur is

24. War 1s M c n l y Tbc Continuation Of Policy By Chber Merns [editor's emphasis]

We see, therefore, that war is not merely an act of policy but a ûue political instrument, a
continuation of political intercourse, carried on by other means." Carl Von Clausewiîz, On War, Edited and
Translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret, (Princeton, wew Jersey]: Princeton University Press,
l984), pp. 75 & 87.
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military action and political action as an integral whole, mocks rational explanotion. Yet, that
such vanity prevailed in the thinking of men like Chester Bowles is made self-evident throughout
his letter to Rusk:

In February, 1961, IJirst urged Dean RUSA to consider the expansion of the
neutrality concept estabfishedfor Laos in the Geneva Accords in 1954, 10
rmbrace tht) rest ofSoutheast Asia, excluding North Vietnam and East Pakistan,
but including Thailand, Burma. Cumbodia, Malaysia, South Vietnam and
Singapore.
Neutrai status, I said, might be guaranteed by the United States, Brimin,
France, the Soviet Union, India and Japan. It was even conceivable thut such a
plan might appeul to the Soviet Union's interest in keeping Communist Chinu
fiom moving to absorb Southeast Asia into ifs sphere of influence.... In an efort
to îrunsfer the debute fiom the militury fo the political arena I ugain intmduced
my proposal for u neutralised Southeast Asia in a somewhat new form: ix., thar
we expand the negoriutions in regard to the neutrafisationof Laos which were
still untler way in Geneva to the neutralisation of the entire area, including not
only Laos but 60th Vietnams, Cumbodia, Burma, Thailand, Mulaysia and
Singupore.
Averell Harriman reucted/àvourubly to this proposal. As head of our
negotiuting team he hud developed working relationsh@s with representatives of
rhe other side and, while recognising the d@cuities, fèlt that some such plan
ntighi be fèasible. The Soviet Union, he rhought, might be persuaded to shure
responsibilityfor insuring the provisions of the ~greernent.~s

To powerful Dcmocrat diplomats, like Bowles, Galbraith and Harriman, United States
policy toward South Vietnam stood 'four square' in the way of what they perceived was the
better route to go. Similady, Ngo Dinh Diem's defiant stance against a paper-neutrality for Laos
incurred their wrath. Anyone who agreed with Diem, such as Nolting, Colby and Paul Harkins

(of MAAG) were, by association, cast in an unfavourable light by the Harriman group, which did
have direct access to the President's ear. The British experience in Malaya, which was aptly
Footnotes

4S Bowles, Promises to Keep, pp. 407,408 & 409.
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described in the phrase "it's hard to talk about draining the swamp when you're up to your neck
in alligators," seerned to have made no impact at al1 arnongst these senior American diplomats.
To the contras: and to press the point of the alligators and swamp even harder, the like of
Bowles and Galbraith, evidently, believed that al1 you had to do to solve the problem was to
declare the "swamp" neutral and give the "alligators" the vote. Even the hard-bitten old soldiers
within the American Armed Services community, such as Lionel McGarr, realised that what Sir
Robert Thompson had been advocating (even if they disagreed with his preference for policemen
over soldiers) was better grounded in reality than the Harriman faction's cal1 to chase the
"rainbows" of neutrality. Nevertheless, the power of Galbraith, and those of the neutrality camp,
was substantial and it did have a direct impact on President Kennedy and his decision making

process, as Nolting later indicated. Specifically, Nolting kcame deeply concerned that President
Kennedy was relying on news stories and reports from his fnends and cronies, Iike Galbraith,
rather than on the official cables and reports sent to Washington h m the Amencan Embassy in
Saigon.

Y "An interesting sidelight on how the Kennedy administration functioned was revealed during
this period. As a reguiar member of the Foreign Service, 1 was not well known to most new members of the
Kennedy administration nor was I particularty partisan in the political sense. I was not among the "in"
crowd at the White House.
Kenneth Galbraith, a close fnend and confidant of the Resident, arrived unexpectedly in Saigon
while I was in the midst of the negotiations with the Diem govemment described above. Ambassador
Galbraith was on his way fiom Washington to his post in New Delhi and had come via Saigon at the
President's request, apparently to check up on how we were doing. He stayed at our home and was a
stimutating houseguest, sending us anenvard a number of books, including many of his own.

The negotiations we were carrying on with President Diem and Minister Thuan were extrernely
time-consuming, as were most things in Viemam. They involved delving into sensitive areas the use of
and accountability for American counterpait h d s , the bmdening of Diem's govemment, the mle of the
National Assembly, the concentration of power in the han& of the Resident, the actual d e of his bmthen
in the power structure.,., To fiilfil our instructions (and my own impemtives), it was necessary to mach
clarifications and understandings on these matters before agrceing specifically on the use o f Amencan aid.

-

Footnote conîinued on nexf page:. ..
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President Kennedy's Policy Declamiion on Laos: "We'llgo dong with the Governor"

-

Certainly, even Roger Hilsrnan supports Nolting's view that Kennedy tended to be
swayed by his cronies when it came to decision-making: "Suspicions about the Communists'
intentions [with regard to Laos] were voiced in the NSC meetin& but there was no

W~OUS

opposition to the basic policy. "Well," said the President, swinging his chair around toward
Harriman with a relawed grin, **we'llgo along with the ~ o v e m o r . " * ~
During the pivotal year of 1962, Ambassador Nolting had to deal with much more than
Galbraith's attempts to persuade President Kennedy away fiom supporting Diem as this was the

year that the Laos Accords were, in fact, ~ i ~ n eAverell
d . ~ Haniman had k n tireless in his
...fuotnore
- --

continuedfkm previous puge:

- -

-

-

At the sarne time, we had to do this discreetly and privately, not as representatives of a powerful nation
laying down the law to its ally.
Galbraith was sent, no doubt, by President Kennedy to see whether 1 was fim and persistent
cnough in these negotiations, but the slow tempo soon got him down, and he deparied for New Delhi while
the talks were still in progress. Some time later, John Richardson, who replaced Bill Colby as CIA Station
Chief in April 1962. told me of a surprising message he received h m New Delhi. Galbraith had asked his
CIA man to get a private report h m Richardson on the conduct and outcome of the negotiations. "What
did you tell him, John?" 1 asked. "Highly satisfactory," he replie& "in outcome and in touch, although the
press doesn't know it." Richardson knew that if the press had known about and publicised these tough
negotiations, our influence with Diem would have been severeiy prejudiced, and the Viet Cong would have
had a propaganda bonanza.
From this small incident, 1 began to suspect that President Kennedy relied more on news stories
and reports from his cronies than he did on our cables, which were nonnally sent through the Department
of State." Nolting, Fmm Trust To Tranedv, pp. 42 - 43.
47 Roger Hilsman. To Move A Nation: The Politics of Foreim Poliev in the Administration of
John F. Kennedy, (Garden City, wew York]: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1967). p. 153.

"Laos presented iu declaration of ncutrality to the conference on July 6 [1%2]. AAer three
days of negotiations over wording, it was fomally incoprated into the fmal conference document. On
July 23 [1%2] the foreign ministen of the founeen nations at Geneva signed the "Dcclatation on the
Neutrality of Laos," thus ending the conference..." Charles A. Stevenson, The End of Nowhere: American
Policy Toward Laos Since 1945, (Boston, [Ma.]: Beacon Press, 1972), p. 178.
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efforts to ratify the substance of the accords, which had been discussed and debated for over a

year with the Russians, the Laotians and the North ~ i e t n a m e s e Consequently,
.~~
the former
Govemor of New York was in no rnood to have his plans upset by a petulant President of South
Vietnam .

He [Harriman] was hardly more patient with Washington 's ally in Saigon than
he had been with the minister jiom Hmoi. ..he found President Diem rigidly
opposed to Sowunmi Phouma und to the Kennedy administrution 's suppori for u
neutral Laos. Diem not only backed General Phoumi, he wanted the United
States and its allies in the Soirrheast Asia Treaty Organisation to occupy
Vientiane and towns almg the Mekong River in so~hernLaos to stop
infiration fiom the north. This was not an unrearonable position considering
Diem 's situation, but the South Viehiurnese leader was personully vexing.. ..
Diem had Iost public conjdence, Harrimun wrote Galbraith when he got bac&to
Geneva. The United States was in the same boat it had been in when the
Eisenhower administration had supported Phoumi in Loos - hurdly on the side of
democrucy. It was time. he said, '"O get away Pom Dulles 's policy of backhg
'snongmen' regardless.... Our present stable o j s m n g men are not winnersfor
the long pull, ut kat in Southeast Asia.
In faimess to the so-called American "strong-men" in Southeast Asia, there were also
many Americans who disagreed with the Laotian neutrality deal and stated as much at the time;
one of these individuals was Richard Nixon. Now Nixon would have certainly had 'politicai-

axes-to-grind' with regard to Kennedy and his administration, nevertheless, and with due caution
given to the likelihood of such a bias existing, Richard Nixon's testimony is wotth considering

49 Hamiman was not alone in this effort as he was well supported by Roger Hilsman who,
whether he intended or not, revealed that Harriman was determined to have an agreement on Laos to his
credit, regardless of the consequences. "At one point, for example, Hamiman was asked whether he was
optimistic or pessimistic about the Geneva agreements on Laos. "Neither," he snapped. T m detennined."
For making successfiil agreements with the Communists or, pehaps, anyone else this is the correct
attitude." Hilsman, To Move A Nation, p. 155. One would hasten to adci, as the Amencans found out to
theù loss, that Harriman and Hilsrnan had fotgotten, in their haste to make a deal, a particularly salicnt
piece of folk-wisdom which dictates that: "He who supps with Devil must have a very long spoon."

-

-

-

54 Abramson, Smninn The Cennuy, pp. 606 607.
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because the man possessed formidable intelligence and foresight in the arena of foreign policy.
Thus, he explained his position when he stated in his memoin: "During his first weeks in oirice
he [Kennedy] was confionted with a crisis involving Cornmunist aggression in Laos. After an
initial show of strength in one of his first press conferences, he pulled back and ended up
accepting a supposedly neuml govemment that everyone knew would be heavily influenced by
the ~omrnunists."5l Unfortunately for Diem. influential individuals, such as Chester Bowles. not
only supported the Haniman initiative for Laotian neutrality but also wanted to see it expanded
. ~ ~ the Vietnamese President objected to neutrality with
to include al1 of Souiheast ~ s i a Because
the Comrnunists. and thus obstructed Bowles' plans for "A Peace Charter For Southeast ~sia,"s3
Footnores

5' Richard Nixon, The Mernoirs of Richard Nixon, (New York, WY]:Gmsset &Dunlap, 1978).

p. 232.
s2 For a glimpse at this incredible notion one should read Bowles "Principles For a Presidentiai
'Peace Charter For Southeast Asia." on pp. 412 -413 of Bowles memoirs entitled Promises to Keen
s3 The "hafi Principles For A Roposed Southeast Asian Chmer," in al1 their unrealistic glory
can be read as an attachment to a memorandum Bowles sent to Dean Rusk in July of 1962. Chester
Bowles, 241. "Memorandum From the Ambassador at Large (Bowles) to the Secretary of State,"
Washington, July 12, 1962, [Kennedy Library, President's Ofice Files, Special Correspondence, Bowles.
Confidential.] in FRUS: Viemarn. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 5 16 5 19.

-

Averell Harriman may have k e n many things but he was not stupid nor was he unfamiliar with
what constituted reality in the wotld of power politics. Thus, he m t e a memorandum CO Rusk which
cautioned against the Bowles initiative for Southeast Asia: "Since ow talk this morning on the objectives of
Mr. Bowles' proposed trip, 1 have been over his memorandum again and find it even more impractical thon
1 mentioned this moming. His whole thesis is bascd on the assumption that a Laos-type of international
agreement is possible and enforceable for the whole of Southest Asia. The proposed presidential
statement, "Peace Charter for Souiheast Asia," could only be implemented by an international agreement
similar to the one reached in Laos. This would require us to take commitments without any assurance of
the other side doing the same, with no enforcernent procedures that would be workable. To negotiate such
an agreement would require us to take commitments without ariy assurance of the other side doing the
same, with no enforcement procedures that would be workable. To negotiate such an agreement would
requk another Geneva meeting, which 1 undcrstood everyone was opposed to because of its effect on the
situation in South Vietnam. Most of the suggested economic objectives can be achieved only after there is
peace, and do not give a suflïcient basis for irnmediate heads of govenunent discussions.
1 will be glad to go over the memorandwn in detail with you (which shouldn't take long), and Ed
Rice and 1 believe you will come to the same conclusions we have." Averell Harriman, 253.
Fooînote continued on next page:...
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Bowles wrote emergency memos to President Kennedy urging him to reconsider his support for
~iem
-54
While Bowles and Galbraith pressured Kennedy to replace Diem, Harriman, for his part,
took the direct appmach, visited South Vietnam in 1962, and duly threatened Diem with the
promise to cut off al1 American aid if he didn't sign the Laotian Neutrality ~ccords.S~
Harriman
had been out earlier, in September of 1961, to try and convince Diem that he should sign the
accord and, as Nolting recalled the meeting had not gone well at all. The meeting was held in a
small room that was hot and lacking in oxygen. Diem. nevertheless. went to great lengths to
explain to Harriman why he was so unwilling to trust the Communists and their ability to live up
to a treaty they had signed. Using an interpreter, Diem explained the dreary reality and
depressing, lengthy lia of agreements broken by the Communists in Southeast Asia. The South
Vietnamese Pnsident even explained personally painful experiences fiom his own p s t dealings
with the Communists, such as when they had bnitally murdercd his older brother and then
attempted to win Diem over through ihreats of more violence and. conversely, promises of
power. According to Nolting, who was at the meeting. Diem gave Hamiman a long and
historically accurate litany of deceptive actions taken by the Communists. There was no doubt
leA that past dealings with Communists spelled out an il1 omen for any deal over Laos where

...foornote

continuedji-omprevious page:
-

"Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State For Far Eastern Affairs (Harriman) to the Secretary
of State," Washington, July 30, 1%2 [Columbia University, Harriman Papen, Bowles, Chester.
Confidential; Personal No Distribution,] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 565 566.

-

-

-

54 Bowles, Promises to K c e ~pp.
, 4 16 4 17.
SS Fredenck E. Nolting, ''Kennedy, NATO, and Southeast Asia," in K e ~ e t hW. T h o m p s d s
(ed.) Di~lomacv.Administration. and Policy: The ideas and Careers of Frederick E. Noltine, Jr.. Frederick
C. Mosher. and Paul T. David, (New York, WY]: University Press of Ametica The Miller Center,
University of Virginia, 1995), pp. 24 25.
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safeguards were not in place.s This accurate, carehil and lengthy illumination of Communist
deceits, given by Diem to Hamiman, only served to annoy and bore the latter, as Nolting

recalled :
But Harriman had turned o f his hearing aid and closed his eyes. He
appeared to be asleep. Diem noticed this with some annoyance but continued his
monologue. Sitting nexr to Harriman on the sofa, realising thal he had hud a
long and tiring jlight, I tried to nudge him into attention. Finally Hurriman
snapped. 'Y have a jingertips feeling, Mr. President, that the Rwsians will
police this agreement and muke the others live up to it. We cunnot give you any
parontees, but one rhing is clear: ifyou do not sign this îreaty, you will [ose
u tough
Americun support. You h m to choose. " With that the meeting
wcowter - broke up.5'

-

In very shon order Diem's suspicions about the Communists' intentions in Laos were
proved right and Hiuriman's 'finger-tip' feelings proved wrong. It is ironic that it was The New
York Times that carried story afler story concemed with Communist violations and attacks in

post-Geneva Accords Laos while. at the same time, running story afier story based upon antiDiem bias.s8 In al1 of these reports it was made painhlly clear that there was no peace in Laos
and that the Accords, in fact, had given birth to a political and military disaster.
Footnotes

9
5 "On Septernber 20. 1961. in a small, steamy-hot m m in the Resident's "Palace," Diem
explained to Harriman at great length why he was unwilling to trust the Communist signatories to live up to
their maty obligations. Speaking through an interpreter, he went back to the early 1930s, tracing in some
detail the history of Comrnunist penetration into Southeast Asia, of agreements broken and bad faith
displayed. He mentioned his personal experiences with Ho Chi Minh and the treachery of the Vietminh
toward his older brother, whom they murdered. The historicai record was impressively long and accurate.
Its relevance to the question of signing the treaty on Laos without safeguards was clear." Nolting, From
Tmst To Traaedv, p. 83.

A small sampihg of these New York Times articles would include the following: "Rightists in
Laos Repel Red Drive," in The New York Times, (Fri&y June 14, 1%3), p. 1.

"Vientiane, Laos, June 15 (UPI) - Neutralists and right-wing troops were reponed battling Pathet
Lao foires at two towns in southern Laos." "South Laos Fighting at 2 Towns Notai," in ï h c New York
Times (Sunday June 16, 1%3), pp. 18.

-9
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Nevertheless, acceptance of Laotian Neutrality had become the hinge upon which the
Kennedy Administration's policy toward Southeast Asia swung. Nolting had not missed that a
malevolent tum had k e n taken in American policy toward Diem's government and he ascribed
its source to be Harriman's hatred of Diem:
"His hahed ofthe Diem regime became greater and greater. It originated with
President Diem S reluctunce to sign the Laotian agreement thut Harriman had
negotiated. There wûs a personal fiiction b e w e n them on that. I had thejob of
prrsuading Diem 10 sign because there wos very Iitîle e/se he could do.
Harriman was out there in 1962 and threatened 10 cut oflall American aid if he
didn 't. This involved not only Vietnamese objections to the treaty, which had no
safeguards, but the Thais objected to it just as strongly as the Vietnarnese did.
But rhis started a personal distwt that certainly made it much more d ~ f m lto
t
get uny reasonable exchange o/views in the National Security Council meetings
thotfollowed in thefail of 1963. It was very, very di@dt, "s9
As Nolting stated, he was not only under pressure from Harriman to get Diern on side with the
Laos Accords but, also, to encourage Diem to reach out to the opposition.* As even Harriman's
biographer noted, Harriman's pressure on Nolting was in clear opposition to the Ambassador's
instmctions from Kennedy and Rusk: "Nolting was in a clear contradiction between his
instructions from Rusk to do everything he could to help the Saigon government and Hmiman's

...footnote continuedfiom previous page:

"Laotian Re& Pound "Rightists' Ganison," in The New York Times, (Fnday June 31, 1963)' p.
15.

"Britain Assails Soviet Account of How Laos Peace Broke Down," in The New York Times,

(Saturday June 22, 1%3), p. 6.
Hedrick Smith, "U.S. Says Hanoi Renews Laos Aid," in The New York Times, (Wednesday
Octobet 30, 1%3), p. 1.

s9 Frederiek E. Nolting, "Kennedy, NATO, and Southeast Asia," in Kenneth W. Thompson (ed.)
Di~lomacv,Administration. and Policy, pp. 24 25.

-

Abnmson, Spanninn The Centurv, p. 609.
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detemination to bring about reforrn. He could not reconcile the objectives of inspiring
confidence in the govemment while supporting the opposition.'*l
For their parts, Diem and Nhu would have none of Haniman's "fingertips" feeling on the
Communists complying with and respecting the Laotian Neutrality Accords. Consequently, they
threatened to cut off diplomatic relations with Laos so that they would not be bound legally
from, amongst other things, hot-pursuits of Communist insurgents as they fled Vietnam for
refuge in Laos. Ambassador Nolting tried his best, in form and substance, to use cordial
diplomacy to persuade Diem to sign the agreements made in Geneva, as can be readily discemed
upon perusing the following excerpt fiom a letter he sent to Nhu on October 13, 1962:
Dear Mr. Counsellor: I have alreaby tuken much time of your Goverment's
oflciuls, including the President, on the subject of relations with the Laotian
Government, and i h o p you will pardon my sending this note on the subject to
express once aguin my Government S strong h o p that the Government of VietNam will find a way to continue diplomatic relations with the Laotian
Government.... President Kennedy fiels thut the United States has the right to
ask for the continued CO-operaiionof the Governrnent of Viet-Nani in rhis matter.
He uiso recognises and appreciates the fuct that your Government h s gone
dong thus far even despite grave misgivings. He fiels thor it would be a greut
mistake ro break diplomatic relations ut this point, regurdless of whut the
Laotian Government moy do in recognising the Hanoi regime.6*
Harriman continued to increase his pressure on Nolting to "get tough" with Diem and
Nhu over their threat to severe diplomatic relations with Laos. In a telegram, dated: Washington,
October 18, 1961 - 8:24 p.m., Haniman started to show the "crocodile's" teeth: "1 must tell you
frankly that it will be diplomatic defeat if Diem x v e n relations with Laos. Diem cannot expect
Footnotes

62 Frederick Nolting, 301. "Letter Fmm the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nolting) to the Vietnarnese
President's Political Counsellor (Mu),
Saigon,
" October 13, 1962, [Washington National Records Center,
RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 67 A 677,301 Laos-GVN. Confidential. Draftcd by Nolting.] in FRUS:
Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 696 -697.
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us to accept his refusal, in afhnting disregard of request h m the President, to stay in the fight
to presewe Laos, Laos k i n g on his own doorstep.'*
At about this time, October 2 1, 1962, to be exact, a meeting was held at Gia Long Palace
in Saigon. In attendance were Mr. Ngo Dinh Nhu (Political Advisor to the President), Frederick
Nolting, Admiral Harry D. Felt, Commander in Chief, Pacitic, and Edward J. Martin, CiNCPAC
Poiad [Politicai Advisor],

luid

die purpose OF this meeting was to discuss Souih Vietnam's

position on Laotian neutrality. This was a seminal meeting as Nhu was able io illustrate, very
clearly, how Southeast Asians viewed the problem and, particularly, how the South Vietnamese
and the GVN were concemed about it. Nhu pointed out many complexities about Laos that
seemed to have eluded Harriman and his powerfbl supporters. For example, he had been in the
process of negotiating the defection of NO entire North Vietnamese regiments, which had been
stationed in Laos and did not want to return to Hanoi as stipulated under the Laotian neutrality
agrcements.u Nhu claimed that Laotian neutnlity was working against his whole program for
securing substantial defections fmm the Viet Cong sequestered away in ~ a o s Other
. ~ ~
unforexen ramifications and questions lefl in the wake of Haniman's neutmlity accord, which
Nhu pointed out. were based upon the very real sense of doubt causeâ amongst potential
defectors as to what the Americans were about: would their policy change again? Would they

63 Averell Harriman, 3W. "Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Vietnam,"
Washington, October 18, 1962 8:24 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, 65 Ij.5 I W 10-1862. Secret;
Priority; Limit Distribution. Drafted by Rice, cleared with S/S, and initialled by Harriman] in FRUS:

-

Viemam. 1962, Vol. II, p. 707.

*

Source te* indicates that it was prepared h m ihe interpreter's notes, John P. Clennon, editor
in chief, 305. "Mernorandum For The Record," Saigon, October 21, 1962, [Washington National Records
Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 68 A 5159. Top Secret] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1%2, Vol. II, pp.

-

708 709.
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abandon those who came over to the South's side as they were abandoning tribesmcn (such as
the Hmong) in othcr parts of Laos to the Pathet Lao and the North ~ietnamese?66Nhu brought
up other South Vietnamese fears such as the perception that, far from fearing the Americans

staying too long in Vietnam, there was the worry that Laotian neutrality had opened a door
through wh ich the Americans could, sim i larly, leave v ietnam
Admiral Felt said ihat hc had ncvcr heard the fiintesr whisper of such an idea.

Mr. Nhu then said that he, personalîy, war convinced the United States had no
idea of abaridoning Vietnam, but that others could not understand the reasonfor
what had iaken place in Laos. Those who h d the desire to confiont the
Cmmunists thought rhai Loos ofered the per/ct terrainfor their s t ~ u g g l e . ~ ~
What is particularly important for the reader to note, and readiiy discemible within
Nhu's expressed concems, is that deep fears and suspicions had been aroused within the
Vietnamese. These were fears that were based on the historical piecedents of how the Americans
had let down allies in Eastern Europe at the end of the Second World War and had let them faIl
within the grasp of the Soviets. During this meeting, in fact., Nhu had made this the centre-piece
of his argument and it struck home with particular devance because it had been Averell
Harrirnan who had p ~ s i d e dover what the Vietnamese believed were failed agreements:
He Phu] then refe*ed to Mr. Harrimon S wriften account of the Yalta
Agreements painting out that these agreements rested on the signature and the
word of Stalin. He quoted Hurriman 's question in which he usked Stah'n why he
hud not lived up to the agreements - und Stalin's unswer rhat the conditions
which hud made the agreements necessary no longer prevailed. M.Nhu then
said that the events in Laos were the direct consequence of the Yienna
discussions beîween Khrushchev und Kennedy.... Mr. Nhu replied t h t the

Footnotes

66 w p . 7 1 1 .

67 lbid., p. 7 14.

-

68 Ibid.
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actions of the countries of the Free World were such rhar the initiative wm
alwuys lefi with the Communists. The "agreements" in Laos were entireiy
dependent upon the will of ~ h r u s h c h e v . ~ ~
To sum up, there was no easy way out of the dilemma for the Americans. For Laos had
resurrected the all-too-farniliar spectre of American failute of will and this was, without a doubt,
based upon their poor record o f supporting former allies in Eastern Europe in the hce of Soviet
will (Le., such as Poland). Laotian neutrality was causing fat more problems in Southeast Asia
than it wtls solving. Afier all, ai the end of the day, the Americans couM always go home but the

non-communist Vietnamese could not as they were fighting for their very hornes.'o
Regardless of al1 these concerns, Harriman was determined to bend the Vietnarnese to
his will in Geneva and if this meant removing opposition, such as Diem, then that would be done
too. The following two cables best illustrate the problem that Hamiman's determination was
causing for Nolting in Vietnam:
443. To Horriman from Nolting. Deptel 459. It will be a diplornatic defeut fi
Diem severs relations with Laos. 1 will be something considerubly worse if he
breaks relations with Laos ajer approach in terms your telegram. I am
convinced he will do so unless approach is coupled with titreat of severe
sanctions, and even then outcome would be doubtficl. I do not believe that such
sanctions are in interests of the United States and I gather this is also
Washington's position.

The ficrther approuch prescribed - which d a n c e s no arguments not
previously put to GYN and to Diem personally, but which directly engages
President Kenneày S prestige - would in my judgement undermine our jùture
influence here, and, with it, the carrying fonvard of Our p r o p m . Whatever
success we have to date rests in important sense on our ultimate respectfor GW
Footnotes

-

69 Ibid., pp. 71 1 712.
70 This point was âriven home to the Viemamese Iater, when South Vietnam collapsed to the
Communists' assault. For afier the Comrnunist victory in 1975, those who were not killed outright by the
victors were subjcct to decades in concentration and re-education camps.
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sovereignîy, including its right in final analysis to muke decisions in field of
foreign policy.
Within limits indicted above (respectjor country's sovereign rights and
no threats of witMrawal of US aid), we are doing everything we con on this
issue. To take the position set out in your telegram would, in my judgement,
defut our purposes here - on an issue which in itsefj cannot compare in
importance to the United States with thut of maintaining an independent, noncommunist Vietnam.

Harriman was incensed by Nolting's telegram. which defended South Vietnam's sovereign

rights, and thus he shot the following brisk cable back at Nolting:

166.For Ambassador Noltingfiom Harriman. Your 443 indicates thut you and /
cire not on the same wavelength. The President's position is already doubly
cngaged, not only by his persona1 letter to Diem, but also by Laos settkment
which musr be made to achieve US objectives as fur as possible. In muking
settlement we huve mode it plain to ail concerned that we consider it not ending
al1 conjlct, but ansf fer ring conflct fiom military to political area. In this
conjlct we huve a ri@ IO upect Jull support and assistance /rom G YN ar ulfy
as well as signatoy. From your messages I goined the impression thut you do
not consider Diem 's attitude towards Laos O/ prime importance...y ou are
i n s t w e d to make another upprouch dong lines of Deptel 159 or in whatever
munner in your judgement you consider most appropriate. We have never
suggested application sanctions, and you are not to give any implicution that US
h a any ideu of applying them. Whenyou tuf&to Diem you should talk ac an ally
to another expecting support due us and may inform him you are speaking under
instructions.72

Footnotes
'I Frederick Nolting, 306. "Telegram From The Embassy in Vietnam to the Depument of State,"
10 a.m., [Department of State, Cenml Files, 65 1j.5 1 WlMO62. Secret.
Priority.] in FRUS: Vietnam. 1962, Vol. II, pp. 716 717.

Saigon, October 20, 1962

-

-

Averell Hamiman, 307. "Telegram Fmrn the Depanment of State to the Embwy in Vietnam."
Washington, October 22, 1962 - 4:06 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, 75 Ij.00/1012262. Secret.
ûrafted and initialled by Hamiman], M.,pp. 717 7 18.
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It was not possible for Nolting to miss the very clear message that his original
instructions of winning over Diem's trust and confidence were now considered obsolete to new
directions emanating from Harriman's office. For whatever reasons, Harriman, and those who
supported his position, including Hilsman (who as a proponent of counter-insurgency warfare
should have known better), had corne to believe that the way to get results was to pressure Diem
and bend him to the will of Washington. What these men of power had failed to realise was that

they were attempting, effectively, to make Diem a Puppet, which, in tum, would undermine the
most valuable commodity he had: political legitimacy. They were opening the floodgates for
Communist pmpaganda against Diem, which never failed to drive home the point that he was
"My-Diem"

- America' s Diem. In addition to this, they were paving the way for any dissident

Vietnamese political group that could sway American opinion to its cause and thus pressure
Diem. In short, Haniman's will, powerful as it was, had begun the process of thwarting
Nolting's precise mission to South Vietnam and, concurrently, this was destroying Diem.
A century earlier Carl Von Clausewitz had stated thet the purpose of war was to force

the enemy to do one's wi11;~3by this logic it is self-evident, that Harriman had effectively
declared war on Ngo Dinh Diem. None of this had gone unnoticed by Frederick Nolting and he
became deeply concemed about the hture of American and South Viebiamese intetests as a
result of Harriman's deliberate change in United States Government policy toward Diem and his
govemment.

Footnotes

'3 Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, Edited and Translated by Mkhael Howard and Pcter Paret,
(Princeton, m e w Jersey]: Princeton University Ress, 1984), p. 75.
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"Noihinghud huppened to lessen Harriman S disIike of Diem - a dis&
both personcil and unforgiving - and he was soon well placed to translate thh
dislike into policy. " He would f e d the jght for a coup againsf Diem. said
Robert Kennedy. fhe brother of the president. "it became an emotional
matter...and in fact, his advice WU wrong. In foct, he started us down o road
which war quite dangerous. "l

The Hurriman Faction:
The Harriman faction was the group primarily responsible for bringing about a onehundred and eighty degree tum in US policy
another, of

toward Diem. The group consisted. at one time or

Chester ~owles,Z Michael ~orrestal? John Kenneth Cialbraith? Roger ~ i l s r n a n . ~

Footnotes

Ellen Hamrner is quoting liom an interview with Robert F. Kennedy which was recorded by
John Bartlow Martin, on April30, 1964 for the John F. Kennedy Libtary Oral History Project, p. 393.

-

Hammer, A Death In November, pp. 3 1 33.
"Chester Bowles, as Under Secrew, had the second place of responsibility in the State
Department.. .. It was Bowles himself, with his sure instinct for appointments, who first proposed putting
Harriman in charge of Far Eastern affairs.... Kennedy, who had sent Galbraith to New Delhi for a twocyear
tour (later somewhat extended), now asked Bowles to take his place," Schlesinger, A Thousand Davs, pp.
437,443, & 444.
Forrrnal was a Hamiman protCgC who went to work for President Kennedy, ûansferring from
DOS to the White House, as the National Security Council's specialist on Far Eastern AfTairs. Abramson,
S~anninnThe Century, pp. 57 1,581, & 589.

*

According to Anhur Schlesinger's accowit of the powerful men who inhabited the State
Department during the Kennedy years, Galbraith shared Hamiman's dislike of Diem and supported the
latter in his State Department battles to tum policy away fiom supponing Diem. Schlesinger, A Thousand
Days, p. 547.
Roger Hilsman had been the State Departmeni's Director of Intelligence and Research and bien
had become the Assistant Secretary For Far Eastern Affah. Similar to ail o f the Harrllnan group, he held
strong ami-Diemist sentiments. George W. Ball, The Past Has Another Pattern: Memoirs, (New York,
[NY]:W.W. Nonon & Company, 1982), pp. 288,371, & 372.
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Paul ~ a t t e n b u r ~Vietnam-desk
?
oftïcer Joseph o end en hall,' William ~ u l l i v a n ,and
~ Asia
scholar James Thomson.) The most salient ties that bound these men together were their loyalty
to Averell Harriman, their relatively powerful positions within DOS and the Kennedy
Administration (thanks to Haniman), and their dislike of Ngo Dinh Diem and Ngo Dinh Nhu.
Politically, and with military considerations duly acknowledged, the Harriman group rendered
their judgement chat the insurgency in South Vietnam was a civil war caused, principaliy, by
Ngo Dinh Diem's ineptness and machinations.1°
Hilsrnan, who updated most of his substantial Second World War guemlla experience
with counter-insurgency ideas from Sir Robert Thompson, appears to have made leaps in logic,
over this issue, that de& rational explanation. Thompson pointed out two very clear points, and
these were that, indeed, this was a Communist inspired and led insurgency, which most
definitely had its assigned place in the overall Cold War. Both Thompson and Douglas Pike
concurred on this fundamental understanding by drawing attention to the fact rhat the Viet Cong
were fat too well organised to have just spning up, spontaneously - over night, in rebellion
against Diem. Both concurred that the Communist/insurrectionist organisation pre-dated Ngo
Footnotes

According to Ambassador Nolting. Kattenburg? who later bccame head of the Vietnam Task
Force in DOS, held a very low opinion of Ngo Dinh Diem. Nolting, From Trust To Tranedv, p. 128.
Mendenhall had k e n the American Embassy's Counsellor for Political Amairs in Saigon; he
had gone to Vietnam in August of 1959 and he was no friend of Ngo Dinh Diem. He told Ambassador
Nolting, during the tenure of Nolting's mission to Saigon, that he intended to renim to the United States
and write his thesis on alternatives to President Diem. ibid., pp. 24 25.

-

8 Sullivan was another Haniman pro<CgC fmn within the lower-echelons of DOS who had
assisted Harriman in the Laotian negotiations and who, with Averell's powerful hefp, became Ambassador
to Laos, Charles A. Stevenson, The End of Nowhere: American Policv Toward Laos Since 1954, (Boston,
[MA]: The Beacon Press, 1972), p. 157.

Abramson. S~annineThe Cennuv, p. 6 1 1.
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Dinh Diem's govemment. This understanding is made manifest and self-evident in the fact that
there had to be the necessary guerrilla infrastructure in place, the way it clearly was, for any
worthwhile assault to be launched against the South Vietnamese leader's govemrnent. Such an
infrastructure would have required years of careful and expert planning. Quite obviously this
masterful infrastructure was in place and the brilliance of its discipline and organisation betrayed
the hidden hand of Ho Chi Minh. The detail of the Communist planning was a clearer sign to the
counter-insurgency experts, such as Pike and Thompson, that Ho Chi Minh was involved than if
he had lefi his own fingerprints.
Thompson had stated that regardless of who was Plesident of South Vietnam, they would
be faced with a burgeoning, well-planned Communist insurgency; he had also stated, in regard to

this, that the Communists were masters at inventing a "just cause" to fight in order to suit their
needs. Hilsman praised Thompson's work and ideas but,'' then, promptly tumed around and
blamed Diem for what Thompson has declared was not Diem's doing. Perhaps, like so many of
the Harriman group, it was Hilsman's self-assurance in his own abilities that led to the arrogance
of the basic assumption, shared by the whole clique. that they knew what was better for the

Foornores

I I Consider, for example, Hilsman's p a i x for Thompson in the following excerpts from his
memoin: "The more 1 reflected on my own experience as a guerrilla in Burrna and imagined what it would
have k e n like if we had been facing strategic hamlets during World War II, the more 1 was persuaâcd.... It
seemed more and more possible that an effective strategic concept could be developed by combining
Thompson's strategic hamlet plan with the work in Washington and Fort Bragg on both the military tactics
to be pmued and the measures to combat the strains of modembtion with which Rostow was concemed.

-

What was clear above al1 else was that the single most important principle of al1 as the British
had discovered in Malaya - was that civic, police, social, and military measms had to bc combined and
carefdly codrdinated in an over-al1 counter-guemlla program and that there had to be a unified civilian,
police, and m i l i w system of command and control." Hilsman, To Move A Nation, pp. 434 - 435.
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Viemarnese than the Vietnamese did. Certainly, Hilsman had a pronounced track-record in
assuming superiority, very much like Harriman did.12
There is little doubt that, over the issue of the United Sates continuing its policy of
support to Ngo Dinh Diem, the State Department became a house divided by late 1962. Harriman

and his group had drawn up the line a p i n s t Diem that placed the Secretary of State on the other
side along with Vice President Johnson and the Pentagon. Thus, Haniman's biographer noted:
"Averell was the godfother of the anti-Diem band; Rusk was the faithful ally of the Pentagon
school that spoke in the same breath of defeating the Communists and supporiing the
govemment in saigon."13 The real problem here was that President Kennedy encouraged both
sides "...accepting the McNamara-Pentagon advice to up the ante while encouraging Harriman
and the Diem critics to keep up the pressure for nfonns."lJ This. in tum, sent mixed signals to
both Nolting and Diern in Vietnam and coupled with the Laotian Neutrality agreement, l5 this
Footnottis

I2 Harriman's biographer. Rudy Abramson, noted how Hilsman mmaged io make enemies with
his arrogant manner: "That he was exceedingly bright no one denied, but his cocksure attitude and his
conspicuous lack of awe for general officers infuriated people.
He was known to correct high-ranking military briefers in the presence of the Ptesident, the
secretary of state, and the secretary of defense, using their maps and charts to launch soaring military and
geopolitical expositions that left his superiors with jaws set and gripping the amis of their chairs. Once he
stepped up and took the pointer h m the hand of General Lyman Lemnitzer, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and more or less pre-empted his presentation. Taylor and McNamara stiffened at the mere
mention of his name, and even the monumentally patient Dean Rusk could not conceal his dislike for the
assistant secretary's impertinence. Lyndon Johnson, who usually said M e in Vietnam meetings, took a
sirnmering dislike to him because of the way he excoriated Diem and asserted himself in matters Johnson
considered in the province of the military. One night, when Hilsman held forth on counter-insurgency after
one of Harriman's dinners, which included the Vice President and General Lemnitzer, Johnson looked at
hirn through narrowed eyelids and ordetecl, with barely controlled anger, "God-dammit, Captain Hilsman,
shut up and let the general talk." Abramson, Sbanninn The Centurv, p. 6 12.

lS
Nolting declared that the pressure on Diern to sign the accords on Laotian Neuûality had becn
a mistake which became obvious once the Arnericans were involved with their own troops: "Diem finally
signed the Accords. That proved to be a costly mistake, and I came to regret having wged him to do. It
Footnote conrinued on n a t page:
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created an ever-increasing doubt about the integrity of U.S. support, especially, in Diem's
reasoning.
In fact, before and during the debate about Diem and the taking of sides on this critical
issue, the State Department had k e n suffering as a venerable institution at odds with the
directions k i n g suggested by the New ~rontiersmen.16Moreover, a delicate balancing act of
leadership existed at the Department's highest levels where Rusk, Ball and Hariman vied for the
President's ear. President Kennedy had pcrceived that there were problems in the DOS but even
after instituting its reorganisation he was still leA perplexed.17 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., has hinted
in his written work that the real problem may have k e n Avenll Harriman's unbridled punuit of
pwer.18

...footnote continuedfrom prmious page:
soon becarne apparent that the Communist signatories, specifically North Vietnam, ignored the treaty's
provisions from the beginning. lmmediately afler signing, the United States withdrew its assistance and
advisors h m the Laotian allies, the Meo tribesmen. The North Vietnamese, however, ignored the
provision to remove their forces, as did the Communist elements within Laos, the Pathet Lao. Supplied
with arms by the Soviet Union and China through North Vietnam, they never permitted Souvanna
Phouma's government to send its oficials into the Communist-controlled areas of eastem Laos.
Harriman's "fingertips feeling" about Russian "policing" was not borne out by the facts. The Ho Chi Minh
Trail, protected by the treaty h m interdiction by our allies, was enlarged and developed by North Vietnam
into a major route of infiltration into Laos, South Vietnam, CamMia, and Riailand. Some called it the
"Harriman Memonal Highway." Later, when the United States entered the war in force, our country
became engaged in uying to knock out by bombing, at the sacrifice of many American lives, what was
given away in negotiation." Nolting, From Trust To Tranedv, p. 84.

l6 "The relations behveen the dynarnic, pushing Kennedy staff and the Department became so
trying that the young President made the unprecedented move of appearing before a meeting of the Foreign
Service officers in an attempt to clarifj his position. He rerninded the officers that the Constitution
conferred upon the Resident, not upon the State Department, the direction of the nation's foreign affairs
and took pains to quote the original legislative enactment setting up the Department, thus adding
Congressional and historical corroboration to his point." Smith Simpson, Anatomv of the State
Denartmen!, (Boston, N A ] : Beacon Ptess, t967), p. 14 1.
Author Smith Simpson in his book, Anatomv of the State De~artment,suggests that Kennedy's
reorganisation caused considerable grief in the department and, owing to the president's interference, over
two hunâred experienced diplomats actually retired from the Foreign Service, l
u pp. 140 - 142.

I8 7'he rcader should note that Schlesinger's clahs about Rwk's lack of direction in the
Department, especially in the Far Eastern Bureau, coincide with what Nolting perceived and made mention
of in his own mernoirs [as duly noted in the body of this wo*]. This, of course, docs n d reflect poorly on
Footnote cortrimed on next page: ..,
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Power continued to grmitate toward him [Harriman]. In 196.3, when George
McGhee went on to become ambassador to Bonn, Harriman took his place as
Under Secretury for Political Afluirs ... To the end, the Depattcnt temained a
p&
tu the Pnsidenk No one tan it; Rusk, Bail and Hawitmn constîtnted a
loose triumvirPre on the seventh floot and, passing things brick and forîh
among themselves, munuged to keep a few sfeps ahead of crisis [my

emphasis].

According to Robert McNarnara's recollections the Pentagon and DOD were quite happy
about the progress king made in Vietnam and had no intentions of getting behind the anti-

Diemist move. General Paul D. Harkins, who headed up the US. military mission in Vietnam,
always maintained that Diem was on the 'right track' and that so was United States policy in
supporting the Vietnamese leader and his govemment. Right up until the Buddhist Cnsis broke.
in the summer of 1963. Defense and the Pentagon continued to receive an optimistic picture of
what was going on to defeat the Communist insurrection in South vietnam.** As such, there was
little support for the Harriman group over in the Defense Department.
Ambassador Nolting had to try and ameliorate the growing friction between Diem and
the Kennedy Administration, which was brought about as a direct result of the Harriman group's
increasingly successful anempts to sway US policy away fiorn supporting the South Viemamese
Ptesident. However, there were others who did not have to considcr the delicate politics of the
State Department and, thus, could speak without constraints. Pre-eminent amongst thex
unfettered critics was Sir Robert Thompson, who later spelkd out, in a very forthright manner,
exactly what the Kennedy Administration was doing:

.../ootnote continued/iom previous page:
Rusk as he was trying to contain the enormous power and prestige of Averell Haniman's, that, at times,
had intimidated Kennedy as well.

Schlesinger, A Thousand Davs, pp. 446 - 447.
*O Robert S. MeNamara (with Brian Van De Mark). In Retrosact: The Tmedv and Lessons of
Vietnam, (New York [NY]:Times Books - Random House, 1995), pp. 46 - 49.
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To a certain extent President Kennedy understood the need to limit the
aim when he used the words 'giving Diem whal he need to win his own war'
und when he stuted thut the United States would 'sink or swim with Diem, ' He
the11 made a greut error by informing the South Vietnumese Generais that, if
they overthrew President Diem, they would continue to receivefiil American aid
and support. It was one thing to threuten the wirMrawuI of aid fiom Diem but
quite another to ofer it instead to others. In uny circumtances and by uny
standards it wm monstrous intederence in the internai pofàtàcal uflairs of
another state...By if the United States was cornmittecî to an open-ended
assistance policy towurds Diem 's successors and assumedfull responsibilityfor
the outcorne of the war. I said at the timç that the Uniied Staîes ha4 changed iîs
pulicy fmm one of sinking or swimmng with Diem tu one of sinking without
him [my emphatis].*l
It

will always remain to the credit of Frederick Nolting that he was able to perceive that

'sinking without Djem' was precisely the course that Hamiman was attempting to realign US
policy to in South ~ietnarn;Zzmoreover, even in 1962. Nolting was attempting to stop this
dangerous redirect ion in policy.
Footnota

21 Thompson, No Exit From Viemam, p. 120.

Thompson's memory was accurate on this account as a United States Government document
shows, very clearly indeed, that Thompson wamed President Kennedy that they ran the risk of losing the
war within six months if they got rid of Diem. "The following are the principal points touched on between
the President and Mr. R.G.K.Thornpson:
1. Diem. Thompson emphasized that Diem had much support in the country where it counted and
that he had written off the Saigon intelligentsia. In reply to a question h m the President, he said that the
quality of the political opposition was very poor. He said that if Diem disappeared therc would be a risk of
losing the war within six months since there was no other leder of his calibre available." h f l e d by
Chalmers B. Wood, 77. "Memorandum of a Conversation, White Houe," Washington, April4, 1963, 10
a.m., [Source: Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series, 4/63-5/63. Secret.] in
FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Auaust, 1963, Volume Ill, 1961 - 1963; John P. Glcnnon, editor in chief,
(Washington, [DC]:
United States Government Rinting Oftice, 1991), p. 198.

22 Gencral Harkins praised this insight of Nolting's in the immediate aftermath of the coup that
removed Diem h m power. in March of 1964, but four months p s t the murder of Diem and Mu,General
Harkins m i e a letter to Nolting. In this letter Harkins expresscd his somw over Nolting's resignation
fiom the Sate Department and that, without Nolting in Vietnam and without Diem, American policy was
king undone at a phenomenal rate. The implications were clew enough: Ametican policy was "sinking
wirhout Diem. " This letter, h m Harkins to Noiting, was &ted March 27, 1964 and it is available for
viewing as it is part of the Nolting Papers. Paul D. Harlrins, Geneml, Uniteû States Amy, "Letter to Fritz
Footnoîe continued on nari page:
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What was rnost confounding to observes like Thompson and relatedly, frustrating, to
Ambassador Nolting, was the fact that, by al1 measurable accounts, excluding the shrillness o f
the young US newsmen Halberstam and Sheehan, 1962 had been an extremely good year for
countering the Communist insurgency in rural Soiith ~ i e b i a m ? The proof of the substantial
gains made by the GVN in 1962 was absolutely clear t o the expert observers in the spring o f
1963. At the time (Honolulu

- May 6, 1963). Secretaiy o f Defense, Robert McNarnara, reported

that the over-al1 situation in Vietnam was improving: "ln the military x c t o r of the counterinsurgency, we are winning."2d Even the most seasoned observer o f insurgency w d a r e , Robert
Thompson, was able to report at that time: "Now, in March 1963, 1 can say, and in this 1 am
supponed by al1 memben o f the mission, that the Govemment is beginning to win the shooting

war against the Viet cong."*S The manifest rnilitary victories that the GVN was attaining in
early 1963 found their root in the counter-insurgency success o f 1962.
William Colby. Robert Thompson and Frederick Nolting al1 pointed to the best indicotor
available: the effixts of the counter-insurgent effort on the Viet Cong and what the Communists
were saying about it.26 According to Wilfied Burchett, an Australian Communist writer o f

...footnote continuedfiom previous page:
Nolting,"(March 27, 1964), "The Papers of Frederick (Fritz) Ernest Nolting, Jr.." rg-2 11102.921, Box #:
12, Folder dates and heading: Selected Correspondence: Harkins, Paul D., (Charlottesville virginia]:
Special Collections of the University of Virginia Library - The Aldeman Library, 1993).
23 Even Anhur Schlesinger, Jr., who was no Cnend of Diem or the GVN. was forced to
acknowledge the success of 1%2 in terms of defeating Communist insurgency and Diem's reclarnation of
authority. Schlesinger, A Thousand Davs, p. 982.
24 Congress, Houe, Cornmittee on Anned Services, "IV. B.5. Evolution of the War:
Overthrow of Neo Dinh Diem. May - November, 1963: 1 Introduction, in United States - Vietnam
Relations. 1945 - 1967: Book 3 of 12, p. 2.

z6 "Even Ho Chi Minh testified thnt 1962 was Dimi's Yeu. He gave this to Wilfied Burchett, an
Australian corespondent of Cornmunist leanings, who spent most of his t h e in Hanoi or with the
Communist Viet Cong in South Vietnam. His testimony, 1 thou@., was significant. He uid aot only thrt
1%2 w i s Dkm's ytar, but r k r the ovtribrow of Diem's govemmeat in 1963, be quotcd one of the
Fooînote conrinued on nextpage: ...
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considerable repute, 1962 was a year of defeat and setbacks for the

NLF (National Liberation

Front) in South ~ietnam.27Noiting used the very strong showing of US and Vietnamese
Govemment efforts in that year to buttress his argument which was, and had consistently
mnained, that the strategic blunder that the Kennedy Administration made in redirecting policy
was that it misunderstood the issues involved in ~ietnam:fB

.!$ thesir is thaf the greut error of the Kenne&. ddrninirfrafioniias ifs
misunderstanding of the issues invofved in Yietnam in the 1960s und ifs reaction
to those issues. More spec@cully, the error war in its refilsaf to understand that
the elected constitutional government of Vietnam was the best avaifabfe.I j we
were to help South Vietnam survive ut all. the only avuilubh vehicle that could
sustain and curry fonvard the country WU the government that hod been in
power eight years (ujer NO elections) und thut had run into n great deal of
Cornmunisi-inspiredtrouble.29

...foornore continuedfrom previow page:
Communist Ieadem as saying they could not imagine that the United States would be so rtupid as to
preside over the overthrow of the only govtrnmtnt thit h i d any standing and status in South
Vietnam [my emphasis]." Nolting, "Kennedy, Nato, and Southeast Asia," in Divlomacv.
Administration,

and Policv, edited by Kenneth W. Thompson, p. 23.
2' This writer is somewhat hesitant to use Burchen as a source as his work is so laced with
outright lies and distortion, so as to facilitate the cause of Communist propaganda, that is dificult to know
where the mth ends and the fiction begins. Nevertheless, and for whatever it may be worth, here is the
Burchett acknowiedgement of Diem' and the American's success in 1962: " 1% 1 was a "Front year" [NLF]
in ternis of territory and population gained, 1%2 however must be largely credited to Saigon. With U S .
aid in men and materiais pouring in h m the end of 1961, a major effon was made to destroy and isolate
the Front's armed forces, to push the Front influence back h m the gates of Saigon and other provincial
capitals and to re-install Diemist power in the countryside. The use of helicopters and amphibious tanks to
increase rapidity of movernent and to avoid the devastating ambushes that the Diemist troops invariably
fell into when they moved by road or river, caught the guerrillas off balance at first. High mobility is
something new in guemlla warfare America's only "special warfate" tactical innovation. T b t drive to set
up %tritcgic bamkts" w u aho r pmbkm for tbt NLE..[my emphasis]" W i l f d G. Burchett, Vietnam:
lnside Storv of the Guerrilla War, (New York, [NY]:International Publishers, 1%8), p. 189.

-

Nolting, "Kennedy, Neto, and Southeast Asia," in Di~lomacv.Administration. and P o l i c ~
edited by Kenneth W. Thompson, p. 22.
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The American Ambassador also noted that the change in policy came about suddenly
and that it did not correspond to the substantial gains that were k i n g made against the
Vietnarnese Communist insurgents
In 1961 und 1962, our eforts to help South Vietnam ihrough its duly elected
government were for the mosr part successfil. The testirnony on that cornes not
only from Washington but other capitals, including especially France. This m a surprise you, because France had a chip on ifsshould4r about Americans tuking
over its responsibilities in helping South Vietnam. But Couve de Murville, fÙr
example, told me on two occasions that the American efort in 1961 und 1962 in
South Vietnam was succeedingfiom the point of view of the French interests still
there, and they were considerable. The Michelin Rubber Company, the major
b u n h and the major shipping cornpunies were d l sqing, 'Keep it up: the
country is beginning to get pac~jied;it is beginning tu work "
When we first arrived with our /amilies, we could hardly go out of
Saigon without an escori, and then you took a chance on getting ambushed. By
1962 we could drive to many provinces without escon and without much
danger....This was just one indication of the graùual pacification brought about
by the Diem government with our help and a d v i ~ e . 3 ~

The student of military history, and particularly counter-insurgency warfare, will
recognise the fact that the indicators that Nolting was referring to, such as the reports fiom the
French-owned Michelin Rubber Company etc., were the most crucial in analysing the success of
countering guemlla activity. This is so for a very obvious and yet ofien ignored reason: because
essentially the insurgent activity is criminal in nature as it attacks the property and lives of
civilians in order to demonstrate that the incumbent govemment cannot extend its authority and
protect the civilian populace. In short, the insurgent's purpose is always a Mephistophelian
attack on incumbent legitimacy, and this is accomplished via the ignoble/criminal means of
attacking the innocent and defenceless. The Communists were particularly g d at this kind of
diabolical assault, as they acknowledged no moral restraint in the implementation of murder and

Ibid., pp. 22 - 23.
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terror to achieve their strategic goals. In the context of Vietnam during the year of 1962, and
given the indicators that Nolting is referring to, the Viet Cong were k i n g repelled. As such, to
change Amencan policy toward the GVN at this point would have k e n counterproductive and,
yet, bat is precisely whot happened.
Historian George Herring noted that Ambassadot Nolting did, indeed, have cause for
optimism about the progress of the counter-insurgency program in South Vietnam and that thrre
had been an impressive change in the political/milita~yclimate since 1961. Hemng also noted,
however, that the young news reporters of the American press corps in Saigon were detemiined
to place an entirely different story before the American public. In their version, Ngo Dinh Diem
was to become as Chiang Kai Shek had

been to an earlier Amcrican news reporter, Theodote

White. In this context, it is notewonhy that White later won a Pulitzer Prize by first establishing
his reptation in his "exposé" of Chiang. This was the same pnze that the American reporters
needed to acquire in order to solidifi their careers back in the United States. In fact, David
Halberstam and Neil Sheehan argued, in direct refutation of Nolting 's repons to Washington,
that the war was king lost owing to, amongst other things, the comption of Ngo Dinh Diem's
govemment and, what they labelled, the Wmd' of the strategic hamlets program3l No one, at
the time, seemed to question the "expenise" of these young critics especially on the issue of
counter-insurgency. No one questioned the fact that the only real support that they had for their
arguments seems to have corne fkom John Paul ~ a n n , 3 2a very capable Amencan soldier/advisor

Footnutes

Herring, America'r Longest War, pp. 9 1 - 92.
32 One cm perux Sheehan's woric on Vann and Ngo Dinh Djem at will and k immediately
impressed with the fact bat Sheehan had swallowed whole the Vann arguments against the GVN and their
conduct of the war. Neil Sheehan, A Brinht Shininn Lie: John Paul Vann and Amenca in Vietnam, (New
York, NI:Vintage Books, Random House, Inc., t 988).
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who, noneheless, was extrernely impatient with the South Vietnamese way of doing
Yet, the fact remains that reporters like Halbentarn and Sheehan

- and what they wrote - did

have an impact on the Kennedy Administration and on Ambassador Nolting's mission to South
Vietnam. William Colby, who was an acknowledged expert in counter-insurgency warfare and
special forces operations, however, bluntly and directly refuted the HalberstardSheehan line:

Sheehri's research is exIauustjve, jais wiring brillim~,and his conciwions, in
my view, wrong. His conclusions m essentially three: that the young reporters,
ruch as S h e e h . who were in Vietnam during the early period of rhe war played
such a role in attacking Diem were correct: that the Vietnamese generally hot
just Diem) were hopeless; and thut the Americans who were heavily engaged in
the War wereflawed.

h@ view of the Diem regirnr,fuly stated previously - in sum not perjct,
certainly, but better than whatjiolloived it - cacis doubt on the wisdom, ifnof the
specijics, of the reporters' thernes, even though much of their criticism came
from Vann himselj34

In this writer's discussions with William Colby the issue of John Paul Vann's effect on the
Kennedy Administration's view of Diem and his government came up. 1 argued to Colby that, h m a
detached Canadian perspective, it appeared, very much, that Vann had used the young reporters such as
Sheehan and Halberstarn in his efforts to "light a tire" under the Vietnamese counter-insurgent effort. After
all, Sheehan and Halkntam were, by no smtch of anyone's imagination (other than their own) experts on
this or any other kind of modem warfare. Colby agreed with my estimation but was loath to want to take
Vann to task too heavily over this as he admired Vann's unimpeachable military prowess. This "gloves-on"
treatment of Vann becomes discemible in Colby's official account of the Vietnam War: "Almost
irtepressible even by the Anny's discipline, Vann first came to public prominence after the January 1963
Battle of Ap Bac. The division he advised bottled up a Communist unit there but with a combination of
laxity and disinclination to close had allowed the enemy to escape through a gap conveniently leA in the
lines around them. The Vietnamese force had lost eighty deaâ and over a hundred wounded and the
Americans five helicopters, with three from their crews dead and eight wounded.
With his usual forcefiilness, Vann had exploded to the press that highlighted the affau as a tiirther
indication that the Diem regime and its Amy were unworthy of Arnerican support. Vann becarne so
incensed at the ofticial American reaction to the affair, in his mind condoning the ineffectiveness of the
Vietnamese unit and its commander and trying to muple his protests, that he resigncd h m the Amy."
Colby, Lost Victory, p. 236.
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Colby's assessment was gracious, as a more uncharitable view of these news-reporters
would draw attention to their ruthless zeal, which over-rode al1 other concerns. This was
especially true when one considen that Nolting's Presidentially-assigned mission to regain
Diem's trust was subjected to attacks by the reporters. They did this in order to place themselves
in the Pulitzer Prize category with a made-to-order Chiang Kai Shek (in President Diem) and the
obligatory "Dragon-lady" (in Madame Ngo Dinh ~ h u ) . 3 5This clever stmtegy was not missed by
Clare Boothe Luce and she duly noted their assault when she wrote an article entitled 'dThe
Seven Deady Sins of Madame Nhu": "1s the history of the Liberal Press in Chunking and

Havana going to repeat itself? The evidence is that it i ~ . . . " ~ ~
Such intelligent and biting criticism of The New York Times' anti-Diem tack came too

late in the day to stop the damage done. Serious and well-thought-through American policy, as
k i n g enacted by Ambassador Nolting, was viewed, ultimately, as only an impediment to the

career aspirations of these reporters. That they were playing amund with the lives of many
Viemamese and Americans did not seem to bottier the consciences of these men one iota.
That the young reporters, representing The New York Times, the Washington Post or
UPI, were making Nolting's assignment difficult was common-knowledge and the Ambassador,
in his memoin, addresxd this directly. He noted that at the beginning of his mission in Saigon
Footnotes

35 As previously noted, thcre was an historie piccedent for thex newsmcn if they were trying to
emulate the career of Theodore White. The latter having built his reputation, writing articles for liberal
American newspapers', on exposing the comption of Chaing Kai Shek's nationalists in China. In the
context of China's woes, b t h mal and imagined, Theodore Whitc & Annalee Jacoby penned the wellknown Thunder Out o f China, (New York, P Y ] : William Sloane & Associates, 1946). In mm,and once
his credentials were established amongst the liberal intellectuals of the Ivy League, he was able to secure a
Pulitzer Rize for his book The Makinn of The Resident.1960, (New York, WY]: Atheneum Publishers,
1961).

M The National Review took out a full page add in The New York Times and posted one of their
leading articles entitled "The Seven Deady Shs of Madame Nhu," Clare Boottie Luce wrote the article and
it went straight for the exposed jugular of The New York Times and David Halbcrstam. See The New York
Times (Wednesday, Octobet 30, 1%3), p. 40.

-
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his relationship with the Press had been arni~able.3~
Nolting admitted that he was at a loss as to
what made the reporten hostile?* as he had had extremely good relations with the press when he
had been assigned the task of doing so for the American delrgation to NATO in Paris. Nolting
did what he could in making himself available to the reporters and he maintained an open-door
access to his office for them but he did not have time to socialise with them or give them "scoop"
stories as his days were extremely busy.J9 He admitted, though, that he xverely underestimated
the antipathy of these men,** such as New York Times reporter Homer Bigart, toward Ngo Dinh
Diem:

" I h o w thut I underestimated the antiporhy between Homer Bigart of
The New York Times und the Diem Governrnent. Bigarf wus u dislinguished
joumalist who had won a Pulitzer Prize before his ussignment to Saigon. His
jeelings about the Diem regime were estublished and well b o w n long before I
arrived in Vietnam. Whïe in Paris, I had read the tefegram rny prrdecessor,

3' Nolting, From Trust To Traaedv, p. 87.
38 David Halbentam argued that, fiom the reporters*perspective, Nohing's notion of supponing
Diem was flawed. "An unresponsive govemment which had been receiving considerable Arnerican aid
and not listened to American advice, and which then is given even more aid because it has repeatedly failed
in its mission, is not apt to be more amenable to suggestion later on." Halberstarn, The Makine of a
Ouam ire, p. 68.

39 Nolting, Fmm Trust To Tranedv, p. 87.
For exarnple, when Nolting's criticisms of Halberstarn are cornpared with Halkrstam*~
criticisms of Nolting it bccomes manifestly self-vident, and in rapid order, that Hatberstam bore am
attitude of malice toward the Ambassador. This was a malice that Nolting never responded in kind to. In
this context, the reader should be able to discern the manifest malice of Halberstam in the following
excerpt on Nolting. "Yet in following this policy Nolting came to remind me of some white cornmunity
leaders I had known in Mississippi and Tennessee, men who - at a time when their communities were
about to blow up in racial disorder - reassured me that al1 was well, that the Negroes were satisfied with the
stanis quo, that the problern was entirely the worû of wtside agitators and that writing about it would only
make the situation worse. These men had no contact with the Negro community except for what their
mai& or hired people told them, and they went on believing what they wanted to believe ..." Halbetstam,
The Makine of a Ouamire, pp. 73 - 74.
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Elbridge Durbrow, had sent describing his problems with Bigart. It was Bigart
who coined the phrase "sin&or Swim with Diem " as a shorthand descripion of
A merican policy in Vietnam. When I arrived, 1Ijound that Bigart 's criticisms of
the Diem government had deeply antagonised the regime. It wcls a serious
situation, but I believed that f we got resulis. the facts wouid speak for
themseives. Unforîunateiy,I w m mistaken.
Bigart resented his 'bockwuter ossignrnent, ' as he termed Vietnam. I
remember one occasion when hr covered the opening of a vocational school in
the provinces at which President Diem and I were present. Afrer a brief
ceremony, Diem, as WQS his eustom, tramped arowtd the countryside, looking at
the rice puddies. the dikes, and thefish ponds, and talking with the people there.
Ir was hot as hell, and the rest of the par@ was just slogging aiong behind him. I
found myseif walking beside Bigart, who was firious with the whole set-up. He
did not like anything about it, und he made it clear thai he most definiteh did not
want to be there.41

The proof that Nolting's efforts with Bigart were for naught came soon aAer this incident
as the reporter's visa had expired and, owing to his constant assaults on Diem's govemmrnt, the
Vietnamese refused to renew it. Nohing went straightaway to President Diem, pre-empting
instructions to do so from Washington. and argud to Diem that expelling a reptesentative from
one of America's leading newspapers could only do h m to their rnutual efforts.* It was at this
time that Nolting was first made aware of the arnount of serious damage that the newsmen, like

-

Bigart, had managed to wreak on American Vietnamese r e ~ a t i o n s For
. ~ Diem poured out his
hstration about the constant demeaning and humiliating attacks that had ken direct4 apinst
him, personally, and his govemment.u Yet, in order to show g d - f a i t h to the American
Footnotes
Nolting, From Trust To Tranedv, pp. 87

- 88.

Even Halkntam ~callcdüist there was a sigh of relief when Bigart tinally kfl Vietnam.
Halberstam, The Makina of a Oumire, p. 76.
Hdbentam accwed Diem of king psychotic over the issue of Ameican news reporters.
"Nolting's job was dificult, but it was made even more difficult by the almost psychotic preoccupation of
Diem and his farnily with the Western press- the one element operating in Vietnam, other than the
Vietcong, which they could not conml. ... Diem &voted tirne and energy to reading what the American
Fodnote conîinued on next page:
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Ambassador, even while he was venting his annoyance about The New York Times, Diem
telephoned the Minister of the Interior and asked him to renew Bigart's visa.* The very next
day Bigart called Nolting and accused him of niining a news-woithy exit for him h m his
'backwoter' assignment to Vietnam:

I expected u word of appreciation,possibly even a change of attitude. Instead, he
expressed considerable annoyance. He informed me that he had wunted to get
uwoy/ron his Vietnam assignmen~
for some tirne und thut this upulsiun wuuld
have made his exit sensutional. My intervention hud only prolonged his stay and
spoiled his srory. I suggested that perhaps he, fou, would have to "sink or swim
with Diem" a while longer, but soon afierward he was rephced with David
alb bers ta m.46
Nolting's initial contact with David Halberstam was positive to the extent that he
believed the young (twenty-seven years old) New York Times reporter was a considerable
improvement over the unhappy Bigart. Within a few weeks, however. Halberstam was even
more active in his criticism of Diem than his predecessor had been. Nolting began to suspect that

there was a deliberate ideological line emanating from out of The New York Times chief
editorial staff:

Halberstam quickly became the leader of the "get Diem " press group in Saigon.
He did not use Bigurt 3 phrase. but his articles impiied t h i j we stuck with
Diem, we would sink as if we were tied to a Stone. Halberstum S considerable
writing talent enhunced his influence. Beginning like drops of acid, his reports
steadily conditioned the climute of American opinion. I suspect t h Halberstam
nay have been catering to the Times ' editorial line. He was, I think inflwnced

...footnote con~inuedfjomprevious page:
reporters were writing about hirn. far beyond what could be considercd the undeaîandable sensitivities of a
leader whose country is engaged in a dificult war," I
U pp. 74 - 75.

4s Nolting, Fmrn Trust To Tra~edv,p. 88.

-

46 Ibid.
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by his bosses and they by his reports, creating o crescendo of anti-Diem
propaganda.~

Later on, in August of 1963, Nolting had his suspicions that Halberstarn was catering to
The New York Times editorial bias reinforced. He received reports fiorn a trust4 colleague that
Halberstam had been at the Caravelle Bar (a popular place for American reporters to congregste)
"...proudly displaying a telegram from his newspaper in New York, which said. in substance:
"Good going. Keep it up. State Department is beginning to see it our way.*'a Clearly,
Halberstarn was biased and his petty and vicious attacks on Diem and his govemrnent made

Nolting's mission, to ameliorate the differences between Washington and Saigon and to win
back Diem's trust, almost, irnp0ssible.4~

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., recalled the fact that a deep antagonism set in b e ~ e e the
n young
American newsmen and the official US diplornatic and military missions in South Vietnam.
Clearly, David Halberstam becarne the most outspoken leader of ihis antagonism as Schlesinger
remem bered:

Footnotes

49 Senator Mansfield touched upon Le subject of the Amencan newsmen during his late 1962
(December 1962) visit to South Vietnam, in a meeting with Ngo Dinh Nhu, Mansfield noted that the
relations between the American and Vietnamese govemmcnts were excellent but that the news-tcpofts
were causing problems. The concem, according to Mansfield, was that the dificulties that the South
Vietnamese Govemrnent was having with Western reporters, particularly American reporters, was
reflecting negatively on the Diem government. Ngo Dinh Nhu, in his reply to the Senator, Fully
acknowledged this ptoblem and placed the blarne four-square on the shouldcrs of the young Amcrican
reporters. Nhu claimed that their youth, immanirity in outlodc and emotion was what lay at the centre of
the problem and stated that what Viemam reaily nccdtd was oldcr m m experienced reporters who could
see the whole problem and the difficulties that the GVN was having in that light. John P. G ~ M o ~editor
I , in
chief', "323. Memorandurn of a Conversation, Gia Long Palace, Saigon, December 1, 1962, 1 1:30 a.m,," as
part of "Senator Manstield' Visit CO Vietnam and Subsquent Report; Visits and Reports by Johnson and
Heavner, December," [Depariment of State, Vietnam Working Group Fiks: Lot 66 D 193,22.1, Mansfield
Visit to Saigon. Confidentiel.] in FRUS: Vietnam 1962, Vol. II, pg. 752 753.

-
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"The U.S. Embassy, " David Holberstam wrote in a characteristic
outburst, "turned into the odjunct of a dictatorship. In trying to protect Diem
from criticism, the Ambmsador becorne Diem 5 agent. But we reporters didn 't
have to become the a w c t s of o tyranny. We are representaîives of a free
society and we weren 't going to surrender our principles to the narrow notions
ofa closed socieîy. "
It would be only fair and appropriate to add to Halberstarn's arrogant outburst that if Nolting and

his mission were adjuncts of a dictatorship then Halberstarn, Sheehan and crew were either
duped or wilful supporters of the ail-out Communist attacb on the strategic hamlets prograrn. For

it was the strategic hamlets prograrn and commensurate counter-insurgency effort that these
reporters attacked with the most vehemence at the time.

Schlesinger. with some sympathy

toward the reporters and their anti-Diemist position, noted: "They considered the strategic
hamlet prograrn a fake and a failure;

SûSchlesinger, A Thousand

p. 984.

mid.. p. 983.
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The HiIs~~~n/Forrestai
Repott:
In a hasty reaction to the attacks that Halberstam et al. were making in the press about
over-optimistic American estimations of the struggle against the Communist insurgents in

Vietnam, Kennedy despatched Hilsman and Forrestal, in late 1962~52
to make a report on the
situation.53 While there was certainly Hilsman's critical attitude toward Ngo Dinh Diem ever
present in this report, nevertheless, when he allowed the facts to speak for themselves, Hilsman

had to acknowledge that the Communists had suffered

S ~ ~ O U
set-backs
S

in 1962. "The war in

South Vietnam is clearly going better than it was a year ago.. .. The Viet Cong, in sum, are k i n g

hurt - they have somewhat less freedorn than they had a year ago, they apparently suffer acutely
from lack of medicines, and in some very isolated areas they seem to be having trouble getting
food."5* Hilsman was not content, however, to not criticise Diem or the GVN and thus the
overall thesis of his report is best sumrned-up by the statement ''things are going well but thanks

to the GVN - not as wetl as we had hoped." Or, in his own words:

Our ove& judgement, in sum, is that we are probably winning but
certainly more slowiy thon we had hoped. At the rute if is now gaing the war will

s2 Hilsman and Forrestal submitted their report in Washington on Janusry 25, 1963. The reader
can peruse it as Appendix F attached to this work.
53 Kennedy had just received Senator Mansfield's repofl which was pessimistic and this came ai
the same tirne that he tried to have Halberstarn recalled to the US by The New York Times: "Mounting
criticism of American policy in Vietnam aroused grave concern in Washington. The administration had
attempted to keep its involvement under wraps, but the rising toll of American deaths in combat and the
critical newspaper reports raised noublesome questions. State and Defense Department officiais spent
hours investigating the journalists' reports and answering their allegations, and Kennedy himself attcmpted
unsuccessfùlly to get the New York Times to recall Halbcrstam, Highly sensitive to criticism, the Resident
was apparently enraged by Mansfield's report. But he could not ignore the waniings of an old and valued
friend, and he immediately dispatched Hilsman and Michael Fomstal, a member of Ihe White House staff,
on a fact-finding mission to Vieinam." Herring, America's Lonnest War, pp. 92 -93.
S4 "19. Memorandwn Fmm the Director of the Bwew of Intelligence and Research (Hilsman)
and Michael V. Forrestal of the National Security Council Staff to the President: A Report on South
Vietnam." Please see pp. 559 & 560 of Appendix F.
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last longer than we would like, cost more in terms of both [ives and money thon
we anficipared, und prolong the period in which a sudden and dramatic event
would upset the gain already made.s5

n i e Hilsman/Fonestal Report to President Kennedy was also deemed necessary by the
White House owing to the negative tone o f the Senator Manstield Repon on ~ietnam,M
particularly as it related to the Strategic Hamlets Program, which reached Washington in late

1962.s7
Footnotes

55 "19. Mernorandum From the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research (Hilsman)
and Michûel V. Fortestal of the National Security Council Staff to the President: A Report on South
Vietnam." Please see p. 562 of Appendix F.
56 Most of the Mansfield Repon, and certainiy al1 of the cntical points in the report pertaining to
American policy, Diem, and South Vietnam can be perused in Appendix G of this work.

5' Senaror Mansfield's final report on Southeast Asia - Vietnam was tabled in Washington on
December 18, 1962. ln this report Mansfield drew attention to expecting too much too soon h m the
Strategic Hamlets Program. "At this point, therefore, the optimistic predictions of success must be
regarded as denving primarily frorn the development of the theory of the sûategic hamlets by Mr. Ngo
Dinh Nhu and by the injection of new energy which has k e n provided by additional American aid and
personnel. The real tests are yet to corne.

Reservations are in order because in the first place, the rapid success of the concept of the
saategic harnlet would seem to depend on the assumption that the Vietminh will remain wedded to their
present tactics and will be unable to devise significant and effective revisions to meet the new concepts and
the new highly mobile fire-power of the American-trained forces. That may be the case but it would be
unwise to underesthate the resourcetùlness of any group which has managed to survive years of the most
rugged kind of warfare. In the second place, rapid success of the new concepts depends upon the
assumption that the great buik of the people in the countryside sustain the Vietminh merely out of fear or,
at best, indifkrence. There is reaily no effective mcasure of the accuracy of this assumption. It may indeed
contain a good deal of ûuth but the critical question is how much truth. The temptation to extrapolate our
own reactions on to the Vietnamese peasant in this kind of a situation is as obvious as it is dangernus.
Senator Mansfield, 330. "Report by the Senate Majority Leader (Mansfield) - Southeast Asia - Vietnam,"
Washington, December 18, 1962, [Senate Document 93-1 1. Printed in U.S. Senaee 93d Conpss, 1st
session "Two Reports on Vietnam and Southeast Asia to the President of the United States by Scnator
Mike Mansfield (Washington, Apnl 19731, pp. 7-14] in FRUS: Viemarn 1962, Vol. II, pp. 780 -78 1.
Of equal importance to Mansfield's caution over the optimism about the Strategic Hamlets
program (an optimism, he noted, that was held by responsible US oficials in Saigon [i.e., Nolting]) was his
observation that, while Diem rernained "...a dedicateâ, sincere, hardworking, incomptible and patriotic
leader," he was older and faced problems which were far more complex than those he faced in the midfiaies and, as such, "The energizing role which he played in the past appears to be passing to oiher
Fmtnote contimred on next page: ...
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Senutor Mike Mansfield:
Senator Mike Mansfield was a Democratic Party Senator h m Montana who was the
Senate Majority Leader and an influential member of the Senate Foreign Relations cornmittee.%
He was also considered the Senate authority on indochina/Vietnam.S9 Mansfield was well
connected in the Democratic Party and in tum. was a dedicated Party man who enjoyed many
years of friendship with Lyndon Baines l0hnson.w Along with Francis Cardinal Spellman and,

then United States Senator, John F. Kennedy, Mansfield had thrown his considerable political
weight behind Diem in the rnid-1950's.~~
In this context it is worth noting that the all-pervasive
irony of American involvement in Vietnam did not leave Senator Mansfield untouched. ln late
1954 the Senator from Montana had gone on a fact finding mission to Saigon and, as a resulf
had issued a report upon his retum to Washington that gave powerful support for an official
American cornmitment to Ngo Dinh Diem. Bearing in mind the damage done by the 'Mansfield

Repon' submitted to President Kennedy, this first 'Mansfield Report', submitted to President
Eisenhower, warrants some consideration:

...footnote conrinuedfiom previous page:
members of his family, particularly Ngo Dinh Nhu. The latter is a person of great energy and intellect who
is fascinated by the operations of political power and has consummate eagemess and ability in organising
and manipulating it. But it is Ngo Dinh Diem, not Ngo Dinh Nhu, who has such popular mandate to
exercise power as there is in South Vietnam. In a situation of this kind there is a great danger of the
corruption of unbridled power." Ibid., pp. 78 1 -782.
S8 John P. Glennon, editor in chief, "List of Pemnr,'' in FRUS: Vietnam. lanuam - Aumist,
1963.Volume 111, 1961 - 1963; (Washington, [DC]:United States Govemrnent Rinting Ofice, 199l), p.

XXIII.
s9 Hammer, A kath In November, p. 70.
60 Bowman, general editor, The Vietnam War: An Almanac, p. 491.

61 Rokn Scheer, "The Genesis of United States Suppon for Ngo Dinh Diern;" in Vietnam:
Historv, Documents and Chinions on a Maior World Crisis, Marvin E. Gettlernen, ed., (New York,
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1%5), pp. 25 1 - 252.
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He said the issue "is not Diem as an individual but mther the program for which
he stands. " That program "represents genuine nationalism...is prepared to deal
efectively with corruption, and.. .demonstrates a concern in odvancing the
wer/ae of the Vieinurnese people." The Senator jèh it "improbable" that any
other leadership "dedicuted to these principles" could be found und
recommended the Govemment "consider an immediafe suspension of afl uid to
Vietnam und the French Union Forces there, except thut of a humunitarian
nature, preliminary to a compfete reappraisal cf our prcsent policies in Free
Vietnam " if ~iemfel.62

Shortly after the first 'Mansfield Report' had been given him, President Eisenhower had
received negative reports on Diem fkom General Joseph Lawton Collins. Senator Mansfield had
immediately corne to Diem's defence arguing that General Collins was "playing with political
dynamite.'*

Mansfield told Eisenhower, in defence of Diem, that "...the rernarkable aspect of

Diem was, unlike rnost of the Vietnamese, he really was honest, incorruptible and a devoutly
dedicated nationalist as well.'a To back up his finn stand in support of Diem, Mansfield
asserted that he s p k e for al1 the ûemocratic leaders and that their position was unequivocal:
they would not agree to the support of my govemment in Vietnam other than ~iern's.65
Given Senator Mansfield's earlier absolute suppon for Diem, the contents of the
December 1962 'Mansfield Report' stunned Diem supporten within the Kennedy
Administration. President Kennedy, himself, was enraged by the Senator's repod6 Nolting

62 Senator Gravel, cd. The Pentanon Pa~ers,p. 222.
63 Idin P. Glennon, editor in chief, Foreim Relations of the United States. 1952 - 1954:
Indochina, Volume 13, PT.2., (Washington, [DC]: United States Govemment Rinting Office, 198f),p.
2351.

6s Ronald H. Spector, Advice and S u ~ m r t The
:
Earlv Years of the U.S. Annv in Vietnam. 194 1 1960, (Washington, [DC]: The Center of Military History, United States Amy, 1983), p. 248.
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recalled that Diem was deeply wounded by the report and the ambassador went on to note in his
memoirs that Mansfield's report was counter-productive, at besto7
At this time, and in opposition to the negative news media reports, Dean Rusk (Secretary
of State) argued that the information he had "...cited improvements in supply and intelligence
operations and in the Vietnam command stnicture as evidence, in fact, the Vietnamese were
winning the w d d 8 Nevertheless, and regardless of Rusk's caution to the President about over-

-

reacting to the newsmen, the Hilsman Forrestal report went forward,
Ap Bac: The New York T

k s Escalates fts Assanft on Ngo Dinh Diem -

What is important to note in the context o f problems created by newsmen for
Ambassador Nolting's mission is that at this tirne a sensational ncws story was created by the

Young, hostile, American reporters which was concerned with the bungling of the ARVN at Ap
Bac. Because of the impatience o f Amencan advisors like John Paul Vann with the Vietnarnese
way of doing things, the floundering at Ap Bac provided them with the pedect set piece to
illustrate their hstration:

(Summuiy refegrum 677 fiom ARPAC ro JCS, Januury 4; Kennedy Libmy,
National Securiîy Files. Vietnam Country Series, 1/63) Lieutenant Colonel John
P. Vann, senior United States adviser to the Severith Division of the Army of the
Republic of Vieinam,filed an afler-action report on the Ap Bac operation which
concluded that the operation was a failure. Vann uttribuied the fuilure to the
poor m e of training ofthe South Vietnamese uni& a system of command which
never placed a Vieniamese oficer above the m k of captairi on the battlefieid, a

67 Nolting, From Tmst To Traszedv, p. 98.

Schoenbawn, Waginn Pence & War, p. 395.
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reluctance to incw casualties, an inabiiity to take chantage of air superiority,
and a Zack of di~ciplirte.6~

Newsmen, like Neil Sheehan and David Halberstam, were more than willing to comply with and
endorse these criticisms in their reports.70 Thus, they were able to create a full-blown political
furore back home in the United States. Even in his critical analysis, Hilsman acknowleâged that
these American newsmen had gone too far in their vindictiveness and he made this plain in the
Hilsman/Forrestai Report. "Although our report, for example, is not rosily optirnistic, it certainly
contains the factual basis for a much more hopeful view than the pessimistic (and factuatly
inaccurate) picture conveyed in the press."71 Reganlless of any faciual basis. it was The New
York Times reports that seemed to win the day in the United States:

The Battir of Ap Bac wac reported in rhe press in the United States as "a
mujur defeat" in which "contmunist prrillas shot up ajleet of United States
helicopters carrying Vietnamese ~ o o p sinto battle': (The Washington Post,
January 3, 1963; The New York Times, January 4, 1963) On January 7, The
Washington Post printed a pont-page assessrnent of rhe battle by Neil Sheehan
in which he wote rhat "angry United Stutes milifaryadvisers churged ioday that
Vietnamese infantrymen reficsed direct orders to advance during WednesdayS
battle ut Ap Bac and that un American Army captain was killed while out fiont
pleading with rhem to ottack " An assessrnent done in the Department of State on
January 15 of press reaction across the country to rhc) batrfe of Ap Bac nored
that 'Tince Ap Bac ihe cornplaint h m been increasingly heard that the American

-

fi9 Editorial Note, "Vietnam: 1. Reassessment, January 1 March 14: Hilsman-Fon«tal repoit.
Wheeler Mission, Mansfield Repon, Comprehensive Plan, Thompson Repon, 1. Editorial Note" in FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv - Aunust 1963, Vol. Ill, p. 1.

Sheehan's most recent recounting of the Battle of Ap Bac can k perused in his ôook A BriPht
Shinina Lie: John Paul Vann and America in Vietnam. The bungling of the ARVN is ceriainly overemphasised in Sheehan's account. General Paul Harkins is also made out to be a bunglet in this retelling of
the tale. Neil Sheehan, A Brinht Shininn Lie, pp. 203 - 265.
'1 " 19. Memorandwn From the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Rewarch (Hilsman)
and Michael V. Forrestal of the National Secwity Council Staff to the President: A Repon on South
Vietnam." Please see p. 570 of Appendix F.
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public Is no( "getting the facts on the situation in Viet-Nam. even ut this time
when American cusuulties are mounting. "'2
"

In order that the reader might see for himself what Halberstarn had written and what had
appeared on the fiont page o f The New York Times the following article should be penised:

"Vietcong Downs Five US. Copten, Hits NInc Otherr: Defeat Womt Since
Build-up Began - Three Amricuns A n Külcd I n Vietnunr[my empharis] " By

David Halberstarn.
Saigon, Viemam,Jan. 2 [f 9631
Communist guerrillm armed with outornutic weapons injlicted o major defeat
today on United Stotes helicopters carrying troops into an operation in the
Mekong Delta. 73
Fanning the flarnes o f what was a minor engagement into a major battle, Halberstarn wrote
another article on Ap Bac, which appeared in The New York Times on lanuary 4. 1963:

Vietnumese Re& Win Major Clash: Infricr 100 Casualtks in Figkting Loger
Force, [my emphasis] " By David Holberstam.

Saigon, Vietnam, Jan. 3, 09631
Communist guerrillm, refuing (O ploy by their own hide-and-seek rules in the
face of Government troops. stood t k i r ground and in/lifed o major defut on a
larger force of Vietnamese regirlars yesteràuy and today.74

Footnotes

'2 John P. Glennon, editor-in-chief, "Vietnam: 1. Reassessment. January I - Mmh 14: HilsmanForrestal report, Wheeler Mission, Manstield Report, Comprehensive Plan, Thompson Report, 1. Editorial
Note" rAlert" on Viet-Nam: Current American Concern and Misunderstanding; National Archives and
Records Administration, RG 59, Files of the Offke of Public Opinion Studies, US. Policy on S. Vietnam,
Apd-Dec. 19631; in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv - Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 2.
73 David Halkrstam, "Vietcong Doms Five U.S. Copters. Hits Nine ûthers: Defeat Worst Since
Build-up Began - Three Americans Are Killed in Vieniam," in The New York Times, (Thursday, January
3, 1%3), p. 1.
74 David Halberstarn, Viemamese Re& Win Major Clash: Inflict 100 Casualties in Fighting
Larger Forcc," in The New York Times, (Friday, January 4, 1963), p. 2.
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Halbersiam wasted no time in pinning the blame for Ap Bac on Diem's govemment and he used

the whole story to give complaints. fiom people like John Paul Vann, a public forum in the
United States:
"Vietnam Defeat Shocks U.S. Aide: Saigon's Rejection of Advice B k d for
Setback, [my emphasisj" By David Halberstam.

Saigon, Vietnam,Jan. 6, 09631

The baltle UJ Ap Bac in which uttacking South Vieinurnese troops were badly
beuten by Cornmunist guerrillas, has bewildered high United States oflcials in
Saigon.
United Siaies advisers in the field, however. have long jelt that
conditions here made u defeut like this virtual& inevirable ...American oflcers
throughout the Mekong Delta fiel t h t what happened at Ap Bac goes fur deeper
thun one battle ... 75
On lanuary 10, 1963,Halberstam wrote another article on Ap Bac in which he tied the problem

of Vietnamese troop commanders' reluctance to follow US advice directly to Diem:
The advisersfiel that there is stjll too much political interference in the
Vietnamese Army and that promotion too o#en depends on political loyafty
rather than military ability.
These Americans recalled thar in a recent shufle of the high command
rwo oflcers widely respected by the Americans were rernoved from field
commands and thor oflcers promoted and given field commands were men who
had shown loyulty to President Ngo Dinh Diem ai moments when his regime wav
threatened with intemal revoit.

These sources also feel that one of the basic problems now hindering
militcary improvement is a/ear umong many Viemamese communders of

David Halkrstam, "Vieinam Oefeat Shocks US. Aide: Saigon's Rejection o f Advice Blamed
for Setback," in The New York Times, (Monday, January 7, 1%3), p. 2.
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incurring casualties. Some commanders are said to feel that they will not be
promoted and may lose command ifthey sufler too many casualties.
Americans who deal with President Diem, however, say that he knows
there will be c~îualtiesund is willing to allow for this. Ijthis is m e , thejield
communders say, the word hias not reached the Vietnamese in thefkld. 76
In an editonal piece entitled, "What's Wmng in Vietnam? [my emphasis]," which

appeared in The New York Times on January 15, 1963, the editors plainly targeted Diem and his

government as k i n g the root and the cause of the Ap Bac defeat.
it is worthwhile being reminded thut fosses in one battle, or even a
dozen battles. do not portend loss of the wor in South Vietnam. Thefuct remains.
however. that serious defects ofpolitical policy and leadership in South Viemam
do seriousfyhamper the spirit and eflectiveness of the South Vietnamese military
forces. A defensive reaction to adverse reports about lest week's buttle should
not obscure a dejciency t h is well-documented and is ojen cited by Americans
on the spot in Vietnum.
Plainly, the South Viemamese armed forces are not so go& and spirited
us they might be because a suspicious, dictatorial governrnent in Saigon muFr
preoccupy itself with preserving itself in power, not just fiom Communists but
from rnony putriotic Vietnamese who oppose the Communists. loyal^ to
President Diem is the criterion for preferntent among Vietnamese oflcers,
rather than ability.

The White House and the Department of State expressed concern over the newspaper
reports and editorials on Ap Bac. The JCS countered swifily to the assault the Washington Post
and The New York Times had taken with a direct report to the President that the press was
misleading in its account. "It appears that the initial press reports have distorted both the
importance of the action and the darnage suffered by the US/GVN forces. Although
Foornares

76 David Halbmtam, "Haricins Prakes Troops: Defends Soldier's Courage Against US.
Criticism," in The New York Times, (Friday, January 1 1, 1963),p. 3.

77 The Editon, ''Mat's Wmng in Vieinam?" in The New York Times, (Tuesâay, Januaiy 15,
1%3), p. 6.
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unexpectedly stiR resistance was apparently encountered contact has been maintained and the
operation is k i n g contin~ed."~8
While the press (Halberstam and Sheehan) would condemn
General Paul Harkins and Ambassador Nolting for king over-optimistic about the entire Ap Bac
affair, the outside observer and student of military history would find it a lot more difficult to do
so. The record shows that Harkins and Nolting seemed to be more interested in maintaining a
balanced perspective. Harkins, for example, tricd to bring the necessary sang-froid io his analysis

that ~voidedplacing too much blarne on the rclatively "green" ARVN:
A copy of a report on the battle prepared on Janwry 4 by GeneraI Paul

Harkins, Commander of the US. Military Assistance Commund in Vietnam, was
forwarded to President Kennedy on January 7 in response to his concem.
(Attached I b i 4 General Harkins noted t h t the South Vietnameseforces at Ap
Bac had made u number of errors, but he charocterised !hem largely as errors of
courage rather than cowardice. "It took a lot of guts ", he wrote. "on the part O/
those pilots and crews to go bac&into the area to try to rescue their pals. " "Like
ony engagements in war': Harkins concludtd, "there are drrys - and there ore
days. This day they got a beur by the tail and they didn '1 let go of il. 79
Harkins was an experienced soldier of impeccable martial standing within the United
States Govemment's anned services community.80 Every U.S. A m y Commander and oficer
would have k e n aware of the historical precedent of how "green"U.S. troops had behaved when
they first met and fled, pell-mell, from Rommel's defeated Afiika Korps at the Battle of the
Kasserine Pass (North Africa, 1943).$' Harkins would have been aware of this too and he would
Footnotes

-

78 John P. Glennon. editor-in-chief, "Vietnam: 1. Reassessment, January I March 14: HilsmanForresta1 report, Wheeler Mission, Mansfield Report, Comprehensive Plan, Thompson Report, 1. Editorial
Note" [Telegram 662 to Saigon, January 7; Deparcment of State, Central Files, 951K.6211/1-763 &
Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series, 1/63] in FRUS: Viemarn, Januarv
Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 2.

-

-

79 Ibid. pp. 2-3.

81 By al1 accouts in military history the U.S. A m y in No& Africa, including the vauntcd "Big
Red One",had dropped their weapons and fled in panic when Rommel launched his successfùi panter
Footnote coririntred on next puge: ...
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have been professionally reticent, as any experienced and thinking U.S.commander would have
ken, to criticise the ARVN for displaying a few "green" jitters*

In fact, without tactical

fai lures like Ap Bac, it is dificult for new appmaches and ideas to be ûuly taken to heart by the

cornmanden of fledgling amies - as the ARVN most assuredly was.

For his part, Ambassador Nolting was very blunt about what Vann and the press had
managed to accomplish with what he believed was an out-right distortion:
Afenvards, Colonel John Paul Vann. and American rnilitary advisor, told the
press thot despite al1 the Americans had done to irain and supply them, the
mrmbers of the South Vietnomese Army were basicuIl'y cowards who could not
win. Allegarions also arose that President D i m had ordered the Army to avoid
casualties und that becouse of these orders A R W communders were not taking
fhe initiative in combat.
General Hurkins and I ugreed thut the South Viemumese forces
mishundled Ap Bac. They did not move in when they should have. We did not
think, however, that the entire South Viemamese Army deserwed fo be indicted
for cowurdice. Colonel Vann. who luter gave his life in Vietnam. c m e d greaf
damage by his press interview. His outburst stemmed, no doubt, from genuine
fricstration. but it was unfuir to the South Vietnamese Army and govwnment and
did great harm in terms of American public opinion.83
Nolting went on to counter the charges that Diem had been telling his army to avoid
casualties and to state, in his usual gentlemanly style, that the news reporters from The New

...footnote conrinued/Tom previous page:
assault through the Kasserine Pass. Charles Whiting, in his book, Fint Blood: The Battle of the Kasserine
Pass 1943, gave one of ihe many accounts of this plain and manifest disgrace to the U.S. Amy. ln
cornparison, the ARVN at Ap Bac, while clearly showing signs of apprehension, fought a relatively
coherent battle unsatisfactory as it was. Sir Robert Tbompson, years latet, wculd daim that the ARVN
h m Ap Bac on had leamt so many lessons and had been eied by fire so many times that it was mon
reliable than the U.S. A m y in Vietnam.

-

82 Any thinking U.S.serviceman would have allowed the ARVN this grace period. Becaune they
would have k e n aware of other contacts between seasoned Gennan units in the Second Wortd War (Le.,
Anzio, the Ardennes Offensive - Battle of the Bulge, etc.) and "green" Americans, for example, that were
even more laden with hesitancy under fire than anything the ARVN had displayed at Ap Bac.

Nolting, Fmm Tmst To Traeedv, p. %.
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York Times and Washinaton Post had been fabricating rumours to suit their purposes. It was on
this issue, as well, that the Harriman faction was able to find grist for their miIl apinst Diem as
they, too, ernphasised Diem's alleged "go-slow" policy in ~ a s h i n ~ t oAccordingly,
n.~
Hilsman
put forward the mutual support between the reporters' assessment and the Harriman faction's (to
which he subscribed and belonged):
,Y0 ofle h o w s wliat Dimi S reasons for th3 action were. lt L'OUU
be
urgued thut he sensed that defiating the guerrillas would be a long, slow process
and that it would be better to husband the strength of the government forces
ruther than dissipate it in too much American "@ng ho" offensive-mindedness.
The basic idea of the stmtegic hamlet progrum was consistent with a slow
upproach in its stress on the "oil blot" principle. But he never raised this
question with either General Hurkins or Ambarsudor Nolting, who did not learn
of Diem S "go slow" instructions until much, much luter. And this gives
credibility to the rival exp/unution, which a /ew of the rnilitary aùvisrrs in the
field udopted as well ar most of the American press. particularly David
Halberstam of the New York Times and Neil Sheehan of the United Press
Internationul.8s

Hilsman, when he wrote his memoirs, was eithet unaware of Nolting's keen interest in
the veracity of the "go slow" allegations at that time or later, or he was, once again, practising
extreme economy with the tnith. Certainly, the Hilsman' mernoirs seem to be inconsistent with

what he had written in the Hilsman/Fomstal Report of January 1963. Indeed, as Nolting's
testimony makes plain, there is little to no credibility to what Halberstam and the Hamman
group were attempting to daim on this key issue which so affected Saigon

-

Washington

relations:
No one, not President Diem, not Paul Harkins*a
his mmy talh with
Diem, not Nguyen Dinh Thuan, the eflective Defence Minister. ever said or
intimuted ro me that the South Viemamesegovernment was ordering the A m y to
hold its punches. I never saw or heard of any orders to m i d combat. I do recul1
Footnotes

84 Hilsman, To Move A Nation, p. 446.

Ibid.
-
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many discussions with Diem and other oflcials who thought the fewer the
casualties among the Army, the villagers, the fince sitters. and even the Viet
Cong, the sooner pacification of the countryside could take place. Both the
Vietnamese armed units and rheir American advisors were insmcted to be
curefiri about whom they attacked, since we wunted to bring dissenters over to
our side, not kill them. There were mistukes in iacrics und jtuigement, of course,
bui they were the exception ratl~erthun the rule.
The press accusaiions thut ïnany operations were launched to moirl.
rather than engage. the enemy were to ny kiowledge false. Tu be sure.
President Diem, his cabinet, and M C Y were snongly opposed to killing
innocent people while îrying to root out terrwiFrs. In some cases Diem
reprimunded his generah for attacking villages whose allegiance was in dodt.
In addition to humanitarian considerations, neither the Vieinumese goverment
nor the American mission wunted to put the fence sitters on the Viet Cong side,
by killing innocent civilians.
Retuming to the related issue of Ap Bac, Ambassador Nolting found it very revealing, as
did Admiral Hamy D. Felt, Commander in Chief, PacifÏc (cINcPAc),~~that the news reporters
chose to focus on one minor battle that went pooriy for the ARVN whilst ignoring their many
successes. In fact, the ARVN's successes were not reponed at al1 by these biased n e w ~ r n e n . ~
Around the time of Ap Bac and the U.S. newspaper assault on Diem and his govemment,
Roger Hilsrnan (Director of the Bureau of intelligence and Research) began to criticise

Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,pp. % - 97.
87 John P. Glennon, editor-in-chief, "Vietnam: 1. Reassessment. January 1 - March 14: HilsrnanFomstal report, Wheeler Mission, Mansfield Report, Comprehensive Plan, Thompson Report, 1. Editorial
Note*' in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv Au~ust1963, Vol. III, p. 3.

-

88 "Ap Bac was, in my vicw, a ielatively n a I l battle which the American press blew out of
proportion, partly because of Colonel Vann's statements. It stimulated the media's rhetorical chant, 'Why
aren't our Vietnamese as good as theu Viemamese?' i think that, overall, they were as good. There were
far more successful military actions than there were debacles like Ap Bac. These successful battles did not
rnake drarnatic headlincs because we expected our side io win. Arnericans in the early l%ûs did not
envision military setbacks, even on the part of our allies ai a time when we were n a engaged as
combatants. The media tended to feature the setbacks, creating a false impression of ihe ARVN's
capabilities and of Amencan training and advice." Nolting, From Trust To Traaed~,p. 97.
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Begmdgingly, he admitted that Diem's understanding of what was going on throughout South

Vietnam was staggering in its scope and detail. Yet, at the sarne t h e , he was unable to grasp the
nality of the situation: that Ngo Dinh Diem was the very best man available - the others, who
aspired to take his place, simply paled in cornparison as pst-coup Vietnam proved. M a t
Nolting had been telling him, and anyone else who would listen in Washington, was the simple

mth: US. and Viemarnese interests were both served by staying the course with Ngo Dinh

-

Nolting summed-up the Hilsman Forrestal visit as follows:

Hilsman sevmed quite optimistic during this visit, Forrestal less so. I
was never quite sure where Mike Forrestai stood. He came out to Vietnam
occasionully, did not soy much, did not oppear to do much, then returned to
Washington He reporzed to the President through the NSC ruther t h n zhrough
the Stute Department, so I did not see his reports. but during Our discussions we
sometimes disagreed on prioriiies. Forrestai, echoing Harriman, urged more
democratic institutions und methods, pressing Diem to brouden the base of his
govenment and become more "popuiar." 1 perceived such comments tu be
unrealistic and impossible to uccompfish in a short tirne under existing
conditions. I am sure Washingtonfound me stubbom when I repurted in this
vein.

...footnote continuedJromprevious page:
answer

-

imperfectly at best. There are huge gaps in what people are doing. For exarnple, the police

program has not even begun to get off the ground, and this raises the possibility that the strategic villages
will be built around Communists and will rot h m within which could bring the whole thing down in
shambles. 3. 1s the US. effort CO-ordinated?Is it guided by a clear conception which permits effective

-

meshing of our various efforts? Answer Individual agencies are dohg a superb job (e.g., Rufus Phillips,
Richardson of ClA and the Special Forces). But it cannot really be said that there is wide understanding of
[or4 a clear conception though some individuals do have a clear conception." Roger Hilsman. 3.
"Memorandum for the Record by the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research (Hilsman),"
Saigon. January 1963, [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers, Country Series Vietnam. Confidential.], in
FRUS: Vietnam. January - Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 16.

-

Hilsman had applied Thompson's precepts COthe Vietnarnese situation and, manifestly, found the
American effort lacking in direction. This was owing to many things, sucb as the contest between the
departments of State and Defense over who had ultimate authority and control in Viemam with regard to
Amencan aid and projects. Nolting had tried to get Harriman to define this problem clearly with DOS and
DOD and determine a molution, yet, owing to the power of the Pentagon and the JCS, this never came
about as even the Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara, seemed unable to impose the authority of his
office over this q m l .
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Forrestal spent a lot of tirne with American press representatives during
this nip, gathering, I suppose, what he thought was "inside information,"
untuinted by the Embassy. In the end, however, neiîher he nor Hilsman
suggesied anything substantial in terns of chmging our plicies or program.
Their /inal report, which / did not see until it was published in the Penianon
Popers in 1965 [this date is either an error on the part of Nofting's or a
refirence to top-secret reports, which became the Pentunon Pawrs], was
generally positive, saying that there was more to be done und that 12 could be
done at a fater puce, but thal, overafl, things seemed to be going wel1.92
Ap Bac, the Hilsrnan

-

Forrestal visit, the continuing harangues from Halberstam,

Karnow and Sheehan had failed to senously dislodge the direction of US. policy toward Diern's
govemment. at least., 0verni~ht.93Nevertheless, and regardless of the facts, these anti-Diemists
Foornotes

92 Nolting, Fmm Trust T o Tranedv, p. 96.

93 Stanley Karnow was also assigncd as a joumalist to South Vietnam in 1959 and he made
pronouncements and criticisms about the Stntegic Harnlets, for exarnple, that betrayed a bias against Diem
and Nhu that was a virulent as that of Halberstam's and Sheehan's. in many ways, Kamow's compilations
of aileged "evidence" against Diem and his supporters was subtler, more indirect and, thus, inherently
more vicious than the other reporters' efforts to jaundice Ametican opinion. For exarnple, one has but to
examine Kmow's assessrnent of the strategic hamlets and compare it to what the real experts, such as
Colby, Thompson, and even Hilsman, were saying: ''The plan was to corral peasants into anned stockades,
thereby depriving the Vietcong of their support, wliich would not survive without the population just as
fish die outside water, as Mao Zedong's image put it. The agrovilte scheme, a similar effort three years
earlier, had been a botch, yet Diem and his brother Nhu clung to their brainchild and they were
encouraged by Robert Thompson, a British counter-insurgency specialist who had successfully promoted a
similar program in the fight against Communist guemllas in Malaya. But the Malayan experience did not
quite fit Viemam .... Diem and Nhu saw the strategic harnlet program as essentially a means to spread their
influence rather than a device to infuse peasants with the will to nsist the Vietcong. Nhu, personally taking
charge, was obsessed by numbers. He tried to build stockades as fast as possible, and Thompson himself
would afiet disavow them ..." Kamow, Vietnam: A Histow, pp. 255 256.

-

As the reader can judge h m comparing Karnow's discourse with the consistent testimony of
Colby on this subject, Nhu did, in fact, see strategic harnlets as not only a device to infuse the peasants with
the will to resist the Communists but also as the foundation for democracy in South Vietnam. No wherc,
except in the mind of Stanley Karnow, is thcre a record Iefi by Nhu or those associateci with the strategic
hamlets program that would suggest that the program was put into place to crudely coerce the peasants as
Karnow's effort subtly suggests. Similady, Robert Thornpson did criticise the rapidity with which some
hamleis were rushed into existence by Nhu but never did hc disavow the program as he remained its most
ardent supporter right up m i l it was destroyed along with many of Diern's pmgrams after the coup. As
was made clear by the Communist adversaries in the North the strategic hamlets program caused na1 feu
and consternation and, thus, it was targeted as a priority for destruction. Ironically, Karnow nearly defeats
himself in recognition of the fact that it was targeted for undtmining by Colonel Pham Ngoc Thao Mu's
chief lieutenant in canying out the program. Colonel Pham Ngoc Thao also happcned to be a top-lcvcl
Foolnote continated on nexi page: ...
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were building up a momentum in Washington that could not be stopped by the like of Nolting or
even Dean Rusk. For example. Stanley Kamow, the American joumalist who became well
known for his book, Vietnam: A ~istory?* alleged that Robert Thompson, himself, had
diravowed Ngo Dinh Nhu's rapid expansion of the Strategic Hamlet Program as a serious
mistake. Of course, what he failed to mention, or perhaps he did not have access to the correct
information at the time. was the fact that Thompson disavowed his 'disavowal' of Nhu's
energetic direction of the program.

One of the reasonsfor their optimism is apparently the vigor with which
the South Vietnamese government and especially Brother Nhu have pushed the
strutegic hamlet progron. (RG.K. Thompson also mentioned that without Nhu S
enthusiastic and vigorour backing, the strategic h o m h program would probably
not have gotten ofthe ground. He went on to say, infaci, thai he is wrong in his
worry earlier this year thaf the Vietnamese would endanger the program by
doing too much ofit in too many places. He nowfeels that Nhu war not wrong in
doing this because it attructed a great deal of aftention to the program al1 over
Vietnam and hence got an essential moment~rn.)~s
Nevertheless. the negativity of the 'Mansfield Repon', the ambigu ity of the Hi lsman/Fonestal
Report. the darnage caused by the journalists, such as Karnow or Halberstam, seemed to gel
together with a weight of their own. Together, they provided the foundation upon which
Harriman was able to build and marshal his forces for that which he and Galbraith had become
convinced was necessary, the removal of Ngo Dinh Diem.

...fuotnote continuedfiom previous page:
-

-

Communist agent who was orde~d,or so the Communists claimed, to deliberately speed-up the program to
the point that it would unravel. Now, as any soldier with any wit knows, if your enemy is embarked on a
saategy that will lead to his niin you do not interfere with it in fact, you do nothing at all. Yet, clearly
and as evidenced by their own testimony, the Communists were so alarmed at the potential of the program
that they felt compelled to interfere at the highest level. I
b
A p. 257.

-

-

-

94 Karnow, Vietnam: A Historv. The First Comdete Account of Vietnam at War, (New York,

NI:Penguin Books, 1986).
9S Roger Hilsman, 3. "Memorandum for the Record by the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence
and Research (Hilsman)," (Saigon, January 1963). [Source: Kennedy Li-,
Hilsman Papcrs, Country
Series - Vietnam. Confidential] in FRUS: Vietnam. J a n w - Aumist 1963, Vol. III, p. 5.
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Ambassador Nolting had claimed that the policy shifi did come on suddenly. Yet,
judging by developments in South Vietnam in late 1962 and early 1963, something else was
needed to cause a full, about-face in U.S. policy to the point where the abandonment of Diem
would appear to be the route of least resistance. According to the evidence, readily discemible in

the documents, Ambassador Frederick Nolting felt compelled to fight against the policy shifi. It
was this very policy reorientation that the Harriman group, aided and abetted by the young
American newspaper journalists. were trying to ram through the back-door (Le., via the means of
the United States Embassy in Saigon).

In 1963, Noltingosiast year in South Vietnam, the American ambassador's stubborn
rem-guard action of 1962 would become an all-out fight to defend the honour of the American
people. For it was Nolting's understanding thst they had given their word. through their duly
elected President John F. Kennedy, that there would be no interference with the intemal politics
and govemment of South Vietnam. Nolting argued right up to and afler the rnurders of Diem and
Nhu that it would be better for the United States to walk away fiom Vietnam than to breach its
promise made to an ally, Diern's govemment, in a time of war.
His CO-workerand fiend, William Colby, made the most titting testimony to the honour
and stubbom courage of Nolting's increasingly lonely fight:

As the druma unfolded, Nolting maintained a clear and persistent view
that the United States should support the constiiured authoriiy in Vietnam which
Diem represented and that it should persevere in the snategy of helping the
Djem government to win its own smggle ugoinst the Viet Cong, through such
program as the strategic hamlets. He fought for his policies fion Saigon to
Washington and against some of the iowering figures of the Kenneùy
administration. in the end he lost the battle...in retrospect it is clem thar the
policies he fought against proved to be macsively mistaken and engulfd
Americu in a war which shook it intemaliy and which it loste96
Footnotes

% William E. Colby, "Foreworci," in Frederick Nolting's, Fmm Tmst To Tra~tdv,p. xii.
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What really needs to be underscored about the history of this period is that Ambassador
Nolting's fight against a policy about-face was support& by the facts on the ground. From
William Colby through to Robert S. McNamara, President Kennedy's Secretary of Defense,
there was a documented recognition of the solid success achieved in 1962 and early 1963. In
support of this, the reader needs only to peruse McNarnara's rnost ment account of those years
wherein he adrnits to many mistakes but concurs with the experts that the Communist insurgent
infiastructure in South Vietnam had taken a severe pounding - to the point of immanent collapse:

Thinking aheud, 1asked General Harkins in Honolulu on July 23, 1962.
how long he thought it would take to eliminate the rnilitary potential of the
Vietcong. His esrimute wus somerhing like this: one year afrer the South
Vieinurnese rnilitary and civil guard forces become fuly operational and begin
pressing the Vietcong in all areas.. .. Thefollo wing spring, on March 29, 1963, 1
mked Sir Robert Thompson wherher he thought it adviroble to reduce the
number of advisers. He replied t h ifprogress continued and the Vietcong could
be c/earedfiom a parricular areu of South Vietnam during the summer. it might
br possible to reduce our strength by 1.000 men.
At my next meeting with General Harkins, in Honolulu on May 6, 1963.
he told me we were continuing to make progrers in the war. 97
As was noted earlier, even the Communists adrnitteâ that 1962 and early 1963

represented a tirne of success for American policy in South Vietnam and for Ngo Dinh Diem's
govemment. That substantial friction between Washington and Saigon had been ameliorated by
Ambassador Nolting's effort is plain and it is equally clear that Nolting's rear-guard action
against the policy re-direction king forced by Harriman and the newspaper men played a
substantial role in the success against the Communist insurgents in 1962. This was so simply
because Ngo Dinh Diem was aiIl in authority and his political Iegitimacy, supported by the
Nolting mission, had expanded at the expense of the Communists' during this time. This was

-

97 MeNaman, in Retros~e*,pp. 48 49.
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what the fight was a11 about and somehow the saliency of political legitimacy, not just
democracy, never seemed to make much of an impact upon the minds of the powerhil Americans

within the Himiman group - who had lost patience with Diem.

Chapter Seven: Adassudor Noking's ReafiGund AC&H Agdnst U.S. Pol@ Change
Towad Ngo Dinh Dlcm

-

Cba~ter
Eight: The Decline of Tbe Noltinn Influence Durian the Interim Period Between
Ap Bac and Tbe Buddbist Chia

William Colby recalled the pressures that were building in Saigon and the general split
that developed within Kennedy's Administration over the issue of how to support South Vietnam
and. while he first noted this split as manifest in 1962, it becarne even more obvious in 1963.
in Vietnam, the impinging of past and present, the conîrasting cu/mres, rhe
clashes of pride. timing, and technique, the divisions of both societirs. the diferences
over the "how" among the leadership of both countrirs. the increasingly evident
preoccupation of prominent Americans. the turning of World attention to the shwggle in
Indochina, und the growth of Americon miliiary involvernent (including the first
helicopters in 1962) al1 combined ..JO ruise the level of tension in Saigon in conjunction
with the rise of the Conmwist danger in the countyide. Vietnam begun to311 heudlines
in the United States The gro wth in general attention heightened the pressures among the
vurious factions and forces involved in the situarion. On the American sidc, the
d~re~ences
grew between those uho sau the pmblem as chiefly one requirlng a strong
effort in the countryside, military and puramiIitary, und those who believed the eflorî
was d w m d unless Diem changed his authoriturin regims to atttact popular supporî
and include oppositionists In a national eflorî (my emphasis].

*

Fmm a variety of historical perspectives 1963 was the year of decision with regard to the

future of American

-

Vietnamese relations. The documented record concerning American

conduct in its relations with the Govemment of South Vietnam in 1963 manifestly places the
responsibility for the fate of America's involvement in South Vietnam upon the shoulders of
specific individuals.2 This understanding, of course, is contrary to those who would absolve
Footnotes

I Colby, Lost Victory, p. I 14.
2 This position. of course. is commensurate with the understanding of Frederick Nolting's - as
related to Vietnam: "one point I keep coming back to in my rnind is that the general interpretation of
America's getting a thumb in the wringer in Vietnam, then our hand, then our ann, is not bue. 1 don't think
it was m e under Eisenhower and 1 don't think it was m e under Kennedy up until his last tragic months. 1
think that the U.S. support of the coup was a political decision of crucial importance. It was opposed by the
CIA. Nolting, "Kennedy, NATO, and Southeast Asia," in Di~lomacv.Administration. and Policy, Editor Kenneth W. Riompson, p. 3 1.
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man's moral responsibility in the wake of decisions made and their subsequent actions in time

and space, by wrapping themselves in the mantle of supposed inexorable, inevitable movements
in history. Decisions were made by powerful men within the Kennedy Administration which
directly and intentionally resulted in the abrogation of Amerka's pledges to Diem's govemment.
Subsequently, this abrogation of America's pledges to the GVN resulted in the destruction of the

same and forced into king the moral impetus for the United States to then fiIl the very political
vacuum producrd by such decisions with rnilitary rnight. As the senior Sîate Department man on

the ground in South Vietnam at that time, Ambassador Nolting stood alone against these
decisions and, as such, he was overwhelmed, defeated and replaced as Ambassador during the
summer of the Kennedy Administration's discontent, in 1963. Michael Forrestal of the National
Security Council had advised as much to President Kennedy - that Nolting's tour was up in Apnl
of that year and that they needed a replacement Ambassador who would proceed with "More
vigour in getting Diem to do what we want?

Footnotes

3 In a relatively unveiled piece of advice to President Kennedy. Michsel V. Fonatal (National
Security Council Staff to the President) had stated: " 1. Start looking for a successor to Fritz Nolting,
whose tour cornes to an end in April unless he is re-appointed. More vigor is needed in getting Diem to do
what we want." Michael V. Forrestal, 21. "Memorandum From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the Resident [re]: South Vietnam," Washington, January 28, 1963, [Kennedy
Library, National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series. Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam Januarv - Aunust
1963, Vol. III, pp. 63 64.

-
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The CL4 Repart of Junuary, 1963

-

The beginning of 1963 seemed to be the harbinger for the same kind of success that 1962
had pmved to be in the American

- Vietnamese fight against the Viet Cong. This success was

made manifest in a document prepared by the C M entitled "Current Intelligence Memorandum
Prepared in the Office of Current Intelligence, Central Intelligence ~ ~ e n cMuch
~ . ' of~ this
document has k e n "sanitised" and, thus, the full extent of the memorandum remains unknown.
Nevertheless, on the key issues of what was k i n g accomplished by the Diem government and
what Nolting and Harkins had k e n arguing against, with regard to the nay-saying of the
American reporters. this document supports the oRicial United States mission to Saigon
p i t i o n . 5 Worthy of particular attention, with regard to the actual progress of the counterinsurgency campaign, were the points made which indicated a favourable seizure ratio of
Communist weaponry and? relatedly, the effect of the Strategic ~amlets.'

Footnores

4 There were questions asked in this document which, certainly, did not support the ultimate
optimism that the counter-insurgency campaign would be an over-night success. Indeed, much of the tone
of the document seems to be quite sober, nevertheless, and in no way, did this document support the
disaster predictions of the young American joumalists. Overall, the CIA analysis lends objectivity to the
whole pmcess of counter-insurgency that had been lacking on the American part.

5 William Colby noted that this tirne in U.S. - GVN relations was hithil because of "The solid
atmosphere of progress accompanying al1 this activity..." Colby, Lost Victorv, p. 1 17.
" 4 . The ratio of weapons capturecl to weapons lost has recently tumed in favour of the
govemment....*'John P. Glennon, editor in chief, Il. "Current Intelligence Mernorandun Repared in the
Office of Current Intelligence, Central lntelligence Agency," [document number not declassified)
Washington, January 11, 1963. [Source: Kennedy Libriîry, National Security Fiks, Vieinam Country
Series, 1/63. The source text is labelled "Sanitized Copy," and the original classification has k e n
obliterated. Ellipses throughout the document are in the source text.], FRUS: Vietnam Januarv - Aunust
1963, Vol. III, pp. 19 -2 1.

-

"8. In the political sphere, various counter-insurgency projects of which the strategic hamlet
program is the most important have improved the local security situation in some areas and made some
pmgrcss toward persuading the ml population to idcntifL its f o ~ c with
s thosc of Saigon." I
U

-

-
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Specifically, the CIA report noted that the GVN was pmbably holding its own against
the Communist insurrectionists and even reduchg the threat of the guenillas in some areas.
Cautiously, the CIA analysts explained that it was too early to declare that the back of the
Communist organisation had been broken.8 However, they did report that the South Vietnamese
were attaining success in curbing the insurgency through extensive US assistance with political
and military rneasures. ln addition to this success the report also noted that US tactical advice
had resulted in the ARVN k i n g more efficient, mobile and aggressive in hunting down and
destroying the Communist i n ~ r ~ e n t s . ~
Esxntially, the CIA reponed that the Diem govemment was pining ground against the
Communists and, while victory could not be predicted, the disasters, which the like of
Halberstam and Sheehan had been intimating,10 were extremely unlikely. The US was not
sinking with Diem; it was, at least, treading water and the Communists were doing no better and
in some ways, thanks to the strategic hamlets, a good deal worse.ll
Footnotes
"SUBJECT:

Current Status of the War in South Vietnam,
Though the South Vietnamese govemment probably is holding its own against the Viet Cong and
may be reducing the menace in some areas, the tide has not yet turned..,," IM.
"7. The South Viemamese, with extensive US ûssistance. have instituted military and political
measures which have had some success in curbing the insurgency menace, Training has ken intensified,
counter-guerrilla tactics have been improved, and force levels augmented. These, in conjunction with new
US-pmvided or operated equipment and US tactical advice, have al1 resulted in a measure of increased
effectiveness, mobility and aggressiveness on the part of govemment forces...." fbid.

Certainly. Sheehan intirnated that disaster was obviously in store for the GVN and the ARVN
based upon their poor performance at Ap Bac and their subsequent attempts to cover it up. Of course. he
was recalling this disaster many years after the fact so it was rather easy to suggest his own prescience at
the time. Neil Sheehan, A Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in Vietnam, (New York, WY]:
Vintage Books - Random House, Inc., 19#8), pp. 271 - 278.
G ~ M o editor
~ , in chief, "1 1. Cwrent Intelligence Mernorandum Rcpared in the Oftïce of
Current intelligence, Central Intelligence Agency," (document number no; declassified] Washington,
January 11, 1%3. [Source: Kennedy Library, National Secunty Files, Vietnam Country Serics, 1/63. The

Footnote continued on w x t page...
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The Geneml Wheele~
Report of January, 1963 -

The CIA report was by no means the only official investigative report done on the
situation in South Vietnam in early 1963 as the Joint Chiefs Of S M submitted a very lengthy

and rigomus report based on General Earle G. Wheeler's obxwations in South Vietnam. In
General Wheeler's and his team's assessrnent, Ambassador Nolting was doing an impressive job
that was making the US effort work in ~ietnam.12Wheeler and his team, similady. noted that
General Paul Harkins had managed to establish cordial, direct and trustworthy relations with
Diem's government,13 and they also praised the substantial value of the strategic hamlets to the
counter-insurgency effort against the Communists.

...Footnore continuedfrom previous page:
source text is labelled "Sanitized Copy," and the original classification has been obliterated. Ellipses
throughout the document are in the source text.] In FRUS: Vietnam Januarv - Au~ust1963, Vol, III, p. 22.
12 "Political Factors. ( 1 ) The team was impmsed with the United States Counüy Team in South
Vietnam. Under the leadership of Ambassador Nolting, the work of the mernber agencies of the country
team has ken carcfully integrated to optimize the United States effort." General Earie G . Wheeler, 26.
"Report by an Investigative Team Headed by the Chicf of Staff, United States A m y (Wheeler), to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff," Washington, January 1963, pational Defense University, Taylor Papers, T-181-69. Top
Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam Januarv - Auaust 1963, Vol. III, p. 8 1.

l3 "a. An important and interesting aspect of relationships between l e Amencan military and the
leadership of the Vietnamese Govenunent became apparent in the course of calls made by General
Wheeler. Accompanied by Generai Harkins, he called on Minister of Defense Thuan and President Diem.
The attitude of Minister Thuan toward General Hatkins is completely open, h k and fiiendly. The two
confer on matters of organisation, operations and assignment of personnel in the most free and easy
fashion, General Harkins has no hesitancy in pointing out misîakes in military operations to Minister
Thuan,and he in mm receives these comments with equanimity and assunuices that he will look into, and
correct, rnistakes. General Harkins told General Wheeler privately that Minister Thuan had pmved that he
keeps his promises. General Haricins has a great influence upon the assignments of senior Vietnamese
officers. While this influence is not advertised (and General Hadcins would prefer that it not be known),
nevertheless, it is known, and adds to the prestige and influence of American officers in theù advisory role.
b. The conference with Resident Diem made it apparent that he, also, likes and trusts General
Harkins. Moreover, Gencral Harlcins, as with Minister Thuan, has no hesitancy in pressing the presidcnt to
c a p out prograrns which he considers to be important to the military effort. All-in-all, this attitude at the
very top of the govemment represents a vast change from the aloofhess and suspicion with which
American advisors were meived by senior Vietnam officials a year ago." IM.p. 87.

-
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In specific ternis, the Wheeler Report team identified the fact that the military measures

that were king taken in South Vietnam were vital, as they would pave the way for the security
and stability without which political and economic growth could not occur.14 They noted that the

real problern, which plagued rural South Vietnam, was the re-establishment of law and order so
that the GVN's measures for political and economic growth could actually take hold. Attached to
this fundamental problem was the historical reality, which dictated that the central government in
Vietnam had never reached down into the very lives of the peasants before. Nor had the peasants
ever truly identified themselves, their activities or their futures with the central government and,

as such, had no comprehension of national political issues. The Wheeler Report tearn did note,
however, that there was the slow dawning of change discemible in the evidencc that the GVN
was beginning to reach the people and, in response, the people were attempting to reach for their

ln the analysis of the Wheeler Repon team, the strategic harnlet program was clearly
identified as the greatest single political/military instrument that was rnaking this historically
unprecedented (in ternis of the sociaVpolitical hiaory of Vietnam) corresponding 'reaching-out'
between the GVN and the rural peasants possible. The reasons for this success were self-evident
in as much as the defence that the strategic hamlets pmvided the people with also allowed the
GVN the time and crucial relative peace to inaugurate political, economic and social reforms
Footnotes

14 T h e JCS team believes that the military measures k i n g taken in South Vietnam must continue
to be considered as necessary, principally to establish conditions favorable for political and economic
gmwth." W. p. 8 1.

1s "The basic probln now is to restore law and order, particularly in the rural areas, so thst
measutes for the deveiopment of plitical and economic strength can take hold. Historically, the central
govemment in Vietnam has not reached down and made itself felt to the peasant. Likewise, the peasant has
nut truly identified himself,his activities, or his future with his govenunent, nor has he thought in tenns of

national potitical issues, as we know them. The team found that this situation is slowly beginning to
change. Now the govemment is begi~ingto mach the people, and the people are beginning to mach for
the govenunent." W.pp. 81 & 82.

-
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right at the harnlet level.16 Further proof of this political success, in the estimation of the
Wheeler Report team, was the fact that elections had been held in over one thousand of the
hamlets. The Arnerican team noted that these elections were held in a democratic manner. In
turn, this was allowing the newly elected councils and hamlet chiefs to mily represent the people

as they decided on which projects to carry fonvard in their attempts to defend and improve the

lives of the voting peasants. The Wheeler Report team members identified this rudimentary
democratic action as a "rice roots" program and that it was, indeed, permitting a mie democratic
political process to develop in South Vietnam. While noting that the process was slow. the team
recognised that democracy could not be forced on the people from legislative action and that the
stmtegic hamlet elections would allow the political development of South Vietnam to advance at
a Pace detemined by the peasants themselves.17
In their attempt to come to grips with the nature of the relationship between the
Arnetican oflicials in Vietnam and the GVN,the Wheeler Report tcarn noted that the Americans
were not in a position to command, control, or direct the GVN. Instead, the desired approach,

advocated by the team, was precisely what Nolting and Harkins had k e n directing and urging in
al1 aspects of the Arnerican mission in South Vietnam: i.e., influence the GVN through good
relations and fnendly advice. In the estimation of the Wheeler Report t m , the relationship
Footnores

l6 "(2) The strategic harnlet program is perhaps the greatest single case for this encoumging
development. It is a program aimed directly at the people that n a only provides them with an elementary
system of defense against, and isolation tiom, the Viet Cong, but also is the vehicle by which the
Govemment of Vietnam cm cany forward a political, economic, and social revolution...."
p. 82.
l7 '*(3) To âate, elections have k e n held in more han a thousand hamlets. Whib the govemment
anempts to insure that candidates for office are not Viet Cong members or sympathisers, the elections
appear to be conducted in a democratic maruier. Foliowing the election of a harnlet chief and a harnlet
council, the new officiais, themselves, decide on projects for the improvernent of the well king and living

conditions of the people. It is h o u @ this "nce mots" program that the fhmework for a dcmocratic
political process is king developed.... Although this is a slow ptocess, the team klicves that democracy
cannot be legislated in South Vietnam, and that the cumnt political development program will move
forward...."

m.

-
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between the United States Govemment and the GVN would only continue to strengthen if the
excellent relations, put into place by Nolting and Harkins, were continued in the same vein. l8
The picture k i n g painted by the press, back in the United States, continued to f w u s on

and ampli@ the negative which, in tum, was causing serious problems for Dean Rusk and his
attempts to offkially "stay the course" with a continuity of policy toward South vietnam.19
Accordingly, Rusk sent a brief telegrarn to Nolting requesting his evaluation of what the U.S.
newsmen were doing and what he thought could be done:

Reques r your punk, general, and confidentrial e v a l ~ i o noverall job being dune by LI. S.
newsmen in reporting war in Via-Nam fo US.public. Context our concerns as follows:
1. We are still gerting udverse play in daily press: somewhot berter coverage in weekly
publications k g , Newsweek Jan 28, Life Jan 25). In general war in Viet-Nam going
better thon being reported fo US.public.

2. Poor relations between US.press reps and GVN not likely be signijcantly improved.
3. Realke wire service correspundents have dflculty in leaving Saigon. where rhey in
contact with home oflce, to go info country.

Footnotes

l8 *'3. Nature of the Relationship between United States and Government of Viemam Authorities

c. United States officiais, military, and civilian, are not in a position to command, control
or direct Govemment of Vietnam military, economic or political activities, nor do they desire such added
responsibilities. They must, therefore, be in a strong position to influence Govemment of Vietnam activity
along the desired lines and thus achieve the desired objectives. Fortunately, excellent relations exist
between United States and Govenunent of Vietnam authorities in al1 major fields of joint endeavour and
United States advice is generally, though not always, accepted. The t e m feels these relationships will
continue to strengthen and United States advice will be incr~asinglyfollowed as Govemment of Vietnam
confidence in themselves and their advisors continues to grow." Ibid. p. 87.

l9 "Rusk also f m l y denied reports that surfiwed h m intnviews with muming Amencan
advisers and correspondents in Vietnam that the war was going badly. He cited improvements in supply
and intelligence operations and in the Vietnam command stnicture as evidence that, in fact, the Vietnamese
were winnhg the war." Schoenbaum, Waninn Peace & War Dean Rusk in the Truman. Kennedy &
Johnson Years', p. 395.
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4. if correspondent hm time, how d~@cultis it for him to get transportution ca) to cover
military operations, b) ro go into countryside to cover sîrategic hanilets and o t k r ruml
act ivities ?

In general is it TF view that, given local obstacles and problenrr. US.correspondents
are doing adequate or indequate job of covering wur?
Would appreciate your carefully weighed overall view this long vexed question und
would welcome any suggestions as to how we muy assist or encourage them to do better
job either here or in Saigon.

General Wheeler's investigative team, Iike Dean Rusk, was concerned over the press and
the problems they were creating with Diem's family, the GVN and with the military effort king
made by the United States and South Vietnam. The American press, according to this report, was
directly and adversely affecting American relations with the GVN and was creating serious
doubts within Congressional opinion in Washington as to just what was going on with the Ngo
Dinhs and the ARVN in South Vietnam. For their part, the Ngo Dinhs perceived, accurately
enough, that the American press disliked them intensely and was, indeed, biased in their reports.

In short, the American press was causing serious problems well beyond any use it might be
fultil ling as the American public was receiving a distorted and inaccurate assessrnent through
their newspapen. The maturity and balance required simply could not be found in the stories
k i n g filed by the American press in South Vietnam. 21

h a n Rusk, 17. " T e l e m Fmm the û e p m e n t of State to the Embassy in Vietnam."
Washington, January 24, 1963 1:31 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, 951K.6211/1-2463.
Confidential.] In FRUS:Vietnam. Januarv Aunust 1963, Vol. III, pp. 34 35.

-

-

-

2' In the conclusions of the Wheeler Team's report to the JCS, the following was noted: "d. The
schism between the United States press and the Govemment of Vietnam is more chan a simple lack of
communications. To span the gap requises great effort and, on our side, much patience. An objective, onthe-spot apptaisal of the war by mature, rcsponsible newsmen is gravely necded as a counter to the
sometimes fhstrated reporthg of the resident comspondents." General Earlt G. Wheeler, 26. "Report by
an investigative Team Headed by the Chief of Staff, United States A m y (Wheeler), to the Joint Chiefs of

Footnore coniinued on next page...
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Specifically, the Wheeler Report team drew attention to the fact that the press
representatives from the United States, in their obvious dislike of the Diem governmenf had
created a serious public relations predicament. In fact, this problem was so substantial that it was
having a direct impact on the war effort in Vietnam and the support thereof back in the United
~tates.22According to Whecler's team, the GVN had corne to regard the foreign press as
completely untnistworthy as they had a predilection for publishing secret and false information

detived from pnvate. unreliable and biased sources. The thmst of al1 the stories was to portray
the GVN and its undertakings in the worst possible light by constantly focussing on mistalces and
failures while never writing about what was actually k i n g done properly and succeeding.a In
this context, the Wheeler Report Tearn drew the JCS' attention to the major public relations
scanda1 to which the American Press had managed to elevate the minor Banle of Ap Bac.
Wheeler's team pointed out that, contrary to the facts, the press forged ahead by using
incomplete reports and details and thus claimed the battle was a major defeat. In tum, this
irresponsibility had created cries of doom back in the newsrmms of the United States. In short,

...Footnore conrinuedfiom previous page:

Staff," Washington, January 1963, (National ûefense University, Taylor Papers, T- 1% 1-69, Top Secret.] ln
FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw - Auaust 1963, Vol. III, p. 93.
The mutual distrust and dislike between the Diem govenunent and the foreign press, particularly
United States press representatives, has created senous public relations problems which impact directly on
the war effort both in the United States and in Vietnam ...." I
b
A
.
p. 89.
23 "b. The Govemment of Vietnam regards the foreign press as untrustwotthy, prone to publish
secret and false information denved h m pnvate sources and biased to the extent that the press writes up
only the bad and not the good aspects of events in South Vietnam. A revealing nuance of the Govemment
of Vietnam press feud was communicated to General Wheeler by a first-hand source. Madame Nhu, wife
of the brother and principal advisor to President Diem, and an important figure in her own right, deeply
resents the press stories of the bombing of the President's palace during which she and her childrcn were in
grave danger of death. She States that the stories revealcd an "ili-concealed regret" that the bombing failcd
in its objective." fbid.
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the whole Ap Bac news bonanza was a distortion in the professional estimation of the Wheeler
Report team .14
Wheeler's team summed up the effect of the American newsmen's distoried =ports and
of their ciear animosity toward Diem by stating that great h m had been done to the combined

U.S. government and GVN effort. n i e team noted that there was no gainsaying the fact that both
public and Congressional opinion hd k e n intluenced by the newsmen toward the position that
the war effort in South Vietnam was badly 'off-the-rails.' The South Vietnamese A m y and the

GVN were seen as CO-conspiratorsin a military undertaking lacking in drive, detennination,
courage, training and dedication. The newsmen had also created the false impression that
American counsel was k i n g widely ignored or flouted by the ARVN and G V N . ~ ~
Wheeler's team also noted that there was a senous backlash to the American newsmen's
reports in South Vietnam. It was quite apparent to the team that the Vietnamese bitterly resented
the derogatory portrayal, in the American Press, of their personal characteristics and military

habits. In the estimation of Wheeler's team, the noticeably strained relationship between US

Footnotes
24 "c. While the mith of these countercharges probably lies, as usual, somewherc between the
extremes of the allegations of the two parties, the fact remains that the situation is serious, because the
continuing bad press has coloured public attitudes both in the United States and Vietnam. The unfortunate
afiermath of the fight at Ap Bac on 2 January 1963 is a prime instance of h m being done to the war
effort. Press members admit chat they were appailed at the flood of editorial punditry and cries of doom
elicited by the fmt incomplete accounts of the clash. They insist defensively, and contrary to the facts, that
the battle was a defeat and that the stories were derived h m United States sources. The latter is me, but
only to the extent that the stories were based on ill-considered statements made at a time of high excitement
and fnistration by a few American officers." IU.

25 "d. Neverthelesr. m a t harm has been done. Public and Congressional opinion in the United
States has been influenced toward thinking that the war effort in Vieinam is misguideci, lacking in drive,
and flouts the counsel of United States advism. Doubts have bctn raiwd as to the courage, the training,
the detennination and dedication of the Vietnamese anned forces." IM,

-
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diplomatic and military representatives in South Vietnam and the Amencan Press was a
significant repeirussion of the distortions about Ap ~ a c . 2 ~
Clearly, the U.S. press corps, in the aftermath of Ap Bac, had become a problem and was
having an effect on the American public which, in tum, could only lead to problems witb
maintaining a steady course in policy. Even Harriman, who certainly wanted a change in policy,
was womed about the extent of the influence of the U.S. newsmen on policy made in
Washington and he noted as much in a cable sent to Nolting at the end of January, 1963,
Harriman liked to control events and what went on in the Department of State and, as evidenced

by his telegram to Nolting, the press was starting to take c o n t r ~ l Harriman
.~~
conceded that
Foornores

26 *'ln Vietnam the backlash of these repons, both in pvenunencal and military circles. is
apparent. The Vietnarnese resent statements in the Amencan press of such a derogatory nature to their
personal charactenstics and militay habits and objectives. Moreover, relations between the United States
diplomatic and military representatives, on the one hand, and the press representatives on îhe other, is
somewhat strained." M. pp. 89 & 90.
27 "Dear Fritz: 1 can imagine that the flood of unfavorable news stories about the helicopter
operation of lanuary 2 - 3 has piven you as much pain as me, particularly those stories alleging that
American military spokesmen made such statements as, "lt was a miserable damn performance." I know
that press relations is one of your biggest headaches.

The purpose of this letter is to explore with you what Curther steps can be taken in Saigon &
Washington to improve the situation. 1 realize that a great deal has been done by you and your able PAO,
John Mecklin, but more objective reporthg in the U.S. press is of great importance. 1 know 1 don3 have to
emphasise to you the need for support and understanding at home for the expensive, continuing and
sometimes dangerous programs which we are canying out in Viet-Nam .... 1 think the most darnaging
aspect of our press problem is alleged quotes of Amencan military advisers criticizing their Vietnarnese
comrades in amis. Nothing could be more destructive of the co-operation we must have with the
Vietnarnese or more helpful to the Communist propagandists.... Also, 1 would like to know what is done to
explain to U.S. personnel the importance of not insulting the Viemarnese publicly. We are guests in their
house and we have corne to help hem .... The success stories of Vietnarnese operations have little U.S.
news value, whereas the setbacks involving planes shot d o m with U.S.casualties, are headline material.
Attempts will be made here to encourage experienced reporiers to go to Viet-Nam and write stories about
theù overall obsewations. Through these feature articles, perhaps a better and more accurate understanding
of the war can be obtained.
We have a mutual problem and 1 ask for your views and suggestions. We want to try to do al1 we
can to help you fiom this end." W. Avcrell Hamiman, 24. "Letter From the Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Affairs (Hamiman) to the Ambassadot in Vietnam (Nolting)," Washington, January 30, 1963,

Footnote co~inuedon next page...
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"they" (Le., the State Department and the Embassy in Saigon) had a mutual problem with the
substantially less than objective news reporting and that it was, in fact, causing mal damage. He
even agreed with President Diem's observation ihat more experienced newsmen be sent fiom the
United States to report on the war in a more all-encompassing and objective manner, and he told
Nolting that they were going to ûy to make that a reality fiom their end.** In othet words,
Hamman's sense of professional responsibility to the State Department over-rode his own desire
to see his policy direction enacted as rapidly as possible (i.e., the removal of Diem fiom power).
Yet again, the enigmatic irony that surrounded nearly every aspect of the American
involvement in Vietnam was making its presence felt in the fact that Harriman was actually
concurring with the Diem supporters, such as Nolting. For he tw had become a w m that the
young inexperienced newsmen, who were writing for the large daily US. newspapers. had nin
amuck and werc in the process of directly interfering with United States Govemment' policy
toward South Vietnam. Ambassador Nolting. for his part, responded immediately to the
Harriman concem about the out-of-control U.S. press. In a letter to Harriman (February 4, 1963)
he suggested that he be recalled to Washington for several weeks of consultations whereupon he
could devote much of the time to public relations work concemed with U.S. policy toward the
Government of South ~ietnam.29
On February 5, 1963, Nolting sent a lengthy cable to the State Department that
acknowledged the U.S. press problem with the Diem govemment. He put a very objective cover

...Footnote continuedfiom previous page:
[Department of Siate, Viemarn Woràing Gmup Files: Lot 67 D 54, P R 4 1 Press Relations. Secret. Drafied
by Wood and Hiuriman.], in FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw Aunust 1963, Volume 111, pp. 67 69.

-

-

-

-

28 Ibid. pp. 68 69.
29 This Nolting letter was made mention of in a footnote to Hamiman's earlier letter to Nolting.
[Department of State, Vietnam Working Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, P R 4 1 h s s Relations]. FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv - Aueust 1963, Volume III, 1%t 1963; John P. G i e ~ o neditor
,
in chief, (Washington,
[DC]:United States Governrnent Printhg Office, 199l), p. 69.
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on the Ap Bac story, allowing that "There was no malice..." in the reporting o f this incident
owing to the sources that the newsmen used?

Nevertheless, in a couple o f paragraphs of this

same document, Nolting reveals a depth o f understanding and rnaturity about the American
mission in South Vietnam which, quite obviously. completely escaped the wisdom o f the young
would-be Pulitzer Prize winners fiom the Associated Press, The New York Times and
Washington Post:

This is not unparulteled in other new couniries. Older, more experienced
correspondents who corne here usually uccept harassments with al1 other cha~acteristics
of this war und are able to take the larger view of whai 's ut stah here und logic of US
policy mder circutnstunces. Younger men, experiencing situation l i h thisfor first rime and ofrn finding news sources among equally young American d i s o r s - tend to be
rhocked, angry, indignant becuuse they think US is being "suckered', though most of
them uccept basic US policy intellectually when considered in calmer moments.
Such Young reporters, andyoung aâvisors, haveyet tu Iearn that the mork of a
great nution b tolerance and undetstandhg of such t o W people m Metnamese
and their pet& @en mther pathetic, manoeuvres to s mface. And theyJorget that the
face of the governnwnt hm vital bearing on swpport of iLFjwople in conduct of war [my

enphsis].

This is further c u ~ l i c u t e dby redity thut these particular Anirrican newsmcn
and this particuiur regime dlrlke each other to drgnc thr vetges on neumtk. Besidcs
their public dhputches, newsmen have r e p ~ e a#
d length by mail und prîvute cable to
editors buck home on hdignities of working Vietnam Chunces are when Ap Bac stov
broke, GYN had hardy friend in any editociaI m m in Unaed States [my emphusisl.

What huppened looàs from here like savugely ernotiunul deloyed reuction to ousters of
Sully und Robinson, Mme. Nhu S chorge that whole American press is "communist" and
every other harasment over pmt six month. Ap Bac was reported as major G MV failure
ar cosi of American lives. and it appearsfrom here t h American editorial writers,

Footnotes

30 Frederick E. Nolting. 30. "Telegnm Fmm the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of
State," Saigon, February 5, 1963 1 p.m. [üepartment of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S VIET-US.
Confidential] in FRUS: Vietnam. J a n w Au~ustlW3,Volume 111, pp. 98 -99.
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commentutors. columnists licked chops with delight and reached for simplest adjectives
rhey couid muîter.31

William Colby lefi a written record that displays a similar, over-arching strategic view of
events that occurred in South Vietnam. Colby, like Nolting, intimates that it was the American
press' failure to move beyond a short-term tactical view of events that caused so much grief.
Similar to Nolting's understanding, he was loath to accuse the American press of conspiracy.
Accordingly, Colby recalled that when things were quieter in Vietnam, between the years 1956

to 1960, the American press generally ignored Diem's prograrns and his attempts to modernise
South Vietnam socially and economicall y. When the Communists began the insurgency againn
Diem in earnest then the regional reporters fiom Tokyo and Hong Kong began to make more
visits to South Vietnam and the resident press corps began to e ~ ~ a n d . 3 2
Once in South Vietnam, the reporters, like many of the American civilian officiais,
naturally grav itated toward contacts with Saigon oficials and members of the quarrelsorne
political elite who were fluent in French or English. The reponen, according to Colby. made
their rounds in Saigon where intrigue was constant and farinating and they only occasionally
varied their 'gossip-column' course with trips to the countryside. These trips. however, were
oflen pmblemat ic, as their interviews were not only hampered by labonous and time-consuming
tninslated question and answer sessions but also by an immense cultural gap? Thus, with
Footnotes

Ibid. p. 100.
32 "During the quieter days in Vietnam fiom 1956 to 1960, me American press gave little
attention to Diem's prograrns of economic and social rnodemization (except for one enterprizing reporter
[Shaplen?], whose narne 1 have long since forgotten, who visited in 1959 and produced a criticism of the
Amencan aid proand the cornfortable livcs of the American oficials). But as the war began heating
up in the rural areas and tension rose in political circlcs in Saigon, visits by mgional reporters h m Tokyo
or Hong Kong became more fiequent and the residcnt press corps grew." Colby, Lost Victorv, pp. 112 1 14.

33 "As with the Amencan civilian officials, the reporfers' natural contacts were with Saigon
officiais and members of tht intellectual and political elite fluent in French or English. ïheir rounds in
Footmte contimred on new page.. .
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deadlines for filing stories ever present it was understandable that the reporters would choose the
expedient of the convenient Saigon 'gossip' circle interview over the far-flung, dificult and
ofien dangerous interview with a peasant in a remote hamlet.

The American reporters were professionally trained to seek out the flaws in the banal
statements made by any govemment or oficial, and in this context the GVN and the American
official missions in Saigon were treated no differently.

~ W ~ U
it was
K

impossible to interview

the Communists, as their clandestine nature made such attempts futile, the reporten could only
focus on the GVN and the Arnerican support structure. As such, their combined failures made for
first-rate copy in accordance with the best American journalistic tradition.J4
Colby summed-up his analysis on this issue by acknowledging the fact that the Saigon
assignment had been seen as a secondary story base for years before the Communist insurrection.

The professional opportunities for a reporter were few and were hardly compensated for by the
physical inconvenience. Thus, Saigon attracted young and inexpetienced reporters hopeful of
launching their careen with a sensational story that could make the front page. the evening news
or both. ln this, Colby saw no American Press conspiracy but that distortions about Vietnam
would occur, especially when American understandings of the Vietnamese and their cultural
were so rudimentary, he took for certaintyJS

...Foornote conrinuedfiom prwious page:
Saigon were only occasionally varied by trips to the countryside or laboriously translated question-andmswer sessions with rural or working ciass Vietnamese with whom the cultural gap was even p a t e r than
the linguistic."

m.

34 "Pmfessionally, they sought out the flaws in the Govemment's or the American Embassy's
bland over-staternents of "progress," tranquillity, and public satisfsction. With the Communists
inaccessible in their clandestinity, the focus was on the Government and its American support structure.
Theirs failures made excellent copy in the best Amencan journalistic tradition." I
b
A
.
35 "For some years the Saigon assipment was a ~lativelysecondiuy story base, professional
opportunities hardly compensating for physical inconvenience. Since rnost of the cortespondents who
showed up in Vietnam were young and hopefiil of launching their careers, there was a consequent tendtncy
to corne up with the story or the p i c m which could m a k the bont page or the evening news.... Certainly
therc was no conspiracy by the press to p s e n t a false picturc of Vietnam to the Amcrican people. But

Footnote coririnued on next page...
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The aftemath of Ap Bac, without a doubt, had an ugly influence on Amencan

-

Vietnamese relations. nie American press was poised to seize on any issue of substance that
could be held as demonstrative proof of failed American policy and Diem's cormptness, so as to

be vindicated in the logic that they were cornmitted to. This writer gives full-cdit to both Colby
and Nolting for their loyalty to their country, as they did not wish to argue that there was an
extremely serious flaw in the American system as tevealed in how U.S. reporters (and their
editors) ultimately affected U .S. Govemment policy. Nevertheless, the student of history is
forced to consider this dilemma with the backdrop of the USS Maine incident held firmly in
mind. At another time and place the American press, regardless of the facts, had served to so
inflme domestic public opinion as to make war between Spain and the United States almost
impossible to avoid.36 With the spectre of this precedent looming in the background, the
hinorian must consider possible paral lels enmeshed in the dynamics of an irresponsible press'

influence upon Arnerican diplomacy and foreign policy. For it would appear that not much had
changed in sixty-five years, notwithstanding that the time. place. and playen for Amerka
involved in Vietnam in 1963 had,

...Foarnofe continuedfrom prvvious page:

there is an inherent problem of accurate perceptions of faraway and exotic situations and cultures." Colby
went on to elaborate on this critical issue: "Readcrs understand a story in an American community that
"man bites dog" as recounting an exceptional event, and they understand as well that there is no news value
in a report that a dog bit a man. But reports of events in a distant country reach a reader who has no basis
for judging whether the event is exceptional, or typical; indeeâ, the report of an exceptional event may well
carry with it an inference chat it describes one of the normal aspects of life in a very different culture. The
cumutative effect of such impressions can be significant: it is the American rcadcrs and their elected
representatives who in the end accept or reject our Govemment's policies toward that country.... The
problem must be understood, howevet, and met with more extensive efforts to present the full picture by
responsible officiais, the governments concerned, and senous journalists. In Vietnam that process took
many years, and misperceptions piayed major d e s in American attitudes, policies, and actions throughout
the war years." M.

-

36 Femll, American Di~lomacv:A Histow, Third Edition, pp. 354 357.
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There is a final note drawn h m Colby's recollection fiom this particular time of flux in
the American approach to Diem's Vietnam and it is worth noting. Essentially, this concluding
point of Colby's was concemed with General Paul D. Harkins' view on Ap Bac. The four-star
American general oficer who commanded the entire US. military aid mission to South Vietnam
"...had little sympathy for the American civilians who agonized over Diem's failings. and in fact
had great qmpaihy for the Viemamese 1eader."3~1-Iarkinr, il should be noted, never wavered
h m this position

- before or afler Ap Bac. At the time of the Wheeler Report to the JCS,the

Wheeler Report team praised Harkins. The Pentagon specialists recognised Harkins as having
k e n a bulwark against assaults on American policy in Vietnam and, arnongst other things, he
had been praised for the excellent relations he had numired and maintained between the

leadership of America's military representatives and the Diem govemrnent.38
Ambassador Nolting was leA cleaning up the "mess" fmm Ap Bac well into February of

1963. He even reported, by cable to the State Department, that Ngo Dinh Nhu had assured the

Amencan Embassy that the GVN was mily going to "pull al1 of its punches" in any future
dealings with the young reporters from the United States. This was Nhu's way of suggesting that
the GVN rnight even attempt to effect some sort of rapprochement with the editors back in New

Footnotes

The rcason why William Colby proves to be such an immensely valuable source is straightforward enough: he was CIA Station Chief at this timc, he had access to al1 of the secret and back-channcl
information related to this period, and he has since maintained a keen but unemotional, thorough and
consistent record and testimony about American dealings with Diem's Vietnam through his many
interviews, atticles and memoirs. In shon William Colby is a first-rate witness and disseminator of what
went on in Vietnam during this time.
J8 General Earle G , Wheekr, 26. "Rcpori by an Invcstigative Team Headed by the Chief of Staff,
United States A m y (Wheeler),to the Joint Chiefs of Staff," Washington, January 1963, pationa1 Defense
University, Taylor Papers, T-181-69.
Top Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. J a n m - Au~ust1963, Vol. III, p.

87.
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York and ~ a s h i n g t o n . 3Yet,
~ and regardless of Nolting's diligent "clean-up", another agenda

within the State Department was moving ahead with an inexorable consistency that betrayed the
will of Averell Hamiman. In a classified memo sent to Hamiman from Michael V. Forrestal of
the National Secunty Councii Staff, the underpinnings of this logic are illuminated. Forrestal
even admits, in this memorandum, that at some point Diem is going to become aware of the shif?

in policy:
In our report Roger (Hilsmun) und I did suggest that consideration be given tu
expanding the contacts beween U.S.personnel in Saigon and non-communist elements
of the Vienamese opposition.
There ure, I think, two major reasons for doing this. First, it would be part of a
carefully d e s i p d program to establish a somewhat more independent US. position in
SVhr Second, it should eventually increase Our alternatives in the event of an accident
which results in a shifi in the government.
I agree with Fritz Nolting that there are dangers in raising oold suspicions in the
mind of President Diem and his fumily ubout U.S.intentions. But I think thut the rish in
remuining too closely tied to Diem S government will increase rather thnn decrease as
tirne goes along.

ifthefleld agrees with the suggestion, I should imagine they would want to move
with great cuution. and I would u p e . I/ I were Fritz, I would simply encourage our
people in Saigon to be mailable to non-govemmental personalities and to listen to their
problems. I would avoid ut the outset any involvement in oflcia/ly clisapproved
activities, but I would not discouruge reporting. ( I sentence [ I I 0 lines] not
decfussijed).... At some point, of course. Diem will become m a r e &hifi in our present
policy of total public and private support of his person ~ n d j a r n i l y . ~ ~

39 Frederick E. Nolting, 30. "Telegram From the Embassy in Viemam to the Department of
State," Saigon, February 5, 1963 - 1 p.m. [Department of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S VIET-US.
Confidential] in FRUS:Viemarn. Januarv - Auaust 1963, Vol. 111, p. 101.
Michael V. Fomstal, 33. "Memorandurn From Michael V. Forrestal of the National Security
Council Staff to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Hamiman)," Washington, Febniary
8, 1963 [Kennedy Libtary, Schlesingcr Papers, South Victnam. Sccrct.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw
Aunust 1963, Vol. III, pp. 105 -106.
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One of the truly outstanding features of Frederick Nolting's point of view, i.e., that of
defending the legitimate civilian Govemment of South Vietnam under Diem's leadership, was
the remarkable consistency of his testimony down through the y e m . As any comptent
investigator knows, the mark of those whose argument is not commensurate with the tn~th,is,
initially, salted with subtle inconsistencies which becorne more glaring and obvious over time
Mlowed, perhnps, by an oubight rccanbtion of the original position

- depending on how the

final position suits the individual. Everyone, including Averell Harriman, who had anything to
du with the overthrow and murder of Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, has
admitted the grievous error o f this course and direction for America and Vietnam

- this

is

common knowledge, Not surprisingly, Ambassador Nolting's consistent position has been
reinforced with time and new documentas. revelations, such as in the following rebuttal of his
with regard to the pnvious Forrestal memo to Harriman and Harriman's response to Nolting. For
the Ambassador pointed out, with unmistakable clarity, the danger to United States' e f f o ~in
South Vietnam if a coup was touched-otT by American encouragement and that, related to this.
such an effort would be an about-face in U.S. policy and one that he could not be part of.
William Colby, Colby's successor, Richardson, and Sir Robert Thompson al1 agreed with
Nolting's estimation: that the civilian opposition in Saigon was not up to the task of leading the
country and were only good for encouraging acrimonious dissent. These men understd that the
real political threat to Diem lay within the anny. The doctors, lawyers and professors of Saigon
were self-xrving in the extreme and did not have any support h m ruraUpeasant Vietnam which,

conversely, held Diem in great and traâitional esteem41 In effcct, in this cable to Hamiman,
Footnores

Ellen Hammer, the only Amencan-bom scholar of Viemamese history who was aclcnowledged
by the French and Viemamese, alike, as having any rcal hsight into the problems which beset Vietnam,
gave a very realistic appraisal of the "intellecnial" oppositionists in Saigon: "ln April 1960, at a meeting in
the Hotel Caravelle, then the newest and most Iuxurious hdel in Saigon, eighteen Vietnamese had issued a
Footnde cortrinwd on next page...
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Nolting draws the line over which the Kennedy Administration can cross only at its grave p r i t
and. of course, withoui him or his support.

i am sorry that Mike didn 't voice these thoughts while he w u here. We could
then have filled him in on what is done in thk regard on a regulor basis und with the
knowledge of the GYN. In faet, I should huve been glad to inlroduce him to dozens of
non-commie members of the Vietnamese opposition at our home. These mi& have
included a wide assortment of Vietnamesefijena% bunkers, businessmen, labor leaders,
landowners, lowyers, doctors, university profissors - who would doubtless have had a
Jeid duy criticking the government in varying dcgrres and fiom various angles. But
what good this would have done outside of demonstrating a point and possibly
stimulating a coup - I don 't h o w! I musr confss to being somewhar astonished by the
implication that we are living in cocoons here, dealing only with G W olgFcia1.s and
deliberately cutting ourselves oflfFom other Vietnamese elements. This hm never been
the cuse since !have been here. One of the first things I did upon arrivai wcls to tell
President Diem personally thut 1 intended to see and rai& wirh members of the
opposition; that I wanted him to know ihis and m a d that he would nor consider it as
plotting or as throwing doubt on US support of South Viet-Nam through its duly elected
government. He accepted this in good spirit and we have been doing it ever since. Al1
rnembers of my stafl know rhat ihey are fiee to da the same. I have heard some fulse
reports to rhe contrary These 1 artribute ro the procliviîy of certain oppositionists (and
to certain former members of our Mission) to charge a freere-out w k n , afrer hours of
conversation. theyfui1 to change one 's position. ... There is, of course. a gred dlflerencce
between being accessible to oppositionists and giving rhem encouragement. Mmy of
[hem tend towards radical solutions and we give them no encouragement. if we are not
crystal clear on ihis, we would stimulate revolution. We have, however, fiequently
pacsed on to members of the government whar seemed to be rearonable suggestionsjiom
oppositionists, and some of these have resulted i t ~government actions.... In briefl I think
wu have been doing all along what Mike suggesfs, V I interpret the suggestion correcrfy.
If: however, the idea is to try to build up an alternative to the present government, /
believe you alrea& know that I am opposed, for reasons: (1) that I see no viable or
berter alternative; (2) thar uny such attempt would min tlw carefilly-butlt base of our
aùvisory and supporting role here, which must resi on persuasion and on confidence in
our integriiy. ...I should add that, afrer the unequivocal public pronouncements of Vice

-

-

...Footnore conrinuedJiom previous page:
declaration accusing the govemment of arbitrary arrests and dictatorial methods; of using the oficial
political parties to control the population and divide the army. They had called for liberty and democracy,
for reforms in the army and the administration and in economic and social policy...but the Ngos were
unimpressed. They might have found the Caravellistes more convincing if most of the eighteen had not
been out-Of-office politicians who during thtir govenuncnt servicc had show little undetstanding of the
dificulties besetting the South and no disposition to deal with îhem .... [Diem noted the foHowing about the
Saigon intellectuals to a Western ambassadot]...'They are just spoiled middle class, always complaining,
not worth anything." Harnmer, A k a t h In November, pp. 76 -77.
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President Johnson two years ago. und more recently the Attorney General and other
high US oflcials, which I myself thought right and proper. I wouid not find it possible to
be the agent in o change of US policy away jFom forthright support of the legitimate
government. which happens aiso. in my opinion. to be the &estmuilable ut the presen t
time.42
Once again, it is worthwhile underscorhg the fact that Nolting repeated the same argument to
Mr. O'Brien of the JFK Library many years later. For this comborating evidence supports the
vetacity, credibility and continuity o f what Frederick Nolting has declared al1 along.
Accordingly. it is important for the reader to note exactly what he told Mr. O'Brien in the Spting
of I W O and compare it with what he wrote to Hamman back in early 1963:

...I asked Mr. Harriman whether he had reud the original instmctions under which we
were supposed to be operating. And his reply, as I recall, was roughly thut no. he hadn 2
but he knew what he was doing.
But it seemed to me. ur any rute. from out there. that there was never a formai review
given to changing any instructions. lt just happened, little by iittie, with people with a
new slunt coming in. sending me a telegram to do something ivhich was quite connury ro
what the original basic insrruciions had been, including. for exumpIe. insiructions to
cultivate the opposition to Diem, to get c h e r to the opposition.
Weil, I went back ruther strongly on that one. saying that I knew members of the
opposition. I'd seen them; I knew them personally. I'd talked to them. But ifyou meant
by cultivuting them. to give any outward sign ihor we were supposed to be supporting,
thut this hnd enormous consequences internaily in Vietnam, that it was interfiring in the
intemal politics of Vietnam which President Kennedy hed promised not to do. and
rhrough me had made it very cleur that we were nor going to use our ieveruge of
increased aid to interfre in the internai politics of South Vietnam - - rneaning who w a
going to rule the pluce. mis was a very serious change o/hstruc~ions,and I questioned
it very strongly.43
Footnores

42 Fredenck Nohing, 45. "Letter From the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nohing) to the Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Harriman)," Saigon. Febniary 27, 1963, [Kennedy Library,
National Security Files, Vietnam Country Series, U63-3/63.Secret; Officiai-fnfonnal.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januaru Aumist 1963, Vol. III, pp. 126 128.
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Fredenck Nohing, "Third Oral History lntmiew With F ~ d m c Nolting."
k
Recordcd interview
by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]).John F. Kennedy Libtary, Oral History Program; pp.
93 -94.
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The Culminating h ~ a coft îhe 'Mans/kld R e m '

-

Ambassador Nolting, like William Colby, with good evidence had come to believe that
1963 was going to witness even more progress in the fight against the insurgents and he held to

the view that U. S. policy was on the "right track" up until March of that

By his own

admission, Nolting was unaware that a policy change was in the rnaking until he witnessed the
"fall-out" h m the Senator Mansfield Report which was made public in March of 1963.43 As
indicated in the last chapter Mansfield' Report stunned Dicm and rnany Arnericans. Mansfield,
as previously noted. was a powerhil Democratic Party member and an extremely powerful
United States Senator and. thus, his special report to President Kennedy had substantial weight.
Nolting was astounded at the contents of the report and the prescriptions it offered. The
negativity of the report hun Diem deeply as he had always considered Mike Mansfield a
personal fiiend.J6 The repori also served warning to Nolting's mission in Saigon that
Washington, while still claiming to follow the same policy, was considering embarûing on

Footnotes

In his memoin Nolting made specitic mention of how positive things had reemed: "Thus 1963
began positively, continuing the previous year's progress. The Hilsman/Forrestal and KrulakIWheeler
visits reinforced our feelings that we were on the right track. Early in the year we completed a drafl of the
comprehensive plan for gradua1 American withdrawal Born Vietnam and forwarded it to Washington. The
pacified m a in the counby continued to expand, govemment services to the people continued to increase
and improve, and the Strategic Hamlcts program appeared to be consolidating these gains. The infiltration
rate kom North Vietnam was estimated at less than 500 a rnonth." Nolting, From Tnist To Tra~edv,pp. 97

- 98,

45 Again the writer would Iike to h w the reader's attention to the f x t that the contents of the
Mansfield Report can be perused in Appendix G.
16 "Mansfield's report wounded Resident Diem âeeply. He asked me to come to his office, wherc
he told me that he was not going to let it end his tkiendship with Mansfield, but that hc thought the report
was unfair...he was conccmed about the report's impact on Resident Kennedy." Nolting, From Tnist To
Tragedy, p. 98.
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another c0une.4~At a personal level, it was also the watenhed mark for the Nolting influence

as, clearly, the Ambassaclor's admonishments to stay the course with Diem were k i n g pushed
aside.
Nolting recalled the fact that he was personally stnick with the very negative tone of the
Mansfield Report when it was released in March of 1963. In Nolting's estimation the allegations
of the report, which suggested that Diem had secluded himself from the people and was
absolutely dependent on the advice of his family could only be damaging to U.S. - GVN
relations. The shrill cry for immediate democratic reforms and the broadening of the govemment
could only add to this d m ~ a ~Nolting
e . ~ ~perceived that the Mansfield Report would have the
exact opposite effect in South Vietnam than what it was supposed to create. By encouraging the
non-communist dissidents against the GVN, Nolting unhentood that Diem's reaction would be
to corne down even harder on threats to his government, thereby narrowing its base as opposed
to broadening it.49 Of equal disastrous proportions, according to Nolting's understanding, was
the fact that the Viet Cong could only view the Mansfield Repon as a political bonanza as it gave

them a certain sense chat support for Diem was weakening in the United

tat tes.^^ "ln

retrospect,

47 "The Mansfield report was the first real indication we had in Saigon of negative thoughts in
Washington about our policy in Vietnam." M.

"Then, in March 1963, the Senate Foreign Relation's Cornmittee released the report Senators
Mansfield, Pell, and Smith had made on their trip to Vietnam. it was very negative, alleging that President
Diem had closeted hirnself away fiom the people, was looking progressively inward, and had become
increasingly dependent on his farnily. It called on Diem to broaden his govemment and to introduce
democratic reforms without delay." lbio
49 "1 personally thought Mansfield's report did a great disservice to the governent and wr cause
in South Vietnam, It encouraged the non-communist dissidents against the regime, thereby diminishing,
rather than increasing, the chances of broaûening the govemment."

m.

5, "It gave the Viet Cong a bonarma; they could see support for Diem and his govemment
weakening in the United States."

m.

-
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1 consider the Mansfield report the tint nail in Diem's coffin. Diem was right to fear its effect on

President Kennedy and other policyrnakers in ~ashin~ton."SI

The Mansfield Report stood in opposition to what Nolting had been telling Washington.
This report of Senators Mansfield, Pell, and Smith had been countered by the very detailed

Wheeler Repon to the Joint Chiefs which declad in its conclusions that the counter-insurgency
campnign was slowly k i n g won by the non-communia brces (one might add

-

in direct

opposition to Senator Mansfield's report). Ominously. though, the Wheeler Report to the JCS
wamed that too much interfering with the Vietnamese, which would include the introduction of
large US forces and the subsequent US demand to assume control of the war, held impracticable

dangers:
a The situation in South Vietnam h a been reoriented, in the space of a year and a
ha& /mm a cimumstance O/ near dcsperatiun to a condUlon w h e n victoty is now a
hopeful pmspect [my ernphasisJ There are numerow optiofis of s u p p o ~und

involvement available to the United States. They range ficïm complete disengagement to
overt cornmitment of United Siutesforces with a concomitant demund on our part forfull
commund uuthority over the Viemamese. Thejirst extreme is unacceptubie. II sacr@ces
ail that has been guined, and is tantamount to relinquishment of our position in Asiu.
The second is impracticable in terms of whor the Vietnamese would accept, and it is
undesirablefi.om our viewpoint in thut it would tend to make us responsible for every
misadventure in the conjlict.... This ieuds to the conclusion that the current support
program in Vietnam is odequate, and should be retained with only minor ulterationr os
muy bc recommended by the Advisory Commund. This view derivesjiom the conviction
that we are winning siowly in the present thrust, and thut there is no compelling reuson
to change.fl

Thus, the battle-lines for what would eventually becorne a deadly serious fight over the
direction of US policy in South Vietnam were k i n g drawn up in this interim period between Ap
Footnotes

-

Si Ibid.

52 General Earle G. Wheelet, 26. "Report by an Investigative Team Heoded by the Chief of Staff.
United States Amy (Wheeler), COthe Joint Chiefs of Staff," Washington, lanuary 1963, pationa1 Defense
University, Taylor Papers, T-181-69.
Top Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv Aueust 1963, Vol. III, p.
91.

-

-
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Bac and the Buddhist Crisis. On the one side could be found the leadership of the American
diplornatic and military missions in South Viemam, along with the JCS in Washington and over
at State, the S e c r e w and his supporters. This side believed that the right course for American
policy was to maintain the direction it had set out on with Ngo Dinh ~ i e m . 9On the other side,
Averell Hamiman and his group had powefil allies in the young American news-reporien who
wanted Diem removed h m power. Mile it is a matter of record that the pro-Diernist group had
the unqualified support of the Vice-President (LBJ). Nolting's fears that the President could be
swayed by his cronies and friends, such as Harriman and Galbraith, seems to have been well
founded.
Nolting continued to wrire to Haniman and remind him of the pledge that Kennedy had
made. on behalf of the American people. to Ngo Dinh Dicm and, in paiticular, he ernphasised to
Hamiman what his original mission instructions had k e n . With the destructive influence of Ap
Bac and the Mansfield Report fiesh in his rnind. Nolting informed Harriman that the publication
of a GAO Report on South Vietnam (from 1958 to mid-1962), which he had read in draft form
and which was severely critical of the GVN, would be the sarne as giving aid and succour to the
Viet Cong.
820. For Harriman. Deptel 8 71. ... For many month fhis Mission hm been reporting
steuùy and encouraging progress in the slow and di3cult counter-insurgency and
pac~jlcation&ôrt here. At the same tinte. we have poin~edout t h t fhe generul situation.
though improving, is still fiagile and subject to dangerous deterioration, physical and
psychological. We are not out of the woads yet: the fmorubie trend is no1 irreversible.
Any sign of weakning could well result in ano~herultempt to overthrow the governmenf.
The predicioble resulr of such un uttempt - whether successfLl or nor would be, in my
judgement. o bonanza for Hanoi. As il now stun&, continucdforekn pnsr cririciSm of
the G MV und US plicy hete,followed by Mansreld
und signs of nluctuuce and
dhilluclmmnr on poif of certain s g m n s of US opinion, have wkhout dom&
encourugeûcoup plotting, have modo the govt k e tighten up rather than Iiôetdise,

-

Footnotes

S3 Author Thornas J. SchoenbDum acknowledges ihis split within the State Department in his
book, Waninn Peace & War: Dean Rusk in the Tnimm. Kennedy & Johnson Ycars, p. 392.

-
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and have encouraged the enemy. I do not think in these circumtances we can afford a
our own policy) by a US agency [my
public chastisement of the GVN (an&
emphasisJ This is not said in an attempt ro stifle criticism. It would, however, be totaliy
incredible to the Vientamese people (government and non-government, friendly and
hostile) thar the US could sustain a position wiih one hand and publicly slap it down
with the orher. They would cettainly inteqmt thIr as fodadowing change in US
Govt policy here [my emphasisJ I n this connection, ir seems to mc pertinent tu recul1
the DM:!commandment of our tas&force instructions issued tuo yeam agu: To buUd
confidence in US intentwns !O support thh coumm thmugh i& duîy-efec!ed
government, and to use that conmence to iqwove and underpin the entite situathn.
These basic instructions have not changed to my knowledge [my emphasisJ We have
made, and continue io make, measurable progtess under them. I have a stmng feeling
that publication of the GAO repott as summarited and as suggested in reftel would
grave& undermine thû progress [my emphasis]. I do nut believe that its publication in
any form would provide us ieveruge in negotiations with G W. It is therefore my srrong
recommentlation t h US Government consuit with Congressional leaders with view fo
defrring publicution of GAO report indejnitely... ~ o l t i n p

On March 28, 1963, Ambassador Nolting informed the State Department about an
intense meeting that he had wiih Defense Minister Thuan about the G W ' s reluctance to closely
collaborate with Washington on putting into place a counter-insurgency hind with U.S. aid
dollars. Nolting told Washington that he had run into serious trouble on this issue. Apparently,

Thuan claimed Ngo Dinh Nhu had backeci away from the previous agreement in principle. Nhu's
'backing away' was facilitated by the "...doubts and misgivings engendered by the Mansfield
report, by editorial and press pressures against the GVN in America, by what appeared to Nhu to
be indications of US uncertainty in continued support of G V N . " ~Plainly,
~
the South Viemarnese
Footnotes

S4 Frederick Nolting, 62. "Telegram Fmm the Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Department of Suite,"
Saigon, March 18, 1963 7 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, AID (US) S VIET. Confiâentia1.j In
FRUS: Vietnam. J a n w Auaust 1963, Vol. III, pp. 161 162.

-

-

5s Thun went on to summarise Mu's position and Nolting relayed this summiuy to the State
Department. ''ln short, he said that Nhu particularly was disturbed about cntering into a cornmitment of this
sort (both procedural and fuiancial) at a tirne when he thought he saw signs of a possible shif€ in U.S.
policy." Frederick Nolting, 68. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State,"
Footnote contimed on nexi page ...
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were scared that their govemment was as disposable as the Laotian non-communists had been
owing to shifts in Washington's policies.
Ambassador Nolting did his best to overcome the South Vietnamese fears of American
duplicity

- as expressed by

Minister Thuan, and he ernphasised that the joint agreement on

funding for counter-insurgency was a critical area where confidence could be re-established
between the two govemments. Thuan left his meeting with Nolting with his promise to try and
overcome the GVN's objections. As such, Nolting ended his despatch to the State Department by

waming Dean Rusk that these reactions o f the South Vietnamese had been brewing for some
time and that something had to be done to re-assure Diem and Nhu. He also stressed that
publishing the GAO report, in the wake of the destruction wrought by the Mansfield report,
would be tantamount to destroying good working relations with the G V N . ~
Dean Rusk replied immediately to Nolting's warning and emphasised to the Ambassador

that he was to assure Diem and Nhu of America's continuing support. Clearly, Rusk and other
decision-makers in Washington had k e n impressed with the gains made in countenng the
Communist insurgents and did not want to see the prograrn fail owing to heavy-handed
American criticism and Vietnamese truculence:
We most concerned by report G W upparenti'y drawing back fiom commitment to
continue successfirl rural CI social economic programs which we view as heurt of eforr
ro win support of YN people and isolate VC.If our figures correct,funds rernaining for
these program will be exhausted in about one month. Firm GYN commitment therefore
appeors most urgent matter. In negotiafing with Nhu and Diem you therefore authorised
at your discretion stress greut importance we atiach to these program and state
Washington also views their continuation as test of mutual confidence. I f GYN unwilling
~ ~us ito 1
extent of continuing successful and vital CI programs under proven
muchinery, d~ficultiesof working togetherfor cammon goals will be greaty increased

...Footnote continuedfiom previous page:
Saigon, March 28, 1%3 - 8 p.m., [Department of State, Central Fiies, AID (US) S VIET; Limit
Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv - Aumist 1963, Vol. III, pp. 183 184.

-

lbid. p. 184.
-

-
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You are also uuthorited tell Nhu and Dkm tkat you insrructed assure them US
policy nnalns full svppo~of Djem's governutent in iîs egom defend YN against VC
atîack and bring betîet l&ie to YN people. Munsfild report does not mean change in
US policy of supporî for GYN ugalnst Communiit tkreat [my ernphasis]. This
connecrion you may wish quote President Kennedy S March 6 press confirence remurks

on Mansfield report?
With regard Warren Unna visit you may wish tell Nhu thut Thompson had long
ralk wirh Unna h t nighr and Unnu appeared impressed by Thompson S positive views
W situation.

The next day afier receiving Rusk's telegram, Nolting cabled back to the Secretary and
expressed his appreciation for the authority to offcially reassure Diem and Nhu about the
direction of US policy toward the G V N . ~ ~ Yregardless
~~,
o f Rusk's assurances a policy shifl was
quietly k i n g put into place in Washington because the question o f the validity and viability o f
Footnotes

57 DraAed by Theodore IC Heavner for Rusk, 69. "Tekgram From the Depattment of State to the
Embassy in Vietnam," (Washington, March 29, 1963 - 1:W p.m.), [Source: Department of State, Central

Files, AID (US) S VIET. Secret; Limit Distribution; Operational Immediate.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv Auaust 1963, Vol. III, p. 185.
John P. Glennon made the following note on Kennedy's reaction to the Mansfield report: During
his press conference on March 6, (1963) President Kennedy was asked to comment on the
recommendations by the Mansfield comminee for a 'thorough security reassessment in the Far East and a
clamp down, if not a reduction in our aid to that pari of the world.' Kennedy replied: '1 don't see how we
are going to be able, unless we are going to pull out of Southeast Asia and tum it over to the Communists,
how we are going to be able to reduce very much our economic prograrns and military prograrns in South
Viet-Nam in Cambodia, in Thailand.
'I think that unless you want to witiidraw h m the field and decide that it is in the national interest
to permit that area to collapse, 1 would think that it would be impossible to substantially change it
particularly, as we are in a very intensive struggle in those arcas.' (Public Papes of the Residents of the
United States: John F. Kennedy, 1963, pp. 243-244) in FRUS: Vietnam, Jariuarv - Au~ust1963, Vol. III,
Ibid.

-

s9 Frederick Nolting, 70. *'TelegramFrom The Embwy in Vietnam to the Department of Siaie,"
Saigon, March 30, 1963 noon, ppartment of State, Central Files, AID (US) S VTET. Secret.] in FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv - Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 186.
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current US policy kept re-surfacing at this critical junchire in US

- Vietnam relations. For

example, in April of 1963 Roger Hilsman, recently appointed as the Assistant Secretary of Siate
for Far Eastern Affairs, wrote an official memorandum of considerable length to Dean Rusk.
Hilsman infomed the Secretary that US policy, with respect to Counter-Insurgency, was
basically sound, regardkss of his expressed wishes that the Amencans could operate with the
same efficiency as the British had in Malaya under Sir Gerald ~ e m ~ 1 a rHilsman,
.a
like many

others in Washington, was reviewing policy because critical questions kept recurring.
Sir robe^ Thoqpson Defenth îhe GYN and the CIP in Wwhington

-

On April 1, 1963, in the early aftemwn at the Statc Department, a peculiar conversation

-

took place between Govemor Haniman and Robed Thompson the Head of the British Advisory
Mission to Viet-Nam. Two other supporten of Hamiman's were also in attendance for this
meeting and conversation about South Vietnam and they were: Mr. Michael V. Forrestal, NSC
Member, and Mr. William H. Sullivan, Assistant to Under-secretary for Politicai Affairs. These
gentlemen were also accompanied by Mr. Chalmers B. Wood, Director, Working CroupNiet-

Nam who dutifully ~ p o r t e dthe direction and details of these meetings back to Frederick Nolting
What was peculiar and, thus, noteworthy about this meeting was that, for the most
in ~ai~on.61
Footnotes

60 Roger Hilsrnan, 72. "Memorandum Frorn the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern
Affairs (Hilsman) to the Secretary of State," Washington, April 1963, [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers,
Vietnam Country Series, Hilsman Trip 12/62 1/63, Related Documents. Secret. Also sent to McNamara,
McCone, Harriman, McGeorge Bundy, William Bwidy, and Forrestal.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw
Au~usti 963, Vol. 111, pp. 189 192.

-

-

-

61 For the details on Chalrners B. Wood one can pcnw his report to Nolting Chalmers B. W d .
79. "Letier From The Director of the Vietnam Worlring Gmup (Wood) to the Ambassadot in Vietnam
(Nolting)," Washington, April4, 1963, [Department of Statc, Vietnam Warlring Group Files: Lot 67 D 54,
ORG-1 Gen Pol (Off& Inf Lets). Secret.] Ln FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv Aumst 1%3, Vol. III, pp. 203

-
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part, Thompson illustrated a favourable but not perfect picture in South Vietnam while Hamiman
consistently brought up questions or points of scepticism and quandary. These dynamics were
subtle yet unmistakable and betray the gathering storm of doubt that the Governor was
unleashing, in Washington, against the Diem govemrnent. In hm,this process, put into action by
Hamman, would assist in bringing about a change in policy

- the very thing that Rusk had just

told Nolting he could assure the Ngo Dinh brothers was not going to happen.

Confidence. Thompson empharized the necessiîy of building conmence on the part of
the GVN and in Washington. ...The Governor asàed whether it was possible to build
Vietnamese confidence in Diem. Thompson replied thut where you needed confidence
most wus in the villages and that it was increasing there. An index ofthis confidence was
the fact that so much rice w u geîting through fkom the villages to Saigon. The G W
might be able to export 300.000 tons during 1963. The Mansfield Report had a
depressing eflect, particularly because it complimented Sihanouk The Governor
wondered whether Mansfdd knew this. 2. Press Relations. The Governorjèk that the
chief responsibilityfor improving press relations rests with the G YN President Diem and
that everyrhing possible had been done in Washington... 4. Population Connol.
Thompson believed this program should have priority in order tu regain control of the
humlets. Mony villagers were pleased that the Government cared enough to give them
LD.curds. The program so fmhas been o thorough and usefil census. The Governorfelt
thot the nome wm unfortunute and should be changed. 5. Surrender Program. Thompson
emphusized that the top level of the G YN now understood t h persons who surrender
m u t be well freated. Nhu attached great importance to this. 6. Strategic Hamiets. In
general it is no longer possible for the Viet Cong to run in and out of these humlets al
will. Before the (/.S. look a decisive hand the hanilet program had been shallow und
inadequu~e~
Sinee September, 1962, it hias been much better. 7. Sue of the Viet Cong
Forces. The Governor noted that the numbers of Viet Cong continued to increare.
Thompson mid that this was done mainly by recruihnent, pointing out that the Viet Cong
control large enough areas to recruir the numbers rhey need.... 10. GW Foreign
Relations. The Governor felt t h Diem could obtain berter control of his fiontiers by
chunging his attitude toward Sihanouk Thonpson was dubiou. I I . Authority of L o d
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Oflciuls. The Governorfélr that the G YN should give more authority to its local oflciuls
and pic& better people fur these jobs. Thompson empitasized the greatly improved
caliber of the province chiej.62
What was particularly odd about the whole engagement of Robert Thompson in
Washington was that he was defending the core and continuity of American policy toward South
Vietnam when it appeared that many Americans had lost faith in such a direction. Nevertheless.
Thompson was a singularly powerful proponent of the Counter-lnsurgency program. Strategic
Hamlets and the Government of Vietnam because he had a justly deserved reputation for
successfully defeating Communist insurgency in Malaya. Accordingly, his visit to Washington in
April of 1963 included meetings and conversations at the highest level. In a meeting with
President Kennedy, which was also attended by the British Am bassador to Washington, the
Honourable David Ormsby Gore, and State Department representative. Mr. Chalmers B. Wood.
Thompson spent much of his tirne emphasising that Diem did. indeed, have a lot of support in
rural Vietnam. The British counter-insurgency expert also emphasised his belief that if Diem
were removed fiom power, the repercussions would be devastating:

Thefui10 wing are the principal points touched on between the President und Mr.
R G.K Thompson:
1. Diem. Thompson rmphasized that Diem hod much support in the country where it
counted and that he hud written off the Saigon intelligentsia. In repfy to a questionRom
the President, he suid the qualiîy of the political opposition was poor. He said that i/
Diem disappeared there would be a risk ojlosing the war within six months since there
wav no other leader of his calibre uvailab1e.a

62 Chalmers B. Wood, 73. "Mernorandum of a Conversation. ûepiuûnent of State, Washington,
April 1, 1963, Noon," [Dcpartment of State, Central Files, POL S VIET. Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv Au~ust1963, Vol. [II, pp. 193-194.
a

Chalmers B. Wood, 77. "Memoranâum of a Conversation. White Houe, Washington, A p d 4,
1963, 10 am.," [Kennedy Library, National Security Files. Vietnam Country Series, 4163-5/63. Secret.
Drafied by Wood on April51 in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv Aunust 1%3,_Vol. 111, p. 198,
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Of equal importance to Thompson's defence of Diem was his echoing of exactly what

Ambassador Nolting, and also Colby and Harkins, had been telling Washington with regard to
the success of the over-al1 Counter-Insurgency effort against the Viet Cong. Thompson also
stressed that the special attention given Ap Bac was without credibility in the proper criticism of
this kind of warfare and that, indeed, the American had to get used to occasional banlefield
revenes.61 All of Thompson's points, in fact, were made fiom the position of an expert Counterlnsurgency warrior and they were points of common-sense, they w e n also points which showed
that patience and time were key elements to the successful conclusion of the Counter-Insurgency
campaign. These were details that seemed to vanish in the Washington furore over how to gel the
best and most immediate results from the South Vietnamese in their smiggle against
Cornmunism. Yet, what Thompson was telling Kennedy's Administration was that they wen
winning and that there was tangible evidence of such successfi He was also telling Kennedy
that they must 'stay the course' with Diem and. essentially, that they should play down or ignore
the heavy criticism of Diem and Amencan policy in the press.
Footnores

64 *'2. How the War is going. Thompson said that on the military side statiaics showed that things
were moving in ow favor. He cited panicularly the increased number of defecton (fiom an average of 1520 a week in early I %2 to 148 for the week ending March 25, 1963). He cautioned that the pattern of the
war would not change much, that there would be no major victories on our side, and that we had to expect
as a part of the fortunes of war occasional reverses, such as Ap Bac." IM.p. 199.
65 "6. Favorable contrast ktween the Government of Viet-Nam and Viet Cong controiied
tenitories. Thompson said that things had now progressed to a point where an observer in a plane could
distinguish, on the one hand, GVN-controlled territories where roads and bridges were repaired and
strategic hamlets built, and, on the other han4 VC temtory when the bridges were generally down and the
roads cut.... 14. U.S. Presence. If the GVN continued to pgress at the present rate, if it were possible to
declare one or two provinces white areas by summer 1%3 (no announcement about white areas should be
made unless it were certain that the areas were indeed f k d of the Viet Cong), and finally, if confidence of
success continued to grow until the end of the year, an announcement out of the blue by the United States
that it was reducing the American military in Viet-Nam by Say 1,000 men would have three good effects:
a) It would show that we were winning; b) It would take the stem out of the Communists' best pmpaganda
line, i.e., that this was an Arnerican war and the Vietnamese wete our satellite; and c) It would teaffinn the
honesty of American intentions." m.pp. 199 & 200.
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Kennedy, for his part. was cautious and sceptical and he placed this caution in the form
of an hislorical query to Thompson as he asked the latter why it was that the Viet Minh had been
able to defeat the French. Thompson's reply was immediate and straightforward as he told the
President that the French never had a hope of getting the Vietnamese on their side and he
stressed the fact that the strategic hamlet program was what was making the difference currently

in Vietnam. ïhe strategic hamfets were affording the GVN and its people a degree of security
that the French had never been able to achieve?
Thompson then made a specific point of praising the quality of the Arnerican military
and their behaviour in the provinces and in ~ a i ~ o n In
. ~this
' context, the British advisor also
noted that the morale of the Vietnamese civilian and military authorities had improved.68
Thompson was then able to inform the President that the related problem of Communist
terrorism was on the decline but that it would increase again when it becarne obvious to the Viet
Cong that their position was d e ~ p e r a t e .In~ ~other words. the smoother counter-insurgency

Footnotes

66 "4. The President asked why the Viet Minh were able to defeai the French. Thompson replied
the French never had any hope of getting the people on their side and that the sbategic hamlet program,
which had gone much better than anyone had expected, provided a degree of security in the countryside
which the French had never been able to achieve." IN p. 199,

67 "5. American Military Penonnel. Thompson said that the American military personnel that he
had observe4 pariicularly the MAAG Advisers in the provinces, were very good. He was impressed by the
good behaviour of the Arnerican military in Saigon."

lm.

"8. Vietnamese Morale. Thompson said that the morale not only of the top leaders but also of
most Victnamese civilian and military authorities, panicularly province chiefs, was up." bb.
69 "10. Terrorism. Terrorism is not bad at pment but as it becomes clear that the Viet Cong are
losing, an increase in temrism, particularly hand grenades in Saigon, should be expected. Such terrorism
would be an admission of defeat. It would requin steady nerves to endure it, particularly given the
unfavorable publicity which would probably be generated in the foreign press.

ï h e Viet Cong wem not using much temrism againn oficials. They did not kill popular officiais
but sought to make them unpopular kfore bumping them off." Ixb. p. 200.
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operations resulting h m better American - Vietnamese relations, and the comsponding
irnprovement in morale, were causing a decline in the effectiveness of Communist terror tactics.
Thompson went on to wam the American President that, while helicopters were a usefùl
instrument for surprishg the insurgents and for preventing them fmm concentrating, they were
not capable of winning large-scale victories. He stressed the fact that victory in counter-guemlla
wartàre was only attained by using ones ". ..brains and f~et."'~Similarly, he wamed Kennedy
that even though tactical air strikes were a key factor in preventing the Communist forces fiom
concenmting they were, also, absolutely counter-productive if deployed in a role where they
strafed and bombed villages. The legacy of bittemess resulting h m indiscriminate death from
the air would only drive more villagen into the amis of the Viet Cong. '1
In one of his final points on counter-insurgency tactics and programs, Thompson told
Kennedy that the sumnder policy that Ngo Dinh Nhu had put into place was a good one. He
told the President that the U.S. should give it public support when it was anno~nced.~z

The concluding point that Thompson made to the American President, in fact, was a
repetition of one of President Diem's deepest desires. For it was concerned with the problem of
Diem's political legitimacy in that U.S. involvement had to be curtailed as soon as possible as it
undemined his credentials as a legitimate Vietnamese nationalist and provided the Communists
with no end of propaganda rnateria~.~~
Later in the aflernoon of the same day, April 4, 1963, Thompson met with the Special
Group for Counter-insurgency which included Govemor Harriman, The Attorney General

-

Footnotes

-

' 0 Ibid. p. 199.
Ibid. p. 200.
-

'12 W.

-

'3 Ibid.
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Robert Kennedy, Mr. Gilpatric, CIA Director - Mr. McCone, Mr. Forrestal, Mt. Coffin, Mr.Bell,
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Murrow, Geneml Johnson. and General Taylor. In this meeting niompsun
repeated much of what he had told President Kennedy. Once again, he stressed the importance of
patience to the Americans, the simple fact that their news media were out of conml and that the
reporting in American papers concemed with the overall effort in Vietnam could be improved.74
Thompson was clearly handing Harriman a rebuttal, in the presence of Counter-Insurgency
warfare experts, which was concemed with the fact that Harriman had placed the onus for good
press relations on Diem.
The most important point raised by Thompson, in this meeting with the American
Counter-lnsurgency Special Group, was die issue that was concenied with what would happen if
Diem were nmoved from office. Thompson, as usual, was very blunt with the Americans as he
told hem that the entire govemment would collapse without Diem and that the counterinsurgency effort would be lefl in serious d i ~ a r r a ~ . ~ ~
Nolting was not lefi out of touch with Thompson's efforts in Washington as Chalmers B.

Wood sent him a detailed letter, right after (on the sarne day) the Thompson meetings with
President Kennedy and Govemor Harriman, which was very precix in spelling-out exactly what
had taken place in these d i s c ~ s s i o n sWonhy
. ~ ~ of particular note in the Wood report to Nolting
was the emphasis of America losing the counter-insurgency fight if they lost Diem, that
Footnotes

74 James W. Dingeman (Executive Secretary), 78. "Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Group
for Counter-insurgency, Washington, Apt4 4, 1963,2 p.m.," [Depment of State, Special Group Counterinsurgency Files: Lot 68 D 45 1, Special Group (Cl). Secret.] ln FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw - Aunust 1963,
Vol. III, pp. 201 203.

-

-

'5 Ibid. p. 202.

Chalmen B. Wood, 79. "Lener From The Director of the Vietnam Working Group (Wood) to
the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nolting)," Washington, April 4, 1963, [Departmeni of State, Vietnam
Working Group Files: Lot 67 D 54,ORG-1 Gen Pol (Off& Inf Lets). Secre~jIn FRUS: Vietnam. lanuatv
Aunust 1963, Vol. III, pp. 203 206.

-

-
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infiammatory press reponing should not cause Washington to panic. and that Govemor Haniman
actually paid attention io what Thompson was saying:

The most helpful development h a been Bo& Thompson 's visit,just completed.... He saw
the President this morning and when queried about Diem, he said the question was not
whether we could win with Diem but t h without Diem we would very probably lose
within six months.... Throughout, he mode it clear that we are winning. that we are on
the right truck and rhat we should not be druwn ogor man the panic station if there are
further incidents like Ap Bac or if press reports continue to be unsavoury.... I rnight
comment thor Li3 methg wlth the Govemor was exhemcîj cordid, lasrhg an hou?
and 15 minntes dwing which time the Governor kept his hearing aid in 4 t h the
volume up [my emphasis]. This is. I believe, a record for undivided gubernatorial
attention. To the Governor, Thonipson stressed the needfir patience and confidence.

-

Wood informed Nolting that Thompson had met with Secretary McNamara, Roger

Hilsman and Wamn Unna o f the Washinnton Post and that these meetings had gone well. Wood
also let Nolting know that Thompson had repeatedly raised the question about just what the US
press was trying to accornplish in South ~ i e t n a r n . ~The
* direction that the press was driving
domestic public opinion in America, o f course, continued to be a major concern for Ambassador
Nolting - as he related this problem to Mr. O'Brien o f the JFK Library many years later:

They [Homer Bigart, Mulcolm Browne and David Halberstam] didn 'i cause me so much
irritation as rhey caused me great alarm and pain. I rather liked them personally in
many ways. But rhey were undermining the thing al1 the time...findng rhings to criticize
about the Diem government and very seldom, ifever, mentioning the good things they
were doing.... I thoughr they did too much of it [their research] at the Caravelle Bar by
sort of consulting with rach other as to what the latest Saigon mmor about the
muIfeusance of the government might be and how to dress that up into a story. Now this
would muke them just as m d as hops b e c m they did go out into the country quite a
bit. But there again, I thought they failed to see the w o d s for the trees. They would
corne back with un emotional story ofsomebody who had been, we 'll say, maltreated or
allegedly maltreated by a district chief Of the government, and they would talk about thaf
rather than what the district chie/ was doing to de&nd his disttict against the Viet Cong
and what he was doingfor the people. My ownfeeling war t h they were quite unjwt,
Foornores

Ibid. p. 205.

77 tbid. pp. 204 -205.
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quite unjust, in the overalk picture they gave of whai the Vietnamese government war
doingfor the beneft of ifs own people.
trying to do and whut it w u , infa

Frederick Nolting also related to Mr. O'Brien that one of the great distortions that began
to seize hold of Arnerican opinion in Washington, during this interim period, was that of Diem
and his govemment king increasingly isolated from the people and what was going on. Thus, he
addressed this issue directly:
This wos one of the fmorite themes of the press, and Mike Mansfiefd's report to the
President of 1962, which reufly drove the f h t naif in Diem S CO@ in my opinion. suid
this. He had gotten most of his information, I think, on this point fîvm the American
press corps in Saigon. And I think if was a mistuk I think it was un injustice. And I
don 'r think that Diem or his government were any more isokated. In fact, ï think they
were less isolated.80

Amb11ssudorNoling Successfully Negotiaîes the Joiw American- Vietnanvsc CounterInsrrrgency Fund

-

Arnbassador Nolting had to deal with at least one more senous problem before the
Buddhist Cnsis broke late in May of 1963 and this issue was concemed with gaining Diem's
compliance over a jointly acknowledged Amencan-Vietnamese Counter-lnsurgency hind.
Nolting's earlier talks with Thuan had failed to render the necessary agreement that Washington
was looking for and, thus, Nolting sought a meeting with Diem in order to convince the
Vietnamese president of the necessity of coming to tcrms on this key issue. Durhg the course of
this meeting, Nolting had to tell Diem that his protracted reluciance to mtiQ the CounterInsurgency hnd agreement could only result in a deterioration of US

- GVN relations and a

79 Frederick Nolt hg, "Second Chal History Interview w iih Frederick Nolt hg." Recorded
interview by Dennis O' Brien, May 6, 1 970. John F. Kenneây Library, Oral History Program; pp. 70 7 1.

-

-
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change in US policy. Diem continued to express his concems that if he gave this kind of control
to the Amencan he would be surrendering his legitimacy in the eyes of his people. Nolting was,
in his own words, disturbed by Diem's stubbomness on this issue as so much depended on the
GVN's help in this ares!'

One other key factor that had cauxd Diem to stand so finnly on this issue was the fact
that lower-level American oficials were intedering with the

direction that the GVN wished to

go in and were nporting, negatively. back to ~ashin~ton.82
In the previous discussion with
Diem, Nolting denied this at the time but admitted. many years later, that he had found out that
Diem had been correct in this allegation. This admission, on Nolting's part, was given to Mr.
O'Brien of the JFK Library, in an i n t e ~ i e w . ~

In his next telegram to Washington (April 7. 1963), Nolting i n f o m d the State
Department that he had consulted with Genenil Harkins and Joseph L. Brent (Director,
Operations Mission in Vietnam). According to Nolting, they had agreed that before the U.S. took
any actions, to show Diem that they were senous about teducing aid if he did not comply with
the joint Counter-Insurgency hind program, they would want him to give h e m a written

Footnotes

For a more complete rendering of this telegram the reader should pmise Appendix H.
Frederick Nolting, 81. "Telegram From The Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon,
April 5, 1963 7 p.m., [ûepartment of State, Central Files, POL 26-1 S VIET. Secret; Rionty;] in FRUS:
Vietnam, Januarv Auaust 1963, Vol. III, pp. 208,2 12 & 2 13.

-

-

IU Nolting described Le impact of these negative reports in the following excerpt h m his
interview with Mr. O'Brien: "1 didn't realize at the t h e how much of this there was, and 1 still don't know
how much there was. But I did discover later on that a lot of Washington thinking had bten changed by
this type of sort of informai and unofficial communication." Frederick Nolting, "Second Onil History
O'Brien, May 6, 1970, p. 97, John F.
Interview with Frederick Nolting." Recordcd interview by DCM~S
Kennedy Libriuy, h l History Program.
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rejection or accepiance of the propos al.^ Their concem was that forcing Diem's hand ran
serious risks:
/fthis is correct evaluation of significance of Diem S position, we see no viable
alternative to taking action (or possibly series of actions) designed ta convince Diem
thut we mean business - notwithstanding grave ris&that such action (a) will not move
Diem but on contrary lead to retaliatory action and descending spiral our relations and
(b) might light coup fuse. (We conrinue have no grounds to believe that coup would
brhg to power govemment more likely to win the war than Diem. ûn contrary, we think
a coup, either accomplished or abortive, would weaken chances of preseming
independence of S Y N . ) ~ ~

By April 17, 1963, Nolting was able to report back to Washington that Diem had sofiened his
stance considerably on the Counter-Insurgency h n d proposal and that the way was open for an
agreement? Nolting also mentioned in this repon that he had spoken to Diem about Madame
Nhu's penchant for making inflarnmatory remarks to the US press and that this undennined their
joint position. Diem defended Madame Nhu but also admitted that she tended to overstate her
points of argument!'

84 Flcderkk Nolting, 82. "Telegram Fmm The Embassy in Vietnam to the Depamnmt of State."
Saigon, April 7, 1963 1 a.m., (Department of State, Central Files, POL 26-1 S VIET. Secret; Priority;] in
FRUS: Vietnam, Januarv - Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 214.

-

*s Ibid.
Frederick Nolting, 91. "Telegram Fmm the Embassy in Viemarn to the Depamnent of State,"
Saigon, April 17, 1963 3 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, AID (US) S VIET. Secret; Priority;] in
FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv - Aunust 1963, Vol. III, p. 227.

-

-

87 Ibid. p. 228.
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Between Ap Bac d The Buddhid Crisis -

During this period, between Ap Bac and the Buddhist Crisis, Ambassador Nolting had
fought hard to prexrve a steady course in US policy toward South Vietnam. He had stated his
case very firmly to those powers in Washington who wanted a change and who wanted an
opposition to Diem encouraged. He had also made it equally plain to Diem that he had to meet
the Americans at least half way on such salient issues as the Counter-lnsurgency Fund proposal.

In his efforts to preserve continuity in direction for the US Mission in South Vietnam,
Nolting had been given powerful support from Sir Robert lhornpson who, indeed, argued the
Nolting position very effectively in Washington. Yet, despite al1 of this good effort and expert
testimony. the evidence seerns to indicate that the coven and oven pwers of Haniman. and
those who agreed with him, had already subtly and effectively undemined the old policy of
support for Diem. The Mansfieid Report. according to Frcderick Nolting, acted in Washington.

as legitimating support for the direction that Harrirnan wanted with regard to discontinuing US
support for President Diern. Nolting was correct in calling it the first nail in Diern's coffin, as the
actions of Harrirnan et al. would subsequently prove. Another equally important point that the
student has to consider, with regard to the impact of the Mansfield Report, was the effect that it
had in Saigon. The report cauad no end of trouble in American - Vietnamese relations as it had
deepiy hurt Diem and it hielled the fire of Ngo Din Nhu's suspicions that the Americans were as
untrustworthy toward the South Vietnamese as they had b e n toward the Laotians. Ambassador
Nolting ran head-long into the distrust that the Mansfield Report had engendend in his initial
atternpts to seek GVN cornpliance with the United Siates government over a joint counter-

insurgency hnd. It was this joint program. which had initially been proposed by Washington.
which was king held up as a test for Diem's good intentions by the Kennedy Administration.

-
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Mansfield's report had been countered by the JCS report; yet, the Pentagon account seemed to
have no impact whereas the prestige of Senator Mansfield carried forward his negative summary.
Quite apart fiom their suggestions to distance the US fiom Diem and, by impiication,
have him removed h m power, thete is no documentary evidence which illustrates that anyone
amongst the Hamiman group had a viable alternative to the Vietnamese President. Like the US
newsrnen, they knew what they did not like and what they did not want (Le., Diem as President
of South Vietnam) but they had produced no evidence of any leader in South Vietnam who had
the same prestige amongst ordinary Vietnamese as Diem had. South Vietnam's intellectual and
professional çommunity was divided and self-serving while the military oficen xemed capable
only of coup-plotting. In short, there was no political legitimacy outside of the Diem
administration and this is precisely what Colby. Noiting and Thornpson had told Washington.
Yes, Diem was near problematic in his inabilities but he had the rarest quality of al1 in South
Vietnam at that time

-

he was a genuine, traditional Vieuiamese leader

-

he had political

legitimacy.

The ovenuhelrning impression that the study of this period of Nolting's mission to South
Vietnam leaves is that the Ambassador was fighting a losing battle. The Amencan
newspapennen and the Haniman group had really had the effect they wanted in Washington.
Even President Kennedy was asking questions, as indicated in his meeting with Robert

Thompson, which were concemed with Diem's continuing d e as leader of South Vietnam. This
had h o m e fact, there was nothing Nolting could do to stop scepticism about Diem at the
highest levels within the Kennedy Administration.
Thus, this intenm period was a period of decision with regard to the future of United
States policy toward South Vietnam. It was not marked by any great media events such as the
Battle of Ap Bac nor had any Buddhists bumed themselves to death at this time; yet, the
foundations for the effective redirection of the US policy of support away fiom Ngo Dinh Diem

-
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had been put in place. There is little doubt, as a result of this findamental shifi in policy
direction emanating h m Washington, that Nolting's influence had declined by the end of this

period (May 1963).

-
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Chanter Nine: The Buddhist Crisis of 1963
One Buddhist mon4 fingering his brown beads, said W l y , "No m e
Buddhist would commit suicide. It is written in the verses of Buddha that suicide
is wrong. Buddha says thor a man 's responsibiliây is to mend his own li/, not fo
rneddle in politics. So those men who are. according to your newspaper article.
marching in the streets [qfHué and Saigon] are not BuddhrSls. They betray
Buddhism. "
Frederick Nolting had had ample opportunity to observe the subject of the foçus of his
mission, Ngo Dinh Diem, in his relations with the South Viemamese people.* It was no secret to

the American Ambassador, then, that Diem p r e f m d the Company o f the mral peasants and
dealing with their pmblems on an individual basis to that of the urban elite in Saigon who
Footnotes
1 Marguerite Higgins was impressed by the conviction of this Buddhist so she pressed the point:
"But," 1 intejected, "these people are believed by the Americans to represent Buddhism." - "White men,"
said the Buddhist monk sadly, "have brought many things to Vietnam. But white men have not brought
much understanding to Vietnam." Marguerite Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, (New York, P Y ] : Harper
& Row, Publishers, 1%6), p. 4 1 .

2 In a kner to a fiend Ambwador Nolting noted the following about Diem: "Diem was an
indefatigable mveller. He was out of Saigon in the provinces two three days out of every week. He tan us
ragged trying to keep up with hirn. In addition to A m y headquarters and outposts, he visited the remotest
villages and districts. Camau, Montagnard villages and training camps, off-shore islands, 17th parallel, etc.
As you know, Diem had been a Province Chief under the French (a darned good one) and he was intensely
interested in local rural problems - health conditions, schools, water supply, roads, canals, seeds, fertilizer,
crop diversification, land ownership, land rents, housing, etc. He was especially interested in, and proud of,
the agricultural improvement stations which his governent had established, teaching many things, fiom
fait and nut-tree raising to fish-ponds, manioc-grinding, and cven mushrcmm-raising in rice-straw stacks.

-

1 accompanied Diem on many, many trips (and took many others to try to get reactions of rny
own), 1 am sure that he was genuinely and sincerely seeking out the truth about rural conditions and nital
government, inviting the airing of problems and cornplaints and seitling many matters on the spot. He was
not a good orator before big crowds, but extremely effective with groups of peasants and villagers,
informal, inquiring, genuinely intercsted and sympathetic, and usually coming up with practical remedics.
He was anything but aloof as depicted. He frequently complained about the ceremonies laid on for him by
provincial officiais, prefening to tak to the people in small groups, to cat simply with a few of the village
eiders, to discuss mal problems. The fact that he didn't shake han& and slap backs, but bowcd instead, was
of course the resuk of his country's custorns, not a reflection of an aloof or disinterested attitude (as some

-

memben of the press professed to think!)." Fredcrick Nolting, 'Letter to Miss Marguerite Higgins July 2,
1965,' p. 1 in RG-2 1A02.921 Box #: 12 - Selected Correspondence Higgins, Marguerite, The Nolting
Papers.

-

-

-
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clamoured for abstract ideals and more power. Diem summed up his impatience with the
cornplaints of the nouveau riche in Saigon as: "They are just spoiled middle class, always
complaining, not worth anything.''3 According to both Colby and Nolting this was an accurate
assessrnent of the civilian critics of Diem's government who were best known for their manifesto
of complaint which had emanated from a meeting they had had at the Caravelle Hotel in Saigon

in 1960.4 They held no real tepresentative legitimacy as, indeed, they represented M e more
than their own career aspirations and thus they had a limited uscfùlness to the îrue enemies of

both Diem and Nolting's mission: the ~ommunists.~

Foornotes

Hammer. A Death In November, p. 77.
Ellen Hammer summed-up the reality of these urban would-be political reformers in the context
of South Vietnam's political travail: "ln April 1960, at a meeting in the Hotel Caravelle, then the newest
and most luxurious hotel in Saigon, eighteen Vietnarnese had issued a declaration accusing the govemment
of arbitrary arrests and dictatorial methods; of using the official parties to control the population and divide
the m y . They had called for liùerty and democracy, for refonns in the anny and the administration and in
economic and social policy ....The manifesto was a sweeping indicûnent of the regime, but the Ngo's were
unimpressed. They might have found the Caravellistes more convincing if most of the eighteen had not
been out-of-office politicians who during heir govenunent service had shown M e understanding of the
difficulties ksetting the South and no disposition to deal with them. Dicm and Nhu, in any case, had corne
to believe that the real problems of the country wcre in the rural areas where these urban middle-class
politicians had no roots, whereas the battle had to be fought against the Cornmunist-led insurgents and
against underdeveloprnent.... Only afkr the murder of Diem a d Nhu were the opposition politicians able
to play an active part in Saigon political life. Most would reveal themselves then as weaklings without
political following or national purpose. They would justify the low opinion in which they had been held by
Nhu and Diem -..."M.pp. 76 77.

-

S It cannot k overlooked however, that the C~aravellists
and their associates did serve a peripheral
propaganda purpose for the Comrnunists, albeit unwittingly. Their litany of constant complaint found nady
reception in ears of the young Amencan news-repotters who fiequented the Caravelle and who,
subsequently, based their stories, which would appcar in the major American daily newspapcrs, on
Vietnamese discontent with Diem upon this source an4 o h , no other.
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The CommunLsa Tueet Diem's Ameriican Support Because the core of the stmggle in South Vietnam was concemed with political
legitimacy the Communists needed a group of representatives who, through protest and
subversion, could at least cause some doubt in the minds of ordinary Vietnamese about the
political legitimacy of Ngo Dinh Diem. Of equal or, perhaps, even greater importance to the
Communists in this stniggle was the need to divorce American support fiom Diem in order to
undo his very effective counter-insurgency ~arnpai~n.6
Diem's record as a legitirnate nationalist,
who was tmly concemed for the welfare of the average pesant in South Vietnam. was near

unassailable. Yet, the Communists had astutely surmised that the Vietnarnese President's
weakest salient-point was the Americans and their will to continue supporting him if the cost of
supponing him began to have a neptive effect back in the United States. Thus, in May of 1963
the Communists had found the necessary tool to pry US support away from Diem, or so it could
be argued, and this device was none other than the politically militant and radical Xa Loi Pagoda

~ u d d h i s t s What
. ~ unblded in the spring and surnmer of 1963 was no spontaneous uprising of
Foofnotes

Mieczyslaw Maneli. the Polish and East-Bloc representative to the Geneva Accords'
International Commission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, was in constant contact with Hanoi
dwing his tenure in Vietnam. He admitted that in the spring and summer of 1963 the North was willing to
go along with any plan that would divorce the Amencans h m Diem. Mieczyslaw Maneli, War of the
Vanauished, translated from the Polish by Maria de GCirgey, (New York, WY]: H i ~ p e r& Row, Publishers,
1971). pp. 134 - 135.
Stephen C.Y. Pan (Ph. D.), was a published scholar of the East Asian Research Institute in New
York City who had extensive experience with Southeast Asian history and, personally, had met and
interviewed men like Ho Chi Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem. Mr. Pan was well aware of the intricacies and
inaigues of Vietnarnese plitics an& with the aid of over thirty five years experience in his area of study,
discemed that the Buddhist Crisis was a Communist fiont. "The Communists knew how to cape with
Diern's appeals. Highly skillcd at spreading false ptopaganda, they created incidents, and launchcd
demonstrations. Masters of cold war strategy, they decidcd that the Achilles heel in Vietnam was the
Buddhist associations. They realised the acute scnsitivity of Amencans, in particular, to the charge of
religious persecution." Stephen Pan & Daniel Lyons, Vietnam Crisis, (New York, WY]: East Asian
Research Institute, 1966), pp. 1 10 1 1 1.
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persecuted Buddhists who could no longer stand the 'burden of oppre~sion'.~
Instead, a
rnasterful act of political manipulation uncoiled in a deadly strike which betrayed, at least to the
objective observer, a brilliant insurgent plan. executed with a reptilian ruthlessness on par with
the very best deviousness ever displayed by leaders like Lenin, Stalin and, more approptiately,
Ho Chi Minh. The Arnerican Government and American public opinion were the intended

targets for this carehlly c r a M political weapon which, the record has clearly s h o w , stnick
home with a vengeance that destroyed American policy in South Vietnam.
Certainly, it is an estabiished fact that even the Communists had conceded that 1962 was
Diem's year and, therefore, it can be reasonably argued that they were loathe to let 1963 follow
suit in the fight for political ~ e g i t i r n a c ~But
. ~ their task was not easy, as Diem had indeed

"Among the other freedoms granted by the Diem regime therc was that of religion, of nonpoliticai assembly, fieedom to demonstrate, a certain tieedom of the press and finally the open admission
into the country of many foreign journalists of every poiiticat stripe who were able to report abroad the
opinions of the opponents of the regime, and the regime's mistakes. We must honestly recognize that
President Diem, if hc: was especially supported by the Catholics, strongly resisted any untoward attempt at
the 'clericalization' of the regime,. .. l u t as he always resisted the untoward interference of America, he did
not allow his regime ro become defined as 'Catholic.' ...On the religious plane, we see the aid given to the
Buddhists and the other Vietuamese religions, as well as the Catholic Church, for the rebuilding of
churches and religious works destroyed by the war; his presence at Catholic and non-Catholic ceremonies
on the occasion of great festivities; his not wanting the name of God in the 1956 Constitution, as the
Catholics requested, but only the narne 'Most High,' as the representatives of Buddhism and the Buddhist
sects asked.... Diem was discrirninating with the Vietnamese and entmsted the rnost important positions
only to the most trusted persons, but this was not on the basis of the individuals' religious persuasion but
on the bais of theit anii-Cornmunism. The Diem regime could in no way be called 'Catholic,' ... The
essential data indicating the Buddhist renaissance under the Ngo Dinh Diem regime are taken fiom an
authoritative publication of the president of the Society of Buddhist Studies at Saigon. Under the direction
of the General Association of Buddhists of Vietnam, three communities were organized, including 3,000
bonzes and 300 nuns, and another three communities of lay followers, even in the most deserted villages;
these three cornmunities grouped together about one million Buddhist laymen, to whom wen joined the
non-affiliated laymen... For the 'propagation of the faith' and the spiritual formation of the Buddhists,
weekly conferences at Saigon are mentioned, periodical prcaching in the provinces, with motor cars
furnished with loudspeakers and movie projectors, and the wide sale of magazines and pamphlets (about
30,000 copies were published monthiy by the General Association of Buddhists alone). Thcn therc were
specialized lectures organized, 'for those who &sire to deepen their knowledge of doctrine,' and numemus
libraries were set up," Fr, Gheddo, The Cross and the Bo-Tm, pp. 133,143,176 & 177.
Indeed, all the indicatm concemcd with the poseeution of the couter-insurgeiicy campaign
were positive as both Robert McNamara and Robert Thompson told Washington officiais at the Honolulu
Ftwtnote contimed on nezt page: ...
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established himself as a leader in the best and oldest Vietnamese understanding of that term.10
Thus, the potential for damage to the President's office, which could be caused by a religious
uprising, for example, was too big to ignore. The question of whether or not the Buddhists wen,

in fact, doing the Communists bidding consciously cannot be pmven entirely with the current
documentary evidence available.ll That the Communists were the major benefactors of the
resub of the Buddhist C ~ Sof~ 1963,
S
however, is self-&dent and ersily rkrn~nstrated.~~

...footnote continuedfiom previous page:
--

-

--

-

-

-

Conference of May 6, 1963. McNarnara stated: "The over-al1 situation in Vietnam is improving. ln the
military sector of the counter-insurgency, we are wiming. Evidences of improvement are clearly visible, as
the combined impact of the prograrns which invotve a long lead time begin to have effect on the Viet
Cong." Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, "Evolution of the War: The Ovenhrow of NEO
Dinh Diem May - November. 1963;' in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945-1967, 1V.B.S.. Book 3 of
12, p. 2.

The Pentagon Paper's analyst went on to state that: "Even as wasoned an observer of insurgency
as Sir Robert Thompson, Chief of the British Advisory Mission, was able to report that, 'Now, in Marcfi
1963, 1 c m say, and in this 1 am supported by al1 members of the mission, that the Govemment is
beginning to win the shooting war against the Viet Cong.'" IM.
Even a Buddhist bonze, Mat Hanh, felt compelkd to note the achievements of Ngo Din Diem:
"Under the Diem govemment there came to light an awareness of a distinction existing between the
Communists and the national resistance, and this was Diem's most valid contribution to the country." Fr.
Gheddo, The Cross and the 00-Tree, p. 109.
I I Pmfessor Dwglas Pike, the acknowledged leading expert on the NLFNiet Cong, found it odd
that the NLF did not take advantage of the Buddhist campaign and noted their lack of mention of it in al1 of
their propaganda material at that time. "Attacks on Arnericans mounted in intensity and hysteria. Radio
Liberation acted as though the Buddhists did not exist. Nor, as had been anticipated, did the NLF agit-prop
teams flood the countryside with anti-Diem leaflets in the narne of Buddhism. The leadership appeared
unwilling or unable to capitalize on the rnost significant stniggle movernent in Vietnamese history.... Had
the NLF leadership wished to do so, it could have used its imptessive struggle machine CO launch in the
narne of Buddha a nation-wide stmggle movement that conceivably could have ended with its longpursued General Uprising. The NLF's reluctance to involve itself deeply in the Buddhist sauggle was
somewhat puuling." Pike, Viet Conn: The Ornanization and Techniaues of the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam, p. 353.

Pike could have added that their lack of public identification with the Buddhist uprising was not
just "puzzling" but, instead, outright suspicious. For, the thin argument that the Communists wanted
nothing to do with organisations that h c y could not conüol 'fly's-in-the-face' of thcir past-proven ability
to 'hi-jack' other peopies revolts. Indecd, in the Vietnamese context, one could argue that the subversion
and commandeering of nationalist pmtest was what the NLF excclled at. As such, an ducatcd gucss would
suggest that the Buddhist crisis was carricd out with the fùll-browldgc and appmval of the North
Vietnamesc Communists and the NLF leadership in the South was told to maintain a position of 'han&off for very obvious reasons. This kind of political sophistication was well within the capabilities of Ho
Chi Minh's genius. Moreovcr, this appean to bc particularly the case when one considcrs the dividends
Fouinote c o ~ i n w d
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Hurriman Rej-

Nolting's Request for Replacement in the Spring of 1963

-

Fredenck Nolting wrote in his rnemoin that he had again requested that Secretary Rusk
consider his successor for the Saigon mission dunng the time o f euphoria in Washington over the
South Viemamese success against the Communists in early 1963.13 Reports from the
Department of State and the CIA veriQ that this was a time, specifically April of 1963, when the
joint American

-

Vietnarnese counter-insurgency effort was meeting with considerable

success.14 Harriman replied to Nolting that, owing to the prognss that was k i n g made in South

...footnote conzinuedfFomprevious page:
that the Buddhist crisis brought for the North: - it produced a public rifi between Saigon and Washington,
it propelled forward negotiations between Dicm and the North; and in the immediate, it tumed GVN focus
away îrom the strategic hamlet program which was devastating the Communist effort in mral South
Vietnam,

l2 Professor Pike assessed this period (i.e.. that time which led up to and included the Buddhist
Crisis) Crom how the Communists wrote about it. "The NLF leadership apparently believed that the shaky
Diem government could be brought down through the deliberate creation of anarchy.... Diem was proving
more durable than expected.... For the NLF it was a period that began with high hopes and ended with
disillusionment. Most significantly, for mral Vietnamese it was a tirne of disenchantment in the NLF, its
cause, and its increasing use of repression and terrer,,,, the NLF sought to destroy the viability of the GVN
administrative structure in the rural areas....the NtF's perception of events was equally grim. Interna1
reports of the period smssed over and over the assessrnent that the Revolution was not moving with the
necessary speed, that it had encountered far more resistance and hostility than anticipated, that the Diem
govemment's counter-insurgency efforts, even if unpopular, might fatally injure the Revolution.... they
feared that the GVN rnight with short-nui measures destroy the NLF structure and cmsh the insurgency.
This attitude became strongest in April IW3,which conversely was the high-water mark of the Diem
govemment." Pike, Viet Cona: The Oraanization and Techniaues of the National Liberation Front of South
Vietnam, pp. 157 - 158.

-

In other worâs, the Buddhist Crisis could not have happened at a better time for the NLF - it was,
undeniably, a Godsend for their near-defeated cause.
'3 Nolting, From Tmst To Tra~edv,p. 95.

14 The details of these reports and their estimations can be found in 94. "National intelligence
Estirnate NIE 53-63, Rospects in South Vietnam," Washington, Apnl 17, 1963, [Department of State,
INR-NIE Files. Secret; Compiled by the C M and the Intelligence organizations of the Deparinients of
State, Defense, the Amy, the Navy, the Air Force, and NSA.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumst, 1963,
Vol. III, pp. 232 - 235.

-

In addition to these positive r e m RufUs Phillips of the CIA, in his capacity as Assistant Director
for Rural Affairs, gave a d i d rcpn about the Strategic Hamlets pmgram which, whilc criticising how the
program was executed, neveriheless, was favourable overall: "...the strategic hamlet program has so well
proven itself in those areas where it has k e n well executed that there i s every rcason for optimism and
Footnote conîinued on nax! page: ...
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Vietnam, he should remain indefinitely according to the discretion of the State Department. ln
addition to this, Harriman advised Nolting to plan for a vacation some time in the spring or
sumrner. As such, there is no record within the State Department or Nolting's own memoirs
which indicates that the Buddhists were about to explode upon the political stage of South
Vietnam with the devastating force that they did. Everything seemed to be moving along quite
satisfactorily, albeit, accord ing to Hilsman and Forrestai, a bit slower than Washington wouid
have it.15

The Buddhhts Organising, PoIiricuiiy, Before the CrjSiS Bmke

-

Ellen Hammer was in Hué just before the breaking of the Buddhist Crisis in the spring of

1963 and her attention was drawn to the fact that Buddhists were organising politically.16 If the
upsurge in Buddhist activity struck keen outside obsetvers as a source for political discourse it

can be reasonably assumed that such plitical potential had not escaped the very adroit planners
of the Communist insurgency in South Vietnam. However, there was one group of observers who
harboured an agenda that failed to realise what was developing, as Hammer noted: "What the
upsurge in Buddhism might portend did not interest American reporters that spring. They were in

...footnote conrinuedfrom previous page:
confidence." Rufus Phillips, 102. "Mernorandum From the Assistant Director for Rural Affairs, United
States Operations Mission in Vietnam (Phillips), to the Director of the Mission (Brent)," Saigon, May 1,
1963, Subject: An Evaluation of Progress in the Strategic Harnlet-Provincial Rehabilitation Program,
[Hoover Institution Archives, Lansdale Papers, Chron File C. Secret.] In FRUS: Vieaiam. Januarv-Aunust,
1963, Vol. III, p. 258.

IS Nolthg, Fmm Trust To Tranedv, p. 95.
l6 Here is Hammer's recollection of how she w u made awiue of the Buddhists political
awakening: "When this writer visited Hue in April and asked a local doctor for the latest news, he did not
speak of war but of peace. "Something important," he said. "The Buddhist Youth are organising."
In Ceyton, the international journal World Buddhism had reponed h m Vietnam "a great deal of
Buddhist activity and signs of a revival of Buddhism."
The movement to restore the old religion h m the decadence Uito which it had fallen had begun in
the 1920s but had taken on new life when the counfry became independent. In the South, young people,
depnved of political ûeedom, tumed in increasing nurnbers to Buddhism. And a new generation of
Buddhist monks was in touch with the world Buddhist movement." Hammer, A Death In Novemkt, p. 83.
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Vietnam to cover a war, and their articles reported cornplaints of American officers that the
Vietnamese did not want to fight or fought badl

The Buddhisr Assauft on the G VIV Begins The 'upsurge' in Buddhism reached a critical rnass in the first week of May, 1963, when

a demonstration was organised by Buddhist agitaton in Hué to pmtest against President Diem's
law which decreed that the Vietnamese flag had to be given precedence over religious ones,

Buddhist or Catholic. Violent explosions killed some of the people attending the Buddhistorganised rally and protest when rioting broke out at the scene of the Hué Radio Station.
Ambassador Nolting recalled this incident as it occurred just before he was to go on holidays
with his farnily to Europe:

Then came the beginning of a major crisis. On May 6, 1963, soon afier I
returned to Saigon fiom meetings in Honolulu, President Diem directed that the
Viemamese f i g be given precedence ovrr reiigious banners Jown in public
displays. He issued the order in response to the prominence given the Varicari
/lag at u rixent Catholic celebrution in Hué. Two days luter, a large crowd
assernbled in Hue to celebrate the birth of Gaut~inaBuddha. Buddhist flags
were dispkayed ahead of the national flog. As the crowd attempted to take
possession of the radio station, Vietnamese troops were called in by the province
chef to enforce the recent decree and to protect the radio station. The
demonstration becme violent. Several shas (or explosions) occurred. Eight
people died. l8

Footnotes

-

I7 lbid. p. 84.
Ellen Hammer went on to quote David Halberstarn about just what interested US reporters in
Vietnam at that tirne: *'For David Halberstam it was 'great and unreal fiin.' On his bixthday in April, he was
up in a helicopter with picked m p s chasing the Viet Cong in the Ca Mau Peninsula: 'a particularly
successful day and wc had made several strikes, capturing about 15 Viet Cong and killing about 10 othem...
in those days a reporter's Vietnam was a marvellous and rare combination of constant excitcment, sorne
danger, the exhilaration that comes h m king mund brave men, beautifbl countryside, good food and
lovely women ...and recurrent tights with Amencan officialdoni...." IAb pp. 84 85.

-

l8 Nolting, Fmm T ~ sTo
t Tmedv, p. 106.
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While the political impact upon US Govemrnent relations with the
Nolting's primary concem with regard to the incident in

GVN had to be

Hué, then was a lot more to this

demonstration and its subsequent violent conclusion than has generally been admitted in most
American written accounts. The first oficial telegram sent by John J. Helble, the Ametican
Consul in Hué, to the State Department about this issue was not as informative as it should have
been - given the circumstances.19 This was because it did not give any sort of useful context or
thorough background to the incident and it was non-committal as to what exactly had killed the
d e m o n s t r a t o r ~ For
. ~ there was a manifest discnpancy in reports as some indicated that GVN
police gunfire had been responsible for the camage while others claimed that grenades or even

l9 Here is the first despatch sent to the State Department by the Consulate at Hue: " 4. Buddha
Bi&day Celebration May 8 erupted into large-scale demonstration at Huc Radio Station between 2000
h o m local and 2330 hours. At 2245 hours estimated 3,000 crowd assembled and guarded by 8 armowed
cars, one Company CG, one Company minus ARVN, police annoured c m and some carbines fired into air
to disperse mob which apparently not unruly but perhaps deemed menacing by authorities. Grenade
explosion on radio station porch killed four children, one woman. Other incidents, possibly some resulting
fkom panic, ctaimed two more chilâren plus one person age unknown killed. Total casualties for evening 8
killed, 4 wounded." John J. Heible - American Consul in Hue, 1 12. "Telegram From The Consulate at Hue
to the Department of State," Hue, May 9, 1963 - 3 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, POL 25 S
VIET. Secret.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 277.
20 The Helble background to the incident read as follows: %ackground this incident started May
7 when police attempted enforce law that no flags other than Viet-Namese to bc flown.Police a p p n t l y
encountered popular tesistance to enforcernent of law as thousands Buddhist flags publicly displayed. At
police rcquest evening May 7 Province Chief Dmg reporiedly rescindeci order. Moming May 8
demonstration at large Tu Dam Pagoda resulted in speech by Chief Bonze in presence Buddhist Dang
ctiticising GVN suppression freedom religion, favoritism of Catholics. Parade banners during day antiGVN orientated. Translations of same wili be fonvarded when available.

Evening May 8 crowd gathered at radio station where Head Bonze scheduled broadcast speech.
Permission refùsed at last minute by GVN. Bonzes on scene urged people rernain peaceful. GVN fire hoses
and exhortations of Province Chief unsuccesstlll in dispershg crowd. Troops arrived and ordered dispersal.
Bonzes said stand still, do not fight, GVN claims some threw rocks at radio station, although
indications ;ue this not true. Firing then M e out.
1 100 houn May 9, Province Chief addressed estimateâ 800 youth dcmonstratm, explaincd cmwd
actions spurrcd by oppositionist agitaton had necessitated troop action to maintain order. Head Bonze
requcstcd crowd dispcrse pcacefiilly and tum in flags. Some of cmwd heard chanting "down with

Caiholicism."...

m.p. 278.
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b m b s had been thrown or planted. Helble's initial report seemed to indicate gunfire had k e n
the cause of the fatalities but the American Embassy in Saigon added to this the possibility that
explosions had killed the dernonstrators:

At 7 p.m. the Embassy in Saigon sent a second report of the incident to
Wushington listing seven dead and seven injured. The Embassy noted that
Viemamese Governmenf troops may have jired into the crowd, but most of the
casualties resuited, the Embassy reported, /Tom a bomb, a concussion grenade,
or "j+omgenerol melee ". The Embassy obsewed t h akhough there hud been
no indication of Viet Cong activiîy in connecrion with the incident, the Viet Cong
couid be expected to exploit furure demonstrations.fl

The details of how the casualties occurred during the incident in Hué are crucial to
ascertain in any attempt to cast even a modicum of objective historical analysis on this issue,
because al1 objectivity was swept aside in the news media reports which ensued as a result of the

violence. In fat, and as the American writer Marguerite Higgins noted,I2 it w u the inaccuracy
of reports which appeared in The New York Times which set off the Buddhist Crisis in the
United States and this, in mm, impinged directly upon US Government policy toward the
~w.23
William Colby, who was back in the United States at the time, recalled the initial impact
Foornores

-

21 Telegram IOOS h m Saigon, May 9, [Department of State, Central Files. SOC 14-1 S VlET)
Text included in footnote #2 of 1 12. "Telegram From The Consulate at Hue to the Department of State,"
Hue, May 9, 1963 3 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, POL 25 S ViET. Secret.] Ln FRUS:
Vietnam. JanuawAuaust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 277.

-

22 Marguerite Higgins, was bom in the Far East - Hong Kong to k precise; she later graduated
fiom the University of California and Columbia School of Journalism. She began her career of reponing
for the Herald Tribune in 1942 and actually became a war correspondent for that sarne paper in 1944. She
moved on to become Chief of the Berlin Bureau for her piaper in 1947 and Tokyo Bureau Chief in 1950.
Higgins won a Pulitzer Prize for International Reporiing in 1951 as a result of her coverage of the Korean
War. Higgins has authored several books concemed with journalism and wars in Southeast Asia; owing to
her steady, no-nonsense appmach to joumalism she became much tnisted by Ambassador Nolting. She was
highly respected by Southeast Asian scholars and her work was utilised by scholar Ellen Harnmer. In
interviews with this writer, Mrs. Nolting emphasised the integrity of Higgins during a time when most
joumalists in South Vietnam had abandoned objectivity for the sake of sensationalist stories.
23 Here is Higgins' account h m her o m investigation which led her to Hue and lhrough many
sowces, including the United Nations Report on Religious Discrimination in South Vietnam: "The
Footnote co~inuedon next page: ...
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of the US news-reporis on the Hué incident in Washington. Colby's analysis paid special
attention to the astonishing political adroitness of the radical Xa Loi Pagoda Buddhists, and the
eventual sevete moral and political blunder made by the Kennedy Administration as a wsult of

the Buddhist Crisis:
The date was May 8, 1963. and the news reports thor came in over the ticker ut
Langley were disturbing und were rior mude uny better &ythe CU und embmsy
cublrs thut jleshvd thern oui.... I w u fumiliw wih iliz BddhiEl miovmm~BI
Vietnam and h e w that mtii then if h a .never played an important political mie,
as for exampie had the Catholic Church and the Hoa H m and Cao Dai sects in
the counîryS turbulent history. So, as I read the reports I judged t h the
incident, whik certain to fiel the debate then going on in Wmhington over the
Dient regime, would have very firile signifcunce in Viefnam itself: I wm totuh'y
wrong in my assessrnent of its eflect in Viemum,for the Buddhists proved able tu
uce the incident as the spring-boardfor a nation-wide political campaigra. But /
was right about ifs impact in Washington. For the Hué riot ied to whor I still
consider the worst mistake of the Vietnam War: the American-sponsored
overrhrow of ~ i e m24.
Ellen Hammer and Marguerite ~ i ~ ~ i nthmugh
s , * ~ their own investigations, which took
place in Vietnam at the time of the Buddhist Crisis, have illuminated a very complex political -

...footnore conrinuedfrom previow page:
investigation was undertaken because 1 quickly learned in the surnmer of 1963 that there was wide
disagreement about what had happened.
For example, on June 30, 1963, a dispatch from Saigon to The New York Times said, 'The
Buddhists said ihat they would not join a commission to investigate the alleged Buddhist grievances unless
the government accepted respnsibiiity for the incident on May 8, 1%3, that set off the crisis. Troopsfired
then on Buddhists demonstrating agaimt a ban on displuying ; k i r religious f i g . Nine Buddhists were
kifled [italics mine].'
But these three sentences do not reflect the m e situation. And yet the account given in The New
York Times' news dispatch represents what many Amencans, even some in official positions, still believe
to be the truth about Hue. 1 find this appalling, bccausc crucial national policy was, it now appears, bascd
on 'facts' of highly doubtfbi authenticity." Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, pp. 89 90.

-

24 Colby, Honorabk Men: Mv Life In The CM,p. 203.

2s The respect that Elkn Harnmer held amongst the Viemamese and the French. alike, was
substantial and temarùable. She was perceived by the natives of the tegion to be one of the very few
Amencan scholars who actually had an understanding of what was going on in Viemam. Marguerite
Higgins noted that Ngo Dinh Diem too appreciatcd Hamrncr: "One communication was a mimtographed
excerpt from an article by Ellen Hammer, author of The Smnnle for lndo China, with a hand-wtitten
notation (in French) in pencil from Diern saying: "Miss Hammer at lcast tries to understand what we are
Footnde continued on m t me:...
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religious de~elo~rnent.26
First of all, leading up to the Buddhist Crisis, there is no concrete
evidence, or evidence of substance whatsoever, that Diem was practising or endorsing, in any

...footnote continuedfkom previous page:
-

doing. She takes account of the Oriental context in which we m u t operate." Higgins, Our Vietnam
Ninhtmare, p. 176.

z6 Ellen Hammer placed Buddhisrn in its proper Vi*namese context. smething any American
joumalist or State Department official could have done had they the will or inclination to research
Vietnamese history. As such, Dr. Hammer wrote: "Vietnam has little in common wiih Westem society, so
the language of Westem politics cannot be transposed to Vietnamese life without the greatest caution, and
then oniy at the risk of confusion and misunderstanding.
Vietnamese society was characterized by both a higtily developed autocracy and a remarkable
degree of dernocracy. Although al1 power reposed in the Emperor, every aspect of his life, as wiih the least
of his subjects was regulated by the moral precepts of Confucius. The Confucianist teaching which was
grounded solidly on humanism and characterized by moderation. minutely regulated the khaviour of the
individual; it provided that the role of the citizen in govemment was only one facet of a carefully organized
network of social relations and obligations. Even during the period of French rule, Vietnamese society
remained surprisingly unaltered. Although the displacernent of political power to French hands inevitably
dismpted certain aspects of Vietnamese life. The social traditions of Vietnam managed to swive through
the farnily which became the guardian of national traditions.
Confùcianism was a way of life which impregnated the entire culture of Vietnam. It Icft an
indelible imprint upon the Vietnamese, regardless of their religion, upon Catholics and Buddhists. as well
as animists; and in its emphasis on the responsibilities of an individuai to society (as in the Nhan Vi
doctrine) it acted as a valuable counterpoise to Buddhism which was essentially other-worldly and
indifferent to social or politicai relations.
In this Contiicianist world, political ùehaviour was logically deduced from a set of ethical
equations which any servant of the state had to assimilate before he could qualie for office. There was thus
no place for the concept of the right of the minority to become the majority which is at the root of Westem
political democracy, nor of majority nile. There was no hereditary aristocracy to stand between the
emperor and the people. With the Viemamese state recniiting its goveming elite, or mandarins, entirely
through educational channels by a system of triennial examinations open to the entire population, its
officiais were selected to a striking extent on ability. This intricate society was penneated by a profound
sense of popular sovereignty for al1 that it was expressed in ways unknown io the West. It affected even the
emperor who govemed according to a so-called 'mandate of heaven....' Omnipresent rules of Confucianist
doctrine imposed ôoth a practical and theoretical check on the abuse of power...the Confucianist system
took for granted a society in which each individual knew his place and duties.... Whatever rights an
individual might have were derived largely fiom his functions and h m the role he was called to play in
the social system.... In 1954 when Diem retumed to power the duty of obedience to established auihority
had been undemined (in the cities). But since that time Diem has set about building a regirne, step by step,
on foundations that go deep in what in the p s t was legitimate and decent for an Asian country, narnely
Confucianist ethics. In the present Viemamese state.... rccowse to the basic Confucianist equations has
been accomplished by special emphasis on the rights of the individual....ln this development of a political
credo which draws its deepest rootts h m the traâitions of which Asia can so legitimately be pmud, the
service rendered by Diem to fiee Asia may wcll extend kyond the fiontiers of his Republic of Vietnam."
Ellen Hammer as quoted by Marguerite Higgins. M.pp. 177 - 178.
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way, manner or fonn, the persecution of Buddhists in Vietnam. Indeed, General Nguyen Khanh,
in a lengthy interview with this writer, scoffed at the idea of persecution or even discrimination
against Buddhists - claiming that over half of Diem's cabinet were Buddhist and that he (Khanh)
was also a Buddhist who enjoyed the President's trust and ~ n e n d s h i ~ .Further
~'
to this, even a

cursory overview of the religious affiliations of the 1 13 elected members of South Vietnam's
National Assem bl y would objective1y demonstrate that the majority were Buddhists (Le., 7 5
members were ~uddhists).*S
Irony, which has always been replete in Vietnam, was unmistakable in Diem's decree
about displaying the Vietnamese flag before any other, including religious banners, as it was

actually aimed at his own brother, Archbishop Ngo Dinh Thuc. For Thuc had pennitted Roman
Catholic ceremonies in Da Nang, celebrating his Silver Anniversary as an odained priest. to go

...footnare conrinuedfrom previous page:
If Ellen Hammer's research is accurate then, quite clearly, the Buddhist agitators of 1963 were
operating beyond the purview of both traditional Buddhism and Vietnamese society, Had there been the
requisite Southeast Asian expertise in the State Department it would seem more likely that there would
have k e n a lot more concern about who was directing îhis unprecedented explosion of politically active
Buddh ism.

Mr. Geofky DT Shaw in Conversation With General Nguyen Khanh, Recorded on June 16,
1994 at the USAF Special Operations School Hurlburi Field, Floriâa Transcript page #: 61. This
transcript is available through the Vietnam Centre at Texas Tech University.

-

-

General Khanh expanded on Diem's treatment of Buddhists in an informal interview at Texas
Tech in Aprii of 1996.
In support of Khanh's testimony about Diem's more than fair treatment of Buddhists, Dr. Pan
gives the precise figures for Diem's cabinet and govenunent with regard to religious affiliation: "Diem
chose a Buddhist to be his Vice-President d u h g his two ternis in office. In his cabinet during the last year
of his administration, the Vice-Resident, Nguyen Ngoc Tho, was a devoted Buddhist. His Foreign
Minister, Vu Van Mau, was another outstanding Buddhist. Among the 18 members of Diem's cabinet in
1%3, the were Catholics, eight were Buddhists, and five werc Confwians. The rnilitary govemor of
Saigon-Cholon, General Ton That Dinh, and the Commander-in-Chief, General Le Van Ty, were also
Buddhists. Among the top 19 generals, thete werc only three Catholics. The &en were Buddhists,
Conficians, and Taoists. Although many of the best schools were Catholic, there were only 12 Catholics
among the 38 provincial govemors. The rest were Buddhists, Conhicians, and Taoists." Stephen Pan &
Daniel Lyons, Vietnam Crisis, (New York, FIY]: n i e East Asian Research institute, 1966), p. 1 15.
28 pan dé ~yons,Vietnam crisis, p. I 15.
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to too lavish an extent. According to both Hammer and Higgins, Thuc's extravagance was
perceived by both Diem and his brother, Ngo Dinh Can, as extrernely insensitive and provocative
to the Buddhists and, thus, it angered Diern enough that he believed a law was necessary to

prevent any future re-occurrences. Here is how Higgins derribed the events leading up to the
incident in Hué:
the Tinres / X WYork/ Jispcllclr S userfiojl ihut there wm ban on
BudJhstftags, no such thing existed. This disputch implied also that there was
some ruling applying solely to Buddhists. Again, this is ntlt m e . There was a
Vietnamese government regulation ugainst giving any religious flag - either the
Budhist or Cotholic - precedence over the national flag in public places or in
public view. Inside pagodas and inside churches, f i g s could be jlown at will.
The regdation applied to all religions.
As

lu

There is no doubt, however, that the Vieiliarnese government S decision
to revive thesrflag regdations on May 6, 1963, made possible the Hue mgeây.
ironicaliy, Diem S May 6 circular WCLFprovoked a few days earlier in
Danung by excessive use by Cutholics of Vatican j'tags, which were flown in
proficsion, whereas the national Vietnameseflags on view were few in number
and sometimes tatiered and tom.*9
Ellen Hmmer's research into this question shows that Ngo Dinh Thuc was upst by the
prominence of Buddhist flags, king displayed for the celebnition of the 2,507th annivemq of
Buddha's death3O which he personally observed as he drove through Hué on May 7, 1963.31
Thuc ordered Ho Dac Khuong, the man who represented the Saigon government in Hué. to have
the flags removed; Khuong immediately protested, arguing that it was too late and that such a

move would deeply offend the Buddhist cornrnunity? Khuong even appealed to Saigon but to

no avail. The minister of the interior - Bui Van Luong, was in Hué at the time and he had
Footnotes

z9 Higginr, Our Vietnam Nkhtmare, p. 91.
Fr. Gheddo, The Cross and the Bo-Tree, p. 179.

Hmmcr, A k a t h In November, p. 1 10.

-

32 Md.

actually visited the pagodas in order to reassure the bonzes that their flags could be flown and
that the order to have them taken down had been rescinded. He Iater told the UN mission about
his efforts to reassure the Buddhists when the UN team arriveci to investigate the charge of

religious persecution in South Vietnam. Unforhmately, these GVN efforts were too late as the
police had already taken down some flags. This gave the radical and, most likely, Communist
bonze, Thich Tri ~ u a n all
~ pthe excuse he needed to begin a campaign which would bring
down Diem and his government, simultaneously, leaving American policy in complete disarray.
Foornotes

-

33 Ibid. pp. 110, Il2 & 113.

This writer has talked with Ambassador William Colby, Mrs. Nolting and General Nguyen Khanh
about the enigrnatic and mysterious Thich Tri Quang's politics and background. While no one has yet
produced his Communist Party Card al1 concw that the evidence points to the likelihood that he was,
indeed, a Communist agent; certainly, his ends were the equivalent to a political 'El Dotado' for the North
and the Viet Cong, In this context, Marguerite Higgins uncovered some very unpalatable tmths for those
Americans, particutarly the newsmen, who attached so much righteous indignation to the 'pcrsecuted'
leader of the radical bonzes, Thich Tri Quang: "If 1 had known more about Thich Tri Quang, I might have
been less taken aback by his massive indifferencc to the fight against the Communists.
Even today Thich Tri Quang's past remains very much a mystery.

When did he emerge as the dominant monk at the Tu Dam Pagoda at Hué? Nobody knows for
sure - or will say.
The famous Tu Dam Pagoda remains Thich Tri Quang's headquarters in Central Vietnam and is
the political command post fiom which he lsunched his anti-Diem drive.
According to records of the French Colonial ofice, Thich Tri Quang was twice arrested for his
dealings with Ho Chi Minh. By his own admission he served afier 1945 with Communist front groups
working with Ho's Viet Minh army.
ln a recent report sent to Washington based on conversations with Thich Tri Quang, our embassy
in Saigon noted: 'TriQuang himself has said that hc acccded to Viet Minh 'invitations' to collaborate with
them in the 1940's and that in response to their demands he served 'passively' as chairman of the United
Viemarnese Association, which was controlled by the Viet Minh and was located near his home village in
Quang Binh province.' The US Embassy m e r noted that Thich Tri Quang claimed he was able to leave
the Viet Minh-controlled province 'by a ruse.' Thich Tri Quang also for a tirne Ied a Cornmunist-fiont
Buddhist organization collaborating with Ho Chi Minh Again, according to the French, who still have
reprcsentatives at Hanoi, Thich Tri Quang's brotber is c m n t l y workirig for Ho Chi Minh in the
Communist Vietnam's Ministry of the Interior. The dutics of Thich Tri Quang's M e r includt the
direction of subversion in South Vietnam.

....

Thich Tri Quang is a disciple of Tbich Tri Do, who is now in Hanoi as a lcadcr of the Budâhist
organization there. Buddhism in North Vietnam operates of course by favor of and for the purposes of the
Communist regime.
Footnote cowinued on mt page: ...
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The Minister of the Interior. in a pnvate meeting had told Thich Tri Quang that the
Buddhist flags did not have to corne down. Tri Quang assented to this understanding, and then
tumed around and quietly ordered his monks to go and haul down the flags - as if to provoke a
confrontation. Indeed, Quang had also ordered his monks to inform the citizens of Hué that the
flags were coming down because of Diem's order to "ban the Buddhist flag."M Obviously,
Thich Tri Quang was attempting to intlate the whole tlag incident and had inhsed b i s
inflarnmatory process with an outright lie, as Diem had never issued any decree, at any time. that
banned the Buddhist flag. Evidently, there was no stopping this politically motivated bonze as
the organisation he had waiting in the background to protest apinst the Diem government was
thorough-going and highly competent in the execution of such a complex plan.35 In other words.
Quang's "protest" was no spur of the moment out-pouring of Buddhist outrage but, instead, a

coldly-calculated political campaign on par with the political capabilities of Ho Chi Minh and his

...fooînoîe conrinuedfrom previous page:
Also, Thich Tri Quang has made some rather remarkable public statements conceming
Communism, having assened on one occasion that it was in his opinion eniirely compatible with
Buddhism," Higgins, Our Vietnam Nidmare, pp. 28 - 29.

-

34 lbid. p. 92.

3s "..A was clear that Thich Tri Q w g has learned a lot from the Communists about organization
and propaganda. He ran his emergency headquarters at the Xa Loi Pagoda like a company command pst.
Orden were barked out directing a demonsüation here, a protest meeting then. Messengers scunied in and
out canying banners with their newly painted slogans that were remarkably similar to slogans used by the
Communists.

-

There was something very Machiavellian about this monk a kind of MachiaveIli with incense.
And 1 am by no means the only person to have registered this impression.
Denis Warner. writing in Reporter magazine, describes this scene that todc place...in the Xa Loi
Pagoda: '1 have rarely met a man so sure of hirnself. In his drab grey robes, he dominated the strange
scene.... Thich Tri Quang did not pretend that the Buddhist religious campaign was without political
motivations. His plan, it appeared, was to continue forcing the governent into rash acts against the
Buddhists....When I told him that the Special Forces of the iumy had becn alened to attack the pagoda, he
smiled and answered: 'Don'r you think it will k l p ow case ifsome of us ore killed [italics mine]?"' Ibd.
p. 30.
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~arty? ln this context the historian needs to consider, for example. the fact that when the GVN
Provincial of'ficials and Hué City ofticials tumed up at the Tu Dam Pagoda to take part in the
anniveaary celebrations, they were confionted with large banners inscribed with raâical antigovemment s l 0 ~ a n s . 3 Thich
~
Tri Quang, along with some of his assisting monks, began
haranguing the crowds at the pagoda to "Go to the radio station - something very interesting will
happen there."J8 It is a matter of historical record that "something interesting" did, indeed,
happen at the radio station for this is where several Vietnamese met their deaths that day; deaths,
that were immediately biamed on Ngo Dinh Diem's govemment by Thich Tri Quang.

This was what Ambasrador Nolting had corne to undentand and he maintained this position
steadfastly down through the years; moreover, he came to believe that the American press and the Kennedy
Administration had been duped by the General Association of Vietnamese Buddhists [an organisation
unknown to the rural Buddhist pagodas not caught up in the politics of Hue]: "Then there was an incident
in Hue involving a nurnber of deaths and arising out of a Buddhist dernonstration. There wen various
causes for this. Who was culpable in those deaths has never ken, to my mind, proven. Cenainly the
govemment mishandled the thing, I think, both in tems of public relations externally and in t e n s of
Vietnamese public opinion. But at the same time the charge that this was a spontaneous uprising of
Buddhists because of religious persecution was, in my opinion, false.
On the subject of persecution 1 said publicly then, at the height of the Buddhist crisis, and I still
think, that there was no religious persecution. I travelled to pretty near al1 the provinces of Vietnam, some
of them on many occasions, and I never saw one instance of religious persecution, nor did 1 have the
feeling that there was religious discrimination.... 1 felt then and 1 still feel that one of the few things that
didn't plague this un formate country was religious discrimination. Diem, who himself was a devout
Catholic, did things in an even-handed way to promote Buddhisrn, to put scarce governrnent tunds into
pagodas, and so forth. 1 might also say in this connection that I received many letters fiom Buddhist
bonzes in the provinces during the Buddhist crisis saying that they had nothing to do with the propaganda
k i n g put out by the Generai Association of Vietnamese Buddhists, which was the centrai organization of
the agitators. They said they never heard of the organization; they weren't rnembers of it; and they were
m i n g their pagoda in the village as always, as an independent entity. And this was the general set-up in
Vietnam; there wasn't any established hietarchical Buddhist organization. Neveftheless, this whole thing
was interpreted by the press as a genuine revolt against religious persecution, which in my opinion was a
false interpretation. And this did have an effect on the US governrnent a disastrous effect, in my
opinion." Frederick Nolting, "First Otal History Interview with Frederick E. Nolting." Recordcd interview
by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), p. 19, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History

-

--

program.

Higgins, Our Vietnam Niehûnare, pp. 92-93.

-

38 lbid. p. 93.
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When Tri Quang and his followers reached the radio station the Buddhist leader insisted
to the station director that

he broadcast a speech calling for Diem's overthrow as opposed to the

govcrnrnent-approved taped message commemorating Buddha' s death [birthda~
J .39 Tri Quang
and his crowd grew impatient and raucous when the radio station director stated that he could not
broadcast such a political speech; fearing that a riot would break out the director telephoned the
deputy province chier who was in charge of public xcurity, Major Dang !Sy.JO The foilowing
depiction, given best by Ellen Hammer, also concurs with what Marguerite Higgins was able to
uncover and with what Mrs, Nolting told this writer:

Major Dang Sy arrived ut the radio station two hours afrer the jrst report of the
riot reached his headguarters. He hod a Company of men with him in rubbertired urmoured cars. Because they hud no tear gus at hand they were equipped
with MK 111 grenades. They were still in their cars about fifry meters Rom the
building when the night wes ripped by two explosions. In the darhess. with the
crowd shocked and scattering. Dang Syfeared the explosions meant a Viet Cong
attack like the recent one on a police station. mis was the signaljor his men to
use their grenades. At leust fifreen were rhrown. The crowd jred, ieaving seven
dead and one child dying. The victims were mutilu~ed.some decapituted. ï3ere
were mangied shrrrls ofjlesh und bone and torn bodies with no trace of any
lethal projectile. ... None of the Vietnamese present had ever witnessed
explosions of such exceptional force. They corresponded to nothing in the
arsenal ut the disposai of Dang Sy S men... rhe Buddhist doctor who exumined
the bodies said he had never seen such injuries md did not believe they could
h m been caused either &y plustic or by grenades...the Americun concussion
grenades they hud w d were described in the United Stutes Department of the
Army Field Manual on "grenades and Pyrotechnies " und could never have been
K III grenades are
lethul because "the maximum capabilities of the A
concussion. bursf eardmms und shock "41
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What is important to note in the above excerpt from Hammer's research, as it concurs
precisely with what Higgin's uncovered,42 is that it was virtually impossible for Diem's troops,
under the supervision of Dang Sy, to have slaughtered the civilian protestm in the manner
rec0rded.a Marguerite Higgins, recognising the importance of the v a t discrepancy between
what the Arnerican public was k i n g told about the deaths in Hue, and what actually happened,
strove to uncover the most precise and, sadly, gruesorne details available. These details, as
already suggeaed earlier in this chaptet, are crucial because of the popularly-held defamatory
allegation that Diem's troops gunned down protesting civilians and Buddhist Bonzes. The deaths
of these people becomes far more worrisome to those interested in uncovering the iruth about
this time in Vietnamese - American relations. This is because the circumstantial and the forensic
evidence suggests that the crowd of protesters were cold-bloodedly herded to their deaths by a
Bonze who knew about pre-plant4 plastic bombs or other explosive devices at the radio
station.*( Here, then, are the facts as unearthed by Higgins during the course of her interviews
with the senior GVN oftScial on the spot, lnterior Minister Bui Van Luong:

I went to see the bodies of the dead. IIjound most of them had the top of
their heads blown ofi but there were no wounds below the chest. There were no
meml splinters in lhe bodies, but only holes. No metal wasfound on the concrete
veranda. Al1 the bodies were found on the verundu, none of them in the
courtyurd. I asked the legul doctor !O make a post-mortem und send me the
resuits. He made a very curefil examination and took out the organs for
examination and sent hisfindings to me in Saigon.
Footnotes

Higgins, Our Vietnam Nidmnarr, pp. 94 -95.
Hammer, A Death In November, p. 1 14.
44 Owing, in no srnall piut, to the bias of American reponing the mie facu and the very real
mystery surrounding the deatfis h Hue were never uncovered. Later, a year afier Diem's murder when
Nguyen Khanh was premier of South Vietnam, Dang Sy was tried for alleged crimes against Buddhist
protesters at Hue. Here is what the objective nporting of the London based Economist newsmagazine
found: "outrage ...at a cynically rigged trial. He [Dang Sy] tmk his orders fiom the proper authorities and
carefùlly used percussion grendes only on the fnnges of the mob bat had k e n whipped up by Tri Quang.
He was then accused of responsibility for the still unexplaincd deaths of eight demonstrators in plastic
h b explosions." The Economist, London, 1966.

-
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Aflenvard there were rumeurs thot tanks had driven into the crowd and
crushed the people. But the fact is that tanks were not w d . Oniy Iightly
armoured cars. The dead had not been crushed but had had their heads blown
ofland had been wounded onlyfrom the chest up.

I have now in hand the jindings of the legal doctor, who says they were
killed by un explosion and a violent blast.
When I came bock from Hue to Saigon, I atfended a meeting between
Buddhist leaders and the President. Among the Buddhists was Dr. Mai Tho
Truyeri (Iwud u/ îlir Scligoti Buddtiist Ass(~'I<Uioti).Dr. Truyen a k 4 nls ïlie
reuson for the explosion and d e a h . I tofd him that the experts in weaponry
whom we had consufted in 60th Hue und Saigon were of the opinion that it w w
probably bombs made of plastic [explaining why no metal splinters were found].
I also tofd Dr. Truyen that we had many bullets because the United States W
given us many bullets free. But we had no plastic. Plastic is the arm of the Viet
Cong gicerrilla.4J

The standard American accouni of the incident in ~ u é which
. ~ in one of its various
formats. can be read in Stanley Kamow's Vietnam: A ~istorv,Q'ignores any in-depth analysis of

the incident and tends to support the American Consul's early, hasty and very inaccurate
repon.l(l Reporters such as ~alberstam$~
Karnow and ~ h e e h a n quite
, ~ apart from distorting
Foornores

-

4s Higgins. Our Vietnam Ni~htrnare,pp. 95 96.

Noking's own account differs markedly fiom this standard American iucital of events at it is

based upon more evidence than available to both the Amencan Consul in Hue, John J. Helble, and the
American reporters. As far as who actually did what to whom at Hue, Nolting tecorded in his memoirs that
in al1 the evidence he had seen the indications were that agitators in the crowd had t h w n bombs and that
the A m y had fired weapons. Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. 106.
47 Karnow, Vietnam: A Historv, p. 279.

*

Here is the salient excerpt from Karnow about the incident in Hue which. it should k
underscored, leaves no doubt as to its anti-Diem bis: "On May 8, 1963, as Buddhists assembled in Hue to
celebrate the 2527th bifiday of Buddha, the deputy province chief, a Catholic by the name of Major Dang
Xi, enforced an old decree prohibiting them h m flying their multicolotcd flag. A wcck earlicr, however,
he had encouraged Catholics there to display blue and white papal banners to comrncmorate the 25th.
anniversary of Thuc's ordination. The discrimination dismayed the Buddhists. Several ihousand gathered
peacefiilly in front of the city's radio station to listen to loudspeakers broadcast ri speech by Tri Quang, a
Buddhist leader. The station director cancelled the address, claiming that it had not k e n c e n s d . He also
telephoned Major Xi, who dispatched five amoured cars to the scene. The commander ordend the crowd
to disperse, then told his men to fm. The people starnpeded. A woman and eight c M h n dicd, eithcr shot
or trarnpled in the melee." M.p. 279.
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the reality of how the victims at the incident had died, inflated the total casualties u p w d

-

clairning that nine people had died and that these were al1 children except for one woman.51
Their claims were, as demonstrated, not accurate and could easily be interpreted as k i n g aimed
at delivering maximum damage to US Govemment relations with Diem's GVN. The irony here

being that they were unwittingly doing the Comrnunists' bidding as that is precisely what the
leaders of the insurrection wanted

- i.e., a divorce between Diem and the Americans and, thus,

the collapse of Diem and his government.52 Ambassadot Nolting elaborated on the recognition

of who benefited, directly, f'rom the Buddhist Crisis:

I think rhe Buddhist crisis was busically a very clever political ploy, using a
religious mas& and making use of a greut many naive people [i.e., Young, US
news-reporters]. d M~US basically o political ploy aimed ut over-throwing the
Dirm government. It was also aimed rhrough publicity ar the United States,
which was supporting the consti~utionulgovernmenf. And if came out exactly as
the Bddhist agifatorr inrendrd This outcome exactly paralIeled the nunber one

...foatno~econtinuedjkom previous page:
49 David Halberstam was still maintaining. in June of 1%3. the allegations that the GVN was
responsible "...for the deaths of nine Buddhists in Hué on May 8. T m p s at that time fwed into a Buddhist
throng staging a forûidden demonstration." David Halberstam, "Saigon Ruddhists Fight The Police," in
The New York Times, (Sunday, June 16, 1963), p. 18.
U,

Sheehan, A Bribt and Shininn Lie, p. 334.
Karnow. Vietnam, p. 279.

52 John Mecklin, who was by no means antagonistic toward the American reporters in South
Vietnam, acknowledged that the professional ethics of the newsmen were king called into question by
other, welbestablished repoirers: "ln a scathing article (September 20, 1963) that led to the protest
resignation of Charles Mohr, its chief correspondent for Southeast Asia, Time asserted: 'The press corps on
the scene is helping to compound the very confusion that it should be untangling for its readers at
home....They p l their convictions, information, misinformation and grievances.. ..They have covered a
complex situation fiom only one angle, as if their own conclusions offered al1 the necessary illumination.'

Columnist Joseph Alsop (September 23, 1963) accused the Saigon newsmen of 'carrying on
another of these egregious crusades' comparable with the carnpaign against Chiang Kai-Shek by some of
the correspondents in China in 1944. '1t is easy enough to paint a dark, indignant picture, without depating
h m the fact,' Alsop wrote, 'if you ignore the major@ of Americans who admite the Vietnamese as
fighters and seek out the one US officer in ten who înevitably thinks al1 foreigners fight ôaâly.... nie
reportonal crusade against the govenunent has also helpcd mightily to transfm Diem from a courageous,
quite viable national leader, into a man afilicted with a galloping persecution mania, seeing plots around
every corner, and theretore misjudging everything."' John Mecklin, Mission In Tonnent: An Intirnate
Account of the U.S. Role in Vietnam, (Garden City, [NY]:Doubleday & Company, inc., 1%5), p. 120.
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tactical objective of the Viet Cong, which was to overthrow the Diem
government and thereby bring about political c h o s in South c jet na m.53
Diem seemed to intuit, right from the onset of the incident in Hué, that disaster lay in a
Buddhist revoit, especially since it held the threat of undoing al1 that he had already
accomplished to bridge suspicions between Buddhists and Catholics. Hammer's study and
Higgin's investigations support the objective scholarship of Piero Gheddo's daim that Diem had
gone to great Iengths to accommodate the Buddhists - long before there had ever been a politicalBuddhist crisis. In fact, as the figures of the Society of Buddhist Studies in Saigon make
manifest, Diem's use of government iünds to rebuild Buddhist infrastructure throughout al1 of
South Vietnam, including pagodas and Buddhist schools, played a substantial role in the revival

Under Diem there is no doubt that Buddhism enjoyed the @Ilest religious
Peedorn. This is so m e that never in ils long history had it recorded such a
grandiose rebirth in so short a lime...we must say thai fiom 1954 to 1963 [Ihe
Diem yeurs], Btrddhism ampfy developed in South Vieinam and became clearfy
aware not only of its religious identiîy but also of its political sirengtlr ..In the
periud of 1956-1962, the upper schooh for bonzes in South Vietnam increased
/rom 4 to 10: of the 1,766 pugodm in the couniry, i,275 were built oJIer 1954
and 1,295 were renovated or rebuilt ufier thut year. The Diem government ut the
same t h e gave nine million piastres for the building of Buddhist pugodai (about
$I,6OO,OUO), and President Diem himself gave a major contribution for the
reconstruciion of thefurnous Xa ~ o i ~ a ~ d a . . s J
Ambassador Nolting had many conversations with Diem about the coexistence of Buddhism
with Roman Catholicism in South Vietnam and never had cause to doubt Diem's sincere
goodwill toward the Buddhists. Furthemore, even in the wake of the Buddhist crisis, Nolting
Foutnotes

S3 Frederick Noltuig, "Fht Oral History Interview with Frederick E. Nolting." Recorded
interview by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), pp. 19 20. John F. Kennedy Library,
Otal History Program, Boston, Ma.

-

S4 Mai Tho Truyen, Le Bouddhisme au Vietnam, (Saigon: Xa Loi Pagada, 1%2).

5s Fr. Gheddo, The Cross and the Bo-Tree, p. 176.
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maintained Diem's benevolence toward thc Buddhists was genuine as can readily be discemed
in the following letter that he wrote to Marguerite Higgins in 1965:

You ask my views about the characterisation of Diem as a "nurrow-minded,
fanaticai Cafhoiicliùe the medieva/ inquisitors. 'Such O descriprion is totaliy
false, I think - a Jgmen t of prejdice and ignorance of the man. I knew him well
and I think of him, not as a Roman Catholic. but rather as a person of snong
Christian eihics, including moral conviction, compussion, and wtdersranding of
the beliefi of oihers. He wm a man of foierance,so fur ar religion is concerned.
His theology w u not dogrnatic. I discussed philosophy und theoiogy wifh him
ofien. (11 happen to be interested in bofh and have a docior 3 degree in
philosophy). He hadfkm beliejs and the courage of his convictions, but he did
not try ?O impose those beiie/s and convictions on others. He had high regurd for
good Bddhists, good Conficians, good ancesfor-worshippers (deBning good in
terms of honesty, compassion. and ocfivepractice of srcch virtues). His privaîelyvoiced criiicism of the Buddhist philosophy in general went to its passiveness.
He s a w Communbm as a moral evil, and was convinced that one had a duty
aclively to oppose if,not simply sir and wait /or it to go away.~6
Diem knew that the educated elite in the major urban centres of South Vietnam, such as
the Caravellistes. had managed to engineer a rapprochement with the Buddhists and that this
posed a significant political challenge. Esxntially. these anti-Diem elite formed an underground
political opposition within the urban pagodas and Buddhism gave them an air of legitimacy that
they had lacked on their own.S7 As such, Diem mponded by meeting with the Buddhist leaders
who were pmtesting against the outrage in Hue and he ordered, instantly, generous
indemnification for the families who had suffercd losses in the incident.58 In addition to t h , the
South Viemamese presidcnt fonned-up a special commission, which was directed by a Buddhist

-

Vice-President Nguyen Ngoc Tho

-

with the mandate to negotiate and reach amicable

Footnotes

-

-

56 Frcdcrick Nolting. 'Lettcr to Miss Marguerite Higgins July 7. 1965,' p. 1. in RG-21/102.921

- Box #: 12 - Selected Correspondence - Higgins, Marguerite, The Nolting Papen,
Fr. GhedQ, Thc Cms and the bTree, pp. 178 -1 79.
S8Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, p. 101.
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agreements with the Buddhist leaden.s9 Diem, confident that govemment forces had nothing to
do with deaths in Hué, openly refused to accept the guilt for the killings prior to the joint and
intemationally supervised investigation - which Thich Tri Quang had demanded. A critical fact
hem, that should have drawn more attention to the Thich Tri Quang's motives, was, simply, that
once Diern had agreed to an international investigation, Tri Quang then rejected the ~ f f e r . ~
During the course of the first meeting with the Buddhist leaders Diem explained to them
that there had been errors made by GVN oficials pertaining to the whole flag issue. He
reminded hem that they were guaranteed freedom of worship under the constitution of the
Republic of Souîh Vietnam and he also reminded hem that the= were tmublemakers at the Hue
radio station who had nothing to do with Buddhism and that, indeed, Catholics were amongst the
injured chere?' Diern. in fact, went to great lengths to assuage Buddhist fears and to meet their
demands. Accordingly, he issued a joint communiqué with the Venerable Thich Tinh Kiet, head
of the Vietnam Buddhist Association, which addressed al1 of the Buddhist dernands - except for
the one promulgated by Thich Tri Quang wherein he was to admit guilt, before any inquiry,62
vis-à-vis the killings in the Hué incident. In light of the fact that, almost to a man, the American
joumalists ignored Diem's substantial efforts, as witnessed in their histories of this period, it is
illuminating and usehl for the student to penise the following document:

"Thepoints of this joint commwiqué were upproved by n e [President D i e 4 in
principle fiorn the very beginning " (i.e.. of the &dh).The points of the
agreement eliminuted uny discussion and ficrther dissent in the religious field
Footnotes

s9 Pan & Lyons, Vietnam Crisis, pp. 1 12 - 1 13.

* Higgins,

Our Vietnam Niphtmare, p. 101.

61 Harnrner, A kath In November, p. 1 17.
62 The Manifesto of the Buddhist's demands was n p ~ t e din FRUS and the contents of the
Buddhist manifesto and demands closely matches ail the points that Resident Dicrn addressed. 118.
"Manifesto of Vietriamese Buddhist Clergy and Faithful," Hue, May 10, 1963. [Department of Statc,
Central Files, POL 13-6 S VIET. Unclassified; Translation.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1963,
Vol. III, pp. 287 288.
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There war a new and carefilly worked out regulation on the public display of
religious bunners (art. I); the government 's promise ro pass ut the beginning oJ
196.1 a new lm on religious assemblies und associations (ari.2); the setting up
of an enquiry commission on the injustices denowtçed by the Buddhists and the
oc1 of presidential clemency for al1 who in the Buddhist demonsnafions had
broken the law (art.$; the renewal of the guarantees for more ample religious
fieedom in al1 ifs aspects (art.4 and. finalfy, the punishinent of the ntembers of
the police who were proven gtrilty in the clash with Buddhists and the agreement
to give aid tu thefamilies of the victims (artS).a
American journalists, though, were not alone in blaming the GVN for the Hué killings
before al1 the facts were in. For it can be readily discerned fiom the tone of Consul Helble's
telegrams, sent directly to the State Department in Washington. that he held an early and illfounded presumption that, indeed, Diem's forces were responsible awing, amongst other things,
to years of alleged repression of the ~ u d d h i s t s John
. ~ Helble, whatever his sympathies may
have ken. was meticulous in his telegrams in pointing out that Thich Tri Quang was propelling

the Buddhist Crisis fonvard by trying to organise a massive funeral rally for the victims of the
Hué incident to be attended by international Buddhist leader#

Helble also noted in his

telegrams that Tri Quang was trying to incite a nation-wide Gandhi-styled protest against the

GVN.Furthemore, he noted that another prominent Buddhist leader (name not declassified yet)

Footnotes

63 Ngo Dinh Diem quoted in Fr. Gheddo, The Cross and the Bo-Tree, p. 181.
64 Here is an excerpt h m one of the Consul's telegrams to Washington that indicates that Heble
was swallowing whole the "popular" line about GVN repression of the Buddhists: "Population mua be
judged as tense. Duration and intensity of crisis unusual in view generally passive nature Vietnamese in

terms public dernonstrations. People scem to have taken seriously Bonze speech morning 8th "now is time
to fight." While word fight perhaps overemphatic, desire of people seems to be to have some son of
showdown following years of fnistration for Buddhists. Student banner morning 9th "please kill us". Man
on Street expressing gteat desire for world to how of killings on 8th. While GVN line is VC responsible,
no credibility this among population." John J. Helble American Consul in Hue, 1 16. "Telegram From the
Consulate in Hue to the Department of State," Hue, May 10, 1963 2 a.m. [Department of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VtET. Secret; Operational Immediate. Also sent to Saigon.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv-Auaust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 285.
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tried to prevent Further violence as he told the 'Quang incited crowds' that, in fact, Diem's
govemment was a good 0ne.u

Of course, the whole incident had bothered Ambassador Nolting as much as it had Diem.
But he had no reason to believe, at that time, that the entire affair would not be dealt with
properly by al1 parties involved and, as such, he continued to make preparations to go vacation in
the early summer of 1 963:

dltl~oughI befieved that ihere was no religiouv persecution in South
Vietnam. I had no doubts about the seriowness of the May 8 incident in Hue. h@
family und I were scheduled to ieave Saigon on May 9 for a vacation on a
sailboat in the Aegean... I postponed our departure in case the situation
deteriorated. We stayed in Saigon for two relutively calm weeks. The
government S report on the incident war issued during this period. While the
report failed to esfablish culpability for the eight deaths. it seemed objeciive,
accurate, and fair. Finally, I decided thut the immrdiate crisis had passrd and
ihai W C couid Ieuvefor OUF vacation with a clear conscience.

ML wife wm uncornfortuble with the decision. Too many persistent
questions fiom Viemamese jiends about exactfy when we were leaving had
made her uneusy, und she suggested thut we not go ut all. But the plans were
made, our duughters were waiting for us, and the State Department had issued
our travel ordprs. so 1convinced her that it was sufi io go. Both my deputy ut the
mission. Bill Theheurt, and the State Depa~tmentin Wurhington had our daily
schedule. It was undersiood that Trueheart would contact me in an emergency
through the US Embarsy in Athens. or eisewhere en route. The atmosphere
appeared calm in both Saigon and the Provinces, and we le# Saigon on Mq 23,
1963, tojoin Our daughrers in Greece.
I coufd not have made a worse mistake. I lefr my post on the eve of the
storm a sform that eventually d e m y e d nine y e a s of cons~rirctiveAnericon
help and support for Sourh Vietnam 's independence.

-

66 Here is one of the relevant excerpts h m Helblc's cablc to Washington: "Ex-chief Bonze Tri

Quang urged ail be peaceful. Cany no weapons, be prepared die. Be alen CO VC efforts agitate people,
follow Gandhi policies. Quang asked people agrcc to follow him and crowd r a d assent.
Buddhist leader [les than 1 line not declassificd] told crowd this regime is g d govt." John J.
Helble Amencan Consulate in Hue, 117. "Telegram From the Consulate in Hue to Department of State,"
Hue, May 10, 1963 3 p.m. [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate. Also sent COSaigon.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Jmuarv-Au~ust.1963, Vol. III, p. 285.
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At the time of the Buddhist Cnsis, Ambassador Nolting had other concems with regard
to joint GVN and American efforts in keeping the counter-insurgency activities properly funded
and directed. Evidently, Nolting's concerns had made an impact with Diem and the Secretary of
State, Thuan, as correspondence from Nolting shows that pmblems were k i n g ovemme and
that, in fact, the whole CON effort was resting on a much healthier foundation than befod8 In

his memoirs Nolting stated that the resolution to the COW fùnding pmblem, which was
officially acknowledged in a joint communiqué issued by the US Embassy and the Diem
govemment on May 17, 1963, seemed routine e n ~ u ~ h . ~information
~ ~ e t , that came his way
subsequent to this time revealed that Washington had taken the whole issue very rriously and
actually had it slated to go before the National Security Council as Kennedy and his advisors
were wondering about continuing suppon for Diem. Nolting recalled this noteworthy Nm in his
polit ical memoirs:

I have since learned, however, that it had tremendous impact in Wmhington, to
the point thut the National Security Council wm scheduled to discuss it. The
discussion never took place, apparently defrred for more pressing issues, but
rhis wm the first rime in 196.3 that Viemani appeared on the NSC agenda.
President Kennedy and his uùvisors were fo examine - I leurned luter - whether
the United States could continue active support of the Diem governmenr and the
counter-insurgency efort in Vietnam if we did not get joint control of this JLnd.
This dispute deepened WashingtonS perceprion that Diem wm O d18cuItperson
to deal with and enhonced its impression thut Nhu was even more stubborn rhan
his brother....Even though Diem oventuaily signed the agreement, the urgirmenf

...footnote continuecifiom previous page:
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67 Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,pp. IO8 109.
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Frederick Nolting, 119. "Letter Fmm the Ambassador in Vietnam (Noltîng) to Secretary of
State at the Residency and the Assistant S e c r e t . of State For National ûefense Thuan," Saigon, May 10,
1%3,[Departrnent of State, Central Files, POL 26-1 S VIET. Confidential.] In FRUS: Vietnam, JanuarvAueust. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 289 - 2W.

In addition to Nolting's correspondence wiih Thuan, on May 17, 1%3, Resident Diem and
Nolting issued a joint communiqué, which announced the fact that, the US and South Victnamest
govemments had reached an agreement on counter-insurgency fiinding* Editorial Note in FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. 111, pp. 307 309.
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le3 a bad f m e in o~cioldoni's mouth. These evenfs and feelings may have
facfored into a revuluation of Vieinampolicy, and info Washington 's opinion of
how the mission - I in particulor - handled Diem.
Clearly. Nolting's later concems over Washington's reaction to the whole COM issue were
warranteci as, evidently, Kennedy Administration motivation for removing Diem was king
forged regardless of the positive diplomatic results Nolting had achieved with Diem in Vietnam.

Cenainly. it can be argwd, credibiy, that those in Washington who wanted Dicm out of the way
found exactly what they were looking for in the Buddhist Crisis.

David Huîberstam d The New York Tinws ;Pouring Gasohe on the Buddhikt F i n Building steadily toward a crescendo of criticism of the Diem government, Halberstam, in a
front page article of The New York Times (June 10, 1963), noted that 'Amcricans [were] V e x d
By Inability to Act in Vietaam Dispute [my ernphasis).' David Halbemam. who

a very

clever writer, carefully sets up the Amencan public in this aiticle to expect, amongst other
things, a "far reaching policy statement" with regard to Diem's GVN:

nie conflct beîween the South Vieinamese Govemmenf and Buddhist Priests is
sorely troubling American oflcials here ...For a variefy of reasons Americans
wish to dissociate rhernselvesfront the Saigon Government S role in the religious
crisis. Any public dismwa!, however, would contms~su sharply wirh the
previour American policy of all-out support t h if wodd be inferpreted as
heralding a change in the United States' aftitde fowcnd the Governmenf of
Presidenr Ngo Dinh Diem. Thur any expression would be a faweaching policy
stafement.
If is reporfed thal Washington har already fold ifs oflcicrls here IO
express extreme concern over the developmenfs and the Govemrnent S hmidling
of [hem,and [O press for O solu~ionro the religiow SR&
Americans are deeply cmbmrassed by the events, and-trated
in the
face of persistent questioning by individaal Viemamese, who a k : "Why does
Foornoles
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your Government allow this to go on? Why don't you Americans say or do
something?

In the same article Halberstam carried on a specific theme that became the hall-mark of The New
York Times' assault on Diem and the GVN's legitimacy. The theme was that between 70 to 80

per cent of the population of South Vietnam considered itself Buddhist and that Diem and his

GVN represented only a small minotity and undemocratic mling elite. This thesis. in various
subtle and not so subtle forms, appeared in nearly every article published by the paper that was
concerned with the Buddhist Crisis:
American political o#?cials here ure worried about the eflect of the
crisis on the war eflort in a country where an estimated 70 per cent of the
population considers itseljhddhisr. Since Presidenî Diem und most of his close
assocjutes are Roman Cutholic, it is almost impossible to maintain the
Government 's stand fhat it is only intcrested in keeping order, and that the
struggk has no religious overtones...the picfure of the Government, ewn among
its most recent supporters here. is one of a regime aloof and inflexible. '2

The distonion that 70 per cent of the population considered itself Buddhist should
prompt the reader to carefully consider what the depth of Buddhism was in the country and
whether or not the Hué and Xa Loi pagodists had the authority to spcak for al1 Buddhists. In this
consideration, the reader should remember that most of the rural Buddhist monks had never
heard of the radicals' organisation, wh ich the revolutionary 'monks' cal led the "General
Association of Buddhists". The outright false claim that most of Diem's close associates were
Roman Catholic, when they were in fact Buddhist, warrants serious consideration of just wliat
Halberstam and his paper were about. Evidently, Halberstam and his New York Times editors
were attempting to 'play up' the angle of religious favouritism and persecution. This would also
be underscored by the fact that they tned to keep the story on the front page of The New

York

Footnotes

David Halberstam, "Americans Vexed By lnability to Act In Vietnam Dispute," in The New
York Times, (Monday, June 10, 1963), pp. 1 & 6.
72

p. 6.
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effectively, up until the coup on November 1, 1963. Given these serious considerations,
the evidence mounts steadily to suggest that Halberstam and The New York Times were, indeed.
creating the image of a religious bigot and persecutor in the public persona of Diem. On June 1 1.
1963, in an article entitled "U.S. Avoids Part in Saigon Dispute: Tells ita Tmps Not to Help
Stop Buddhist Protests [my emphasis]," Halberstam, again. dives home the distortion: "About
70 per cent of the country considers itself Buddhist ... President Ngo Dinh Diem and his famiiy

are ~atholics."~3
This point was emphasised again on June 14 (1963),~*and then on June 18
( 1963) the figure of 70 per cent of al1 Vietnarnese k i n g Buddhist was escalated to 80 per cent.'S

Halberstam followed the same procedure in an article published in The New York Times on June

22, 1

and rnaintaineâ this point up until Diem was murdereâ in November of 1963.
In concise ternis, it is important for the scholar, interested in hie era in American - GVN

relations, to understand that the Buddhist Crisis occurred at a time of real progress k i n g made in

the c ~ u n t r y s i d eThe
. ~ ~ people and the GVN,at the expense of the Viet Cong, were pining this

73 David Halbentarn, "U.S. Avoids PM in Dispute: Tells lis Troops Not to Help Stop Buddhist
Protests," in The New York Times, (Tuesday, June 1 1, l963), p. 6.
Max Frankcl. W.S. Wams South Vietnam on Demands of Buddhisis: Diem 1s Told He Faces
Censure if He Fails to Satisfj Religious Grievances, Many of Which Are Called Just," in The New York
Times, (Friday, June 14, 1%3), pp. 1 & 10.
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7S David Halbcistam, "Buddhists in Saigon Clash With Police," in The New York Times,
(Sunday, June 16, 1963), pp. 1 & 18.

David Halberstam, "Discontent Rixs In Vietnam Crisis: Regime Losing Ground Over
Tteatment of Buddhists," in The New York Times, (Saturday, June 22, 1%3), p. 6,
77 Later, in 1966, after Nolthg had mired h m ihe State Department in pmtest ovcr Diem's
murder, he expanded on this positive information, which the Kennedy Administration had been made fiilly
aware of back in Washington, "...fmt of all, the fmt thm or four months of '63 went along well. The
pacified areas continued to expand, govemment services to the people increased and improved, the
Stmîegic Hamlet program (of which Ngo Dinh N h u was the faeher) seemed to be consolidating these gains,
infiltrations were dom, VC sumnders under the 'Open Arms,' ptolpam wcre up, the economy and
communications were much better." Frederick Nolthg, "First Oral History Interview witb Frederick E.
Nolting." Recorded interview by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), p. 18. John F.
Kennedy Libmy, Oral History Program, Boston, Ma.
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rural progress. For Amencan

- GVN conflicts over fùnding of Strategic

counter-insurgency effons were resolved

Hamlets and other

positive^^.^^ To date, there are no documents

confining that the timing of the Buddhist Cnsis was planned to derail the progress the GVN
was making and the Vietnamese have not been forthcoming about this issue. Nevertheless, it

would be naive for any scholar to overlook the timing of these momentous events as, manifestly,
the Communists benefited by the Buddhin Crisis which did, in fact, bring the successful

Strategic Hamlets program to a halt.
Another event which was taking shape within the Kennedy Administration at the time of
the beginning of the Buddhist Crisis, and one that would have a devastating effect on American
policy in South Vietnam. was planning and discussion to replace Nolting

- immediately. One

particular memorandum, sent fiom Michael V. Fomstal of the National Security Council Staffto
President Kennedy made it very clear that Nohing had to be replaced because, in his own words:
"What we need is fiesh leadership in the field".79
Footnotes
78 In a lengthy letter to Pmident Diem. General Paul Harkins (Commander, Military Arsisr~nce
Comrnmd, Viemam) indicated that the campaign against the Viet Cong was producing such dividends that
the time was fast-approaching for an all-out offensive to be launched against the VC. Haricins, quite
accurately, told Diem that 1962 had been the year wherein a very solid base had k e n built, via the means
of Strategic Hamlets and other COIN efforts, which would permit a thorough offensive to be launched
against the Communists. General Paul Harkins, 123. "Leaer From the Commander, Militiuy Assistance
Command, Vietnam (Harkins) to President Diem," Saigon, May 15, 1963, [Washington National Records
Center, RG 334, MACN Files: FRC 69 a 702, 204-58 Command Reporting (1963). Secret.] ln FRUS:
Vietnam. lanuary-Aunust. 1963, Vol. In, pp. 296 - 300.
' 9 The following memorandum of Forrestal's indicates that Nolting's leadership in Vietnam was
king questioned: "Roger Hilsman asked me to show you the attached memorandum tiom him to me. I also
attach an airgram from Fritz Nolting also on the subject of interdiction of air strikes against the Viet Cong.
The issue resolves to whether or not the United States and Vieniamese military are effectively carrying out
our policy of treating the war in South Vietnam as essentially a political battle.

I don't believe that the problem raised by Roger's memorandum can be eflectivcly handled fnwn
Washington. What we need is f m h leadership in the field. In this connection. State has still not corne up
with a replacement for Fritz Nolting who is rctuming on home leave late this month, although several
candidates have been suggested." Michael V. Forrestal, 120. "Mernorandun From Michacl V. Forrestal of
the National Secwity Councii Staff to the Resident," Washington, May 10. 1963 [Kemedy Lim,
Foutnote corrrinued on nexi page:
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Ngo Dinh Nhu and The Amerkun Ptess Simultaneous to the Buddhist Crisis and the move to have Nolting replaced was Dean
Rusk's concems over public opinion in the United States with regard to the unsavoury image the
press had managed to create of Ngo Dinh Nhu. Similarly. Rusk or Hilsman, who cleared drafted
outgoing telegnuns, which used Rusk's name. h m the State Department to the US Embassy in
Saigon. had taken umbrage at an interview Nhu had given to Warren Unna. In this interview the
Counscllor had brought up pointed questions about the American military presence in South
Vietnam and the need for a reduction in US amed forces. Specifically, Ngo Dinh Nhu pointed
out that their high profile was playing right into the hands of the Communists' propaganda.l)o
Regardless of the potential problems that lay within the Buddhist Crisis, which could not have
k e n entirely foreseen in May of 1963, a very real rift was king opened up between the

Kennedy Administration and the Diem govemment with Ngo Dinh Nhu at Le centre of the
controversy. On May 17, 1963, Hilsman sent a brisk telegram to Nolting in which he claimed

that Nhu was making support for the GVN very diffïcult in Washington as he had made a public
rejoinder about the Warren Unna interview in which he argued that Unna had badly misquoted
him. Esxntially, Hilsman wanted Nolting to get Diem to "lay-down-the-law" with Nhu:
1 hope you able ro fnrd additional opporrunities continue impress on Diem and

N h fact

rhat we having rough going dejênding our Viet-Nam pogrom af best
and rhis incidenr likeiy leave h t i n g bad impression in spite of communiqué. Yoir
may soy we hope fiiure statements will be more helpful rojoint efort defiat VC.

...footnole conlinuedfjom previous page:
National Security Files, Vietnam Country Scries, 4/63-5163. Secret.] In FRUS: Vieinam, Jariuarv-Aunust,
1 %3, Vol. III, p. 29 1.

so h a n Rusk, lu. "Tekgriun From the Deparbnmt of State to the Embassy in Vietnam,"
Washington, May 13, 1963 - 6:36p.m., [Deputment of State, Centtal Files, DEF 6 US. Secret; Riority.
Drafled by Heavner and cleared by Hitsman.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januaw-Au~ust.1%3, Vol. III, pp. 294

-
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Nhu rejoinder io Unna. which we have not yet seen. ufso may create
firrfher dflcdties. Unnu hm reputaion on Hill and elsewhere in government as
accurate reporter no matter whar his policy view. An insulting accusation
uguinst him codd provoke even sironger resentments...my own jeur that Nhu
likely to repeor performance if not brought vp sharpiy and above h o p that you
able fhd opporfunity continue tu împress consequences on both Diem and
~hu.81
Nolting had already warned Hilsman that Diem had gone as far as he could go with regard to a
public repudiation of his brother. In addition to this, Nolting "...concluded that much of the
unfortunate impact of the incident was due to The Washington Post's handling of the
interview.82
Ambassador Nolting sent a lengthy telegram to the State Department on May 18, 1963,
wherein he addressed the problems surrounding the Buddhia problem and what the GVN had
done to date. Diem, according to Nolting's report, was equally hstrated with Catholics and
Buddhists alike in what he tenned their "disorderly use" of religious flags. The Amencan
Ambassador had noted that Diem was reluctant to cave-in to al1 Buddhist demands, especially
those concerned with blaming GVN forces for the killings in Hue, as the Vietnamex President
did not want to give legitimacy to daims about his govemment that were false. Diem had proof
that the killings were not done by his troops and, given these established facts, he was loathe to

Roger Hilsman, 128. "Telegram Fmm the Department of State to l e Embassy in Vicmam,"
Washington, May 17, 1963 [Department of Statt, Central Files, DEF 6 US. Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv-August. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 308 309.

-

82 Frederick Nolting, "Telegram # 1043 to the Depsmnent of State:' Saigon, May 20, 1%3
[Department of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S VIET-US], editorial note attached to Roger Hilsman's
tekgram to Nolting, 128. "1 104. Telegram From the ûeparcment of State to the Embassy in Vietnam,"
Washington, May 17, 1963 - 851 p.m., [Dcpartment of State, Central Files, DEF 6 US. Secret;
Operational Immediate; Limit Distribution.], in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1%3, Vol. III, pp. 308

-

309.
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accept that Thich Tri Quang had any other motive than political agitation.a The essentials of
Diem's position were relayed to Washington in a telegram that Nolting sent on May 22 of 1963:

From Diem S extensive remarh to me, it was quite c h that he is
convinced that (a) Hue incident wm provoked by Buddhist leaders, (b) d e a h
were cawcd by grenade or grenades thrown by VC or other dissidents and not
by G YN. and (c) certain Buddhist leaders are seeking to use Hue affair as rneons
of enhoncing their own positions within Buddhist movement.
Because of Nolting's influence with Diem at this tirne, South Vietnamese Ambassador Buu Hoi
had expressed to the State Department, during his visit to Washington. that Ambassador Nolting
suggest to Diem the idea that he appoint a cabinet level official responsible for religious affairs.

This, it was hoped, would provide an established avenue of appeal that would deal with
cornplaints and problems and, thus, defuse future incidents before they blew-up like the Hué

Footnotes

Fredenck Nolting* 129. "Telegram From the Embassy in Viemam to ihe Department of State."
Saigon, May 18, 1963 - 4 p.m. [Depariment of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential;] in
FRUS: Viemam. Januarv-Aueust, 1963, Vol. III, pp, 309 3 12.
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84 Frederick Nolting, 13 1. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to thc Department of Staie,"
Saigon, May 22, 1963 2 p.m. [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET, Secret; Riority] in
FRUS: Vietnam. Janw-Auaust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 3 14.
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"Tekgram 11 17 Department of State to the Embassy in Saigon," as notcd in footnotc #4
attached to Frederick Nolting's telegram to the State Deparmient as 13 1. "1050. Telegram From the
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The Australhan Expens on Cuunter-Insugenq Fraise & S q p r î the CVN's CIP While those in Washington who would replace Diem grew restless with the potential and
possibilities of the Buddhist problem in South Vietnam. other exûemely positive reports about
the COM effort continued to be brought to light in the American Capitol. One report, in
particular, carried enormous weight and prestige as it was given by Colonel Serong. Head of the
Australian Training Mission to South Vietnam; for it was generally acknowledged that, when it

came to jungle-warfàre in Southeast Asia, the Australians knew thcir business extremely well
indeed. A high-level meeting of the Special Group for Counter-insurgency was held on May 23,
1963, and it was attended by Avcrell Hasriman, Robert Kennedy, the Attorney General, Mr.

McCone, Director of the CIA, a number of Presidential aides and advisors, and Generals Krulak
and Taylor. During the course of this meeting Colonel Serong stated that al1 the indicators
showed that the war against the Communist insurrectionists was k i n g won.86 Serong used
several current statistical indicaton that displayed the favourable trends in countenng the VKt
Cong; not least of i m p o ~ c eamongst these indicators was the substantial increase in the
volume of spontaneous intelligence given by the people to the GVN. Colonel Serong attributed
this marked increase in valuable intelligence as resulting directly fiom the Strategic Hamlets as
these afforded the people greater security h m the threats of the ~ o m m u n i s t sSerong
. ~ ~ put the
success within the context of hstnition which was k i n g lcaked from Arnencan advisors to the

Footnotes
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86 lames W. Dingeman Executive Secretary. 132. "Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Group
for Counter-insurgency, Washington, May 23, 1%3, 2 p.m.: 3. Discussion with Colonel Serong on the
Situation in Viet-Nam," [Department of State, Special Group Counter-insurgency Files: Lot 68 D 45 1,
Secret. Drafled by Dingeman who is not listed among the participants.] ln FRUS: Vietnam. JanuarvAuaust. 1963, Vol. 111, pp. 3 15 - 3 16.
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press and, while acknowledging that things in South Vietnam were far h m perfecf he stated

that he believed the real success story, i.e.. that o f the strategic hamlets. was k i n g overlooked:
He pointed out that there are problems with the press in Viet-Nam. but
rhey are reporting what they see or are being told. He believes this situation c m
be improved by working more closely with them in the jield. Ow US militury
advisors me rejecting in their comments to the press rheirjwstrations to get the
Vietnamese ro accept rheir odvice. The big success story in Viet-Nom is the
strcitegic humier program and this story h a not yet been filiy told. He stated
rhut out of a total population of about 16 million some 8 million have been
moved into the strategic hamiers. resulting in one of the biggest population
moves in history.88
Serong also infonned the Washington meeting about some o f the problems that could be
expected from the strategic hamlets program owing to the rapidity with which it had been
implemented. The Australian Colonel was particularly womed about gaps leR in what he tenned
the lateral development o f strategic harn~ets,*~
where the Communists could infiltrate and wreak
havoc in areas, theoret ically, already c~eared?~
The sipificant point that should be noted, with regard to Colonel Serong's reporf is that
Ambassador Nolting had effective1y and positively influenced relations between Washington and
Saigon in such a manner as to allow the counter-insurgency program to reach a strong position
where even foreign experts were acknowledging its success. This recognition. however, poses at

Footnotes

Ibid.
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a9 "Colonel Semng presented an oral and graphie description of the concept of the süategic
hamlet program and in the southern portion of Viet-Nam, stating that its objective is to establish strategic
hamlets on a radial bais along communications routes with subsequent development of hamlets laterally to
fiIl the gaps. The purpose is to separate the people thm the insurgents
The radial development of the hamlets is progressing well but the lateral program is falling
behind. He observed that we may be overextending oursclves in the strategic hamlet program leaving a
nurnber of Viet Cong behind enabling them to pcnetrate areas a l d y clemd. The sîrength of the
Vietnarnese armed forces is king sapped to counter the thrcats of the Viet Cong in these pockets of
resistance." M.
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l e s t two very difficult historical questions. The fint question is, if Nolting had led the way to
such a s m n g and effective strategy against the Communists why, then, did the powers within the
State Department, particularly, choose to ignore this success? The second and related question
would have to be why, indeed, did the powerful men in DOS turn about and attack the very
foundation of the accomplishment - the GVN under the leadership of Ngo Dinh Diem? One thing
is reasonably certain in attempting to come to grips with this question, as will be made manifest

thmugh the evidence garnered herein, the decision to get rid of Diem had already k e n made, as
revealed in the assumptions of men like Averell ~arriman.91Thus, the Buddhist Crisis was
allowed. perhaps encouraged. to assume ridiculous proportions in souring relations behveen
Washington and Saigon. It stands to reason, then, that Nolting was an impediment to this plan
and that he had to be replaced by an arnbassador who would draw up the battle lines between
Diem and his enemies in Washington.
An important consideration. which needs to be reiterated, and which should be factored

into the historian's analysis of this period, was the fact that the Strategic Hamlcts were reaping
dividends in the war against the Communist insurgents and that this effective work was undone
as a result of the Buddhist Crisis. William Colby's testimony makes this point precisely and it

Footnotes

91 One of the best documents wpponing the argument that Han'iman was already looking for
another, more cornpliant leader for South Vietnam exists in the Nolting Collection of private and persona1
papers at the University of Virginia. The document, which is a Hacriman telegram to Nolting, &ted
February 18, 1963 - i.e., before the Buddhist Crisis encourages Nolting to look for alternative leaders and
to lend support to Diem's opponents. The following excerpc gives c&nce to the argument that Hanhan
was 'fishing' for alternatives to Diem even before the Buddhist Crisis: "However you, and your very
competent Labor Attaché, might wish to consider using C h to supply sorne discreet suppm ta Mr. Buu's
labor union in order to counteract repressive measures taken against it by GVN." W. Averell Hafnman,
Official -Informal Secret Letter to Frederick E. Nolting, p.1 in RG-211102.921;Box Number: 12;Folder
Dates & Heading: Selected Correspondence, Harriman W. Averell, The Nolting Papers.
It should also ôe noted that the State Department claims that they could not find this document as
mentioned by Nolting in his return telegram to Harriman see footnote #2 in FRUS: Vietnam. JanuaryAumist. 1%3, Vol. Ill, p. 126.

-

-
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supports what the Australian and British counter-insurgency experts had been telling
Washington:

But, while the Communists had not yet begun to lose the war und were still in
fuct building their forces through local recruiîmenî and infltra~ionof men and
supplies from North Vietnam, they no longer seemed to be winning the race into
the vacuum in the countryside. Set against the timefjame of several years, which
were recognised in the comparable conficf in Molaya, a start had clearly been
made in the ri& direction in Vietnam, and in my view success seemed possible
the strategy were pursued with forcefil leadership, hard work and American
support. But al1 this began to disappear as a result of the MW 8 Buddhist riot
and deaths.... a fatal c o n f i o ~ i o nbetween the Diem government und the
Buddhists had begun. And whether the Buddhists represented most Viemamese
or stood for only o small portion of the populorion did not matter either, becuuse
the vigour of their political assault on the Saigon regime electrijied America and
intensifed the debute there over the pros and cons of the Diem government.9*
While Nolting was reporting to Washington about the substantial gains made in
countering the Viet Cong and, at the same tirne, soothing their anger over the Warren Unna Ngo Dinh Nhu explosion.93 Thich Tri Quang's plans to topple Diem and the GVN continued to
Foomotes

92 Colby, Honorable Men, p. 204.

93 See Nolting's cable to the State ûepartment wherein Nhu's position is explained as not antiAmerican or inconsistent with US views and objectives but, instead, as a nationalist's view which would
like to see the Vietnmese a n y and provincial administrators less dependent on constant American
assistance.134. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," May 23, 1963
[Department of State, Central Files, POL 1 5 4 VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Viemam, Januarv-Auaust, 1963.
Voi. III, pp. 324 327.

-

As Ellen Harnmer has pointed out in her sudies, there was fat morc than just American sentiment
at work, with regard to the Unna - Nhu controversy as, indeed, the Vietnamcse had genuine nationalist
concems over what the Americans were doing in Vietnam and what would happen to Vietnamese
sovereignty if Ametican armed forces staried to dcploy in increasing quantities in South Vietnam. Diem
was concemed morr about Amencan intentions at the beginning of the Buddhist Crisis than he was about
the Buddhists creating tw much twmoil. This problcm went back to the whole counter-insurgency funding
problern that Diem had had with the Americans; as Hammer explains: "The real problern troubling the
Vietnamese President was not money but men the American advisers who seemed to be everywherc, too
numerous, too deeply involved in Viebtamese affairs. And now the Americans wanted still more influence
for their officers serving with Vietnamese fighting units and intended to bring in many more military
advisers. wowt of all, they hsisted on bypassing the central government to ckliver supplies directly to the
provincial authorities, allowing the Arnerican advisers on duty in the provinces to control the distribution
of aid to the hamlets. The Americans would run the new rural economic development plan.,.For Dicm, this
amounted to direct administration by foreigners, a new colonialism that he could not tolerate...The fact that
Fooînote co~inuedon nextpage: ...
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corne into being. Indeed, his plans were spawned with a ferocity equalled only by the Communist
insurgents themselves. In fact, only two days atter the original incident in Hué Tri Quang had
boasted to an American officia1 in that city thiit his campaign, which was anti-Diem, would not
be stoppad until the leadership of the GVN had k e n t ~ p ~ l eThe
d . pressure
~~
k i n g applied by

the Ameticans on Diem to bend to the will of the Buddhists had paid dividends in that the only
concession that Diem refused to make was to acknowledge that his m p s had caused the deaths
in Hué as, indeed, al1 the forensic evidence pointed el~ewhere.~s
The Amencan inability to deal
unemotionally and calmly with the Buddhist problem. especially as witnessed from the reactions
in Washington, played right into the hands of Diem's enemies - who could not have asked for
theit long-term plans to develop any better than they did. An acerbic assessrnent given to this
whole issue came from a Vietnamese professot who achieved some prominence in Saigon's
political affairs in the yeat afler Diem's death.% In an interview with Marguerite Higgin's, that
was given in 1964, the professor stated the following:

Presidenr Diem S grearesi rnis~ukeduring the spring und surnrner of 1963 wus ro
listen fo the Americans. Washingtonforced Diem to dig his own polirical grave
when it urged him in the summer of 1963 ro be conciliatory and ollow the
exfremist wing of Buddhists and siudenrs ro creare furnioil in rhe sireers. and so
ro parade rheir false charges in the gullible Americun press and p o w e r television media During rhis period of "conciliarion" the Buddhisrs cleverly
ured ro the mcrrimum the rime of supposed negofiution wirh the governmenr as a
cover to slander ir and weaken it. Prerty soon the whole world began ro believe
rhe u c c ~ i o n ogoinst
s
Diem. The Americans were iying Diem S hands behind
his back and telling the manipularors of the mob, "Hir him again. " Thifh Tri

...footnote continuedfiomprevious page:
-

-

-

Diem and Nhu wanted the provincial advisers removed had set off waming bells in the offices of
Washington policymakers." Hammer, A k a t h In November, pp. 120 12 1.

-

94 Higgins, Our Vietnam Niphmiare, p. 101 .
9s M.
% For reasons no<yet explained in the historiography of this period, other than the
prominence in Vietnamese politics at the time thai she wmte her book, Our Vietnam

Marguerite Higgins did not divulge the name of this bitter Viemarnese critic.

professor's
Ninhtmare,
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Quang can hardly be blumed for being smart enough to uim his blows for the

moment when CBS News und the New York Times were ready.
Diem ktew that Tri Quang WQS using the Xa Loi Pugodu QS a
propoganda and subversion command p s t to topple his regime. Diem h e w thut
Thich Tri Quang had served with the Comnnuiists and that the tumult was
servirig Communist ends. He h e w al! about those horrible Buddhisr suicide
squads in which monks brainwushed likely recruits and j k i s h e d them with
gasoline and anfi-pain pills. Diem had every sound reason to end the
mobocracy, urrest irs leaders, disbund its suicide squodî, and get on with the
war. Instecrd, to plunse the Americans, Diem allowed the turbuience IO go on, in
the name of conciliution, /or three whole months. and in the process permitted
the Buddhists to poison world opinion to the extent that Washington decided to
get rid of him. It war o perfct vicious circle and serwd Diem right for ever
having t m e d the Americans in theJrst place. 97
This bitter Vietnamese estimation was, unfortunately, not too far wrong as the
foundation of 'trusting the Americans" had, indeed, been established thanks largely to the
genuine good-will and good efforts of Ambassador Nolting. Furthemore, and as the events of
the summer of 1963 subsequently proved. the Nolting mission was not a permanent part of
American policy, a policy that, became as destructive toward political stability in South Vietnam
upon Nolting's recall to the United States as it had b e n constnictivc under his tenure. Indeed,

Nolting had cautioned his own countrymen that their hubris and zeal would undo the patient
work accomplished to date; he had strongly hinted at this when he had told Robert McNamara
"...thai it was difficult, if not impossible, to put a Ford engine into a Vietnamese ox-cari.'*
According to Nolting, McNarnara agmd with his analogy but claimed that the US had the knowhow and capability to do just that and make it work in shon o r d d 9 To camy Nolting's analogy
Footnotes

-

-

97 Ibid. pp. 102 103.

90 Michael Chailton, Manv Reasons Whv: The American lnvolvement in Viemam, program 4 in
a series of I I programs, Part II, The New Frontiersmen Hold The Line, British Broadcasting Corporation,
Radio 3, Talks and Documentaries Dcpment; Recordcd Thursday 23rd Junc 1977; Transmission
Tuesday 1 I th October 1977,2 130-22 15; Manuscript capy, p.4 in RG-2 1/ 102.92 1;Box Numbcr: 1 3; Folder
Dates & Heading: Rofcssional Papen, The Nolting Papcrs.
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a nep further, durhg his absence in the summer of 1963, the Harriman group used the pretext of
the Buddhist crisis to finally do what they had wanted al1 along: to set in motion the means to
change the ox-cart driver, Le., Ngo Dinh Diem, and replace him with someone more cornpliant to
their will.
As May of 1963 came to a close Ambassador Nolting made his preparations to go on

made his final pre-leave report to Washington which
l e a ~ e . ~ ~ ~ c c o r the
d i nUS
~ lAmbassador
~,
is noteworthy as he made little mention of the Buddhist Crisis, other than noting Vice President

Tho's concem that the Buddhist situation could be handled more adroitly.lOl Instead, Nolting,
quite rightly, gave Washington an overall repon on the region of Southeast Asia with regard to
South Vietnam's current status therein. This overall report included nothing that was alarmist but
did note that, while relations were improving with Laos, Cambodia continued to be seen as a
problem by the Viemamese as Sihanouk maintained an anti-Diem policy.lo* The trouble with
Nolting's report. professional and accurate as it was, was that it did not carry the same weight in
Washington as the emotional and inaccurate reponing coming from the US newspaper reporters
did. In fact Nolting, along with Paul Harkins and CIA Station Chief John Richardson, was losing
credibility within the Kennedy Administration for not "getting-on-board" with the popular antiFoornores

lûû Nolting leR Vietnam on May 24th. 1963; he would mum on July 1 1, afler his holiday in the
Argean and after consultations in Washington. Editor's lootnotc # 2 in134. "Telegram From the Embassy
in Vietnam to the Department of State," May 23, 1963 [Depariment of State, Central Files, POL 15-S
VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. January-Aunust, 1963, Vol. III, p. 324.

Ambassador Nolting, 134. '"Telegram From the Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Department of
State," May 23, 1963 [Department of State, Central Files, POL 15-S VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam,
Januatv-August. 1963, Vol. III, p. 325.
It is worth noting that Prince Sihanouk was one of the major instigators in rallying world publicopinion against Diem during the Buddhist Crisis as he wrote letters to many leaders of state, including John
F. Kennedy, wherein he implond them to do something about the persecution of the Buâdhists by the
Catholic regirne of Ngo Dinh Diem's. Footnote # 1 attached to Norodom Sihanouk, 173. "Telegram From
Prince Sihanouk to President Kennedy," Phnom Penh, lune 14, 1963, [Department o f State, Central Files,
SOC 14- 1 S VET], in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumst. 1963, Vol. III, p. 392.
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Diemist sentiment which, of course, would have been the path of least resistance; as Dr. Pan
explains:

I n spite of thefact that there was no cvidence of ptejudke cigainst the
Buddhis&..!he propaganda qgainst him /ûhn/ w o i intenswed [my empharis].
The onti-Diem elements, together with the eflirts of wodd Comrnunists and their
/ollowers, made an impact thut wns fift ail over the world. In Washington. the
Kennedy Administration decided, with the insistence of a few "ûvientuf
experts," thut Diem must be oicsted...General Paul D. Harkins, of the US

Military Assistance Commund in Vietnam (USUliC Y),Frederick E. Nofting, Jr.,
US Ambassudor in Saigon, and John Richardon, CL4 Chiefin Saigon, lost mosr
of their infience in Washington because they were ullegedfy "pro-Diem."
Ambassador Noiting's reprt on South Viet Nom a! th& time carried less
weight than the reports of a Young and inqerienced New York Times
correspondent nameâ David HaIôerstam, Haîbttstum and other W reporters
influenced the Adminbtra~ionunduiy, and projudiced if ugainst Diem [my
emphasis].lof

Footnotes

Pan & Lyons. Viemun Crisis, p. 1 15.
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There w a a~ personal drama behind the scenes of the American reaction to the
Buddhst uphemal. it arose out of the coincidence thar Ambassador Nolting hud
leji Saigon on a well-earned home leme with his family just before the crisls
developed ... It war a lut-straw touch to Nulting 3 anguished tour of du@thuf in
his absence the L'S switched buck to o "tough" policy with Diem and iffailed
miserably. It will remain one of the unanswerable "$5" of history that Nolting E
low-key wuy, ar the moment of ultitnate challenge, migk huve been more
efective. l
Nolting went on holidays with his family and left his deputy. William Trueheart, in
charge of the Embassy in his absence with the strict instructions that he was to be contacted
immediately if any sort of crisis or serious problem deve1o~ed.2Unfortunaiely for al1 concerned.
the Buddhist Crisis cnipted in carnest while Nolting was out of the country and Trueheart failed
to honour his pledge to contact the Ambassador. This was a serious breach of trust and it had
long-terni ramifications for US policy. Later. U, August of 1963, when Nolting was back at the

State Deparmient in Washington he tiled r report on Trueheait to the Personnel Division that
spelled out. in unequivocal tenns, the nature of Trueheart's failure:

This is a final report which I am required to make ut the end ofmy tour
of &y as Ambassador to South Viet-Nam. I have previously given Mr. Tmeheart
the highest eflciency ratings thut I have ever given. He deserved them on the
basb ofhis performance PF Depuîy Chief of MLrsion. I musi. however, record the
jollowing reservation, based on events which occuwed since my previous reports.
1963, my famify and I le# Saigon on home leave, taking
approximateiy u month S vacation en roule îo New York und Washington. Our
schedule was known in detuil to Mr. Tmeheart, who was Charge during my
absence. 1 had specificaliy ashd Mt. Tmehemt to d i s e me, en route, of any
changes in the situation in Viet-Nam, in order thar I rnighr be up-todate upon my
ûn

M q 23,

l~ecklin.Mission in Tonnent, p. 168.
2 Nolting, From Tnia to Tra~edv,p. 108.
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arriva1 in the United States. Neither of us anticipared any major changes in the
sihrarion.
Mr. Trueheart as Charge, through no fault of his own, w w faced by a
dangeroust) developing crisis short& a
w my deparlure. III was of such
magnitude m to threaten to destroy the base on which United States policy in
Viet-Nam wac founded m d to cause great changes in the relationships between
the United States Missiort and the Viemamese Government.
~
to
Mr. Tmeheartfailed to let me know of these developments. ï%b w a contrury
Our understanding und in my vieW. not in kecping with the respomibilities and
loydies of a Deputy Chief of Mission to a Chief of Mission. irrespective of
pre vious underst~ndin~s.~

In June of 1966, Nolting told Mr. Joseph O'Connor. in an interview the latter was
conducting for the John F. Kennedy L i b r q . that Trueheart had been won over to the Haniman-

Hilsman group and had adjusted his vicws accordingly.) As such, when Nolting later attempted to
check in on developments, while on vacation in the Aegean, the Embassy in Athens had nothing
to report fiom Saigon as, indeed, Tmeheart had failed to comply with his boss' instructions and
had withheld urgent Buddhist crisis devel~~rnents.~

The historical question. which is pertinent to Arnbassador Nolting's mission and his
concem over Tmeheart's failure, becomes what happened in Nohing's absence that so devastated
al1 his efforts at building a constructive and mutually respecthl relationship between the
American and Vietnarnea govemments? Clearly, the answer to this question in its simplest fom
is the Buddhia crisis. This simplest answer, though, reflects only the surface of the problem as

Frederick E. Nolting, "Limited O t X d Use: William C. Tlwhe* ûeputy Chief of Mission,"
- 2 in RG-2M02.921; BOXNurnber: 13; Folder Dates & Heading:
Selected Correspondence: Tmeheart, William, The Nolting Papen.
Letter date: August 17, 1%3, pp. I

4 Frederick Nolting, "First Oral History Interview with Frederick E. Nolthg." Recoided interview
by Joseph E. O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France) p.21, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History
pv!wm.

ibid.
-
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the real destruction of relations, which subsequently imperilled American policy in the mgion,
occumd as a resuh of how Trueheart treated Ngo Dinh Diem. Averell Harriman and Roger
Hilsman prescribed this treaîment.
Nolting sumrnarised, in his memoirs, what essentially went on in Vietnam during his
leave. He noted that the Buddhists escalated their agitation regardless of Diem's atternpts to
placate h e m $ and an elderly, respected Buddhist monk, Thich Quang Duc, ceremoniously
burned himalf to death on June i 1, 1963.' Of course, The New York Times did not fail to pick

up on ihis part of the Buddhist story and its potential for bringing pressure to bear on Diem's
GVN.* Notably. the leaders of the radical Xa Loi and Tu Dam pagodas had arranged this suicide

These attempts of Diem's, to placate the Bonzes. were duly noted in the cable trafic between
the Embassy in Saigon and the State Deparûnent in Washington. lndeed, in telegram # 1189 Truehem
explained that the South Vietnamese govemment w u having dificulty in keeping the bonzes ot the
negotiating table as the latter wew coming up with ail manner of excuse for not negotiating. Funhermore,
the biased coverage in The New York Times was making the oftkial Viemamese position very difficult in
negotiations as the Buddhists would merely daim that they would go to the public. Hen is how Trueheart
reported these developrnents: "Saw ïhuan 1230. He was deeply distressed and angry at NYT story. Said at
first it would 'ruin' negotiations.
niuan reponed talks with Buddhists this morning had made little pmgress. Buddhists had in fact
asked unaccountably that meetings be adjoumed until Mon&y, but under GVN prodding fuially showed up
hour late. Thuan now thought they had gotten word of NYT story (this entirely possible as US press fully
aware fiom their headquarters." William Tnieheart, 176. "Telegram [# 1 1891 From The Embassy in
Vietnam to the Departrnent of State," Saigon, June 15, 1963 2 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files,
SOC 14- 1 S VIET. Secret; Emergency...a note on another copy of this telegram indicates that the President
read it.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumst, 1%3, Vol. Ill, p. 395.

-

In addition to these negotiations, which ùie Buddhist leaders seemed less interested in than the
GVN, Diem signed a communiqut! on June 1, 1963, which noted ".,,the debates held between the
Interministerial Committee and the General Association of Sudâhists in Vietnam June 14 16 'to seek a
satisfactory resolution for the five demands' presented by the Buddhists." This communiqud was
acknowledged by the State Departrnent, as a copy was sent to the State Department in telegram # 1194
h m Saigon on June 16, 1963, and appears in the Central Files, SOC 14- 1 S VIET.

-

Nolting, From Tmst to Tmedy, p. 1 12.
Associated Press, "Monk Suicide by Fire in Anti-Diem Rolest," in The New York Times,
(Tuesday, June 1 1, 1%3), p. 4.
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by fire and it had taken place outside the Cambodian Embassy. Thus, it was, amongst other

things, a clear political appeal to the Cambodims whose leader, Prince Sihanouk, was well
known to be no fiiend of Ngo Dinh ~ i e m ' s ?

It was no secret t h Buddhists hud already fowid encouragement and
support in Ca~nbodiaand Ceylon, two cvuntries whose leaders were not admired
in Saigon govemment circles. .4dhercnis of the Hinayana f o m of Buddhism thut
prevailed across the border in Cambodia were also found in the Vietnamese
Buddhist movemenr in the South. Their presence raised the spectre fit- the Ngos
that Norodom Sihanouk might encourage Vietnamese Buddhist activists fo try fo
impose on Vietnam the neunal stance he heId in his own countq where he
steered o middle course benveen the Commwists and the West. Diem S policy of
courring the Third World was a strategy for diplomucy in areas safiely removed
fiom the borders of Vietnam. Closer tu home, the Ngos remained Jrmiy untiCommwist. They hud sponsored plots against Sihmouk in the p4~1.wiih the
Americans and on their own, and ihey did not t m t him now. l0

-

Prince Sihanouk, for his part, had made public statements against the Ngos asserting,
amongst other things, that Hanoi was bound to be victorious over them. At the Seventh World
Buddhist Congres, held in Phnom Penh back in November of 1961. the Buddhist delegation
fiom South Vietnam had been inûoduced to delegations from North Vietnam and Comrnunist
China. It is worth noting that both of these delegations h m the Communist countries were firmly
under Comrnunist Party control.*l Whik it cannot be proved to any degree of absolute definition,
the connections facilitated by the Cambodians between Communists and the Buddhist radicals
and their revolt in South Vietnam appears to have some substance in reality. This becomes
particularly obvious when one considen Professor Pike's research on this subject. He illuminated

the fact that Thich Thom Me The Nhem, "...anethnic Cambodian and a Buddhist monk, acted as

Higgins, Our Vietnam Niphmiare, p. 18.

-

Io Hamrner, A Death in November, pp. 140 M1.
lbid. p. 141.
-
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leader of the Carnbodian minority in Vietnam as well as the chief NLF [Viet Cong] liaison figure
with the Vietnamese Buddhist organisations."~*
That there existed an ideological 'comrnon-ground' between Communism and certain
radical aspects of Buddhism was a fact established in the research of Father Piero Gheddo of the
Pontikai institute for Foreign Missions of Milan. His thorough investigations uncovered w
article significantly entitled "World Coexistence of Buddhism and Communism" in a radical
Japanese Buddhist publication, Young East, No. 56, Tokyo, 1965. pp. 18 - 24. This illuminating
article made plain the fact that the= was "...a desire to show that the oppression in Asia comes
from Chriaianity and white people, while salvation cornes h m Buddhism united with
Communism since both complement one another and have the same aspirations and the m e
goals."lJ Father Gheddo went on to uncover this article's main argument that "Between
Buddhism and Conimunism there is more that unites than divides."l4
At this juncture, it is important for the

~ a d e to
r consider the fact that behind the public

image of the Buddhist monk in tlames there had been much intrigue and manipulation which
made this political spectacle possible. This is an important consideration because of the
devastating impact this image had on the GVN's ability to appear legitirnate in the eyes of the
American people. Accordingly, Ambasador Nolting recalled in his memoin how a Vietnamese
acquaintance related the background of the whole event to him. Diem's own personal physician
who also happened to treat Quang Duc on a regular basis at the Xa Loi Pagoda had told Diem of
Footnotes

'2 Pike, Viet Conn: The Omanization and Techniaues of the National Liberaiion Front of South
Vietnam, p. 43 1.

13 Fr. Ghedâo, The Cross snd the Bo-Tree, p. 206.
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the possibility that Thich Quang Duc would bum himself to death before the fact.15 This doctor,
whose name Nolting would not divulge for security reasons, had been reporting to the

Vietnamese president about îhe politicai machinations in progress over at the Xa Loi and that
several 'new' monks were trying to convince the Venerable Quang Duc to kill himself. Quang
Duc was targeted for this persuasion because, several yeius earlier, he had made a suicide pact
with a fellow Buddhist monk in Hanoi who had indeed carried out his part of the bargain and
bumed himself to death in Hanoi. (The noteworthy point hem k i n g that no-one. including David

Halberstam or the General Association of Buddhists in Vietnair., was concemed at al1 by the outright persecution of Buddhists conducted by the Communist Party in North vietnarn).16
Consequently. it became known by the leaden of the Buddhist uprising that Quang Duc wanted
to redeem his pledge which, in itself, had nothing to do with politics or protest against Diem's

government until they made it so.17

IS Nolting, From Trust to Tmedv, p. 1 15.
16 "That there were discriminations in favor of the Catholics (not qua Catholics but as certain foes
of Communism) is undeniable, but that Diem 'declad a tcligious war against four-fifths of the population,
who were Buddhists' passed for the truih only with a certain kind of Western press which never raised the
least protest about the absolue authentic persecutions suffcrcd by Buddhism in Norih Vietnam.. ., It is
enougfi to say that the two largest Buddhist organizations of Norih Viemam (North Viemam Buddhist
Association and the North Vietnam Sangha) have, and had even in Dicm's time, sealcd in Saigon, afkr
having fled h m the Nor& (World Buddhism, January, 1%3, p. 20)." Fr. Ghcddo, nie Cross and the Bo& pp. 184 & 204.
According to Fr. Piem Gheddo, ihe Buddhists of Nonh Vietnam were, effkctively, eliminatcd as a
practising or functioning organisai religion. Thcy were completcly incapable of resisting the Communist
onslaught and seemed to lack any sort of organiscd or prcpand pmtest to the Communists and, thus,
acquiesced without a whimpet. W.p. 206.

I f Nolting, From Trust to Tm&,

-

pp. I 15 1 16.
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American reponers had been tipped-off by the radical Xa Loi pagodists that an
"important" event was going to take place.18 They were told when to g o and. sure enough.
Malcom Browne was able to photograph the 'Buddlia in the Fire' making his supposcd pmtest
against Diem's persecution sealed in flame.19 This fiery image linked to alleged perxcution,
O
Nolting contends. is what îumed American public opinion away from President ~ i e m . ~Leading
front page articles in The New York Times, such as UU.S. Waror South Vietnam On Demaadr
of Buddbisis: Diem is Told He F a m Censure if H e Faih to htbl). Religious Crievanca,

Many o f Wbich are Calkd Jud [my emphasis]," blazed out against Diem and shocked the
American public.21 David Halberstarn could not resist ninning a story concerned with "Buddhist
Women" protesting in support of the monk

". ..who bumed himself to death to protest against

restrictions on religious practice."2* What the Arnerican public did not know and, remarkably.
what the young investigative reporters failed to tell them. was the historical fact that Buddhist
monks had bumed themselves to death before Diem had ever held public office and well-before
America's news-media inspired concem over religious persecution in Southeast ~ s i a . *It ~mua
Foolnotes

I8 The wording used by the radical Buddhists, "...an important event was going to take place...",
was eerily reminiscent of the same exact phrase that they issued about the riot and death in Hue which had
precipitated the entire crisis.
l9 Nolting, Frorn Trust to Tranedy, p. 112.

21 Max Frankel, "US. Wams South Viemam On Dernands of Budaists: Diem is Told He Faces
Censure if He Fails to SatisS, Religious Grievances. Many of Which Are Called Just," in The New York
Times, (Fri&y, June 14, 1%3), p. 1.

-

22 David Halberstam, "Buddhist Women West," in The New York Times, (Friday, June 14,
1963). p. 10.
23 Ellen Hammer's research is emmely thorough on mis point and owing to her acknowledged
authority on Vietnamese culture and politics her wotlc is well worth considering: "The activist bonzes
found they had a weapon of choice that had captured the horrified imagination of people in many places
throughout the world. niey would use hat weapon t h e and again in their mggle with the Dicm
Foutnoie continued on w x t page:
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be underscored, at this point, that such 'bumings' had no acceptable place in orthodox Buddhist
teaching.2* In other words, 'buming Buddhas' only had shock value in the Western world and
this was who, particularly so in the case of the United States, the politically motivated Buddhist

. ..footnote conrinuedfiom previous page:
govemment. In Washington, no less a personage than Senator Frank Chwch, a member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Cornmittee, would say in September, 'Such grisly scenes have not k e n witnessed since
the Christian martyrs marched hand in hand into the Roman arenas,'
Senator Church was wrong, for Vietnam alone had seen many self-immolations over the ytars although, to do the senator justice, no one could have gleaned that information from the American press.
Thmughout the summer of 1%3 reporters would tuni out rems of copy about the Buddhists and their trial
of strength with the Diem regime. The American public had the nght to know, as they liked to Say. But
never in al1 that time did these reporters who were so dedicated to the tmth stop to inquire whether such
deaths by fire had ever before occurred in Vietnam. Yet there was no secret about it: they had only to talk
with knowledgeable people, Vietnarnese and others, and consult old books and newspapers.
The practice of Vietnamese bonzes*[sic] burning themselves to death to honow Buddha could be
traced back for centuries, As late as 1950 such a case had occurred in North Vietnam. The French
authorities had uied to stamp out the practice in colonial days but were not always successful. They did
keep one monk who was intent on suicide away h m the flames in Hue, but he finally succeeded in
s w i n g himself to death. During the 1920s and 1930s, Saigon newspapers from time to tirne matter-offactly recorded the death of a bonze who had bumed himself alive.... But no such details about the practice
of these and other forms of suicide in Vietnam and China appeared in the American press. The selfimmolation the Buddhist activists had organiseci in Saigon on June Il was new and alien to Western
experience and generated shock waves that were al1 they could have wished, demonstrating that they had
planned well and judged their audience accurately. Hammer, A Dcath In November, pp. 145 - 146.

2d Father Piero Gheddo's scholarly research and examination of this pmise subject supports whst
Marguerite Higgins had uncovered in her interviews with Buddhist monks. "The scholar, M. Percheron,
aurhor of valuable books on Asian religions, wrote in La Croix, June 14, 1963: 'Buddhism is an attitude of
wisdom which has at its base respect for the life and the opinions of othem....Non-violence and the rehsal
to attempt the life of another are the comerstone of the Buddhist spirit.. .. It is totally alien to Buddhisrn to
have a public and spectacular suicide with self-immolation in flarnes of a protesting bonze, since the
respect for life extends to one's own.' We cannot disagree with this judgeinent whcn we think that with
Buddhism the absolute respect for life is even stricter than that of the Christians (the Buddhists are
vegetarians and, according to the rules, the bonzes drink only filtered river water in order not to swallow
involuntarily midges or other living beings.) How this total respect for every fom of life can be morally in
accord with the suicide of bonzes is hard to explain. Some see in it an indication of the presence of
Communists among the Viemarnese Buddhists, i.e., that their revolt against Diem was instigated and Ied by
alien elements and not by Buddhists who were fighting for nligious frecdom. It is cettain that in no other
country of the Orient where the Buddhists had severe conflicts with the local govenunent (e.g., Burrna and
Ceylon), was a similar method of pressure like the bonzes' suicide ever used." Fr. Gheddo, The Cross and
the Bc~Tree,p. 205.
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bonzes had targeted precisely.2s In support of Nolting's analysis concemed with the impact of the

buming bonze>6 William Colby made the following astute observation in his customary neady
logic and manner dunng an interview with Mr. Ted Gittinger of the LBJ Library:
Whut he [Diem] coufdn'icontrol luter were two ihings: one, the
foremnner uf the Ayatollah Khomeini, the Buddhkt bonzes thor burned
themsefves. Becme I rhink fhar S un exact f o r e m e r . f o f d rejecfion of the
changes going on, modernisation, an idealistic r e t m to some religious base
which, Vyou ever ialk !O any of these people you really see i k t ii S all words and
no conteni. I mean, very, very strunge. Then the eflect, however, of the Buddhisi
thing again, l'm a little contentious about this because I beIin,e that the
Buddhist revolt, which blew up in June of 1963, haâ ils major impact nut in

-

Vietnam but in the United States. When the picture of the burning bonze
magazine, the prty was dmost owr in tems of the inuagery
that was a t e h g the A h a n opinion. Tkat put enormus p m s u n on

oppeand in&L

"There are more than 20,000 onicial suicides in the United States each yew. One can hardly
conclude that they prove anything, except that the victim is ofken mentally unbalanced. But the world press
made the suicides in Saigon sensational. The world, and particularly the United States, was filled with
shock and horror...the suicides in South Vietnam were undoubtedly inspircd by politically-minded Buddhist
leaders, dedicated to the overrhmw of the anti-Communist govemment in Saigon." Pan & Lyons, Vietnam
Crisis, pp. 1 13 1 14.

-

-

26 Having reviewed much of the literature concemed with the Buddhist crisis and. specifically,
material which concerns itself with the purpose of the buming bonzes, this wtiter has yet to corne across in
the sarne indepth and bluntly candid interviews that Marguerite Higgins was able to conduct with Thich
Tri Quang, the leader of the Buddhist insurrection. Thich Tri Quang, during the course of the Higgins'
interviews, revealed that his insurrection had nothing really to do with 'Buddhist penecution' per se and
evcrything to do with a political power-grab. "As 1 emerged from the Xa Loi Pagoda, it wûs clear to me that
Thich Tri Quang was hungry for power, exhilarateci by the world's attention, and suptemely confident of
getting his way. 1 remember at one point saying, 'But if 1 repeat some of these things you are telling me, it
could hurt you.' 'That is not possible,' said Thich Tri Quang, 'because nobody will believe you.'..,Thich
Tri Quang was perfectly candid about what he was doing. When 1 asked him about the ethics of sending
people off to tiery deaths for political purposes he merely shnigged his shoulders and said that 'in a
revolution many things must be done,',..And what was to be made of his icily cool manner as he talkcd of
'ten, forty, fi@'
homfjhg suicides?... the uuth is that 1, like many Amcricans, greatly undcrestimated
Thich Tri Quang for a long, long tirne. ln any case, by September the message 1 fmally conveyed to
President Kennedy about niich Tri Quang was far diffcrent fiom what the monk intcndcd. Instcad of
passing on his piece of blackrnail conccming self-immolations and the Kennedy image, 1 tricd at the White
House to convey some of rny own foreboding about these extremist Buddhists thrrt had crystallized, finally,
during my fact-fiding tour of Vietnam ...A is clear that Thich Tri Quang understood the forces at play in
the world of that tirne far bener than 1 did. For even when 1 Ieft Vietnam that summer 1 did not s b Thich
Tri Quang's conviction that the United States would take his side in the battle against Diem. But I was
wrong." Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, pp. 33 35.

-

-

-
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President Kenne& "Hou can you possibi) snpporî a guwrnmmt thtat hm
peopk dolnp this aguinst it [my emphasisj?" [II] led to his vacillation. which is

whut I have to say it war in term of whut we should do about rhis problem. and
then led to Diem 'sforcefil suppression ofthe Bauldhist revolt in the August raids.
Frankiy, i think he suppressed them in the same way thut he suppressed the sects
in 1955.
Now, the prnblem Le couidn 't contol vas the United States naetion.

BM the Budhikts were not a factor in Septeder and Oclober. Thefactor was
the d~;tTemwebetween the Aimkans and the governmcn& if wasn't a matter
of the Bddikb& k i n g a major probkm in îhe count@de T h q wen not a
m o ~ pmblem,
r
and he haâ not lost the authotity of hls state [niy empharisJ
Sure, there were unhappy people, but he hadn 't lost authority and he had been

through tough challenges like ihat b e f o d 7

Having removed the emotion of the Amencan newsmen and the American public ftom
his analysis, Colby was able to discem and illustrate the difference between the impact of the
buming bonzes on the public and. subsequently. President Kennedy's policy, and the actual
political legitimacy Diem siill enjoyed in Vietnam. Thus, the emotion of the Buddhist crisis
subverted Amencan focus away h m their real strategic assets and goal in South Vietnam.
Nolting* for his part, discemed this subversion of strategic focus through Tnieheait's actions in
his absence. He noted that Yhe whole machinery of co-operation between the Amencan mission
and the South Vietnamese govemment nearty collapsed."*8 Nolting could xe, upon reading the
cable trafic between Washington and Saigon, that fmeheart had carrieci out the Harriman
group's instructions to get tough with Diem "...with a vengeance.*'z9Yet, in the final analysis,
Nolting found Trueheart's betrayal beyond comprehension:

2' William Colby, "William Colby on Viemam. Interview 1." Recordcd interview by Tcd
Gittinger, June 2, 1981 (at Mr.Colby's office in Washington, DC)p. 20, Lyndon Baincs Johnson Library,
Oral History Program.

28 Nolting, From Trust to Tmedv, p. 1 12.
2)

m.
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It is still incomprehensible to n e thut my deputy in Saigon und my colleagws in
the State Department allowed this crisis in US-GYN relations to dewlop without
letting me h o w what wm happening. They M Our daily schedule. I hud their
assurances. Upon timely notification, I could have returned within twenS.four
hours, and I believe thor I could have helped to prevent the pagedies that
fol10 wed.ju
ludging fiom Haniman's negative reaction to Nolting's request to get back to South
Vietnam in rapid order?( and judging by the vindictive remarks made by Roger Hilsman about
Nolting's b i s in favour of Diem, which he called *~ocalitis,'3*it would appear to be highly
probable that the Hamiman faction did not want Nolting in Vietnam. This was k a u s e he could
have arneliorated the differences between Washington and Diem and, thus, they wanted DKm out
without Nolting's interference. Certainly. this is what Nolting suspected and made mention of in
his rnemoirs?

Both John Mecklin and Marguerite Higgins support Nolting's daim that

Trueheart had followed orders from the Hmirnan group that, subsequently, reduced the level of
sophistication of American diplomacy in South Vietnam to crude table hammering and
Footnotes

lbid. p. 1 13.
J1 *'ln Washington 1 met with Hilsman and Haniman and once w i h Resident Kennedy. 1 believe
Secmary Rusk was away. In any case, I do noc recall having a taik with h h then. Hamiman was testy and
uncommunicative. He appeared no<to want me to r e m to Saigon. 1 suspect that I had not been notified
during my vacation kcause the anti-Diem f o ~ e in
s Washington had not wanted me to retum to Vietnam.
Seeing in this crisis a chance for a h s h start, they msiy have wanted it to come to a head to make a change
in govemment in Saigon inevitable." M.

32 Hilsman, perhaps unwittingly, adrnitted that Le power clique in Washington was at d d s with
Nolting's perspective when he accused Nolting of 'Localitis': "Kennedy would send people out there, you
know, Iike myxlf or Mike Forresta1 and others, and they would come back and say Nolting ha become
wedded to Diem. Localitis, we used to cal1 it, you know ...Then you see Nolting goes on leave and Bill
Tnieheart his deputy, his pmtégé, after a month of Nolting's Ieave, begins to be anti-Dicm. So it is almost
unanimous." Michael Charlton, Many Reasons Whv: The American lnvolvement in Vietnam, pmgram 4 in
a series of 1 I pmgrams, Pm II, The New Fmntiersmen Hold The Line, British Bmadcasting Corporation.
Radio 3, Talks and Documentaries Dcpcumient; Recorâeâ ThuRday 23rd June 1977;Transmission Tuesday
1 Ith October 1977,2 130-22 15; Manuscript copy, pp. 1 1 - 12 in RG-2 11102.92 1 ;Box Number: 13; Folder
Dates & Heading: Professional Papen, The Nolting Papen.
33 Nolting, Fmm Tmst to Traeâv, p. 113.
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threatening. Al1 of which had the combined eff-

of driving a wedge between Washington and

John Meckfids Perspective ou the Buddhcsl Crisis

-

Another perspective on the Buddhist crisis by an eye-witness to the event, and how it
affected American policy and US

- Vietnam relations,

is useful at this point in order to lend

credence to the cold logic of Colby and Nolting. John Mecklin, a US Infonnation Agency officer
attached to Ambassador Nolting's Mission in Saigon, explained how the Buddhist Crisis

expanded, exponentially, just after Nolting had gone on leave and was out of the country35 On
Foornores

34 "According to Mecklin, William Truehethe chargé d'affaires, applied, on orders fkom
Washington," enormous pressure on Diem which was quite out of keeping with the diplomatic civility one
govemment extended to another, especially, if they were allies. But Trwheart went further "....in June me]
resoned IO a forma1 warning to Diem that if he continued repressive measures [police effort to prcvent and
disburse illegai demonstrations] the United States would be forced to disassociate itself publicly fiom such
actions, as indeed we did two rnonths later. The warning was a momentous step. lt amounted to a direct
oficial command h m the United States. Public disassociation could have disastrous results, encouraging
the Buddhists, heartening the Viet Cong, strengthening the regime's foreign critics, perhaps even
srinuluting the Vietnumese army ro rry another coup [italics mine]." Higgins, Our Vietnam Niphmare, p.
100.

Frederick Nolting liked and admired John Mecklin but he also came to klieve that Mecklin,
owing to his journalist 'roots' and allegiances fell under the sway of David Halberstam et al. Nolting
recalled these details and impressions to Dennis O'Brien of the John F. Kennedy Library, seven years after
the summer of t %3: "John Mecklin was an old press man hirnself, as you h o w . Hc was a hiend of mine. 1
knew him well. 1 think in the tïnal analysis and 1 hope I'm not doing him an injustice in this, but when I
read his book, I got the same impression that in the final analysis, he tended to agree more with his
friends in the press than he did with officia1palicy that he was supposed to k helping to promote. I thhk
he was divided and tom on this subject.

-

-

1 think he tried to promote the ofticial policy, but 1 think he was tembly influenced, smngly
influenced, by Neil Sheehan, David Halbetstam, and other members of the press. And those two, 1 bclicve,
lived in his house for quite a while aftet his wife Icft. And John found it very dificult to either bring them
around or, in fact, not to sort of agne with them.... 1 also felt that John in his bodr did not do full credit to
the good things that had k e n accomplished undcr the Diem governmcnt and with the help of the US
mission and other foreign missions, including the British mission under Boô Thompson and othen. ln othcr
words,...- and it surprised me because 1 didn't know John felt this way- a defeatism [was reflectcd] h m
the time, or won afiet, he got out there, as if the object was to agree at any cost with the local American
joma~ists- that it was better to have govemment policy supportcd by the jownalists than to have
govemment policy to be right." Frederick Nolting, "The Third Oral History Interview with Frcderick
Fmnote corilinued on nexl page: ...
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June 1, 1963, the day after Diem had met with Buddhist leaders and pmmised to consider their
demands, some four thousmd Buddhists started a public demonstration and protest in ~ u e ?
William Trueheart reported this protest to Washington and, for the lirst time, it started to occur to
observers like Trueheart that there was more to the Buddhist campaign than mere protest against
alleged relioious persecution. For Tmeheart informed Washington. in telegram 1085. that the

chief bonze leading the protest, Thich Tri Quang, was telling Buddhist followers " A a t situation
in his view beyond compromise and, in direct confmntation with GVN. Buddhists should seek
help from any source. including VC [Le.. the ~ornrnunists].''3~Manifestly, the radical Buddhist
leaders were carrying out a political program with a political agenda: the ovecihrow of the Diem
govemment. The State Depanment recognised this Buddhia political agenda and mentioned the
s m e in the next telegram sent out to the Embassy in Saigon [telegram #: 1085]? Nevenheless,
the anti-Diem element within the State Department, which included the ever-present Hilsman
who appmved this telegram, seemed mon concenied about world public opinion than with the
political reality evolving in South Vietnam and as such, Trueheart was advised to try and get the
GVN to ignore the Communist connection:

...footnote continuedfrom previous page:
--

Nolting." Recorded interview by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]), pp. 104 - 106, John
F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Program.
Mecklin confirrntd the fact that Halberstam and Sheehan came to live at his house in Saigon;

-

Mecklin, Mission in Torment, pp. 184 185.

fl William Truehe~,142. bbTelegram[#IO851 F m The Embassy in Vietnam to the Dcpartment
of State," Saigon, June 1, 1963 - I p.m. [Deparmient of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET.
Confidential;Priority] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1963,Vol. III, p. 341.
38 Telegram drafied by Wood and cleared by Rice and Hilsman and then signcd by Dean Rusk,
143. "[Embtel 10851 Telegram From the Department of State to the Ernbassy in Vietnam," Washington,
June 1, 1963 159 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14- 1 S VIET. Confidential; Prionty.] In
FRUS: Vieînarn. Januarv-Aunust. 1%3, Vol. [Il, p. 342.

-
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Agree thal unrest has political as well ias religioics motivation, but
believe it wodd be unwise for G YN to make anyjiuiher rnoves tu place blame on
Cummunisis. Naming them would make them as oflciolly recognised porty to the
dispute and downgrode genuine grievances Biddhists themelves have. Would
seem best ignore Communists and deal m reatonably as possible with
~uddhists.
39
In Nolting's professional estimation Tmeheart, in complying with the aforementioneâ
advice, had completely missed the point that foreign sewice officers were duty-bound to observe

and that was the pursuit and support of sound policy regardless of how the press reacted: "...to get

the journalias on our side. Well, in my opinion that was exactly wrong. I'd rather have a good
policy, with the joumalists against i&than a bad policy with the joumalists in favour of it."40

Mecklin claimed that on June 2, 1963, there was violent rioting in Hué which the
govemment's troops tried to suppress widi tear gas grenades which, owing to theù age, managed
to bum about sixty people.dl The Amencan Consul in ~ u e , * *nported to the Arnerican Embassy
Footnotes

-

39 Ibid.

44) Fnderick Nolting, "The Third Oral History Interview with Frederick Nolthg." Recorded
interview by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [MZ]),p. 106, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral
History Program.
41 Mecklin, Mission in Torment, p. 155.
4f Helbk. the Arnerican Consul in Hue. was ceminly amongst those State Department oficnr
who would have been considered anti-Diem and, as such, in his fust report filed about this latest riot he
attempted to put the worst-case scenario befote his bosses in Saigon and Washington, Accordingly, it was
noted [Footnote #3 attached to Document # 1461that: "Helble's fmt report to the ûepartment of State on
the use of gas to disperse Buddhist demonstrators.,.noted that 67 youths had been hospitalized as a result of
the use of tear gas, and that possibly 1 to 3 deaths had occurred as a result of the gas." William Tnieheari,
146. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, June 4, 1963 4 Pm.,
[Department of State, Cenûal Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate.] in FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv-August. 1963, Vol. III, p. 346.

-

In addition to the previous note an FSR foomote explained Helble's repris tùrther: "The Embassy
noted that Consul Heble had reported that South Vieaiarnese tmops had used tear gas and 'possibly another
type of gas which caused skin blisters' to disperse Buàdhist &monstrators." Footnote # 2 attached to
Document # 147. "Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, June
3, 1963 - 930 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-12 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Fooinote conrinueà on mt page: ...
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in Saigon that the soldiers must have used blister gas against the demonstrators who had defied
the Govemment order against public demonstrations at that time.a William Trueheart, acting as

ch&

in Nolting's absence, irnmediately stonned Secretary Thuan's office threatening the GVN

with public condemnation in Washington. Patiently, Thuan alloweà Trueheart to rant and then
forcefully explained to him that the Vietnamese forces did not possess blister gas. However, hey
did have some very old tear-gas grenades which dated back to the French colonial times and that
when these were used the acid, which activates the smoke, had broken through and burned the
protesters. The damage was already done, however, as American reporters spread the story that
the suppression of the peacehil bonzes in Hue had been accomplished bnitally, via the means of
blister

Further to this, even John Mecklin, a former wu-correspondent himself, began to

senously question the professional ethics of the American newsmen stationed in Saigon as they

ran with the story about blister-gas before it was confirmed one way or the other:
The pro/essional ethics of the Saigon newsmen occasionalfy were ut kart
debatable...On one occasion we had received a preliminary report indicating
that Viemumese police haù used some kind of "blister gas"against a Buddhirt
demonstrafion in Hue. Since this could provoùe serious repercwsions, 1
persuaded the chargé d bfaires. William Tmeheart. to calf in the newsmen, tell
them d l we knew, md then appeal for omission of referençes to "blister gus"
until the report could be investigated. The newsmen ugreed, but one of them
immediutely fled a dispatch thut was widely pub fished in the US accusing the
governnent O/ uring "blistergus. " As we had hoped. investigctiion revealed that
the burns had been caused by deteriorated tear gus per~ades,but by then the
dumage had been done.«

...footnote continuedfjlom previous page:
Immediate. Drafled by Heavner and cltared by Wood and Hilsman.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust,
1%3, Vol. Ill, p. 348.

Hammer, A k a t h in Novemkr, p. 136.

-

44 Ibid.

45 Mecklin, Mission in Tomen?,p. 127.
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Regardless of the Americans' delicate sensibilities. the GVN remained adamant about the
Communist-connection in the Buddhist unrest: "The Chief of Police for Central Vietnam told an
American observer that the t h e leading bonzes in Hué were Viei Cong 'without doubt."*&
Mecklin, though highly critical of Diem and his govemmenf also noted that the organised
campaign of the radical Buddhists against Diem was "... executed with such sophisiicated skiii iis
to suggest that they had been trained on Madison

venue."^^ In fact, while maintainhg a critical

eye on the Diem ~ e ~ i r n eMecklin
,~*
illustrated the foundaiion of the Diem govemrnent's concem,

and his own. vis-à-vis the vulnerability of the Vietnamex Buddhist organisations to Cornmunist
infiltration. radical Buddhist's political professionalism and Cornmunist links and the utter
nonsense about Diem persecuting Buddhists:

"...but the experts [on Buddhism] were no less surprked t h n the rest of us when
the Buddhists went into politics so specf aalarly.. ..l/ Ho Chi Minh had planned
the upheavul himself: it could hardk'y huve been more helpful to his inferests. For yems it had been a standard Communist technique throughout the world
secrrtly to infiltrate legitimate organisations, like American labor unions, to
work into key positions of leadership, and tu pwh openly for Communist
objectives only when conditions oflered the maximum chance of success. The
Buddhist rebellion exactiyjifled this pattern, und the Buddhists in Vietnam hod
long been vulneruble to exactly this kind of penetration. Their leadership was
fiagmenteci among a half dozen major orgunisationi. pius innumerable local
splinter groups. Hal/the Vietnamesepeople were already under total Communist
conirol in the North, and another two or three miilion were under varying
degrees of clandestine Vier Cong conirol in the South, providing un ideal base
for the placing of agents in ony organisation. Unlike other fuiths, moreover,
therr was no drSIinct Buddhisr hierorchy, or mything resembling the discipline of

-

Footnotes

46 Foomote #2 attached io William Trueheart, 146. "Telegram Fmm the Embassy in Vietnam to
the Department of State," Saigon, June 4, 1963 4 pm., [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S
VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-August. 1%3,Vol. III, p. 346.

-

47 Mecklin. Mission in Tonnent, p. 157.
4â He did maintain that, while Diem never penecuteâ the Buddhists. some discrimination did takc
place in his opinion. "Mostly the discrimination was unthinking and arrogant raîher than malicious, like the
flag ruling at Hue, but it was real enough to be exploited." %id.p. 159.
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the clergy in most Christian denominations. lt was relatively easy to pars as a
Buddhist monC, requiring little more thon a s h e d heud, a robe und an attitude
of humility. The Buddhists were also wlnerable to Cornmunisi exploitation
because of their legitinta~egrievunces aguinst the Dien rcgime. Tkre was a
violent controversy abouf thk during the 1963 crisis, stimuluted by extravagant
Buddhist charges of "persecution." This w u absurd. Better thon two thirds of
the generals in Diem 's armed forces. and O/ the ministws in his cabinet. were
Buddhists. For years Diern's innumerable enemies had dredged up evety
possible churge ogainir him. but it wns only n j e r the MW R incident nt Hue thcat
they discovered thor he was also guilty of oppressing the ~ u d d h i s t s . ~ ~

-

Mecklin maintained that it was never proved that the Communists planned the Buddhist
crisis. He did note, however, that the most unlikely aspect to emerge out o f the entire affair, quite

apart fiom the unorganised and undisciplined Buddhists displayhg mastemil political acumen

and a security discipline unparalleled by any other group, was the fact that the Buddhists could
not have succeeded in attaining their political goals "...without the help o f the American press and
radiollV."50 He did note îhat there were individual newsmen in-country and editors back in the
US "...who hated Diem and enjoyed writing about his diffkulties.'al I n fact, Mecklin put the

American news media's coniribution to îhe whole destructive process in the most-rtraightforward
ternis that anyone has to date:
Expressed mon bIunt&, Amrieun news covemge of the nplçeciwl cont?ibu#ed
direct& to the dr~lrucdofiof a uatkrnd US p
d
b of direct iriilpo~anceto the
sceuriiy of the Uuited States, In an ana when we h d deployed netwenty
thowand Amtkans, w h m we wem spndhg sornr SS0û mluion a yew, at the
on& point in the wotld whete ue engaged in sypporr of o slçoodng war ugdnst
a Communist enemy [my emPhasis].52

Ibid. p. 162.
lbid.
-

49 Ibid. pp. 158 159.

-

52 Ibid.
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MarguerUP Mggins' Perception of the Buddrkiri Crrls

-

Marguerite Higgins, a Pulitzer Prise winning war-conespondent who had covered the
Korean War alongside Pulitzer Prize winner, Keyes ~ e e c h , awas no stranger to Southeast Asia
and, particularly, South Vietnam. During her extensive travels around the country, during the
summer of 1963, she becarne impressed with the power of the news media, as she had never been
before. Pacticularly, Higgins had noted the bias, which favoured reporting on the latest intrigue,
attached to the Buddhist cnsis in Saigon, which Keyes Beech had comparcd, with some precision,
to a "...sophisticated snake pit of intrigue and rumour...YU She had also noted that the conspiracy
and conniving therein had no tangible effects on or linkage to the real world 0utside.~5Indeed,
Foutnotes
53 She had covered mmy of the siune banles in Korea with Keyes Beech. the Pulitzer Prizewinning correspondent of the Chicago Daily News. Beech, like Higins, had come to develop a healthy
respect for the emerging soldierly qualities of the men and officen in the ARVN. Higgins, Our Viemani
Niahtrnare, p. 121.

-

S4 lbid. p. 120.

5s Higgins put the conaaît ktween what was happning out in the counhyside with the Buddhist
crisis in Saigon etrectively in the following excerpt: "Most infonned witnesses, including the Viemarnese,
admitted that things in the delta were going much less satisfactorily than in the North. But despite the
fnisuations and the griping, the phrase that 1 heard the most often from the Arnerican dvisers was that 'we
are inching ahead.'

Therefore, I was amazed upon returning to Saigon to find the town buzzing with news of recent
newspapet dispatches proclaiming that the Budâhist crisis was 'spreading to the counûyside,' that it was
'deep and smouldering* in the anny, that the war in the delta had 'deteriorated,' and that the situation was
'orninous.'

One dispatch reponed that Buddhist and Catholic officers had suddenly begun to eat at separate
tables in Vietnamese anny messes.
This was in direct contradiction to everything 1 had observed and had k e n told by the military
advisers, ai&officiais, and Vietnamese officers and enlisted men out in the boondocks, where the war was
king fought. 1 was puzzled and angry.
1 went to the American embassy and demanded to know h m a senior oficial if there was a
conspiracy to befog with lies what I had seen and heard.

Said the official: 'How can the reporters document this so-called deterioration? None of the
resident press corps have k e n out of Saigon exccpt for a couple of &y-long helicopter trips since June
[when the fmt Buddhist suicide took place). Men like Major Kelly (of Quang Ngai] are busting to have
reporters come up and see what they are doing. But the press isn't interested. And if we try to get them
intercsted, they would Say that we are stage-managing things.'..So whilc the nsidcnt corrcspoiidcnts
Footnole c o n t i n d on next page: ...
Ckapter Ten: The Bu&ih&t Crisis Dccpcns und NdlJrg's M&s&n Conws to on Uncettain
Close
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she was sninned by the power o f the press to focus on the negative and ignore real advances made
in the fight against the Communist insurgents during this critical period. Thus, she contrasted and
compared the debacle of Ap Bac with the far greater victoiy scored by the South Viemamese in

Quang Ngai against the North Vietnamese:

In Januar): 1963. the most pubkized militury setbock for oicr side
occurred the humiliation of the V i e m e s e armed forces ut Ap Bac...Six@
Yieînamesr and three American lives were lost...These losses were small by the
standards of 1965, but some of the Vietnamese olgcers in the Ap Bac buttle
exhibited incredibly bad Ieudership, prompting Lieutenant Colonel John Vann,
the brilfiant und ideulistic US &ber at the tirne, to complain bitter/y... In the
jiwmework of the rimes, the spiashy headlines with rheir inevitubie
yet
oversimplifcation were more or lessjustified in calling this o "defeut." Af~d
in the North four months luter. the TwenpJiJTh Vietnumese Division ut QiMng
Ngai not only stood its gruund but also fought four days and nights running.
When the battle war over two hundred and twenty-six Viet Cong deud were
picked of the jieId with their weopons (including Chinese and Czech machine
guns), and unother idealistic and brilliant adviser. MMor John Kelly, was full of
pruise jor the Vieinurnese division 's pe@wmunce. Ap Bac was a "defiut,"
@mg Ngai was sure& a "victory.' B u t Quung Ngai got no heudlines ut dl. This accent on the negative was a recwing phenonenon. und it embiftered ihe
United States mission.. .J6

-

-

As Marguerite Higgins discovcred, what got heaâlines, instead, were micles such as

Halbersram's " B i i d d h i ~in Saigon C W WitL P o l k (my emphasis].*'

The Ap Bac coverage

in The New York Times had carefully prepared the ground to 'make' the American public aware
that 'something was wrong' with the govemment of South Vietnam and, now, the Buddhist Crisis
was very handily assisting the NYT in its terminal campaign against Diem. Indeed, the

...footnate continuedfiom previous page:
covend the war bravely (and won plaudits and Pulitzers) bcfore and afier the Budâhist crisis, they were
seldom, judging by their datelines, at the scenes of battle in the period when stories appeareâ linking the
Buddhist crisis to the war effort."
pp. 122 123.

m.

-

-

-

S6 Ibid. pp. 127 128.

57 David Hdkrstam, _"Buddhists in Saigon Clash With Police:'

in nie New York Times,

(Sunday, June 16, 1%3), p. 1 .
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implications were made clear: that the ARVN was only good for 'beating up' on hmless
Buddhist protesters as opposed to dealing effectively with the Communists. Any historian who
peruses the stories printed on the fiont page of the NYT (with accompanying dramatic
photographs), such as "Tmops and Tanks Quell Buddbut Riots in Saigon [my emphasis]"
cannot miss this son of biatant presentation biad8
The New York Times Uses the Buddhist Crisis Tu Question Diem's Anthoriry To Ruie
South Vktnam -

David Halberstam effectively introduced the notion that the Diern government was
staggering, and most likely entering a terminal phase, in an article he wrote for The New York
Times in late June, 1963. The article, entitled wDiscontent R h s In Vietnam Crises: Regime

h s i n g Ground over Treatmeot of Buddbists [my emphasis]," put forward a number of key
allegations and rumours as if they were fact. For example, he Ied the article off with the
suggestion that Diem's govemment was "...engaged in an all-out struggle for political
survivaL'49 Of course, as William Colby had pointed out, this claim simply was not true until the
American Press made it 'mie' in the perceptions of the American public and, consequently, in the
perceptions of the politicians in Washington. Halberstam went on to SUgged that the unrest in
Saigon represented al1 of South Vietnam and that the regime now had to wony about a coup
because their mishandling of the Buddhist Crisis had irreparably damageci the war effort.

Associated Press. "Troops and Tanks Quell Buddhist Riots in Saigon," in The New York
Times (Monday, June 17,1%3), p. 1.

-9

s9 David Holkrstam, "Discontent Rixs in Vietnam Crises: Regime Losing Gmund Over
Treatment of Buddhists," in The New York Times, (Sanuday, June 22, 1%3), p. 6.
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But it is the young oflcers thar the regime knows it must worry about.
Securiiy precautions within the army are ut ci maximum.
Surne well-informed observers believe there will be an attempt to ousi the
~ o v e r n r n e n tThe
. ~ question appears to be when?
It is significant that this lw becorne the key question in the country, and
not whether S o d t Vietnam is winning or losing the war against the Communist
yerrillm. or whefher if can #in the p~pulorionio an di-ouf efori in rhur war.

The generufferling is t h t the Iast SU: weeks have dumaged the wur efort
irreparabfy. It is widely believed îhar military action agaimt the Communists can
br successfil only in a favorable political climate ...Hampering the Governmenî
is the fuct that it enjoys litde popular suppori. The lasr two weeks have been a
stunning dispfay of stubborn resentment on the port of vast sections of the
people ...Ambitious youtig anti-Communist oflcers now doubr the regime 's ability
to lead a successful war against the Communist Vietcong...ï î ~ eGovemment has
ulso angered high Americun oflciafs here who have worked hard in the las! 18
months to implement United States policy in thejace of considerable obstacles.
The United States oflcials feel strongiy that they have been let down.
and rhat American aid has been fiittered away. Thur the pictwe is of o
government in extreme diflcuftyand rapidly losingfiiends.61
In wnting this article Halberstarn clearly intended to sway American opinion away h m

Diem, regardless of such facts like Diem had never buly been popular in Saigon as his real

support came fiom rural Vietnam. There had never been any love lost between the Saigon elites

and Diem as they saw him as an austere CatholidConfuçian Mandarin h m the North and, for his
part, Diem viewed hem as spoiled complainen. The implications and the power of Halberstam's

Footnotes

*

The phrase "rom w e l l - i n f o d obsewcrs" is classic Halkntam style as he uses it ovcr and
over again in ncarly every single article he wrote. Yet, suangely enough, he never tells the reader who these
'expert' or 'well-informed' sources are. Ambassador Nolting came to the understanding that Halbeistam's
experts were nothing much more than the Saigon clique of gossips that plied their aade at the Caravelle

Hotel.
61 David Halkrstam, "Discontent Rises in Vietnam Cnxs: Regirne Losing Ground Over
Treaiment of Buddhists," in n i e New York Times, (Saturday, June 22, 1963). p. 6.
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article are clear enough and warrant no further comment other than to remind the reader of the
trouble such an article would have caused back in Washington.
Not wanting to let 'the ink dry' on his plans for the direction that he and his paper were
attempting to steer American public opinion in, Halberstarn wrote a follow-up article on July 2,
1963, which appeared on the front page of The New York Times on July 3 (1963). This article.

entitled "Some U.S. Ofnciab In Saigon Dubious About Diem Regime [my emphasis]," raises
the issue of American officiais wanting to see Diem's government replaced:

Some United States oflcials in South Vietncam who two months ugo were praising
President Ngo Dinh Diem have changed their min& about him and his chances
of winning the war agciinst the Communists. Thcy wudd like to see a new
governmcnt in Saigon [my emphasis].
Young Vietnumese military ofleers, whom the Americans would l i k to
be talking with today, seem suspiciou of the United States Embussy because of
its public commitment to President Ngo Dinh Diem. These ofleers are a h
reportrd fo be unsure whar position the U n W States would tuk if fhey pied fo
oust him...The ADvrlcans uould like to see ta change in Govemment, but wouM
like the change to be a naturd one, k m of real ViPlnumese desires [my
ernphasis].
Some Vieniamese military ofleers are reported ready to act but they give
rhe impression t h they would like the Americans to make a public statement
callingfor a change.
It is widely believed here thut a y maternent fiom Washington critical of
Mr. Ngo Dinh Diem for his hundling of the Buddhist Crisis would touch o f an
infernal miIitury strike of the Government...The unhuppiness of the nalion S
Buddhisfs with the Govemment, which is predominantiy Roman Catholic,
became public when nine Buddhist demonstrutors were killed by Government
troops MT 8 in Hue ...One aspect of the changed sirw>rion here is thut
Americms, who previourly were unwilfing to use theV intelligence agents peely
forfeor of angering the Government, me now openfy sending these agents to

Page #: JO8

Buddhist pugodas and making daily contact wifh Buddhist priests and other
participants in the present confict.62
Of course, Halberstam's article included some xverely distorted crucial facts such as his
regurgitation of the Hue incident, falsely claiming that nine 'Buddhists' were killed by
govemment troops firing at them. In fact, and as indicated in the previous chapter, eight people
were killed in this incident, several of them were Catholic, and they were not shot by Govemment
troop rifle-fire. The forensic evidence made manifest the fact that they were blown to pieces,
quite literally, by an extremely powerful plastic explosive that the South Vietnarnese simply did
not possess in their inventory (no shrapnel or foreign objects were found in the massively
disfigured bodies of the victims, thus, ruling out the possibility of the use of grenades or mortars).
Yet, and as always. David Halberstam and the NYT editon did not concem tbemxlves with the
facts as. obviously, they had an agenda, and that was to assist in the mmoval of Diem from
power.

There can k linle doubt that The New York Times, through its coverage of the Buddhist
crisis, was. indeed, beginning to cause real problems in Washington for United States officiais as
the paper was able to catch even the very circumspect Dun Rusk declaring the conflict in
Vietnam a Wrty, untidy, dhgreeabkwwar [rny emphasis].* Another oficial in Washington

bluited out in anger: 'Wbat do you waat us to do? We're in a box. We don't like that
Govemment but i t i the only o i e amund. We an't figbt a war and a revolution at the mme
time, so Iay o l l [my emphasis].*

But The New York Times, as witnesxd in the articles of its

correspondents and its editorials, had no intention of 'loying off the pressure on Washington,
Foot notes
62 David Halbcrszam, "Sorne U.S.Ofiials In Saigon Dubious About Diem RegUne," in The New
York Times, (Wednesday, July 3, 1%3), p. 1.

*

Max Frankel, "Vktnm's 'Untidy' War: Washington is Unhappy With Saigon, But Thinks
That Support 1s Necessary," in nie New York Times,(Wednesday,July 3, 1963). p. 8.

indeed. they built the very 'box' that the US Govemment ofticial was complaining about k i n g
in. In this context, the reader may consider, again, Clare Boothe Luce's statement, b
' the bistory
of the Liberal p m in CbunWng and Havau going to repeat i ~ l [in
f Vietnam]?

Tbe

evidence is that it b... [my emphasis].ds

WWam Ttnehea~Works Onder the Dictate uf The Hamimon Gmup Whille Nobittg is on

Holidoys With The New York Times attacking Diem back in the United States, William Trueheart,
at the behest of the Harriman group in ~ a s h i n ~ t 0 n . M
continued to 'bang-the-table' so rudely
with the Diem govemrnent,67 over the Buddhist Crisis in Vietnam. He was strident enough in

these efforts as to cause imparable damage to al1 the good work that Ambassador Nolting had
accomplished, at Kennedy's request, with the Vieinunese President. Within a few weeks, dunng
the summer of 1963, Trueheart destroyed the tentative yet very tangible trust that Nolting had
built in partnenhip with Diem. Mrs. Nolting told this writer that it was her husband's belief that
Foornotes
65 Clare Boothe Luce. T h e Lady is For Buming: The Seven Deadly Sins of Madame Mu."in a
fùll page advertisement taken out by the National Review in The New York Times, (Wednesday, October

30, 1963). p. 40.
66 The increasing strident tone of the telegrams sent h m the State D e v e n t to Truckart is
self-evident when one examines Department telegrams: 1 171 (drafled by Heavner and clcared by Wood
and Hilsman in Washington on June 3, 1963 - 5:30 p.m.) p. 348. 1173 (drafted by Heavner and cleared by
Wood and Hilsrnan in Washington, on June 3, 1963 6:46 p.m,) p. 349. 1 194 (drafted by Wood and cleared
by Hibman in Washington on June 8, 1963 1255 p.m.) pp. 363 - 364. 1 1% (drafied by Heavner and
Wood and cleared by Hilsman in Washington on June 8, 1963 - 5:37 p.m.) pp. 364 - 366. 1207 (drafted by
Wood and Hilsrnan and cleared in âraft by Harriman in Washington on June 1 1, 1963 - 1 1:O3 p.m.) pp. 38 1
- 383. Source for these telegrams emanating h m the State Department: FRUS: Viemam. lanuarv-Aumist,
1963, Vol. Ill.

-

-

67 Quoting h m John Meckiin, Marguerite Higgins nacd the depamire that Trueheart todc îrom
Nolting's instructions: "...direct, relentless, table-hammering pressure on Diem such as the United States
had seldom ôefore attempted with a sovereign fnendly goverrunent.,.." Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmatc,

p. 100.
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Trueheart had *jumped-ship' and joined what he thoughi was the 'winning-side' in the State
Department's undeclared war on Ngo Dinh Diem. William Trueheart had been a close confidant,
supporter and Mend of the Noltings and therefore trusted by the Ngo Dinh brothers. Yet, almost
to the minute that he took over as chargé at the Amencan Embassy in Saigon, he utterly betrayed
his boss and fiiend, and even the position he had previousiy held vis-à-vis Diem, in order to win
favow with the Hasriman p ~ v a i l i n g~ i n d . ~ ~

The reality remained, however, that Nolting was on holidays and that the only high-level
contact that President Diem had with Washington, William Trueheart, was not offering
understanding or even normal diplomatic 'give-and-take' but, instead, t h r e a t ~ The
. ~ ~ very undiplomatic language used by Trueheart accomplished only two things: fint o f all, Dicm's
wariness and doubts about the Arnencan alliance were honed to a fine edge as was his realisation
that he was,

effectively. alone in this new assault on the political legitirnacy of his govemrnent.

Footnores

68 There was no hiding the deep sense of ktrayal that the Noltings felt over Truehean's aboutface - even many years Iaer when these details were recounted to this writer in January of 1998. Interview
with Mrs. Lindsay Nolting conducted by telephone on Thursday, January 29th.. 1998 at 1:00 p.m.
(Winnipeg time).
Fredenck Nolting had told Mr, O'Connor of the JFK Library something very similar to what Mrs,
Nolting had related to this writer. O'Connor: "Well, this may impinge on your personal conclusions, but it
was reponed in various places several times that Mr. [William Clyde] Tnieheart, the char# d' affaires, in
your absence, had....Or at least you and he had not agreed on Viemarnese policy. 1 wondered if that was
part of the conflict there, Was there a real conflict between the two of you?"
Nolting: "No, we had completely agreed on policy up until the time 1 lefi on home leûve."

O'Connor: "You had never seen any evidence of disagreement on his part?"
Nolting: "Not until 1 got back to Saigon in July. Then 1 found that Tnieheart had shifieâ with the
winds blowing from Washington he had joined the (W. Averell] HanUnan - [Roger] Hilsrnan group. He
had adjusted his views." Fredenck Nolting, "First Interview with Frederick Nolting? Recorded interview
by Joseph O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France) p. 21, John F. Kennedy Libraty, Oral History Program,
Boston, Ma.

-

69 The full extent of what Trueheart said to Diem, at least according to Tiwheart's cabled report
to Washington, can be perused by the reader in Appendix 1.
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Secondly, Tnieheart managed only to harden Diem's stance on the ~uddhists.~%is new
approach, directed out of the State Department, was a colossal blunder. which had repeaussions
that even Nolting could never undo.
One of the best examples of Trueheart's threatening Diem and, conversely, an example of
one of the worst ways to deal with a sovereign govemment, is illustrated in telegram

##

1 168

which Trueheart sent back to Hilsman and Hamiman. In this telegram Trueheart boasts to the
State Department about how he followed out their instructions and 'laid-down-the-law' with

~iern." In particular, Tnieheart threatened Diem with a formal disassociation from the United
States Govemment, as per Harriman's approval. if he did not follow the State Department's
instructions vis-à-vis placating the Buddhist bonzes. Here are the precise instructions that

Harriman approved and which Trueheart communicated to Diem in a hostile manner:
Accordingiy, you authurired to tell Diem t h in the United States view it is
essentiuifor the G W promptly io take drumatic action to regain confidence of
Buddhists and that the GYN musr fuly und unequivocuily meer Buddhist
dernands as set forth in Enbtel 1038. Furthermore, we believe that meeting these
demands must be done in public and dramutic fmhion if conjdence is to be
restored
You furrher authurised to tell Diem that unless GYN is willing tu take
efective ucrion afong the abuve lines within the nextjew doys the US wiII find it
necessary publiciy to state that it cannot associute itsey with the GVNS
Footrtotes
'Io Harnmer, A Death In Novemkr, p. 143.

Tmeheatt wrote: "Department's instructions could not have ken more timely, coming just
before negotiations begin. They are of course very strong medicine and will be very hard for Diem to take.
...1 believe we can be satisfied that we have done everything reasonably possible to gct President Diem CO
Save himself.
It is obviously vital that there be no leaks about this latest move and 1 am taking strictest
precautions at this end," William Tmeheart, 169. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the
Department of State," #1168. Embtel 1207. Saigon, June 12, 1963 - 8 pm., [Department of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; ûperational Immediate; Limit Distribution.j In FRUS: Vietnam. JanuawAunust. 1963, Vol. 111, pp. 386 387.
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unwiI1ingness to meei ihe remonable demands o j the Vietnamese Biddhist
leaders.'2

Evidence that the Kenne&
Hamiman Grnup..

Policy o/Rapprochement wiâk Diem WPT ûver-twned by the

Trueheart had asured the Haniman group that "confidentiality" had k e n maintained
and unwanted eyes had not seen this vitally important d0curnent.~3For a limited amount of time
the chargé was comect as President Kennedy "...was unaware of the memorandum conveyed to
Diem by Trueheart on June 12,"74 up until June 14' of 1963. When Kennedy did find out about
the threat to Diem he was furious. as it had been made without his approval and the ihreat had
only corne to light aftet the fact, when he went through his President's Intelligence Checklist

-

summarised by the CIA. As noted in the President's papers at the Kennedy Library: "The
President noticed that Diem had been threatened with a formal statement of disassociation. He
wants to be absolutely sure that no further threats are made and no formal statement is made
without his personal approval."7~Ambassador Nolting's widow. Mm. Lindsay Nolting, conveyed
Foutnotes

72 DraAed by Chalmers B. Wood and Hilsman and cleared in drafl by Hariman. 167. "(1207)
Telegram From the ûepartment of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, June 1 1, 1963 - 1 1:03
p,m., [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate; Limit
Distribution.] In FRUS: Viemarn. lanuarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. 111, p. 38 1.
73 "lt is obviously vital that there be no leaks about this latest move and 1 am taking strictest
precautions at this end." William Truehearî, 169. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the
Deparunent of State," #1168. Embtel 1207. Saigon, June 12, 1963 8 pm.,[Department o f State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate; L h i t Distribution.] In FRUS: Vietnam. JanuarvAunust, 1963, Vol. III, p. 387.

-

John P. Glennon. editor in chief. Kennedy Libniy, National Security Fiks, Chester V. Clifion
Series, Pmidcnt's IntclligcaceCbccklist; attrcbeâ as footaote #S to William Truehean's, 169. "(#1168.
Deptel 1207) Telegram From the Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Depanment of State," Saigon, June 12, 1%3
8 pm., [Department of State, Central Fiks, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational lmmediate; Limit
Distribution.] in FRUS: Vietnam. JanuawAunust. 1963,Vol. 111, p. 386.

-

75 Kennedy Libmy, National Security Files. Chester V. Clifton ScrKs, Rsidcnt's intclligencc
Checklist; ittachcd u fba8note #S to Willirm Truehmrt's, 169. "Teiegram From the Embassy in
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Kennedy's unhappiness with how Diem w u k i n g treated by the State Department's Haniman
group to this writernT6The reader needs to consider this point carehilly because the implications

are serious in that they illustrate the fact that the Kennedy had not abandoned his initial and
formal policy of rapprochement with Diem. Innead, the powerful Harriman group forced through
their own anti-Diemist policy heediess of the President's position.

Regardless of Kennedy's disapproval Averell Hamman and Roger Hilsman carried on
with their new policy direction with a vengeance and, accordingly. instmcted Trueheart, in a t o p

secret, eyes-only telegram to "...consider steps gadually increase covert and overt contacts with
non-supporters of GVN. In present situation this should only be done if you feel out (overt or
coven) contacts with those who might play major roles in event of coup are now inadequate."77
Dutifully, Trueheart wrote back to Harriman and Hilsman, with refe~nceto their topsecret
telegram, and informed them that

"...WC

have al1 the lines out that we know how to put out and

have had for some days.... l am not discussing Deptel 1219 with anyonc but

anf full."^*

,,,foornore conrinuedfi'orn previous page:

Vietnam to the Department of State," # 1 168, Deptel 1207. Saigon, June 12, 1963
State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate; Limit

Viemarn, January-Auaust. 1963, Vol. 111, pp. 386 - 387.

- 8 p.m., [Department of

Distribution.] In FRUS:

'6 Interview with Mrs. Nolting was conducted, by telephone, on Friday, January h d . , 1998, at
I :Mlp.m. in the afternoon [Winnipeg time].

-

77 Drafled by Wood and cleared by Hilsman and Haniman, 175. "Telegram [Deptel# 12191 Frorn
the ûepartment of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, June 14, 1963 - I l p.m., [Washington
National Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC A 51 59, SGN(63) 19 GVN. Top Sccm;
Eyes only.] In FRUS: Vietnarn. Januarv-Aumist. 1963, Vol. III, p. 394.

78 William Tmeheait, 179. "Telegram [Embtcl # 1195) From the Embassy in Vietnam to the
Depanment of State," Saigon, June 16, 1963 5 pm. [Department of State Central Files, SOC 14-1 S
VIET. Top Secret; Priority; Eyes Only.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumist. 1963, Vol. III, pp, 398 399.

-

-
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John Mecklin noted the failure of this new policy direction which was embarked upon in
Nolting's absence during the summer of 1963 and he also noted the 'coincidence' of the Buddhist
crisis blossoming only once Nolting was out of the
Marguerite Higgins gives considerable credit to Mecklin for his attempts to accurately
refiect what was going on in Saigon during Noiting's absence. Nevertheless. she alw notes that

Mecklin subscribed to the same understanding that nearly every American held at that time which
was: "lf Diem had immediately heeded Amencan advice, he probably could have stopped the

upheaval before it got started."m Yet, and as Higgins points out, Americans were not asking the
right questions in thcir search for such immediate and simple answen. For example, how likely
would it have ken for Diem to humiliate himself before Thich Tri Quang in a public manner?
Moreover. how likely was it that Thich

Tri Quang would have accepted or. uhimately, have

settled with rnerely a public debasement of Diem? Clearly, this Machiavellian monk had much
grander designs and the humiliation of Diem was just one step along the way to the attainment of
his ultimate goal: the removal of Ngo Dinh Diem from p ~ e r . ~ ~
Foornotes

79 See quotation from John Mecklin
Tonnent, p. 168.

Higgins is paraphrasing

a

at

the beginning of thir chapter. Mecklin, Mission in

quotation h m Mecklin

at

this point. Higgins, Our Vietnam

Niahtmare, p. 100.
*l The following excerpt h m Higgins*mernoirs indicate. quite clearly, that the Americans were
not asking the right questions at al1 when it came to power-politics in South Vietnam: "How was this
possible [Le., Diem's heeding of American advice to beg forgiveness of Thich Tri Quang and the radical
Buddhists] if, as the facts show, Thich Tri Quang deliberately pmvoked the crisis in order to pmmote
disorder? It stands to reason that if Thich Tri Quang at Hu6 indulged in so much trouble and trickcry to
provoke upheaval, he had well-laid plans to nim it to his advantage. We know that by Juiy Thich Tri Quang
was openly talking of toppling Diem. And dwing the surnmer of 1963 niich Tn Quang saw to it ihat no
matter what concessions Diem made the crisis was kept at boiling point. It al1 showed carefiil, clever
planning.

nie Washington-generated pressure on Diem for conciliation was based on the assumption that
Thich Tn Quang's grievances conceming flags and such were what motivated his Buddhist protest
Footnote contimred on next m e : ...
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Nolting, himxlf, gave testimony about what he had come to understand had happened in
his absence and even the htility of his efforts when he retumed to Vietnam for four weeks in July

All 1 can say is -- and this has some bearing, I think on the historical record -that during this fine, beginning, soy, in June of 1963 and carrying through until
rlie overrhrow d r l t e Diern gowrnment an "ibwmber 1, 1963, poIiticaI forces
were built up in Washington. d l of which were in the direction oj: ' We 've had
enough of thk. We muîr somehow break out of the policy of supporting Vietnam
through ifs elected goventment. " Certain people who hod been of this opinion d l
along in Washingron were given greut encouragement in this fine by the press
and ihe prevailing public opinion. I think the White House got very sensitive to
this. The Embasy in Suigon when I was oway had broken the bridge of
confdence by which we hod worked with the Diem government. I pied to restore
it h i n g my remaining four weeb. afrr 1got bac&to Suigon, but 1 wac a "lame
duck " I had more infience then with Diem thon with Washington. This
dangerous situation was exacerbated by the press and by the prevailing opinion
thar it wos. in fact, cawed by religious persecution. Thut was the basic error.
Now you con see certuin factors here which would have a bearing on the
President S uttiîude.... Al1 I know is, and I feel this very strongly, thal our country
mude a great e m r in political polis, in Vietnam in 1963. 1 think the snuggle out
there was being gradualiy won under a policy which was never overrly changed
while I was there. My basic instructions never changed, but somehow the support
for those insiructions drained uway in Wuhington. This wm, I think. not only a

...footnote continuedfjom previous page:
movement. But it was evident that what Thich Tri Quang wanted was a pretext to seize on. His objective
was not a solution, but no less than Diem's head.
Perhaps Diem might have had a better image in the United States if he had personaliy shown
greater immediate public concem for the victims of the Hué tragedy. He did order generous indemnification
of the families who suffered losses, but this was never publicized. Perhaps he was too pridetiil. So inwardly
sure of his innocence was Diem that he did not deign to go to the ttouble of proving it. He would certainly
have pleased the Madison Avenue boys at the embassy by visiting a pagoda or two.
But such stratagems would scarcely have appcased Thich Tri Quang, whose target was not Diem's
image but his jugular.
Indeed, two days afler the HUCincident Thich Tri Quang contidently assured an American oficial
in that city that his anti-Diem campaign would not be halted till the regime had been overrhn,wn. Neither
the embassy or Washington, it appears, took this threat at al1 seriously, and indeed one of niich Tri
Quang's great strengths was the degm to which the Americans underestimateci his guile and his ability to
manipulate public opinion." Higgins, Our Vietnam NiPhtmare, pp. 100 - 101.
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futehi error ofjudgement

-- it was also grossly unjust ta ajoirhw aliy, President

~ i e m8*.

Nolting described to Dennis O'Brien, of the Kennedy Library, what he had come to
understand to be the three 'lynch-pins' of the destruction of wise US policy in South Vietnam

during the summer of 1963. First of dl. it was the Ambassador's perception that Prcsident
Kennedy had become exaemeiy sensitive to the daims in the Anioriw news media tliiit Iir was
supponing a Roman Catholic dictatorship,8J and that this was a dictatorship pemeated with
nepotism.w The second 'lynch-pin' in the abadonment of Diem was the non-raiional dislike of

s2 Frederick Nolting, "Fim Interview with Frederick Nolting." Recorded interview by Joseph
O'Connor, May 14, 1966 (Paris, France), pp. 22 - 23, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Rograrn.
83 Nolting was cxactly right on ihis issue as inordinate international pressure was king bmught to
bear on President Kennedy over American support for the Diem govemment and this pressure was thanks,
largely, to the orchestrations and pleadings of Rince Norodom Sihanouk of Carnbodia. It was commonknowledge that Sihanouk had never been a Friend or supporter of Ngo Dinh Diem and that he had ties to the
Communists through his somewhat tainted 'neutralist' position. Thus, Sihanouk wmte a letter dircctly to
President Kennedy on lune 14, 1963 which asked the American president to stop Diem h m persecuting
the Buddhists: "Today, this persecution has overiaken the Vietnamese Buddhists themselves. Their nonviolent protests and the heroic act of martyrdom of the venerable Thich Quang Duc have roused the
conscience of the world. ïhrough my voice, Cambodia. where Buddhism is a State religion, and the
Carnbodian people, deeply moved by the suffering of the Buddhists of South Viet-Nam, beg Your
Excellency to intercede with the fiil1 force of your moral prestige and that of your country to the end that
the Catholic South Vietnamese Government may accord Buddhists the right to practice fieely their religion
of peace and brotherhood.... it tests with the great powers to bring back to reason a govemment that has
revived religious conflicts,.." Norodom Sihanouk, 173 "Telegram From Prince Sihanouk to President
Kennedy," phnom Penh, June 14, 1%3, [Department of State, central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIEV, in FRUS:
Viemam. Januarv-Auaust, 1963, Vol. III, p. 392.

In fact Sihanouk had gone to great lengths to cause trouble for his old enemy Diem over the
Buddhist issue by contacting U.N. Secremy-General, U Thant, British Prime Minister Macmillan, French
President De Gaulle, and Indian Resident Radhaknshnan and imploring them to spea& out against the
alleged persecution of Buddhists in Vietnam by a Catholic minority govemment. Thesc facts wcre
disclosed in Footnott #1 rttrcbeâ to Norodom Sihanouk, 173 "Telegram Fmm Rince Sihanouk to
President Kennedy," Phnom Penh, June 14, 1963, m e n t of State, Cenaal Files, SOC 14-1 S VIETJ,
in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 392.
84 Ficdcrick Nolting, "The Thid OrPiI History Intcnhw with F d r i c k Nolting." Recordtd
interview by D ~ M ~
O'Brien,
s
May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]),pp. 102 - 103, John F. Kennedy Library,
h l History Rogram.
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the Vietnamese Resident and his family. which existed in the State Department and was fed
continuously by the news media. This bias existed at the highest level, p ~ i c u l a r l yin the
approach and attitudes of men like Averell Harriman and Roger ~ i l s m a n ? Finally, and perhaps
the least important of the t h ~ "lynch-pins'
e
of Nolting's estimation. the Buddhist crisis became
the catalyst which the anti-Diern group in the State Depmtment seized upon as the excuse needed
for gening nd of Diem in an expedient mariner?
The Amticans, the Buddhis~s,and the CommunisG Shure the Sume Goal: the Removd of

Ngo Dinh Diemfroni Power

-

The irony wonhy of consideration in this context is that both the State Department's
Hamiman faction and the Communists in South Vietnam recognised an opportunity in the

Buddhist crisis to finally be rid of the bothersome Ngo Dinh brothers. This consideration, alone,
should have given I-iarrirnanet al. pause to reflect upon the consequences of the actions they were
pursuing and just who would benefit fiom Diem's undoing. Disliking Diem was one thing but
dismantling US policy in order to get rid of him, regardless of the cost, was another thing entirely.
Ultimately. this purblind re-direction of policy cauad Ambassador Nolting to resign fiom a very
promising career in the State Deputment when, instead, the redirection of policy should have
been stopped and reversed by Kennedy and Rusk with the just and subsequent firing of Haniman

"1 ihink there had been people in the State Department dl along who didn't lke President Diem
and who abominated his sister-in-law and his bmher. And 1 think ihis also was a factor. I thhk it was an
unreasonable factor, but it was one. And those people came to the fore; namely, Averell Harriman and
Roger Hilsman, particularly." Frederick Nolting, "The ïhird Oral History Interview with Frederick
Nolting." Recorded interview by Dcnnis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]),p. 103, John F.
Kennedy Library, Oral Histoty Program.
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and ~ i l s m a n . 8These
~
two gentleman had gone beyond ihe pale of responsible conduct in their
ardour and, as a result, had unwittingly aided and abetted the enemies of South Vietnam and the
United States. Hamman, to his credit, admitted this great error later in bis life before he died
while Hilsman continues to rail against even the ghost of Ngo Dinh ~ i e m . ~
At the time of the Buddhist crisis Hilsman, manifestly, believed that he no longer had to

maintain 'confidentiality' with regard to his attitude toward Diem and, accordingly, his outlook
was made plain in the telegrams he sent to Trueheart during Nolting's leave. As such, it is

worthwhile to note that the direction and content of these telegrams to Trueheart differed greatly
from how Hilsman broached the subject of Diem with Nolting. One of the most incredible

This writer is not slone in this perception thai Harriman and Hilsman should have been fired by
their bosses as the former president of the University of Dallas and later Republican Senator, Robert
Morris, stated the sarne. "The State kpartment over-rulcd advice from the Central Intelligence
Agency and üeknse Department and provoked the overthrow of the prwWest Diem rcgimc in South
Viet Nam [rny emphasis],. .. He (Morris) is seeking the post held by US. Senator Ralph Yarborough. He
said Undersccretary of State Avercll Harriman and Roger Hilsman, assistant sccretary of state for
Far Eastern Atlain, should bc removeâ from oflice for tbeir rois in the November I coup thrt
ousteâ the Diem regime [my emphasis].
He said former Arnbassador Fredenck Nolting and John Richardson, f m e r head of the CIA in
South Viet Nam, should be retumed to their posts." By Oscar Grifin, "State Depiutment Provdred Diem
Ouster, Robert Morris Charges," in Houston Chronicie, Wednesday, Januafy 15, 1964, Page 2 of Section 1.
Even at the time of Diem's murder, when Marguerite Higgins asked Hilsrnan how it felt to
have blood on his hands the k s t he could reply was "oh,come on now, Maggie," said Roger. "Revolutions
arc rough. People get hurt." Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, p. 225.
Nolting recalled, however, that at the t h e , when the bldlust of the coup Gcnerals was out of
control, Hilsman telephoned him in a p i c about what rnight be h e to Save Madame Mu's children h m
king murdered. "1 said 'Roger, if you really mean it, 1 would do this. Call Paul Harkins - direct, not
through the Embassy. Ask hirn to find the children. If he cm, ask him to send a U.S.choppcr to pick them
up. Be sure to have a diable Viemarnese or French-speaking peiscm aboard. The children may not want to
come. Explain to them that their mother needs thern. Fly them out of the country without stopping in
Saigon, if Paul cm do it.' This was done, and the childrcn wtrc eventually rcunited with their mother."
Nolting, From Trust To Traedv, p. 133.
Years later, when interviewed for the PBS series on Vietnam, Hilsman would accept no
responsibility for his actions and continued to blame Diem for cverything that happcned in 1%3.
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documents in this context is telegram # 1247 sent from Hilsman to ~ r u e h e a r tWhat
. ~ ~ makes this
document an exposé of Hilsman and not of the reality in South Vietnam was the fact that Hilsman
insisted, in the face of al1 the evidence, that the Buddhists were 'peacehl' with no links or control
by the Communists and other opposition groups. M o n importantly, and this writer would argue
that Hilsman knew that Diem could not abide with such instructions, Diem was k i n g instructed

to believe that the radical Buddhists were above

suspicion.^ Hilsman's instructions to Trueheart

Footnotes
89 This writer emphasim the fact that Hilsman's instructions to Tniehem were, indeed,
incredible because his position about the Buddhists was not commensurate, and thus not credible (or
believable), with the known facts available, through the intelligence information about the radical Xa Loi
pagodists. at that time and afier. For example, these Buddhist radicals did not represent the majority of
Viemamese or even Vietnamese Buddhists in any conceivable manner, and they remained, in fact, a radical
minority. They were not peaceful and there definitely was a powerful linkage to Communist leaders in the
North through no less a connection than Thich Tri Quang hirnself. The radical Buddhist leadership had
k e n abundantly clear that they had defmite political objectives which included, at al1 times, the removal of
President Diem from power. Thus, Hilsman was knowingly instructing Diem to acquiesce to his own
undoing at the han& of a radical minority. Furihermore, if he ûuly believed ihat the vast majority of
Vietnamese were Buddhists of conviction then his ignorance wris appalling; for even Vo Nguyen Giap, a
history teacher, recognised that the shallowness of Buddhism's grasp in Vietnam was srriking. Ellen
Harnmer quoted him dircctly h m Dossier Sud Vietnamien 1945-1965: Études Vietnamiennes, No. 8, p.
17: "Buddhism, Giap note4 exercised an influence in Vietnam that was not particularly deep, even though
it extended over a large number of people." Hammer, A Death In Novembet, p. 139.

Quite reamnably enough, Diern brought up this point with Marguerite Higgins when she
interviewed him in the late sumrner of 1963. Diem,with his powedul howledge of history, tried to place
the whole Buddhist crisis in a context that would help Westerners understand just how ridiculous and crazy
the Hilsman demands were: "The West has had its religious wars," Diem said. "But that has never been tme
of Vietnam. Vietnamese have never gone to war against each othcr for religious rcasons. We are a very
tolerant people. Look at our relations with China. WE fought and defeated the Chinese and ftnally repulsed
their invasion. But even though we got rid of the invaders, we kept theu religions (Confucianism and
Mahayana Buddhism). Our Confician Emperors fought the Catholics not because of their religion but
because they feared that Catholic pries& were the claw of the crab of imperialism.... And although we got
rid of the French, we kept Catholicism.

-

1 don't understand the Americans...[they have]... has asked me to conciliate the Buddhists and not
even speak out in defense against these absurd charges k i n g made against me. I have kept my side of the
bargain. But if 1 must keep silent, why don? the Americans tell the mth that this so-called Buddhist afliair
has nothing to do with religion but is a fight to topple my govement?

-

Or is it conceivable that Washington really thinlts I have gone crazy? Ccrtainly only a crazy man
would at this late date and at this crucial point in the war suddenly start a fight with an important segment
of the population. But 1 assure you, Miss Higgins, 1 am not crazy. 1 have done everything within rny power
Footnote corilinued on nexr page: ...
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illustrate, very clearly, a mind that was closed to any possibility other ihan that Diem and the

GVN were at fault. Thus, his attitude was condescending, arrogant and absolutely destructive to
any vestige of good relations that rnight be lefl between Washington and Saigon. Similarly, it
would have been impossible for Hilsman to not know that his directives to Tnieheart were
undoing Nolting's specitic mission insmictions from President Kennedy and that he was
changing the direction of United States policy in South Vietnam. Hilsman was remarkably silent
about this aspect in his memoin but his attitude was made plain in his tekgrams at the time:

"There should be no sepuration between the Goverment und people O/
Viet-Nam the great majoriîy of whom consider themselves to be Buddhsts. The
barricades in Saigon emphasize th& serious sepuration and should be taken
down. The highest leaders of the Government should meet Buddhist leaders
regularly and treat them as respected equuls.
The Govemmrnt should consider other gesfures of good faith which
recognUe that the Bddhists are sincere and that they are rntiîfed to an honored
place in the Vieniamese nation.
The joint contmirniqué of June 16 in which agreement wm reached on
the jve demands should be scrupulourly respected und promptly carried out so
as to reduce the suspicions of the Buddhists who me wutching the Guvernmenr 's
actions close&. The Buddhst feuders are welf organked und huve not permitted
the Commut~istsor political o p p i f i o n elements to take c o n t r ~ f . ~
They
l are o
disciplined and peaceful people who must be treared without suspicion.
,,

footnote continuedfiom previous p g e :

to placate these Buddhists. l have made an agreement with hem conceming the tlying of flags and property
ownership. 1 have offered to have every single grievance investigated by an international commission,
including the foreign press and the Buddhists themselves. Why won't they accept these offers? It is bccause
they want, not a solution, but an excuse to continue agitation against this govemment. There are
Communist Viet Cong in those pagodas, Miss Higgins, and we know it. You have attended some of those
demonstrations. You have heard wildly subversive speeches that not even the United States govemrncnt
could tolerate, and certainly not in the middlc of a war. And yet the United States says that the liberal thing
for this regirne is to sit silently and accept all this. But what happens if we sit silent and do nothing? ïhrre
will be more suicides and more headlines around the world portraying me as some kind of devil. The more
passive we are, the more the demonstrators will be emboldened. How can 1, in the mitidle of a w u , allow
these disorciers in the m e t to go on?" Higgins, Our Vietnam Ninhtmare, pp. 17 1 - 172.
91 Professor Douglas Pile's thorough-gohg research of the Viet CongNLF indicates that, while
there was no evidence uncovered [at the date of his publication] which conclusively proved that the NLF
had succeeded in penetrating the decision-making lcvel in Hué and Saigon, the Communists bad made
advances in the Buddhist rnovement. Thus, Pmfessor Pike noted: "The thematic appcal of the NLF to
Footnde contimred on next page: ...
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News of these events reaches Warhington prornptiy and uny evidence
that elements within the G W were seeking to hold bock on the agreements or to
criticire the Bddhists publicly or privately would hme grave efects .... In
general the GYN should seek to convince ils citizens that it is a remonable
Government dedicated to arsisting, not harussing them and to preserving law
and order without employing means so snong or so irritafing as to cause
divisions und dissension.92

The Buddhlra in RuralSouth Vietnam Disagmed with the Dinclbn takem by Buddhkt
Agirators in Saigon and Hué

-

It is worth noting that Viemamese Buddhists, who lived in rural Vietnam. directly refuted
Hilsman's assertions about Buddhist persecution and rehsal to bc in the employ o f the
Communists when they were interviewed. Indeed, these rural bonzes could not believe that the Tu

Dam and Xa Loi Pagodists were real Buddhias at a11b93Professor Douglas Pike's exhaustive
studies certainly indicate that the= were several prominent bonzes with connections to the Viet
cong.94 Even W ilfied Burchett, the Australian writer who supported the Communist cause.

... footnote continuedfiom previour page:
religious believers was religious freedom, a freedom at no tirne in serious jeopardy in South Vietnam. Even
the Diem-Buddhist smiggle. as Buddhist leaders acknowledged, was essentially a political struggle. The
NLF in the summer of 1%3 attempted to nini the Buddhist movement to its own purposes. It did succeed in
increasing its influence among Buddhist layrnen....The Buddhist hierarchy in Saigon. known collectively as
the Vien Hoa Dao, was split between moderates led by Thich T m Chau and the left wing led by Thich Tri
Quang. The NLF mass media directed scalding verbal attacks against Tarn Chau but only intkequently
attacked Tri Quang." Douglas Pike, Viet con^: The Ornanization and Techniaues of the National
Liberation Front of South Vietnam, pp. 203 - 204.
92 Roger Hilsrnan, 181. "(1247) Telegram From Le Department of State to the Embassy in
Viemam," Washington, lune 19, 1963 8128 p.m. [Department of State, Centrsl Files, AID (LJS) S VIET.
Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam, Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 402 403.

-

-

93 "Tuming CO me, the Cao Dai priest asked: 'Aren't these demonsirations against the law?'
"Yes," I answered, "They are illegal." 'Disrespect for authority is bad,' he said, 'espccially in tirne of war.
The Viet Cong are very clever. They could get into a mob and rnake trouble. We would not permit this kind
of thing in our village."' Higgins, Our Vietnam Niehtmare, p. 42.
94 For exarnple, Pike's research illustrates the fact that Thich nien Ha0

WBS

a membcr of the

NLF Central Committee and Thich Thom Me The Nhem was acnrally vice-chirman of the NLF Central
Committee. Obviously, before or after the fact of the Buddhist crisis of the summer of 1%3, therc wcrc
well-placed bonzes who assisted the NLF and, thus, Hilsrnan was decidcdly wrong in his assertion that
Foolnofe continued on mt page: ...
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would îake exception to the Hilsman argument that the Viet Cong had no linkage to the radical
Buddhist bon~es.~S
Marguerite Higgins conducted a rigorous study of exactly how the suicides

and Buddhist cnsis were viewed in the small rural pagodas and she uncovered a profound
disagreement with the political direction that the Tu Dam and Xa Loi Pagodas, in Hué and Saigon
respectively, were taking.

Standing outside his small pagoda at the side of a churming water-liiygorged Stream, the Buddhisr mon&said, "1do not understand it ut ail. I would
not kill a fty myselj: Buddhism does not believe in the taking of life in any firm even by suicide. " The saintly monk S uttitude was my Jrst inkiing of how wrong
were those .hericans who assumed that Thich @mg Duc S jiery suickie would
produce the same instant horrifc impact in a backward, iiliterate Oriental
country iike Vietnam as it had in an advanced, telwised, Western nation like
America. But what d o u t persecution or discrimina~ionagainst Buddhists such
as himselfor his congregution?
"Whitepeople do not understand Vietnamese," said the Buddhist mon&in gentle,
aggrieved tones; " Viemarnese are very tolerant There LF no dixriminution.
There are many Cuu Dai in this village, but they are our fiiends. So are the
Catholics. Our village chief [a Buddhkt] distributes fertilizer und rice seed
wirhout asking anybody his religion. The Catholics don 't get more than we do,
nor thun the Cao Dai do, nor do we get more than the others Y.. " We know
nothing of any religious persecution, " suid the M'slem priest. "President Ngo
Dinh Diem wac province chief here [beginning in 19231. He may be a Cutholic,
but he helped our people build nosques and did more for us thon any other
province chief har ever done. Now he sends us rice, seed, and water [a big donr
was being built in the ureu]. And so we are grutefirl to President Diem ".... In the
Mekong Delta, to the south. Buddhist monh and nuns were politely increduloui
when I told them of the suicides byflre in Sàigon and elsewhere. m e n 1 broughr
out a worn newspaper clipping (which war urually read out loud in Vieinamese

...footnote coniinuedfiom previous page:
there was no connection between the Buddhists and the Viet Cong. Douglas Pike, Viet Conn: The
Organization and Techniaues of the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, p. 43 1.
95 With reference to the Buddhist demonsûations in Saigon Buahett noted: "...the Likration
Front's organization in Saigon went into action. The Iatter broadmed the demand for more rcligious
fncdom into one for democratic libenies as a whole, and called out its supporters in vast mass
demonstrations which ended in fiercc street batties with the police. The 'Viet cong' was nght amongst
them, in Saigon itself, in many tens of thousands, slugging it out with Diem's shock troops." Wilfied G.
Burchen, Vieînam: lnside Stow of the Guerrilla War, (New York, PY]:International Publistiers, 1%5), p.
2 10.
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by my interpreter) to prove my point, their incredufity would ofren sh@ to

disapproval.
W b than the West in the wqys of their own counhymcn, the viïIugem tu
whom I showed rny newsipcr clippings never /el1 hto the trqp of equating
vo/untury se@&rnings
with u deliberrile poky of petsecurloit on anyb0C.y'~
pcvr [my emphais]. This is a fiagmentrmy picture of the utrirudes thor I fmnd

everywhere that summer of 1963 in the deep rural countryside during journeys
thut took me to al[four Vietnamese urmy corps areas in which the war was being
Jouglit .... The anitudes in the c o u n ~ s i d ewere in forcefi contrust tu the
fenwnt in Saigon a ~ Hue..
d .[my emPhasis]%
Father Gheddo's exhaustive examination of the question of the Diem government's
penecution of the Buddhists in South Vietnam focussed on what the current Buddhist Iiterature
was saying. His studies reveal Buddhist recognition of Diem's benevolence toward the faith,

which completeiy contradicts the cries of long-standing persecution that originated amongst the
radical Xa Loi Pagodists and echoed by certain Western newsmen.
We have carefuy gone through the collection of two international
Buddhist magazines, World Buddhism, of Colombo and Young Eus& of Tokyo,
and in many accounts of Viemumese Brrddhism we never /o-md the slighrest
reference against the government before June 1963. On the contrary, there were
various acknowledgements of the development of Buddhism in South Vietnam,
and aiso words of praise for the government. For exumpfe, in the article
"Buddhist Revivd in Vietnam," WorfdBuddhi.rm, Nuvember 1960, the author, a
bonze, writes expressiy: "I express my gratitude to the government of Vietnam
for having given me every possibility for developing my Buddhist activirirs
without any restriction; I was given assistance by the army and the police. With
the encouragement of the govemment, for the Jrst rime in hisroty Vesak was
celebruted in perfect harmony between Mahyanists und Thravadists to an
unprecrdented extent in the most important cities. Today there is O great
Buddhist renaissance in Vietnam... "97

-

% Higgins, Our Vietnam Niehtrnare, pp. 36 38.

97 Fr. Gheddo, The Cmss and the EbTree, p. 205.
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W d i n g t o n Decides to Recdl Ambassadot Noldng and ta send out Henry Cabot Lodge in
his place

-

A meeting between the President, Mr. Ball, Mr. Harriman, Mr. McGeorge Bundy, Mr.

Hilsman, and Mt.Forrestal took place at the White House on July 4, 1963. Hilsman, it should be
noted, toned-down his anti-Diem fervour to a considerable degree when discussing South
Vietnam's problems with President Kennedy. Nevertheless. it was Hilsman who dominated this
meeting and he did state that "Our estimate was that no matter what Diem did there will be coup
attempts over the next four months.'*

Evidently, Hilsman suffered few qualms of conscience

when he did a complete reversal of the position he had taken with Diem, with regard to his
objection that the GVN's treatment of the Buddhist crisis was affecting the war-effort. Thus,
Hilsrnan informed Kennedy that "...the war between the Vietnamese forces and the Viet Cong has
been pursued throughout the Buddhia crisis without noticeable let-up.'*

Forrestal, at this point,

buttressed Hilsman's new-found confidence in the war effort by bringing up Marine General

Krulak's contention that regardless of the rancour in Saigon, "...the military units in the field
continue to confront the ~ o m r n u n i s t s . "Hilsman,
~ ~ ~ however, was not out to praise Diem and he
subtly put before the President the idea that there would be no great loss or pcoblem if Diem was
removed from power. For example, he stated that "...everyone agreed that the chances of chaos in

9û Roger Hilsman, 205. "Memmdum of A Conversation. White House, Washington, July 4,
1963, 1 1 1 150 a.m.; Subject: Situation in South Vicmam," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers,
Memoranda of Conversation: 7/63. Top Secret. ûrafied by Hilsman.] In FRUS: Vietnam, Januarv-August,
1963, Vol. III, pp. 45 1 452.

-

-

-

lO0 Ibid. p. 453.
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the wake of a coup are considerably less than they were a year ago."lOl Not only was he

directly refuting what Colby and Nolting had been telling Washington but he also claimed that
Nolting had overstated the matter when he had indicated that a civil war could well result h m a
successful coup against ~ i e r n . l * * ~this
t point in the discussion at the White Houx President
Kennedy asked about retuming Nolting to Washington and moving Henry Cabot Lodge out to
Saigon. The President noted ihet Noltiny had duiir w outstanding job:
The President volunteered that Ambarsudor Nolting Ciad done un outstanding
job. that if was almost miraculow the w q he had succeeded in turning the wat
arovndfiom the dismtrowly low point in relations between Diem and ourselves
thut existed when Ambassudor Nolting took over.... and the President said that he
hoped u way could be found to commend Ambassaùor Nolting publicly so ar to
muke clear the fine job he had done and that he hoped an appropriate position
could be found for him in Washington...lm
One of the decisions President Kennedy made at this meeting was to delegatc! the
authority of deciding the timing of Nolting's return to Washington and, as such, Hilsman was
given the power of this decision.104 it is important to note that the Harriman group wanted
Hilsman to act upon this decision as soon as practically possible. Indeed. in a rnemorandum

Michael V. Fomstal sent to the President's Special Assistant for National Security Affairs, Mr.
Bundy, he stressed that they rnay have io recall Nolting before Lodge's anival in Vietnam
because Nolting was seen as pro-Diem and might only encourage the South Vietnamese President

to believe that US policy had not changed. Furthemore, Forrestal praised Trueheart over Nolting

Footnotes
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because, essentially, Tmeheart had been obedient to the instructions emanating from the
Hiutiman group of which Forrestal was an integral member.lOs

For al1 of Hilsman's political niceties when speaking about Ambassador Nolting to

-

President Kennedy, behind the scenes when confemng with Harriman

- he was ruthless in his

determination to remove Nolting as won as possible fiom ~ a i ~ o n . lThe
w stalwm ambassador
was the one individuai, within the State Department, who had consistentiy thwarted the moves of

the Hamiman group to isolate and remove Diem from power. As such, Haniman and Hilsman

Foornores

lûS Here is Forrestalys summation which he gave to Bundy in a rnemorandum: "...my own
judgement is that we are entering a period in which our policy must be one of fence sitting, realizing of
course that such a policy constitutes something less than hl1 identification between our own interests and
those of President Diem.
As a practical matter, Ambassador Nolting's r e t m to Saigon will tend to encourage Diem to feel
that he continues to enjoy our support. On balance 1 think that this is pmbably the right corne to take,
provided the Department is vigorous in needling Nolting to attempt to guide Diem into more political
measures to stabilize the situation. It is, perhaps, the last effort we can mdce in this direction and should be
taken if only for that reason.

lt may not work, however; and we should be prepared to recall Nolting before Lodge's arriva1 if
our estimate of Diem's swvivability twns markedly adverse. At such a time it would be better, in my
opinion, to leave Trueheart (the DCM) in charge pending Lodge's arrival. Trueheart has handled the
situation with great skill and with somewhat less personal involvement than Nolting and could, 1 think, be
usefid in maintaining a degree of flexibility in the US position which would give Lodgr: a reasonably clean
date to start with." Michael V. Forrestal, 215. "Memorandum From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President's Special Assistant for National Security Affairs (Bundy),"
Washington, July 9, 1963 [Kennedy Library, Schlesinger Pûpers, South Vietnam. Secret.] In FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust, 1963, Vol. III, pp. 48 1 - 482.
lo6 The following memorandwn of a telephone conversation which todr place between Hamiman
and Hilsrnan illustratesjust how these men viewed Nolting: "WAH [Haniman] told RH wilsman] that he
was disturûed about the reports of Nolting's statement on the Buddhists WAH said he ought to be recalled
at once. RH said he couldn't agree more... WAH said why should he make public statements and RH
replied he shouldn't, WAH said he thought when he leaves he ought to be instructcd n a to make any public
statements or on second thought WAH said that might be awkward but should clcar his statement k t in
the Dept." John P. Glemon, editor in chief, 243. "Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation Between the
Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs (Harriman) and the Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs (Hilsman), Washington, August 1, 1963,955 a.m.," ttanscribed by Eleanor G. M c G m of
Harrirnan's staff, kibrary of Congress, Harriman Papers, Telephone Conversations.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv-Aueust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 550.

-

-
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pounced on Nolting when he had declared to the news media, quite accunitely. that the= was
no persecution of the Buddhists in South vietnam.lo7
Am bassador Nolting 's sailing vacation, as noted earlier, had remained ominously quiet
and unintempted by either his aide in Saigon, Trueheait, or the State Department in
washington.l@8He first heard about his replacement by Henry Cabot Lodge as United States
Ambassador to South Vietnam over the ship's radio whiie he and his family were retuming h m
their Aegean sail-boat holiday via ocean liner from Genoa to New York ~ i t y . l wArriving back in
the United States at the end of June (1 963) Nolting finaliy received a personal message from

Truehean that conveyed the fact that a major crisis involving the Buddhists had developed in
Vietnam; however, the note gave few details.l1°

In Washington, on July 5, 1963, Ambassador Nolting attended a meeting at the State
Department with Under S e c r e w of State George W. Ball and two other State Department
Footnotes

10' "ln an interview with UPI on July 28. Nolting replied to a question about religious persecution
and the Buddhist crisis as follows: '1 rnyself, I say this very fiankly. after almost two and one half years
here, have never seen any evidence of religious persecution, in fact. 1 have the feeling that there is a great
deal of religious toleration among Vietnarnese people at al1 Ievels."' Fredenck Nolting, Telegam 16 L h m
Saigon, August 1; Depment of State, Central Files, S E I S VIET (atbched as Footnotc # 2 in Strite
Department Document # 243 of Volume III [lanuary-August 19631) in FRUS: Viemam. Januarv-Aunust.
1963,Vol. III, p. 550.
108 "During this ten-day sailing vacation. I called several times h m small Aegean islands to the
U.S. Embassy and the CIA station chief in Athens to check for messages from Saigon and Washington.
Each time 1 was told there were none. One of these calls was promptcd by a picture we saw in a small
Greek newspaper on the island of Mykonos. It was Malcolm Browne's photo of Thich Quang Duc's
suicide. There were no deuils, and 1 mistakenly relied on the assurances 1 had received that t would be
notified if any unusual disturbances occurred in Vietnam. That proved to be a cardinal error on my part."
Nolting, From Tmst To Triwedv, p. 1 11.
T h e State Department had amnged for us to rem by ship bom Genoa to New York City. I
was scheduled to give two speeches on Vietnam in New York and then go to Washington for consultations.
On the voyage h m Genoa to New York,there was lide news about Vietnam oci the ship's radio bulletin,
but we did hear that Henry Cabot Lodge had been appointed to succeed me as Ambassador to Vietnam.
This was the first 1 heard of Lodge's appointment." IM.
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officiais. Chalmers B. Wood and George S. Springsteen. This meeting was significant because
Ball, who was not known to have any sympathy for the Diem govemment, was trying to fuid out
horn Nolting what he truly thought would happen in South Vietnam if there was a coup and Diem
was removed fiom power.lll Linked to this query, Ball tried to ascertain just how much pressure
Nolting believed they could put on Diem with regard to the Buddhist crisis. Nolting, for his part,
answered foirhrightly that a coup would be a disaster as it could very well unleash a meiee of
feuds between factions with the result that the US might have to withdraw thus leaving the
country open to the Communists. Nolting funher informed Ball and Wood that Diem would keep
his word about no further attacks on the Buddhists up to the point where he believed the
Buddhists were making an all-out attempt to overthrow his govemrnent.ll* Nolting went on to
explain that the Buddhist crisis had no substance in mie grievances. as there was no peisecution
of the Buddhists in South Vietnam. He further explained that, should Diem's government
collapse, which he believed would likely occur if the US pmsed my further on the whole
Buddhin issue through publicly disassociating itself fiom the GVN, then the Communists would
stand to gain the prize. At the end of this meeting Nolting warned Ball about his replacement,
Henry Cabot Lodge. that "...the more Lodge was built up io be strong man who was going to tell

Diem where to get off, die harder it would be for Lodge to do his job in ~ i e t - ~ a m . " ~ ~ ~

111 Chalmen B. Wood, 208. "Memorandum of a Conversation. Department of State, Washington,
July 5, 1963: C m n t Situation in Viet-Nam," [Dcpartrnent of State, Secretary's Mcmoranda of
Conversation: Lot 65 D 330, July 1963. Secret.] Ln FRUS: Vietnam. lanuan-Aunust. 1963,Vol. III, p. 466.
"2

m.
m.p. 467.
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On July 10, 1963, Nolting was rushed back to Vietnam with Kennedy's personal
instructions to try and restore Diem's trust and confidence.ll4 In early July, just before Nolting
arrived back in Saigon, even Trueheaif an unlikely defender of Diem, was forced to take the side
of the GVN over an issue involving the news correspondents Malcolm Bmwne, David
Halbentam, Peter Kalischer, Neil Sheehan and Peter Arnett. The essential facts of this incident
werr chat the Buddhias had 'tipped-off the reporters to be at a demonstrdtion which was
proceeding down a narrow alley-way wherein a scrum or melee ensued with plainclothes GVN
police who were there monitoring the situation. The reporters, k i n g quite bclligerent themselves,
were not amused when Peter Amen was knocked down to the ground and a carnera got smashed

during the whole p r o c e s s . l ~Nevertheless,
~
Tnieheart reported to Washington that the situation
was far less serious than the repoiters were trying to make it out to be by claiming that the GVN
planned this harassment:
On basis al1 available information, I am fm flom sutisfed there was
planned harassment of p m s in rhis instunce. particularly considering facr that
reporters had been operatingfieely for at letasr an hour before incident. Much
more likely, in my view, thut ihis was relafively commonplace contretemps in
crowded place between reporters and police. Police oflciafs on scene informed
Embarsy secviîy ogcer that they so regard it and rhat incident, in their view, is
closed.
Footnotes

Il4 "ln talk with Haniman and Hilsman, 1 said FRnkly what 1 thought about the way this crisis
was king handleâ, including the evident lack of consultation and proper cwrdination in Washington. I
asked to retum to Saigon immediately.

President Kennedy and 1 had a bief meeting, and 1 recall that his manner was more calm and
cordial than what 1 had encountered in the State Depanment. It was he who agteed that I should ntm as
pmmptly as possible to Saigon, telling me to do my k s t to help m o r e confidence anâ trust until Lodge
arrived. 1 do not remember any big cheers h m the State Department on this decision." Nolting, From
Trust To Traeedv, p. 1 13.
115 William Trueheart, 210. '*Telegram From ihe Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Depment of State
[46. Dept pass USIA]," Saigon, July 7, 1963 6 p.m. [Depariment of State, Central Files, PPV 7 S VIETUS. Limited Oficial Use;] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Auaust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 470.
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Brome, Halberstam, Kalischer, and Sheehan had sent a telegram of protest to
Ptesident Kennedy on July 7th. They claimed that they were covering a peaceful Buddhist
religious ceremony when tfiey were hit with a swift unprovoked attack by GVN plain clothes
policemen and that the regular uniformed police would not come to their aid.l17 These enraged
reporters told Kennedy that the inescapable conclusion was that the GVN had begun a campaign
of open intimidation and violence against Arnerican newsmen and. thus, rhey wanted the
President to make a strong protest to Diem "Since the United States Embassy here does not deem
this incident serious enough to make a formal protest.. ."1 l8
Trueheart cabled Washington again, on July 10, and informed the State Department that
the reporters in question had lost al1 objectivity and were openly calling for Diem to be
overthrown:

Department should be mvore that in recent weeh resident correspondents have
become so embirirred towards G VN fhat they are swing quite openfy to onyone
who will Zisten fhat they would like fo see regime overthrown. G W no doubt has
this well-documented. G ?Walso unquestionably considers that cowespondents
have been actively encouraging Buddhists. Diem is therefore most unlikely to
accept view fhat correspondents merely carrying on n o r d functions of keeping
US public informed. If
The New York Times had 'taken-the-gloves-off in its attempts to sway public opinion
and therefore Arnerican diplomacy and foreign policy in Vietnam and, thus, the paper reported on
July 9, 1963, on page six, that Nolting was retuming to Vietnam with a message for President
Diem from President Kennedy. Of course, the implication of this New York Times report was
Footnores

Il7 21 1. "Telegrarn From Malcolm B m n e of the Associated Press, David Halbentam of the
York Times, Peter Kalischer of CBS News, and Neil Sheehan of United Press International to the
President," Saigon, July 7, 1963 - 10:20 a.m., [Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Vietnam Country
Senes, 7/ 1163-7/20/63]in FRUS: Vietnam, JanuawAumist. 1%3,Vol. 111, p. 472.

New

Il9 William Trueheart, "Telegrarn Fmm the Embassy in Vietnam to the ûepartment of State [65.
Dept pass USM]," Saigon, July 10, 1963, [Department of State, Cenîral Files, PPV 7 S VIET-US. Lirnited
OfEcial Use;] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumist. 1963, Vol. Ill, p. 472.
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that Nolting was to 'lay-dom-the-law' with Diem. This story had no basis in reality as
Nolting had met with Kennedy on July 8, just before he leA for Saigon, but he was given no
messages to cany to ~iem.120lndeed, Kennedy's direction, given directly to Nolting in the July

8 meeting, was bat he wanted the policy of rapprochement with Diem hlly revived as he had
instmcted the ambassador to restore Diem's "...confidence and mia."i21 Further to this, in order
to reassure Nolting, the Department of Siate cabled the Embassy in Saigon and, in this fable, the
allegations of The New York Times were denied. Additionally, the State Department made the
ctear statement, on July 10, 1963, that: "There has been no change in Our policy toward VietNam, or our support for the program against the Communist Viet cong in that ~ountry."~22
Once back in Vietnam Nolting found the US govemment policy he had been pursuing al1
but destmyed; he reported that the 'patient' (Le., US - GVN relations) was on 'the critical lia'
and that Diem's confidence in US intentions had been badly shaken. Most disturbing of all,
Nolting found Diem in what he called a 'martyr's mood' with heightened suspicions and
resentments about US pressure and the Buddhist agitation. Nolting also recognised that the
Buddhists held the initiative in their potential to bring down the government.fi*3 He informed
Washington that the best thing to do at this point was to ''...work quietly along existing
Footnotes

120 Ibid., as desipated in the document, to Footnote # I anrichcd to dcmiment # 218, [Olfice of
the Historian, Vietnam Interviews, Nolting, June 1, 19841; Frederick Nolting, 2 18. "Telegram From The
Ernbassy in Vietnam to the Deparmient of State," Saigon, July 11, 1963 - 8 p.m., [Department of State,
Central Files, POL S VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Auaust. 1963, Voi. Ill, p. 486.
I2l Nolting, From T m t To Traeedi: p. 1 13.
122 Footnotc 11 I attacbed to doeument # 218, [Office of the Historian, Vietnam Interviews,
Nolting, June 1, 19841; Frcdenck Nolting, "218. Telegram From The Embassy in Vietnam to the
Department of State," Saigon, July 1 1, 1963 8 p.m., [Department of State, Central Files, POL S VIET.
Secret;) in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-August, 1963, Vol. III, p. 486.

-

Frederick Nolting, 219. "Telegram [85. CINCPAC for PûLAD] From the Embassy in
Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, July 15, 1963 I p.m., [Department of State, Central Files,
POL S VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Auaust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 487.
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guidelines."124 Nolting, however, did not hold his fire and he let those responsible for 'poundingthe-table' at Diem know that they had made a serious error - all in typical Nolting diplomatic
language of course:
hi niy judgenieni, kis [Diem SI naolives und inienrions ore sri!! good; some of his
resentments and suipiciom conceming the Buddhist agitation me well-founded.
He is visibly tired. Our main problem at moment is to get him relaxed enough to
t a k the heltn and steer the ship on a true and sensible course....Whik making
our views and especially US domestic considerations amply clear, we should not
try to blueprint his course for him. Specifcaliy, we should not reiterate our
threat of disassociatioa nor fiel stuck with it if other means of easing lhe
situation leven the passuge of tirne) work in fmour of o political modus vivendi
here. Rather, I think we shodd continue, as h been done, to tell him the fucts
of lifie about public opinion ut home and let him work out his own
accommodarion....but I think we mu« accept the fact thut we will probably
continue to have a generally bad press for some rime, until political calm returns
and we can demonstrate the success of the overall strutegy and plun. With Iuck I emphasize this - [and?] an oppeurance of calm determination on the pari of
Americms to see this crisis swmounted, I believe there is a reasonably go&
chance of re-establishing the basis for continued progress here.

During this period, when Nolting had returned to Vietnam for the remainder of the
summer, he became increasingly blunt in his admissions to others about Hilsman's unprofessional
manner. He made no attempt to hide the fact that the Assistant Srcreiary of State for the Far East
was not basing his assessments on reality in South Vietnam bu4 instead, upon the biased

reporting of The New York îimes.126 Marguerite Higgins recalleâ a specific exampk of this

divergence:

-

1z4 Ibid..

125Ibid. pp. 487 - 488.
126 Higgins found this reality dificult to believe until Hilrman sdmined it to her hhself. "I was
so perturbeci over the contrast between Hilsmads btoadcast and the cmbassy fuidings that my first act on
landing in New York (it was Saturday morning) was to telephone Hilsman. Despite the hour (eight A M . )
he was in his office. 'The embassy says the Buddhist crisis is having no effcct on the wu,' I opcned. 'But
Foolnole contifiuedon next page: ...
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Oh August 14, 1963. for exampfe, Assistant Secretu~of State Roger
Hilsman, in a broudcust over Voice of Americu, declmed thut the Buddhist crisis
was "beginning to afect the war efort. '"

I look Hilsman S statement to Ambassador Nolting, who was then about
to leave for the United States /Nolting lefi on .lupst 15, 196.31. He was in
conference ut the tirne with William Tmehemt. his depu@, and John Mecklin,
director of the United States Information Service.

The ambaisador shook his head in baflenient. "I'm telling you in al1
show h i t the Buidhisi crisis
is not having uny impact ut al1 - though of course it could ifriots should beconte
severe rnough to necessitute diverting pont line troops.... I don't know what
Hilsman based his statement on. But he isn 'I basing if on anything that went out
of this embmsy, the military mission. or the CL4 "12
honesty, ~Llurguerite,
" hr suid "ihui ull our rrpurts

After a Buddhist demonstration outside the American Embassy in Saigon, on July 16,
Nolting cabled Washington and confirmed what many had already suspected: "...that Buddhist
agitation is now predominantly controlled by activists and radical elernents aimed at the
overthrow of G V N . " ~ ~In* this tekgram Nolting also warned Washington that even if the
Buddhists were nui connected to coup plots against Diem by rnilitary officers they were, nonethe-less, well aware of them and dieu potential. The Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, personally
responded to this last telegram of Nolting's and stated that they mua be prepared for further
Buddhist demonstrations. The best thing that Rusk could recommend to Nolting at that time was
to continue to attempt to prevail on Diem with regard to some sort of accommodation with the

...footno~econrinuedfi.om previotcs page:
your VOA broadcast said there is. What did you base it on? The New York Times?' 'Partly that,' said
Hilsrnan. 'The Times and other press dispatches out of Saigon.' And thus is history recast. Al1 those
V ietnarnese-speaking Americans circling the countryside for the purpose of test ing Viemamese opinion; al1
those American officers gauging the morale of the troops; al1 those C.I.A. agents tapping their sources
(hopefully) everywhere; al1 thosc dispatches from Ambassador Nolting an anny of data collcctors in
reasonable agreement had been downgraded in favor of press dispatches stating opposite conclusions. It
was the first time that 1 began to comprehend, in deph and in some sorrow, what was meant by the power
of the press." Higgins, O u .Vietnam Niahtmare, pp. 124 125.

-

-

-

IZ7

m.p. 124.

Frederick Nolting, 223. "Telegram (95. CINCPAC for POLAD] Fmm the Embassy in
Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, July 17, 1963, [Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1
S VIET.Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumist. 1963, Vol. 111, pp. 493 - 494.
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~uddhists.129There was, however, a very pronounced 'sit-on-the-fence' and 'wait-and-see' tone
in Rusk's telegram and it stung Nolting into direct conflict with his boss as he could dixem the

mark of the Harriman and Hilsman influence in this latest cable fmm Washington. Considering
what eventually happened, Nolting's waming to Washington was prescient:

l am very much disappointed in reflel [Rwk kS Deptel # 1031. if gives ta nothing
to work with. on either sidc of equation. A wuit-und-see attitude on o w purt ut
this juncture will lead only, in my judgement, IO furrher undermining of sfability
here and to jiuther jeopurduing US vital interests. 1 will encourage more
agitation and demand on purt of Burldhists: it will discourage m e r
conciliatory action on part of government: if will increase prospects of o
coup.13o

Madame Nhu Clare Boothe Luce attempted to redore a much needed cultural context to the whole
Buddhist Crisis and Madame Nhu's position in the following excerpt fiom an article that she
wrote:

In America. ifo Cutholic Priest were to bum himself to death in protest
of the govemment 's failure to provide fiee bus rides fur parochial school
children. or if a Protestant minider were to nake himselj a living torch IO
express his opposition to the Supreme Court decision against prayer in public
schools, we would consider them religiow tnaniacs. This is precisely the view
Mme. Nhu h a taken of the sel/-immolutitag bonzes.

Ir) Drafied by Heavner and cleared by Kattenburg, Rice, and Rusk, 230. "Telegram [# 1031 Fmm
the Department of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, July 19, 1963 8 5 3 Pm., [Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14- 1 S VIET. Secret; Operational immediate], in FRUS: Viemam. JanuarvAu~ust.1%3A Vol, III, pp. 5 17 - 5 18.

-

IJO Frederick Nolting, 232. "Telegram [# 117. CiNCPAC for POLAD] Fmm the Embassy in
Vietnam to the ûeparûnent of State," Saigon, July 20, 1963 7 p.m., [Dcpartmcnt of State, Cenml Files,
SOC 14-1 S VKT. Secret; Operational immediate;] in FRUS: Vietnam, January-Aunust. 1963,Vol. III, p.
521.
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In America, self-immolation is not thought to be a weful or
particuiurly dernocrutic way to protest grievances or discrimination. However,
an insult which might barely cause one American to punch another, coufd, suy, in
Japan, lead to Hari-Kari. A Japanese who 'losesface ' disembowels himserf with
a rilual sword. open aided by ri friend or relative. In India,for hundreds of years,
widows threw themelves onto thejùneralpyres of their husbands: ifthey did not,
they 'lostface. ' Probably no American con understand the Asiatic concept of
'fiace. ' This Lr perhaps fortunute. In view of how much yace' the US. hm lost in
the Orient, we woufd have to bum Washington to recover ours.

Toward the end of Nolting's tenwe as Ambassador to South Vietnam a serious public

relations problem with the GVN was added to the Buddhist crisis. This predicament was
concemed Madame Nhu and her special talent for saying exactly the wrong thing ai precisely the
mon inconvenient mornent;l)z for example, when Thich Quany Duc had burned himself to

death, Madame Nhu used the word 'barbecue' to describe the Backing event.lU This, indeed.
Foornotes

131 Clare Booihe Luce, *'TheLady is For Burning: The Seven Deadly Sins of Madame Wu," in a
full page advertisernent taken out by the National Review in The New York Times, (Wednesday, October
30, 1963), p. 40.

....'

132 "..1 asked het why she haû usni the word 'barùecue' to describe the Buddhist suicides If 1
had it al1 to do over again, I would say the same thing,' she said defiantly. '1 used those terms because they
have shock value. it is necessary to somehow shock the wortd out of this trance in which it looks at
Vietnam with false vision about reiigious persecution that does not exist. If the President keeps bowing to
the unreasonable demands of the Buddhists, they will keep nght on taking advantage of this weakness to
make new impossible demands. They are hypocrites, that's all. A handfùl of Euddhists' bere her
contempt flared] who know perfectly well there is no religious penecution in this country rue willing to
tarnish the image of Vietnam and of every Vietnamese citizen. M y ? Because they hope to build up
pressures that will serve their me aim to overthrow the govemment. And they are doing this in the middle
of a war....l would welcome a condemnation of Vietnam by the United Nations. 1 will tell you why.
Sometimes things have to go io the deepest depths kfore they nse to the top. Let the United Nations
condemn us on these ridiculous grounds of religious penecution. Then they will send a team in here to
investigate and they will discover the mth - and what fools they made of themselves.' ...At the time neither
of us had any way of knowing how prophetic she would be proved. Foi. a United Nations investigation of
alleged persecution did take place in the autwin of 1%3. And just as she had ptedicteâ, it failed to find any
convincing evidence that religious persecution of Buôdhists was in fact Diem's policy." Higgins, ou_Vietnam Ninhtmare, pp. 62 63.

-

-

Marguerite Higgins recallcd the story, with consideraôle prccisiai. which she fust saw in the
Sturs and Stripes at the Caravelle Hotel: "in my hotel box was a copy of the Siars and Stripes, proclaiming
the incredible. The fmt lady of Vietnam had used the w d 'bahecue' in talking of the Buddhist suicides.
Her exact words were that the Buddhist leaders were without a program and had done nothing except to
Foornote cowinued on mt page: ...
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stung Anierican sensibilities but no one seemed to question where she had picked up such an unVietnamese description as, in fact, her daughter had told her that's what the American joumalists
were calling the ~uicide.13~
Indeed, the very reporters who were so quick to criticise Madame
Nhu for her callousness stood around and took pictures of buming Buddhists, al1 the while not
making any attempt to help or Save the prospective human torches, forgetting that a fellow human
being was dying before their very eyes. As such, the Amencan newsmen, already having cast
their lot with those forces arrayed against Diem's GVN, seized upon everything the very
politically incorrect Madame Nhu had to Say and used this material against Diern in the court of
American public opinion. Both Ellen Hammer and Marguerite Higgins had interviewed Madame
Nhu on various occasions and found her to be a strident Vietnamese nationalist and, in a
Vietnamese fashion, an equally strident feminist.lJS She had a very forcehl will. an unbridled
tongue and, unfortunately for relations between Saigon and Washington, a very poor grasp of the
English language - her tint and preferred language king French. All of these factors combined to
create, with the help of some very eager Amencan jouma~ists.~%n unflattering image of the
proverbial bdragon-lady.'l~7Harriman had a much more arcane and blunt narne for Madame

...footnote cconrinuedfion previous page:
'barbecue a monk and, at that, not even with self-suf'fïcient means, since they had to import gasoline...."'

lbid. p. 59.
-

IU Hammer, A Death In Novem ber, p. 145.
Higgins, Our Vietnam Niatmare, p. 64.

-

Hammer, A Death In Novemkr, pp. 2 16 2 17.
lJ7 "She had liale formal education in the Western sense. but she had extraodinary vitality and
energy. Being young, photogenic, and only too willing to tak, she was a nanital met for the pms. Her
command of English seemed much greatrr than it was (she never used English in private conversation if
there was a choice), and while het indiscreet public pronounccments influenced history, 1 think she did not
unâentand the implications of some of her own outragrnus remarks." Nolting, F m Tmst To Tmedv, p.
99.
Foutnote contînued on neilrt page: ...
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Nhu, as he referred to her as 'that Bitch,' and he made sure that everyone in the State Department
knew exactly what he thought of her.lM

On August 8, 1963, George Ball cabled Nolting and instructed h h to seek a new
interview with President Diem in order to secure Madame Nhu's silence as Halberstam had just

run another story in The New York Times which had canied one of Madame Nhu's unflattering
outburst.139 Nolting cabled Washington back on August 10, apologised for the delay. and then

-

proceeded to tell State that the "Fact is Madame Nhu is out of control of everybody her father,
mother, husband and bmther-in-law."l1° Nolting relayed that Diem promised that he would find
a way to place Madame Nhu on vacation status, although his attempts up to this p i n t had been

...jiootnote continuedfiorn previous page:
When Ambassador Lodge arrived in Saigon he made the comparison between Madame Nhu and
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, 'the dragon-lady', "...who he said had played a decisive role in losing China to
the Communists." Hammer, A Death In November, p. 2 18.
"At a conference of Amencan regional ambassadon at Baguio called by Averell Harriman,
while some fifieen of us were seated at a long table, the chairman, Harriman, was handed a telegram fiom
Saigon. It contained a description of another 'anti-Amencan' speech made by Madame Nhu. Harriman read
it and passed it down the table with a note to me: 'Nolting what are you going to do about this b- -ch?* I
passed it back with a note: 'What would you propose, Sir?"' Nolting, From Trust To Traeedv, pp. 101
102.

-

-

IJ9 Specifically, Ball told Nolting: "You are accordingly to seek new interview with Diem and
tell him again that while we recognize Mme Nhu is private citizen rather than GVN oficial it clear we
cannot ignore such destructive and insulting statements by penon so clearly identified with him. Diem
cannot overlook efTect this has of undercutting his authority and creating image abroad that he king led
around by apron strings.
Conaadictory statements on Buddhist policy by President and Mme Nhu leaves us, and
Vietnamese people as well, in diuic as to actual policy GVN putsuing....Tell Diem frankly, however, that at
this crucial juncture most convincing action vis-8-vis both Vietnarnese and US opinion would be to rcmove
Mme Nhu h m scene. We have in mind action similar to that taken in early years Diem regirne when she
sent to Hong Kong convent." George Ball, 248. "Telcgrarn [# 178) F m the Department of Statc to the
Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, August 8, 1963 8 p.m., mpartment of State, Central Files, POL 15-1
S VIET. Secret. Dnifted by Heavner and Kattenburg, cleared in substance by Harriman and in ciraft by
Forrestal, and approved by Hilsman.] In FRUS: Vietnam. January-Auausf 1963,Vol. III, pp. 557 558.

-

-

1 4 Frederick Nolting, 250. "Telegram [# 2041 Fmm the Embassy in Vietnam to the Dcparrment
of State," Saigon, August 10, 1963 7 Pm., [Department of State, Central Files, POL 15-1 S VIET. Secret;
Ptiority.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunusl 1963, Vol. 111, p. 560.

-
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less than successful. Yet, regardless of the Madame Nhu annoyance, Nolting stressed that it
was most important that they let Diem maintain authority in his own way and that urging Diem

"...to have Nhu make public statement of support for Diem's policy," was not a good idea "...as
this bring~into question who is running the GVN and related problems. Please reconsider."l4@
For al1 the criticism of Madame Nhu, justified or not, she did have the singular ability to
make extremely prescient statements. For exarnpk, she had predicted that if the United Nations
sent in a tearn to detemine whether or not then had been any religious persecution of the
Buddhists under the govemment of Ngo Dinh Diem, they would find no such phenomenon. True
to her prediction, the United Nations did send in a team and found no justification for accusing
Diem's GVN of pemxuting Buddhia monks. Becaux Diem had a l d y k e n rnurdered and his
govemment destroyed by the time the UN Committee's investigations were complete the report
was never published; nevenheless. William F. Buckley Jr. managed to obtain a copy of the

cornmittee's findings and he duly published their verdict of "not guilty." Arnongst 0 t h things,

the United Nations Committee's findings were a darnning indictment of the story that Halberstam
et al. sold to the .hencan public and the aory that the Hamiman faction managed to foin ont0

the Kennedy Administration:

Here is whur the Costa Rican mernber of the Comnrinee, who had gone to Vie&
Nam predispused fo occept the guilt of the Diem Governmunt, har concluded,
"The chmges made in the General Assembly against the Diem Government were
not sustuined.... There wm no refigious discriminalon or persecution, no
encroachntent of'eedom of religion.... There is no other wuy to see if. nie clash
between a part not ail of the Buddhist commtlnity and the Diem regime was on
pliticaf gr0 un&... I haw the feeling thut the majoriîy of the Mission members
(Ahhanistun, Brazil, Ceyfon, Costa Rica, Dahomey, Momcco, and Nepl)
considered it a political question. not a religiow question. "

-

-

Witnesses were heard representing every point of view, und the Diem
Government, in the erpressed opinion of the Mission, behaved impccably, co-

M.pp. 561 - 562.
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operating with the Mission with the àind of zeal that tends to be shown by men
confjdent of vindication.
Political Abuses, The upshot of the witnesses ' testimony suggests, pr the Costa
Rican member stated: "That the real dl#culty was political, not religious, but
that there had been a cynical abuse of the presumptiun in fmor of religious
liberty for ull non-Rursiandominated States of the United Nations - suflcient to
manufacture an international cause celebre and undermine a government that
had been the key to American policy in Southeast Asia. "

v)

.... "The
Mission took note of the names of Buddhist monh, leaders and
srudenrr who hud uflcgedfy been amsted, kdnapped or kikd. Lafer it (the
Mission) wur able io interview Thich Tri Tu, Thich Quang Lien, Thich T m
Giuo, and Thich Tien Minh who, in some communications, were said to have
been killed. "
The Mission also tuok Iiote (pp. 347, 348) of allegutions in communications sent
to it conceming alleged Diem government persecution of Buddhists and reported
objectively on their import. O/ a total of 25 communications. the UN Mission
says: "Infive of these communications, the aothors allege thut such persecutions
(of Buddhists) were the result of o deliberote policy of the (Diem)government.. ..

"In four communications, the persecuiions were regarded being essentially
rhr acis of mti-Buddhisr elements in the populatjon or of local authorities. and
the central Government is being held responsible only for not paying enough
attention to Buddhist pievances.. ..
"The authors of twelve communications deny that the Buddhist community wm
ever the victim of discrimination und pursecution by the (Diem 's) Government.
"Ir is stressed in jour communications t h t , under the Diem Government, the
Buddhist communiiy had grown larger und thot numerou pagdas had been
built or repaired with the jfnancial help of the (Diem) Government
authorities. "'42
Of course, while history has proved Madame Nhu's prescience accurate and Ambassador
Nolting's statements about the Buddhists m e , Diem and his govemment, regardkss of the truth,
were siill destroyed. The damage was done and for t h o r who wanted it that way, both Amencan

and Vietnamese alike, mily, "suficient unto the day was the evil theteof."

Footnotes

-

William F. Buckley, Jr. was quoting h m United Nations Document # A15630 &ted
December 7, 1963;the document is entitled "The Violation of Human Rights in South Vietnam;" this copy
appears h R62 PlO2.92 1; Box Numbcr; 23; Professional Papen, Newsclippings 1 of 2, The Nolting
Papers.
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Simultaneous to the problems with Madame Nhu, and relateh to her negative impact in
the press, the whole burgeoning negativity and destmctiveness of the American press was forcing
itself to the fore in Washington's considerations. Because of the on-going bac! press, which
Nolting had wamed Washington about, the Kennedy Administration deemed it necessary to send
the Honourabie Roben i. Manning, the Assistant Secretq of Siatr: for Public A f i r s , along with
his special assistant, Mr. Marshall Wright, to meet with Ngo Dinh Nhu for the purpose of
discovering just how the GVN was dealing with the press problem.la In a meeting that took
place in Saigon on July 17, 1963, and which was attended by Ngo Dinh Nhu, Robert J. Manning,
John Mecklin, Troung Buu Khanh (of the Vietnam Press), and Marshall Wright, some rematkabk
revelations were made. The most astonishing illumination in this meeting, most likely to the
Americans present and certainly to the student of this history, was the political acumen and sheer
intelligence of Ngo Dinh Nhu. His political cornpetence and insight into al1 that was going on
with the Amerkans was, quite simply, astounding when compared to the popular derogatory
image that was created of Nhu by the young American joumalists in Vietnam and has, in one
form or another, been maintained d o m through the decades.

Perhaps more than anyone, on either side of the Washington - Saigon debate, Nhu was
aware of the trouble that wos fermenting. In this context it is not surprising that Madame Nhu

would later admit that her husband was very unhappy with his brother Diem and with her: "He

143 According to the histoat the State Depamnent, "Manning was sent to Vietnam by
President Kennedy to investigate and report on the type of problems relating to American joumalists which
had led to the telegram sent to the Resident by a group of joumalists on July 7, Document # 2 1 1 Footnote
# 1 attached to 226. "Memorandum of a Conversation, Saigon, July 17, 1963,'' [ K e ~ c d yLibrary, National
Security Files, Vietnam Country Series, 7/ 1163-7/20/63.Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. JanuawAumist. 1%3,
Vol. 111, pp. 496 497.

."

-
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considerd both of us as babes in the woods. He said to his brother, 'You should be a monk,' and
'You,' to me, 'just keep quiet -- don? Say anything."'lu
When one peruses the document which resulted h m the Manning-Nhu meeting. there is
linle doubt that Nhu possessed a formidable intelligence and that he controlleû the meeting h m
beginning to end simply because he had such a fim and ready grasp of ail the pertinent fuis.
Conversely, the Americans were caught rather Vat-focted', and what was supposed to have been
a 'dressing-down' of Nhu tumed, almost, into an apology by Mr. Manning. At one point Manning

bluned out a re-assurance of American support for the GVN and that the journalists were not

'the-tail-ihat-wagged-the-do$ of American foreign policy as Nhu was serioÿsly qwstioning this:

Mr. Manning said thut Mr. Nhu M expressed the belief thut there was
widespread disillusionment about the situation in Vietnam. both on the part of
US leaders and the US public. M. Manning suid thor this belief wos k no sense
justified. ... there is a conviction within the United States Govemrnenf fhat we ore
involved in a winning program in Vietnam. "... f h d the question of chnging the
nature of the American commitment will not be decided by journalists either in
Vietnam or elsewhere. Such decisions will be made by the United Smes
Government, and the position of the United Sta~esGovernment ut the present
tirne is clear as is the support of the Arnerican people for t h commitment.
Another noteworthy point that Manning alluded to. and this relates to one of the arguments that
Seymour Hersh made for why the Kennedy Administration abandoned Diem, was that 1964 was
to k an election year "...and as the campaig heats up, it will become more and more necesssry
that the President have the necessaiy tools to insure a continuance of American public support for

Foornotes

144 Tranwipt of Vietnam. A Television Historv: # 1O3 America's Mandarin (1 954- 1%3), p. 14 in
R62 lAO2.92 1 ; Box Number: 28; Professional Papen, Historical Background Records, 8 of 10, The Nolting
Papers.
145 Marshall Wright, 226. "Memauidum of a Conversation, Saigon. July 17, 1963." [Kennedy
Library, Natimal Security Files, Vietnam Country Series, 7/1/63-7/20163. Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam,
Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 502 -503.
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the effort in ~ietnam."lM When the whole conversation was over, Nhu had bcen given the
assurance by Manning of continued Kennedy Administration support. Manning asserted that he
would also attempt to address the bad-press problem with editors back in the United States. His
solution was to urge editors to send out reporters who would practice more self-discipline in their
reporting as Miinnin y hd &gradwith Nliu ihat reporters, such as Halberstam and Sheehan, had

abandoned al1 sense of professional ethics and were running with their emotions.l*7 Yet this
hi&-level meeting, which began with an inquisitor's imperious manner on Mr. Manning's part
and ended with positive agreement, amounted to nothing, as Manning's efforts evidently had no
discemible effect on toning-down the emotion-laden reponing. Likewise, the Harriman group did
not veer one iota from their steady course to have Diem removed from power.lN Again, and
Faornotes

-

1 4 Ibid. p. 503.

147 bMr.Manning said that he agmd with Mi. Nhu on one important point. That point was that
the presmt state of mind of the American correspondents is gmunded on passion. This king so, the
Manning raid that he was in
problem was not û technical one of press treatment, but a pmblem of tone ..M.
a position to go back to the Uniteâ States and to see a number of influential and fair minded editors and to
discuss with them candidly the situation in Vietnam. He would convey to them the fact that it was
necessary to view developments in Vietnam in the total wotld context. He would convey to them the necd
in the complex Viemam situation for self4iscipline on the part of the Arnencan correspondents." fiid, pp.
506 - 507.

148 Noliing had a similar experience with U. Alexis Johnson of the State Department back in May
of 1963 at a Honolulu meeting. Johnson had assured Nolting that policy had not been changed but
Haniman and Hilsman had another view entirely: "As the conference participants discussed the
comprehensive plan, which Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff had nvised and ntumed to Saigon for
implementation, I began to develop suspicions about exactly who was backing whom in Vietnam. Some of

those present expmsed views about a change in the South Vietnmese govemment, or at lest 'cultivating
the opposition.' Hearing this fmm Harriman did not surprise me. but I did not expcct it from Roger
Hilsman. After one of these sessions, 1 privatcly asked Alex Johnson, ' M a t gocs on here? Am 1 hearing
that our policy has been changcd?' As Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, U. Alexis
Johnson had regularly attended the Honolulu meetings since theu inception. He represented the State
Depanment's highest pofessional echelms and should have hown the answer to my qucry. He tespondcd
unequivocally: there was no cleavage on policy between Washington and Saigon; no change of policy had
occurred or was to be expected in Washington. As we walked up and down the beach, he assured me that
out program in Vietnam was on an even keei, that i wwld, of course, k advised if thcm was any change in
policy." Nolting, Fmm Trust To Tmcdv, pp. IO5 106.

-
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iegardless of the good efforts of men like Manning, the historical parallel between the momentum
of the anti-Diemists in the United States and the momentwn of those Arnericans who advocated
war with Spain at the tum of the last century, springs to the fore. In both cases the sheer emotion
and momentum, in no small part created and spuned-on by Amencan newsmen, overwhelmed

the facts and reason, whereupon violence was the result.
Avereil Hawimn Takes Charge -

-

At this point in Amencan Vietnamese relations the direction for change emanating h m

the State Department was so strong and so fimly under the command of Harriman that when

Nolting called upon Dean Rusk to step in and re-ammi policy the latter merely shmgged and

-

declared: "Well, Averell is doing this [i.e., he's in charge of the Far East talk to himj."i4g As
such, Nolting declared to O'Brien that, effectively, Harriman was 'running-the-show': "1 found
that he [Harriman] was son of running the State Depamnent and that the Secretary of State was
either not very interesteû or wasn't doing much about it."lA
Evidently, Haniman, Hilsman or both. were marshalling a powemil anti-Diem lobby
which, at this point, was moving fiom continuai severe criticism of the policy of supponing Diem
(and severe criticism of Diem, himself) to suggestions for outright removal of Diem through a

coup. Chester Bowles was to figure prominently in this support group. In this context it is worth
noting that there may have been more than one reason for Bowles' cornmitment to the Harriman
faction. According to John Kenneth Galbraith, Dean Rusk had deposed the former UnderFoornor~c
149 Frederick Nolting, "The niud Oral History Intewiew with Fredmck Nohing." Recorded
interview by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]),p. 109, John F. Kennedy Libtary, Oral
History Pro-,
Boston, Ma.
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secretary of State becaux he had disagreed with the Secretary's brisk anti-Cornmunism. Rusk
had made it known that he was not in favour of the mute that Harriman was steering US policy in.
Naturally, then, the Harriman faction was a likely group within the State Department for Bowles
to align himself with. Thus, Galbraith reveals what was going on with Bowles and his
appointment as United States Ambassador to india in the summer of 1963:

In uny case, I determined to resume teuching in the uutumn of 1963 and, more
particularly, tofinish The New Industrial Stute.
Accordinglly, in mid-Juiy [1963] we Iej New Delhi. In November 1961,
Chester Bowles had been removed ar Under-secretary of State, ostensibly
because of his unduly loquacious styie, in fact because he wm not in harmony
with the &ri& sanguinary anti-Cornmunisi faith of Dean Rwk Bowles had
persuuded himself thut beneuth the evil of Commwist design und supporiing it
were social discontenfs and political abuses thut drove men and women to
extreme solutions. Thot there were forthright military remedies he thoughi overiy
simple. And admittedly he was inclined ro enlarge ut îength on these views as
well us to be guided by them. The stem joreign-policy men of the time had
responded with amused contempt but also with a fïrm defermination to bring un
end tu such nonsense. h consepence, Buwles had been idlingfor many >nonth
in u face-suving White Houe posr, that of presidentid adviser on economic
development. Now, ro hh greut relieJ he became my replacement. He had. of
course, previously s e w d as A m b w d o r to India (and Nepu0 under Harry
Truman.I S I
Certainly, we have a document which proves that Chester Bowles. then the Ambassador
to lndia,lSz was well on-side with the Harriman group with regard to a coup. The document was

a topsecret letter Bowles sent to McGeorge Bundy. the Pmident's Special Assistant for National
Security Affairs. In this letter the 'gloves corne off and the intent of the Harriman gmup is laid

Footnotes

IS1 John Kenneth Galbraith, A Life In Our Times: me moi^, (Boston* [MA]: The Houghton
Mimin Company, 198l), p. 444.
According to John K e ~ e t hGalbraith's memoirs, Chester Bowles was not a happy man. The
fonner Under-secretary of Statc realised that his shuffle out of the State Department to a White House facesaving job, as an adviser to the Prcsident on economic developrnent, was a clear signal that his careet was
over. The posting to India, however, did give Bowles some relief fiom his humiliation in Washington, John
Galbraith, Ambassadot's Journal, p. 308.
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bare. It is important to note that Bowles 'play4 the China card' in this letter in order to assist

Haniman and Hilsman in provoking the Kennedy cabinet into action againa Diem. For, to be
accused of 'losing' Vieinam as China had been 'lost' held scrious political ramifications in
Washington, especially, for a president seeking re-election in 1964:
3. We cannot achieve our objectives in Southeast Asia ar long as Diem and his
fomily M Vieînam.... In Diem and his family we huve a set-up comparable to
that presented by the Generalissimo in China in the 1940 S. Wejailed in China
largely becouse we failed to jind an efective means of dealing with an inept
ruling power thut hrd Iost touch with the people. We will fail in Southeast Asiu,
und perhaps even more decikively, fi we repeaf this mistuke in Vieinam.... It is not
too much ta say that ahost any articulate, courageow, anti-Communist
Vietnamese with a good reputufion who puts himself at the head of a coup to
overthrow Diem, und who oufiines a policy of continued vigorous anticommunism cornbined with anti-Javonlisrn, better governmenr administruf ion
and land reforms, wouldfind hinuelfa national hero in a motter of weeb.Is3
Bowles' expertise with regard to Souih Vietnam was not founded on much in-depth knowledge.

Even for a president longing for the whole volatile Vietnarnese situation to calm down, Bowles'
opinion would have to be weighed against what the experts, such as William Colby, the former
CIA Saigon Station Chief, were saying.

Colby, a man not given to hasty or imprudent judgements, put substantial emphasis on
the fact that the Buddhist crisis c a u d Diem's government to switch its focus. In his profeuional

estimation, the GVN focus went fiom the war-winning strategic hamlet progrnm. a focus that had
r e q u i d enonnous effort and attention h m the GVN,IHto dealing with public relations

153 Chester Bowles, 231. "Letter Frorn The Ambwador in india (Bowles) to the President's
Special Assistant for National Security A f a b (Bundy),**New Delhi, July 19, 1963. [Depumient of State,
Central Files, POL 27 VIET S. Top Secret; Eyes Only; Personal.] In FRUS: Vietnam. lanuam-Aunust,
1963, Vol. III, p. 5 19.
1% William Colby, "William Cdby on Viemam, Intewiew 1." Recorded interview by Ted
Gittinger, June 2, 1981 (at Mr. Colby's office in Washington [DC]), p.22, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library,
ûral History Rograrn.
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damage-control which, in turn, developed into a fight with the ~ m e r i c a n s This
. ~ ~diversion
~
from
the strategic imperative of protecting the cura1 village and hamlet system benefited the
Communists directly. The NLF had been so concemed about the impact of the strategic hamlets
program that they had "...instructed their people that they were to destroy this program at ail
costs, because it really did threaten hem ~ t r a t e ~ i f a l l Colby
~ . " ~ ~maintained that during the
Buddhist revolt the Communists were pemitted to direct their fi= at what threateneâ their lifeb l d : the süategic harnlets of South Vietnam. Further to this. in the estimation of the former CIA
Saigon station-chief', those people in the Kennedy Adminisiration who wanted Diem removed
unwittingly paved the way for supporting the Communia attacks on the stnitegic hamlets. By
forcing the GVN to focus on the Buddhist issue, govemmental energy and direction was sapped
from the Sûategic Hamlet program. These cornbined actions, simultaneously, encouraged the
eventual revolt by the ARVN generals which,lS7 in Colby's view. was the greatest mistake the
Americans could have made; in his own words:
When the Buddhisr thing bkw up and then the fight with the Americms
developed al1 o j thol stinulur and drive h d to be diverted onto the other
probleins. The progrom [struregic harnlers] was let lug ut exuctly the rime when
the communis~shad identifed it as a major thteut ...So they began to uttack it in
about June or July, and you con see the terrorist incidents grow ut thut rime
againsz it...l take the communist direction as the key element. I know these are
was thut they wouldn 't have had a revolt
arguoble. und I don 't min4 But thefa
ifthe United Stutes had not encouraged it. There is no doubt about thut

IS7 Those generals who rought power argued that Diem was divefting so much away h m the
fight against the Communists by attempting to resolve the Buddhist problem, which was only one amongst
many other urban based sources of cornplaint and protest, that "...he was risking Amcrican support of
Vieaiam against the communists...that he was going to lose the war because the Americans were going to
back away." W. p. 2 1.
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whutswver. I think it S the greutest mistake we made. I h o w M. Johnson ufso
thought it w u o terrible misfafe,but vice presidents don 't h e much power. Is8
Colby knew his business well and what he was describing, in effect, was that the Buddhist Cnsis
served as a 'holding attack' while the real assault of the Communists went in at the strategic

hamlet level. Nomally, one has to provide one's own 'holding attack' in order to focus one's
enemy's attention away tiom w h e ~
the mal attack will go in. The Communists. however, were
moa fortunate in receiving the timely and. most likely, unsolicited assistance they were provided
with by the American press coverage of the Buddhist Cnsis.
ln support of what Nolting had argued ail along, Colby told the Johnson Library
interviewer, Ted Gittinger, that there was no doubt about the fact that Diem could have sustained
his govemment through the Buddhist Crisis, the rioting in Saigon and the unrest in the m y if the

Amencans had maintained a steady course and adhered to their original policy of s ~ ~ ~ o r t . ~
"But when the Americans [i.e.,as led by Harriman and Hilsman] indicated a change, then bing, ii
was gone. it went."laO As such, Colby, like Nolting, came to the realisation that Hilsman and

Hamman had been gravely mistakcn in their assessrnent of the nature of the problem in South
Vietnam and, thus, the policies they so forcefully punued were seriously ill-conceived and
misdirected.161 The former CIA Director did acknowledge, however, that the public-relations
impact of the 'Buddha in the Fire' back in the United States tended to drive the policy in the
direction that it went:

lS9 Ater all. Diern had s w i v e d much tougher crises in the past, such as the internecine wars
with the sec& back in the mid- 1950's. M.
Ibid.
161 mip.
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Now I musi admit that they [Harriman and Hilsman] weren 't entireiypee in that
because they had a lot of pressure behind themfiom the American people and the
American press. Thor k why I say, when that picttire appeared in L 1 . E magazine
['the Buddha in the Fire ']. the game was ulmost over. Becawe we do have a
govmment which has to g e c t sirang attitudes by the American people. Thut
ceriainly b d u sriong element, a strong impct on the situation. Now l m not one
of those who believes that you can ignore the American people. You cannot.
You 've got to listen tu them. You 've got hopefilly to e d w e them us to what the
reality of the problem is, but they ore the ultimute repositories of power, and
F
with Diem on t h t image,
when they decide something it S done. And it W ~ done
and it was done with Vietnam on the Ter image. 62
One of Ambassador Nolting's 1st cables to Washington, in his capacity as United States
Ambassador to South Vietnam, was sent on August 12. 1963. This telegrarn covered in depth.

Nolting's meetings with President Diem, which were concemed, primarily, with Madame Nhu's
attacks on Americans in the news media.16J~hiswhole area of Washington-Saigon relations had
so infuriated the anti-Diemists in Washington that they insisted that Nohing attempt, one last

tirne, to secure h m Diem an effective munling of Madame Nhu. Of course, George Ball.
Averell Harriman, and Roger Hilsman failed to perceive the irony in their demands as they
expected Diem to withstand aîtack after insulting attack From American critics and newsmen and.
yet, when Diem's family stnick back in his defence this was seen as unacceptable. Accordingly,

Nolting reponed the following:
Throughout discussion, there war evident on Diem 's p ~ r ar feeling it was not so
much what Madme Nhu said but how she suid it thut gave him trouble. He
reverted ugain and again to the bud faith of the bonzes, to their sabotage of the
war efort, etc. He also mentioned the pressure he was underfrom 'gwdpeople '
in the provinces and elsewhere not io knuckle wder to thefalse monh. He

Footnoses

-

162 Ibid. pp. 22 & 23.

163 Fredaick Nolting, 251. "Telegram [# 208. CiNCPAC for POLAD] From the Embassy in
Vieînam to the Department of State," Saigon, August 12, 1963 6 p.m. [Department of State, Central Files,
POL 15-1 S VlET. Secret; Operational Immediate.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aumist. 1963, Vol. III, p.
563.
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complained that nobody in the outside world recognized the falsity of the
religious issue or the fact thut it was being uredfor subversive a ~ t i o n ! ~

Diem's response to Noking's probing was noteworihy, for at no time did he relinquish a
very fum position about the falsity of what the Buddhist bonzes were claiming and doing under
the guise that they had been wmngfully persecuted for their religious beliefs. He emphasised to
Nolting thar many good pcoplc in thc provinces were expecting him to act according to the
princigles of a mie Vietnamese leader who had the 'mandate of heaven' and, therefore, to not
cave-in to the false Buddhists. Diem was, indeed and in fact, the 'genuine artide' as he was
everything that traditional culture in Vietnam demanded of a Confucian leader. His position vis-àvis the Buddhists was not anchored to mere stubbom pride. Instead, Diem's assertion was
founded on a deepseated Oriental understanding. Even if the capriciousness of chance was in
favour of the radical bonzes, who were known to be false by every litmus-test of ancient Annam
and traditional Buddhism, then he must accept this and stand by what was correct, proper and
rightly expected of a Confucian mandarin. Diem knew that such a diriplined stance could well
mean his own demise.165 Nolting had told Washington before that Diem was in a 'maityr's
mood' and, indeed, this mood was still evident but no one in the Kennedy Administration seemed

to grasp this and that they were propelling this 'martyrdom' fonvard.

165 Marguerite Higgins had encountered this, almost other-worldly, nobility of Diem's and she
duly noted it in het memoirs: "Another item of interest that I found one day in my box at the Caravelle
Hotel were these lines of Buddha taken fiom verses of the Sutta-Nipata, a collection of the teachings of the
Enlightened One, 'The wise man who f m s strenuously apart, Who is unshaken in the midst of praise or
blame, Even as a lion that trembles not at noises, Or as the wind that is not caught in a net, A leader of
others, and not by othen Ied, Him verily the discerning p l a i r n to bc a sage.' - niese lines had bcen
neatly typewritten on stationery fiom the Pmsidentiat Palace. A hand-written note in French, apparently
h m a presidential secretary, said: 'President Diem thought you woutd be interesteci in the k t that an
Mental likc Buddha had ideas about the nature of a wise leader that arc not unlike his own.' f judged the
note to be Diem's way of saying that what seemed 'aloof and stubborn' to an Occidental might seem wise
and praiseworthy to many an Onentai, including Buddha." Higgins, Our Vietnam Ni~htmare,p. 178.
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For their part, the anti-Diemists within the State Department not only kept the pressure up
but increased it as well and they, clearly, sided with the radical bonzes when it came to
'conciliation' talks between the GVN and the Buddhists. In one of the very last cables sent to
Nolting he was told Diem's position, vis-à-vis who had caused the deaths in Hué back in May,
was unacceptable to Washington. Regardless of the forensic facts, which clcared Diem's oficials,

Washington insisted that he 'knuckle-under' to the bonzes' demands on this key issue.166 The
cynical observer of this vicious segment of Washington

- Saigon relations rnight believe,

understandably enough, that in fact, the anti-Diemists knew Diem could not abide by such

outrageous demands and his 'unpenitent' stance, in tum, would ensure the inevitability of a coup
supponed by the Kennedy Administration.

166 Accordingly. the State Department wmte the following in this cable to Nohing: "We note that
Tho appears indicate GVN intends pmsecute Buddhists for May 8 flair, which is in direct conflict with
Buddhist insistence GVN oficials responsibie for May 8 deaths. Such action is not only refiisal of Buddhist
request that these officiais be identitied and punished but is sure to provide M e r and legitimatc p u n d s
for Buddhist charges of persecution." Theodore JC Heavner, 252. "Telegram [# 193) From the Dcpartment
of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, August 13, 1963 7:20 pm., [Deputment of State,
Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VET. Secret; Operational immediate; Limit Distribution. ürafted by Heavner,
cleared by Kattenburg, and approved by Hilsman.] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv-Aunust. 1963. Vol. III, p.

-
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Ambassador Nulting Says Farewell to Raident Diem & South Vietnam

-

On August 14, 1963, Ambassador Nolting said his ofticial fercwell to President Diem
and, because o f State Department pressure, even this last meeting was tense as it focused on the

Buddhist question and Madame Nhu's intemperate public statements. Diem promised that he
would make a public statement through Marguerite Higgins and The Herald Tribune that would
offer some conciliation to Americans afionted by Madame Nhu. On this point, Diem did keep
his word:

Diem 's stufement was made to newspaper correspondent Marguerite Higgins. As
quoted in ne Hemld Tribune, Augurt 15, Diem stated "the policy of utrnost
reconciliation is irreversible" and " t h t neither any individual nor the
government could change it ut ail. " In a veiled reference to Mudume Nhu, Diem
was quoted as saying, "It is oniy because some have contributed, either
consciously or unconsciousi'y, fo ruising doubts about this governmenfpolicy thai
the solution ofthe Buddhist afair has been returded "16'

At the end of this meeting Diem, graciously, told Nolting "...that he considered my tenure

here to have k e n one of the best souvenirs of his life, and that such frank exchanges as we had
today would in no way mar our friendship."la The next day Nolting and his family left for the

United States with many concems still unresolved, especially, with regard to United States policy
toward South Vietnam and Ngo Dinh Diem's govemment. In fact, Nolting, recognising that
American - Vietnamese relations now were extremely tenuous, requested

CO stay

on in order to

reconfim the old pattern of trust which had been destmyed during his absence that summer. But
this repuest was denied by the State Depment; indeed, the Harriman group wanied Nolting out

even if there was no ambassador in Vietnam for the interim until Henry Cabot Lodge could take
Footnotes

Footaotc # 1 of Fredcrick Nolting'r 253. "Telegram [Y 226. CMCPAC for POLAD] Fmm
the Embassy in Vietnam to the Deparnent of State," Saigon, August 14, 1963 8 p.m., [Dtpartment of
State, Centrai Files, POL 15-1 S VIET. Secret;] in FRUS: Vietnam, Januarv-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 566.

-

lu Frederick Nolting 253. "Telegram [# 226. CMCPAC for POLADJ F m the Embusy in
Viemam to the Department o f State," Saigon, August 14, 1963 8 p.m., lDqmtmtnt of State, Central
Files, POL 15- 1 S VIET,Secret;] in FRUS: Vieaiam, Januarv-Aunust, 1963, Vol. IU, p. 566.
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up the p ~ t . 1 6 9Diem, Nolting recalled, was as concemed about US policy as he was and. again,
asked Nolting if his retum to the United States signalbd a change and Nolting was unable to
assuage Diem's fears in this regard.17@ "Does your departure mean that the American

govemment has changed its policy h m what you and 1 agreed two and one half years ago?"

Diem asked. Nolting replied: "No. Mr. President, it does not." 1'1 Diem asked Nohing to check
this in Washington just to be sure and Nolting complied straightway:

... he said, "Weil. could you just check ihot for

me?" I sent o specid telegram to
whar was called the highest levels und got one back/rom "the highest IeveIs" that S supposed to be the president although you cm never know for sure suying, "No change in policy and you can tell him t h strdght out. " So. I took
the telegram and transIated it for him. While it wos in my hand he said, "Mr.
Ambassudor, i believe you, but lin afaid your informution is incorrect. " He was
quite ri&. .. '2

Even Nolting's departure from Vietnam becarne a point of acnmony and controversy.
Dean Rusk would later try to absolve himself from any connection to the coup and murder of

Diem by claiming that he haâ asked Nolting to stay on in Saigon and that Nolting was the one
who insisted on going home. Rusk's implications were clear, and Nolting discemed them
Footnotes
169 Nolting recalled this temble tirne and the rush to gct him out of Vietnam in his memoirs:
"...the mutual respect and personal confidence we shared endured until 1 lefi Saigon. In fact, during my last
weeks there, I had more influence with Diem than with my own govenunent. Little by little, our mission
had restored relations with the South Vietnamese government, despite the American press and TV. Thanks
to General Harkins, John Richardson, and others, ihings had calmed down, and sorne reconciliation
occmd. People in the mission and the govemment could once again talk to each other. But the
atmosphere w& changed. The trust we had & carefùlly consmicted over two and a half years was not to k
revived..... My wife and I left Saigon for the last time on August 15, 1963. During my farewell d l on
President Diem, we again discussed whether my departtue signalled a change in policy. 1 left knowing that
1 had not convinced him that American policy would remaîn the same." Nolting, From Trust To Tta~cdv,
pp. Il8 119,

-

I7l Frecierick Nohing, Foreim Smice Journal, (July 1%8). p. 20.
''2 Nolting, "Kennedy, NATO,and Southeast Asia," Cbapter Two of Di~lomacy.Administration,
and Policv, Thompson, ed., p. 26.
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immediately upon hearing rumour of hem, that Nolting had deserted his pst during a crucial and
tough period. Rusk's position, however. cannot be sustaineâ by the facts and the weight of
evidence is ceirainly on Nolting's side on this issue. First of all, as the cable t d ~ and
c
memomda from the State Department's files show, Hamiman and Hilsman wanted Nolting out
of Saigon as rapidly as possibie and. as previousiy noted, even if this meant there was no

Ambassador at the post.173 Hiisman had been given the authonty by President Kennedy to
determine the departure date of Nolting and, accordingly, he rcted upon this authority in short
order. The weight of documents supporting this is substantial and lends support to Nolting in
manifest manner. Secondly, and relatedly, at the time Nolting had placed a request to nay on as
Ambassador and for the obvious reasons just mentioned, his request was denied.17d
On March 18, 1964, Nolting wmte to Rusk about the controversy surrounding his Ieaving
Saigon and his subsequent resignation fiom the State Department. The key issues which had
found their way into the public forum and which the Ambassador was concemed about and
required explanation for, were as follows:

I .) That he had been unwilling to go along with the State ûepartment's policy while
serving as US Ambassador in Viet Nam.

Ar noted earlier. Michael V. Forrestal reiterated the point about Nolting king rernoved cvcn
before Lodge's amival in a rnemorandum sent to the Ptesident's Special Assistant for National Security
Affairs (Bundy). Michael V. Forrestal, 215. "Memorandum F m Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the Resident's Spccial Assistant for National Security Affah (Bundy),"
(Washington, July 9, 1963) [Source: Kennedy Library, Schlesinger Papers, South Vietnam. Secret.] In
FRUS: Vietnam. January-Aueust. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 48 1 - 482.
1'4 "1 requested permission to rcmain in Vietnam until we could reinforce this tenuous
relationship. But Washington denied my W e s t and ordered me to leave before Ambassada Ldge got
there." Nolting, F m Trust To Traaedv, p. 1 19.
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2.) That he had refused Rusk's personal request to extend his tour of du@ in Saigon
beyond two years.
3.) That he had been over-zealous afbr his retum from Saigon in urging in US

Govemment councils that they should continue to support South Viet Nam through the Diem
Govemment, and in opposing actions which would weaken that ~ovemment.'~S
Rusk wrote a very terse letter back to Nolting on April9, 1964, which admitted that there
was "...net an iota of truth in the first..." rumour that the Ambassaûor had brought to his attention
and then stated "...and you and 1 know to what extent the= is anything in the other tw0."1~6
Nolting ~spondedirnmediately to Rusk's brief note and spelled-out the specific details of how he
was treated with regard to being infomed about Henry Cabot Lodge replacing him and the timing

of his k i n g sent home:

On the second point, I am quite sure that I never received a personal
requesi jiom you to stay on in Saigon. I / I had, I would have stuyed. Iller Our
initial exchange of lesters on this subject (December 2, 1962. and Januury 17,
1963). 1 had a firther exchunge with Averell Harrimun. who approved our plans
for home leme in May. 1963. and added that, due to ihe time required to find a
replacement, it would be necessary for me to return io Vies Nam ajer home
ieave. This I agreed to do, and so notified Diem, on instructions. The riexi word
fiom Washington on ihis subject was the public announcement of Lodge S
uppointment. while we were e,r route home on Ieave and ~onsulfation.~

Footnotes

lïs Correspondence to Dean Rusk, p. I of 2 in R621/102.921; Box Numbcr: 13; Selected
correspondence, The Nolting Papen.

171d Letter h m the Seco f Sîate. Dean Rusk, to The Honorable Frederick E. Nolting, Jr.,
April 9, 1964, p. I of 1 in R6î I/lO2,92; Box Number: 13; Selected Correspondence ûean Rusk, nie
Nolting Papers.

-

IT7 Letter From Frederick Nolting to The Honorable Seactsry of State. Dean Ruok, April 14.
1963, p. 1 of 2 in R62lAOî.92; Box Number: 13; Selccted Correspondence Dcan Rusk. The Nolting
Papen.
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Nolting heard no more fiom Rusk on this issue, at least, directly until late summer of
1964 when more than just rumours began to mach the Ambassador's ears. A member of the

H o u x Foreign Affairs Committee (Nolting does not give his name) told Nolting that testimony
given by Rusk to his committee indicated that Nolting had refused to stay on as Ambassador in
Viet Nam in 1963. Even this committee member noted that Rusk's implication was clear: thitt
Nolting had quit when the going got mugh and was therefore to blame for the deterioration of the
situation in Viet Nam during that year.178 The cornmittee mem ber told Nolting that he believed
Rusk had made an unfair charge. Nolting concurred and promptly took Rusk to task in a five page
letter which concemed itself with al1 the pertinent issues related io his depanure frorn South
Vietnam. Accordingly, Nolting told Rusk. straight out, that he was disappointed that he had

chosen not to talk to him in a direct manner about these issues

- something that Nolting

had

requested.i79 Nolting then proceeded to lay out an accurate chronology of events and
correspondence related to his permanent retum to the United States. The Ambassador also
pointed out that regardless of the serious problerns that erupted with the Buddhists when he was
on leave in Europe, no one informed him. None of this was reponed to Nolting, even though his
deputy, Trwheart, and the State Department in Washington had been instnicted to let him know
immediately if a real problem came up. as he would have cut his vacation short and retumed to

''8 ûraR of Letter to The Honorable Dean Rusk, Secrew of Stotc, h m Frederick Nolting,
September 24, 1963, p. 1 of 5 in R62 1/ 102.92; Box Num ber: 13; Selected Correspondence to Dean Rusk,
The Nolting Papen.

ln "This is the third time I have heard reports of rem* amibuteci to you COwhich 1 take s m g
exception. Your reply to my lester several months ago was not conclusive a satisfactory h m my point of
view, and 1 was h k i y disappointed that, atler out long association, you did not respond to my suggestion
that we should clear up any misunâerstanâing by face-to-face tak." I
b
A
.
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Saigon had he known.180 Further implicating the Department's attempts to keep him uninformed
and also displaying a gross lack of respect, Nolting was not even told about Henry Cabot Lodge's

appointment as new United States Ambassador to South Vietnam. Instead, and as he duly noted
in his memoirs (mentioned earlier in this chapter), he first heard about it over the ship's radio on
his way back from Europe at the end of his vacation.181 Once in Washington both the Siak

Department and Ngo Dinh Diem requested his h h e r presence in Vietnam; he promptly retumed
there only to find relations between the US Govemment and the GVN al1 but destroyed and in
serious jeopardy. As such, he set to work. working with Diem, as opposed to the
HarrimardHilsman instructions of table pounding, which Trueheart had cmied out in his absence.
Thus, Nolting was able to stabilise the situation so chat by the date that he was actually recalled
and went home to the United States, affairs were much calmer in Vietnam and between the GVN

and ~ a s h i n ~ t o n . 1 8Nolting
2
pointed out that the renewed agitation of the Buddhists and the
Footnotes

laO"On the substance of the matter, the facts as 1 know them are thex. Correspondence on the
duration of my tour of duty in Viet Nam began with my letter to you h m Saigon in Decernber 1962, at a
time when things were going well in Viet Nam, requesting you to bear in mind my desire, for family
reasons, to be relieved af?er about two years the p e n d of time you and 1 had discussed before rny
departure to Viet Nam. Following your interim reply in January 1963, there was a series of correspondence
with others in the State Department, the upshot of which was an understanding that I should corne home on
leave and cansultation at the end of May 1943 and then retum to Saigon for an indefinite period, pending
the selection of a successor and an orderly transfer of responsibility. 1 was instructed to tell the Vietnamese
govemment that I would retum to my post after six weeks of leave and consultation, and I did so infom
President Diem. On State Department orders my family and I left Saigon on May 23 for leave in Europe
and consultation in Washington. While we were on vacation, the so-called Buddhist cnsis broke out in Viet
Nam, in June last year. 1 was not infomed of this dangrnus development, although my ciear travel
instructions had been left with my deputy in Saigon to notiS, me of any change in the situation. n i e sudden
adverse developrnent in Viet Nam clearly warranted my king notifid. Yet neither the State Department
nor Ernbassy Saigon did so." W.
pp. I& 2 of 5.

-

"Ambassador Lodge's appointment w u announced in June 1963 while 1 was enraite fiom
p. 2 of 5.
Europe to Washington for consultation. 1 had no advance notification or indication of this."
l M "Amving in the United States in June 1963, 1 was asked by the Dcpsmnent io r e m
immediately to Viet Nam, following a specific request of President Diem. 1 did so, fmding there an
inflamed political situation and a US Viemamese government relationship vastly different
what it

-
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subsequent crack-down of the GVN coincided with the facts that he had already lefl Vietnam and
that Henry Cabot Lodge had not yet arrived.l(lJ The facts, as Nolting stated, cleareâ his name and

placed the onus on the State ~epaJtment,l%mdthe Ambassador went fùrther thm this by clearly
implicating Harriman as the leading force in ensuring a revok broke-out in South Viet Nam:
1 h m m)' olrn rkws as tu why fhis mutfer it*ashandId the wuy ir rtlus.
The reason, 1 ihink lies in the uncontrolled ploiting going on in Washington at
thar time. When / arrived in Washington for consuItation in rorly July 1963, 1
reportedfirst to Averell Marriman. He opened the conversarion &ysaying that fi
he had had his way, I would have been relieved of my post in Mq, ut the
expiration of a two-year tour of duty. 1 said l h t , however that migh be, I could
not understand the Siate Department's failure to let me know about the troubles
that had broken out in Vier Nam when I was on vacation, which threatened the
whole basis of our policy fhere. He replied lhal he did not think t h t my presence
in Viet Nam would have helped the situation in any way. The implication was
clear he wunted to see a revoiution there. It is noteworthy in this connection
that it was Harriman who controlled the correspondence respecting the duration
of my tour of dusi the timing of my home ieme and, Isuspect, the declrion not CO
notify me when things began to get out of hand in saigon.**5

-

...footnote conrinuedfiom previous page:
had been a rnonth before. 1 remained in Viet Nam until August 15, 1%3 at my own request in view of the
dificult situation. The Vietnamese Goverment requested that 1 remain longer to assist in reaching a
settlement of the Buddhists demands, but August 15 was the latest date the State Department would allow
in view of Ambassador Lodge's impending amival, During the six weeks' period after my r e m and before
my final departure, the political agitation against the governent of Viet Nam died down considerably, and
the relations betweeri the US Mission and the governrnent of Viet Nam were considerably irnproved. All
this, 1 believe, is a matter of record." W. p. 2 & 3 of 5.

"My wife and I finally Iefi Saigon on August I S. 1963, after two years and 4 months' duty, to
meet Ambassador Lodge in Honolulu for consultation before his arriva1 in Viet Nam. Shortly afler our
departwe, renewed Buddhist and student demonstrations broke out, culrninating in the Vietnamese
goverment's crackdown on August 21st, while Lodge and 1 were cmfening in Honolulu." A
Ib p. 3 of 5.
lû4 "From the facts, 1 do not see how anyone cm infer mat 1 quit when the going got rough, or
that I am responsible for the events which followed The fact is that my succeswr was appointed and
announced while 1 was on authorized leave and btfore 1 had any ofkial information whatsoever about the
abnormal dificulties that had &sen in Viet Nam during my absence." IN.
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Nolting went on to tell Rusk what he believed and thought to be the major defects which had led
up to the debacle in Saigon; he apportioned a fair amount o f blame to State Department

m isjudgements and actions:
To me if is clear t h ~ the
t divided counsels in the Department ojState on this
critical issue, Our govenmenf s swceptibility to press pressures, the lac&of coorclinuiion in Wwhingiun und pluin DÿJ jdgerne~ii cotiiribuird grdu~lyId ilir
deplorable COUD d 'etut in Viet Nonr last November 1 and the subsequent events
which underlie our country 's grave predicument noW. lg6
Not al1 of Ambassador Nolting's experience with leaving Vietnam was as sordid as his
treatment at the hands of the State Department as, ironically, the Viemamese seemed to have
sincerely appreciated his mission to Saigon. A very moving and relatively accurate article
appeared in The Times of Viet-Nam on August 12, 1963,just a couple of days before Nolting left
Vietnam and it was concemed with the ambassador's tenure in Saigon. Maybe the saddest and
most profound indictment ever made of the out-of-conml American press was alluded to in this
article which noted that the Ametican newsmen had accomplished what the Viet Cong had been
unable to do and that was get rid of Nolting.
The first American Ambassador fo ViPmom really worrhy of being
addressed by this title is being recalledfiom Vieinam.

The Nolfing era in Vietnam has been murked by the kind offiiendship capable of
susiaining direrences of opinion und direct attuck of the Viet Cong propaganda
machine, but appatenrly the criticism and ridicule of the American press was too
much
For the p u eighr rnonths the American press has apparently been out ta get
Nolting. Their antbathy for President Ngo Dinh Dien, hi&family and his
government is nothing new and it has rubbed ofheavily on Ambusador Nolting.
He hm been attacked and ofended consistentiy by rhe American press.
The why is not a pretty story. The Ambassador haî exhibited the courage to do
i~is
job without pandering to any press. In r e t m they discredit his comidered
Footnotes
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evaiuations of the situation in Vietnam. They scom him because he does not try
to run the show as a good imperiuiist shouid.
And now the Buddhist leaders me prfltingfiorn the image of Nolting projected
abroad by the press to attack him for an honest, reasoned, intelligent
statement,~87attacking him with an insidiow and not so subtle appealfor 'good'
Americans to identib themeives in opposition to Nolting. This would, of course,
serve well the interests of those toting neutrulism as the 'solution to the Vietnam
prob lem, ' which is exactiy whar the Viet Cong want.
But in Free Vietnam Nuiting will be remembered as the symboi of an era when.
nation to nation, the United States and Viet Nam fuund the bais of
understanding which resuited in a workable collaboration for the national
inîerests of both couniries and the interests of the Free World. Ambc~ssudor
Nolting somehow seemed intuitivet'y io know how to represent in ifs Stmday best
the greatest power of the Free Worid in this newly independent nation while
aiways showing the respect for Vieinam's naiionui integrity.... Henry Cabot
Lodge ir to represent the United Sfutes in Vietnam. but he wiii have mighty big
shoes iofiil.

Later, in an interview with President Lyndon Baines Johnson, the American President
revealed that he thought Nolting's recall was a serious mistake. Johnson noted that Nolting had
the courage of his convictions and could not be cajoled into a contrary position by influential
reporten like David Halberstam. More impoiiantiy, Johnson believed that Nolting's judgement

was sound:
"And I thought that we made a mistake in removing our Ambassudor out there.
His nume is a German nome I thought he waî a very goad mm. But he wmn 't
o Charles River man and he wasn 't ajdiow who would give up his conviction to
satisfL Haiberstum. "

-

Mr. Jorden: "That was Fritz Noiting. "

This is in refctence to Nolting's statement chat stung the Buddhist radicals in Saigon as well
as the Hamiman group in Washington as he declarecl that there was no persecution of Buddhists in Vietnam
at that t h e or in the put.

-

The Editors. "Big Shoes To Fill," in The Tirna of Viet-Nam: A Chmnicle of the Nation's
Rogms. August 12, 1963, p. 4 in R621/ 102.92; Box Number: 23; Rofessional Pspca: Newsclippings 1 of
2, The Nolting Papers.
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President Johnson: "A@ impression was t h he was treated unjustly and
unfairly. And my impression was his jdgement was good und I thoughr there
was a lot of dissension when they removed him...

David Halberstam, and his editors at The New York Times, recognised. astutely enough,

that Nolting's removal, more than Lodge's appointment, represented the undoing o f the officia1
United States Govemment policy toward Diem's GVN. This was because, in their relatively
accurate estimation, Frederick Nolting had become

". ..the symbol

for ail-out American support

for the anti-Communist cause and for Mr. Ngo Dinh Diem personally."190

Foutnotes

IIM "Interview With Rcsidcnt Johnson," p. 10 of 10 in R621/102.92; Box Numkr: 28;
Professional Papers: Historical Background Records, The Nolting Papers.
David Halberstam. "Some U.S. Offcials In Saigon Dubious About Diem Regime," in &T
New York Times, (Wednesâay, July 3, 1%3), p. 1.

C h a-~ t e Eleven:
r
Otber Considerritions

Ali along, during the spring and summer of 1963, behind the scenes and mnning parallel

to the Buddhist cnsis, a distrustlùl attitude toward Diem had been building, as there were rnany
other issues that were fostering a deepseated malevolence in Washington toward the beleaguered
Vietnamese president. As such, it is necessary, at this juncture, to review the most salient of these
issues as they did have some beaing on how the Buddhist problem affected Washington. Not
least of these issues, which seemed to corne to a head in the spring of 1963, was the problem of

Diem's recalcitrance toward increasing Amencan force levels in South Vietnam.
Diem Wonled About Tm Many Anwricans Being in South Vietnam -

Diem had signed the agreement over the joint counter-insurgcncy-fbnding program afler
much obfuscation and delay. The real m o n the Vietnarnese leader had hesitated was best stated
by Nolting in a cable which he had sent to Washington back in early April of 1963 while the
negotiations over the joint counter-insurgency hnd and direction were still going on:
In acsessing Diem 'r rejection of our proposal for counter-inswgencyfund. most
signifcant point is that grounh advancedfor rejection approuch repudiution of
concept of exponded and deepened US advisory e#ort, civil und military.1

EIlen Hammer contends that the mal problem for Diem was not giving up control of
counter-insurgency aid money to the Americans but, instead, the men who would start filtering
into the country fiom the US in ever-increasing numben. The cnix of the pmblem for Diem was

the kind of control that the Arnencans would have:
Footnotes
Frederick Nolting, 82. "Telegram Fmm The Embwy to the Depariment of State. 888," Saigon,
April 7, 1963 1 a.m., [Department of State, Central Files, POL 26-1 S VIET. Secret; Prionty; Limit
Dismbution.] In FRUS: Vietnam. lanuan-Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 2 13.

-
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... - the Americun advisors who seemed to be everywhere, too nümerous, too
deeply involved in Vietnamese afairs. And now the Americans wanted still more
infience for their oflcers sewing with Vietnamesejighting units and intended to
bring in many more military aàvisers. Worst of al/, they insisted on bypsing the
central government to deliver supplies directly to the provincial mithorifies.
allowing the Americun advisers on duty in the provinces to control the
distribution of aid to the hantlets. The Americans would run the new w u 1
economic development plan (and run it more eflcientfy than the Viemumese
~(o
vrrtrarnl, thry woulrl sw. For Dieni. ihiF uniounird io direcr udniinistration
by foreigners. o new coloniulism that he could not tolerate. The Saigon
government requested thut the Americans withdraw most of the two thousand
advisers they hud in the provinces.2
Diem was so worried about the problem of American neo-colonialism that he tumed to
the French for advice and he complained directly to the French Ambassador about the influx of
American military personnel. The Vietnarnese president told the French Ambassador. Roger
Lalouette, that the new American advisers had not been invited and that they did not even have
passports.3 Lalouette Ried to calm the mistrated Diem and suggested that a "gentle" rcquest that
some of the Americans leave would be Diem's bea approach!

Lalouette, however. had mistaken

the American mood and Diem's "gentle" request that some of the provincial advisers be removed
set off ûlarm-bells in ~ashington.5Yeivs later, in June of 1970, Roger Lalouette told Ellen
Hammer that he had traced the American decision to abandon Diem to this attempt o f the
Vietnamese pmident's to have Amencan provincial advisers recalled in April of 1963.~
The
Vietnamese. themselves, recognised the severity o f the problem that Diem was facing and made
mention of this in the South Vietnarnese newspaper Hoa Binh. As one well-infonned Vietnamese

* Harnrner, A Death In Novcrnber, pp. 120 -121.
Marianna P. Sullivan, Frsnce'r Vietnam Policv, (Weîiport, [Ct.]: Greenwich Press, 1978). p. 67.

m.
Hmrner, A Nath In November, p. 121.

This interview ktween Hamrner and Lalouette took place in Paris, June 1970. l
u p. 12 1.
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national, Dr.Tran Kim Tuyen. later wrote: "Everyone close to Ngo Dinh Diem knew that for him
the question of Vietnamese sovereignty was primordial; no question of foreign aid could
supersede that.'" Dr. Tuyen, in this contexf also quoted Ngo Dinh Nhu as having stated: "If we
don? seek a way to make peace and the war goes on, it will be a danger to the
regime.'*l\ccording to Ellen Hammer, Diem rejected al1 American proposais for a large base to

be built at Cam Ranh Bay and he mnintained his defiant position on this issue into August of
1963; in fact, the farnous base only got oflicial appmval to be built after Diem was killed.)

It is noteworthy that the CIA Station Chief in Saigon, William Colby, had made, roughly.
the same assessrnent about Diem's distaste for Amencan troops as had the French Arnbassador.
Colby had dixemed this back in early 1961 when the situation in Laos had so deteriorated that
Diem was calling for a greater American cornmitment to stemming the advance of Cornmunism

in Southeast l\sia.l0 The South Vietnarnese president asked the Americans about constructing a

fomal defence treaty, as he feared that Vietnam would be allowed to drift under the sway of the
Communists as had ~aos.11Yet, Diem was loathe to accept the notion of Amencan combat
Footnotes

Dr. Tran Kim Tuyen, Hoa Binh2 August 8. 1970.

-

8 Ibid,

Hammer, A Death In Novernber, pp. 121 - 122.

I In an interview, given for the LBJ Library Oral History Pmgram. in 1970. Dean Rusk admitted
that President Kennedy acknowledged Laos as a failure at least as far as the notion of 'neutrality' was
concemed. Rusk admined that they simply had not accounted for the North Vietnarnese willingness to
ignore the Geneva Conference stipulations on Laos. "But the trouble is that we did no<get any pedormance
out of Hanoi on those Laos accords for a single &y. The agreement specified that al1 foreign forces would
leave the country. NoRh Viemarnese fmes did not leave the country. î%e agreement specified that Laos
would not be used as an infilüation route into other countries. At no t h e did Hanoi stop using Laos as an
infiltration comdor into South Vietnam. The Pathet Lao the Cornmunists did not permit the coalition
government to exercise authority in lhose areas of Laos held by the Communists; and they did no<permit
the international Control Commission to exercise its functions in those areas of Laos held by the
Communists. So Resident Kennedy was bitterly disappointed by the failm of the Laos accords to achieve
Foo~notecontinued on mt page: ...
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forces in his country other than under the strict guidelines as stipulated for the role of advisors.
Instead, he asked them how they would view his acceptance of a division of Nationalist Chinese

troops fiom Taiwan, which had been offered to him by the T'aiwanese.12 These plans went no
furthet as Diem was convinced by the Americans that the extra American milibry personnel that
would be sent to Vietnam would only be used in the training and advisory role.13

The PmbIem of the Suigon - Hanoi Didogw

-

The problem of Diem and Nhu talking about F a c e with the Communists in early 1963
must be considered to be of critical importance arnongst these issues. It is ûue that Ngo Dinh Nhu

had held talks with various guemlla leaders in the Viet Cong (NLF) but these talks had been
concemed with negotiating the large-scak defection and sunender of VC units.14 Mn. Lindsay
...JOotnotc conrinuedfrom

previous puge:

their pwpose, and President Johnson inherited that failure..." Dean Rusk, "Dean Rusk Oral History
Interview Ill." Recorded interview by Paige E. Mulhollan, January 2, 1970. p. I I , Lyndon Baines Johnson
Library, Oral History Program, University of Texas at Austin.
One could add to the litany of Laos failures that Diem had warned the State Department and
President Kennedy that the North Vietnamese would never honour the notion of a 'neutral' Laos.
12 CoIby, Lost Victorv, p. %.

'3 M.

I4 Nolting explainai, in his memoirs, just exactly what Nhu was about with his private meetings
attended by Communist leaders: "We had k e n aware for sorne time chat Nhu had k e n meeting with Viet
Cong leaders. [n the s p ~ of
g 1963, 1 had gone to see him in his office to protest one of his wife's
unfortunate speeches and to enlist his help in preventing them. He received me pleasantly. After I sat dom,
he asked 'Do you know who just left that chair?' 1 said 1 did not, and he named a prominent Viet Cong
leader. 1 inquired what the man bad been doing there. Nhu answered that he came at his invitation, that the
govemment was trying to bring this Viet Cong oficer and his units to the side of the Republic of Vietnam.
He aâded that he met fiequently with high Viet Cong cadres and that President Diem knew about these
meetings. The Viet Cong leaders came to Nhu's office under a gentleman's agreement that they would not
be arrested while they were there.
The South Vietnamese governmcnt had announced in April 1963 a policy of 'Chieu Hoi,' or
'Open Anns,' a fonnal program to encourage Vict Cong defections. The revclation that Communist leaders
were corning to the Palace sutprised me, but it fit into Nhu's idcas about attracting Viet Cong political
leaders and military cadres away h m the rtbellion and into a bnwdened govenunent, whicb Diem would
head." Nohing, From Trust To Tmzedv, pp. 1 17 1 18.

-
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Nolting i n f o d this writer, in a recent interview, that this prwess of 'Chieu Hoi' or 'openanns', was not Nhu's original idea. Instead, she stated that the concept had, in fact, been
introâuced to him by Sir Robert Thompson and heavily endorsed by the British counterinsurgency expert as an effective technique for breaking the solidarity of the Communist
insurgent organisation.*5 Ambassador Noiting explained this proccss and its motivation to Dcnnis
O'Brien of the JFK Library when the latter asked the arnbassador about the extent of these
negotiations:

...I think Ngo Dinh Nhu f2lt this quite strongiy -- of weaning ofla nmber of Viet
Cong politicai leaders und miiitary cadres away fiom the rebeilion and into a
broadened governrnent, which Diern wodd head; in other worh, getting major
unit and group defections. It was for fhis reason t h t he saw quite a number of
Viet Cong political ieuders in his oflce. This was. ut the time, misinterpreted ar
being almost o ficasonable thing. l am, myself: convinced fhot Nhu never had any
idea of selling out to the Viet Cong. 011 the contrary, he was îrying to get them,
for icnits of the Viet Cong, to sel out, in efeccr. to the goverment. l6

Nolting also explained, in the above interview, that he had infomed Washington, through normal
State Department channels, about Nhu's contacts with the Communist insurgents and that the
process was no deep, dark, hidden secret.17 Furthemore, the reaction that Nolting got back fkom

the State Department was that he should not interfere with Nhu's process as long as the Saigon
Embassy was convinced Lat Nhu wasn't 'xlling out'.ls Later, however, in his memoia. Nolting
Footnotes

IS This interview with Mn. Nolting w u conducteâ, by telephone, on Thursday, lanuary 2nd..
1998, at I:00 p.m. in the aftemoon Winnipeg time.

-

16 Fredcrick Nolting, "Third Oral History interview With Fredenck Nolting." Recorded interview
by Dennis O'Brien, May 7, 1970 (Washington, [DC]),p. 15, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History

f'wram-

-

l7 lbid. p. 116.
l8Nolting admitted to Mr.O'Brien that it was h d to tell who haâ drafied the retuming cables
h m the State Department which sanctioned the Nhu process as, indeed, al1 cables were signed "Rusk" but
dearly were not written by him. M.
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did admit that there had been some unfavourable reaction to Nhu's meetings with Cornmunist
leaders, especially, arnongst the enemies he had made in the State Department who mistrusted
Nhu as much as they disliked him.19
The timing of the planning for a North - South dialogue was signifiant as it actually took

place in the spnng of 1963 just as the Buddhia crisis was beginning to foment political
mayhem.20 This timing, of course. lends itself to the body of evidence that suggests the
Washington - Saigon divorce was already undenvay before the Buddhist Crisis. Toward the end
of the summer of 1963, though, it became apparent to al1 obsewen that the Buddhist Crisis had

been pemitted to do critical damage to American - Viebimese relations. Much of this damage
was due in no small part to the unconscionable and undisciplined American press. This summer
of discontent, directed at the GVN by American diplomatic leaders and newsmen, had only

served to encourage the South Vietriamese Government to consider the potential of talks with
North Vietnam. In support of this understanding, Mrs. Lindsay Nolting told this writer that her
husband had always believed that Diem and Nhu had been pushed by the Kennedy administration

into considering talks with the North as they, simply, had no options for survival lefi.21 This new
position of thein was due to the sense of abandonment they experienced at the hand of the
Foornores

l9 Nolting, Fmm Tmst To Tragedy, p. 1 18.
20 "hiring the spring of 1963. Ambassadors Goburdhun. Lalouette, and Orlandi rnentioned to me
repeatedly that they were trying to arrange a meeting with M u for me on "neutral" ground. But 1963
abounded in rapidly changing political tides. The antagonisms between the Ngo farnily and the American
governrnent became an open rift...Nothing could be arranged before the outbreak of the 'Buddhist crisis,'
and then it becarne even more difficult.

Nevertheless, a dialogue between us began." Mieczyslaw Maneli, War of the Vanauished, (New
York, WY]: Harper & Row, 1971), p. 1 18.

21 This underrtanding of Frederick Nolting's pmpective on the contact with the North was
relayed to this wtiter in an interview with Mrs. Lindsay Nolting; the interview was conducted at 1:00 pm.,
Thursday, 29 of January 198, over the telephone.
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American govemment over the Buddhist affair as relayed in the American Press and, also,
because of William Trueheart's 'table-banging' technique of talking with Diem and Thuan when

Nolting was on 1eave.2~

The fiench, the Italhns, and the indians amnqpr to 'Woo ' the Ngo Dlnhs away from the
Anwicans

-

In accordance with the understanding that the Diem govemment had no option left but to
consider mlks with the North. neutml allies of the GVN initiated the process. The lndian
chairman of the ICC (International Control and Supervisory Commission), Ramchundur
~ o b u r d h u n , Uthe ltalian Ambassador, Giovanni d ' ~ r l a n d i ? ~and the French Ambassador,
~alouette,ZSset up an 'impromptu' meeting for Nhu and Mieczyslaw Maneli, the head of the

22 Telephone interview with Mn. Lindsay Nolting, conducied ai I:ûû p.m. on Thundsy. 29 of
January 1998.

23 Rarnehundw Goburdhun repwsented the lndian Govemment's attitude towvd Diem (which
was also representative of other non-aligned Asian and Southeast Asian governments'), his farnily and
govemment, in that they fully supported Diem and, indeed, viewed him as a mode1 of an Asian niler. As

-

such, Maneli recognised this when he wroie of Indian motives in encouraging the North South dialogue in
Vietnam: "He klieved that personal charm and intelligence in 'the farnily' were bound to make an
impression on me...at the sarne time, Ambassador Goburdhun represented a country that had not yet rid
itself of neutralist ambitions to mediate." Maneli, War of the Vanauished, p. I 19.

z4 "Ambassador Orlandi was the mort reticent of the three in this anair. Italy had no particular
interests in Vietnam, outside of the general Western hope of maintaining a reasonable balance of power in
Southeast Asia and of making decisions in a more thoughtful and restrained way than was the habit of the
impenious and inexperienced Amencans. Ambassador Orlandi canied out his mission with dignity, talent,
and tact, in keeping with the best traditions of ltalian diplomacy." IM.p. 1 18,
25 "French Ambasador Lalouette hsd even more r e w n for ananging and watching over my
tùture relations with Mu.He probably shared the motives of Ambassador ûrlandi: a desirc for peace, and
the means of attaining it, which meant the establishment, maintenance, and cultivation of al1 contacts and
acquaintances. But this general calculation was secondary in the case of the French arnbassador. His stakes
in the garne were incomparably higher and more poricntous... He had a long-tenn plan and saw the means
that led to its rcalization. This plan was to open a dialogue bcnvecn Saigon and Hanoi, and thcn a token
cultural and econornic exchange between the two rcgions. In this way, the ground would be laid f i
political talks, Tension, suspicion, and enmity betwecn the two govcrnments would bc d u c e d and peace
would be asswed. A lasting peace and a political dialogue are the indispensable conditions for long-tcm
political solutions, including peaceful unification, fim electims, and international control. One must begin

Fiwînote cowimred on mt page: ...
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Polish delegation to the [CC. This meeting actually took place at a diplornatic reception attend4
by the new Amencan Ambasador. Henry Cabot ~ o d ~ e . Ellen
2 6 Hammer was amongst the guests

at the reception where this meeting took place and she discerned, very rapidly, that something
was afoot which excluded the Arnericans:

In unothcr part o j the mom. .!hsignor .4sta. the papal ddegate. was
talking to Muneli with no indication that there was unything unwual in the
presencr of the Pole. thejirst tirne a diplomatfrom any Communkt country had
been invited to a reception in Saigon by aforeign minister of South Vietnam
Momignor Asta turned to Ngo Dinh Nhu and introduced Maneli to hitn.
As if on signal, other diplomuts moved toward them. apparently engaged in
conversation. to give an impromptu air to this encounter they had separatef~
urged on Nhu. They were Lalouette. ambassudor of France: Goburdhun. the
Indian chuirmun of the ICC; and d 'Orlandi,anbassador of ltuly.
"Ihme heard u great de01 about youfiom our rnutuu/jkiends." Nhu suid

to Muneli.

He continwd, "Thme exists in rhe Vietnamese people u sensitivity und
mistrust nui only of the Chinese but of al1 occupants und colonuers, dl. " Muneli
wondered whether Nhu were speaking of the United States, and he was probably
not alone umong the listening diplonats to speculate about that.
Then Nhu said: "Now, we are interested in peuce und only in puce. I
believe the International Commission con und should piay an important role in
restoring peace to Vietnam. "
Maneli replied t h he was rea& to play "the most active and
consmctive role possible" in the iîîto restore peace and mi& tu Vietnam.
"The Vieinurnese govemment wishes to acf within the spirit of the
Geneva Accords, Nhu said.
"

...foornote continuedfiom previous page:
with tirst steps: 1 should conduct the necessary talks with Hanoi, and he would maintain contact on the
subject with the Southem authorities." M.pp. 120 121.

-

-

26 Harnmer, A k a t h in November, pp. 220 22 1.
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Shortly ajier th& encounter Maneli received an invitation IO cal1 on Nhu
ut Gia Long palace.f7
The politics and diplomacy of this meeting were complicated, inûicate and decidedly
a n t i - ~ m e r i c w . 2The
~ shared belief common to al1 those interested in seeing this meeting bear
fmit was straighffolwad enough: the Americans had 'dropped the ball' and publicly seemed to be
readying themselves to abandon ~ i e m . 2To
~ this it must be added, as made plain in Maneli's

-

27 Ibid. p. 22 1 .

28 Maneli's recollection of this first 'chance' encounter with Ngo Dinh Nhu supports, almost
verbatim, Ellen Harnmer's account. The Polish diplomat recalled how the European diplomats detested
Lodge's aloof and condescending manner. Maneli, War of the Vanriuished, pp. 136 139.

-

z9 Mieczyslaw Maneli was a k m observer of these intricate, anti-Amencan politics and he made
detailed reports to Poland, which were duiy passed on to the Soviets, about the mechanics of this
diplomatic subterfuge: "In a situation in which the Amencans themselves wish to be rid of Diem and his
farnily [I wmte in my report of May 5, 1963) the position of the French and Indian ambassadors is
increasingly significant. The Indians are so engaged on the side of Diem and they have fetcheâ and carried
for him so much in recent years (especially dwing the period when the Special Report was king prepared)
that they are sony to lose this special investrnent..,. Even if the motives for lndian behaviour are not exactly
as I presented hem, it is certain that they are not only the faithful friends of the regime but aiso their active
defenders agûinst the Americans. Ambassador Goburdhun has taken on the role of Mr. Nhu's advocate. He
recommends him as a brilliant politician to the Americans, the British, The Vatican, the French, and of
course to me, so that I will spread the word eveiywhere I go that he is the best and only man with whom to
negotiate.... But Ambassador Lalouette is playing the game on a much larget scale - one might say a global
scale. It seems that he would like to redeem the Diem regime for France tiom the reckless Americans.
Since the Amencans reject the merchandise. the French may want to buy it at a bargain price, the price for
which banknipt businesses are bought. And the Amcricans are bthaving like an unfaithful wife: she ktrays
her husbmd, but she is jealous of him and does not want to give him up to anyone else. Of course, the
French cannot afford to keep this expensive mistress, cannot give her as much as the American nouveaux
riches. Thus, they advise this mistress to change her style of living to a less extravagant one: to make pcace
with the North and the National Liberation Front. nie next step will be neutralization: not under the
direction of India, but rather Charles de Gaulle. In this way Vietnam, in addition to ncutral Cambodia and
Laos, will again become a pearl in the 'grandeur de France.' It is diflicult for me to judge to what extent
this concept is realistic. But whoever believes in miracles (and in politics such miracles occur onen) should
admit that this de Gaulle-Lalouettescheme is one of the boldest plans in twentiethçentury politics.
These far-reaching French plans explain to some degree, as it seems CO me, the modest
undertakings in which I todc part: establishing tmde and cultufal relations between North and South.
(Report of May 5,1963)" M.pp. 125 126.

-
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memoirs, that the Polish ICC member could discem substantial political damage waiting to
fall upon the Amencans and he was not adverse to encouraging this potential.m

Mieqyslaw Maneli

-

Mieczyslaw Maneli, there can be linle doubt, was an interesthg and complex man

- by no

means a mere 'knee-jerk' Comrnunist. He had been a partisan fighter in Poland against the Nazis
during the Second World War and, as a result of his guerrilla activities, he was eventually
captured by the Nazis and sent to Auschwitz fiom whence he eraped with some other Polish
of'ficen. His paûiotism won him a place in the Polish Communist Party afier the war and he
worked in various prestigious jobs and through extensive univenity ducation he received a
Doctor of Law degree by 1954. Because he was known as an "old" left-wing activist he received

a prestipious appointment as associate professor at Warsaw University. lt was fiom this job that
the Pulish Central Cornmittee appointed him to the [CC in 1954. Yet, regardless of al1 his close
Party ties, he was attacked by the Stalinists as a "revisionist" sympathetic to "bourgeois
liberalism" as he had spoke out against the intolerance and violence visited on the Polish people

in the mid-1950's. He rehsed to condemn the Israelis as a result of their victory in the Six-Day
War even though he had been pressured to do so and, eventually, he was purged out of Warsaw

University kcause he was deemed anti-Socialist. During his tenure as Poland's ICC ambasador

he was oueightly sympathetic to the Communist cause in Vietnam and fùlly supported Ho Chi
Minh's regime while, at the same time, hahouring open concerns about what the Chinese
Communists wanted in Vietnam. In short, Maneli was his own man and he was a dedicated, if
somewhat unconventional, Communist. As such, from the [CC's [International Control
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Commission] very inception, Maneli was at odds with the Canadian and Indian
representatives- Gordon Cox and Ram Goburdhun r e ~ ~ e c t i v e ~ ~ J l

-

Maneli argued for the Diem Ho rapprochement with the Chinese ambassador to Hanoi and
thus revealed where he stood regardless of his keen Socialist aversion to the Ngo brothers and
their govemment:
"1 said rhat rhere HWS o conj7icf benveen the Diem-Nhtd government md the
Americans, which created a new political situation in the South. Diem and Nhu,
fearing a coup inspired by the Americans, were switching their police and
militury forces for a defense against the Americans instead oj the Nationd
Liberation Front. I a~kedhim: Should not the socialkt forces, in t h new
political situation, seek new methods and soluîions?
"

It was hoped, particularly by the French, that Maneli. who had had meetings with the
Hanoi leadership, could smooth the way for peace talks between North and South Vietnam and it
would be a peace that would exclude the Communist Chinese and the Americans alike.33 When
Maneli first broached the subject with the North Vietnarnese. during one of his routine visits to
Hanoi. their response was imrnediiite and exhaustive. Pham Van Dong, the Premier, and Ho Chi
Minh were ready to begin negotiations at any time and they even had a list of goods compiled
which they believed could be exchanged for South Vietnwiese products in order to cernent a

direct economic foundation between the two ~ i e t n a m s . uAnother important and telling feature
about the North Vietnamese response was that, in private conversations with both Maneli and
Lalouette, they dropped al1 pretence of viewing Diem as a monster and a puppet of the
Americans, as Maneli related in his memoirs:

-

31 @Specia1Noteo matenal on Maneli's background can be found on pp. I ihmugh 18 inclusive
in Mieczyslaw Maneli's, War of the Vanauished, pp. I 18.

-

-

32 N d . p. 129.

34 lbid. p. 12 1.

33 &id. pp. 136 139.
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In Hanoi, despite al1 the open. oflcial hostility toward Diem-Nhu, there
still existed an atwaosphere t h could be described asfavouraMe to negotiutions
und contact with that government. P h Van Dong even said that Nhu certainly
was capable of thinking logically. since he wm a graduate of the lycée in
chartres.35
EIlen Hammer's interviews with the Indian Ambassador, Goburdhun, who had direct
conversations with Ho, and Lalouette, continned

what

Maneli

had

clairned. In fact, and this

would be absolutely consistent with the past dealings both Vietnamese leaders had had with one
another, Ho told Goburdhun to convey his sympathy to Diem with regard to the temble position
the Arnericans had placed him in.
Ho Chi Minh huà said to Goburdhun that Ngo Dinh Diem was "a patriot in his
way. Ho had once remarked wirh apparent sympathy fhuf Diem with his
"

independent charocter would have a hord lime dualing with the Americans who
liked to control everything. To Goburdhun, Ho hod said. 'Shah hands with him
for me ifyou see him. "36
Of course, the irony here is profound. Even Diem's enemies in the North, indeeâ those who had

ken responsible for the death of his brother Khoi, seemed to have ken more willing to work
with the South Vietnamese P~sidentthan had the Americans. When al1 the propaganda was
stnpped away, the North Vietnamese accepted Ngo Dinh Diem as a bonafide Vietnarnese patriot
and leader. Paradoxically, it was his so-called American supporters who could find no good in
him or his government by this tirne.

Ngo Dinh Nhu was interested in this approach with the Northerners, having seen and
experienced the reality of the Kennedy administration's ability to abandon allies?' and having
Footnotes

-

35 Ibid. p. 122.

36 Harnmer, A k a t h In November, p. 222.
37 No matter how much Avenll Harriman et al. attempted to put a brave face on the Laos
Accotds, aH of America's allies in the region were alarmed and not least o f those so frightened were Dicm

and Mu.
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recopised the power of the Amencan news media to make and break Amencan policy, he and
Diem perceived that their time was shon. Accordingly, Maneli moved foward with his attempts
to bnng the two sides together for negotiations:

...As I reported earlier, 1 asked Pham Van Dong and Xuan T h y how 1 should
uct, as things are, if Ngo Dinh Nhu invited me for a fulk T k y answered
immedia~ely:go ro the meeting und k e n intenil'y
1 then asked wherlter there was anything they wished me to cmvey. The
unswer was: "Everyrhing you know about otdr stand on economic and culturd
exchange and co-operafion,about peace und unification. One thing is sure: the
Americans hme to leme. On thk politicai basis, we con negoriate about
everything.

1 asked Pham Van Dong, in the presence of HO Chi Minh, whether they
see the possibility of some kind o f j e d e d o n with Diem-Nhu or something in the
nature ofa coalition government. Pham answered: "Everything is negotiable on
the bais of the independence and sovereignty of Vieimam...We can come ro an
agreement with any Viemamese...We have a sincere desire to end hostilities, to
establish peace and unification on a completely reulistic basis. Wr are
reulists. *'38

Quite apart from the issue of the North

-

South dialogue, Maneli's contacts with the

leadership in Hanoi revealed r profoundly important point concerned with the historiography of
the Amencan involvement in Vietnam. This salient point was, simply, that the leaders of the
North tacitly acknowledged. in the spring of 1963, that they were ~sponsiblefor the continuation
of hostilities in the South by admi~ingthey could bring the war to an end. Even Maneli accepted
this fact on the ground and it seems that the only people who never did accept this reaiity were

-

thor Amcricans who wished to blame al1 of their own failings on Diem as the originator of the
pmblem in the South. Further proof of just how direct the control fiom Hanoi was over the

southem forces was made manifest during the time that the foundations were king laid for taiks

Footnotes

-

Maneli, War of the Vaii~uirhed,pp. 127 128.
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between Hanoi and saigon? For, during this period when Diem and his govemment wen most
vulnerable to attack, owing in no small part to Arnerican vacillation over the Buddhist Crisis, the
Communist insurgent forces, in fact, backed off and, indeed. an unofficial cease-fite had been
accepted arnongst opposing commanders.4 As Dr.Hammer explains:
The t a f k wcre not about a detailcd agreement; ii rs9ustoo soon fw rhat.
They dealt with parallel ocfions each side might take, such as lessening guerrilla
activities und limiting government military initiatives. To Lalouerte, if MUS
evident that these secret talh were the rearon the Viet Cong did not seek to profil
from Diem 's growing d~pcultieswith the Americms by Iaunching u mq'or
ofleesive agoinrt the Saigon forces. In certain areas where fighting had petered
uitt, l d military understandings between opposing commanders were
reported.41

39 Maneli intimates that secret talks had already begun by July of 1%3: "Saigon is buzzing with
rumors a b u t secret contacts b e ~ e e nDiem-Nhu and Ho Chi Minh. In Hanoi no one confirms this, but no
one has given me - when I have asked - a clear, negative answer.

On the bais of information 1 received sîrictly privately in the North, it is possible to conclude that
some kind of Ngo-Ho talks have already begun: through direct ernissaries of the North, with the help of the
,p. 127.
French at least technical help at this stage."

-

m.

40 There waî of course one notable exception to this unofficial cease-fn and ihat was the
Communist propaganâa-venom d k t e d at the strategic hamlets. Likewise, violence directed toward the
strategic harnlets continued unabated until the program was abandoneci. William Colby had noted this and,
indeeâ, Lhis fact was illuminated carlier in this work.

Charles de Gode & Roger Laione#e Raognbed aa @portuni@for France in the
Anierican Abandonmeut of Diem

-

Charles de Gaulle wopised the opportunity for France to gain a new foundation in

-

Vietnam through the pmcess of a North South dialogue. Consequently, in August of 1963. when
the Americans were feverishly üying to find South Viemamese generals to throw Diem out of
office. the French Presidcnt publiclp callcd for pcacc and u n i 5 talks behvccn Hmoi and

~ a i ~ o n . 4De
2 Gaulle's offer, vague promise of French CO-operation though it was, had weight
which had an authority beyond the best efforts of American aid, for he appealed to older ties
which still bound the Vietnamese to the ~ r e n c h . aAt this time, however, Ngo Dinh Nhu was
more cautious than the French or the North Vietnmese as he did not want to unnecessarily 'burn
the bridge' between the Diem govemment and the ~mericans.*
Nhu himseff told Lodge about his meeting with Maneli luter thal same day.
September 2, when he taikd to the American amb~ssadorabout leaving the
government and retiring to Dulat. He said that Manefi had spoken of de Gaulle S
decfarationand of Ho Chi Minh 's recent appeal for a cease-fire und a s k d whcat
he could tell Prime Minister Pham Ifan Dong on h h next visir to Honoi. Say
nothing to Dong. Nhu said he had replied ... "Our foyafy ro the Americans
furbids us to consider either staternent. The Americans are the only people on
eurth who dare to hefp South Vietnam. nerefore I have no comment. "

.

Then Nhu spoke of his contacts with the other side and told Lodge that
the taks whose existence he hod denied to Maneli were already under ww. The
Italian ombassador d'ûrlandi, w h war present at this meeting. recorded in his
diary an accuunt of Nhu S w o r h thor w u not limited IO the generalities Lodge
reported /O Wmhingon. D *Orlundi.not Ldge, wus the sourcefor Nhu 's
Footnotes

"There was no doubt tbat the Fmch government, and de Gaulle penonslly, dccided to seize
to take conml of the Diem govemment, make it dependent on the help of the French
goverment, and somehow oust the Americans. In this way at last the barbarians h m across the ocem
would l e m what French culture, intelligence, and expmience meant.
De Gaulle and Laloueae were right. In 196364 it rnight have been possible to end the war and
achieve neutralization in a sovereign Viebiamese state indepcndcnt of Moscow and Peking..." Manel i, W x
of the Vanauished, pp. 151 152.

the chance,

-
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statement ... "1 am now the intermedias, accepted by the Viet Cong for their
dialogue. " And d 'Orlandi reported Nhu 's explanation that the otheer side had put
fonuard peace proposuls not only because of the success of the snategic hamiet
program but also because they resented the yoke the Chinese were imposing on
Hanoi, and they realized the resumption of trade between North and South would
be of aùvuntage to both. According to d'&landi, not Lodge, Nhu had said the
Communists did not even insbt on neutralùing the South because they were
satisfled hot when the fighting ended the American presence would be less
nrcessury ro the Saigon r ~ ~ i r n e . ~
The French Ambasador, Lalouette, believed that Nhu was making a fatal error in trying
to hold on to American support because, regardless of al1 the g d - w i l l between Nolting and the
Vietnarnese, Lodge had undone this. Furthemore, the Americans had. obviously, already decided
to abandon the Ngo brothers and their govemrnent, indeed. the French believed that was why
Lodge was sent out to Vietnam in the first place.4 Lalouette told Maneli that Nhu had to rnake
the move away h m any delusion he held of the AmeRcans still king fnends of the Diem

governrnent: 'Nhu is still deluding himself that he can arrive at an understanding with Lodge. He
does not want to bum his bridges behind him. If he dws not rid himself of these illusions he will
be lost. It is a tragic rni~take.'~'

Perhaps. one of the greatest ironies, amongst so many great ironies. to emerge fmm the
breakdown in relations between the Diem govemment and Washington was that, at the inception
of Ngo Dinh Diem's fledgling Republic of Vietnam it was the Americans who defended him to
Footnotes

Js Ibid.
46 "Arnbassador Lalouette tried to persuade the American arnbassador that Diem should k Ieft in
power and told him about Goburdhun's ~ p o r r tthat Pham Van Dong was &y to exchange Northcm coal
for Southem rice. "1 uged Lodge not to make the coup." he recalled to this Wter years later. By that time
he was convinced that nothing he might have said that Septembet would have swayed Lodge: Lalouette had
corne to believe that the American had been sent to Vietnam with instructions to remove Diem as soon as
he could.... It was hopeless, Lalouette said later. 'They had made up their min& to negotiate fiom a
position of force."'
p. 229.

m.

47 Maneli. War of the Vanauished, p. 15 1.
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the French and now, in the late summer of 1963, it was the French who were trying to save
Diem's government h m the Americans' impatience and wrath which had k e n whipped-up by
the Arnerican newsmen. Lalouette revealed, in conversation with Maneli, that the French had
corne to accept the fact that Diem and Nhu were the only ones who could bring about a peace
with the Notth:
Lufouette continued: "...The situation is tragic. It is dlflcult IO defind the DiemNhu reginie since the raid on the pagodas. TThey ore dkcredited, but nevertheless
I feel thut on& Diem can conclude peuce with the North and corne to an
agreement with the Front.... You are not the only person to whom I have told
this,... I huve said the same thing to Ambassador Lodge. 1 insisted that Diem S
removal byyjoorce would be a mistuke impossible to repuir...I repeated the same
thing to Ambassudor von WentIandt...if Diem and N h are removed, al1 our plans
designed to end thejighting and bring about agreement with the North will corne
to naught.... it is only they who can now stand up to the Americuns. Any other
government will be even more dependent on the Americms, will be obedient to
them in ail things, und so there will be no chancefor peace.

The New York Times attackcd the French Ambassador claiming that he was trying to
align oiher Western diplornais to put pressure on Lodge in order to soften the American stance
over Diem. There were also newspaper reports that France was backing Nhu as the man to "lead a
great national movement toward re~nifcation.''~~
The French position was officially denied in
Paris and assurances were given to the Americans that France had no intention on supporting Ngo

Dinh Nhu; Lalouette told Ambassador Lodge on September 10 that he had k e n summoned to
Paris for consultations for a week but he never retumed?

Yet even with the recall of Lalouette

Ibid. pp. 14 1 - 142.
Harnmer, A k a t h In November, p. 2î9.

Ibid. pp. 229 - 230.
-
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the rumours in Saigon and amongst Amencan newmen about a North - South rapprochement
canied on unabated?'
Considerution of the Seywur Hersh Thais

-

One of the latest published works which deals with the Kennedy era and the Amencan
President's decisions vis-à-vis Diem and Vietnam, places enorrnous weight on the whole North

-

South dialogue and its potential as the leading cause for Kennedy's administration disposing of
Diem. For his book, The Dark Side of Camelot, author Seymour M. Hersh interviewed a good

fiend of Kennedy's, Charles ~artlett.52 about this entire issue. Bartlett quoted Kennedy as
saying:

"Charlie, I can 't let Vietnam go to the Comrnunists and then go and ark these
people [the voters ojdmerica] tu re-elect me. Somehow we've gor to hold that
territory through the 1964 election. We Ive already given up Laos to the
comrnunists und i/l give up Vietnam I won f really be able to go to the people.
But we Ive got no Mure there. [The South Vietnarnese] h t e us. Thry want us out
of there. At one point they 'Il kick our mses out of there.'lS3

In this seemingly innocuous chat with Bartlett, Kennedy exposed many secrets about his
administration that had caused so much difticulty. Not l e s t of these was the fact that he
recognised Laos for the hand-over to the Comrnunists that it was and that, knowing this, he had
~ l i o u s l ymisled his allies in South Vietnam when he hnd tried to daim that Laotian 'neutrality'
was not a Communin victory. Diem and Nhu, regardless of State Deparmient protests and

-

5' fbid. p. 230.
52 Charles Banlett was, indeed, a close confidant and hiend of John F. Kennedy as Arîhur M.
Schlesinger, Jr., recalled that it was at one of Bartlett's many dinner parties for Kennedy that the, ihen,
United States Senator met his future wife, Jacqueline Bouvier. Chatles Bartlett remaincd such a close hiend
that even when Kennedy became more seciuded in the White Houe, as President, he still made t h e to go
to dimer at Bartlett's. Schlesinger, A Thousand Davs, pp. 94 & 667.

9 Seymour M. Hersh, The Daric Side of Camelot, (Boston, [MA]: Linle, Brown and Company,
1997), p. 418.

assurances to the contrary, had been right ail-along about Laos and their fears about how
Kennedy would treat them were equally well-justified. Ambassador Nolting, amongst many other
experts such as William Colby, traced Kennedy's ?roubles with the Diem govemment to the

abandonment of Laos by the United States. Neverthcless, Hersh's latest effort ignores these
earlier problems and focuses almost exclusively on the problem of the Ngo brothers talking with
the Communists as the main reason for the November coup. Hersh's argument has power, though,
in as much as he quite rightly points out that many of the American newsmen ignored what the
Polish ICC Representative, Maneli, had drawn attention t o . 9

Maneli. an intellectual who fmght law ut the Universiiy of Warsaw, had
by 19 70 emigrated to the United States. und he began teaching political science
ut Queens College. He offered ajrst-person occount of the f a l h between North
and South Vietnam in a 1971 memoir, War of the Vànauished, published by
Harper und Row. Astonishingly. the American press ignored it: the book was nor
reviewed by any major newspaper or magazine. Still posecuting the war, the
Americü of 1971 was no[ reaày to be told that the war did not have to be.S5
Specifically, Maneli had underscored the fact that, even though Diem was s o ~ l yunder aaault
kom the Americans, the Buddhists, and a plethora of other dissident groups in Saigon during the
surnrner of 1963.Hanoi, king aware of this as the window of opportunity for bringing down the

GVN, chose, instead, to back-off across the political and insurgency spectrum. There were, of

course, two notable exceptions to the Communists' relaxation of political and military pressures

David Halberstam. it should be noted, w u not arnongrt chose newsmm who ilgiaed the
alleged No* - South taks as Ellen Harnmer's research shows that Halberstam could not resist the
opportunity to take a shot at Diem and Nhu and criticised thtm in his reporting for causing fcar and panic
amongst ",.,high officiais, civil servants, and Catholic retùgees h m the North [owing to the fact] that Miu
might turn to neutralism," Harnmer, A Death In November, pp. 231 232. Of course, the hypocrisy of
Halberstarn's position on this issue was as staggering as it was self-evident; for, he had always argued that
Diem and Nhu were the trouble in South Vietnam and the cause of the conflict, yet whtn they ûied to tak
peace with the North he ctiticised them for, essentially, 'selling-out' the Catholic and civil-servant
contingents the very people whom he had accused of king the most compt!

-

-

SS Herrh, The Dark Side of Camelot, p. 422.
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on the GVN and they were the Buddhist provocation, which became even more strident and the
assault on the strategic hamlets. Witliout a doubt, this would have been the best time for Hanoi to
substantially increase political and military pressures on Diem but, notably. the North Vietnamese
political strategists chose to give the beleaguered South Vietnamese leader a respite. Thus Maneli
pointed out: "If the govemment in Hanoi does not undertake an offensive designed to remove
Diem and Nhu fmm Saigon, this is certainly because it wishes them to survive for a time yet

-

long enough to corne to an agreement with them behind the Ameicans' backs.'*

Here, in its most fundamental fonn, is the Hersh thesis:
Richard R Smyser, a State Department oflcer who arrived in Saigon in
early 1964 and worked closely with Ambassudor Lodge, told me that it w m his
understanding that a major motive/or US support of the coup d'étai was the fuct
thut " D i m was trying to mate a deai" to establish a neutral South Vieînam.
"Remember what neuirulism was in I963"for mosl Americans - [and one mighr
add for most Vieniamese rm - especiully with regard to the HarrimudKennedy
heutralisar ion of Laos], Smyser said - "a new word for cornmunism. I/ Diem
made a deal, the deul was thar the US would leme und South Vieînam would
become a neutrul country. Vietnam would sri11 be divideci. For Kennedy, this wias
onuthema, b e c m e they pis political opponents in the 196.1 elections] would
say, 'He lost Vietnam because he lei it go neutral. ' So that meunt you h d to get
rid af Diem. "5'
Hersh's argument has some credibility,s however, this wnter would contend that it
represents only the proverbial 'tip' of a very deepset 'iceberg.' The problrm of the Kennedy
administration's double-mindedness in policy toward Diem's GVN finds its foundations in the
Footnotes

Maneli, War of the Vanauished, p. 142?

-

5' Hersh, The Dsrk Side of Camelot, pp. 422 423.

J8 T h e is
~ little doubt that the possibility of a 'deal*done with the Nonh by Diem and Miu was
wonying Washington. For example, Ambassacior Lodge had sought out the aâvice of Rokn Thompson of
the British Advisory Mission, with regard to Nhu's capabilities for pulling-off a deal with the Norifi. Thus,
Ludge reportcd the following to Washington through a classified cable: "2. Brother N h u was always
thinking of negotiating with North Vietnam and belitved blicved by Thompson] hc was clcvcr enough to
bring it off now that, in his opinion, South Vietnam was somewhat stnniger than it was two years ago.
Thompson believed the only ~ u m pcard Nhu had was the withdrawal of the US. For this, hc said, North
Fwtnote conîinued on mxt page:...
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bitter animosity that arose between Diem and Harriman over the Laos 'neutrality' Accords. As
this work has shown, Avetell Harriman was an extrernely powerful man and he had pwerful and
respected colleagues ranging from the elquent Galbraith, who had the Resident's ear, through to
the persistent Roger Hilsrnan. Because of this fundamental reality of American power politics,
Diem's days had probably k e n numbewd for sorne tirne prior to the Buddhist Cnsis of 1963 or
the alleged talks with the North Vietnamese. Nolting rnaintained that, while Kennedy ûuly liked
President Diem and did not want to see him ousted, the American President's position on this
critical issue was, nevertheless, weak. The sheer cultural and political prestige of Averell

Harrirnan, who was linked to nothing less than the 'New Deal' aura of the whole Roosevelt
presidency, intimidated Kennedy. Compared to the Hanimans, the Kennedys were, at best,
nouveau-riche 'bootleggers' and, at the worst, poor Irish 'upstarts;' and it was indeed possible
that the Amencan President would have felt this k e e n ~ ~ Thus,
. ) ~ the President, regardlesr of his
good intentions toward Diern, could not stand up to the constant pressure exerted by Harrirnan

and his cohorts in the State Department who wanted Diem gone at just about any c0st.~0Diem
and Nhu had been right about just what 'neutrality' meant for Laos and Arnbassador Nolting had
supported them in their contention. This, of course, had also put the seal on the fate of Nolting's
...footnote continuedfi.om previous page:
Vietnam would pay almost any price. What, he asked, would we do if the Govt of Vietnam invited us to
leave?" Henry Cabot Lodge, Telegram # 496, "Conversation With Thompson, British Advisory Mission,"
September 12, 1963 9 5 2 a.m., [Classification Secret], photocopy of original document, p. I of 2 in
R62 lllO2.921; Box Number: 26; Professional Papen, 1963 1982, Box I of 3, nie Nolting Papen,

-

-

-

s9 ïhe Kennedy social background is cornmon-knowledge and, certainly, the record is elear thst
Kennedy seemed to be intirnidatcd by Harriman. Nevertheless, for particular deuils concentcd with this
subject the reader may consult author Seymour Hersh's work as he certainly manages to convey the less
than savoury background of the Kemedys, and specifically that of John Kennedy's father, Joseph. Hersh,
The Dark Side of Camelot, pp. 44 - 60.

*

The Nolting pempective, mon couneous than Henh's, was kt,certainly, Harriman was able
to intimidate nearly everyone he came into contact with and this would have included Kennedy. This
perspective was relayed to this wtiter in an interview with Mrs. Lindsay Nolting; the interview was
conducted at I:00 p.m., ThurSday, 29' of January, 1998, over the telephone.
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career with the State Depariment and after, when he had resigned and attempted to re-establish
his academic career with the publication of his memoirs.61
In the end, the coup of November 1, 1963, brought to an unceremonious close al1
possibility of a negotiated senlement in Vietnam. How far Ngo Dinh Nhu's talks had gone with
the North, witbout further documentary prwf, is a matter of speculation. Neverthelers, having
had the chance to study al1 the available material on this question at the time, Ambassador
Nolting told Washington: "Give them a chance...The South Vietnarnese leaders are not snipid,
and they tw not going to risk their necks or betray us.'*f Nolting's admonishment to Washington
was right.*

Unfortunately, French ambassador Roger Lalouette was also correct in his warnings

to the Ngo brothers about Arnerican beûayal. By not "buming their bridges" with the Amencans
Diem and Nhu's fate became sealed and to quote Lalouette once again. they had made a lragic
Foornotes

This was so much the case îhat when Ambassador Nolting tried to get his memoirs published at
the University of Virginia Press, afler he had resigned h m the State Department in protest over the
betrayal and murders of Diem and Nhu, and even afier many years had gone by, he suffered much abuse
and vicious invective. The source for this attack came h m Comell University where an outside reader had
been given his manuscript, This befell him because of his firm stand in support of the Ngo Dinhs, that he
could not find a publisher for two years - when Greenwood finaily opted to publish one of the most
important memoirs of American diplornatic engagement in South Vietnam. These personal facts, concemed
with Arnbassador Nolting's travail aller he left the State Department, were reiayed to this writer in an
interview with Mrs, Lindsay Nolting; the interview w u conducted at I :O0 p.m., Thurs&y, 29 January 1998,
over the telephone.
62 Nolting, From Trust To Tratzedv, p. 1 18.
"1 klieve ihst somewhere in the back of the minds of Diem and Miu lingerd the idea that in
case of a fmal break with the Americans, they might find some modus vivendi with Hanoi. And for the time
they were exploiting certain contacts or appearances of contacts with the Communist camp to frighten and
blackmail theù anti-lommunist allies. They viewed anti-Communism not only as an exportable
commodity, but also as a medium of exchange. Hence, Nhu wished to stay in contact with me and acttd to
use his favourîte expression dialectically: he stayed within the bounds of oficiality and wcnt beyorid it,
creating appearances and suggestions of little consequence. He was at the same time and with the same
words confming and denying. Despite appearances, Diem and Nhu were flexible politicians. And yct,
although they were able to accept certain compromises, they could not make a clean break out of the cage
of the ir own illusions [i,c., the illusion of continu4 American support].'' Maneli, War of the Vanauished, p.

-

150.

-
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m i ~ t a k e .Because
'~
once Lodge was on the rene, whom most foreign diplomats and the North
Vietnarnese suspected had been sent out to oversee Diem's removal fiom power, the possibility
of reconciliation between Diem' s GVN and the Kennedy Administration became, effectively,
impossible.6S

Foof notes

* Lalouene is quoted in Maneli, War o f the Vaii~uished,p. 151.
65 The following dey 1 cabled that the appointment of Lodge spelled the end of the Diem
regirne."W. p. 135.
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They came to land in the country of the Germenes (Gadorenesl. which
is opposite Gulilee. He war stepping ashore when a man fiom the town who was
possessed by devils came towards Him: for a long tirne the man had worn no
clothes, nor did he live in a house, but in the tombs.
Catching sight of Jesus he grne a shout. jéll ut his feet and cried out at
the top of his voice. ' W hdo you want with me, Jesur. son of the Most High
God? I implore you. do no( torture me. ' - For Jesus hod been telling the unclean
spirit to corne out of the man. 1 was a devil that had seixd on him a great many
times, und they used to secure him wirh chains and fètters tu restrain him. but he
would olways break the fatenings, and the devil would drive him out into the
wilds. 'What is your name? ' Jesus asked. 'Legion ' he said - because many devils
had gone into him. Atid these pleaùed with him not ta order them to depart into
the Abyss.
Now there was a large herd ofpigsjxding there on the rnountain, und
the deuils pleaded with him to let theni go into these. So he gave them kave. The
devils cume out of the man and went inro the pigs, und the herd charged down
the clrf into the lake und were drowned.
While the mystery of iniquity and its accompanying insanity is made clear in the above passage

from the Gospel According to Saint Luke, Frederick Nolting nevertheless was dismayed when he
witnessed a sirnilar propensity for the Kennedy Administration to rush heûd-long into disaster:

In twenty-nuo years of public service. I never saw anything resembling the
confuFion, vucillation, and lack of CO-ordinaiionin the US.government. While I
had symputhy for Presiden Kennedy in his dilemnia, one cannot admire his
failure to take control. The Harriman-Lodge a i s seenied too strongfor him.
In Saigon, Lodge was doing everything possible within his loose and
o/ln conflciing instructions to encourage a revoiutim. In Washington,

-

The Gospel Aecording to Sr. Luke, Lk 8:26 8:39. in The lemsalem Bible, (Garden City, WY]:
Doubleday & Company, hc., 1966), p. 106.
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Harriman saw to it that the pressures aguinst Diem - both mural pressures and
physical sanctions - were not relared.

In the end. the Americon position came down to a disgracefil one:
encouraging a coup while pretending we kiad nothing to do with it.2

The GVN was leA in a most precarious position with the recall of Nolting and the
promise of a new ambassador, Henry Cabot Lodge, who had been built up in the American news
media as a man who would 'lay down the law' with Diem. As such, Diem and Nhu were forced
to take a long hard look at their involvement with the United States and, in their estimation, the
'cons' were starting to substantially outweigh the 'pros'. For exarnple, they had to consider the
depth of the il1 will that Averell Harriman had s h o w toward Diem with regard to the latter's
hesitance over the Laos Neutrality Accords. This consideration was especially poignant given the
fact thai it had k e n made manifest that US policy was king steered in an opposing direction to
the GVN ever since the Laotian question came up. They must have realised by this point just
how powerful Harriman was and this, by itself, was cause for their genuine concern. They had to
consider that, regardiess of their dire warnings and pteadings, the Laotian deal, as formulated by
Haniman, went ahead. Indeed, their warnings had k e n based on an accunite assessrnent of
precisely what the North Vietnamese Communists would do. Laos had become a staging area
and Iine of communications for insurgent manpower and supply into South Vietnam. Yet, no

allowance was made for South Vietnam to protect itself fiom this assault as cross-border raiding
was expressly forûidden in the Accords and Averell Harriman promised to hold Diem's 'feet-to-

the-fire' on this crucial issue3 They had to consider the fact that the Kennedy Administration did
Fooaores

Nolting, From Trust To Tra~edv,p. 132.

Perhap unwittingly. Roger Hilsman attested to this absurd policy by, of al1 things. trying to
paint the American position of not raiding into Laos in the whitewash of 'moral purity'. Anyway, the
sceptical reader cm indulge his credulity in the following excerpt fiom an intervi~wHilsman gave to the

Foutnote continued on mt page:. ..

-
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not appear to be remotely interested in what the reality of the so-called 'Buddhist Crisis' mily
was. nieir p m f of Washington's lack of discemrnent, discretion, and patience was that the
minute Nolting was on holidays Tnieheart had 'taken off the gloves' and. in effsct, threatened
hem (Diem and Nhu) over the 'persecuted' Buddhists. T'hey knew that Trueheart was not acting
alone and that the source of this betrayal lay in Washington. They had to consider the fact that
the US news media were showing manifest bias in hvour of the radical Buddhist bonzes. It was
these political 'monks' who had openly stated that they would overihrow the Diem government

and al1 the while the Kennedy government did nothing to bolster deteriorating relations in the
face of such a clear danger. Now they had to consider that the one calm and rational link that

...footnore conrinuedfiom previous page:
JFK Library historian, Mr. O'Brien, on this very point: "As far as any bombings of the mil go, of any
typc, Harriman stated this and 1 totally agreed with it and implcmented it. Harriman said "We are going
to be absolutely pure, absolutely pure. We're going to let them take al1 the onus. We're going to be
absolutely clean. And the reason we're going to ûe clean is because when the break comes between the
three factions, we want it to come not between the neutralists and the right, as it happened before, so that
the neutralists and the communists are lined up against the right, but between the neutralists and the other
side. We want to make the communists wreck themselves, hang themselves, give them rope." So we were
absoluteiy pure, absolutely pure,

--

The only thing I pennitted, as Assistant Secreiary, to happen over Laos, until the day I left office
in March of '64,was hi@ levei reconnaissance. that is, the U-2." Roger Hilsmm, "Oral History Interview
with Roger Hilsrnan, Jr." Recorded interview by Dennis J. O'Brien, August 14, 1970 (Hamburg Cove,
Lyrne, Connecticut), p. 25, John F. Kennedy Library, Oral History hogram.
The amazing thing about Hilsman's testimony here is, if what he claims huly represents the
motives behind the US policy vis-&vis Laos, thcn academic considerations over-mled common-sense in
Washington or the Arnericans wem trying to be 'too-clever-by-half.' In other words, while the Americans
were willing to alienate Diem - in order to be 'pure' - the Communists, quite astutely, moved ahead with
flll-force to secure the Ho Chi Minh Trail area and al1 the American 'hand-wringing' failed to stop this.
World public opinion meant nothing in cornparison to the mal-estate Giap had managed to secure on the
ground. In this sense, with regard to both the Laos Accords and the Buddhist Cnsis, one is forced to admire
the Communists' mattersf-fact acceptance of reality and their ability to exploit it to their maximum
advantage whik the Americans engaged in sophisty and moral grandstanding - al1 the while at theu ally's
expense! In this writer's estimation nothing sums up the m a l i t y of the HarrÛnanMilsman era in
American foreign policy during the Kennedy era better than this testirnony of Hilsman's. lndeed, the
cynical title for the Ho Chi Minh Trail: The Avcrell H h a n Memonal Highway takes on a whole new
effectiveness and accuracy when one considers what motivated Harriman and Hilsman.

-
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they had to Washington, Frederick Nolting, was removed fiom Saigon. Indeed, their position was
as desperate as it was precarious and they had to act if they were to maintain even a semblance of
legitimacy as an autonomous Vietnamese government. In this context it is worthwhile to
consider the research of Anne Blair, who wrote a critical histoncal analysis on Ambassador
Lodge's mission. Thus, she noted the xrious mistake of moving Nolting out ai this iime and its
impact on Diem. "Since Diem was expecting Nolting to retum to Saigon on a continuing basis
after his vacation, Department of State shifts in policy could only serve to make him feel
besieged and betrayed by his Amencan patrons, while doing nothing to advance the war e f f ~ n . " ~
Diem and Nhu/inuliy ger 'Tough ' with the Radical Bonzes

-

Quite apart from the contacts the GVN began with Hanoi, desperation also drove Diem
and Nhu

CO consider

finn measures for dealing with the radical Buddhists as this particular

smiggle had become one of their very survival. Their choice was as simple and as profound in its
ramifications as the one they had to face back in the mid 1950s with the Sects: they had to
suppress the political bonzes or give up legitimate authority in South Vietnam. Very much like
the mid-1950s crisis, they could expect no help h m the Americans and, this time around, they
could expect the new element of hostility toward their actions as the Kennedy Administration

seemed to be falling over itself in order to placate these obvious enemies of the GVN. The
Ameticans failed to see or, perhaps, were so concemed with the media play in the United States
of these events in Saigon that, with an election coming up, political legitimacy in South Vietnam
ceased to mean that much in Washington. Regardless of American hand-wringing, Diem and

Anne E. Elair, Lodne in Vietnam: A Paaiot AbCoad= (New Haven,
1995), p. 17.
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Nhu had considered that the best time to deal effectively with the radical Buddhists was the
interim between US ambassadors and, as such, they declared martial law and finally moved
against the bonzes of Xa Loi and Tu Dam pagodas on August 20, 1963.5

The news that martial law had k e n declared in South Vietnam and that the insurgent
pagodas, Xa Loi and Tu Dam, had been seized and cleared of the radical bonzes was treated with
shock and confusion in ~ashington.6Nolting recalled that the news shockeâ him as well and
that he could not understand why Diem had acted so rapidly and against his own policy o f

conciliation. Nolting sent a Diem a telegram with a personal note to this effect and this was
Foornores

The President's Intelligence Checklist of Augunt 21, 1%3. lists these developrnents in a laconic

manner:

"a. Diem's regime seems detemined to repress forcefully the rising Buddhist agitation, despite
strang advice fiom US representatives and an urgent plea h m Saigon's ambassador to Washington.
b. Police and army personnel raided Buddhist pagodas in Saigon and HUC yesterday using arms,
grenades and tear gas.

c. A number of Buddhists were reported killed or wounded, and many others were arrested. The
fate of key Buddhist leaders is not yet known.
d. Martial law has been declared throughout the country, and afl communications are in military

hands.
e. These harsh measures may only serve to further alienate the Vietnamese public and will furthet
darnage Diem's image throughout the world.
f. Some senior Vietnamese officers rnay have agreed with this action as necessary to prevent the
spread of unrest." The President's Intelligence Checklist, August 21, 1963, Kennedy Library, National
Security Files, Chester V. Clifton Series attached as #262 Editorial Note to William Trueheart's 261.
"Telegram Fmm The Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, August 21, 1963 10 p.m.
[Source: Deparmient of State, Central Files, POL 2-4 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate] in FRUS:
Vietnam, Januarv to Aumist. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 597 598.

-

-

6 "We expect to issue a statement on Augwt 21 stating that the repressive measum against the
Buddhists undertaken by the GVN represent a direct violation of its assurances that it was pursuing a policy
of reconciliation with the Buddhists and consequently the actions of the GVN cannot be condoned by the
United States." This initial Washington response was spelieâ-out in a 263. "Department of State Daily Staff
Surnmary," Washington, August 2 1, 1963, [Dcparbnent of State, Top Secret and Secret Sumrnaries: Lot 65
D 142. Top Secret; Eyes Only for Dcsignated Recipient.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv to Aunust, 1963,
Vol. III, pp. 598 599.

-
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something that the American ambassador would later regret as Diem had ample reason to move
on the pagodas with al1 due haste.
The news stunned us equally in Hawaii. We were amazed and angered thut it
came on the heels of Diem 's stufement of his policy of conciliation. I was
shocked and immediately sent President Diem a personal telegram: "This is the
Brst tirne that you 've gone bac&on your word to me. " Now I regret sending that
telegran. Luter I s a w Nguyen Dinh Thuun in Paris and asked him fi he recalled
it. He answered, "Yes, I took it to the President. The President read if,shook his
head and said, 'He doesn't know what the provocation was."' The
"provocarion" wus, in fuct, continued pucking of arms in the Xa Loi and other
pagod.. continued riots clamouring for the government's overthrow, and a
total unwillingness on the part of Thich Tri Quung und his militants to
compromise on anything. When I retwned to Washington, I would plunge
immediately into a controversy over whar 10 do about the Diem govemrnent, but
&ythat time it was too late.

William Colby, however, believed that this was a good opportunity for the GVN to Wear-thedecks", sort things out with a final compensation offer to the Buddhists who had suffered loss
h m the Hué tragedy, and, ihen. to get the counter-insurgency fight,* particularly the strategic
Footnotes

Nolting, From Trust To Tranedv, p. 12 1.
Nolting's recollection in his memoirs is consistent with earlier interviews he conducted with the
LBJ Library Oral History Program as the historian at the State Department indicates in the following note:
"Lodge and Nolting accornpanied by Hilsman and Kattenburg met in Honolulu to confer on Vietnam on
August 20 and 21. Lodge was going to Saigon, Nolting was retming to Washington. Kattenburg went on
to Vietnam for a 10-âay stay and Hilsman retumed to Washington. No account of their discussions has
been found ... In an oral history interview, Nolting rernemben that he was "shocked" at the raids and that
he sent Diem a personal message fiom Honolulu in which he told Diem: "This is the first time that you
have ever gone back on your word to me." Johnson Library, Chal History Program, Frederick E. Nolting
Jr., November 1 1, 1982, footnote # 6 of Bromley Smith's, 303. "Memorandurn of a Conference With the
President, White House, Washington, August 27, 1963,4 p.m. [Kennedy Library, National Security Files,
Meetings and Mernoranda, Meetings on Vietnam. Top Secret. ûrafied by Bromley Smith) in FRUS:
Vietnam. Januarv to Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 66 1.

-

8 "From Colby: endeavour to induce the G W quickly to take a series of favourable actions
respecting the Buddhists to exhibit that the tepressive measutes were necessary to establish the tranquillity
in which the religious problem could be sotved;..." Victor H. Knrlak, Major Genetal, USMC, 265.
"Mernorandwn for the Record by the Joint Chiefs of Staffs Special Assistant for Counter-insurgency and
Foutnote continued on nerfpage: ...
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hamlets program, back on c o u r ~ eColby
.~
also believed that the massive show of force that Diem
and Nhu had shown toward the Buddhist radicals by raiding the pagodas, unfortunately, gave too
much power to the arguments of their enemies in Washington and particularly within the State
~ e ~ a r i m e n t . lThe
O raids also caused immediate problems for the CIA because ihey were known
to be very close to Diem and Nhu and to have been involved, at al1 levels, with the Vietnamese
Special Forces used against the radical pagodas, as Colby explains:

Becoute of the CL4 3 secrecy and ifs long-time close relations with Nhu
and Diern. the immediute question wm raised in many min& whether the Agency
might be pursuing its O wn poiicy ai cross purposes with the osfcul United States

...footnote continuedjFom prmious page:
Special Activities (Knilak)," Washington, August 2 1, 1963, mational Defense University, Taylor Papen,
T-172-69. Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv to Auprust. 1963, Vol. III, pp. 601 -602.
William Colby, in his rnemoirs, fleshed out why he had taken this position on the Buddhists and
this is an important consideration for the student of this history as Colby had access to daily intelligence
reports which had allowed him to fonnulate a realistic appraisal of just wtiat the Buddhist Crisis was about.
"Al1 during this p e n d 1 was in daily contact with John Richardson, the CL4 Chief of Station in Saigon,
who in his tum was in equally close contact, as was traditional for the Agency's station chief there, with
Nhu, as well as with a wide numbcr of political and military leaders and groups in the country. And as a
result of our constant interchange of intelligence, I have to say that I didn't then - nor, in fact do 1 in
retrospect now - regard the Buddhist situation itself as quite the serious crisis that it was considered in
Washington. Indeed, I agreed with Diem and Nhu that the Buddhists were raising an essentially false issue
of religious discrimination, that the Diem regime was not a Catholic govemment, that the Buddhists were
challenging the govemment's basic authority in a series of escalating demands, and that they had to be met
with a firm hand. But most of all, 1 feit, we must not allow the matter to distract the United States fiom the
main issue in Vietnam: the fight against the Communists in the countryside. And it was apparent that the
Buddhist crisis and its repercussions in Washington were doing just that. 1 did not minimize the turmoil
that prevailed but I nmembered that Diem had survived cven p a t e r turmoil in 1955, and I believed that
he could do so again if the Americans kept a cool head and gave hirn the support now that they gave him
then. And in that context, I bdieved we would be able to influence him and work out between us a way to
handle the Buddhists proper concems and ours, while still pursuing the war against the Communists."
Colby, Honorable Men, p. 204.
'Wcourre, strategic hmlets stopped with the overthmw of Diern. They stoppcd before, when
the attention of the palace drifted off after May of 1963 to the problems with the Buddhists and with the
Americans. The strategic hamlets essentially stopped." William Colby, "William Colby in the Second Oral
History Interview.'* Recorded interview by Ted Gittinger, March 1, 1982, p. 6, Lyndon Baines Johnson
Libtary, Oral History Program.
Io
Colby, Honorable Men, pp. 208-209.
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position, and even have had something to do with the raids. For, as if developed,
the troops who had curried out the raids had been led by the Vieînamese Special
Forces which were supported by C h . . . In fact, however, they hod been
msembled for ~ h pugoda
e
raids totally without the CIA S knowledge, and if fèll
to me to convince Americans and Viemamese a h rhar titis was so.
Colby's overall assessment was, nevertheless, relentless as he always kept in focus what
it was that America was supposed to be doing in Southeast Asia or, in other words, where their
strategic purpose lay. He enunciated this position. which supported Nolting's arguments entirely,

-

in an interview with the BBC several years after the fact:

Our position was that Diem is about as gooâ a leadership ns you 're going fo get
in Vietnam in this damn rime. ï3at America 's main interest in Vietnam is not the
small details of how it runs ifs internai govemment sîructure, but whether if's
meeting the communisr challenge, thaf the strategic humlet programme is the
proper strutegy. Let S not be diverted Rom if. Let S supporî it, and that our
interests are that ir gets strong enough tojend ofthe communisrs in thatfashion.
Now, there were other people in Washington who claimed that it was hopeless
with Mr. Diem, that the dislike for his authoritarian rule. the politkaf opposition
wm su strong, thut the communists couîd not help but win in rhe long term with
lhar kind of governmente... The key question was never unswered. Which one are
we interested in? Are we interested in a pevect constitutional demucracy in a
smaîl under-developed COwtry in Asia, recently Peed fiom a hundred years of
colonial rule? Or rire we interested in some kind of a structure that will prevent
further expansion of communis~controî?I2

-

1' lbid. p. 209.

l2 Michael Charlton interviews William Colby in "Many Reasons Why: The Americw
Involvement in Vietnam," Programme 4, Part 11 in a series of eleven programmes,, "The New Frontiersmen
Hold The Line," Recorded: Thursday 23rd,, June, 1977, Transmission: Tuesday, 1 1th., October, 1977,
2 130-22 15, pp. 8 - 9 in R621/102.92 1, Box No.: 27, hfessional Papen, Thc Nolting Papcrs.
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Roger HiIsman Sen& the Augus! 24,1963, Cable !bat srrppom a C o v against D

h-

At this point, using the crack-down on the pagodas and the fictitious threat that Nhu was

consolidating power to take over the govemment as a pretext, Roger Hilsman engineemd what
amounted to a clear break with past US policy toward the GVN.His purpose was to engage the
Kennedy administration in the plannine o f a coup against Diem. Hilsman accomplished this

'end-run' on US policy by sending a dangerously worded telegrarn to Lodge in Saigon on the
weekend of August 24, 1963, when President Kennedy was out of town.13 The salient passages

of this now infamous August 24 telegrarn are as follows:
243. Eyes only Ambassudor Lodge...US Governmenfcannof rolerufe situation in
which power lies in Nhu S hands. Diem must be given chance to rid himselfof
Nhu and his coterie and replace rhem wifh besf military and political
personalities mailoble.

Ij; in spite of al1 your e$hrts, Diem remains obdume and rejues, fhen
we musr face the possibiliîy that Diem himselfcannof be preserved.
We now believe immediate action musr be faken to prevenf Nhu from
consolidating his position further.. ..(l) Firs1, we must press on appropriate
levzls of G YN following linr: (a/ USG cannot accept actions against Buddhists
tuken by Nhu and his coliaborators under cover of martial l m . (bl Prontp
dramaric acfions redress sifuation musr be taùen. including repeal of decree 10,
reluuse of arresfed monks, nuns, etc.
(2) We m w at sume fime also tell key milifmy leuàers thor US would
find it impossible to continue support GYN milirorily and economical/y unless
above sfeps are taken immediately which we recognize requires removal of fiw
Nhus fiom the scene. We wish give Diem reasonable opporfuniîy fo remove
Nhur. but i/ he remuins obdurate, then we ore prepmed to accept the obvious
impiicafion that we con no longer support Diem. You may also tell appropriate
miiifary commanders we will give hem direct support in any inferimperiod of
breakdown centrai governmenr mechanism.... Concurrently wirh ubove,
Footnotes

I3 Henry Cabot Lodge had taken over the pst of United States Ambassacior to South Vietnam
and had fmt set foot in Saigon on the night of August 22, 1963. Blair, Lod~ein Vietnam, p. 24.

-
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Ambassudor and country team should urgently examine al1 possible alternative
leadership and make detailed plans as to how we might bring about Dien's
replacement i/ this should become necessary...we will bac&you to the hilt on
actions you take to achieve Our objectives.I4
Nolting saw this telegrarn, just a short while atter it had been sent, as he nood in Hilsman's
office at the State Department. He stated that the 'other shoe had finally dropped' when he saw
this sinister document. To Nolting there was now no mistaking the fact that US policy had done

an about-face and that the Kennedy administration was engaged in the overthrow of the Diem
government.ls He also perceived that the impact of this nefarious document would be farreaching, certainly, beyond the combined imaginations of the group of men who were behind its
content. "The telgram of August 24 turned out to be a decisive factor in leading Our
country iato the longest and most unnecessary wat in American biatory [my ernphosi~]."(~

The historian at the State Department gives the best overall view of the deception that the

Harriman group used to get this telegrarn rarnmed-thmugh before reaction could mount:
Drufied by Hilsrnan and cleared by ffilsmun, Forreslul, and BaU Approved by
Harriman for transmission and classification. The cirajing und clearance of this
message hm occasioned subsequent controversy which is rejkcted in the
memoirs und recoilections of sorne of the principal personalities invoived at the
lime. Generaf h f m e l l Toylor stated in Swords and P/owshares, pp. 292-294,
rhat the cable was an "end m" &y an anti-Diem fuction in Washington
including Hilsman, Harriman, and Forrestal. Taylor believed the cable was illconceiveù, confiising, und wodd never had been opproved had Hilsmon and his

l4Roger Hilsman (even though the t e l e g m bars George Ball's name), 281. "(DEPTEL 243)
Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, August 24, 1963 9:36
p.m., [Department of State, Har-Van Files, Overthmw of the Diem Governent in South Vietnam, 1%3.
Top Secret; Operational Immediatc.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv to Aunust. 1963, Vol. Ill, pp. 628 629.

-

-

lS Nolting, Fmm Tmn To Tra~cdv,p. 124.

-

16 Ibid.
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colleagues not taken advantoge of the absence @om Washington of most of the
high-level oflcials of the administration.

Nolting's assessrnent of how the telegram was forced through in rapid order agrees with the
above account:

They had cleared this texi over the telephone with representatives of State
(George Ball was acting Secretary becaure Rwk was uway), Defense, CD.and
the White House stafl The President wm comulled. Each person, including
Presidenr Kennedy, who w u ïacationing on Cape Cod. hod approwd the
telegram under the impression that orher top oflcials had agreed with it. There
was nojôrmal meeting to discuss or co-ordinute the message.I8
Robert McNamara, Kennedy's Secretary of Defense, remembered the details of how this cable
was approved and sent folward and his description supports Nolting's assertion about the fact
that everyone was presenied with the cable having been told it was already approved by everyone
else concemed.19 McNarnara also recalled that Maxwell Taylor. whom he considered by far and

l7 Footnote # 1 attiched to document # 281. "(DEPTEL 243) Telegram From the Deputment
o f State to the Embassy in Vietnam," Washington, August 24, 1963 9:36p.m.. [Deputment of State, HarVan Files, Overihrow of the Diem Govenunent in South Vietnam, 1963. Top Secret; Operational
tmrnediate. DraAed by Hilsrnan and cleared by Hilsman, Forrestal, and Bail. Approved by Harriman for
transmission and classification. Signed 'Ball'] in FRUS: Vietnam. Januan, to Auaust. 1963, Vol. III, p.
628.

-

18 Nolting, From Tmst To Tra~edv,p. 1 24.

McNamara's description, certainly, supports Nolting's contention chat the Haniman group had
master-minded this efton: "AAer Hilsman completed the cable, on August 24, Averell Hamiman, who had
just become under-secretary of state for political affairs, approved it. Michiel Forrestal, son of the fust
secretary of defense and a member of the NSC staff, immediately sent the cable to President Kennedy in
Hyannis Port, swing, 'Clearances are k i n g obtained fiom [Under-secretary of State George] Ball and
Defense.... Suggest you let me know if you wish ...COhold up action.
The cable's sponsors were determined to transmit it to Saigon that very day. They found George
Ball on the golf course and asked him to cal1 the President on Cape Cod. He di& and hesident Kennedy
said he would agree to the cabk's ûansmission if his senior advisns concmd. George [BalIl immediately
telcphoned Dtan Rusk in New York and told him the pmidcnt agrced. Dean [Rusk] endoncd it, though hc
was unenthsiastic. Averell, meanwhile, sought clearance h m the CM. Since John McCone was absent,
Footnote coririnued on nexi page: ...
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away Kennedy's most capable geopolitical thinker ûnd security advisor, was appalled by what
Hilsman had done? Roswell Gilpatric, who initially had fallen prey to the efforts of Hilsman
and Harriman to get instant approval of the telegram, h3d immediate doubts and, even while it
was in the process of being sent, he made sure that Maxwell Taylor got a copy immediately.21
Regardless of Nolting's, Taylor's, and McNarnara's disapproval the cable was sent and "Lodge
understood the August 24 cable as instructing him to initiate action to remove Diem as leader of
South ~ietnam."2*
Years later - in 1977, in an interview with the BBC - Ambasador Lodge claimed that he
was stunned by the content of the August 24 telegram and that he agreed with the Nolting
assessrnent that it was very ill-advised:
"1 was thundersrn~ck
... So I get on down to Saigon on Friday und then Sunday
cornes this telegram telling me to do whutever l could fo overthrow Diem, and
ro, in efect, press the button ...l thought about asking for clurification of
instructions und t h n I thoughi no. that I wouldn 't do that ...I con read English, I
could understand perfecrly well what the telegram said, I thought it wos very if/advised: but I only had had twenS.four hours in the country und my opinion
warn '1 worth very much IO me or anybody else. So I raid I ' m going to t y IO
cary if out. "23
.../ootnote continuaifjotn previow puge:

hc talked to Richard Helms, the deputy director for plans. Helms was reluctant, but, like Rusk, went along
because the president had already done so.
Fortestal, meanwhile, callcd Ros [Roswell] Gilpatric at home and told him the same story: the
president and the secretary of state had seen the cable and concurred." I
U.p. 53.

z0 Ibid. p. 54.

22 Ibid. p. 55.
*l Ibid.

23 Michael Charlton interviews Hemy Cabot Lodge in "Many Reasons Why: The American
Involvernent in Vietnam," Programme 4, Part II in a series of eleven programmes, "The New Frontiersmen
Hold The Line," Recorded: niwsday, 23 June, 1977, Transmission: Tuesday, I 1 October, 1977, 2 13022 15, pp. 27 - 29 in R62 1/ t G2.921, Box No.: 27,Professional Papen, The Nolting Papcrs.
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Lodge went on to tell the

BBC interviewer, Michael Charlton, that he believed the instigaton of

the telegram, i.e., the Haniman group in Washington, had got carried away. "...in the State
Department you had men who had devoted a large part of their lives to this thing, they were on it
day and night and they'd get worked up and 1 think it's al1 done in the spirit of sincecity. That
doesn't make it any less reprehensible."** The BBC interviewer then asked Lodge, straight out:

"Do you think

chat a group in the State Department o p p o d to Diem seized their opportunity

that weekend in a quite delibenite way?"2S Lodge answered this question in the affirmative.
Now, what warrants the reader's attention here is that it was apparent to Lodge that there was a
malevolent drive within the State Department that wanted Diem gone. nearly at any cost. In tum.
this would seem to indicate, quite powerfully, that Harriman and his group were rmotionally
involved in their ardour to get rid of Diem. lt was ironic that one of their chief accusations
against Nolting was that he was emotionally involved in supporthg Diem. for they could not
perceive their own emotional involvement that ran in a contrary direction.26

-

24 Ibid. p. 29.

25 Ibid. p. 30.

z6 l u t a little earlier in this programme, Roger Hilsman had told the BBC interviewer: "Kennedy
would send people out there, you know, like myself or Mike Forrestal and others, and they would corne
back and Say Nolting was wedded to Diem. Localitis, we used to cal1 it, you know." Michael Charlton
interviews Roger Hilsman in "Many Reasons Why: The American lnvolvement in Vieînam," Programme
4, Part II in a series of eleven programmes,, "The New Frontiersmen Hold The Line," Recorded: Thursday
23 June, 1977, Transmission: Tuesday, 1 1 October, 1977,2 130-2 15, p. 1 I in R62 1/102.92 1, Box No.: 27,
Professional Papers, The Nolting Papers.
Yet, Lodge claims that the real emotion lay within Haniman' and Hilsman's camp: "Well, that's
the obvious explanation, that there was a group thac had k e n wotlring on this question for a long tirne and
they were emotionally hvolved and very sincere." Michael Charlton interviews Henry Cabot Lodge in
"Many Reasons Why: The American Involvcment in Vietnam," Programme 4, Pari II in a series of eleven
programmes,, "The New Frontiersrnen Hold The Line," Recotded: Thursday, 23 June, 1977, Transmission:
Tuesday, 1 1 Octobet, 1977, 2 13û-22 15, p. 30 in R62 1/102.92 1, Box No.: 27, Professional Papers, The
Nolting Papers.
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Nolting recalled that McNamaii was so upset by what he had read in the Hilsman
telegram that the Secretary called him and asked him to attend a meeting he was ûying to set up
with the President in order to have the telegram's instructions v0ided.2~ Nolting assured
McNamani that he would attend if he was invited, whereupon, he received an irnmediate
invitation from President Kennedy's military aide, Cisneral Chester V. "Ted" ~ l i f i o n The
.~~
meeting tumed out to be. in Nolting's words: "...a kind of National Security Council special
~
group meeting, chaired by President Kennedy, who appeared to be harassed and w o ~ i e d . " *The
meeting illustrated that a very deep division existed in Kennedy's administration with regard to
how Diem was k i n g treated and US policy toward South Vietnam in gcnerai.M
Just prior to the meeting noted in the previous paragraph another one had taken place at
the White House on August 26, 1963, wherein al1 of the major forces in the Harriman group were
involved. These included: Ball, Forrestal, Harriman and ~ i l s m a n . 3Kennedy
~
was plainly
annoyed at the way US policy was being driven by forces outside of the offices of his
administration and, indeed. the US Govemment, which were supposed to be making the

-

27 Noiting. From Trust To Trwdv, pp. 124 125.

28 Ibid. p. 125.

Ibid.
-

29 Ibid.

31 All those who attended this meeting inciuded: "The Resident, Secretary Rusk, Secretary
McNamara, General Taylor, Mr. Ball, Govemor Harriman, Mr. Gilpatric, General Carter, Mr. Hclrns, Mr.
Hilsman, Mr, Bundy, MT. Forrestai, Major General Wlak. Major General V.H. Knilak (USMC), 289.
"Memorandwn for the Record of a Meeting at the White House, Washington, August 26, 1963, Noon,"
[National Defense University, Taylor Papers, Vietnam, chapter XXII 1. Top Secret; Sensitive. Drafied by
Knilak.] In FRUS: Vietnam, Januarv to Aunust. 1963, Vol. III, p. 638.
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decisions on the direction of such policy. Although he was a man who held a great fondness for
the news media, he was clearly fed up with what the press had been doing:
The Ptesident obsenvd that Mr. Halberstam of The Nnu Yurk TIms Is
actually cunning a pdiricaI campaign; and he is wholiy un-objecfive,
reminiscent of Mr. Maîîhews in the Cmiro d ~ y s[my emphasisJ He stated thut

it WPÎ essential that we nor permit Halbersturn unduly to influence our actions.32
Of course, this revelation about I-lalberstam was not new to Diem and Nhu. Al1 the Prcsidcnt was
repeating here was precisely what William Colby. Ellen Hammer, Marguerite Higgins and
Ambassador Nolting had been stating al1 along: Halbentam was a 28 year-old 'kid' out of
control and doing a great deal of damage to American and Vietnamese interests.
As the meeting progressed, President Kennedy tried to find out if it was possible for the

US to live with Diem and Nhu but Hilsman rounded on this idea right away by slandenng Nhu:
"Hilsman replied this would be horrible to contemplate because of Nhu's grave emotional
instability."33 Hilsman continued his pitch to have the regime overthrown, which seemed to
annoy the ~resident.34Hilsman wanted the President to act. Accord ing to Robert McNmm's
memory of this meeting Hilsman tried to stop Kennedy from listening to Nolting:
But rhe President told him he wunred another meeting the next day and uskd
thar former Ambassador Nolting be present. Hilsman did not like that. He
complained that Nolting S views were colored and thta! he had becoine
rmotionally invoived in the situation. The president replied acidly, "Maybe
f ogically.

32 -0.p. 638.

-

J3 lbid. p. 641.

34 Harriman supported Hilsman during this conference by stating that they had acted, by sending
the August 24 telegram, at this tirne because they believed they had Vietnamese support, as a result of the
pagoda raids, to move against Diem.
p. 638.

m.

-
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McNamara's recollections of this meeting (i.e., the one just prior to Nolting's attendance) were
quite accurate as the President's reaction toward Hilsman was noted in the State Department
papen.36 President Kennedy was plainly not happy that Nolting was not in anendance and he
clearly detected bias on Hilsman's part. Indeed. it was the President's job to uncover why
Hilsman would be so adamant about preventing the former, but most recent, Ambassador to
South Vietnam frorn elaborating on his views. In other words. as President, Kennedy had to
know what it was that Hilsman and the Hamiman group feared in the testimony of Nolting.
Unfortunately for the historian, there is no clear indication that this crucial question was ever
answered. However, one could interpret. credibly. Kennedy's remarkable vacillation on tuming
US policy in favour of a coup as a sign that the Nolting testimony had. indeed. given him pause
to reflect.
Nolting did attend the next meeting, as previously noted, and he continued to stress that
the United States was embarking on a disastrous journey by attempting to overthrow Diem's
legitimate govemment:

During the next couple of week, I uttended several meetings on Vietnam.AI the
President 's reguest, I expressed my own convictions. independendy of those held
by my superiors in the State Department. l felt too strongly io do othenuise. The
bmic issue wus whether the US. government should connive to overthrow the
Djem government. I argued t h it should not. A coup would create a political
Foomotes

36 The official record states the following: "The Resident sîated that there should k another
meeting tomorrow to discuss the matter further. Mr. McNarnara stated that, as a matter of first priority, we
should procure biographical sketches of the key personalities involved, following which General Taylor
suggested that we should talk to Ambassador Nolting. The Resident agreed and stated that Nolting should
be brought to the meeting tomorrow, fallowing which Mr. Hilsman commented that Nolting's views are
coloreâ, in that he is emotionally involved in the situation. Upon hearing his, the Resident observed,
'Maybe properly."' Major General V.H. Krulak (USMC), 289. "Memorandurn for the Record of a Meeting
at the White House, Washington, August 26, 1963, Noon," mational Defense University, Taylor Papen,
Viemarn, chap. XXIII. Top Secret; Sensitive. Drafted by Kmlak.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Januarv to Auaust,
1963, Vol. HI, p. 64 1.
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vacuum, encourage the Communists, and wipe out the nine years of relatively
successfirl support we had given South Vietnam - without the use of American
combat forces. Furthermore. in supporting u coup, the United States would be
doing exactly what President Kennedy had promised President Diem we would
not do. namely, interjering in South Vietnam S infernal afiirs. Our moral
commitment, the integrity of the United States, waî ut stake. Finally, I argued
that the generals would be inegective leaders. They would not guin the support
of the South Vietnomesepeople and would naturally nun to the United Statesfor
more and more military help, including, probably, US. combat forces. 1 was
appalfed ~hatour government would encourage a coup of dissident generals to
overthrow their elected government. if was wrong in principle and would, even if
successfully e m t e d . have disasnous long-range consequencesfor the United
States as well ar for ~iernarn.3~
Regardless of Nolting's efforts to stay the hand of those who would overthrow Diem's
govemment and. regardless of Kennedy's willingness to listen to him. there was never any
evidence presented then or now that the coup 'green Iight' was 'switched-off or retracted. In
facf fiom what c m be discemed from a topsecret telegram that Kennedy sent

CO

Lodge on

August 29, 1963. Kennedy approved the go-ahead for a coup by the generals:

Top Secret, Eyes Only,
Emergency Persona1 For The Ambassudor From The President - No Department
or Other Distribution Whutever

I have upproved al1 the messages you are receiving)om others today, and I
emphasize that everything in these messages hm myful support.
We will do all thut we c m IO help you concluàe this operation successfUlly.
Nevertheless, there is one point on rny own constitutional responsibilities ar
President and Commander in Chief which I wish to state to you in this entirely
private message, which is not being cirmlated here beyond the Secretcny of
State.
Until the very moment of the go signai for the operution by the Generals, I m w
resewe a contingent right to change course and reverse previous instructions.
Whifefuly mare of your assessment of the consequences of such a reversuf, I
Foofnotes

3' Nolting, From Tmsi To Trwedv, p. 125.
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know fiont experience fhat failure is more destructive thon an oppeurunce of
indecision. I would, of course, accept jdl responsibility/or any such change as I
must bear also the fil1 responsibilityfor this operation and its consequences. It
is for this reason that I count on you for a conrinuing assessment of the
prospects of success and most particulariy desire your candid waning ifcurrent
course begins to Sour. When we go, we must go to win. but it will be better to
chonge our min& thanfail. And four national interest should require a change
of min4 we must not be o/ioid of

The AustraIiun, the French, and the Philippines Governments' uîtewt to wmn Kenne@
awuy from a Coup

-

In sending such a telegram, as noted in the preceding guotation, Kennedy had not just
ignored Colby, Nolting, Taylor and McNamara but, also, the expert opinion of several foreign
govemments. For example, on August 30, 1963, Ambassador Lodge sent a classified - Secret
cable to George Ball at the State Department infonning him that the French Ambassador, Roger
Lalouette, suggested that Diem was the best Vietnarnese leader available. Lalouette pleaded with
Lodge to consider the fact that the very heated political climate in Saigon was largcly the work

of the press and that, indeed, the whole concept of Buddhist suicides was nothing new as they
had occurred during the days of French Colonial administration. He askeâ two things of Lodge in
this meeting: I .) To try to calm American opinion and 2.) No coups?9 In fact in this overall
assessment by Lalouette, it was made plain that a coup would undo much good work:

38 Kennedy had also instructed Lodge, if he chose to reply, to send his answer as "For President
ûnly, Pass White House directly, no other distribution whatever." Resident John F. Kennedy, "Ernergency
Penonal For The Ambassador From The President No Department or ûther Distribution Whatever," pp. 1
- 2 in R62 1 / 102.921, Box No.: 26,Professional Papen, file 2 of 3, The Nolting Papcrs.
J9 Henry Cabot Lodge, Control: 2570 "Telegram From the Embassy in Saigon to the State
Department," Saigon, August 30, 7 pm.. [Action Department 384 Information CINCPAC Paris 10 From
Saigon August 30, 7 p.m., Secret; Limit Distribution.] pp. 1 - 2 in R621/lO2.921, Box No.26: Box I of 3 ,
Rofessional Papers, The Nolting Papen.
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Diem kas steadfîstness and determination w k h is m m in Asia and b
vduabIe. I n tmny ways he is the best Chkf of Staîe in Soutkeast Asia [my
emphaFis]. His weaùness is that he is nor a political leader, cannof make

speeches, culrivate rhe press, etc.,
He is niuch beaer ONWMNhu than wirhout him Nhu is eflcicnt and
intelligent The wur against the V&t Cong can bt von with Dlcni
AdniUiistratCon in o r n e [my emphasis].
The present sIruation is large& the work of the press [my emphasis],
heipvd greatly by Vietnamese inepfness. ln the days of French administrafion,
suicides of Buddhbts were very common and had no eflect whatever on the

population. n>ey create much more excitement abroad t h n they do in Virt-Nam.
Things are now quief ing down. Buddhists are being released, Decree
Law No., 10 will be repealed. The pugodm will be repaired ut Government
expense; a ceremony is planned to be held ut the Xu Loi pogoda ...In o year or
rwo rhe guerrillo danger might be ended The Yiet Cong ure very discouraged
und morale is very low in North Vietnam,concerning which he said [Laiouette]
he was well inforrned inasmuch as the French hme u mission there ...When I lefr
he said: let me say ~ Y Othings -- First, try ;Oculm American opinion and, second,
no coups.4*
Similar to what the French were saying, a CIA reporf dated Septernber 7, 1963,
illustrated the strong support that the Philippine govemment was willing to give to Diem and the

GVN. Specifically, the Philippine Foreign Secretary, Lopez, stated that he could foresee a role
for the Philippine govemment acting as an agent for reconciliation between Diem and the United
States ~ o v e m m e n t . ~Lopez,
I
according to the CIA report, had corne to understand that the
Communist threat was the most important issue in South Vietnam and that, while Diem was

lbid.
-

-

Reference: 17430; Repon No.: TDCS 31558.907, Tekgram infornation Report, Cenwl
intelligence Agency, CIassification: Confidential No Foreign Dissemination, "Philippine Foreign
Secretary Loptz' Belief That The Philippines Must Suppori. the United Siates' Backing of Ngo Dinh Diem
as An Anti-Communist Bulwark," September 7, 1963, p. 1 in R621/102.921,Box No.: 26, Professional
Papers 1963-1982, Box 1 of 3, The Nolthg Papen.
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nothing without United States support, without him the United States could not hold back the
~ommunists.4Lopez went on to state that the situation concemed with Buddhists was a South
Vietnamese intemal matter and that he would not hesitate to back the United States in support of
Diem. He indicateâ that he could anange for a more sympathetic hearing of Diem's cause by,
amongst other things, making public the findings of the Philippine National Intelligence Coordinating Agency which showed that the Buddhist revolt was Communist inspired.u
The Australian Govemment's position was remarkably similar to the Philippines' one. A
telegram sent fiom the Arnerican Embassy in Canberra to the Secretary of State in Washington
spelled out the Australian First Assistant Secretary's (Waller) position on Diem and the GVN
and this position was endorsed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs ~anvick.UThe Australian
Governrnent's polky was, essentially, that there was no alternative to Diem and that the regime
was by no means beyond constructive influence. Moreover, the Austmlians held that the radical
Buddhists had 'shot their boit' for the time being and that the crisis had calmed down
s0mewhat.~5The Australians were hopeful that the calm would allow the fight to be refocused
on the ~ommunists.MThe Australian position was echoed by the British Ambassador to South

Footnotes
42 W.

lbid. pp. 1 - 2.
-

-

44 lncoming Tekgram Department of State, Fmm: Canberra, To: The Secretary of Sure, "225.
Government of Ausmlia Policy Statement on Diem and GVN," September 10, 1963, 5 p.m.,
[Confidential), p. 1 in R62 11102.921, Box No,: 26, Professional Papers 1963-1982, Box 1 of 3, The
Nolting Papen.
Ibid.
-

-
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Vietnam. Etherington-Smith, as noted by Lodge in a cable he sent to Washington on September

On the general situation. Etherington-Smith thinks that the Diem Govt. hm

overcome the Buddhist problem and is strongly in the saddle and that apparently
nothing much con be gained by îrying to bring about a change...in other words,
attempts to get another govt. will probably fail and therefore should not be
undertuken...

Anne Blair asks the basic question in her research: how did Kennedy become so
divorced h m the expen opinion of what was really going on in Saigon so as to, eventually, get
behind a coup signal? Her answer coincides, for the most pait. with what Nolting and Colby have
stated on the whole matter and, indeed, what has been show in the body of this work. She
identified the power of the Halberstarn-Sheehan group to dtaw attention to the whole Buddhist
cnsis at Kennedy's political expense:

By rheir own admission, they had takm up the story of a developing dispute
berneen Diem and vurious Buddhist groups as a vehicle fur writing about the
political situation in South Vietnam with the quite conscious motive of promoting
u coup aguinst Diem. The Halberstam-Sheehan group made the 'Buddhist
al1 the reports that
Crisis" story th& own; their copy wm the bais for alappeared in major Americun daily newspapers and weeki'y magazines such as
Timr und Newsweek. The group 'spromotion of the story put Vietnam on @nt
pages for several weeh, prompting many editorials and readers ' letters
abhorring US.support of Diem. This deveiopment threatened to open up public
debate on the conduct of the war that Kennedy wished to ~ v o i d . ~ ~

Footnates

47 Henry Cabot Lodge, "484. Telegram From The Embassy in Vietnam to The Department of
S u e , " September 1 1. !963, 7 p.m., [Secret], p. 1 in R62 11102.921, Box No.: 26, Professional Papers
1%3-1982, Box 1 of 3, The Nolting Papers.

49 Blair, Locke in Vietnam, p. 13.
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According to Anne Blair's reseanh, Kennedy was so driven by domestic concerns related to bad
publicity over Diem and South Vietnam that he made himself prey to a very flawed and inexpert
group (with regard to what was really going on in South Vietnam) headed by the powerful

Averell Harriman. In turn, these [domestic concern] 'blinkers' prevented him from seeing or
hearing what the real experts were pointing out, i.e., to stay the course with Ngo Dinh Diem.

From South Z'ietnam, Gen. Paul Harkins und John Richardron, hcad Mfhc CL4
station in Saigon. advacated continued support of Diem ...the voices most oflen
raised in criticism o f Diem were those of AverelI Harriman, Roger Hilsman, and
Michael Forrestui...During the summer of 1963, Kennedy seems to have
conceptualkd Vietnam os a political and public relations issue rather than a
war. He consuited oniy with a select few fiom State, especiully Harriman and
Hilsman. :epresentatives of rhe Definse Department, the Joint Chiefs of Stag
und the CL4 were not included in these discussions. As a resulr, William Bundy
record4 these principals did not know the thinking of Ha~incrn.Hilsman,
Kennedy. and Lodge on the political situation in Saigon.

I/

Kennedy S bypussing key representatives of the National Seeurity
Council on Vietnampolicy seems grove enough, there wos yet another twist. In
efecf, the Department of Siate team had also cut theinselves oflfiom those
oflcials most in a position io d i s e them on how to deal with Diem and his
Jumi[v. Two of these men were John Richardson of the CD, whse speciul job it
was to liase with Ngo Dinh Nhu, and William Colby, then chief of the Far
Eastern Division of the CL4 in Washington und formerly head of the agency in
Saigon.... As the incumbent umbprsodor, Nolting w u not informed of the
adverse Hilsmun-Forrestui report of Junuury on Diem and the US.mission. He
leurned that he wns to be replaced by Lodge only weeh before the event, when
he picked up a newscasl on ship S radio while îouring in the Mediferranean...he
hod bern prevented fiom counselling Diem when the Vietnamese leader most
needed his advice.50

-

-

Sû Ibid. pp. 16 17.
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Frederick Nolting pu& up a Volionr Dc/nce of Diem aad Nhu at the Wh& House Regardless of how others in Washington acted at this time, Nolting had made it plain to
President Kennedy tbat Diem's GVN was worth saving and that the Buddhist Crisis was about
politics and not religion. As such, the reader needs to consider the high-level meeting, which
took place at the White House on August 27, 1963, at 4:00 p.m. The President was in attendance
and so were al1 those who had wanted to see a fundamental change in US policy toward South
Vietnam and, also. those who wanted to hold the line.sl It was at this conference that Nolting

began his desperate Washington-based campaip to stop the Harriman faction from forcing a
change in US policy that would favour a coup. President Kennedy asked Nolting questions on
specitic and pertinent points directly, for example, he asked why President Diem's raids on the
pagodas did not upset the rural peasants in South ~ i e t n a r n .Nolting,
~~
quite accurately,
responded with the mth: that the Buddhists were not the organised religious force that they had
been made out to be by the news media and that they had no real base of support amongst the
average Vietnamese peasant.s3 Of course, this was exactly what any of the experts. who had
spent years in Vietnam already knew, fiom Paul Mus thmugh to Dr. Ellen Hammer. Yet
Footnotes

-

These individuais included The President of the United States John F. Kennedy. Secretary of
State Rusk, Under Secretary Ball, Secretary of Defense McNamara, Deputy Secretary Gilpatric, Attorney
General Robert Kennedy, General Taylor, General Carter, Director Murrow, Ambassadot Nolting, General
Kmlak, Assistant Secretary Hilsman, Mr. Helms, Mr. Colby, Mr. McGeorge Bwidy, Mr. Fonestal, and Mr.
Bromley Smith. Notably, Averell Haniman was missing from this meeting, however, he had strong
representation Crom Hilsman, Forrestal and Under Sectetary Ball. Bromley Smith drafted the minutes of
this meeting, "Memorandurn of Conkrence With The Resident," August 27, 1963 4:00 p.m., Subject:
Vietnam, (Kennedy L ibrary, National Sccurity Files, Meetings and Mcmoranda, Meetings on Vietnam,
Top Secret, Vol. 1, Box 3 161. This copy appears in the Nolting Paper's with Nolting's handwriting in the
margins. p. 1 in R62 1/ 102.92 1, Box No,: 26, Rofessional Papcrs, tilc 2 of 3, The Nolting Papcrs.
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Kennedy gave no indication that he had come to the conclusion that the information he had k e n
receiving fiom the Harriman group and The New York Times was, in fact, distorted. President
Kennedy then raised the issue about why Diem had lashed out at the pagodas when he had given
his assurance to Nolting that he was on a course of conciliation with the radical Buddhists.
Nolting explained ihat Diem had, in fact, been true to his word up until the point where national
security concems had become overwhelming. His generals had started raising serious security
concems with regard to what was going on in the pagodas and with regard to the effect that the
Buddhist crisis was having on the mal war against the Communist Viet

on^.^ Ambassador

Nolting also told the President that he believed the final push toward hitting the pagodas may
have come from Madame Nhu. She had made public attacks on the Buddhists, which made
Diem's policy of conciliation very difficult, as the radical bonzes no longer wanted to
~~
Kennedy then asked Nolting about the place of
communicate with Diem or the G V N . President

Madame Nhu and just what her authority was - the implications were obvious: that they had to
remove Madame Nhu fiom access to power. But Nolting countered this direction by infonning
the President that the situation was a lot more delicate than it might appear to be. Nolting, with
accurate testimony, defended Ngo Dinh Nhu as the driving force, spiritually and intellectually,
behind the successful strategic hamlets program. He countered the nimours that had k e n
mnning around Washington, i.e., that Nhu was going to overthrow Diem, by stating, quite
accurately, that Diem and Nhu were absolutely loyal to each other. Furthemore. he predicted,
uncannily, precisely what would happen if a successful coup ousted Diem or Nhu fiom power:
Faotnotes
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that if the generals moved against Nhu then Diem would go d o m with him?

In this regard,

Nolting warned the President that Diem and Nhu were i n ~ e ~ a r a b l and
e 5 ~that, by themselves, the
generals in the ARVN did not have the 'guts' to move against the bmthers and that military
support did not exisi for a coup. Again, with an uncanny precision, Nolting outlined the fact that
there was one specific set of circumstances wherein the generals would move apinst Diem and
thai was if they believed that they had the support of the United States govemment. W ith this
caveat Nolting had placed the responsibility for a coup where it properly belonged: with
President Kennedy and his adrnini~tration.~
President Kennedy indicated that he had a certain sympathy toward what Nolting had to
Say on the situation in Saigon

- as most of this meeting took place in conversation between

Kennedy and Nolting even though there were many high-powered Washington officiais,
including Dean Rusk and Robert McNamara in attendance.59 Kennedy asked Nolting for his
overall assessrnent of the situation and what should be done vis-à-vis US policy direction in

South Vietnam. Nolting gave the US President his overall considerations which reflected what he
had always argued for: continuity of plicy. steadiness, support for Diem and basically to
weather the media storm in as calm a manner as possible. The one caution that this writer would

-

Sii lbid. p. 4.

s7 Nolting told Kennedy that the Ngo Dinh brothers wwere Iike Simese twins who could not be
forced apart. He also warned Kennedy that the gencrals, while they feared Mu and might actually rally to
a coup against him, would bc reluctant to move against Dicm because of his great stature amongst the
Viemamese as a me leader. W.

s9 Rokn McNarnara had picked up on diis understanding of Ke~edy's.McNamam,
Retrosmt, p. 58,
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ask the reader to bear in mind with regard to this conference is that nearly a page and a half of

what Nolting told the President has been erased h m the record because of its clwified nature.
Ambassudor Nobing recalled that the circle hod nearly been completed in a
three year period Ambassador Durbrow had told Diem three years ago t h Nhu
must go. Diem refused to accept the suggestion and Durbrow was removedfiom
Vietnam. (The President recognized the irony of the situation by smiling.)
A mbassador Noïting said we should not Jgh f the infernal political situation in
Vietnam too hard. He urged that we k e p our eye on jighting the f i e t Cong. in
his view, newspaper pressure cannot clean up the messy internul politics of
Vietnam which will be with usfor a long time.
The President asked whether Ambassudor Nolting agreed that Diem 's
actions in the lust fiw rnc~rhswould prevent hini fiom cartying forwurd the war
against the Communists. Ambossodor Nolring responded thut he thotrght we
should taàe it slow and eary over the next several weeh. It is possible thut the
brutal surgical operation may succeed as Diem and Nhu have predicted. We will
take our lumps because of the uctions of Diem and Nhu, but ijthey succeed, we
will h m preserved o basefor thejight against the Vief cong.@

Nolting attended White House conference d e r White House conference and his stalwart
argument for staying the course always rernained the m e . However, as tirne went on and the
ascendancy of the Hamiman group's sway over the President became manifesî, his arguments
became more desperate, to the point of allowing that Nhu should be cut-loose h m Diem and the
GVN. 61 The fundarnentals of the history of Nolting's desperate fight in Washington to preserve

1963

* DraAed by Bromky Smiih, "Memorandum of Conference with The President," Augupt 27,

--4:00 PM, Subject: Vietnam, (Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Meetings and Memoranda,

Meetings on Vietnam, Top Secret, Vol.1, Box 3161. This copy appears in the Nolting Papct's with
Nolting's handwriting in the margins. p. 5 in R62 1AO2.92 1, Box No.: 26, Rofessional Papers, file 2 of 3,
The Nolting Papers.
61 Robert McNamara recalled, in his memoirs. how Noking put up a stalwart defence against the
coup direction king advocated by Hanhan et al.: "Nolting expresscd grave doubts about moving against
Diem. He said we could not assume a new governrnent would be any easier to deal with or proviâe a
stronger base on which to prosccute the war. George [ M l ] dismisscd that, arguing we could not win the
ww with Diem in power an& therefore, must thrtiw him out. Averell Haniman agreeâ, saying we had lost
Footnote continued on next page:...
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a stable palicy for the United States in South Vieinam and to preserve the only legitimate leader
of South Vietnam

-

N p Dinh Diem

- can be traced and

illustrated through a series of

memoranda of conferences he was asked to attend at the White House,
On August 28, 1963, Nolting attended a meeting with President Kennedy at the White
House and, while he had the support of Vice President lohnson?

William Colby, General

Taylor, and General Knilak, he also had to contend with Ball, Harriman, Hilsman, and
~orresta1.aSignificantly, and this lends weight to Nolting's claim that ikan Rusk abandoned

Far East Policy to Harriman, the Secretiuy of State was not at this meeting while the Secreiary of
Defense was. Nolting told the President that he was sure that Diem and Nhu were aware of the

US Govemment's cornplicity with the grnerals in planning a potential coup.u Then, when
queried by the President, Ambassador Nolting pmceeded to point out, once again, the relevant
issues and problems with the US going back on its agreements with Diem.

Furlhrr encouragemenr [O rhe generals opposing Diem runs counter fo Our
agreement on continuing economic assistonce which we reached with Diem

...foornore conrinuedfrom previous page:
-

-

-

the fight in Viemam and would have to withdraw if a coup did not occur. Hilsman added there was no
stopping the generals now.
Nolting then repeated a fundamental question we had raised before but never fùlly explored or
answered. What condition would South Vietnam be in if a coup succeeded? Hilsman admitted we had little
insight into how the generals planned to nui the country if they took control. Nolting said only Diem could
hold the fragmented country together.... But Harkins wanted to try to detach the M u s h m Diem, and
Nolting agreed." McNamara, In Retrospcct, pp. 59 - 60.
62 Johnson, as previously noted. had been instructed by Kennedy mat, though he could attend and
listen in on these important meetings, he was not allowed to interfere or even express his opinion in any
persuasive manner.

*

hafted by Bromley Smith, 1. "Memorandum of a Conference With the President, White
House, Washington, August 28, 1963, Noon," [Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Meetings and
Memoranda Senes Meetings on Viemam. Top Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Auaust Dccember 1963,
Volume IV, 1% 1 - 1963; John P. Glennon, editor in chief, (Washington, [DC]: United States Goverment
Printing Otlice, 199 1), p. 1.

-

-

6J Ibid. p. 2.
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some rime ago. Diem foresuw ut that time a disagreement with the

US. about

how they were rwning the internai afluirs of Vieinam. Nolting suid he hud g m
reservations about proceeding uguinsf Diem. The good fuith of the US. is
involved. in addition, he had given persona1 commirnients to Diem which were
bused on instructions sent fo him fiom Wahington when he w u Ambassadot-.
We should not support a coup in the expectation thaî we cun get another
government which we con deul with und o buse on which we c m win the war
against the Viet Cong. Supporting a coup is bad in principle und sets a bad
precedent. 6S

As the meeting progressed, it became more heated as Ball rounded on Nolting claiming,
falsely, that Diem was breaking his promise of 'good faith' to the U.S. and Harriman
immediately lent his support to this.66 Haniman pmceeded from this point with the kind of
nastiness he normally let Hilsman demonstrate97 as he clairned that the US would lose Vietnam
if the proposed coup againa Diem failed. With incredible arrogance, Harriman stated that the US
had set Diem up in power and now that he had doubk-crossed them, they had the right to remove
him from power.a Hilsman xconded this arrogant distortion of Haniman's. Nolting stuck by
his position steadfastly, claiming that the Kennedy Administration had no way of telling what
they were opening themselves up to if a coup succeeded. He further insisteâ that Diem was the
only South Vietnarnese leader who could hold such a fiagrnenteâ country together, it was at this
point that Harriman exploded in rage against Nolting:
Footnotes

66 Ibid. p. 4.

65 Ibid. p. 3.

67 Haniman and Hilsman had a kind of 'mg-team*appmach wherein. nonnally. Hilsman would
be the 'bad-cop*while Harriman played 'good-cop*,howevcr, owing to the opposition hat Noiting was
stimng up against their planned direction for US policy in Southeast Asia, Hamiman abandoncd al1
theatrics and revealed a very nasty and vindictive side to his character as these meetings progressed.

ürafled by Bmmley Smith, 1. "Memorandurn of a Conference With the President, White
House, Washington, August 28, 1963, Noon," wenncdy Library, National Security Files, Meetings and
Mernomda Senes Meetings on Vietnam. Top Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust üeçembcr 1963, Vol.
IV, p. 5.
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"Mr.Nolting again intervened saying that he profoundly felt that only Diem
could hold thisflagmented country together.
The President said, 'Even with the N h ? ' Nolting replied that he
thought President Diem codd be persuaded to remove Madame Nhu fiom the
scene and ut least to make brother Nhu less corispicuoW... "With some heat Mr.
Haniman said that he Lad disagreed with Mr. NoIting fmm the beginning
when he j7mt assumed o r n e as Assistant Secretwy; thut Le felt he w a
profoundly wrong about th&; and that he was sorry to have to be so b h t
about saying so.
"Mr. HUsman said that he wished to associate himerf with MF.Ball and Mr.
Harriman ...[my emphosis] * 9

Years later, in Robert Kennedy's biography entitled: Robert Kennedy and His Times, Roswell
Gilpatnc told the Kennedy biographer that he could not remember when anyone had sufferd
such abuse in front of the President the way Nolting had at the hand of Harriman. He also noted
that the President seemed to allow from Hamiman what he would not allow from any one else.1°
On August 29, 1963. Ambassador Lodge sent his now infamous cable wherein he
declared: "We are launched on a course from which there is no respectable tuming back: The
overrhrow of the Diem ~ovemrnent."~l
It should be noted that statements like this make it clear
that Lodge's position as a credible diplomat was suspect right h m the beginning as he had made

Dmfled by Bromley Smith, 1. "Memorandwn of a Conference With the Rcsident, White
House, Washington, August 28, 1963, Noon," [Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Meetings and
Memoranda Series Meetings on Vietnam. Top Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Aueust December 1963, Vol.

-

-

IV, pp. 8 9.(Editorid Note found ou pp. 6 Ihrougb 9 of tbis document.)
l0Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Rokn Kennedy and His Times, Volume II, (Boston. [Ma.]: The
Houghton Mimin Company, 1978), p. 747.

Ambwador Henry Cabot Lodge, 12. "(375. CMCPAC exclusive for Felt.) Telegram Fmrn the
Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of State," Saigon, August 29, 1963 6 Pm., [Department of State,
Cenual Files, POL 26 S Viet. Top Secret. Emergency; Eyes Only.) in FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust - December
1963, Vol. IV, p. 2 1.
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no effon to talk to Diem before embarking on coup planning?

On this same date, the White

-

House drafted a Top Secret, Eyes Only cable, which was approved by the President. Secretary
Rusk, and Hilsman. The cable infomed Lodge that: YTbe USG will support a coup wbkb bas

a good cbince of succding but plans no d i m t involvement of U.S. Armed Forces [my
emphasis].w73 Essentially. this telegram was 'fleshing-out' what had been hinted at in another
cable Kennedy had sent to Lodge on that same day.74 Nevertheless, Nolting continued to push
for exactly what Lodge had claimed that there was no tuming back fiom. Related to this, there is

2' ln this context, McNamara recalled how Nolting's suspicions were aroused over how Lodge
was behaving, right tiom the outset, in Saigon: "Nolting pointcd out that Lodge still had not had a
substantive talk with Diern. What Nolting did not Say but 1 suspect knew was that Lodge did not want
such a meeting and that his superiors at the State Department had not ordered him to arrange it."

-

-

McNarnara, In Retros~ect,p. 60.
73 Dmfted at the White Hour. 272. "Amembassy Saigon. Emergency, Top Secm Eyes Only For
Ambassador Lodge & General Harkins," August 29, 1963, - 503 p.m., [Cleared by the President, Rusk,
and Hilsman), p. I in R621/102.921, Box Nurnber: 26, Professional Papers, 1963 - 1982, Box 1 of 3, The
Nolting Papers.
74 This other, more general. coupsupponing cable is designated earlier in this chapter as f m o t e
Ptesident John F. Kennedy, "Emergency Personal For The Ambassador From The President No
Department or Other Distribution Whatever," pp. 1 - 2 in R621/102.921, Box No.: 26, Professional Papers,
file 2 of 3, The Nolting Papers.
#: 38.

The same telegrarn can be read as 18. "Message From the President to the Ambassador in Vietnam
(Lodge)." Washington, August 29, 1963. [Source: Kennedy Library, President's Office Files, Staff
Memorandum, MG Bundy. Transmitted in telegrarn CAP 63465 with the notations: "Personal for the
Ambassador h m the President" and "No Department or other distribution whatever". The source text is a
copy that Bundy sent to Clifton under cover of a Top Secret Eyes ûnly memorandum of August 30, which
reads as follows:

'The endosed envelope should be opened by the Resident only, and when he has read the
message it contains you should destroy them. n i e remon for this extraordinary procedure is that these
messages are not in the nomal senes and their existence is not known except to the Presidcnt and the
Secretary of State, so 1 do not want them in a message file that may be seen by othen who believe
themselves privy to the most classificd material. You should tell the President, howevcr, that 1 discwscd
the outgoing message in draft with the Sectetaries of State and Defense who concuncd in it. The Secrctary
of ûefense in particular thought it was a wise and necessary cable.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust December, 1963, Vol. IV, pp. 35 - 36.
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no record that this writer has seen which would indicate that Nolting was hlly aware of the
salient points of this last State Department cable. It was almost as if Nolting was now striving
against the State Department and the White House to a certain extent. Accordingly, at another
White House meeting, held on August 29, 1963. Nolting relentlessly drove home bis caveats. He
argued that Diem was firmly in control of the govemment, working his usual eighteen-hour days.
and that it was still not really clear whether the generals wanted to get rid of both him and Nhu.
Desperatcly he added that if the Nhus had to go, the US could certainly live with a new
governrnent headed by ~iern.'S
At thex White House meetings President Kennedy's tone wns one of query. He certainly
gave the impression to those in attendance that he was not sure about the whole coup enterprise.
There is little doubt that Nolting had picked up on this, as he noted yean later, in his memoirs:

"President Kennedy seemed doubtful of the wisdom of a coup, but unsure as to what he could do.

He had two powerful politicians to deal with. Hmiman and Loâge. Both seemed determined to
bring Diem to his knees. The young President canot have relished his position. He called on

many people for their opinions."'6 Nolting, of course, was having his own difficulties with
Averell Harrirnan who was becoming ruder and more arrogant in his treatrnent of the former
ambassador as the White House and Security Council meetings proceeded:
Once, dirring a National Securiîy Council meeting, Harrirnan shouted [ut
Nolting], "Shut up! We 've hemd you bejire!" President Kennedy intewened to
say rhut he wanted to hem what I w a saying. Hurriman S Ndeness did nor

'5 DraAed by Bmmley Smith, 15. "Memorandum of a Conference Wiîh the hident, White
House, Washington, August 29, 1963, Noon," [Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Meetings and
Memoranda Series Meetings on Vietnam. Top Secret.] ln FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust Decembcr 1963, Vol.
IV, pp. 27 & 31.

-

'6 Nolting, From Tmst To Tranedb p. 127.
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surprise me. I hud encowiiered it before in his oflce, on my fmt d q back in
Washington.
The lmt fime 1 had seen Harriman before that was when he came to
Saigon in 1961 to demund that President Diem sign the Laos accords. HL> had
stayed with us and, despite Our disagreements about the terms of the Luotiun
treuty, he was a courteous and pleasant houseguest. ML family and I enjoyed his
company and his con/dence. Now the change was personal and vindictive. Some
incidents were so peïty as to be almost laughable.
When I was present ut o Naiionaf Securiîy Council or Special Group
meeting on Vietnam, it waiv always at the President S invitatiori, never ut the
State Department's behest. Either Robert Kennedy or General Clifon would cal/
to say thut the President wanted me to attend a particular meeting. Once, a i
receiving un invitation on short notice, I pied to get a ride to the While Hoilse
with Rmk and Harriman. Going down to the basement whew the oflcial cars
were parked, I waited with the chaufleur, whom I knew from years before. When
Rusk und Hawiman arrive4 Harriman said, " W hare you doing here? "1'm
going to the White Home meeting, " I said "if you 'Il give me a ride. '"Well,
nobody S usked you. " Yes, I informed them, the President had. So they indicated
thefront seat and promptly put up the glus partition between rhe /font und back
seats. The only dlflerence this made war thut the chmfleur und I hud a more
pleusunt conversution than I would have had otherwiîe. "77
"

At a State Department meeting, held on August 30, 1963, Nolting continued the diflicult

process of defending Nhu - as the South Vietnamese President's brother was k i n g vilified a i a
rate thût wiis increasing exponentially in scope and vindictiveness. This malice apinst Nhu had
taken on a vehemence well beyond what was required to have hirn perceived as an individual
who could not continue to serve in a GVN which received US tùnding and support. The concem
was raised whether or not Nhu was going to 'sell-out' to North Vietnam. Nolting addressed this
critical issue by stating that, while Nhu was 'shifty', he was committed to an anti-Communist
course and, if anything, would probably bring the US into even harder confrontation with the
Communists in Norh Vietnam and China. Nhu, regardless of the State Department and David
Footnotes
Ibid. pp. 128 - 129.
-

-
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Halberstam's desires to assassinate his character by attacking his anti-Communist credentials,
was no ' ~ o r n m - ~ ~ r n ~ . " 8
During the above noted meeting, when the discussion tumed to coupplotting* the
Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara, came to Nolting's aid. The Secretary held the
Vietnamese generals in contempt and he told ail present as much when he stated ". ..that in his
opinion the Generais [i.e., the couppiotten] didn? have a pian and never did, contriuy to their
a~surances."~9
A day later, in yet another high-level State Department meeting concemed with
the fate of Diem and Nhu, McNamara argued yet again in defence of the Nolting position when
he stressed that the US had to find a way to help Diem against the Viet Cong. As such, he was
recorded stating: "We need to reopen communications wiih Diem to get his ideas about what
comes next. He said that part of the problem was the press.. .*'a
Fufiher on in this sarne meeting,
when Mr. Kattenburg [Department of Siate] tried to condemn Diem as a petty tyrant who was
alienating the people of South Vietnam, Nolting corrected him by pointing out that political
discontent, directed against Diem, was contined to the cities which accornmoâated only 15
percent of South Vietnam's population.81 Oddly enough, at this point in the meeting, Secretary

Drafled by Hilsman. 26. "Mernorandwn of a Conversation, DcpsmMnt of State, Washington,
Vietnam, White House
Meetings, State memcons. Top Secret; Eyes only; No Distribution.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust
December 1%3, Vol. IV, p. 54.

August 30, 1963,230p,m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers, Countries Senes

-

-

-

79 Ibid. p. 55.

DraAed by Hilsrnan. 37. "Memorandurn of a Conversation. Depsmnent of State, Washington,
August 3 1, 1963, 1 1:O0 a.m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers, White House Meetings, State memcons.
Top Secret; Eyes only; No Distribution. Kmlak's mernorandun of this meeting is printed in United States
- Vietnam Relations. 1945 - 1967, Book 12, pp. 540 - 544.1 In FRUS: Vietnam. A u w t - December 1963,
Vol. IV, p. 73.

-

8' lbid. p. 74.
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Rusk swung his suppon behind Nolting, taking exception with Kattenburg, in front of Roger
Hilsman, over the fact that he (Kattenburg) was speculating about the people k i n g against Diem.
Rusk stated that during the first six months of the year steady progress had k e n made and that
the attempt should be made to recover this position.a At this juncture, Vice President Johnson

came rounding in with his support for Diem:

The Vice President stated that he had not known of US. actions taken last
Saturday (i.e.. Hilsman S cable to Lodge endorsing coup proceedings) until the
following Tuesday meetirig. He had never been sympathetic with our proposal to
produce a change of governments in Vietnam by means of plotting with
Vietnamese generals ...he thought we ought to re-estoblish ries to the Diem
government as quickiy as possible and get fonvard with the war aguinst the Viet
cong.8J
The Vice President couid not resist the opportunity to express his farnous Texas humour at this
point and thus he stated: "...certainly there were bad situations in South Viet-Nam. However,
there were bad situations in the U.S. It was dificult to live with Otto Passrnan, but we couldn't
pull a coup on him."a

Footnates

85 Footaotc # 7 i t t i e b d to Hibmm%.37. "Memorandum of a Conversation, Department of
State, Washington, August 31, 1963, 11:OO am.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papers, White House
Meetings, State memcons. Top Secret; Eyes only; No Distribution. Krulak's memorandwn of this meeting
is printed in United States - Vietnam Relations. 1945 - 1967, Book 12, pp. 540 - 544.1 In FRUS: Vietnam,
Aunust - December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 74.
84 ürafled by Hilsman. 37. "Memorandum of a Conversation, Department of State, Washington,
August 3 1, 1963, 1 I :O0 a.m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsrnan Papers, White House Meetings, State memcons.
Top Secret; Eyes only; No Distribution. Knilak's memorandwn of this meeting is printeâ in United States
- Vietnam Relations, 1945 - f 967, Book 12, pp. 540 - 544.1 In FRUS: Vietnam. A u w t Deccmbcr 1963 ,
Vol. IV, p. 74.
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In another last-ditch effort to salvage what was leA of a positive US policy toward Diem,
Nolting told the President, at a meeting at the White House on September 6, 1963, not to use any
more pressure tactics on Diem as they would mort likely aigger an "unfortunate reaction." The
President then asked him if the American minimum requirement should be the removal of Nhu to
which Nolting replied that, for the sake of US public opinion. Nhu would have to go. Having

stated this, Nolting was quick to point out that the removal of Nhu would be a loss for Vietnam,
a loss that was difficult to justiQ even if then was a corresponding gain in US public opinion for

the adminisûation.*s On September 10, 1963,another White House meeting took place whercin
General Krulak (USMC) and Mr. Mendenhall gave their two reports on their recent visits to
~ietnam;86 Ambassador Nolting was in attendance. The two vastly different reports.
Mendenhall's focusing on political intrigue in Saigon as opposed to Krulak's focus on the overall
national picture and counter-insurgent efforts, pmmpted Kennedy to ask: "The two of you did
visit the sarne country, didn't you?''a7 Mendenhall's report, amongst other things. was saongly

anti-Diem while Krulak's report stated that progress in defeating the Viet Cong was tangible.
General Knilak noted that, while there was still a lot of war left to fight, "...theViet Cong war

Footnotes

8s Bmmley Smith. 66. "Memorandum of a Conference With the Rcsident, White House,
Washington, Septemôer 6, 1963, 10:30 am.," [Kennedy Library, National Security Files Meetings and
Mernoranda. Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam, Aunust December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 120,
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86 joseph A. Mendenhall was Counsellor for Political Affairs in Vietnam and Chairman of the
Country Team Staff Committee. In June of 1963 Mcndenhall became the State ûepartment's United
Nations Adviser in the Bureau of Far Eastern Affaits. John P. Glennon. editor in chief',"List of Persans," in
FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust December 1963, Vol. IV, p. XXIII.
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8' Roger Hilsman, 83. "Mernorandum of a Conversation, White Houx. Washington, Scptembet
10, 1963, 10:30 a.m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papcts, Countrics Senes Vietnam, White House
Meetings, State memcons. Top Secret; Eyes Only. Drafted by Hilsman.) In FRUS: Vietnam. Auaist
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will be won if the current U.S. military and mciological programs are pursued..."m Again. his
message to the President was unmistakable: i.e., stay the course. Nolting liked what he heard
h m Krulak and he only intenupted the meeting after a certain Mr. Rufus Phillips of the

put foward various scenarios and intrigues through which Nhu and Colonel Tung of the Special
.~
intejected at this point with a
Forces could be discredited and removed fmm p o ~ e rNolting
query as to just what the results would be fiom Phillips' intrigues if thcy were allowed to be put
into effect: "...military action against the Nhus? Military action against the govemment? ...Civil
wu?'+' Dissuaded from pursuing this line by Nolting, Phillips tried another avenue to criticire
the Diem govemment at this crucial meeting; he claimed that the strategic hamlets were "... k i n g
chewed to pieces by the Viet Cong [in the Delta region]."* Hilsman. who was duly taking notes
of this meeting, recalled that it was at this point that General Krulak took Phillips to task. Krulak

told the President that Phillips was staking his judgement against General Harkins and that he,
Krulak, would place greater weight with Harkins' professional military analysis which stated that
the war was not k i n g lost. In Footnote # 6, attached to the minutes of the record fiom this

89 This writer has met Rufus Phillips at a conference given at the LBJ Library in 1993 and can
attest to Phillips' penchant for intrigues.

9û lt was odd that Phillips was so ready to discicdit and abandon Colonel Tung, a man for whom
William Colby had the m o s t respect. This, of course, wouid lead one to make the educated guess that the
CiA was as divided as the State Department over the whole issue of how to deal with the GVN.

91 Roger Hilsman. 83. "Memorandum of a Conversation, White House, Washington, Septemkr
10, 1963, 10:30 a.m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsman Papen, Countries Series Vietnam, White House
Meetings, State memcons. Top Secret; Eyes Only. Drafted by Hilsman.] in FRUS: Vieaiam, AU PUS^
ûeccmber 1963, Vol. IV, pp. 163 164.
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meeting (kept by Roger Hilsman), h l a k ' s penonal account was given; he was very
straightfonvard with the President over this issue:
"Mr. Bell then intrduced Mr. Ru*
Phillips, who gave a gloomy picture,
stating that we were indeed losing the war, that in the Delta things were in a
tragic state, thut in Long Aa province, for example. 60% of the sîrutegic hamlets
had been overrun and t h , contrary to what I had said, the military campaign
was not going forward satisfactorily
The President asked if I cared to make a comment regarding Mr.
Phillips' statement that we were losing the wur militarily. 1 told him that my
stutement respecting military progress hud its origins in a reservoir of nrany
advisors who were doing nothing other than observe the prosecution of the war;
that their view wias shared and expressed oflcially by General Harkins und, as
between General Harkins and Mr. Phillips, I would tuke General Hurkins'
assessment. "93

By this time, owing to his continual defence of Ngo Dinh Diem and the original US
policy, which promised not to interfere in the intemal politics of South Vietnam. Nolting was
making himself 'persona non grataTwithin the administration of President Kennedy regardless of
his well-mannered approach.94 As such, he was invited to fewer and fewer meetings, particularly

in his home department, the Department of State. In this context it is important for the reader to

93 Cenenl Krulak's personil recollection of tbb meeting with the President is atîacbed u
Fctotnote # 6 to Roger Hilsmra's, 83. "Memorandum of a Conversation, White House, Washington,
September 10, 1963, 10:30 a.m.," [Kennedy Library, Hilsrnan Papers, Counûies Series Vietnam, White
House Meetings, State merncons. Top Secret; Eyes Only. Dtafted by Hilsrnan.] In FRUS: Vietnam. Auaust
- December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 165.

-

94 The very persuasive and powemil Senator Frank Chmh took Hilsman to task over why the US
had not made an international public statement condernning Diem for religious persecution to which
Hilsman replied: "...that Nolting and Maggic Higgins have insisted that there is no religious persecution.
But, however, he [Hilsman] said that he could assist Senator Church with the language." Drafted by Roger
Hilsman, 84. "Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation Betwecn the Assistant Scctetary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs (Hilsman) and Senator Frank Chutch, Washington, September 10, 1963, 1 1 5 5 a.m.,"
[Kennedy Library, Hilsrnan Papcrs, Mcmoranda of Conversations.] In FRUS: Vietnam, Aunust December
1963, Vol. IV, p. 168.
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note that a meeting of some substance took place at the State Department on September 10,
1963, to which Nolting was not invited. Secretary McNamara, Attorney General Robert

Kennedy, CIA Director John McCone, Under Secretary Harriman. Director Bell, Director
Murrow, General Taylor, General Knilak, Deputy Secretary Gilpatric, Assistzuit Secretary
Hilsman, Mr. Colby. Mr. Phillips (AID),Mt. lanow (AID), Mr. Bundy. Mr. Sorensen, Mr.
Forrestal, Mr. Bromley Smith were al1 in attendance while Nolting was conspicuously absent.95
This meeting revealed the depth of antagonism that had grown between the supporters of
Diem and the Harriman friction within Kennedy's Administration. Of particular devance to
what Nolting had always drawn attention was the Tact that the debate stormed around the issue of
just what US policy had become toward South Vietnam. The problems really became apparent
when Robert Kennedy stated that they al1 agreed that the war would go better without Nhu and
Diem. Secretary McNamara immediately responded by stating that he klieved the current
redirection of US policy (Le.. Hamiman's redirection) was not viable.% This stance of
McNamara's caused Harriman to defend his redirection of policy in a very blunt fashion and
actually daim it as the President's policy which, considering the explicit staternent of policy
Kennedy had given to Nolting to pass on to assure Diem, was not accurate. If Harrirnan had been
more forthright he would have declared that the policy he had been advocating, the removal of
Diem. was k i n g acquiered in by the President by vimie of the fact that al1 other considerations
were k i n g destroyed by himself, Hilsman, and Lodge.
Footnores
95 Drafted by Bromley Smith. 85. "Memorandum of a Conversation. üepartment of State.
Washington, September 10, 1963, 9 4 5 p.m.," [Kennedy Library. National Security Files, Meetings and

Memoranda Series, Meetings on Vietnam. Top Secret.] In Foreim Relations of The United States,
Vietnam: Aueust - December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 169.
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Secretary M c h a r a thought we ought to try to change Diem 's polices.
He believed our present policy was nor viable [i.e., the Harriman inspired
policy]. He thought that wr had been hying to overthrow Diem, but we had no
alternative to Diem that we knew about. Therefore, we were making it
impossible to continue to work with Diena on the one hund and, on the other, not
developing an alternative solution. He felt rhat we should go bac&to whut we
were doing three weeks ago.
Under Secretary Hurriman stated his /lor disagreement. He said Diem
had created a situation where we cannot back him ...Mr. Harriman reminded the
group rhat the poiicy of the US. was as stated by the President and that he
agreed with itfilly. He did not believe we should discuss changing the policy.
Secretary McNamara and Mr. Bundy disagreed andfilt that th4 group
hud an obligation to the President to review rhe poiicy in the light of the
developing situation. Mr. Harriman and Secretary McNumara disagreed as to
ivhether we could or could nor achieve our objectives in Vietnam with Diem in
controI.97
The best weapon in Haniman's arsenal for counter-attacking any assault on his
redirection of US policy was the whole Buddhist issue. With some posturing and with a
sanctimony that was staîtling considering his worldly reputation, Harriman argued that Diern's

removal was necessary because "...Diem had gravely offended the world community" when he
persecuted the ~uddhists? Of course, this smokescreen was known to be a lot of nonsense not
only by Colby, Hammer, Higgins and Nolting but also by the military men. The hiIl revelation of
how the military viewed the Buddhist crisis was made manifest in a telegram that Paul Harkins

sent to Knilak. The military men, quite accurately, had drawn the conclusions that because the
Communists had benefited by the Buddhist assault on Diem's GVN, then the whole Buddhist
Footnotes

971biJ.pp.170- 171.
98 Ibid. p. 170.

campaign was suspect. Statements by Thich Tri Qum& i.e., that he had always wanted to
remove Diem fiom power, even h m before the Buddhist Crisis which began with the riot in
Hue on May 8, 1963. gave their argument considerable weight. Accordingly, General Paul
Harkins was able to argue the following:

m e battle here is no! lost &yany mianner of means. hfact it 3 being won. I think
we musr al1 realize we arejighting a ruthless, crude, brutal enemy who is using
ewry known trick in rhe Cornmunis/ bug. In 1960 he s~cw ire wus losing lhe
initial round so he openlyjlexed his biceps. &r trernendow eflurt of the pasr
year and one hall began to pay oflearly this year and he saw he was losing the
m i l i t q battle. ln seeking a nrw approach he seized the religious one. B
o
r
w
Quang, the cuiprit ue nou are giving arylum to in Our E m î k q , h a admltred
in cunvemations sime he entered I& sufe huven Wt he had brcn plorcning tu
go full out against the Dicni r q i m prior to May 8th. [my emphasis] He seized
upon this episode as his opportuniîy. Though the govemment mude concessions,

Qwng and his cohorts reNed to uccept them, always demanding more. He
remuined unable to unseat Diem. The 2 h t of Aupst crucMown sropped t h
o u ~ religiorrs
d
efort, und now the school childreri, This of course is anorher
we11 oganired covertly led Communist ~ i c k

*

Haikins also recognised that what the United States govemment could not do was take
council of their collective and individual fears. Unfortunately for al1 concerned, other than the
Communists. impatience, indecision and fear cornbined to sway President Kennedy to give in to

the Hamiman re-direction of US policy which, in tum pemitted the overthrow and murder of

99 General Paul Harkins, 96."MAC 1675. Telegram Fmm the Commander, Military Assistance
Commmd, Vietnam (Harkins) CO the Joint Chiefs of Staffs Spccial Assistant for Counter-insurgency and
Special Activities (Knilak)," Saigon, September 12, 1963 1155 am., Wemedy Library, National
Security Files, Vietnam Country Series. Defcnse Cables. Secret; Eyes Only.] In FRUS: Vieinarn. Aunust
December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 194.
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One of the great ironies which emerged duting these White House and State Depattment

conferences was that the militaty men, such as General Krulak, General T'aylor,lOl General
Harkins and even Secretary McNamara were al1 telling the President the same thing as Nolting:
stay the course with Ngo Dinh Diem and the insurgency can be overcome. In other words, the
soldiers were more concerned about engaging in a potentially violent coup than were the
diplomats. Likewise, these military men seemed to be more worried about unnecessady
expanding the war in South Vietnam. via the means of a new and unstable govemment, than
were their State Deparmient pecrs.

Harriman and Hilsman were not the only individuals who managed to encourage
Kennedy's womes over the GVN and Diem because David Halberstam succeeded in making his
direction and arguments felt al1 the way up thtough the Kennedy Administration. Kennedy had
asked Secretary McNamara to determine the accuracy of Halberstam's reporb in The New York
Times, which had been attacking the counter-insurgency program in an al1 out effort to bring
about the tinal break between Washington and the GVN. Kennedy was, quite obviously, giving
council to his fears if he felt it so necessary to have his Secretary of Defense respond to the
skewed journalism of a twenty-eight year old reporter who openly admitted his b i u against
Diem. McNarnara infonned the President that Halberstam, for reasons known only to hirnself
and his ditors, chose to underestimate the effectiveness of the ARVN and overemphasise the
Footnotes

On Septemkr 3. 1963, Maxwell D. Taylor hand-canied a rnemorandum to Resident
Kennedy which stated that, regardless of Saigon's preoccupation with the unstable political situation, the
whole month of August 1963 displayed favourable military trends in al1 areas of activity, in othet words,
the GVN was successfully prosecuting the counter-insurgent war inspite of Saigon's intrigues. Maxwell D.
Taylor, 53. "CM-882-63Memorandurn From the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Taylor) to the
President," Washington, undated, mational Defense University, Taylor Papen, Vietnam, chap. XXIII.
Secret.] In FRUS: Viemarn, Auaust December 1963, Vol. IV, pp. 98 99.
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success of the Viet Cong. In addition to this, he completely failed to mention the highly
favourable kill-ratio that ARVN operations against the VC were beginning to tum in, Le., that of
4 to 1.102 The CIA prepared a memorandum, for Director McCone to make available to the

President, which brought Halberstam's objectivity undet close scrutiny:
A review of afl the urticles written by Mr. Hufberstam since June indicutes thut
he is by and large accurate in terms of the facts t h he includes in his articles.
The conciusions he druws j b m his Jucts, p l u , ihe emyhusis OJ his rrporzing
however, tend to caff his objectivity into question. Since June, the greut majority
of Hafberstum S articles have deaft with the Blrddhist crisis in South Viemum
and the injurious g e c t s of the crisis on the stmggfe uguinst the Viet Cong.
In his almost invuriubly pessimisfic reports, Halberstam makes liberaf
use of phrases 'some Americans, ' 'informed Vienumese, ' or 'lower(or higher)
ranking Americans* * etc. Such sourcing is impssibfe zo refure.103 However.
other obsewers writing fiom South Viemum indicote that large segments of the
American militury community have been und still remain optimistic about the
course of the war. Such optimistic sources are never quoted by Mr.
Halberstum.

Another fear of the Kennedy administration, mentioned by author Seymour Henh as one
of the main reasons why Diem was overthrown and murdered, was that Diem and Nhu might
conclude a neutrality deal with the North which would stop the war and have American advisors
removed. This probiem was addressed by a CIA report in late September of 1963. Essentially,

Io* This information is fcund in the Editorial Note I I I in FRUS: Vietnam. Aunust - December

-

1963, Vol. IV, pp. 277 278.

Iû3 Having diligently read thmugh mort of The New York Times micles concerned with the
GVN and the Buddhist Crisis, etc., this wriier can attest to the fact that al1 of Halberstam's articles utiliscd
these kinds of vague sources, which could never bc 'pinned down.' His bias was always negative and he
studiously ignored anything worthwhile that Diem and the GVN had accomplished. Nevcrthelcss,
Halberstam could not have been acting alone on this negative bias as his editors at The New York Times
always printed what he wrote.

-

lQ4
This information is f o n d in the Editorial Note 141 in FRUS: Viemam. Aunust ûecember
1963, Vol. IV, p. 278.
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the report told Washington everything Nolting had already assured them of about just how far
Nhu would go in making a deal with the North.

Ngo Dinh Nhu. Nhu is brilliant, shrewd and ambitious man. with a
consummate interest in maintaining his poliricul power and al1 the
accoutrements necessary to its exercise. He has a deep antipathy toward the
Hanoi regime. reinforced by the fact thor the Viet Minh probably rortwed and
killed his oldest brother. Nevertheless, it would be quite in character for Nhu
and Diem - to seek some measure of munoeuvrability vis-à-vis the US to avoid
being boxed between two ufiacceptable alternorives: abject surrender to US
demunds or a loss of al1 political power. 1 is within this context thor the
likelihood of Ngo family dealings with North Vietnam should be arsessed. We
believe that i f Nhu and Diem feel themselves soon to be faced with such extreme
alternatives. they might well be moved to cast about for some sort of agreement
with Hanoi. Diem would be less likely to accept un arrangement with Hanoi than
his brorher, but circumtances are now mure propifiota than before for Nhu to
argue rhis course. NhuS acute appreciation of Commwist tactics mid
untrustworthiness would probably set limits to the nature of uny ugreemnrs with
the DRV to which he would be a willing par& Nhu would not be likely to
consider reunificdon an acceptable alternative.

-

Regardless of reports like this, which essentially coincided with what Nolting had told
Washington, the a l m factors continued to escalate and Nolting was effectively squeezed out of
having any influence whatsoever on the final choiccs made for US policy toward Diem's
~ W . 1 0 As
6 late as October 28, 1963, a visit to South Vietnam by Representative Zablocki, who

Foornotes

Os Prepared by Ray S. C line, Deputy Dimtor (tntelligence), I5 1. "Memorandum Repared for
the Director of Central Intelligence (McCone), Subject: Possible Rapprochement Between North and South
Vietnam," Washington, September 26, 1963, [Washington National Recorâs Center, RG 306, USLUOP
Files: FRC 67 A 222, IAF-1963, Secret.] In FRUS: Vietnam, Auaust December 1963, Vol. IV, p. 297.
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1YFrederick Nolting was excluded h m al1 of the Oetober 1%3 White House conferences.
Later, in 1964, Nolting informed the editor of The New York Times that he had no voice in any matter of
polky conceming Viet Nam shce August 27' of 1963. Fmierick E. Nohing, Ir., "Lctter to the Editor of
The New York Times," March 19, 1964, p. 1 of 1 in R62 1/102.92 1, Box No.: 12, Editor, New York Times,
The Nolting Papen.
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was on a Congressional fact-finding mission, demonstrated, yet again, that the best course for US
policy was to stay with Diem and that the US Press was, almost, entirely out of control:

He began by saying thut his group included several members who le#
the US with a preconception that the Diem regime must be liquidated, while
others went to Viemarn with an open mind. Ali returned, a f i r 3 I/2 days incountry, with about the sonte convictions; specif~callythat:
a. Diem, with al1 his fuults, his autocracy, his tolerance of venaliîy and
brutality, is durable. and has been winning.

6. There is no visible subsritute for Diem - at leasr none which
guarantees improvement; thus, actions by US representatives fojoin wiih coup
plotters. as was opparently ttue in A~grrsr,is harmfirl.
c. The conducr of the US press is a grave reflection upon their entire
profession. They are arrogant. emotional, un-objective and il1 infurmed, The
cuse against /hem is best expressed by their having been repudiated by much of
rhe responsible US press. IO7
Of course, by October 28, 1963, to change the course of US policy h m its rendezvous with

tragedy was as likely as the law of gravity k i n g repealed.
Nolting had fought a courageous fight but he too was running up against the inevitability
of power politics, mmething that both Averell Harriman and Henry Cabot Lodge were well

schooled in. Indeed, Nolting's assessment, many years later, included the fact that his efforts to
stave-off the destruction of Diem's GVN by arguing so strongly in Washington were made vain
by Hilsman and Harriman, who plainly had the President's ear. In addition to this, Nolting
recogniscd the 'end nin' that Harriman had accomplished on the former policy and thai it had
already k e n completed in Saigon because of Lodge's appointment.
Footnotes
Major General V.H. Krulak (USMC), 222. "Mernomdm for the Record by the Joint Chiefs
of Staffs Special Assistant for Counter-insurgency and Special Activities (Krulak)," Washington, October
28, 1963, pationa1 Defense University, Taylor Papen. Secret.) In FRUS: Vietnam. August - Decembet
1963, Vol. IV, p. 446.
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Another factor war that President Kennedy hud appointed Henry Cubot
Lodge as the new ambassador io Saigon. L d g e and Harriman had, I think.
agreed beforehand thut the only thing fo do war to encourage the dissident
generals to revolt, to tuke over. Lodge wm puliingj+om the Saigon endfor this
while Harriman was pushingpom the Washington end. Some of the rest of us
were nying to stand in the woy io hold the fort, so to speuk but to no avail.
Again, politics came into it vey strongb for the r e w n that t k r e wete two
very dlriinguishedp i h m of both parJies Lodge, uhom I ihough of ar a piece
of Republican asbesfos to keep the hem off of Kennedy, and Hurrimrin, who
still hud u lot of the polllcal fume of the RooseveIt herirage [rny e m p h a i i ~ ] . ~ ~

-

There were, of course, more subtle reasons why Lodge was appointed to replace Nolting.
Not least was the fact that Henry Cabot Lodge represented a 'thick piece of Republican leather*
between the Democrat administration of Kennedy's and possible disaster in Vietnam. This aspect
for the Kennedy Administration had particular relevance given the fact that 1964 was an election

Averell Harriman made it plain in his very partisan and self-serving interviews with the

IFK Library that Lodge was the appropriate p r s o n to lay the blame on for the coup that ousted
and rnurdered Diem. Harriman was no fool though, and he set Lodge up in, almost, a comradely
way by stressing his 'loyalty' and, very cleverly, by attesting to Lodge's 'independence' from
Washington by the 'fact* that he "...took action by himself."l1° The implications of what

Nolting, "Kennedy. NATO, and Southeast Asia," in Di~lomacv.Administration. and Policv,
Thompson, ed., p. 25.
109 "Kennedy welcomed Rusk's nomination of Lodge. Lodge, he thought, would serve adrnirably
as Republican asbestos against the heat of possible future criticism of his foreign policy.... As history was
to show, the Lodge appointment did achieve the goal of deflecting criticism tiom Kennedy's involvement
in Vietnam, although ultimately with great cost to America's reputation in the foteign relations field. As
William Safi= wrote in 1977, Kennedy's appointment of Lodge to Saigon 'forcclosed ...Republican
opposition to the way the war was conducted until 1967."' Blair, Lodee In Vietnam, p. 13.
110 Harriman's interviews with the IFK Library, in this context, were aimost completely wlfserving with many glaring misrepresentations of what had actually taken place during the yew of 1963.
And considering the fact that these interviews took place in 1964 and 1965, it would be vecy difficult to
Footnote continued on next page:. ..
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Hamiman was doing were very clear, while praising Lodge he distanced the Kennedy
Administration 60m what went on in Saigon, claiming that these were Lodge's actions. The
irony of Harriman condemning Nolting for k i n g disloyal, even though he had been steadfast in
pursuing his mission instructions and official US policy, while praising Lodge for 'loyalty' to his
own program (i.e., Lodge's) needs no underscoring.1 1 Further along in his interview with the
JFK Library, Harriman, again, attempted to subtly shih the blame on to Lodge's shoulders while,

at the same time, claiming that no one had forewarned Washington about the chaos the coup
would create in Vietriam. This latter claim of Haniman's, of course, is clearly false and
misleading. The d o c u m e n t q record has made manifest the fact that Haniman and the whole
Kennedy cabinet had k e n warned. Colby, Nolting and Thompson had not ceased to din in the
...footnate conrinuedfrom previous page:

believe that Harriman had simply forgotten what happened in late 1963. The fact that Hamiman had
Michael Fonestal and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. conduct the interviews clearly displayed a man determined to
cover his tracks in the most amicable of interview circumstances. The reader should recall the fact that both
interviewers were Kennedy Administration cronies and Forrestal actually was one of the junior members of
Hamiman's groupp. Given the seriousness of what had transpired in South Vietnam, this manifest partisan
attempt to record history in a light favowable to Harriman was crude and transparent to any student
familiar with Kennedy Administration - GVN relations. Accordingly, Hamiman's revelations about Lodge
need to be considered with the aforementioned caveats and, also, with an eye to the bitter feelings he had
held for Nolting. "Now 1 didn't oppose it, and i think Ldge had some values, because he did takc controt.
He was quite an independent fellow, as you know, and took action by himself. He [Lodge] had very little
contact with Diem. He didn't like Diem, and relations between him and Diem broke dom, and he was the
beginning of what I think people say was our bringing Diem down. That isn't me. I don't think Diem wris
bnnging himself down, but 1 think perhaps it did create a situation in which those who were opposed to
him acted somewhat sooner than they otherwise would.
Now Lodge dcalt with Diem, but woulàn't seek him out. Diem had to cal1 upon him. It would be
interesting to taIk to Lodge about this. i hope you get the chance. I thought that Lodge, whether he was
wise or unwise, was quite dedicated about the work he did. He has been very loyal in his support of what
was done in the interval. He hasn't blarned anybody else. And whether he was right or whether he was
wrong, in this particular aspect of his political life, i think he should be commended for his spirit that he
put into it and his loyalties. He didn't do a 'Nolting' in other wotds, and he has behaved entirely correctly."
W. Averell Harriman, "Second Oral History interview with W. Averell Haniman." Recorded interview by
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., January 1fm 1965 (3038 N. Street, NW, Washington, [XI
pp.
) 1 13 1 14, John
F. Kennedy Library, Oral History Program.
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ears of anyone who would listen, in the Kennedy Administration or elsewhere, their analysis that
the outcome of a successful coup against Diem would submerge South Vietnam in political
chaos. It was this precise warning which had so infuriated Harriman against Nolting toward the
end of his tenure as United States Ambassador to South Vietnam:
Well, I never thought a greut deal of Nolting. He was captivuted by
Diem...ïl*~nyway,it was too bad. But I think it isfuir to say that no one foresaw
the kind o/instability that would ta& place afiewcv&. John McCone [John A.
MeCone - CIA Director]feels thut we could have prevented Diem 's overthrow. I
don 't think we could have. Now it is tme ut the end there Lodge did not try to
stop if. You would have to try to stop it. Thore wnr nothing we did thut I know of
that encouraged the coup.113
President Kennedy had another, more persona1 reawn for pennitting Lodge to get
himself into 'hot-water' in Saigon. Apparently, the Lodge appointment delighted Kennedy's
sense of vengeance. For the fact was that the American President viewed Lodge as 'pompous'
and in need of a lesson in humility, and Vietnam, he quite astutely realised, was the ideal school
for the teaching of such a lesson to a member of a family which had slighted the ~ e n n e d ~ ' s . l l ~
In the final analysis, however, and regardless o f the Harriman group's intrigue and
manipulation of power, President Kennedy was responsible for the decision to overthrow Ngo
Dinh Diem. Certainly the President was faced with some very diffcult decisions and some very
tough options. But there is no way to avoid the fact that he did, indeed. have al1 the opinions of
Footnotes
"2

M. p. 105.

-

l3 Ibid. p. 1 17.
lld "But Kennedy had an additional private motive for scnding Lodge to Vietnam. Kcnn*h
O'Donnell rernernbered that 'the President told us that when Rusk suggested sending Lodgc to Saigon, he
decided to approve the appointment because the idta of getting Lodge mixed up in such a hopeless mess as
Vietnam was irresistible.' He was amuseû, O'Donnel went on, at the thought of deflating what ht saw as
Loâge's pomposity. Perhaps he wished alro CO desüoy, once and f
a all, his old political rival and
rernernbered the grandfather's slighting of his own fathci." Blair, L&e ln Vietnam, p. 13.
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al1 the experts before him, fiom the British, the French, the Austraiians, the Filipinos, and even
the CIA. These expert opinions, including that of his own Ambassador, whom he had appointed
to make amends with the Diem government and who had carried out his instructions faithfully
and within the professional discipline of the best diplomatic traditions of the Department of
State, had been very, very clear: to move against Diem would bring disaster. Kennedy opted,
instead, to do what he believed was poiitically expedient instead of what was requirod of a
Statesman: he bowed to the rancour of the day. One of the last public comments that
Ambassador Nolting made about Kennedy's decision illustrates the long-terni strategic costs of
the President's short-term tactical gains:

Now the Young presidenr was cmcght in a dilemma; there was no
question about it. There were several things he couid have done. but the wow
alternative wus what he opfed to do. Even worse thon the pructicai consequences
of the coup were the mord rffecs. 1 will not go inro the sequence ufevents here
b e c m e I believe it Is now clear that a/lr the rcy0Iution things ventf m n &ad
to worse, regardIess of the nurnbrr of trwps that we pu! in and mgurdless of
thefact that the cost went
dramairicalk): 57,000 American lives, eight years
of diansion in o w country, hnge incrernes in public debt, and the infation
that ufflkted ur tikmughout the 1 9 7 k The actions of the Kennedy
administration set the stagefor d thh [my e m p h i s ] . l

In conespondence between thernxlves written after the coup and murder of Diem and

Nhu, General Harkins and Ambassador Nolting tended to be harder on Hilsman, Harriman and
the American Press than on the President vis-à-vis responsibility for what went wrong in South
Vietnam. For example, on March 27, 1964, Harkins wrote a letter to Nolting expressing his
somow over the fact that the former Ambassacior to South Vietnam had resigned from the Siate
Department. Harkins claimed that the removal of Diem had set the whole counter-insurgency
Footnotes

l IS Nolthg, "Kennedy. NATO, and Southeast Asia," in ûi~lomacv.Administration. and Policv,
Thompson, ed., p. 25.
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prograrn back about ten months and he apportioned a good deal of blame to the press: "As you
know, the press took the sails out of Diem starting lost June and July to make him practically
ineffective."ll6 Nolting replied to Harkins on April 7, 1964, and infomed him that he and his
wife, Lindsay, had gone over the tragedy of what had happened to Diem and Nhu so many times
that it was driving thern crazy. He told Harkins that he wished that he had been allowed to stay
on in Saigon but, in the finai analysis, he had corne to believe b a t the destruction of Diem's
GVN was inevitable:
"1too wish we could have stayed on there, but I doubt that would have done any
good in rhe light of what I now know. The deliberate underc~inglasr summrr of
our Government 's and our Country Team S positiori by certain elements of the
Sme Department is now crystal clear to me.lt7 Among other things, these
peuple were fieding to the press the very line that you and I were insn~ctedto
counteract -- i.e.. the 'can 't win with Dirm ' line. As a result, our eflorts have
been set bock by muny months, as you say.

This is u most unsuvoury story, but some day the jacts will be publicly
known. niey aheaùy are known around Warhington. but not udmitred, and the
press doesn 't like to rat crow.
Under these circr(mtances, it has resiored my feeling of integrity tu
have resignedfrom the Departmenf of Sfate. " I l 8
In another letter, hand-written to Nolting in 1971. Harkins enumerated the people and actions
which alienated President Diem and tesulted in his murder and the destruction of a sober US
Footnotes

l6 Paul D. Harkins, "Letter to Fritz Nolting March 27, 1964, pp. 1 - 2 in R62 11 102.92 1, Box
No.: 12, Selected Correspondence: Harltins, Paul D., The Nolting Papers.
Il7lndeed Nolting's suspicions about the Country Team king undetmincd w n c founded on
reality as would later be proved in the contents of the secret annex to the Hilsman-Forresta1 Repon. n i e
reader may peruse this secret annex in Appendix A.

-

Frederick E. Nolting, Jr., "Letter to Gcneral Paul D. Harkins COMUSMACV," Apnl 7,
1964, p. 1 of 2 in R62 11102.92 1, Box No.: 12, Selected Comspondence: Harkins, Paul D., The Nolting
Papers.
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policy in Southeast Asia. Harkins placed Harriman, Hilsman, Senator Mansfield and the
American Press corps in this descending order of those he believed were most rrsponsible for
this destruction:

-

"I will always think we had something going until ??amiman, Hilsman,
Mansfield and the Press stepped in.
I think Munsfleld S report of "No Change in Seven Years in December
'62 was the beginning of Diem S demise.
"

Wafter Lipmann quoted it practically daily fkom ...Ho w rnuch 'per
Diem" for SW etc. Then the 8th. May Hire riots then the group of young news
reporters Ied &y "Halberstam" I...fk um N.Y. Times) who rven looned their
mimeo-machine fo rhe Buddhists. (Got a Pulitzer Prue too!!). " I I
In 1981, the editor of the Wall Street Journal, in a section entitled "Review & Outlook:
The First Lcsson of Vietnam," summed up what had happened in Vietnam during the Kennedy

years. The editor singled-out the coup and murder of Diem as the central pivot upon which
massive US involvement had hinged. Quite accurately, the editor placed the responsibility for

what had occurred upon the same individuals that Nolting and Harkins had identified back in

Thwe wor no siippery dope; we dmve over a ciiff [my emphasisj. Once we hod
implicated ourselves in overthrowing the head of un ailied govemtnent in the
name of winning the war, no American president could turn and walk awuy ...As
Vice President, ME Johnson had strenuowly opposed American involvement in
uny attempt to unseat Diem.

T h the coupfollowed a massive stmggle within the US.government is
the flrst of a number of things to understand about the events of 20 years ago.
Averell Harriman und Roger Hilsman ut the State Department and incornhg
Footnotes

Paul D. HPrkins, "Hand-Written Letter to Fritz Nolting," 22nd.. July, 1971, pp. 1
R621/ 102.92 1, Box No.: 12, Selected Correspondence: Harkim. Paul D., The Nolting Papers.
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Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge led the Diem-mut-go faction, arguing t h
Diem was losing the war by not pressing infernal reforms to win the heurts and
minds of the people. Gen. Paul Harkins, the American commander in Saigon,
outgoing Ambassador Frederick Nolting and Gen. Vicior KrulaA, the Pentagon S
counter-insurgency expert, wurned that toppling an ally was no way to heip the
war eflort. Mr. Hilsman picshed through the decisive cable over a weekend with
most oflcials out of town.... The anti-Diem faction dominated the press through
the eforis of three Young men in Saigon David Halbersîam of the New York
Times, Neil Sheehan of UPI and Malcolm Browne of A PP. The pro-Diem faction
wm represented by Marguerite Higgins of the New York Herald Tribune, who
had already covered two other wurs. The signiflcance of this is tkat those who
chatvpioned the coirp have written the popular historia of its afiecmclrh [my
emphasis].

-

What is the lesson of Vieinam? No doubt there are m n y , but somehow
the clearest also seems the hardest for the US.to digest. We c m alwcrys see the
imperfieciions of our fiiends ...And of course it is easier and in the short run a
good deal sa/er to put pressure on fiiends than on adversaries. We will have
learned very littlefiom the pain of Vietnam if we do not leam to beware of thai
remptation. Too ojien American policy remains, ar Miss Higgins described if,
"fFiendlyto the neutrais. neutral to its enemies. and hostile to itsfiiends. "U0
In March of 1967,The Wheelin~Rcaister published an article entitled: "Ex-Ambassador

Nolting Speaks: Refusal to Admit Blunder Trapped LBJ in Vietnam." In this article Nolting
identified the destruction of Ngo Dinh Diem as having becn the number one tactical objective of
the Viet Cong and that the State Department, unwittingly, collaborated with dissenting generals
and radical Buddhist Bonzes to hand this objective over to the ~omrnunists.l*1Nolting warneâ
that, while he was not defeatist, it would take a very long time to build back what had been
thmwn away in the 1963 coup and then he gave another very clear warning about those who had

120 The Editor, "Review & Outlook: The First Lesson of Vietnam." in The Wall Street Journal,
November 2, 1983, p. I in R62 I/lO2.92 1, Box Number: 23, Professional Papers, Newsclippings 2 of 2,
The Nolting Papers.

121 Frederick E. Nolting, "Ex-Arnbassador Nolting Speaks: Refusal to Admit Blunder Trappd
LBJ in Vietnam," in The Wheelinn Renister, Mar& 1967, p. 1 in R6211102.921, Box Nurnôer: 23,
Professional Papers, Newsclippings 1 of 2, The Nolting Papers.
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directed the coup: "The facts speak for themselves, 1 think conceming the judgement of those
who encouraged the revolution in Vietnam in the fall of 1963 - some of whom are still in key
positions in our govemment."122
When Frederick Nolting started to go public with his views on what had happened in
Vietnam, he maintained that the ultimate responsibility for America's blundering policy lay with
Kennedy and Rusk. During a public address in Lynchburg (Va.), Nolting stated that the "fatal
error" which had led Ametica into so much trouble in Vietnam was the consequence of the
decision to undermine Ngo Dinh Diem and this decision h d been taken by the Secretary of
State, Dean Rusk, and President ~ e n n e d y . Nolting
'~
recalled how Rusk had remonstrated with
him over the Buddhist bumings: "We can't stand any more bumings,..." and, now. Nolting
publicly displayed his contempt for Rusk's hmd-wringing by stating: "Behind this laconic
statement there lay an abysmal lack of understanding and judgement."l~
Sometime dunng the morning of November 2, 1963. General "Big" Minh. the leader of
the coup, ordered his own personal 'fix it' man to murder Ngo Dinh Diem and Ngo Dinh Nhu.

The order was carried out immediately and in a very repulsive fashion. This was the same coup
that Harriman and Hilsman had been pushing for and that President Kennedy and Secretary of
State Rusk, had acquiesced to becaux of the pressures of American domestic politics and
opinion. What seemed as expedient policy in Washington translated into something homfic in
South Vietnam. For, according to General Nguyen Khanh, the manner in which Diem and Nhu
Footnotes

l24 "Nolting Finally Speaks Out," in The Danville Re~ister,Danville. Va., April 4, 1968, p. 1 in
Box Numbet: 23, Rofessional Papers, Ncwsclippings 2 of 2, The Nolting Papers.
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were murdered was sinister and disturbing: Minh's executioner, Captain Nguyen Van Nhung, cut
out Diem' and Nhu's gall bladders while they were still alive. Visibly and emotionally distraught
at recalling the details of this murderous climax of a policy in disarray Khanh told this writer:
Nhu was aiive when they put the h i l e in to take out somv of the organs, whut
they refir to in Chinese medicine.. .the gulI blodder. And in the Orient when you
are a big soldier, big man - this thing is very important...they do if againsr Nhu
when PJhu was alive.... And Diem had this happen to him und later on they kill
him &ypistol and rijlr. Thir IS murder. A real murder in the fahion rhut you ...
it S very rovage!lfs

Khanh maintained that it was not the American expectation that Diem and Nhu would be killed
but he also stated that the Americans had no idea what they were allying themselves with when
they acceptai General Duong Van Minh as the leader of the coup. Khanh indicates that had the
Americans a single clue of the jealousies and intrigues of power that Minh was caught up in, then
they would not have allied themselves with him as murder was very much a part of the Minh

agenda.'26 Given the fact that the Kennedy Administration had been warned that the calibre of

the enemies of the Diem govemment was low, the question still remains why did the Kennedy
Administration ignore the best advice coming h m the field?
William Colby in his Foreword to Frederick Nolting's memoirs rendered the best overall
analysis, which sums up the Nolting era in American policy towarâ South Vietnam:

Nolting's tas&was tu support the Southern government and to understand ils
nred to assert ifs nationaikt credentials even against the United States, on whom
it depended. He did a superb job. He developed the closest ofrefations with the

Geoffky DT Shaw. "interview With General N p y e n Khanh," June 16, 1994, at the United
States Special Operations School, Hurlburt Field, Florida, [this interview banscript is available ihrough the
Vietnam Center's Archives, Texa; Tech University], pp. 46 48.

-

-

126 M. pp. 48 50.
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leadership of the new nation and injlwnced it by persuasion as a fiiend, not
pressure by an aàversary.

-

But Noking had to contend with anofher constituency the Kennedy
administration that had sent him to Vietnam and its natural sensitiviiy to
American public opinion. This constituencyfoundflaws in the Mandarin regime
Djem exemplijid as failing to match the democratic standards the United States
held up /or itselfand insisted on for ifs clients und dependents.... The eventual
resulf, againsf Ambassador Nolting S advice, was American complicity in the
overthrow and murder of Diem, and a period of pofitical chaos and confUsion in
Vietnam thut President Lyndon Johnson felt compelled to respond to by the
cornmitment of a massive American expeditionaryforce.
As the drama unjiolded, Nolring retuined a clear and persistent view that
the United States should support the constituted authori~in Vietnam which
Diem rrpresented und that it should persevere in the strategy of helping the
Diem government to win its own struggle ugainst the Viet Cong, through such
programs os the snategic hamiets. He fought for his policies fiom Saigon fo
Washington und agriinst some of the towering figures o j the Kennedy
administration. In the end he lost the battfe, but his story of iî is a necessas,
piece of American history. It is made more important because in retrospect it is
clear that the policies he fought against proved to be massively mistakn and
enguhd America in a war which shook it internully and which it lost...this
accuurtt by u fur-sighted Virginia gentleman cf our eariy Vietnam experience
deserves purticular attention.

*

What

makes Nolting's testimony,

policy direction and,

indeed,

his entire

Ambassadonhip so compelling and worthy to bc considered as tn~thfuland worthy of careful
study is the fact that he was right. His entire argument was consistent and straightforward down
through the years. From his early letters and cables sent h m the mbassy in Saigon to the State
Department to his very last arguments at White House meetings, from his early private letters to
fiends and associates, immediately after the fact, in 1964, to his late 1980's interviews, the
Footnotes

12' William E. Colby, " Foreworâ," in Fmdcrick Nolting's, From Trust To Tranedv: The Political
Memoirs of Frederick Noitinn. Kennedv's Ambassador to Diem's Vietnam, (New York, WY]: Raeger
Publishers, 1988), pp. xi xii.
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consistency of his testimony is remarkable. For those historians who diil consider the seeking of
tnith to be the heart and sou1 of their discipline, Nolting's account of his mission to South
Vietnam is of particular value. This value, which is based upon the ûuthfulness of Nolting's
account

-

as revealed through its extraordinary consistency, is enhanced in its legitimacy,

ironically, by the inconsistencies of those who railed against him in the Depanment of State. The
inconsistencies of the testirnonies and recollections of the Harrimm faction have been made
manifest in this work and they fonn a stark contrast to that wtiich Nolting stood for. From

Halberstam et al. in the ncws media, who attempted to hide behind a veneer of journalistic
objectivity, but then openly admitted to wanting to bring down the Diem govcmment, the
contradictions are clear. From Harriman and Hilsman, publicly declaring, afier the fact, that they
had no intention of seeing Diem destroyed, to the transparent coup-plotting machinations of their
cables and instructions to both Nolting and Lodge, a distinct picture of arrogance, deceit and
duplicity is driven home. lndeed this direction of the Harriman group becomes so unmistakable

as to undermine any daim to the mith that they may have had. From Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge we even have an incredible and blatantly inconsistent testimony. He was the diplomat
who, afier the fact, stated that the cable sent h m Washington, which had called for a coup, was

-

a terrible rnistake. In his own words (again afler the fact), he stated that these instructions had
left him "thunderstruck," but his cables at the time told the Kennedy administration, with
compelling urgency, that they had better not back down fiom overthrowing Diem.
Rather than leave this account on a negative tone, there are many positive things that can
be said, which are supported in the body of this study, which indicate that the Amencan

govemment had, in Frederick Nolting, placeâ the right man for a vety dificult task in Vietnam.
For one has to consider that, quite apart h m his work as a diplomat, Nolting had to have the
imagination and mental dexterity to discem that the war America was facing in Vietnam was

-
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something new. He recognised that the fight against the Communists was not so much chat of
guns and bombs as it was one of political legitimacy. Nolting, judiciously, discemed that Ngo
Dinh Diem had a true political legitimacy that spoke to something much deeper in the
Vietnarnese soul than mere democracy. Democracy was an Occidental political consmict that
held little meaning, and had virtually no historifal tradition. in the centuries-old customs of the
Confucian Orient. Accordin&. Nolting intuited that the most valuable @fisArnerica could give

the stniggling GVN undet Diem were patience and time. In this senm then, Nolting was not only

a great American diplomat but a milita~ystrategist of some substance as well.
A gifted military mind is naturally drawn to a strategy wherein appropriate weapons and

tactics, which best suit the needs demanded by the terrain (i.e., political andor othewise), bring
about the defeat of the enemy. In this regard, Frederick Nolting, uniike many in the Kennedy
administration, never lost sight of what the fight was about and where the real fight lay. His
clear-sightedness and steadiness of purpose betrayed a very fine and tough moral character
beneath the self-effacing Virginian manner that was known as his public derneanour. Given that
the Kennedy years and U.S. policy were replete with ironies and contradictions it is fitting that
the final irony of this study should be an article written in The New York Times, no less. For this
was an article which sang praises to Nolting's steadfast moral qualities back at the beginning of
his mission to South Vietnam in 1962:

Spirits are noticeably higher in Washington about the yute of Southeast Asia,
especially the still-precarious struggle for South Vietnam. ûne reasonfor the lly
is what someone foday described os the count~doctormanner of Fritz Nolting:
gentle but Jrm, a bit of old Virginia mixed with brwd colloguiulisms, llyrical
and hard-headed just ubout what you would expect of a brilliant philosophy
student and a member of a musical, old-line Virginia family ...When President
Ngo Dinh Diem S associates went intofis over w h t they thought war excessive
United States pressure to reform their government, their economy und their wor.
Mr. Nolring spent long putient hours expluining thor Washington wanred for
them only whut they wantedjor thenuelves.

-

-
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His Jrst pleas everywhere in Wathington haw been against firs of
temper over the besieged Vietnamese. These are good but troubled people. he
says in efect ...Sniping fiom Washington, he suggests, wifl not kif1one additional
guerrilla for them. Thar. associates here say, is typical of the Ambasador's
steaùy perjrmance in Saigon...Of al! Nolring S Rails, his associates emphasue
his courage.

The New York Times, (January 13. 1 962lïz8

Frederick Nolting proved to be as resilient as he was courageous as he rebounded fkom

his lonely fight in the State Department to a prestigious position in private business. AAer having
served in the Department of State for eighteen years.l*9 he resiped in protest over the
destruction of Ngo Dinh Diem and Ngo Dinh ~ h u . 1 3Nolting
~
went to work for Morgan
Footnores

Iz8Special to The New York Times, "Courageous Envoy: Frederick Emest Nolting. Jr.."

(January 13, 1962). p. 1 in R62 ViO2.92; Box Nurnber: 23, Folder Dates and Heading: Professional Papers,
News Clippings 1 of 2, The Nolting Papers.
niompson. editor, Di~iomacv.Administration. and Policv, p. xi.
Ambassador Nolting's official lener of resignation was sent to President Lyndon Baines
Johnson on Febniary 25, 1964 and it read as follows:

"Dear Mr. President,
1 am sony to have been unable to get an appointment to see you, for 1 have wanted for several
months to talk with you about Vietnam and related matters, 1 believe you and I have seen the issues in
Vietnam in rnuch the sanie light h m the time of your visit there in May, 1961; at least, I have that
impression from talks we have had in the past. 1 know, thetefore, how heavily this problem must now
weigh on your min4 as indeed it does on mine also, and 1 eamestly hope that, despite certain irrevocable
enors that I think have k e n made, a way can yet be found to fiilfiIl our national intetests there with honor.

1 take the liberty of sending this letter, Mr. President, because 1 feel an obligation as well as a
desire to tell you frankly and directly about my future course of action, which is likely to be intcrptcted in
the press and elsewhere as king related to my tour of duty in Vietnam.
Fornote continued on mt page:. ..
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Guaranty Trust in Paris as their vice-~resident.13' He worked at this p s t in Paris from 1964
until 1969 when he becarne Assistant to the Chaiman in New York City. In 1973 he became a
consultant to the Company and he was able to maintain this position until 1976. All along and
simuhaneous to his business career, since 1971, Nolting had been re-establishing his academic
contacts. 132
From 1971 to 1973 Nolting served at the University of Virginia as Diplomat-inResidence. He then went on to hold teaching and administrative posts as Olsson Professor of
Business Administration in the Darden School of Business ( h m 1973 to 1976).133 He also
became Professor in the Woodmw Wilson Department of Govemment and Foreign Affairs and
he then helped found the Miller Center of Public Affairs of which he became the first

...foornore continuedfrom previous page:
1 have today sent to the Secretary of State a request to be granted retirement fkom the Foreign
Service, in order to accept an offer in private business, That my decision has been influenced by my strong
disapproval of cenain actions which were taken last fall in relation to Viemam, with predictable adverse
consequences, 1 do not deny. Nor do 1 deny that 1 have k e n uncornfortable in my association with the
Department of State since retuming h m Vietnam six months ago.

Under these circumstances it seems sensible for me to accept a position in private business. As a
private citizen, I shall continue to do my best io contribute to our country's success.
I solicit your understanding, Mt. President, and 1 wish you, as you know, personal happiness and
al1 success in looking afier the affairs of our nation.

Sincerely and respectfùlly youn,
Frederick E. Nolting
Nolting, Frorn Trust To Tra~edv,pp. 134 - 135.
l3' Mn. Nolting informed this writer that her hurband had no spcial contacts within Morgan
Guaranty Tnist and that he secured the position through a combination of luck, expenence in the farnily
banking business, and through his manifest intellectual capabilities, This telephone interview was
conducted with Mn. Nolting on Thunday, February 4*, 1999 at 4: 10 PM Winnipeg, t h e .

132 Pardee, ed.. "Biographical Sketch," p. 1, in rg-211102.92 1, The Nolting Papen.
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~irector.lMNot content with these accomplishments, Nolting went on to serve as Chaiman of
the Board of Tmstees of the Thomas Jefferson Mernorial Foundation and as a member of the
Center for Advanced Studies and the International Management and Development 1nstitute.l35
Fredenck Nolting retired fiom his full-time academic commitments at the University of
Virginia in 1982 and he began the painstaking process of compiling documents for his critical
analysis o f the Kennedy administration's blunden in ~ietnam.lXThis work produced his
political memoirs, Fmm Trust To Tragedv, a work that devastates rnany o f the popularly held
myths about the Kennedy - Diem period. Because of its unrelenting precision. his work will

always stand as a testament to his gentlemanly yet bold mle in Arnerican diplomatic and military
policy towarci Diem's GVN.
Frederick Nolting died on December 14, 1989, at the age of 78. and only a year afier
From Trust To Tranedv was firn published.137 His wife, Mrs. Lindsay Nolting, and four
daughters Mary, Lindsay, Jane, and Francis survived him (although Francis died in 1995).13*
M n . Nolting, to this day, has a very sharp recollection of the yean and events that form up the

backbone of her late husband's memoin. Her testimony, as confidant and wife to Frederick
Nolting, and her own eye-witness to the events of those most salient years in Vieinam, are
invaluable to any serious student of Arnerican involvement in Vietnam.
Foornores

134 Thompson, ed.. Di~lomacv.Administration. and Poliw, p. xi.

lJS Pardee, ed., "Biographical Sketch," p. 1. in rg-21l102.921, The Nolting Papen.
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1% Ibid. pp. 1 - 2.
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m.p. 2.

131) Telephone

interview conducted with M n . Nolting on Thursday, Fcbniary 4. 1999 at 4: 10 PM

Winnipeg. tirne.
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APPENDIX A
Eyes On& for the hesidcnt Arma: Puformwrce of W.S Mirsion
(Anna to Memumndum Fmm the Ducctor of the Bweau of InteUigence and Research
[HiISman] und Michuel Y. Fowestal of the National Secwi?, CouncU Staff to the
President)

Muny of ihe individuals und agencies in the US. Mission are doing an
outstandingjob. But some of the criticisms of the Vienamese ais0 appiy to the
A mericans, the fol10 wing in particular:
1. There is no overall planning effort that efectively ties together the

civilian and mi/itary eforts.
2. There is liîtle or no long-range thinking abow the kind of country
that should corne out of victory und about what we do now to
contribute ro rhis longer-range goal.
3. Among both civilims and military there is still some confusion over
the wqy to conduct a counter-guerrilfa war. Many of the lovefi
ranking peopk out in the f k l d in actual contact with the problem
seem fuUy conscions of the iniiportance of the civil and political
asprc~s,but in the midiîle and higher leveh understanding iF fa?
fmn, pcrlct [rny ernphasisJ The American militqv mission nw
shore somc of'ihe Marne for the excessive ernphasis on large-scaie
operations and air interdiction which have the &ad poIitical and
useless militmy effects described in Our report.
4

I n genertû, we don't use aü the leverage we have tu penuwk Dkm
tu urbpr polkies we espusu On fonign pdky nipdem the US.
rnirsbn Los fa&d to press US intensts sÿ(ficicntl)>hurrl, possibly
because & is eas& to concenapic un in-counhy operdons IR
domcrric pulYks, w t h m viirUIJr)l no contact WMmeanin&iul
opposlbn elenu+tts and we have nudc no aüeqpt to lll~intaima
US. posWon in&pcn&nt of Dicm There shoull bt a nwte
o r r i s p ~ kUs
~a rillilludr OR PU& pdkh WC disrirppm~yOJ nion

E p On& for the RCT&R~
A R R ~Pccformance
:

O/

U S Mission

(Anna to Me~tundylllFM the D-or
of the Buran of Im&U&ence and RCSCOCC~
/Hbu#nl and Michad Y.Fomstd of the N&nd SccU.y COMCUw t o the ncS2drni)
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of people liûe Buu, the head of the nrajor lu&r
orgunùution, and l m of Muàame Nhu [my ernphasis]. We should

US. suppott

push harder for a gradua1 liberliration of the authoritarian polifical
structure and for the other programs discussed in the body of our
report.
The real trouble, however, is that the rather large US.eflort in South Vietnam is
managed &ya multitude of independent US. agencies and people with little or no
overall direction. No one man is in charge. Whar CO-ordinationthere is results
mainly fiont the sort of treaty arrangements thut are arrived ut in the Country
Team meetings andflom an inter-agency cornmittee chaired by the Depuy Chief
of Mission, which limits irself to provincial rehabilitation. The result is that the
LJ.S. eflort, although massive, is fiagmerited and duplicative. An example is the
chronic shortage of weaponslor slrategic hamet defindem. There are more t h n
enough weapons in the country, but they get lost in Vietnumese govemment
m of the American communify is rarely concentrated on
depots. The fJI e
breaking such bottlenech.
What is needed, & d y , is to give authority to u single, strong execurive,
a man prhaps wfih u nùWaty buckgwrd but who understunds that th& war U
essential&) a struggle to buüd a n a t h out of the chaos of ~ o l u t i o n .ûne
possibüily wodd be to qppoint as Ambussodor a civilion publie figure whose
character and reputution would pend him to dominate the representatives of
ail other deprtments und agencks [my emphasis].

Thrre are, of course, some formidable political and bureaucratic
problems in taking either of these steps. What is more, we cannot say that the
matter is urgent or that disaster wiII inevifabiy or immediatelyfolluw iftitings
remain as they are. Progress toward wirining the war is being made under the
present set-up - although, as we have said, it will take longer thon expected, cost
more, and prolong the perid in which a dramatic event could wipe out the gains
alreiaùy mude. On balance, Our recommendation would be not to make any
sudden and drumatic change, but to keep the problem in mind when changes are
made in the normal course.
Certain specifiç problems conceming the US. Mission are dealt with in
the numbered paragraphr beloW.
(1) A continuing problem is air support of ground operations and of reinforcement for
strategic honilets and other static definse forces under attack There is an interservice mgunent over who should do thLr sort of thing, whether the Army controlled

Eyes Odyfor the Rcsirknt Anna: Peflornuance of U.S Mission
( A n n a to Memomndum F m the D M o r of the Buraaw of I~~&Uigence
and Ileseutch
[HUsmtnl and Michad Y.Fowestaî ofthe N&d Sem CoumcU Staflto the
Phs&nk)
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HUM armed helicopters and Mohawks, or the Air Force conîrolled Farm Gate
$ghtes and bombers. The resuli is an insuficient e m in certain circumstances.
(2) There are also insuflcient liaison type aircrafl for support of US. AID und Speciul
Forces especiully. Here ugain there is on inter-service argument over who should do

thic sort of thing, resulting in an insuflcient efort.
(3) Concerning air support und the ouistanding request for unother increare in "Farm
Gate " (the ilS. flo wn bombers and fighters), we woufd suggest delaying approval
untif we could be sure rhnr propess hnd been mode on the problem of emphasis
between "clear and hold" operations un the one hond und "hit and withdrm" and
"interdiction" operaiions on the other. Any such request should also be reviewed
fiom the standpoiat of whether adequute close support and liaison air capobility iF
being provided.

The US.military has srilf not solved the communications problern in South Vietnam.
especially ground-to-air communications, but inclwling ground-to-ground
communications. When the Special Forces at Plei Mong were attackpd, if w u
several hours before air support couid be broughf to beur. Despite the program to
equip sirategic hamfets with radios of which over 2.000 have afready been
distributed, the sîrutegic hamlets stili have trouble obtaining reinforcements, and
especiuily air support. Partly this is a problern of pecuiiar electromagnetic conditions
in South Viemam. which should yield to research and development eflorts. In the
main, however, it resrrlts jiom inadequate procedures for calling in air power and
directing it by local people who h o w the terrain and targets.
(5) In US. MD, the efirt seem to be divided beîween the Deputy in charge of Rural
Development, Rufus Phillips, und the more convenrional AID activities. Phill@s is
coming close to running o pructical program, but so fur is operating rneaningtirlly in
only half the provinces. This rural development program, which is essentially the
civic side of the strategic hamlet program, is the cutting edge of the US.eflurt ut the
village level. It needr to be expmided und given more flexibility and quicker support
than the MD agency normaily can give under present circumstances. The remainder
of the A D activities seem conjned to administering the commodity import program
and the vestiges of earlier projects. W h t is most lucking here is an economic
program for Vietnam designed boih to support the present war efort and lay the
bais for Mure development of the country when poaçe is restored.

(Anne to Me~c01,dumFmm the Dùecîor of the Bureau of lntcîïr(gcnceand R m h
/Hih#rl oncl Mkbd Y.F o m d of the N d n a î Secut@ C o ~ c iSlaff
l
to the
Pnsidcril)
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(6) A decision hm been reached to transfer&om CL4 to the Army the training of certain
paramiiitary groups inchâing the Montagnards. This is kmwn as "Oprution
Switchback". nte Agency is making a sincere eflort ta cawy out this decision. but
serious d~ficultiesare arising fiom the Army S rather inflexible budgetary and
personnel procedures. T h e progrQnts require unconventionof disbursements uf
local cwrency, rupid air delivery of speciaf~edequipment and rupid construction o f
srorage faciliries. The A m y may eventuaffy work these probfems out; buî in the
meanrime the program should not be uffowed to slacken al this critical point.
"Operation Switchback " should be extended, ifnecessary.
Michue1 V. Forrestd

Roger ~ilsmanl

Footnotes

Roger Hilsman & Michael V. Fomstal, "Amex To Mernorandun From The Director of The
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (Hilsman) and Michael V. Forrestal of the National Security Council
Staff to the President," ''A Repon On South Vietnam," Washington, January 25, 1963, [Source: Kennedy
Library, Hilsman Papen, Country Series - Vietnam. Secret. Eycs Only for the President.] In Foreim
Relations of The United States. 1961 - 1963. Vietnam: Januarv - Au~ust. 1963, Volume III, Editor In Chief
- John P. Glennon, (Washington [DC]: United States Govemment Printing Onice, 199 l), pages: 60 - 62.
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"MemomnàumFor Dcputy Sccntaty Gi@atric Subjec!: Ngo Dinh Dirm, "

"Few people outside Vietnam really know the man who wus re-elected Presideni
of the Republic of Vietnam eurlier this month With your new responsibilities
iowards Vieînam for President Kennedy, you mighr firid if w f u l IO huve an
insight abow this dedicated man drawnjion my close association with him. Also,
you might l i k IO p a s this along tu Vice President Johnson prior IO his itip....

Ir takes a perceptive eye to see Diem 's m e choructer when meeting him.
He is shori and round and "mild-spohn. " Muny people miss his 'snapping"
black eyes by noting, instead, thor hisfeet seem barely IO reach the fluor when he
is seated. However, he is not definsive about his short stature and is at ease
around ta11 Americans. He has a very positive approach to Westerners, not the
/em bit concerned about diflerences such as Asian-Caucasian background
When the Vice President sees him, he will find hjm as interested in cuttIe as uny
Texan and as interested inpeedom as Sam Houston.
At the table, he shows thut he enjoys eating (and urually a good
appetiie). His srnile is shy and infiequeni. Usuolly he is serious and becomes
passionately so when he talks abow hk m e love, Vietnam. Age lines show
around his eyes, particularly on those mornings when he hm rtaycd up most of
the night reading, which is ojen. He readr in English. French, and Viemamese.
While he speah and understands Engllsh rather well, he ir embuvussed over his
pronunciation and is reluctmii to use if. In his oflciul contacts wiih Americans,
he uses French.
Diem was born in Hue, the ancient capital in central Vienium. Hk 60
years huve beenjull of sharp tests of his moral courage, of devotion to a higMyprincipled ideal of putriotism. This is worth understanding, paporllarly since his
bitterest enemies, the Communists and the French colonialists have hid rhe m î h
by decades of "Character assassination". Much false information kas stucA, by
sheer reptitim nie mcrh b even more interesting.
For example. in the Spring of 1955 the Presidentiul PuIoce was d e r
urtillery f i e f M m the Binh Xuyen forces, who opened up on his bedroorn wing
with d l - m . mortars ut niidnigit. The French co/om in the Saigon bars tdd a
story with great glee of how Diern had hiddon under his bed quivering in @r.

~MemomndnmFor &pu@ Stcrct.y G-c
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What he actually did was ypically d~ferent.He went out in his night-shirt into
the Palace grounds were some of the Guard Battalion had abandoned their
artillery to tuke cover, and drove them bac&to their guns with a longue-lding
while paddling around the yard in a pair of old slippers.
When sorneone describes him as m aloof mandarin, I recall how he
cried on my shoulder when o w close piend, Trinh Minh The, was killed, his
anguish over the Ioss of Phoi Diem province in the North to the Communkts, and
the agony he went through in his final break with Chief of Siate Ba0 Dai. He
simply doesn 'lparade his feelings for everyone to see. purticulurly when rhings
me going wrong.
President Diem has been criticised for his "Jamily," meaning primarily
the infience of his younger brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu (pronounced as "No Din
New '7, and Madame Nhu. This younger bruther handles rnuny of the more
sensitive political par@ and intelligence "speciul operatiom" for President
Diem, as well as helping hirn privately with speeches, planning and family uflairs.
Some Americans have been strongly critical of brother Nhu, seeing in him a
continuing influence towards a Diem dictatorial regime, with control of the
Press, arrests of political dissenters, etc. Actually, brother Nhu is a whole
complex subject in himselj: as is Madame Nhu in herse& Both have been defan~cd
maliciously. There is u p i n of truth in some of the stories about them. But, the
certain uctivities that he cannot entrust to
reality is that Diem trusts Nhu
unyone else, and needs him. We will hardly help Diem be the strong leader we
desire by insisting that he get rid of his m t e d right-hand man; we would do
better to influence the ri@-hund man more efectively....
At 25, he [Diem] was appoinled as a Province Chie): and served fiom
19.26 to 1932 as such, governing Phan Rieng and Phan Thiet in central Vietnam.

At the rime, these provinces had large French plantations, which were practically
feuàal worlds in themselves. Diem, making use of tribal laws, opened landr for
Viemamese sertfers. When workers started leaving plantutions for land of their
own, Diem became a hero among his people and earned some French hatred
which still hm remnunts today....

--

As the leader of a d e m nation which hasj~ been governing itselJfor
5 years. Diem har worked extrentel'y long hours daily. For a long rime, he wac
really the only competent executive in the government and hod to check on
injnite detuils of administration. He har a phenomenal memoryfor details, dates,
places, and personal biographies und is shott-tempered with Ministem who
know less about the cument work in their Departments thun he does. (UNu of
Buma shocked him once &ynot knowing the strength of the Burmese Army; Diem
not onfy knows the s~engthand location of Yietnamese Armed Forces units, but
ulso the names and family backpound of priacticuîly al1 the oficers). He now is

--

-
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sturting to get a few competent executives. As he gets them. he gives them al1 the
responsibility and authoriiy needed to do the work Few can stand the burden.
So, here is otrr toughest ally against Cornmunisnt in Southeast Asia. A
60-year-old buchelor who gave up romance with his childhooà sweerheart (she
remains a spinster in Hue)to devote his lije to his counw. He is a person of
immense moral courage and of demonstrated physical courage. He is intensely
honest. And, despite seeing hwcàieds of people daily and visiting jhquently al1
over the CoUnhy, he is essentially a lonely man. He is hungry for the
understandingfrienhhip ofresponsible Americam.

Footnotes

Congress, House, Cornmittee on Amed Services, Brigdierûeneral Edward Geary Lsnsdsle,
"Memorandum For Deputy Secrctary GilpaEnc Subject: Ngo Dinh Diem," (25 April 1%1), V.B.4. US.
Involvement in The War Intemal ~ocuments.l'hi ~ennedvAdministration: ~aharv1 % 1 Novembcr
1%3.in U
J Staiesk 1 within I
1 1 of 12, Study Repareô by
the Deparmient of Defmx, Leslie H. Gelb, C h a h a n OSD Task Force, 92' Cong.. lu sesi., (Washington
[D.C.):United States Govemment Printing Onice, 197 l), pages: 36 - 4 1 .
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Contingency Plan Re: Ngo Dinh Diem

Because of the plan's close relationship with American diplomacy toward South Vietnam

and the ClP, during Nolting's mission, it is well worth reciting at least par< of it here:
"Dear Fritz: In vie w of the recent rumours about changes ut the Palace...l thoughr
it might be usefil to bring up to date the memo entitied "Suggested Contingency
Plan" which John Steeves sent ro Durby under cover of his letîer of April13, 1961.

The present memorandum is intended io replace the earlier one so rhal you wili
on& have one jile for eary (and possibly urgent) referencu. Naturaiiy the
suggestions which follow are subject to your comment which we would very much
value.
I would like to iake this opportunity ro teil you how pleased we are by the sensible.
steaùy and conscientiuus e m b m y which you are carrying on in Saigon under the
most diflculr circun~lonces. 1 think the quaiily of steadiness is particuiarly
important in our relations with the Vietnamese at this time.... Very sincmly,
Walter, "

-

"PS Some of the statements in the eoclosed memorandium will be obvious ta you.
but wiil provide clarifcation to high levei persans in Washington who muy wish to
read it. "

Walter McConaughy, 181. "Letter From the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
to the Ambassador in Vietnam," Washington, October 20, 1961, [Washington National Records Center,
RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 68 A 5159, New Command Arrangements 1962. Top Secret;] in
Foreign Relations of The United States. 1961 1%3: Vietnam. 1 %1 , Volume 1, John P. Giemon, editor
in chief, (Washington [KI:United States Govemment Rinting Onice, 1988), page: 407.
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Washington. October 20, 1961 Memorandum prepared in the Department of State:
Suggested Contingency Plan
The knowledge of the existence of this memorandum is to be restricted to the
smallest possible number o/persons. lt is not an Instruction. If is designed for
reference by the Chief of Mission, but is not binding on him.. .. During a possible
coup the American Embassy should continue to support Diem fuly until a decision
is reached by the Chief of Mission that the tirnefor change has arrived.
if in the bat judgement of the Chief of Mission the situation arises where Diem has

lost eflective conîrol, the United States should be prepared to quickiy support the
non-communist person or group who then appears most capable of establishing
eflective control over the G W. The nature 01US support in such a situation should
be strong enough to achieve rapid results but not so blatant as to make such a
person or gioup oppear as a US Puppet. This will require the most careful
handling.... 7. Another possibility, which might be preferable. ..would be a militury
caretaker governent under General Duong van Minh.
8. The sirengtit of the Conmunisf chrilenge in ViefNan, would uppeor to rule out a
Government 4 anti-Communist oppsitionists. These men me disunited,
imexperienced, and do not have a wide following. It would seem almost impussible
for them to organise an eflective government before the Communists took over....
10. Mean while we face the very d~#icultproblem of Diem 's leadership. Most of
those close to him do not now uppem io thit~khe ic. suïciently eflective. Diem
seems wiwilling to listen to aàvice on this subject. n e US.is committed to support
~ h eGovernment of Viet-Nam of which Diem i s President. It should be assumed ~hat
any US.initiative to remove Diem wodd become hown and would be resisred
ferocious(y by Diem and his family. But if it is clear that hr con no longer obtain
the efective coiiaborution of the members of his own goverment, we shall have fo
consider what we should and can do. ...The best US.approach would thus appear
to be IO support Diem so long as the Chief of Mission believes his control is
eflective. In this connection the Embaisy might propose a drafr of a letter fiom
President Kennedy to Presidm Diem based on General Taylor S recommendations.
Such a dru# could state thut in the interest of the dejense of Viet-Nam and of our
heavy commiîment there the US.considers if essentialfor President Diem to create
an eflective Interna1 Security Council with real executive responsibilities heoded by
a person of stat ure who would be loyal to Diem and respected by kk coIieagues. A lf
government business would h e to pass through the Interna1 Security Council. We
should also request him to confrm to us the nome of his successor. Otkr
recommendations could inclde a reul unifcation of intelligence fimctions. To
obtain Diem S real concurrence it would have to be made clear t h these moves
were essentiol parts of the Counterinswgency Plan (CIP) whieh Diem agreed to
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curry out. 1 would also have to be implied quite understundably that fi he did not,
we would have to reconsider o w policy towards Viet-Nam. Such a letter would
require a prior decision that we would be prepared if necessury to run the risk of
suddenly withdrawing our support Rom Diem and of almost simultaneou~ly
throwing our weight behind the most likely replacement. Such a move would
require prepamtion. secrecy, surprise, and toughness. "

John P. Glennon, cditor in chief, (attached as an enclosure to 18 1) "Memorandum Prepared in
the Depanment of State: Suggested Contingency Plan," in Foreim Relations of The United States. 1961
1963 : Vietnam, 1 %1, Volume 1, (Washington [DC]:United States Govenunent ninting Office, 1988),
pages: 408 4 1 1.

-

-

It is

impoirant to note that the suggestions within this plan, for the most part, were

indeed carried out later - verbatim, during Am bassador Lodge's mission, in late 1963.

Appdir C
Conthgeney Pian Re: N&o Dinh Dkrn

APPENDIX D
Nolting 's Telegram To Wahington concemed wirAi T h o ~ s o 'n
s Counter Insrirgency
Proposais giwn to &esident Dùm

Saigon, November 30, 1961 - 8 p. m.
737.Task Force YN. Regret report t h Thompson Mission is badly o f rails /iom
standpoint US-UK CO-ordinationand that Thompson recomrnendations lo G YN,
whutever may be heir inirinsic merit, are bound to complicalt) our t a k of bringing
about essential reforms in GYN mifitury and administrative structure. Position m q
be retrievabfe (and we are working ai il). But as of now British initiative has
introduced knotry prublem in our discussions with G W.

Dficulties with Thornpson Mission have been procedural und substantive.
Procedurally, problem hm been that Thompson hm submitted his recommendations
to President Diem without prior consultation with US and without reul effort to
uscertain th^ of our plans or program for counterinsurgency. This hm occurred
despite w h t I considered most precise prior understanding with Ambass~dur
Hohler that advance consultution was essential fi two pi@d/s were to be avoided:
fi) T h t we should present alternative recommendations to Diem beîween which he
would vacillate without acting on either: und (2) Thar British would present
recommendations which we for one reason or another could not or would not
support und which would therefore be sîerile (given the fact that UK not
contributing substantially to anti- VC eflort beyond Thompson recommendations).
Second procedural point fulS agreed with Hohler wus t h Thompson would snictly
lirnit himserfto intelligence and civil aspects of counterinsurgency efort.
Aithough Hahlrr does not deny thut there war. clear understanding on above
points - and I have had occasion tu remind him of them several tintes recently fact
is thut nompson h m disregarded them. ûnty definse ofired is that General Toylor
specifically requested Thompson 's views without limitation as to subject mutter (I
have this onlyJComHohler) and ~hatas Thompson Mission is occrediied to Diem he
must respond to lutter S requests.

-

Although British performance is procedwalJy incorrect, substantively it is f m
more serious. Thampson has submiîted to Diem so-calkd "ourline plan" for

Ndmng's Tekgmm Tu Wmhington concemed w&h Thompson's Counter Inswgency
Proposais g k n to Residcnt Dkm
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clearing delru (Embes 20.5, Nov.20). This paper deols with whole range O/ anfiguerrilla memures. including all aspects of military. It b an aàmirable paper fiom
standpoint of presentation and as a statement of concepts 01anti-guerrilla
operations. We can easily ugree with ninety per cent of it and have in fact been
pressing same or similar concepts on GYNfor many month.
Problem arises in unevpected woy. We have been pressing Diem to set up o proper
rnilitary comrnand structure headed byjield command and to delegate uuthority to
it. Diem uccepted this most reluctantly six month ugo. but h m never fully cmried
throrcgh on it, and recently rhere have been several instances of direct orders from
paluce to AR W uniis without fieid comniond 's knowledge. Thompsonproposal for
delta provides that control of operations in that area bypass field commund (since
chain of command would be Rom NiSC to Combined Third Corps H Q and
operational c o n ~ o iwould thuc in e@cf be exerched &y Diem. This point har
obviolrsly not escaped President. Thuan has already i,iformed McGarr that Diem
hm "accepted" Thompson plan and inquired whether M G h m my comments on
it. Diem has also asked Thompson to submit plan for clearing areu north of Saigon.

I do noi wish to suggest by above thar I consider Diem 5 reaction to Thompson
plan is motivated solely by desire avoid delegation of authority which we have been
pressing on hini. although rhis is wirhov doubt a majorfactor. Another is very iikely
a reaction to our approoch in cwent negotiatiom. Nor do I wish to suggest that we
are being doctrinaire in our reaction, which I think is not the case. FundumeniuIIy,
problem is that we are convinced that unless we con bring Diem ;O delegate
authority we shall never get efective cowterinsurgency efort in this country, no
mutter what sort of paper plans we may have. Thompson proposai, particularly
coming at thisjuncture, striks a hard blow at this eflort.
A second major substantive d~flcultywith Thompson pian is proposul thor
clrurance of delta provinces have first priorily. In M G viewjirst priority b area

norrh of Saigon - which Thompson had not sunieyed at fime he submitted his deliu
plan to Diern.
At meeting with Hohler and Thompson November 29, ut which M c G m and
Trueheart present. I spoùe along above lines very fianMy and even bluntly,
emphasizing thut Iféured 7hompsonplan would be distinct handicap in dkcussions
j as I expected,
which I am now carrying on with GVN. I aalso wumed theni thru i
Diem raised Thompson plan in these d i s ~ s i o n sI, would have IO tell him thut we
did not agree with command arrangementsproposed.
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Frederick Nolting, 299. "(737. Task Force VN.) Telegram From Embassy in Vietnam to the
Department of State Saigon, November 30, 1961 8 p.m.," [Department of State, Central Files,
75 lK.OO/Il-3061 . Secret; Limit Distribution,] in Foreim Relations of The United States. 1961 1963:
Vietnam 1961, Volume 1 ; Editor-in-Chief John P. Glennon, (Washington [D.C.]:United States
Goverment Printing Office, 198%)-pages: 698 700.
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APPENDIX E
Task Force in Vietncrnr= Ourline Plan of Counterinswgency Operations
1. Overall Concept of Ope~ations:The concept of counierinswgency operations
envisions combined use of political, economic, psychological, niilitury and
paramilifury @tortsto muintain securiry m d government conitol and support where
they still Iargely exist (white areas) and to restore them in areas where they have
brokn down to a greater or lesser extent (red and pin&areas).

For purposes of definition a red area is considered one where the VC operute with
virtual impunity, enjoy the support, voluntury or not, of the populoce, und are
susceptible of expulsion only through a major military efort. A pin& area is one in
which the VC and the GMV are competingfor dominance and in which,for example,
the VC may control &y nighf and the G YN by day. In white areas the G C/N by and
large exercises "normal conirol and VC activities are mostly harassments rather
than more signijicant uctions.
It is clear t h in euch and every province the gamut for security mns jiom white (at
Ieast in the area of the provincial capilal) throughpin&to red. ii is also clear thar the
type of counterinsurgency operations conducred will d@er substantiaIiy, depnding
upon the degree of securiiy in a given area.
The main considerutions which should govern the pr ioriiy of counterinsurgency
operations are thefoi10 wing:
1. Every dort should be made to keep existing white areas white through
appropriate pofitical, economic, psychological and pararnilitary measures. MiJitas,
forces should not be divertedjor use in white areas, but efective pararnilitary forces
are essentialfor maintaining security in those areas.

2. Sitnuftaneousiy, to extend recuriîy contml/iom white io pink und red areas in
application of the amoeba principle, combined political. economic, psychologicul,
miIitary and paramiIitary eflorts should be mounted on a cmefiIly CO-ordinated,
phased bais in successive selected geographical areas. Flexibilis, is necessary in
the choice of these areas.

Appedir E
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3. At the same tirne constant pressure should be maintained (essentially by military
means) on the Viet Cong in other pin& and red areas in order to keep them o f
balance, and prychologicaUcivic action eflorts should be cmried out to convince the
populace in these other areas that the Government is still mare of their existence.
Graduali'y these areas would become the targets for major CO-ordinated,phased
actions of the type outlined in 2, above....
6. Geographical Phasing of Counterinsurgency Operations

P is essential to preserve as white areas those areas which are still relatively white,
and simultaneow action should be taken in al1 such areas. This should include, as a
minimum. ail meas adjacent to provincial capil<lls, most district seats, and the
lowlands area of Central Viet-Nam.
Concomitantly major actions uimed at the restoration of security in red and pink
areas through the opplication of the arnoeba concept should be initiated on u
selected, successive busir (see Annex E). First priority for such actions should be
given to rhose areus which are essential to the continued existence of the
Government of Viet-Nam. To preserw the nationul entiiy it may he necessmy to give
prioriîy to areas which by themielvus do not contribute materiallj to the over-al1
strengih of Viet-Nam, but which are con~oi'ledby the VC as potential areas fiom
which ;O attack. In derermining geographical priorities for preserving the base of
government and eliminuting the threat to seciuiîy through application of the amoeba
concept, several factors will need to be considered (population density, economic
importance, urea strength of the Viet Cong, suitability to isolationfiom Viet Cong,
etc.). It is believed that on balance jirst priori@ should be given to the provinces
which surround Saigon to assure a s e w e primary base forfMher G W operationr.
The second prioriîy should be given to the remaining Southem provinces because of
their population, their importance as the rice basket of Viet-Nam and the greater
dt~$~culty
confionting the VC in that area in reinforcing their strength through large
scale inJ1tration fiom North Viet-Nam. The red and p i ~ kareas in the coartal low
lands north of Saigon to the I 7thparallel should also be given simultaneous second
prioriîy rince this area includes a large segment of the population and controls the
major route of land communications to the North.
This does not mem thcïr other areas rue to be neglected. Siniultuneous action will
continue towmd the establishment of a border force aimed of reducing infiItration.
Concurrently, mmaj military actions will be t&n in other areas against Viet Cong
targets of oppornutiîy as they arise, since it is necessmy tu keep the Viet Congfiom
consolidating their hold in any area However, p h e d QC~OSS-the-boiard
military,
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political, socio-economic, and psychological action would be concenmed in the
f i s r instance on the area surrounding Saigon. "
Joseph Mendenhall, (United States Embassy Counsellor for Political Affairs), 1 1. "Paper Frepared
by the Task Force in Vietnam: Outline Plan of Counterinsurgency Operations," [Washington National
Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Fitcs: FRC 65 F 115, Counterinsurgency Plan. Secret. Saigon,
January 10, 19621, in Foreim Relations of The United States: Vietnam. 1962, Volume 11, John P. Glennon,
editor in chief, (Washington [DC]:United States Govenunent Rinting OfIlce, 1990), pages: 18 & 20,21.

19. Memoandum Fmm the Director of the Bunau of Intelligence and Research (Hibuan)
and Michuel V. Fomestul ofthe Notional Securiry Council Staflto the Pnsident.

Washington, Jattuary 25,1963.

A REPORT ON SOUTH VIETNAM

The war iri South Vietnam is cIeurk'y going beîter thun ir wrrr a yeur ugo
[my emphasisj. The government daims to have built more thon 4,000 Sîraîegic
Hamlets, and although many of these are noîhing more than o boniboo fince, a
certain proportion h e enough weapons to keep out at least s d l Viet Cong
patrols and the rudiments of the kind of social and political program needed to
enlisr the villogers ' support.
The program to urm and train ihe Montagnards, which should go fur
toward choking o f the injiltrution routes, has also made progress. There are 29
US.Speciol Forces teams training Monragnurds (as well as certain minoriîy
groups in the Relia), with elevrn m m teums on the woy. By mid-uutumn training
camps hud been set up in al1 the provinces bordering Laos. and a system of
regdur pairolling storred that hopefuly will one day cover the entire network of
rrails in the mountuin regions. Under this program over 35.000 Montagnards
have bern trained, urmed, and ussisted in setting up their village defences, the
eventuol goal being one hundred thourand.
I n both the mountain regions and the heaviiy pupuloicd lowlanâb, the
a m thmugh which one con travel wirhout escott have ôeen enlarged I n
contmrd areas, the gover~nwntiF ôqinning to pmbe out, gtuâudy repdring
the
and brUges cul by the Vkt Corig as they go. I n SOM of the
muderateiy popmiplcd amas fringing the hika and the comtd plain, as for
w ~ l Binh
e Duong province, isdoed villages have k e n h i l & nioued to
pusYlons dong the PM&
w h m they con be n#,m emüy dr/rnded [my

emphasis].
As aJDccember 1, the Vidaamtse gowrnmnt c o ~ ~ t m l951
l d villages
containing about 51% of the r d population a # a h of 92 viUages and

-
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500,îîOO people in six inonths. The Vid Cong contml445 vUluges with 8% of
the ruml population - a l o s of 9 villages and 23I,W people in s i r rnonths [my

emphasis].
The impact of previously authorized US. aid progrums is also beginning
to be jelt. On the d i t a r y side, U.S. advisors, helicopem, air support, and a m
have given the Vktnanwe mriirwy new confidence which thcy are showing by
increased aggtessivenas. For the flrst t h e since the var bcgon in 1959,for
~1~4qple,
the governmtnt focces began in Sepleder to captute nrcire weapons
FM Januay !O Augus!, governmmî forces captumd 2.728
than fhey
weapons but lost 3,661. But in September and October, they captured 908
weapons and lost only 765 [my emphasis].
On the Strategic Hamlet and civilian program, US.aid is just coming
in. Smegic Hamfet "kits*' are now arriving, a US.military advisor h a been
stationed with each province chiej: and men@ of the forty-one provinces will
soon have a US. Rural Development advisor us well. Finully there is
considerably more optimism among Vieinumese oficials rhan there w u u year
ago. although it is probably bused more on the visible jlow of US. aid than on
objective aaiysis of actual progress.

-

The Viet Cong, in sum, am M g hutî
they have somewhut l a s
freedom than they Lad a year a g , t h e apparenrly sufler acuteiy fron, lack of
medicines, and in somt wry isoIated areas they stem to be having tmuble
geflingfood [my emphasisJ

Even so, the negative side of the ledger is still awesome. The Viet Cong
continue to be uggressiw and are extretnely eflective. in the last few weeh, for
example*theyfought stubborniy and with telIing results ut Ap Bac. nem M j Tho.
They completely escuped an elaborate Rap in Tay Ninh province. They fought
their way inside the perimeter of a US.Special Forces Raining camp at Plei
Mrong, k i f h g 39 of the trainee defenders and capturing 114 weupons. And they
completely overran a strategic humlet in Phu Yen province tltar war defended by
a civil guard Company in addition IO the village militia killing 24 of the delenders
and capturing 35 weapons.

Me1110mndum Fionr the Dueetor of the Bwrou of lnteU~enceund Raeamh ~ ü s w m nond
)
Mkhad Y. Fotrtstai of the Natbnaî S e c w b C o d StsGfto the Prrsiden&
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Probabiy even more sjgnijicant are the figures on Viet Cong stre~gth,
Intelligence estimates credit the Viet Cong with actuully increasing their regular
forces fiom 18,000 to 23,000 over this past year in spite of having sufered what
the government claims were losses of 20,000 kilied in action und 4,000 wounded.
Part of this increasr muy result fiom nothing more than better intelligence, but
even so it is ominous thaf in the face of greatly increased government pressure
and LI.S. support the Viet Cong can still Jeld 23,000 regulor forces and 100,000
miiitia, supported by unknown thousands of symrpahizers.
What thesefigures suggest is thut the Viet Cong are still able to obtdn an
adequate suppiy of recruits and the large quantities of food and other supplies
they needfiom the villagers of South Vietnam itse@ Infiltration by sea h m been
effective& blocked since eurly in 1962. As for injiltration by land, captured
documents, PO W interrogation, r vidence gathered by putrol/ing, and other
intelligence indicates that 3,000 to 4,000 Viet Cong ar the most have conie over
the so-called Ho Chi Minh m i l s since Junuary, 1962. As to supplies. fherr seems
to be no doubt that the trails have so f m been used on& for specialized
equipmenr, such as radias; for medicines; und perhaps for a jew automatic
weapons8although no weapons have yet been captured which could be proved to
have been brought in ujer 1954. Thuc the conclusion seems inescapable that the
Viet Cong could continue the war efort ut the present fevel, or perhaps increase
it, even if the infiltration routes were completeiy closrd

The question that this conclusion raises - and the basic question of the
whoh war - Lr again the utfinde of the villagers. It is dt@uIt8 ifnot impossible,
to assess how the villagers reully feel and the only s ~ a w sin the wind point in
diferent directions. The village definders in many of the strutegic hmlets that
lime been attacked have resisted bravely. But in an unknown, but probably large
number of strutegic humletse the villagers have mereiy let the Viet Cong in or
supplied whai rhey wunted without reporting the incident to the awhorities. There
is apparently sorne resentment against the Viet Cong about the "taxes" they
collect and suspicion directed towards the government. No one realiy kiows, for
example, how many of the 20,000 "Viet Cong " Mled last year were oniy
innocent, or at leusr persdable villagers, whether the Stmtegic Hamlet
prugram is providing enough goventment services to counteruct the sacriJces it
requires, or huw the mute m a s of viflagers react to the chmges ugainst Diem of
dictatorship and nepothm At the very leaisr, the figures on Viet Cong snength
imply a continuing Jow of recruirs und supplies f i m these same villages and
indicate thut a substantiul proportion of the populoiion is still co-operating with

Memo~ndumFrom the Dinctor of the Bwnrau ufloteU&nce and Resead (fiihuw) and
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the enemy, although it is impossible to tell how much of this CO-operationstems
from fear and how much jiom convicrion. l?tus on the vital question of villugers '
attitudes. the net impression is one of some encouragement ut the pr0gre.s~in
building strategic hamlets and the number that resisr when attacked* but
encouragement overlaid by a shadow of uneasiness.

Our overall judgement* in sum, is thut we are probably winning but
certainly more slowly t h n we had hoped. At the rate il h now going the war wiU
last longer than we would like, cos$more in term of b t h lives and monq than
we anticimed, and prolong the period in wkick a sudden and dmmatic ewnt
wodd upset the gains ulreaây made [my emphasis].

The question is where improvements can be made - whether in our basic
approoch tofighting a guerrilla wor. or in the implementation of that opprouch.
TheStrategic Concept
Wefer1 thar the basic strategic concept developed /art yeur is still valid.
As mentioned above. the Viet Cong have gotten trained cadre and speciulized
equipment fiom the North. but the V ~ bulk
I of both recruits and supplies come
from inside South Vietnam itserj: niuF the strategic objectives of the wm in South
Vietnam, as in most guerrilla wars. are basicdy political - not simpiy to kill Vier
Cong, but to win the people. Although the strategic concept hias never been

spelled out in any one document, the consensus seems to be t h it consrFrs of the
following objectives: (1) to create the incentive for resistance in the basic
population by providing for a jlo w upward of information on villagers ' needr and
a jlow downward dgovernment services, und by ktitting t k m info the fubric of
community decision-making; (2) w provide the basic population with the meuns
and irainingfor resisrunce; and (3) to cnî the guenU10~'access to the villagets,
thei? true llnc of communications, by csse~~tkrl&
polke-t~pemasurs for
contmüirig the niowmnt of go& and people [>ny emphasbJ In thlr conrexf,
the rnilitmy ob/ccî&s aw &O thncfold: (1) to pIiDIect instaU&o~s v i î d to the
economy and governnwnt; (2) tu provùk r q ~ i d
reinfotcemcnt for vUlagts under
heavy rillack; and (3) to k e q the ngdw guewüla uni& off bala~ceund
by aggressive but h&h& dbrrntinating and
provent themf i c o n c e ~ n g
selective offensive militav oprrations [hy enphsis].

Memomndirm Fmm the Director of the Bvnov of IrileUbence and RCSCOIT~
( U b l l l ~ nand
)
MkLael Y.Fonrud of the N~lionalSecwi@CowcU S t N t o the Pnsidcia.
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This combination of civilian and military measures is designed to reduce
the guerrillas to their die-hard nucleus and isolate them in meus rernoteçm the
basic population. Only when this is done does the t u k finally becorne one of
killing Viet Cong, of simple eliminution.
As we say, this concept seems sound. For, even though it is d@cult to
assess the attitudes of the villager, two assumptions seem reasonuble. Thefirst is
that the villagers will be prudent!y CO-operativewith the Viet Cong ijthe-v are not
given physical security, both in the military sense of securiiyj+om attach on their
village and in the police sense of securiiy from the individual acts of terror and
retulitation. The second is thor if the villagers are in fact politicalt'y aputhetic, as
they seem ta bel they are likely to remain so or even become pro-Cornmunisi if
the govemment dors not show concernfor their welfare in the way if conducrs the
war and in the e#urt it mukes to provide ut letut simple government services. Ir
may be that these measures will not be enough to create popular support for the
government and the incentive to resist, but it seems obvioics t h t support could
neither be creuted nor long maintained without them.
ImlpIementing the Concept

Thus it is in the implementution of the straîegic concept that there seems
to be the greatest room for improvement. Success requires, first, fiIl
undersranding of the shategy ut al1 levels of the government and mmed forces,
and, second, the skills und organization for eflective CO-ordinationof military
activities with civilian uctivities. Some parts of the Vieînamese government do
understarid the snatrgy, but in other parts the understanding is impevect at bout.
The same is me of the necessary skills and organizarion. Specfic areas in
particulor need of improvement are listed in the paragraphs below, which discuss
60th program und continuing issues and conclude wiih a pmposal as tu hou the
United States might increase irs ltwerage on the Vicrnmwse govermlllynt so as
to bring the inpmvements about [my emphasis].

The most serious lack in South Viemarn is thot of an overall plan, k y e d
to the strategic concept described above, through which priorities can be set and
the CO-ordinationof militmy and civilian activities accomplished. ln spite of US.
urgings there is still no single country-wide plan worrhy of the nome but on& o
variety ofregionuf and provincial plans, some good and some not so go& %re
me,for example, a nnuntber of special plans - the Delta Plan, Operation Sunrise,
Appcn& F
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Operution Seo Swallow, Wme of Love -;several plans developed by the
cornnianders of the Corps and Divisional areas; and an unhown number of
p Ions developed by each of the/or@-one province chiefi. Regional and provincial
plans are. of course necessury, but they should be elements of a country-wide
plan ruther than a substitutefor it. As it LF, the impression is strong t h many of
these plans me both inconsistent and cornpetitive.

One result of the lac&of an overall plan is the prolijïeration of s ~ e g i c
humlets that urt! inadeq~elyequipped and definded, or that are built
prematurely in exposed ureas.
Gaps: The Police Progrîun

The second result is that essential aspects of the strategy are neglected.
The police program is an example. An efective police systern C vitai to guard
uguinst Communists remaining inside strategic hamfets, und to man the
checkpoints und putrols that art, essential in controlling the movements of goods
and people. The present police system is clearly inadequate, and although the
Public Safrv Division of US. cUD h m put forwurd a proposal for expansion, no
action hm yet been taken.
Mulriple Armes

A third result is what appears to be an exrremeiy uneconomic use of
manpower. There is in South Vietnam a confuring multipliciîy of separate urinies.
In addition to the regular force (ARW), there are under arms the Civil Guard,
the Self Dejenre Corps, the Civilkm Irregulur Defense Groups (CID@, the
Hamlet Militiu, the Montagnard Commandos, the Force Populaire, the
Republicun Youth, the Catholic Youth, several independent groups under parirh
priests. such as Father Hoa S Seo Swallows, und even one mal1 army miined,
armed, and commanded by u private businessman to proteet his properries in Cap
St. Jaques. Al1 these forces add up to almost halj a million men under mms. a
number which ifs0 organised would corne IO the mtounding total of 51 divisions.

This multipliciîy ofsepmate armies results not only in an uneconomic use
of manpower, bu! also diJicuIties in cwrdindon and conjkion as IO fiction.
ApprrndLr F
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One also suspects that it is a misallocation of manpower as well, with tuo much
emphasis on militmy activities und not enough on civilian such as government
services to the villages and police work So many armed men with digerent
loyalties will also create problem in the transition to a peace-rime economy fi
victory is infact won, ni well as the obviow danger that one or another chie/ will
use the forces under kis commandfor political purpses. South Vietnam does not
need any more armed men, but it does need to reorganize whar it has.
Co-ordination of Miliiao and CivUian Activith.

Bill another result of the lack of an overall plan are the dil/iculries in coordinating military und civilian activities. One example is the proporîion of
"dear and hold" as opposed to "hit and withdraw" operations. There are no
sioiistics mailable, but a number of American military advisors feel that the
proportion of "clror and hold" operations, in which troops clear an area and
then remain to protect the civic action teams and villagers while they build
sîrategic hamlets, is ioo low in proporîion to the "hiî and withdrm" operations
designed io desnoy regulrr Vier Cmg mirs. fie latter type of operaiion is
essentiul to keep the Viet Cong oflbalance and to prevent their concentratingfor
[urge-scale attacks. but it should be subordimte to the systematic expansion of
secure ureas.
Amnesty Pmgram

A jinal result of the iack of an overall plun, or perhaps of imperfiet
undersrandirtg o f an efecfive counter-guerrilla strategy, is the Viefnuntese
reluciance to embark on a meaninal amnesty program. Afier much US.urging,
the Viemamese havefmuIly developed a plan, but it is farpom sutisfacto'y. The
basic trouble is revealed by the Virtnumese insistence thut whar they want is not
an "amnesty" policy but a "surrender" policy.
Civil Program

The inodequacies in rhe police program, the rrndency to build strategic
hamlets in exposed places wiih indequate mnts and equipment, and rhe
r e l ~ n c eto develop a meaningful umnesty program have aire@ been
discused. Other inadequacies in civilian prograns are disctlssed below.

A Repm on South Ylrnram
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One continuing problern is the jiaiiure of the Vieinamese governmenf to
organire its economy on an emergency bais. A resistance to deficit spending and
shicter controls hm permitted too large a part of the coum'ry's infernal and
external resources to go to nonessentialpwposes. especiuly in the Saigon area.
There shouid be more planning for whar the Vietnameseeconomy will be
like ujer the shooiing h m ended. There is almost none of this kind of planning
now, and same of the things being done today might maùe sensible planning in
the /uiure very drflcult. An obvious example is the rke of consumption levels,
especkdly in non-essentid inrports which Vietnam could not buy without US.aid.
At some point. und probubiy soon, the US. should undertake a long-range
economic sfudy of the country'sfiture development.

Miliruty Operations with Pol&icai Aspects
The opinion of some Americun military uhisors that the proportion of
"ciear and hold" offemive operations is îoo low in relation to "hit and
withùiaw" operations designed to keep the Viet Cong o f balance has alreuûy
been mentioned. Another aspect of military operutions t h may have politicai
consequences is the tactics med in the oflensive operutions needed to h e p the
Vier Cong of balance. Some American militcay advisorsfiel thaï the Vietnamese
have a bim towmd eluborate. set-pirce operutions. These large-scale operations
provide insurance aguinst defeat, but they are expensive, cumbersome, and
diflcult to keep secret. From the polifical point of view they have the additional
disadvantoges/or the Viemumese of maximiring the chances of kiiling civilians
andjmom the American point of view of requiring a very heavy use of helicopters.
An alternative, and uppwently effective way of keeping the regulm Viet
Cong of bulance is long-range patrolling by small uni& such us Ranger
cornpunies. in this tactic. the puirols, resuppled by air. stay out in the field for
extended periods of tirne. never sleeping two nights in the sume place, ambwhing,
and in general wing guerrillu tuctics to fight the guewilla. The remainingforces
are k p t in reserve for mpid reinforcement and sealing o f an mea when the
putrol encounters resistance. Altbugh American militury h i s o r s in South
Vieînum have worùed hard to overcotne Viemamese reluctance to operate for
extended periodF in the f'ield and al night, which would permit greoter use of thk
tacric, they itave hod oniy partial success. (Paradoxically, President Dietn spent a
substantial part of his jôur and a hf hour lectwe to us prabing a province chief
who h m uied the long-rmge p a ~ tacric
d
to very g w d efect recentij in Zone D).
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Use of Air Power

On use of air power, and the danger of adverse political eflects, our
impression is that the controls over air strikes und the procedures for checkirig
intelligence ugainst al1possible sources are excellent. In spite of th& however, it
is djflcult to be sure that air power is being wed in a way t h minimkes the
adverse political efects. US.Air Force orhisors tell us that the demand for air
strikes fiom the South Vietnamese h m gone up enormously. n e r e are now 1.000
strikes per month, and there would be considerably more if the air power w m
available. During November. thirtptwo per cent of these 1,000 strikes were socalled "interdiction" - that is, attucb on installations located in air photos and
ident@ed us Viet Cong by intelligence. Fifi-three per cent of the air strikes
during November were in direct support - that is, bombing und snajng in
advance of an attack on a locution intelligence indicuted <is being occupied by
Viet Cong or in responsv to a request by a gruund unit in contact with the enemy.
Fileen per cent were other kindr uf mission, such as reconnaissance. There is no
doubt that the Viet Cong fiar air attacks and that some interdiction is necessary
and usefv. On the other hund, it is impossible to assess how much resentment
among persuudable villagers is engendered by the inevitable accidents. In
general, the final judgment probably lies in the answer to the questions raised
above about the relative emphusis on Wear and hold" and long-range panolling
versus "hit and withdraw " of the more elaborute type. Ifthe proportion is correct
benveen extending control and the necessary oflensive operations to keep the Viet
Cong o f balance, then the killing of civilims is probably ut an unavoidable
minimum. I f the proportion of "hit and withdruw " is too high in relation to
Wear and hold", on the other hund, then air power, too, is probably being
overured in ways that have adverse poli tical consequenees.

One final point on the political aspects of military operations concerns
quickr reinforcement for snategic hamlets under attack Some American
military advisors fiel thai more attention should be paid to ways of providing
guicker reinforcementfor the h l e t s , incldng air support, although in the case
of air support there oreformidable problems of cornmunicutions and in providing
airfielch close enough to threatened villages.
Appcmdk F
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Foreign Polky
I n iîs co@ete coiicenhrilion on the civil wu? and on the means and
ideology for winning ii, the governmtnt of South Vietnam kas a noivete in
foreign a/fahs which & dangernusfor both V&tnam andfor the US. The# has
k e n massive rexistance to US. suggestioris on policies for ctwpemtion in
other problcmr in the area, Le. Laos and Cam&&
To s o w extent this is
unavoiduble in vinv of D h ' s r a t k t suiiple v k w oftbe Commun&t th-,
but
U.S.interes& are so heuvüy invohed in the country thut Our voke sliould cany
more weight [my emphasis].
VietnumeseDoltl~sticPolitics

The Diem government is freguently criticized for k i n g a dictatorship.
This is true. but we doubr that the lad of parliamentary democracy bothers the
villugers of Vietnam or much uflects their attituàes towwd the war. The real
question is whether the concentration of power in the han& of Diem and his
fumily, esprciully brother Nhu and his w& und Diem 's reluctance to delegate is
ulienating the middle and higher level oficiuls on whom the govemment musr
depend to curry out its policies. ûur judgment is thut the United States does not
really have as much information on this subject as it should. Al1 thor c m be said
ut the moment is that it is the feeling of .4mericuns in contact with these oficiuls
that they are encouraged by ilS. aid and apparently getting on with thejob. Both
the Americun und Britirh missions. for example,/eel that Brother Nhu 's energetic
support for the Smegic Humlet program h m given it an important ptrsh. The
only evidence to contriadkt these jidgments that we f o d was in a conversation
with Buu, the head of the Viemamese labor movement and, parodoxicully, one of
the co-/ounders with Diem and Nhu of Diem 's political party.
Diem 's h s s Relaîions

The American press in South Vietnam now h<ri pretty good relations with
Embaîsy and U l C V and generally are gtatefil for the help they have received
But their attitude toward Diem and the gowmment of South Vietnam is the
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complete opposite, and with much justice. Diem wants only adulation and ic
completely insensitive to the desires of the foreign press for factual information.
He is equally insensitive to his own image, the political cunsequences of the
activities of Madame Nhu and the other members of his family, and his own
tendencies qfarbitrariness,faif ure to delegate, and general peitiness. A/ier much
eflort, Ambmsador Nolting persuaded Diem to let the Delense Ministry give
regular military briefings. Tme to form, however, the content of the briefings is
deplwoble. One of these briefngs, for example. the R U ~ S C ~of@which we
examined, conrained M e more than a saccharine eulogy of President Diem.
It would be nice ij we coufd say thai Diem 3 image in the foreign press
only his afair, but [it] seriously uflects the U.S.and ifs abiliry to help Sowh
am bitter and wiU seize on
Vietnam. The American press mprese~~tutives
anything that goes wmng and blow ir up as nucch as possible. The My Tho (Ap
Bac] operation,for aumple, cuntained sorne dtakes, buî il was not neurly the
botched up disaster th& the pnss modc ir qppw !O be [my etnphasis1.
WUY

Action for the United States

By the way o/summary, then, we fiel that the United States should push
the Diem government hmder on the need for an overall plan, on a reduction in
the number of different nilitmy organkations, or, foreign policy questions in
which the United States h a an interest, on an eflective police program. for a
greuter ernphasis on military operaiions in extending and securing governmenr
control ar opposed to large-scale oflensives and air interdiction, on a meaningfirl
amnesv program, on planning for the post- war economy, und on a realistic eflort
to get a morefavorable press.
Oh many of these issues. of course, the United States has alreaùy been
pressing. Thus in one sense the question is how to increase our leveroge in the
face of Diem 's bimes and gcneral resistance to h i c e .
Acncafiy, the United States is in a much better position to see t h ils
advice is taken than it war a year ugo. At thor tirno Diem and oflcials at the
national level were practically the only point of contact the US.h<ld with either
civil or military program. Tuûay, however, the US. h a militury advisors not
oniy ut the lower lmels of the Army but with each province chiejund steps are
being tuùen to put US. AID advisors in al leost 20 of the J I provinces. It
therefore 15 becotning possible to accomplish much of whai we want ut the l o d
level without going through the vmly ineficient national bureaucracy. An
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emmple is the work of the speciui forces team. ye'T
work ut the village level,
and ut a number of places have done wonders not only in îraining and
supervising the erection of villuge defenses but also in medical aid, school
construction, und even in agricuiture and marketing.
In general, it is our judgment that an eflort should be made to increase
rhis influence at the local level even more by putting additional U,S. AID people
with province chiefi and, where is indicated, even ut selected places firrther down
in the civilian hierarchy.
In udd&IUn, havhtg gonen past the flmt year of incteased US. support
and demonstrated our sincere, the tinic kas probab& CO= whem we cam press
Our view on Dient morc vigomus& md wcasio~~al&
e v e ~puôlkly [my

emphasis].
ûne final recommendationfor US. action concerns our drulings with the
press here in Washington. In our judgment a systemutic campaign to get more of
the facts into the press and T.Y. should be mounted Although our report, for
example, is not rosify oprimistic, it certainiy contuins the factual bais (e.g., the
first f2w piragrcaphs) for a much more hopefil view fhan the pessimistic land
factuaily inaccurate)picture conveyed in the

Roger Hilsman and Michael V. Fornstal, !9. "Memorandw From the Dinctor of the Bureau of
Intelligence and Research (Hilsman) and Michael V. Fortestal of the National Security Council Staff to the
Presidcnt: A Report on South Vietnam," (Washington, Janum 25, 1%3), [Source: Kennedy Libraty,
Hilsman Papen, Country Series - Vietnam. Secret.] in Foreign Relations of the United States 1961 - 1963:
Vietnam, Januarv - August 1963, Volume III, (Washington [DC): United States Govemment Printing
Oflice, 199 1 ), pages: 49 - 59.
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APPENDIX G
330. Report by the Senaîe Mujoriry Leader (Mansfield)

Washington, Deceder 18,1962

SOUTHEAST ASIA - VIETNAM

R'e lwvs probhrw cf vuryijig coniplexiry wiih a11 of the ~iuiiotlsiri
Southem Asia. Clearfy, the aitical focus LF south Viet Nam. Developments there
in the next two or three years muy well influence greutly the trends in the whole
regionfor the fo 1fowing k n or Wenly.
And at this point it isfor Rom certain whut will develop in Viet Nam. ûne
thing is reasonably clear: From somewhete about 1956 or '57, the unusnui
combination of factoors whkh had tesnlted in the estubiishment of the Republic
r empharis]. A driji set in ut
under Ngo Dinh Diem bcgon to lose & i n ~ u l s [ny

about that time, responsibiliry for which is only partially ascribable to the
shortcomings of the Vienumese government. Our aid program, military und
non-military, ufer all, were one of the principal sources O/ the origin and the
continuunce of thal government S power and these were properfy open to churges
of being ill conceived und badly adrninrriered. They did little with the time which
was bought ut Geneva in the sense ofstimulating the growth of indigenou roots
for the political structure in Saigon. Thar structure is, today,fur more dependent
on us for its existence than it wes fwe years ugo. If Vieinum is the cor&in the
Southeast Asian bottle then American aid is more thon ever the cork in the
Viemamese bottle.
We have now had for some mmth S new concepts and a new American
upproach in Viet Nam. BU the purpose of both remains, in essentiais, what the
purpose ojother opproaches h a beenfron the outset. Indeed, it wwos distrtssing
on this visir to heur the siruution dcsctibed in much rAie sanic term as on my
Ion viril dthough it b stven yeam and bU&ns of dbllam l e . Vièt Nam,
outside the ciries, is stiU an insecucc place which is run at least at n&ht largeri)
by the M*cong. The governmcnt in Sa&on Is stiU seeking orreptance by the
ordinmy pop& in lame amas of the countcysid~Orir offcar or indwettnce or
hostüity the ptasunts stilf wliikhdd aeqwiscence, let done q p r w a l of thal
e f i thaî ve arc once ugain ut
govemmtn& In shotî, i#vodd be weU tof ~ the
the ôeginning of the beghning [nry emphasis].
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But as noted there are now new concepts und a new American approach.
The new concepts, ac undoubtedly you are uware, center on the strutegic humlets.
The new approach involves the re-oriented and expanded economic aid program
and the use of many thousands ofsupporting American militav personnel as well
as the Speciul Forces which ore concentrating their egorts on the tribal people,
the Montugnards.
Although the f h t resulrs have scurcely been registered, the evafuations
of the new approach - Vietnamese and American - in Saigon are extremely
optimistic. Those hearing responsibility - Vietnamese and American - speak of
success in the solution ofthe problem in ternis of a year or two.
Hming heurd optimisficpredictions of this kind, with the introduction of
other 'hew concepts, " beginning with French General Norume in Hanoi in 1953.
certain reservations seem to me to be in order. It Ls true that Vietminh casualty
counts h m been rising but the accuracy of these accounts is open to question.
Moreover, it should be noted that the estimates of Vietcong core s~engthhave
also been rising. The total of 20,000 which is now calculuted ut CINCPAC is the
highest which I have mer encountered since the Geneva accords of 1954
Responsible A mericans in Saigon believe fhat exceptional progress hias
been mude in winning over the ,Wontagnards by the Special Forces. This is an
important achievement because the location of these tribal people has
consderable ~ b a t e g significance
i~
in terms of north-south supply trails. But it
should also be recognized that in terms of the major stmggle the Montagnards
f
are peripheral. In the l m analysis, the Saigon government wifi stand o r @ on
the bais not of severaI hundred thourand primitive Montugnards. but the
millions of Vietnamese in rhe villages, towns and cities.
.dpmtfrom rhese two tangibles - higher Vietminhcasualties andprogress
in winning over the Montagnards - there m e ulso reports of improvements in the
srcuriîy of roud pave1 and in the movement of rice und other commodities out of
the countryside into the cities. These are excellent indicutors of progress but the
reports are not yet conclusive as trends.
At this point, therefor, the optimistic predictions of success m w be
regarded as deriving primariiy fiom t k development of the theory of the
strutegic hiamlets by Mr. Ngo Dinh Nhu and by the injection of new energy which
has been provided by oddtionaI American aid and personnel. nie real tesis are
yet to come.
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Reservations are in order because in the Jrst place, the rapid success of
the concept o/the sîrategic hmlet would seem to depend on the assumption that
the Vietminh M remain wedded to their present tactics and will be unable to
devise signifcant and e&tive revisions to meet the new concepts and the new
highr'y mobilejirepower of the Americm-truined forces. Thor moy be the case but
it would be unwise to underestirnute the resourcefirlness of any group which has
manuged to survive years of the most mgged kind of warfare. In the second
piuce, rapid success O/ the new concepts depends upon the assumption that the
great bulk of the people in the countryside surtain the Vietminh mer& out of feur
or, at best, indiference. There is really no efective meastrre of the accuracy of
this msumption. II muy indeed coniain a good deal of m t h but the criiical
question is how much truth. The temptation to extrupolute out own reuctions on
to the Viemamese peasant in this kind of a situation is as obvious us it is
dangerous.
The Jact is that only expwience and the most acute observation and
objective reporting will throw real lighr on the accuracy of this assumption. To
h t e we have not had enough of any of those essential ingredients of sound
jwigernent. if experience should prove that there is less rather than more truth in
the asumption that/eor or indfflerenceme the kystones of the Vietcong hold
over the countryside, the target date for success will be delayed indefinitely
b w n d the year or nvo of the present predictions.
This is not to sa)' that even u serious error in this assumption renders
success impossible. if we are prepared to increase the cornmitment of men and
military uid to compensatefor the error it is not impossible that the concept of the
strutegic hamlet could still be brought into existence. in rime, despire widespread
support of the peasants for the Vietcong. And if the Vietnamese government, with
more aid, could then turn the secured hamlets inîo a signifcantly more
scitisfac~mywuy of life than the peasants huve known, then it LF conceivable that a
deep disaffection towards the Vietcong could be induced. But it would be well to
recognize t h uny s w h reorienîaiion involves an immense job of social
engineering, dependent on great outlays of aid on our pmr for many yems and a
most responsive. alert und enlightened leadership in the government of Vietnam.
Even ossumig that aid over ta prolomged perioâ would & .vailab&, the
questhn stiU nmains us to the capac@ of the pmeW SU&M gowrnuu~tto
cuny o u the task of saciai engi~eering.Ngo D M DIcm remaiis a ddicrild,
sincete, kwhoorkiug, irrcowwi61e and prirridic Ieadrt. B u he is oldcr and the
pmblem whkh confmnt h h am nion coq~Ecrthan those whkh he /and
w k n he piüed h& genul~encirional&m against,/kstpthe French a& Bw Dai
und then agoint the se- wirl such e~itiwness.The ene~izl'ngrdc which
Lie pîayed in the pmî ~ p t a c sto be parsi118fo d e r riwiiibcrs of his f i p
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partr'cdaly to Ngo Dinh Nha The Iîüîer is a m o n of great e n e y and
intellect uho is ficinated by the operations of polIr&al p u e r and hm
consummte eagerness and abil@ in organ5'ng and lll~nQulatingit. But Q is
Ngo Dinh Diem, not Ngo Dinh Mu,who hm such popdat mrrndaîe to exercise
power as there & in south V i & w n I n a siruailion of thls kind thee is a g m ü
danger of the c o n @ m of unbtùüed power- TM hm in@cafions fw beyond
the persistent r e m and runiars @j&cal and simüar bregulurfrilcs uhich are,
in any event, undocununted [my emplrasisl. More important is its eflct on the

organiraiion of the machinery for carrying out the new concepts. The difFcu1ties
in Vietnam are not likely îo be overcome by a handB1 of paid reluiners and
sjrophants. The success of the new approc~chin Vietnam presuppses o peut
contribution of initiative and selfsacrificefiom a subsfantialbody of Vieînamese
with capacities for leadership at al1 levels. Whether that contribution can be
obtained remains to be seen. For in the las! analysis it depends upon u dimion
of political power, essentially in a democratic pattern. The trends in the political
life of Vietnam have not been unfil now in that direction despite lip service to the
fheory of developing democratic and populur institutions ' j k m the botton, up"
rhrough the s~ategichanilet program.
To swnmarue. our policies und activities are designed io meet an
existing set of internul problenlî in south Vietnam. North Vietnam injltrates somr
supplies and cadres into the south; together with the Vieînamese we are trying to
shut ofrhis flow. The Vietcong hm had the ofensrive in guerillo w@are in the
countryside; we ure uttempting to aid the Vietnamese military in puîting them on
the definsive with the hope of eventually redwing them at leasr to inefecriveness.
Finally, the Vietnamese peasants have sustained the Vietcong guerrillas out of
fiar, indlflerence or blundishment and we are helping the Vietnamese in an efort
ro win the pemunts away by oflering them the security and other benefirs which
may be provided in the stroregic hamlets.
That, in briej: is the present situation. As nored, there LF optimkm that
success will be achieved quickly. My own view is that the probletns can be made
ro yield to present remedies, provided the problems and their magnitude do not
change signifcantly and provided that the remedies are pursued by both
Vietnamese and Americans (and particularly the former) with great vigor and
serf-dedication,
Certainly, i/ these remedies do not work, it k diflcult to conceive of
alternatives, with the possible excepron of a truly massive cornmitment of
Americm militury personnel d otkr resovces - in short going to wm f>llly
ourselves aguiwt the guerrillas - and the establishment of sume form of neocolonial d e in south Vietnam. niat b an alternative which I most emplraticaiiy
do not recommend ûn the conhary, it seems to me most essential rhal we make
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crystul clear to the Vietnamese govemment and to Our own people t h while we
will go to greut lengths to heip, the primary responsibiliîy rests with the
Vietnamese. Our role is and m u t remain secondary in present circumstances, It
is their country, theirfuture which is nosf at stake, not ours.
To ignore thut reality will not oniy be immensely costly in terrns of
American lives and resources but it may also druw ta inexorably into some
variation of the unenviable position in Vietnam which war formerly occupied by
rhe French. We are not. of course. ai t h point of this time. But the great
increme in American milituy cornmiimenf thk Wear has tended to point us in thor
general direction and we rnuy well begin to slide rapidy toward it ifany of the
present remrdies begin tofultrr in practice.
As indicated, our pianning appears to be predicated on the assumption
thut existing intemal problerns in south Viemarn will remain about the same and
can be overcome by greuter eflirt mid better techniques. Bu1 what if the problemi
do not reniain the same? To ail outward appearances, liftle i/ any thought hais
been given in Saigon, ut least. to the possibiliiies ofa change in the nature of the
problems themselves. Nmrthelrss, t h q arc very nul possibUirks and the
iniriaâive for instiruring change ma in enewty han& large@ ôecause of the
weakness of the Saigon governrrrent [my emphasiJ The range of possible
change includes a step-up in the infitration of cadres and supplies by land or
sea. It inchdes the use O/ part or ail of the regular m d forces of north
Vietnam, reported to be about 300,000 strong, under Vo Nguyen Giap. lt
includes, in the last analysis, the possibility of a major increare in ony of many
possible form of Chinese Cornmunisr support for the Yietcungl

1 Senator Michael Mansfield, 330. "Report by the Senate Majority Leader (Mansfield),"
3
' Congress,
Washington. ûecember 18. 1962. [Source: Senate Document 93- 1 1. h t e d in U.S. Senate 9
1" session, "Two Reports on Vietnam and Southeast Asia to the President of the United States by Senator
Mike Mansfield (Washington, April 1973)," pp. 7 - 14.1 in Foreign Relations of the United States 1%11963: Viemarn 1962, Volume II, (Washington [DC]: United States Government Rinting Ofice, 1990),
pages: 779 - 783.
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In wrifing this, I am pavely concerned and perplexed I believe I used al1 the
ammunition andpersonal persuasion I had, without apparent remlt. He seemed
stoically relaxed and rather philosophical fhroughout,and gave the impression of
one who would rather be righr, according to his lighfs, fhan President. He was
evidentiy hmced for this session. well prepured on detailr. cowfeous but
immovable....

I shall iry to give essence of long discussion with Diem as accurately as
possible, since 1 believe situation now confioriting us represenrs another
perplexing turn in G W policy undfur rerrching implicationsfor American policy.
I Iiaw considered possibility of his huving misunderstood either proposol ilseif or
conseyuences of his reficsal. and I do not believe he is under any
misapprehension or misundersranding. He is apparently sincerely convinced
fthough erroneously in my judgemenr) thuf Americans, particularly at 10 wer
levels und in all branches of G YN activity, are, &ytheir very number and teal.
creating within the guvernmental structure of the G YN and among the population
the impression of assuming an American "profectorate" over SW. He
recognized repcoredly thaf fhis is neither our aim nor our desire and expressed
greaf gratitude for American generosiîy und intentions, but stuck to his
conviction thaf having so many Antericans here is creating the impression of an
US.profectorute. Relating ihk to our present proposal for counter-insurgency
b n d I he insisted hat our proposai would perpetuate too close a relationship in
Jnuncial and procedural matters, particulmi) on the civil side. would undermine
the authority of his government and its ability to muke unimpeded decisions, and
thus play infothe h d s of the Communists....
Before leaving, I fold the President, as a friend und a supporter of his, I
was bound to say that his decision, in my opinion. would result in a downward
spiral of Vietnam-Americanconfidence, would result in a curtailment of (/.S. aid,
and realij threaten ro wash out rhe gains made over the last year and a ha@ I
asàed him to reconsider. He said that he had thought hard about rhis matter, thut
he ùnew our policy was well motivuted, but he could not accept t h proposal. Ris
reasons were in a nutshell that it would be conrùiered by the Viemamesepeople.
both in form and execuiion, ar proof of the establishment of an US.
'protectorate". I repeared t h I couid nor accept his reasons and thot. in my
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opinion, he was by rhis decision forcing a change in the policy of the US.
Governmeni rowards Vieinuni. ~ 0 1 t h ~ ~

Footnotes

l~rederickNolting, 81. "Telegram Fmm The Embrsry in Vietnam to the Department of State,"
Saigon, April 5, 1%3 - 7 p.m., Il)epartment of State, Cenaal Files, POL 2 6 1 S VIET. Secret; Rionty;] in
Forcipn Relations of the United States. 1961-1963: Vietnam Januaw Aueust 1%3, Volume III, John P.
Glennon - Editor-in-Chief, (Washington [D.C.]: United States Governent Rinting Ofice, 1991). pages:
208,212 & 213.
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APPENDIX 1
"169. Telegram Fmm the Embassy in Vktnum to the Depurtment of S t a t ~"

-

Saigon, June 12,1963 8 p. m

I 168. Deptel 1207. 1 opened meeting with Presideat Die% $y saying thut
I hud sought during recent days, in conversations with him and with Thuan (who
was also present), 10 emphasie gravity with which my govemment regarded
Buddhist situation. I had now received new instructions which sent somewhat
firiher rhon what I had been saying. I then handed him a poper, unsigned and
heuded "Memorandum," which contained a paraphrase uf most of rejel. In
handing paper over I emphusized ihat I had not discursrd it with anyone.
President reud puper carefulS, and without any comment excvpr io usk
for translation of ~ a r d"reluctuntly". When he hadfinished reading, he handed
puper to Thuan orid sot in silence until Thuan hadjhished.
Diem then began an exchunge with Thuun in Vieinurnese, at the end of
wkich Thuan suid that the President wanted to point out that uny statement by the
United States ut this junctwe wouid be disastrous for the negotiations with the
Buddhists which he expected would begin this evening or tomorrow moming. I
pointed out ihut ihis was well understood in Washington und I gave him o copy of
yesterday S srnement by Departmeni Spokesman, to effect rhat US did not want to
comment with negotiutions in the oflng.
Referring to point in suggested communiqué about banning of public
processions by any religious group, Diem pointed out that tomorrow, Jwte 13. is
Fete de Dieu (Corpus Christi), t h Catholic processions were schedulrd and
indeed this wm on& duy in religious culendar on which Catholic lirurgy
prescribes processions. I f he banned them tomorrow, resenrment of Catholics
would be strong. I expluined to president that burden ojmy demarche was in first
three puragruphs of memorandum; remainder was argumentation und o
suggestion for a communiqui. I doubted rhar Washington had considered the
Fete de Dieu angle, but in any cme the sentence to which he referred was put in,
I was sure, to provide a rationale for temporary banning of Buddhist processions
und demonsirations. With regard to tomorrow, he would have to decide whether
to permit the Catholic processions, tuking into uccount the expecred eflect un
public order and on the negotiutions with the Buddhists. I nuted that, although
Cutholics would doubtless resent the banning of their processions, the gesture
ntight be ail the more appreciated by the Buddhists.
There was, rather surprisingly, no funher discussion of substance O/
memorandum. Diem said ['el wodd have to reflect on it and would nor, in any
case, wish to rake a decision wttil discussion with Buddhkts had begun. I said

169. TeIcgtam F m n the EnibPrsy in Vütnam to the Dtporrmrn! ofS!ate
&
167. Tedrgtam Fmm the Dcpartmwnt of S!a& to tlic Endossp in V h a m
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that I haî not expcted an immediate reply but mked if1 could expect thd he or
Thuan would h e p me informed as discussionr with Buddhirrs proceeded. He
agreed.
Before Ieaving, I mentioned three items of information which I soid hud
given me some concem: (I) A report thut arrests were continuing June I I in
Danang and Hue.I thought it would be most regrettable ij the authorities were
retuliating against people involved in recent demonstrations. Diem did not reply
but Thuan later told me thal he would personally look into report. (2) I
undersfood that some Vietnumese authorities (actuufiy Minister of interior. as I
later told nuan) were considering pmsecuting for murder persons who had
assisted home set fire to himielf but, whatever thefacts. any action againsî others
involved would be o grave mistaùe. Thuan later said he would see to it t h a this
idea wm killed. (3) I had heurd t h enny to Suigon_Fom the provinces had been
burred to ail monùs. President and T h m acknowledged that this was so and said
rhat they considered it dangerow to public s a f e ~to permit bonzes to converge on
Soigon ut this particdur rime. I said that the public sofety was of course his
respomibility and I did not press the point.
Meeting with Diem lasted less than un hour.
Later, in Thuan S osfce, he rold me he hod hud a very serious (he called
it climactic) conversation with Presidenr ai midday, in which he had pressed
President very hord to face facts and adopt conciliatory postwe. He thoughf he
h d hrrd somr success. He said thut he had entphasized to President that many
people were ajaid to tell him the tmth but rhar he. Thuan, considered that it was
his duty tu tell the President "everything" and he had proceeded fo do JO.
Comment Department's insiructions could not have been more timely,
coming just b&re negotiutions begin. They me of course very SROng medicine
and will be very hard for Diem tu take. I would not core to predict outcome. but I
believe we can be satisfid thut we have done everything reasonably possible to
get President Diem to srne himseg
It is obviously vital that there be no leah about this latest moue and I am
taking strictest precautions ut this end.

Footnotes
1 William Truehem 169. "Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam to the Department of Sîate."
#1168. Embtel 1207. Saigon, June 12, 1963 8 Pm., [Depafîment of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S
VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate; Limit Distribution.] in Foreinri Relations of the United States:
Vietnam Januarv-Aueust. 1963, 1 %1 1963 Volume III, (Washington [DC]:United States Govenunent
Printing Onice, 199 l), pages: 385 387.
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The following document comprises the contents of the memorandurn that Tnieheiut was
insmicted to convey to Diem and, indeed, which he did do as noted in the previous cable to
Washington:
"167. Telegrrim From the Department of Statk ta the Embassy in VKtnam"
W4shington, June Il, 196.3 - II:OJ p.nr.
1207. In our judgement the Brrddhisi situation is dangerously near the
breaking point. Accordingly, you authorùed to tell Diem thut in the United States
view it is essential for the G W promptly to rake dramutic action îo regain
conjdence of Buddhists and that the G YN micsr fitlly and unequivocully meet
Buddhist demunds as set jorth in Embtel 1038. Furthermore, we believe thut
meeting these demands must be done in a public and dramatic fahion if
confidence is to be restored.
You jùrther uuthorùed to tell Diem t h t unless GVN is willing to lake
efective action along the above lines within the next few days the US willfind it
necessary publicly to state thuf it cannot associate ifsel/ wrtn the G W S
unwillingness to meet the reasonable demands of rhe Vietnamese Buddhist
leaders.
There follows various argumentution which you uuthorized to use in
whole or part ut your discretion.
The US understands thut a public statement may have political
repercussions inside South Vietnam and would make such a statemeni most
reluctantly since it continues ro support President Diem. However, the
international repercursions of the Buddhist troubles in South Vieinam cannot
help but afect US world-wide responsibilities. In addition, US support of
Vietnamese Government requires fil1 support of Congress anù American people
und question m to Our attitude towards und Our involvement in Buddhist problem
must be eflectively dealt with ijsatisfactory solution is nof arrived ut very quickiy.
Furthermore, it is also in the interests of the Government of South Vietnam to
take action to regain corifidence of Buddhists. No govemment in Vietnam c m
survive wifhouttheir support.
We realke that meeting Buddhist demands as set forth in Embfel 1038
run risk of engendering ficrther Buddhist deman& and that GVN mwt be
prepared to fofe and very liùely accede to such firrther demands unless thay are
so substanfive as to endanger G W defense efort. Newertheless fact is thaf
Buddhisr demands so fur have been reasonoble/or irw.ubsfan~ial.
In facf G W has
alredy gone most of the way to meef them. Whal is necessas) is that GYN so
state clearly und that if abide by such decisionfrrmly before it is too late.
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Risk of G I U yielding now fm less than pursuing continued stand-of
position when actuolly, there LF very littfe substance separating G YN and
responsible Buddhists. At present we believe situation has gone so fur thaf to
regain public confidence a joint statement by GYN and Buddhist leaders is
needed to restore public confidence.
At some time we recognize ri& to public order and safity if public
gotherings are permitted at this time and importance to GYN of demonsîrating
that it is still in c o n t d of situaiion.
We therefore recotnmend that G YN seek wurk outjoint communiqué to be
issued with GenerafAssociation mukingfollowing points:
I. Thcfivc points suggcsrcd by Buddhsfs are comidered us remonable
and proper rights which they and any other religiow group may
exercise in Vieinam.
2. In order to avoid any firther incidents which could endunger
innocent persons Buddhist leaders in their cupuciiy as
representatives of a religion which is opposed tu violence and the
G YN as the girordiun of public sa/ery mk thaf al1 loyal and virtuouz
citizens of Vietnam refiain Rom any uctions in public places which
could harm innocent persons. Until the situation is judged to be
calmer Association leaders and the G MV join in requesting thot there
be no firther public processions or demonstrations by any religioui
group in Vietnam. The right to worship privately uccording to one 's
beliefs in pugodas. temples, or churches, and to own property jly
jlags, enjoyjieedomfrom unjwtifted arrest and to propagate religion
will not be interjered with. Al1 discriminatory laws and regula~ions
will be promptly rescinded (the nicety of having thb done by
National Assembly seem brushed aride by Diern's statement that
Buddhists can count on Constitution, i.e.. on him.) Finally, as soon as
the tensions caused by recent evenrs have relaed, the privilege of
conducring orderly religious processions which do not endanger
public saJty may be freely exercised. If is recognized t h religiow
processions constitute an outwurd moni/estation of faith which
should be permitted so long as they do not endanger the welfme of
the commwiry or dumage the essential unity of the Vietnamese
people which h a enabled them to survive throughout hhtory.
3. It h a been agreed between the GVN and Association that a
permanent National Religiour Council will be establkhed which will
have the righr and dwy of conmlting with the Govemment on al1
motters aflecting religiuus~eedomas defined under the Constitution.
This Council will have as rnembers represenfatives of al1 established
sects, churches and denominations which exhf in Vietnam.
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FYI - I/ Diem does not t u k prompt a d eflective steps to reesmblish
Birddhisr confidence in him we will have to re-examine our entire
relutionship with his regime. End FYI.

2 M c d by Wood and Hilsman and cleared in bft by Hamiman, 167. "Telegram Fmm the
Department of State to the Ernbassy in Vietnam," (Washington, June 1 1 , 1963 - 11:03 p.m.), [Source:
Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational Immediate; Limit Distribution.]
In Foreim Relations of the United States: Vietnam Januarv-Aunust. 1963, 1961-1963 Volume III,
(Washington [DC]:United States Government Rinting Onice, 199 1). pages: 38 1 - 383.
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